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Introduction 
All right, I admit it, I'm a computer consultant. It wasn' t always that way, 
however. In fact, I trained originally as a radio broadcaster. I a lso had a hand in 
writing news stories, commercials, and even a little science fiction from time to 
time. But things change. 

When personal computers first came out, I worked for someone who had the 
silly idea of putting me in charge of all those strange devices. Heaven knows why. 
Perhaps because I had a penchant for fiddling with things and trying to fix them. 
I also had this annoying tendency of being somewhat of a perfectionist. They say 
it's a characteristic of Virgos, though I had never given much seriousness to 
horoscopes and other means of predicting one's individual characteristics. 

Now, I must confess, those first personal computers I worked on weren't 
Apple products. They were, in fact, PC clones, used primarily to convert 
documents for a typesetting system (yes, rather dull). This was in the days before 
PC clones acrually had to be reasonably compatible with regular software, so all 
they could do was run that translation program and the higher-cost versions of a 
few popular programs the manufacturer deigned to sell. 

I won't go into the hoops and flips I had to face whenever it was necessary to 
upgrade the computer's operating system software or add some extra hardware. 
This book isn't that long, and I would prefer to forget the late hours and sleepless 
nights fretting over one issue or another. 

Then 1984 came. Big Brother was nowhere in sight, despite what George Orwell 
suggested in a certain novel, but I discovered the Apple Macintosh and a new 
method of personal computing. Gone were many of the hassles and headaches 
that afflicted computers on the other computing platform. And that graphical 
user interface was simply a revelation compared to the clumsy command line 
instructions I had to feed that other computer to get it to do the simplest tasks. 

But things weren't quite perfect in the Macintosh universe either. 
As I tell my friends, computers aren't nearly as reliable as, say, your toaster 

oven. For one thing, they aren't dedicated to performing a single task or a set of 
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related tasks. They are supposed to be able to run any of thousands of software 
products and a large number of hardware devices as well, with only a minimum of 
fuss and bother. 

All those products are designed by multitudes of designers and programmers, 
and there is plenty of room for mistakes or oversights. In fact, soon after I frrst 
hooked up my Apple Macintosh, it froze, putting up a little rectangular screen 
telling me that it was sorry that a system error had occurred. There was also a 
Restart button that I was to click to set things right. 

Now, on that frrst occasion, clicking on the Restart button did absolutely nothing. 
I discovered something called a reset switch that forced my Mac to restart. 

Not wishing to just take things in stride, I decided that I wanted to learn as 
much as I possibly could about that strangely shaped little computer. I first pored 
over the instruction manuals, then went to the local bookstore to see if there was 
any other information I could use. Of course, there wasn't very much available in 
those days. The Mac was a brave new world in terms of personal computing, and 
the nooks and crannies hadn't been completely explored yet. 

However, I was impressed enough to tell my employers that they were using 
computers of the wrong platform and they had to change. Well, they listened to 
me. If anything, they paid just a little too much attention. They decided that I'd 
be responsible for ordering the new equipment and managing the systems. 

Over time, they even had the crazy idea to farm me out to other companies 
who needed help setting up and maintaining their Mac systems. And when that 
company one day decided to give it all up and close their doors, I soon found 
myself working as a Mac consultant. 

It's been fun discovering new things about these little computing devices, and, 
I have to admit it, aggravating too, especially when problems cropped up that just 
didn't seem amenable to the usual troubleshooting processes. 

Through the years, I have made house calls for dozens and dozens of people, 
ranging from business users to retirees who discovered the Internet as a neat way 
to keep active and stay in regular touch with family and friends. 

I also became a "helper" for the Arizona Macintosh users group. I receive 
phone calJs day and night from harried folks who wonder why their computers 
freeze up, why they can't surf the Internet, why they can't print a document, and 
so on and so forth . 

Taking all those experiences, through all those years, and putting it together 
in a reasonably coherent form takes me to the present day. And to this book. 

Upgrading & Troubleshooting Your Mac is rather unique as computer books 
go, because it's not just a collection of third-party instructional information on 
how to do things with your Mac or how to fix things up. This book is the result of 
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a Jot of reading and a lot of research, but also the practical result of my bands-on 
experience in the Mac computing universe. 

Over the years, I' ve learned lots of new, unexpected things-things that 
shouldn' t always work, but do. I discovered how to apply all this toward solving 
the growing complexities and pitfal ls in the Mac computing world. 

Yes, some day, personal computers will be just as reli able as your toaster oven. 
But not yet- far from it. 

While most Mac users work day in and day out with few problems to hurt the 
workflow, problems do happen. Macs freeze more than they should, programs 
don' t quite work as you expect, and all in all, there are hair-pulling experiences 
from time to time. 

And as the computer gets, well , a little older (and that can seem to take onJy a 
few months the way products get updated these days), you may wonder whether 
it's time to retire it and get something new. Or perhaps there's some way to 
upgrade the computer to extend its working life. 

This book addresses both these concerns. 

How This Book Is Set Up 
This book isn' t intended to be an encyclopedia or a reference work. Instead, it's a 
hands-on manual with a double focus. 

First, I' II show you the best ways to install new hardware and software. You' ll 
learn about the problems you might encounter along the way, how to avoid them, 
and what to do if tl1ey show up anyway. 

Second, I'll discuss the topic of upgrading. If you'd like your Mac to run 
faster, or you want to add more RAM or a piece of hardware that expands its 
capabilities (such as high-speed networking or adding a second display), you' ll 
learn the best way to set up the new equipment and how to set things right if 
something unexpected occurs. And you' ll read some guidelines as to whether it's 
worth doing an upgrade in the first place. 

Here's what you' ll find in this book: 

• Lots of background in formation so you know why something works, and, 
more importantly, why things may sometimes go wrong 

• Step-by-step descriptions of installation and troubleshooting processes 

• Pointers, tricks, and guidelines to help you handle routine installations 
and complex setups with ease, and to help you diagnose both common and 
very obscure problems 
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• Notes, Tips, and Cautions that give you extra bits of information and warn 
you when to be careful 

• Case History sidebars, which are actual stories, my own or about my 
clients (names omitted to protect the innocent), showing how a problem 
was discovered and how it was solved. Some of the problems are fairly 
common, ones you are apt to encounter at one time or another. Others are, 
well, strange, one-of-a-kind situations that were difficult to solve. Either 
way, I hope you'll be able to take something away from the experience in 
case you encounter a similar problem. 

Tracking a Moving Target 
When it comes to Apple Computer, predicting the future is impossible. Even as 
this book was written, Apple was busy rolling out new models and a major new 
operating system software release. Every time this happens, the way you do things 
is apt to change, not to mention the fact that potential new difficulties may arise, 
especially when you try to mix the old and the new in your computing 
environment. However, it also means that this book includes information about 
Apple' s Power Macintosh G4, the iBook, the iMac DV series, and Mac OS 9. 

I hope you like the approach, and I hope it helps you have a better, more 
productive (even more fun-filled) Mac computing experience. 

Please don't hesitate to send me your cards and letters, both compliments and 
brickbats. And I truly welcome your suggestions on things I might add to future 
editions of this book. 

It' s been a nice ride, and I look forward to the future of personal computing. 
I think some exciting things are going to be happening in the years to come, lots 
more exciting than any of us (even those of us who dabble in science fiction) 
can predict. 

Gene Steinberg 
Scottsdale, Arizona 
Email: gene@starshiplair.com 
http://www.starshiplair.com 
http://www .rockoids.com 
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The experience ought to be fun . You've just bought a new Mac (or PowerBook, 
iMac, or iBook), and now you' re anxious to take it out of the box and put it 

through its paces. If you ' re in a work environment, it' s important from a business 
standpoint to get your new Mac workstation into production as soon as possible, 
with as little downtime as possible (and make your investment a productive one). 

This chapter focuses on the basic steps to consider when deploying your new 
computers, whether for home use or for your business. 

Initial Installation: The First Day 
If your new Mac is your first, read on. The Macintosh computing experience is 
quite unlike the one you encounter when you use that other platform. 

For one thing, there's the great ease of setup and use. You can literally plug it 
in, tum it on, and begin computing without further ado. This is especially true if 
you've bought a model from one of Apple's consumer product lines, such as the 
iMac or iBook. With those models, you don't even have to install any application 
software to begin, since so much of it is provided, a lready on your hard drive and 
ready to roll. 

But as with any new installation, especially if it goes into a complicated 
setup where existing computers are already in place, you'll want to handle each 
step of the installation with care. While Macs are as close to true plug-and-play 
as a personal computer can get, there are pitfalls to consider. 

The watchword for the first day is to test, test, and test some more. It's never a 
good idea to put a brand new computer smack into a production situation where a 
potential problem can mean lost time and lost money. 

The next few sections of this chapter will. focus on tips to help make the 
transition as easy as possible. 

Adding a New Mac to a Home or Home Office 
In this setup, it's quite likely that you are starting from scratch. This could be your 
first Mac or a replacement for one you've had quite a while. In e ither case, you' ll 
want to consider the following guidelines for your particular situation. 

Your First Macintosh 
This is your first foray into the Mac operating system, so be sure to follow each 
step of the setup process s lowly and carefully. AJI new Macs (or iMacs or iBooks) 
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come with a very simple, basic set of installation instructions to refer to first. On 
the other hand, the instructions are so basic that you may find yourself having more 
questions than you'd expect even after you have it all plugged in and turned on. 

If you' re adding printers, scanners, extra drives, and other products, you are 
apt to find little help at all, unless you pour through a number of separate manuals. 

And that, in a nutshell, is one of the reasons why I've written this book: to 
guide you through the pitfalls of installing a new system and upgrading your old 
one. Either way, if you run into troubles of any sort, you'll want to read the 
relevant chapters in this book, so you can resolve the issues as quickly as possible. 

As a new Mac user, it's not just a matter of turning on the computer and 
getting to work. Personal computers are not that simple-at least not yet. So I've 
assembled some tips that you'll want to consider as you set everything up: 

• Learn your Mac fundamentals. This book isn't designed to be a basic 
how-to or tutorial. It's focused on upgrading, preventive maintenance, and 
troubleshooting. I'm assuming you've had some experience with your Mac. 
But you don't have to feel alone in the world. When you first turn on your 
Mac, you'll find an attractive desktop and a little item on the menu bar 
labeled Help where you can definitely find ways to get started. For most 
Macs (especially the consumer line), there's a Macintosh Tutorial there. 
You should try it out, as it'll guide you through the basic steps of learning 
how to use the mouse and how to handle the various elements of personal 
computing, such as folders, program windows, and Open and Save dialogs. 
These are the subjects that are apt to be confusing, even for those with a 

CAUTION 

lot of experience on Macs. It's worth the 30 minutes or so that it takes to 
cover these fundamentals. That's how I first learned to use a Mac all those 
years ago. 

I cannot overemphasize how important it is to learn your Mac basics 
if you're new to the platform or computing in general. It 's not unlike 
learning musical scales to master an instrument. You 'll find your 
computing experience more enjoyable and more productive, and 
it'll be easier to cope with problems once they arise. 

• Test each part of your system separately. Once you get your Mac up 
and running, try out all the regular functions, such as keyboard and mouse 
performance. Don't hesitate to take note of where things just don't seem 
right. You may be able to use some control panel setting to fix the problem, 
but for now, just be aware that it exists. 
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NOTE 
One example of a setting you'd probably want to fix right away is the 
speed of your mouse cursor. Apple's default setting is usually too slow. 
Just open the Mouse Control Panel and move the slider to the right to 
make it seem faster; in fact, when you do it, your perception of your 
Mac's performance is apt to rise in proportion. 

• Shut down your Mac before adding a new accessory. Yes, the new 
generation of Fire Wire and USB peripherals for the Mac are advertised as 
being "hot-pluggable," meanjng you don' t have to shut down your Mac to 
put them in and out of service. But, otherwise, you need to shut down. 
Also, when you first install a new component, no doubt there is driver 
software involved on an installation disk of some sort. You'll need to 
install the driver, and restart, at the very least, before you hook up your 
new device. That way, it'll be ready to run as soon as it' s connected. 

• Don't panic if it doesn't work. More often than not, a little 
troubleshooting will fix the problem. You may have installed something 
incorrectly, or perhaps you're just not following the proper setup 
instructions. Throughout this book, you'll find chapters that cover viitually 
every aspect of Mac use, and you should find the answers you seek. 

• Choose the Internet Service Provider (ISP) that's best for you. 
All new Macs are advertised as offering easy Internet access. You can use 
Apple's Internet Setup Assistant to get a new account, or use the AOL or 
EarthLink software already provided. You are not forced to use what is 
there already. If you had an Internet account on another computer (even 
from the Windows platform), you should be able to set up your new Mac 
to work with that account in just a few minutes, if you have the proper 
setup information. The provider's technicaJ support people can probably 
walk you through the steps in less than I 0 minutes in most cases. 

Replacement or Additional Macintosh 
If you already have a Mac that's been set up, the second one should be easy. You 
have already confronted the basics of setup and installation of a computing system. 
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Depending on whether you are planning to replace an older Mac or just add 
one to an existing installation, the following basic tips will help you make sure 
your new computer is set up properly: 

NOTE 

NOTE 

• Use file sharing if you can. This is a quick way to transfer document 
files from your old Mac to your new one. If it's not convenient to network, 
consider placing them on a backup drive, but remember, your new Mac 
may not support SCSI drives that worked fine on an older model. 

If your old Mac has Loca!Talk and no Ethernet capability, you'll have to 
consider getting a hardware module, a Loca!Talk-to-Ethernet adapter, to 
allow you to connect the two computers. I'll cover more about network 
issues and solutions in Chapter 17. 

• Don't copy the System Folder from another Mac. The one on your 
new Mac is the one designed specifically to work on that model. If your 
other Macs have a newer version, it doesn't matter. You are best advised to 
do a fresh installation from a Mac OS CD (and be sure it is really later than 
the one that came on your new Mac). Various Macs need different sets of 
system files, and the newer models have software ROM called, of course, 
Mac OS ROM. If the Mac doesn't have the correct files, you will not be 
able to start it up. The system installer is designed to figure out what goes 
where depending on what kind of Mac you have. 

You will, however, want to consider copying your Internet and network 
preferences to your new Mac. This will save you the bother of having to 
redo all those settings. 

• Reinstall your applications. Microsoft's clever "drag-and-drop" 
installation, which is part of their Office and Internet programs, is the 
exception. You can copy the program folders direct to your hard drive 
without running a special installer. Then, when you launch one of these 
Microsoft applications for the first time, a "First Run" installer will handle 
the files that need to be placed in the System Folder. For other programs, 
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CAUTION 

just install from scratch. If you have a special set of preference files (which 
ar~ most often installed in the Preferences folder inside the System Folder) 
that reflect your personal taste, and you don't want to have to recreate them 
from scratch, you may try to copy them over. 

Ifyou are upgrading from a 680x0 Mac, it is absolutely essential to 
reinstall your software or get the new Power PC version of a program 
(the Power PC family includes, of course, the G3 and G4 ). Otherwise, 
you'll be using older, slower software that won't take advantage of the 
great performance potential of your new computer. 

• Check for new versions. If you are replacing a Mac that's several years 
old, check with the software publishers to see if you need an update to run 
on a newer Mac. There's no blanket answer to this. I have run programs 
several. years old, ones that will never be updated, without trouble. But by 
the same token, other programs will crash right at launch if you attempt to 
run them. 

CAUTION 
If you have a large collection of fonts, you may be tempted to simply 
copy from your older Mac's Fonts folder to the new one when you use 
file sharing. Unfortunately, you cannot copy active (in use) files this way. 
You'll have to make a disk copy first or duplicate the fonts in another 
location on your old Mac's drive and copy from there. 

• Consider ways to share Internet access. If you need to access the 
Internet from more than a single Mac, consider looking into ways to 
share your connection among additional Macs. The possibilities include 
such programs as Vicomsoft's SurtDoubler and SurfDoubler Plus, or 
Sustainable Softworks' IPNetRouter. There are also Ethernet hubs that 
serve the purpose of sharing a modem connection. You may also want 
to explore one of the so-called "broadband" Internet connection services, 
such as cable modems or DSL. Any of these setups can allow you to use 
a single account to deliver access to the Internet even in a horne (or home 
office) with two or three Macs. It's also possible to use a regular Internet 
email program and exchange messages with each other. This may be 
helpful if computers are in different rooms. At least you can confine your 
shouting to strictly family-related matters (that is just meant as a joke, 
of course). 
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In addition to the options mentioned here, all of the newest Apple 
computers support the AirPort wireless networking system. The AirPort 
Base Station has its own 56K modem, which lets you share your Internet 
connection with any AirPort equipped Mac. 

Please don'tforget that AOL can give you up to seven mailboxes (screen 
names) per account, but you can only access one of them at a time on a 
single account. Sharing access is therefore out of the question, unless you 
order up a second account. 

Adding a New Mac to Your Office 
Are you switching over to the Mac platform, insta1ling your first computer, or just 
adding to an existing Mac network? Whatever the situation, you can prepare for 
the arrival of your new computer so that it fits into your new environment with as 
little fuss as possible. 

Adding a New Mac to an Existing Mac Network 
If your office is already using Macs, adding another to your network ought to be a 
fairly easy process, although there are some things you'll want to prepare for: 

NOTE 

• Software licenses If you intend to have your new Mac serve as an extra 
workstation, you may need to buy an extra software license for your 
programs. You don't necessarily have to buy a whole new copy at the retail 
price; some publishers will sell you a license at a reduced price (with a 
larger reduction going for multiple user packs). Fonts are usually licensed 
on the basis of output devices (printers, imagesetters, and so on), and you 
generally will not have to buy another license to install fonts on an extra 
computer (only for extra printers). 

I don't want to overemphasize this, but many programs, even basic utility 
packages (such as Stu.fflt Deluxe from ALaddin Systems), do network 
checks for additional users and won't Launch if another copy of the 
program with the same serial number is found. 

• Networking If your new Mac is to be part of an Ethernet network, you'll 
want to make sure your hub can accommodate the extra connection. Some 
Ethernet hubs have an "uplink" port, which lets you daisy-chain additional 
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hubs as needs expand. If you' re using Apple's AirPort wireless networking, 
you' ll want to make sure your new Mac is equipped with this option. As 
this book was written, the iBook, second generation iMac, and AGP-port 
versions of the Power Macintosh G4 were ready for AirPort cards, and the 
PowerBook line was expected to foJlow sui t as upgraded models appeared. 

• Serial printers Apple's Printer Share software lets you share an Apple 
StyleWriter personal printer on a network, by setting up your Mac as a 
print server. This may be fine and dandy for a setup with two or three 
Macs, but if you want to generate a reasonable volume of work and have 
the utmost flexibili ty, consider getting an inkjet pri nter with a LocalTalk or 
Ethernet networking card or a regular network laser printer. I cover the 
subject of printers in Chapter 8. 

Users of Epson inkjet printers can also get a "print sharing" capability 
from a shareware program called, naturally, EpsonShare. You can 
download a copy from http://www.ses.fr/epsonshare/softUS.htm. 

• Internet access In the normal scheme of things, each Mac will have its 
own modem (in fact, most new Apple computers these days come with a 
built-in modem, standard issue), but in your office, that modem may not 
be suitable. One reason is that a modem can bypass a corporate network 
firewall (although in a small office this is rarely an issue). You may want 
to designate one or two computers to handle your Internet or email chores. 
If you want to set up an office email system, consider buying an office 
emai l program, such as CE Software's QuickMail. These programs work 
for both your interoffice and Internet email requirements. 

Another option is to use a cable modem or DSL if available. You' ll be able to 
share your Internet access across your network, since such services use an Ethernet 
hub. Once you've done that, any email program ought to do the trick. You can 
then use Eudora, Microsoft Internet Explorer, or Netscape Communicator and 
enjoy both Internet and intranet (within your office) communications. Another 
convenient option is a modem-sharing hub. Such products include an Ethernet 
hub and the ability to share one or two modems across your network. One product 
I' ve used, the MacSense Palm Router Elite, can be run with nothing more than a 
regular Web browser. For a larger office, you may want to look into Netopia's line 
of modems and routers. Netopia' s R2121 Dual Analog Router, for example, has 
two 56K modems built in, and you can share connections among up to 15 users. 
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If you're using AOL, you can install a copy on each of your computers 
(Macs or PCs), but you cannot share access to a single account at the 
same time, regardless of how many mailboxes (screen names) you have. 

SOFI'WARE UPDATES If your new Mac is a lot newer than the ones you've had 
before, you may need to look for some software updates. While many older 
programs will work just fine with the newest Macs, including iBooks, iMacs, and 
Power Macintosh G4s, other programs may need to be updated. This is something 
you' ll want to check in advance before you install software on the new computer. 

Adding a Replacement Mac to an Existing Mac Network 
That old computer is about to be retired, and a new Mac is to replace it. If you 
have a spare spot on your network, you can use Apple' s file sharing feature to 
copy files from the old computer to the new one. But there are a few things you 
need to check first: 

NOTE 

• Don't copy your System Folder. The System Folder installed on your 
new Mac is the one designed specifically to work on that computer. Even 
if you have a newer system version on the other Mac, it' s best to do a 
normal installation from Apple 's system disks to make sure that the proper 
files are installed. Different Macs may require different files. An example 
of this is the fact that new models have a software ROM (a file call ed Mac 
OS ROM in your System Folder); without it, they won' t boot. But such 
files aren' t installed on older models. 

The exception to this rule is your Internet and network preferences. 
When you copy these settings, you'll ease the process of setting up 
your new computer. 

• Consider reinstalling application software. Except for the latest versions 
of Microsoft's Office and Internet software, which use easy drag-and-drop 
instaJiations, many programs put various and sundry files in your System 
Folder. There is really no easy way to know which files are needed and 
which aren 't. The best approach is to install the programs from scratch. 
That will ensure that the correct files are placed in their proper locations. 
You can, of course, consider copying over program preference files if you 
have a set of complex ways in which you customize software. 
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CAUTION 
lfyou are upgrading from a 680x0 Mac, it is absolutely essential to 
reinstall your software or get the new PowerPC version of a program. 
Otherwise, you'll be using older, slower software that won't take 
advantage of the great performance potential of your new computer. 

NOTE 
Some program installers are gracious enough to leave an "Installer Log" 
file on your hard drive. If you find one of these, you'll want to consult it to 
see what was changed or installed and where it was placed. 

• Check for updates. If you are replacing a Mac that's several years old, 
check with the software publishers to see if you need an update to run on a 
newer Mac. There's no blanket answer to this. I have run programs several 
years old, ones that will never be updated, without trouble. But by the same 
token, other programs will crash right at launch if you attempt to run them. 

What to Do If Your New Mac Doesn't Work 
There's nothing worse than switching on your computer and finding out that it just 
doesn' t work. I cannot recall a single instance in my personal experience where I've 
had a Mac that turned up dead on arrival, but I know it happens sometimes. If the 
worst should happen, your best approach would be to first recheck your setup to 
make sure everything is plugged in properly and that the power strip, if you use 
one, is on. 

Here are some suggestions to follow before you seek outside help: 

• Recheck all connections. It follows that you not only have to plug it in, 
but also be sure that the AC outlet is operational. In a home environment 
particularly, some AC sockets are linked to a light switch. When you tum 
off the light, the power goes off too. With a power strip, check for an 
on/off switch of some sort. Make sure all connections are tight (check this 
before you turn the power strip on). 

• Install driver software for peripherals. Inkjet printers, removable drives, 
scanners, and so on require special software to run. While Apple incorporates 
some of these programs as standard issue (such as Iomega's Jaz and Zip 
drive software) and includes drivers for some USB devices, many products 
won't work unless you run the manufacturer's installation first. 
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Apple's USB system features are clever enough to recognize when the 
software you need for a USB device isn't there. If you restart with the 
software missing, you'll see an onscreen message about it after your 
Mac has booted, and it will offer to search for a driver for you. Since 
most third-party manufacturers don't support the "search" feature, take 
the warning as a request to install the needed software, and cancel the 
search prompt. 

• Test each item, one at a time. If you daisy-chain a set of peripherals, 
such as SCSI devices, the failure of one item to work can likely cause 
problems for the other items on the chain. You may even crash at startup. 
The best approach is to check your new Mac first, all by itself (with 
keyboard, mouse, and monitor as necessary), and when you're sure it 
is all right, power down and hook up the extras. 

• Swap/replace cables. Somtimes all it takes is a bad cable, and your new 
computer system won't run properly. If you have a spare set (or extras used 
for a different product), don't hesitate to try them out to see if the cables 
themselves are the source of your problems. 

• Check the rest of this book for advice. I have devoted separate chapters 
to each element of your Mac system, from RAM upgrades to the installation 
of new modems, drives, scanners, printers, and other peripherals. If you 
are adding a number of new products, you' ll want to consult each of these 
chapters for advice on how to handle the setups to avoid potential pitfaJls. 

If all else fails, you should contact your dealer and insist on an immediate 
replacement, if possible. While most dealers will simply want to fix a product 
that's dead on arrival, it is usually worth arguing for another unit, even if the one 
you have is partly functional. 

If Your Dealer Doesn't Cooperate 
Apple Computer has a new product wananty that entitles you to a year's free 
service--onsite for desktop models. Laptops can actually be shipped direct to 
Apple for service; they'll even supply the shipping box and pay the shipping 
charges (but you have to arrange for service first with their customer service 
department). 
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NOTE 
While your dealer can handle repairs, you do not have to use them if you 
would rather have Apple arrange f or service. On the other hand, if you 
have full confidence in your dealer, and their technicians are certified by 
Apple, go ahead and let them do the job. More often than not, the repair 
is just a matter of simply swapping one part for another. 

Don't hesitate to ask Apple for assistance to resolve your proble m. Apple has 
more stringent requirements for dealers than used to be the case, and, even if you 
have to go up the corporate ladder, you will usually find a sympathetic ear and a 
reasonable resolution to your problem. 

NOTE 
This is beyond the scope of this book, but Apple does have some extended 
warranty policies for some models, such as the PowerBook 190 and 5300 
series, a f ew Peiformas, and some Apple Vision monitors. So if you buy a 
used or reconditioned Mac or Apple peripheral that has developed a clear 
hardware problem, ask Apple customer service if they know of such a 
repair or replacement program. 

Summing Up 
Most new Mac installations go quickly with little fuss or bother. And where 
troubles crop up, more than li kely you will be able to overcome any installation 
problem with setting up your Mac. 

But if you run into a system software problem, you ' ll want to read Chapter 2 
and Jearn how to cope with the hassles that sometimes arise from something in 
your System Folder. 



How to Cope with System 
Software Hassles 
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Every single second that you use your Mac, you are using a single set of 
software, the Mac OS. Like your car's tires, it gets more wear and tear than 

anything else you use on your Mac, except for the hard drive. As a result, any 
problem with the system software can easily take down your Mac for the count. 

Of course, it's not terribly convenient to reinstall your system software every 
single day, nor should you have to. Most system problems can be dealt with 
simply by following some basic troubleshooting. 

In this chapter, you' Ill earn about common problems with your Mac and what 
they signify. You'll also discover the best ways to reinstaJI your system software 
should the need arise. 

How to Handle System Crashes 
There are going to be arguments back and forth among proponents on both sides 
of the computing aisle about whether Macs are as reliable as they could be . 
Both Mac and Windows computers can crash on occasion. There is no way to 
avoid this, and the condition will continue until you install Mac OS X, which 
may have arrived by the time you read this book. Well, at least it'll reduce 
crashing problems (or at least reduce their severity). When system crashes are 
no longer part and parcel of the personal computing process, the day of the true 
computer appliance will have arrived. 

Chapter 18, which is devoted to the topic of adding things to your System 
Folder, also covers diagnosing system-related conflicts. This chapter will cover a 
few basics and then refer you to other chapters for more information. 

• Frequent crashes aren't normal. I'm not contradicting myself here. 
It' s normal for your Mac to crash occasionally, but when it happens ten 
times a day, something is most definitely wrong. Most times it's the 
software that's involved, and you'll want to follow the steps in Chapter 18 
to deal with them. 

• It's rarely the hardware. Macs are very reliable. There are millions of 
older Macs in regular use every single day in production situations, and 
they keep on purring. That's true even for such compact Macs as the Mac 
Plus. Except for hard drives, removable devices, and similar products, 
which are subject to mechanical wear and tear, you should expect your 
Mac to last for many years, way beyond the time when you' ll no longer 
need to use it. 
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• Repair or replace? Of course, electronics aren't always perfect. Should 
your Mac's logic board or power supply fail, it may be time to consider 
whether you're really better off getting a new Mac. If you're on a budget, 
and if you can locate used or refurbished parts, you may actually be able to 
stretch the life of that old computer for quite a long time. But if the repair 
bills add up, the time may have arrived to visit your Apple dealer (or check 
a catalog or Web site) and see what's being offered. 

• Don't forget computer viruses. Most system crashes on Macs aren't 
caused by computer viruses. They are generally related to software or 
system conflicts of one sort or another. However, that doesn't mean you 
shouldn't check for the possibility of computer viruses. Any time you share 
files with another user, or even browse the Internet regularly and receive 
files, there is always a slight risk of infection. Please read Chapter 12 for 
more information on this subject. 

What Those Error Messages Really Mean 
Wouldn't it be nice if Apple could just put up a message that says, "Sorry, your 
Mac crashed because the person who programmed your word processor left out a 
line of code because he was late for dinner"? That and similar routine mistakes are 
what often cause programs to quit and your Mac to freeze. 

But since programs are getting larger and larger, with millions of lines of code, 
the possibility of error has risen dramatically. Worse, there are so many thousands 
of possible combinations of Mac hardware and software that it's just too easy for 
conflicts to occur. 

Unfortunately, it's not terribly easy to know why your Mac is behaving badly. 
The system error messages you see on the screen-when you see them-frequently 
don' t give you the information you need to fmd out what' s wrong. They seem 
designed more for programmers than for folks like you and me who just want to use 
our Macs with as little fuss as possible. 

While the messages may seem meaningless, they can sometimes point you in 
the general direction of where a problem might lie. Table 2-1 Lists common Mac 
OS errors and what they signify, along with a general idea of wher~ a solution may 
be found. I have made n!J attempt to be complete here; these are just some of the 
errors you're apt to encounter at some point in your Mac computing experience. 

CAUTION 
Use this table with extra care. As often as the error message may be 
correct, a system error may be misleading and send you off in the wrong 
direction in search of a solutiofl:. 
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Error Number 

ID l 

ID 2 

ID 3 

ID 4 

ID S 

ID 6 

ID7 

ID S 

ID 9 

IDIO 

IDll 

ID 12 

ID 13 

Definition 

Bus Error 

Address Error 

Illegal Instruction 

Zero Divide Error 

Range Check Error 

Overflow Error 

Privilege Violation 

Trace Mode Erro r 

Line 1010 T rap Error 

Line 1111 T rap Error 

Hardware Exception 
Erro r 

Unimplemented Core 
Routine 

Uninstalled Interrupt 

CauseS/Common Solutions 

A memory-related error. Try giving the program more 
RAM, or get a RAM upgrade. 

Incorrect memory address. Check for system extension 
conflict or corrupted program preferences. 

A possible programming error. Check for an application 
or system extension conflict 

This is a programming error, a remnant of a routine step 
in the error checking process. Check for an application 
or system extension conflict. 

Another programming error; the number isn ' t within the 
range required for the program. Check fo r an application 
or system extension conflict. 

More programming problems; a number used for 
calculation is too big for the space set aside in 
the program. Check for an application or system 
extension conflict. 

This is strictly a programming issue; nothing to be 
concerned about (one hopes) with a released product. 

This is an indication that your M ac has apparently 
stumbled into a programming mode. 

Similar to ID 3; an instruction your Mac' s CPU doesn 't 
understand. Possibly due to application or system 
extension conflict. 

Similar to ID 9 and 3. A possible application or system 
extension confl ict. 

This is a generic system error, which appears only on 
Power Macs, running Mac OS versions earlier than 7 .6. 
It's pretty much the same as a Type I erro r, a general 
system or application conflict. 

Similar to ID 4; a relic of a programming erro r. Possibly 
due to an application or system extension conflict. 

This message indicates that your Mac cannot 
communicate with a peripheral device, such as a 
disk drive. 

l@:llfji System Errors and Their Definitions 
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Error Nunlber Definition Causes/Common Sdlutions 

ID 15 Segment Loader Error You don't see this on PowerPC Macs. The error dates 
back to the era of 680x0 Macs, and indicates that part of 
the program didn't properly load into memory. 

ID 17 Missing Package This indicates that a specific component of your system 
software is missing. The best solution is a clean 
reinstallation of your system software, explained later. 

ID 27 Ditto Ditto 

ID 30 Ditto Ditto 

ID 31 Ditto Ditto 

ID25 Memory Full Error Eilher your Mac doesn't have enough memory to run a 
program or perform a function, or there's a software 
conflict that' s memory related. 

ID 26 Bad Program Launch The program you attempted to launch isn't running 
properly. Consider reinstalling the application, or, at the 

t very least, delete its preferences fi le. 

ID20 Stack Ran into Heap A memory error, similar to ID 25. 

-34 Disk Is Full Clear out di sk space or copy file to another drive. ~ ~ 
-37 Bad File Name Flle appears to be corrupted. Use a backup, if you ~! have one. 

-39 Logical End of File The file is corrupted and needs to be replaced. This is ~1 
also a common error when a preferences file goes bad. ~~ 

-60 Bad Master Directory This is a disk directory error. Run Disk First Aid or a 
~ Block commercial hard drive diagnostic/repair program to fix. 
~ -64 Drive Not Installed Cannot read drive or disk. Check drive directory, update 

device driver or check SCSI chain. 

-65 Ditto Ditto 

-66 Font Substitution This is a font error, possibly indicating the font you 
Occurred tried to use is missing or damaged. Reinstall the font 

and try again. 

-127 Internal File System This indicates your Mac may have serious disk directory 
Error damage (or a SCSI chain problem). Check the SCSI 

chain and run Disk First Aid or a commercial hard drive 
diagnostic/repair program to fl.x. 

1~1=11111 System Errors and Their Defmitions (continued) 
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One Line Too Many 

There is no greater frustration than encountering a software conflict that the 
software's publisher cannot reproduce. You become almost paranoid. You feel 
that perhaps you are being singled out. 

This happened to me when I was using a component of a now-discontinued 
utility program: a simple control panel that put up a little menu bar icon 
displaying hard disk activity. Every time I ran that program, my Mac would 
crash. 

I dutifully contacted the publisher's technical support people and went 
into endless details of my particular setup, and they took me through various 
stages of disabling and enabling system extensions. Even with the basic set 
of Apple system extensions and their lone component of the program, the 
crashes occurred. Technical support couldn't duplicate it. 

Finally they did the impossible (and I've never heard of a similar case). 
They are located in the Pacific Northwest, and I'm in the Southwest. They had 
one of their lead programmers pack up a Power Book eontaining a copy of the 
program's source code (the software's heart and soul) and travel direct to my 
home office to see what was happening. 

He arrived, set up his PowerBook, and launched his software compiling 
program. Before his eyes, I continued to duplicate the problem. He watched it 
in action, then rummaged through the long lines of arcane text that formed the 
source of the program that was crashing my Mac. 

Finally he stumbled upon a single line of computer code, a few words that 
made no sense to anyone but a software engineer. He muttered something 
about the code not actually doing anything in particular, but he thought that 
perhaps, in a rare sitUation, it might just create an "endless loop" that would 
cause a crash. How it got there, he wouldn't guess, as the original programmer 
(no longer connected with the company) may have put it there to access a 
function that was removed from the final version. 

So he removed it, then recompiled the program. He copied the finished 
control panel to a floppy, and I then installed it. I restarted and crossed my 
fingers. The crashes stopped, for good. In days, the fixed version was ready 
and was incorporated into the next version of the program. 

So sitnple, yet so complex. Imagine how difficult it is to locate an errant line 
of computer language in a huge word processing program that is causing a one
in-a-million system crash? My respect for the hurdles software engineers face in 
giving us reasonably reHable software went way up as a result of this episode. 
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Is It the Hardware or Software? 
This is the $64 million question, and one you wonder about when your Mac 
crashes over and over again and no amount of system diagnostics will set it right. 

There are a few sure indications, however, of a hardware-related problem. 
Other problems may seem hardware-related, but are really due to other causes. 

Here's a listing of typical problems: 

• Weird tones appear at startup. This usually indicates defective or 
improperly installed RAM. Try reseating or removing the RAM upgrade 
and see if the problem disappears (of course, you've got to leave your 
original RAM module where it is). If the problem doesn ' t vanish, contact 
your dealer or Apple Computer for further assistance. We' ll cover the 
subject of RAM upgrades in more detail in Chapter 4. 

• Screen remains dark and Mac refuses to start. On some of the early 
Power Macs, this is a symptom of a dead PRAM battery. The battery, costing 
from $10 to $20, is readily available from your Apple dealer. You may also 
find an equivalent at a specialty battery dealer or even a Radio Shack store. 
If your Mac has a graphic card in a PCI expansion slot, shut it down, open 
your Mac's case and make sure the card is properly seated. If not, reseat the 
card carefully. This condition was an occasional problem on some Power 
Computing Mac OS clones. If these two solutions don't apply, have your 
Mac or monitor checked for a power supply or logic board problem. 

CAUTION 
Before you touch anything inside your Mac, you should shut down the 
entire system (including monitor, external drives, and so on) and touch the 
power supply to ground yourself. Some manufacturers are nice enough to 
include wrist straps (to tap static electricity). That way you won't cause a 
"spike" that can fry your Mac's delicate electronics. 

• The picture distorts or there is a color shift. Restart your Mac. If 
the problem doesn' t disappear, check your monitor adjustments. If the 
problem continues, contact your dealer for assistance. Some Apple 
Computer monitors, from the Apple Vision series, are known to be 
troublesome. Call Apple Computer's customer service people for 
assistance. You'lllearn more about Mac displays in Chapter 10. 

• Date reverts to 1956 or network settings change after a cold start. 
If you power up your Mac and find the system date, network, or other 
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settings have changed, it's time to replace the PRAM battery. These little 
lithium batteries store these settings. For more information, refer to the 
earlier section on why your Mac may refuse to start. 

• Front bezel separates on PowerBook 190/5300 series. This problem 
is covered by an extended warranty from Apple. Contact your dealer or 
Apple customer service to arrange for service. 

• PowerBook or iBook battery doesn't recharge. Your battery is 
generally good for a year or two of regular service. If you cannot get it to 
charge properly, you may want to recheck the AC adapter (they have been 
known to fail on earlier PowerBook models), or try another battery if you 
have one. You can buy a battery for most recent PowerBooks from your 
Apple dealer. If the battery still won' t recharge, consult your PowerBook's 
documentation about resetting the Power Manager, which can impact such 
problems. Chapter 5 has much more information on this subject. 

Extended Warranties: Are They Worth It? 
As you prepare to leave the store with your new purchase, the salesperson tells you 
there 's one more option: an extended warranty. You can add a year or two-or 
more-to Apple's standard one-year product warranty. Is this worth it? 

In practice, such policies are little different from a regular insurance policy. A 
third-party carrier (or Apple Computer if it's an AppleCare policy) will cover repairs 
(perhaps with a small deductible) if your system develops a hardware problem. 

The question is: Do you really need thi s insurance? If the policy is really 
cheap and you are far from a friendly neighborhood dealer or Macintosh user 
group, you might find this a convenient safeguard. But most electronic 
components will tend to fa il early in their life cycle, well within your new 
product warranty. You should look at extended warranties with skepticism. They 
are a big source of profit for the dealers, and the possibility you' Ll actually need 
one is not terribl y large. 

NOTE 
If there is any exception to this rule, perhaps it would be an Apple laptop, 
be it PowerBook or iBook. These models are subject to more wear and 
tear than the usually stationary desktop models, and an economical policy 
may well be worth your consideration. The LCD display, fo r example, can 
be especially expensive to replace ~f it fails. 
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There are occasional articles in Consumer Reports magazine on the subject, 
and you may want to consult them for additional insights. 

The Right Way to Do a System Upgrade 
The vision of the one-click installation has been part and parcel of the Mac 
computing experience from the very first. In those days, your entire System Folder 
fit on a single 400K floppy disk (well , at least at the very beginning). 

Today, your System Folder consists of hundreds of files, and the contents can 
easily fill more than 300MB of storage space, even with the minimum of extras. 
There are so many possible combinations of Macs and required system 
components, there's no way to just guess what works. 

The most efficient way to do a system upgrade is to run Apple's Mac OS 
installer. Trying to drag a completed System Folder from another Mac to yours 
will almost always run into trouble, unless they are identical in make and model. 

The Two Types of System Installations 
There are two types of Mac OS installations. Which you choose depends on 
whether you' ve had problems with your current system software, or whether 
you're upgrading to an all-new version. 

• Upgrade installation This is the standard option available when you 
double-click the Mac OS installer. The components of your System Folder 
will be updated with the newer versions from Apple Computer, and your 
System file will be updated as well. If any untouched files are damaged, 
they will still be present. In addition, if your System file is damaged, the 
update may only make matters worse. 

• Clean installation No, you don ' t have to reinstall all of your software to 
do a clean system installation (although you might have to consider this as 
a last resort to deal with serious system problems). The actual process will 
create a brand new System Folder. Your existing System Folder will be 
deactivated and renamed Previous System Folder. Nothing from your older 
System Folder is transferred. That means you' II have to reinstall or drag 
over your third-party ex tensions, control panels, fonts, and preferences. 

What's Right for You 
Unless you are in a real hurry, or you' re just reinstaWng your system software 
to add or remove a component, it' s best to start from scratch. And that means a 
clean installation. 
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The advantage is that no components that may be damaged from your existing 
System Folder are carried through, and, if you're upgrading to a new system 
version, you'll be assured of as reliable an upgrade as possible. 

The sad side effect, however, is that you have to go through a process of 
merging non-Apple components from your existing System Folder. This can be 
confusing and perhaps time-consuming, but if you follow the suggestions in the 
next section, you'll be able to keep the process as painless as possible. 

If you really want to try to automate the process, consider trying out Conflict 
Catcher (described in the section entitled "Clean System Merging: The Easy 
Way," later in this chapter), which does a lot of the work for you. A demo copy 
is included on this book' s CD. 

The Steps to a Clean Installation 
Once you' re ready to proceed, first create an Apple System Pro filer report of your 
original System Folder. You'll need it later on. Get your system CD and follow 
these steps: 

NOTE 

NOTE 

The steps described here apply to Mac OS 9, but should apply in equal 
fashion to any Mac OS 8 version, with the exception of system updates 
(which require a regular system installation beforehand). 

1. Go to the Apple menu, and launch Apple System Profiler, bringing up the 
screen shown in Figure 2-1. 

2. Choose New from the File menu to choose your report options (see 
Figure 2-2). 

3. Since you are only concerned with the contents of your System Profile, 
check only the boxes at right, and uncheck the ones at left. Then click OK 
to begin the process, which will bring up a progress screen as shown in 
Figure 2-3. 

4. Once your report is generated, choose Print from the File menu to get a 
hard copy of the report. 

If you don't have a printer at hand, you can simply save the profile report, 
but it'll take a lot more time to compare the contents back and forth when 
you're ready to merge System Folders. 

5. Now you're ready for the main event. Insert the new system CD in your 
Mac's CD-ROM drive. 
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Searching for Extensions on your startup volume, Rockolds 

Number found: 130 

ljMimfil Apple System Proftler is now cataloging tbe contents of your Mac's 
System Folder 

NOTE 

6. Restart your Mac and immediately hold down the "C" key, which will 
force your Mac to start from the system CD. Release the key when you see 
the Happy Mac icon. 

If you have a Mac OS clone or your Mac refuses to start from the system 
CD, go to the Control Panels folder, open the Startup Disk Control 
Panel, and select the CD as your startup disk. You'lljust have to change 
it back when the installation is through. For the "Slot Loading" or 
second generation iMac, the iBook, or the Power Macintosh G4, you 
need to hold down the OPTION key at startup. Then click on the CD's 
icon from the list you see on the screen, and click the right arrow to 
continue the startup process. 

7. After your Mac has started, locate and double-click on the Mac OS Install 
icon, which brings up a screen similar to the one shown in Figure 2-4. 
Cllck Continue to proceed. 

8. On the next screen (see Figure 2-5), choose the Destination Disk from the 
pop-up menu (if your Mac has more than one drive). 

9. Once you've selected the drive on which the System Folder is to be placed, 
click the Options button, if you're doing a clean system installation. This 
will bring up the screen shown in Figure 2-6. 

10. Click the Petform Clean Installation check box to select that option, then 
click the OK button. 
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X We lcome @I 

Welcome to the Mac OS 9 installation progi'Gitl. This progi'Gitl will 
guide you through the four steps necessary to install Mac OS 9. 

1. Select a destination disk 

2. lteo.d Important information 

3. ltespond to the so f tware license agreement 

4. Install software 

Click Continue to begin the first step. 

I Go Bacl< I (I Continue ij 

ljMilijfji Begin your clean instal lation from this screen 

o ~ ~~~;;;--=-~ Install Mac OS 9 = 2 --~~.=."': nEl 
•I 
~ @I A Select Destination 

Choose a d isk to install the software on, then click Select. 
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~ Perfonn Clean Installation 
I nstells a completely nev System fo lde r that does not Include your 
thl rd- party extensions, control panels, or fo nts. System soft~o~are and 
application preferences are reset to their default settings. 

I Cancel I [I OK I] 

li@!u!fJI Choose the Perform Clean Installation option here 

11. On the next screen, you' ll see an Important Information message, which is 
actually your Mac OS Read Me file (see Figure 2-7). Go over this to make 
sure there aren't some last-minute steps you need to take to ensure a 
seamless system software upgrade. When you're fini shed reading the 
document (you can also save or print it), click Continue to move on to the 
next step. If you don' t print the Read Me file at this point, no problem. It'll 
be copied to your hard drive during the normal system installation. 
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Before You Install 

This docwnent tells you hov lo prepare for inslalling Mac OS 9.0 and gives 
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the Mac OS inslallation manual. 

Before installing Mac OS 9. 0, do these tasks: 

• Turn off any security softvare that you may have inslalled on your computer. 

• If you have a PoverBook, make sure that it is plugged inlo AC pover and set not 
In 0\'\ In <1PPn -- - --
I Save .. . I I Print ... I I Go Back I [I Continue 

l jtc\!);!fp Consult trus file for last-minute tips and cautions about yow· 
Mac OS installation 
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If you find something in the Important Information file that prevents you 
from doing your system installation right away, choose Quit .from the File 
menu to end the process. You can always go back to it later. 

12. On the next screen, you can opt to go right on to the system installation, 
or you can make a few more choices. If you wish to continue with the 
standard installation process, click Start. You' ll see a progress bar and an 
estimate of how long the system installation will take. Expect it to last 
from five to twenty-five minutes, depending on the kind of Mac you have. 

At the very start of the installation process, the installer will check your 
hard drive with Disk First Aid to be sure there are no disk directory issues 
before the software is actually installed. If there are problems Disk First Aid 
cannot ftx, the installation won't continue. At this point, if you have a copy, 
run Norton Utilities or TechTool Pro and see if they can fix the problem. 

13. If you want to check or pick and choose the components of your system 
installation, click Customize, which brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 2-8. 

0 - --:_-::::; Install Mac OS 9 ." ~-- ~:::'=':::-:..:.-::.."io §I 

~ Custom Installation and R.emovol @J 

Click Start to launch selected software installers on "Old Ironsides.'' 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

14. Review the Software components list. If everything is what you want, click 
the Start button to begin the installation. If you wish to remove or add a 
component, click the check box next to its name. 

If you wish to further customize the installation of software components, 
click the Recommended Installation pop-up menu to pick further options. 
Be sure you click the "i" icons for 5pecifics on the effect of the choices 
you make, if you have any questions. 

15. If you have a Mac with a non-Apple hard drive, you ' 11 want to click 
Options (see Figure 2-9). Then uncheck the box labeled Update Apple 
Hard Disk Drivers. If you don't follow this step, you'll either have to 
respond to a dialog that your drive can't be updated or, worse, confront a 
problem with the drive if the Apple installer tries the update anyway. Click 
OK to continue. 

Ifyour hard drive isn'tformatted with Apple's Drive Setup program, you 
may want to contact the manufacturer o_fyour disk formatting software to 
make sure it's compatible with your newly installed system version. 

16. Once your system installation is done, click Quit to close the 
installer program. 

~Update Apple Hard Disk Drivers 
The Installer looks for herd drives formatted ..,lth Apple disk utility 
softlo'ore. If any ar e found, It updates the drivers to the latest version. 
Drives formatted lo'lth a disk uti I ity other than llpple"s ar e not updated or 
altered. 

~ Create Installation Report 
Generates a report that l ists the files added, removed, and replaced 
during I nstollation . The repor t ~<~i II be on the destl notion disk, In the 
Installer Logs folder, after the Instal lation Is complete. 

l Cancel I ij OK I] 

I@MN;Ifjl Uncheck the Update Apple Hard Disk Drivers option if you install 
on a non-Apple hard drive 
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17. If you changed your Startup Disk Control Panel settings, locate the control 
panel on your CD (in the Control Panels folder) and select your original 
destination disk as the startup disk. 

18. Choose Restart from the Special menu. 

The flrst part of the system installation is finished, but you have more to do 
before you can get down to work with your new System Folder. Now you've got 
to start the merge process. 

How to Merge System Folders 
When you complete your clean system installation, you' 11 have a System Folder and 
a Previous System Folder. The latter is simply your original System Folder, which 
Apple has "deblessed" (made inactive) as a consequence of yow· installation. Now 
that it's there, what do you do about it? 

I have seen situations where folks have just left it there, doing nothing with it, 
and not taking advantage of its value. If you prefer, you can simply reinstall all 
your third-party control panels and extensions, redo all your program and Internet 
settings, and be done with it. If you can accomplish this task in a reasonably short 
amount of time, it may be the best choice. 

But for most of us, it' s better to simply merge the System Folders, moving 
over the non-Apple files and certain preferences flies from your Previous System 
Folder to the new one. 

This is not a trivial process, and you may expect it to take anywhere from a 
half hour to a couple of hours to do right. You'll also have to check the contents 
of each folder within your System Folder to be absolutely certain you are copying 
over the things you need and not the things that will replace newer system 
components or cause further trouble. 

Here are the steps to follow: 

1. Retrieve the Apple System Profller report you made before the clean 
installation. Now open the Previous System Folder and the new System 
Folder, and place the directories side by side to compare them. 

2. Choose View as List from the Finder for each folder, and make sure the 
name is selected (see Figure 2-10 for the result). This will make it as easy 
as possible to compare the two. 
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lij@ih'fl[ei On the left , a Previous System Folder; on the right, a new System Folder, 
ready to be merged 

NOTE 

3 . Check for any folders in your Previous System Folder that aren' t 
duplicated in your new System Folder. Hold down the SHIFT key and select 
each of them. 

4. Hold down the OPTION key, then drag those folders to your new System 
Folder. When you perform this action, a plus sign ( +) will appear on the 
mouse cursor. 

You are holding down the OPTION key so that you are copying, not moving, 
the files to the new System Folder. That way, if something goes wrong, you 
can revert to your Previous System Folder. 

5. If you have any custom sounds you' ve added, double-click on the System 
file icon in your Previous System Folder to bring up the directory of 
keyboard layouts and sounds. 

6. Remove those sounds, hold down the OPTION key, then drag them to the 
System file in the new System Folder. It' ll take a few seconds for the 
process to complete itself. 

7. Next, open the Apple Menu Items folder in both the Previous and new 
System Folders and compare the contents. OPTION-drag over the fi les not 
duplicated in the new System Folder. 
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8. The next step gets a bit more complicated. Consult your copy of the Apple 
System Profiler report to see which items in your System Folder are from 
Apple and which aren't. 

9. For each folder in your two System Folders, OPTION-drag the non-Apple 
files from your Previous System Folder to the new System Folder, with the 
exceptions of the Preferences and Fonts folders. 

10. Go to the Fonts folder of each System Folder. Select all the files from your 
old Fonts folder and OPTION-drag them to the new one. Not to worry, you 
won't be able to replace any fonts that are duplicated (you'll get a message 
they're in use). 

11. After your fonts are replaced, open the Preferences folder, and OPTION-drag 
the non-duplicated fi les to the new Preferences folder. 

12. If you have Internet access, OPTION-drag Apple's Internet Preferences, 
Modem Preferences, and the TCP/IP Preferences tiles to the new System 
Folder, and OK the message to replace the ones that are there. In addition 
to these basic files, you'll also want to OPTION-copy folders with the name 
America Online, Eudora, Explorer, or Netscape, or bearing the name of 
any other Internet software you use. When you copy these additional files, 
stored program settings, bookmarks, downloads, email, and other files will 
be brought over to your new System Folder. 

If you cannot locate the preferences files for all of your Internet software, 
use the Find feature to bring up Apple's Find or Sherlock screen to find a 
list of the files you need. 

13. Locate the Remote Access folder and open it. 

14. Drag the Remote Access Connections file from this folder to the Remote 
Access folder in your new System Folder. 

15. Double-check the items you've transferred. You may have to move a file 
from here and there, if you missed any. 

16. If everything is all right, choose Restart from the Special menu. 

17. Once your Mac has restarted, make sure it works properly.lf all went well, 
you should be ready to enjoy your new System Folder. 
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NOTE 
Do not delete the contents of your Previous System folder until you're sure 
your new installation went well. Otherwise, you'll end up having to do 
another clean installation. 

What If the Clean System Installation Goes Badly? 
It doesn't happen too often (thank heavens), but sometimes reinstalling your 
system software only makes matters worse for your Mac. Should this happen, you 
can go back to using your Previous System Folder. This is why you should copy 
rather than move your files during the merge process. 

The following process is quite drastic. You'll have to be prepared to restore all 
of your programs in addition to reinstalling system software. It's only 
recommended as a last resort. 

NOTE 

NOTE 

If you have an iMac or iBook and did not install much or any third-party 
software, you can use your System Restore disk to put everything back the 
way it was. And, if you back up your files, the Restore process can be set 
to erase your hard drive. This is as clean an installation as you can get. 
For other new Macs, the Restore disk simply puts back the original System 
Folder and related components. 

Here's what to do next: 

1. Restart your Mac if it crashed. If you cannot get it to start, restart with your 
system CD, holding down the "C" key (as noted in the previous section) to 
get it going. On newer Macs, you need to press the OPTION key to bring up 
a screen on whi.ch you can select the CD as the startup disk. 

2. Go to your new System Folder on your startup drive, and remove the 
System file. 

3. Select the folder's icon and rename thjs folder "Obsolete System Folder." 

Renaming an icon simply involves clicking on the name to select it, 
waiting for the name to highlight, then typing in the new name and 
pressing RETURN or ENTER to save it. 

4. Go to the Previous System Folder, select the icon, and rename it back to 
System Folder. 
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5. Open and close the folder. This has the effect of "blessing" the former 
Previous System Folder, so your Mac can start again. 

6. Restart and verify that you're up and running again. 

7. Trash the Obsolete System Folder. 

8. Either continue to use your original System Folder or go ahead and try the 
clean system installation process again, as outlined in the earlier section 
entitled "The Steps to a Clean Installation." But this time, rather than 
merge the Previous System Folder with the new System Folder, first verify 
that your Mac works properly. 

9. Once you've done that, reinstall all of your third-party control panels and 
extensions. If you have application software that includes system 
components, you' ll have to reinstall them as well. 

The newest Microsoft Office and Internet applications are designed to run 
a "self-repair" routine if you launch them with missing System Folder 
components, so you shouldn't need to worry about them. These programs 
are designed to take care of themselves (though I've heard of a case or 
two where a complete software reinstallation was needed). 

10. Once you've reinstalled everything, you should recheck your Mac's startup 
process and your programs to make sure everything works properly. Prepare 
to have to revisit a program's preferences and your Internet settings. 

If the foregoing process doesn' t work, there are some more options: 

• Check your hard drive. While Apple' s Disk First Aid should be 
able to ferret out disk directory problems that may affect your Mac OS 
installation, don 't hesitate to give it another go-around. If you have one or 
more of the commercial disk repair programs on hand, such as Alsoft' s 
DiskWarrior, Symantec' s Norton Utilities, or MicroMat' s TechTool Pro, 
let them do their stuff. It's always possible these programs will find a 
problem Disk First Aid missed. Once you run these programs, give the 
system installation another try. 
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• Reformat your hard drive. This is a drastic step, but if you have a 
backup (or can use a Restore disk to put everything back), this may be the 
best way to clear up lingering problems. It's not quite as intimidating as it 
sounds, so long as you can back up everything. But prepare to spend the 
better part of an afternoon to accomplish the task (or an entire day if you 
have a Mac with several big hard drives and lots and lots of files). 

• Have the Mac checked by a dealer. If you've tried everything possible 
to get your Mac to run in a stable fashion, have the hardware checked. It 
simply isn't normal for a Mac user to have to go through so much grief to 
get the computer to operate as it's supposed to. 

Clean System Merging: The Easy Way 
The process just described is a Uttle complex and requires Jots of attention to 
detail. But it isn't the only way to do a clean installation of your system software. 

Fortunately, there is a way to actually help you automate the process, so 
you don' t have to get a case of blurry eyes trying to figure out what goes where 
and when. 

The solution is a special feature of Casady & Greene 's popular Conflict 
Catcher program (see also Chapter 18). The stock and trade of Conflict Catcher 
is its ability to help you diagnose possible system extension conflicts, but the 
program can also help you merge your disparate system elements after a clean 
installation. Here is how to do it: 

NOTE 

1. Do a clean system instal lation, as explained in the earlier section entitled 
"The Right Way to Do a System Upgrade." 

2. Install Conflict Catcher after restarting with your new System Folder. This 
process works best if the program is installed on both the current System 
Folder and the Previous System Folder. 

3 . Restart your Mac, and hold down the SPACEBAR, which brings up the 
Conflict Catcher window, shown in Figure 2-11. 

4. Choose Clean-Install System Merge from the program's Special menu. 

Conflict Catcher's "Clean-Install System Merge" feature is based 
on Conflict Catcher 8. Sorry, this f eature isn't part of earlier versions 
of the program. 
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5. You will then see a dialog, shown in Figure 2-12, in which you confirm 
you 're running the new System Folder. Click Yes to continue. 

6 . In the next dialog, you' II be asked to select, from the list, your present 
System Folder, and the one from which you want to merge. Click on your 
Previous System Folder (if that's what you' ll be using) where requested. 

7. You' ll then be brought back to the prior dialog box in which you' ll see the 
name Previous System Folder. 

8 . Click on the Compare Folders button. Over the next few minutes, 
Conflict Catcher will go to work to seek out the differences between 

35 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

the two System Folders. As soon as its work is done, you ' ll see a screen 
containing a list of the items in your Previous System Folder that aren't 
duplicated in the new one. 

As part of its scanning process, Conflict Catcher will check for corrupted 
files in your Previous System Folder. If you see a dialog about it, go ahead 
and let Conflict Catcher attempt to.fix the files. 

9. Look at the list, selecting the check boxes for each item that you don 't 
want to copy to your new System Folder. 

lfyou're not sure about a specific system extension, don't worry. Just click 
the name, and Conflict Catcher will consult its reference file and let you 
know what the item is used for (it has a database of thousands of entries 
and gets it right most times). 

10. If you want to customize the merging process still further, click on the 
Options button. The key option is whether to Copy Items or Move Items. 
In the latter case, the files will just be transferred to the new System 
Folder. In the first case, copies will be made. You'll want to consider the 
first option, in case your new System Folder isn't performing as you'd like 
and you want to use the original ("Previous") System Folder again. 

11. The next option is helpful in setting up preferences for your new System 
Folder. It's called Merge System File Resources, and it'll transfer the 
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Owner Name, Computer Name and (if it applies), the password you placed 
in your File Sharing Control Panel, your printer selection, and your 
selected sounds. Once you've made the settings, click OK to begin the 
final leg of the journey. 

12. On the next screen, click Merge Systems. 

13. After the fi les you selected are transferred to the new System Folder, you'll 
return to the main Conflict Catcher screen. Here you can recheck the 
results of the merge process. Confirm the settings, click Continue Startup, 
and you're just about there. 

14. If everything looks good, click Continue Startup. Your Mac's startup 
process will continue where it left off, with one possible exception. If the 
merge process added items that load before Conflict Catcher, you'll be 
asked to OK a restart instead. 

CAUTION 
If you access the Internet through a regular Internet provider, be sure that 
you also transfer your Internet Preferences, Modem Preferences, Remote 
Access folder, and TCP/IP Preferences. In addition, you'll want to locate 
preferences files andfolders with such names as America Online, Eudora, 
Explorer, and Netscape (or any other lr.ternet program you use). These 
files contain such critical items as program settings, bookmarks, favorites, 
email, downloads, and other important files. You need these settings to 
seamlessly connect to your provider without having to do the setups all 
over again. 

The Magic and Mystery of Preferences Files 
The biggest hurdle to overcome in merging a Previous System Folder with your 
new, clean System Folder is what to do about the preferences files. 

When you want to customize your program to show a specific set of toolbar 
options, to use an autosave or auto-backup feature, display fonts in WYSIWYG 
fashion, or a host of other options, you will look for some sort of preferences or 
settings feature. 

Most programs store their preferences in a separate file, not in the application 
itself. 

And it's not just the programs you install that have preferences settings. 
More and more of the things you customize in your Mac system software 
generate some sort of preferences file. At first it was just the Finder, but now 
there are preferences for a host of functions. 
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NOTE 
This list of Mac OS system preferences applies strictly to a fairly nonnal 
System Folder running Mac OS 9. 

Here's a list of the Apple preferences encountered on a recent trip to a Mac's 
Preferences folder: 

Apple File Security Prefs 
Apple Menu Options Prefs 
Apple Video Player Prefs 
Apple Help Prefs 
AppleCD Audio Player Prefs 
AppleShare Prep 
AppleTalk Preferences 
AppSwitcher Preferences 
ASLM Preferences 
ASP Preferences 
Calibrator Prefs 256 
ColorSync Cache 
Colot·Sync Preferences 
Control Strip Preferences 
Custom Desktop Patterns 
Date & Time Preferences 
Desktop Pictures Prefs 
Display Preferences 
Energy Saver Preferences 
Expansion Manager Prefs 
Extensions Manager Preferences 
FBC Indexing Preferences 
File Sharing 
File Exchange Preferences 

Finder Preferences 
General Controls Prefs 
Hot Keys Preferences 
Internet Preferences 
Key Caps Preferences 
Keychains 
Keyboard Preferences 
Launcher Preferences 
LiveUpdate Preferences 
Location Manager Prefs 
Mac OS Preferences 
Memory Preferences 
Monitors Preferences 
Modem Preferences 
Mouse Preferences 
Navigation Services 
Network Browser Preferences 
Printing Prefs 
Remote Access 
Sound Preferences 
Software Updates Pref 
System Preferences 
TCPIIP Preferences 
Users & Groups Data File 

So if you decide to do a clean system installation, you have all those Apple 
program preferences to wony about. You could, of course, just decide you'll redo 
all the settings from your Mac, but this could be time consuming, and, when it 
comes to the settings you use to get on the Internet, not always so easy. 

The best solution is to make a backup of your Mac's Preferences folder when 
you feel you've got the settings down pat, so you can quickly restore it should the 
need arise for a clean system installation. 
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Upgrading Is Next 
As you can see, the process of handling system problems and reinstalling your 
system software isn't quite as intimidating a process as it seems to be. If you follow 
the steps in this chapter, you' ll get through it most times without serious fuss. 

In the next two chapters, we' II cover the highways and byways of hardware 
upgrades, from RAM to CPU cards. You' II also learn when to decide if the best 
upgrade for you is actually a brand new Mac. 



The Mac Upgrade Guide: 
Peripheral Cards 
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I begin this chapter with a bit of trepidation. There are so many hundreds of 
possible Mac system and hardware combinations, it won't be possible to cover 

every conceivable installation situation specifically. Instead, I'm going to focus on 
general areas you need to look out for when you do one of these upgrades. 

You'lllearn about the kinds of products that are available and the steps to take to 
be sure your upgrade installation goes as easi ly as possible-and what to do if 
your upgrade doesn't work as it should. 

Adding Expansion Cards 
While some Macs, such as the original compact models and the iMac, are designed 
to support RAM upgrades and not much else, most desktop Macs are set up to 
support peripheral cards. These cards can be used to handle a variety of features 
that will take your Mac to greater heights of usefulness. They include: 

• Fire Wire cards The very same high-speed peripheral bus that is 
standard issue on new desktop Macs can be added to older models. As 
explained in Chapter 15, Fire Wire is free of many of the common ills of 
SCSI. You don't have to set ID numbers or worry about termination. Some 
very small Fire Wire devices even draw power from the Fire Wire port, so 
they don't need a separate AC power supply. In addition to handling such 
products as bard drives, CD writers, and scanners, Fire Wire capability lets 
you capture video from a DV camcorder-all without need of a special 
video capture board; of course, you do need video editing software. You'll 
learn more about this in Chapter 19. 

• Graphic cards Even if your Mac has built-in graphics hardware, you 
may want to look at a graphics card for a second monitor or for speedier 
performance. Some graphic cards offer special support for games, for 
example. And some of these cards also support simple video capture, so 
you can copy desktop video productions right to your camcorder or VCR. 
As this book was written, one graphic card maker, IX Micro, was seUing 
a single card that supported two monitors. 

• Network card While all new computers in Apple's line have built-in 
1 0/lOOMbs Ethernet networking capability, you may want to add 
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high-speed (or any Ethernet) capability to an older Mac. Such network 
cards are relatively inexpensive, but can help reduce network bottlenecks. 
If you are part of a large office network, you' ll also want to look into a 
gigabit Ethernet card, which can offer greatly improved file transfer speeds 
(but, as you' ll see in Chapter 17, they're still expensive). 

• SCSI accelerators These peripheral cards can give your Mac a faster 
SCSI port, the ability to handle extra SCSI devices, or even an SCSI port 
for Macs that don 't have them. If you are performing tasks that require 
ultra-fast hard drives, such as image editing or video production, such 
products are useful. Since Mac and PC SCSI accelerator cards are virtually 
the same, except for ROM chips and driver software, there is a plentiful 
variety available. 

• Serial port cards Fed up with juggling modems and serial printers and 
dealing with software that may be flaky ? You can add extra serial ports 
with an expansion card. This feature is also useful if you have a Mac with 
USB instead of the older type of serial port (though there are USB-to-serial 
adapters available too). 

• USB adapter cards If you want to join in the USB revolution and add 
digital devices, input devices, scanners, and other USB peripherals, these 
cards are useful. They are also valuable if you want to move a USB device 
from Macs that support the feature to older models that don't. 

• Video capture boards New Macs have Fire Wire, which lets you directly 
input and output video from a camcorder or other video device with 
Fire Wire ports. But if you have an older video device from which you'd 
like to capture video, you' ll need one of these cards. Some of these 
products are quite cheap, a couple of hundred dollars or less, useful for 
a simple family function or just having a good time. Other video capture 
boards give you broadcast-quality video and are actually used for 
commercial video editing. 

Expansion cards typically come in 7-inch and 12-inch sizes. Some 
Macs, such as those from the Performa series, cannot support the larger 
cards. Before you purchase one of these products, check the technical 
specifications for your model (or look inside and see if there's room in 
there for a bigger card). 
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Peripheral Card Installation Tips 
Installing a peripheral card on your Mac is no more difficult than adding RAM, 
and sometimes less diffkult, especially if you have one of those Macs that require 
complete logic board disassembly and removal for RAM and cache cards. 

CAUTION 
When you order a peripheral card for your Mac, make sure you get the 
right type. Older Macs, mostly those that came out before 1995, used an 
expansion bus called NuB us. Some models only had a processor direct 
slot (PDS)for upgrade cards. Newer Macs use PC! slots (making them 
compatible with an expansion bus that is also used on PCs). Also, don't 
take the cross-platform issue too literally. You shouldn't buy a PC-based 
peripheral card and assume it'll work on a Mac. You may have to get 
special driver software or swap out a ROM chip to get it to run. 

Once you've got the card you want to add to your Mac, here are the steps 
to follow: 

NOTE 

1. First, be sure to install any software that's required for your peripheral 
card to run. For example, graphic cards use special drivers to provide 
video acceleration and custom features , such as the capability to switch 
resolutions with a single set of keystrokes. 

2. Shut down your Mac and all attached peripherals. 

3. Be sure to disconnect all cables, aside from the power cord, from your Mac. 

4. Unscrew the case and remove it. You may have to slide out the logic 
board to gain access on some Performas. Consult your manual or Apple's 
technical information database for instructions that apply to your Mac if 
it's not immediately obvious from the layout. 

On some Mac OS clones, you'll actually have to remove a cover at the 
bottom of the computer to access PC! slots. 

5. To drain off static electricity, touch the power supply (it's usually a big 
rectangular box with drilled holes, often having a label indicating its 
power capacity). If you have a wrist strap, attach the other end to the 
power supply. 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

6. Remove the power card or turn off the power strip (if it's attached to one) 
before going to the next step. 

7. Locate an empty slot for your peripheral card. lf you are using a six-slot 
Mac with a PCI slot, consuJt the manufacturer' s directions about which 
slots to use. Some cards work best in the upper slots, some in the lower. 
And some setups require placing cards with simi lar functions in adjacent 
slots, such as for video capture and SCSI acceleration . 

The reason there's an upper/lower slot issue is that because of the limits 
of the technology, Apple had to provide two PC! buses on their six-slot 
computers. Moving data between the two buses can be an issue. 

8. If you are installing a PCI card, you' 11 probably have to remove 
a Philips-head screw and perhaps a rear cover to install the card. 

9. Holding both s ides of the peripheral card, seat it carefully in its slot, 
making sure you align the pins properly. If the card has an external 
connection jack, you'll know which direction it points to without having 
to check the pin layout. Press it firmly until it seems to click into place. 
Check visually to make sure it's seated at both ends. 

10. If you need to tighten it down with a screw, make sure the leading edge 
of the card aligns with the screw slot, then screw it in. This isn't always 
easy, as you may have to tug on the edge of the card to get it to align with 
the slot. 

On some Mac OS clones, you may actually have to bend the top of the 
metal plate at the edge of the peripheral card very, vety slightly (don 't 
break it) to be able to screw it in. Just make sure you don't unseat the 
card in the process. 

11. Repeat steps 5 through 8 if you install more than one peripheral card. 

12. When you're done, close everything up, and be sure the case is good 
and tight. 

CAUTION 
Don't try to run your Mac with the case open. 

] 

j 
I 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

13. Close the case and attach screws or nuts or whatever is used to tighten 
the case. 

Don't be surprised ifyou have to spend a few minutes moving and 
aligning the case to the chassis on some models. lfyou don 'tfit everything 
together precisely, you may not be able to get the screws back in. 

14. Once everything is closed tight, reattach the mouse and keyboard and then 
the AC cord . Leave the peripheral jacks alone for now; you just want to 
make sure everything works properly. 

15. Turn on your Mac and zap the PRAM. This is done by holding down the 
COMMAND-OPTION-P-R keys at startup and waiting for two or three startup 
chords to sound. If your Mac boots properly, you' II want to test a function 
that accesses the peripheral card's features, such as checking graphic 
display speed, for a graphics card. 

Zapping the PRAM will reset a number of Control Panel settings, such as 
display settings, mouse tracking speed, network settings, and startup disk 
selections, to their system defaults. You'll need to change them where 
necessary (except for Mac OS 8.5 or later, where only the Startup Disk 
Control Panel needs to be configured after you restart). 

16. Once you've determined that everything works properly, go ahead and shut 
down your Mac, and reinstall your regular peripherals. 

What If It Won't Boot? 
It doesn't happen terribly often, but there's always the possibility of something 
going wrong. If you have a problem with a peripheral card or CPU upgrade, you 
may see a gray screen and that's it. 

If you encounter a problem of this sort, here are some steps to follow: 

• Shut down your Mac, and recheck the upgrade card. Go through the entire 
installation process, removing and reinserting the CPU or peripheral 
upgrade card. 
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• For a CPU card, press and hold down the cuda switch (as described in the 
next section) for 30 seconds or so, which resets the logic board to 
accommodate the new card. 

• Close the case and try restarting, zapping the PRAM again, as described in 
the previous section. 

• If your Mac still won't boot, shut everything down, open your Mac and 
remove the card you installed. If you need to replace it with one you 
removed (such as a CPU card), do that as part of this process. 

• Close your Mac and again try to boot the computer. If it works this time, 
you may simply have a defective or incompatible unit. Contact the dealer 
or manufacturer for assistance. The easiest solution may simply be that the 
manufacturer has released a driver or firmware update for the card to 
address some incompatibility. This was especially true when Mac OS 9 
was released. Some graphic and SCSI cards had problems that caused 
manufacturers to scramble in order to fi x various problems. 

Installing Accelerator Cards: The Good, the Bad, 
and the Ugly 

Beginning with Apple' s PCI Power Macs, a new wrinkle was added to your 
upgrade options: the removable CPU card. 

The theory is great: you can upgrade your CPU to a faster version as easily as 
you could add a graphic card, SCSI card, or any other expansion card. You plug it 
in, and when you restart, your Mac suddenly becomes much faster. It' s like getting 
a virtually new Macintosh for a very modest price (assuming the price you pay for 
your CPU upgrade is modest). Just how, though, do the theories stack up to cold, 
hard reality? 

Here' s some things to watch out for and expect when you add a new CPU card: 

• You need to install the software first. Most CPU upgrade cards use 
some kind of software to either tum on the card 's cache feature or activate 
certain custom features. Some of these features may allow you to speed up 
the cache to provide slightly more spirited performance. Check the upgrade 
card's installation manual or instruction sheet for information about what 
software needs to be installed. 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

lfyou are using a CPU upgrade that requires software, you'll want to 
check for updates whenever you upgrade your Mac system software. 

• Be careful about jumper switches and dials. Some CPU upgrade cards 
are fitted with little jumper switches and dials. These adjustments allow 
you to configure the upgrade for optimum perf01mance. They will set the 
speed ratio of the CPU card to the logic board bus speed or the speed of 
onboard cache, if any. The instructions that come with your upgrade should 
explain just what sort of changes are wrought by these adjustments. For the 
most part, it's best to stick with the standard setup. Whenever you do 
anything to increase the clock speed of your Mac's CPU beyond its rating, 
you may experience unstable performance, such as frequent crashes. If you 
opt to try for these changes, you should make them in small increments, 
checking your Mac's performance for a day or so before moving on. Other 
than crashes, a symptom of turning the setting too high is the inability to 
boot, or booting without your Mac's regular startup tone. 

• You may have problems with SCSI chain devices. This doesn't happen 
too often. Most accelerator card manufacturers carefully test their products, 
but when you upgrade to a different CPU famil y, such as from the older 
604e to a G3 or G4, you can expect some side effects. In several instances, 
for example, backups to a tape drive were unreliable when some G3 
upgrade cards were used. Over time, the manufacturers updated their 
software to clear up this problem, but even if you have the latest and 
greatest, you should definitely test performance of all your peripheral 
devices after installation. 

A f ew months before Apple introduced its Power Mac G4line, they issued 
a firmware update fo r the Blue & White G3 models. Officially the update 
was supposed to improve performance on the PC! bus. Unofficially, it also 
rendered these computers incapable of using G4 upgrades. I won't get 
into the political issues of why it happened, except to say that the companies 
who produced those G4 upgrades managed to deliver their own firmware 
updates that were designed to eliminate the CPU upgrade block. 

• Don't forget the "cuda" switch. PCI Macs and Mac OS clones, such as 
the 7500, 8500, 9500, and so on, have a special CPU reset switch on the 
logic board called cuda. In order for your Mac to properly recognize the 
CPU upgrade, you have to press this switch and hold it down for 10 to 20 
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seconds. The instructions for CPU upgrade cards are sometimes clear 
about this subject, and sometimes not. But this little amber-colored switch 
is located somewhere in your Mac's logic board (where depends on the 
specific model, so I can only tell you that you need to look carefully for it). 
A side effect of pressing the cuda switch is that your Mac's date display 
will return to default (1956), and you'll have to change it back. 

• New system upgrades may leave you behind. Even if the card works 
just fine, there's no guarantee that Apple won't release a system version 
that will not support the upgrade card. A case in point is the client version 
Mac OS X, which Apple claimed (long before the software was due to 
ship) will only support models that shlp with a 03 or 04 CPU. Even if you 
add a G3 to a Mac with an older PowerPC chlp, it may not work. That's 
because the computer's ROM sti ll reports the original CPU type that 
shipped with the Mac, and that's what Apple's software installers check 
when a system installation is done. If the ROM says you don't have a G3, 
it doesn't matter what kind of CPU card you installed. 

• A new Mac may be a better choice. Even if you can get a CPU upgrade 
for your Mac that speeds up performance by a factor of several times, the 
rest of the computer won't be changed. You will still have the same old CD 
drive and the same old hard drive. If you have an older Mac, you can bet 
both are relatively slow compared to what Apple offers in their recent 
product lines. When you consider what it may cost to upgrade those items, 
it begins to add up. Maybe it's time to hand off that older Mac to another 
member of your family (or try to sell it), and buy a new one. 

1 don 't want to entirely throw cold water on getting a CPU accelerator for 
your Mac. If you have a lot invested in RAM and compatible periplzerals, 
such an upgrade may extend the life of your computer, and then it makes a 
lot of sense to give it some serious thought. 

A Brief Look at the Types of CPU Accelerator Upgrades 
The means to upgrade your Mac with a faster CPU varies from model to model. 
I've collected this very short list of the sort of upgrades that are available: 

• PDS cards Some Macs have a slot called the processor direct slot (PDS). 
Whatever you plug in there accesses the same logic board features as your 
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Mac's CPU. Where this feature exists, there is apt to be a CPU upgrade 
card of some sort that fits in it. 

• Cache slot upgrades In the next section, I cover the subject of cache 
cards. But in some Macs, the very same slot used for a cache card can 
serve for a CPU upgrade card. Once installed, the CPU upgrade will 
replace the functions of your Mac's onboard CPU. 

• CPU card Beginning with the first generation PCI Power Macs and some 
Mac OS clones, you can replace the CPU simply by removing one card and 
putting in another. For a while, such upgrade prospects proved expensive, 
but as the cost of G3 CPUs went down, you could find some real bargains in 
such products. Some manufacturers have now begun to put so-called ZIF 
adapters in a CPU card, so they can standardize on a single design for CPU 
upgrades. See the next bullet point for an explanation about ZIF. 

• ZIF slot Short for zero insertion force, a ZIF slot is part of the G3 and 
G4 Power Macintosh line. To install a CPU module, you simply undo 
a heat sink, then lift a small latch to loosen the module. You lift it up, 
replace it, close the latch, reseat the heat sink, and you're done. If there's 
a downside, it's that all those pins beneath a ZIF module are delicate and 
can be easily bent, so be careful if you do this sort of upgrade. 

Installing a Cache Card 
There are caches and there are caches, and it's very easy to get them mixed up. To 
be perfectly blunt about it, a cache card is a cheap way to make some older Macs 
run faster. 

NOTE 
I should explain at the outset that this information applies to pre-G3/G4 
Macs. The newer Macs (with the exception of one specific entry-level G3 
PowerBook) all have CPUs that include an L2 (backside) cache. 

Following is an explanation of the various types of caches available and what 
they can do for you. Once you know the facts, I' II then talk about how to decide 
whether getting a cache card is the right thing for you to do: 

• Disk cache Nope, it' s not something on your d.isk, it' s a small amount 
of memory the Mac OS sets aside to store frequently accessed data from 
the disk in RAM. So if that data (a program, system software instructions, 
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or a document file) is called upon again, performance speeds up. That's 
because RAM is much faster than a hard drive. Apple sets aside 32K of 
disk cache for each I MB of RAM you've installed on your Mac. You can 
fiddle with these adjustments, but the clever folks who have worked on the 
disk cache component of your system software have made it more and 
more efficient as years go by. For Mac OS 7.6 and later, the default setting 
should work fine. 

Over time Apple has made the disk cache work better. While anything 
over 4MB on pre-Mac OS 8 systems was probably too much (and might 
actually slow things down), the situation has improved for the various 
flavors of Mac OS 8 and Mac OS 9. For exnmple, my Power Mac G3/400 
has 256MB of RAM, and Apple's default disk cache setting is 8!60K 
(which seems to work quite nicely, thank you). 

• Drive cache Hard drive manufacturers take the same basic idea behind 
the disk cache and install RAM on a drive to speed up performance. 
There 's nothing you can do to change anything about it, since it's part of 
the manufacturing process. But when you buy a hard drive, you may want 
to look at models that have larger built-in caches (they typically range from 
256K to 2MB). 

The fact that one model of hard drive has a little bigger drive cache than 
another doesn't always mean it runs faster. Clever designers may eke 
better performance out of a smaller cache than from a larger cache that's 
not so cleverly designed. You might want to check out the product reviews 
in your favorite Mac computing magazine, as they will sometimes do 
performance comparisons. 

• RAM disk This is not a cache at all. A RAM disk simply sets aside a 
portion of RAM to work as a hard drive, sort of the reverse of what' s done 
with virtual memory (which sets aside disk space to mimic RAM). If you 
have gobs of memory, you may want to visit your Memory Control Panel 
and try a RAM disk and see if it makes the things you place on it (such as 
a Web browser cache) run faster. 

• Web browser cache This sort of cache can be used to speed up your 
Web performance, by s toring your Web art on your hard drive. When you 
call up a site, the browser checks the graphics on your hard drive flrst and 
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retrieves them if the ones on the site itself haven' t changed. I'll cover the 
topic in more detail in Chapter 22. 

• Font cache This piece of memory stores information about the fonts you 
use. You'll ftnd a font cache in Adobe Type Manager (ATM). ATM uses 
the cache to store information about the characters in the font and uses that 
information to render clean screen images. Other font caches may be found 
in the software that comes with a graphic card. Notable examples are the 
GA or HawkEye Control Panels from Formac, a West German Mac 
peripheral manufacturer. They include an adjustable font cache ranging 
from 256K to 4096K. This program comes with graphic cards from such 
companies as Formac, MacTell (well, at least until this company went 
out of business in late 1999), and Number Nine. And, yes, it does provide 
a slight speedup on font display. 

• Cache card Way back in 1989, when Apple first released its Ilci, there 
was provision for a so-called L2 (or level 2) cache, containing high-speed 
RAM that stored frequently used instruction data crunched by the CPU. 
The net effect was an average 10 to 25 percent performance boost 
(sometimes more, particularly on Macs witbout accelerated graphic cards), 
which made your Mac seem a lot zippier. On the early Ilci, the cache was 
optional (it was later added as standard equipment). On other Macs, such 
as the Ilfx and later the Power Macintosh 9500 and 9600, the cache was 
soldered onto the logic board. 

• Backside cache This is the foundation of the great performance of the 
03 and 04. The L2 cache sits on the CPU module itself, operating at a 
speed much faster than the logic board (usually half that of the CPU itself). 
You thus get the maximum possible performance boost. Because of the 
nature of the design of these chips, it's not possible to swap out a smaller 
cache for a bigger one. What you get, you get (unless you actually replace 
the CPU with a faster one or one with a bigger cache). 

Should I Get a Cache Card? 
If your Mac is capable of supporting a cache card, it's a great way to boost 
performance to a noticeable degree and save a few dollars. But is it for you? 

My response is that it depends. If you have a 03 or 04 Mac, then it really 
doesn' t apply. The only way you can speed up your computer is to replace the 
existing CPU module with a faster one. 
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Macs that can use cache cards include the original llci, a number of models in 
the LC and Performa series, Quadras, earlier generation Power Macintoshes, and 
Mac OS clones. Some models in these product families have cache cards soldered 
onto the logic boards, and that pretty much prevents you from installing a 
replacement cache card. 

As of the time this book went to press, most Power Macintosh and Mac OS 
clones were eligible for a G3 CPU upgrade of one sort or another (check with 
a manufacturer or dealer to be sure one is available for your model). 

The difference between a cache upgrade and a CPU upgrade is tremendous. 
If your Mac is e ligible for a G3 or G4 upgrade, you may be able to increase the 
processing speed of your computer by several times at prices beginning at less 
than $200. When you compare that to the prospects offered by a cache card, the 
choice seems clear-cut: get the CPU upgrade card. 

That is, if your Mac is eligible. And as far as Power Macs go, a good number 
of these models can support upgrades. Even where upgrades were not available 
when this book was being written, it's likely some enterprising manufacturer 
might soon find a way to do it at an affordable price. 

Installation Tips 
Installing a cache card is not terribly different from installing a RAM upgrade. 
Here's the basic information you need to install a cache card on almost any Mac 
that can handle this sort of upgrade: 

NOTE 

1. Before attempting to install a cache card, go to the Apple menu and run 
Apple System Protiler. Look at the memory overview category to check 
whether a cache card is present or not and if so how big it is. 

In order to see whether a cache card is installed, you need to use Apple 
System Profiler 2.0 or later. Older versions of this program won't show 
evidence of a cache card. You can download the updated version directly 
from Apple's Web site at http://asu. info.apple.com. 

2 . After you confirm that your Mac is ready for your cache card, shut it down 
and shut down all attached peripherals. 

3 . Be sure to disconnect all cables but the power card from your Mac. 
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NOTE 

4. Carefully unscrew the case and remove it. In some Performa models, you' ll 
have to slide out the logic board to gain access. Consult your manual or 
Apple's technical information database for instructions that apply to your 
Mac if it's not immediately obvious from the layout. 

If need be, take paper and pencil and set down just what you removed and 
from where. This will help guide you to an easier reassembly process. 

5. Touch the power supply (it' s usually a big rectangular box with drilled 
holes, often having a label indicating its power capacity). This helps drain 
off static electricity. If you have a wrist strap, attach the other end to the 
power supply. 

6. Unplug the power cord or (if it applies) turn off the power strip. 

7. Locate the cache slot. Normally it'll be off by itself at one side of the 
RAM slots. 

8. If you are removing a smaller capacity cache card, grab the edges and lift 
it out. You may have to tug a bit, but the upgrade should be removable 
without too much difficulty. On some models, you may have to press 
retaining clamps on each side to loosen the module. 

9. Position your cache card module so the pins precisely match the layout 
of the ones in the slot (they'll only install properly in one direction). 

10. Place the cache card in position and snap into place. You may have to 
gently move a retaining clip aside to insert the module, then press the top 
of the card to seat it properly. 

CAUTION 
Try not to walk around between steps, especially on a ca1petedj1oor, 
where you may give yourself a new dose of static electricity. Best to do 
your bathroom visits before you begin. 

11. Once the cache card is in place, reinstaU the logic board or any other parts 
that are required in the reassembly process. 

CAUTION 
Don't attempt to operate the Mac until you have closed the case. Even 
if it runs, you may risk a shock if you touch something (which could also 
damage the Mac's logic board or other parts). 
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12. Close the case and attach the screws or nuts or whatever is used to tighten 
the case. 

You may have to struggle a bit to properly align the case to the chassis on 
some models. If you don't fit everything together precisely, you may not be 
able to get the screws back in. 

13. Reattach the mouse and keyboard and then the ACcord. Leave the 
peripheral jacks alone for now; you just want to make sure everything 
works properly. 

14. Turn on your Mac. If it starts all right, go right to the Apple menu, and 
launch Apple System Profiler. Check the memory overview setting to be 
certain the cache card is running and that it is the proper capacity. 

15. lf the cache card isn't Usted, shut everything down, and repeat your 
installation steps to make sure that the cache card was properly instaJled. 
lf it still doesn't work, contact the vendor who sold you the upgrade for 
assistance. 

Testing Your Cache Card 
When it comes to a RAM installation, it' s easy to check About This Computer 
to make sure that the RAM is being recognized. With a cache card, you can 
check to see that it' s there and running with Apple System Profiler (so long as 
you have version 2.0 or later), but the performance change may not be readily 
apparent. 

The first thing you' II notice with a cache card is the speed of graphics display. 
Your Mac' s screen may refresh a little faster. If you have any concerns or 
questions about performance, you can use a benchmarking program, such as 
Norton System Info, which is part of Symantec's Norton UtiUties, or MacBench, 
the benchmarking standard for Macwor/d magazine. You can download a copy of 
MacBench from ZiffNet' s Web site at http://www.zdnet.com/zdbop/macbench/ 
macbench.html. lf you want to do CD-ROM and graphics and video tests, 
however, you'll also have to order their test CD. · 

If the cache card is working as it should, you should see some degree of 
performance improvement in CPU and graphics scores. 
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Summing Up 
Although some Apple products, such as the iBook and iMac aren' t eligible for 
much in the way of upgrades, quite a few are. With a little judicious selection and 
careful attention to installation, you can gain new features and better performance 
with your upgrade product. 

In the next chapter, I'll review the other part of doing an upgrade, which even 
an iBook or iMac can handle-a RAM upgrade. 



The Mac Upgrade Guide: 
Dealing with RAM 
Upgrade Pitfalls 
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I n Chapter 3, I covered the basics of installing expansion cards, CPU upgrades, 
and cache cards on your Mac. In this chapter, the topic is RAM. 

Although the process of installing RAM on your Mac isn't always easy, you 
should be able to come through those installations a champ. f have installed RAM 
in probably one or two hundred Macs over the years (including PowerBooks and 
iMacs) and have never lost a patient. 

However, there's also that old adage that if something can go wrong, very 
likely it will go wrong at one time or another. I have written this chapter to cover 
the possible pitfalls of a RAM upgrade and what to do should the worst happen. 

Yes, It's All Right for You to Add a RAM Upgrade 
In the old days, Apple gave you a stern warning. You could void your new product 
wananty if you added anything but an expansion card or internal drive to your Mac. 

Fortunately, that policy has been liberalized (and certainly it's moot if the 
warranty has expired). For the newest models, Apple will even give you detailed 
instructions on bow to do a RAM upgrade. For the iBook, they put a little label 
inside the computer itself, so you can see where the upgrade module fits. The lone 
exception to the rule are those long-retired compact Mac models, such as the 
Plus and Classic. Opening the case exposes you to the high-voltage video display 
chassis, and there is a potential shock hazard. Even the manufacturers of displays 
and televisions warn you not to poke your hands in those places. 

CAUTION 
Although just about any Mac can receive a RAM upgrade, take care if 
your Mac is under warranty. If your Mac is damaged as a result of 
installing a RAM upgrade, Apple is off the hook. It's your problem. But 
if you take care in installing the upgrade, this shouldn't be anything to 
wony about. 

How to Avoid RAM Upgrade Damage 
Mac RAM installations are fairly straightforward, once you get past the process 
of removing the necessary parts to get to the RAM slots. As I said in the previous 
chapter, you need to take a few precautions to make sure you don't fry your Mac's 
logic board in the process of installing any other sort of upgrade inside your Mac. 
That's because all of these electronic components are quite delicate and 
susceptible to damage by the elements and static electricity. 
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That's why I recommend using a wrist strap if your memory chip supplier 
includes one (and if you get one from another purchase, keep it on hand). If you 
don't have a wrist strap, it's not a catastrophe. Touching your Mac's power supply 
(after it's shut down, of course, but with the power cord still in place) should be 
quite enough to drain static electricity. 

Here are some other considerations: 

• RAM retaining clamps are delicate. Depending on the kind of Mac you 
have, the little clamps that lock your RAM in place are either plastic or thin 
metal. Either way, they are delicate, and if you push, tug, or bend them, 
they can break off. These parts are not replaceable; if you break them, the 
RAM slot may not be usable, and you' ll have to replace the logic board if 
you need to install that extra RAM. 

• Orient the RAM properly. Each RAM module has something in its 
design to let you know in which direction it should be placed. You may 
find separate sets of pins with different widths, for example. Just make sure 
the pin layout on the module exactly matches the one in the slots, and you 
won't go wrong. It is possible to force it in the wrong direction, and pay 
the price of damaging your RAM or the slot. On older RAM SIMMs, there 
will be a little pinhole to match up against a little pin on the Mac's RAM 
slot, so you'll know you've pointed it in the right direction. 

• Don't be embarrassed to ask for help. While the newest Apple 
computers are designed for simple RAM instalJations, the same isn't true 
for some of the older models, as explained in the previous chapter. Those 
models were not, shall we say, upgrade friendly. If you have doubts, it's 
better to pay a professional to do the work for you. Many dealers charge a 
fixed rate for RAM upgrades, regardless of the complexity. A local Mac 
user group may be able to assist as well. The small amount you pay is a 
lot less than what it would cost if you damaged something. 

A RAM supplier's Web site may also have information on installing upgrades. 
For example, The Chip Merchant (http://www.thechipmerchant.com) has 
a series of FAQs at their site that cover common Mac RAM installation 
questions and troubleshooting. NewerRAM (http://www.newerram.com), 
originally part of Newer Technologies, has a set of RAM installation 
instructions in Adobe Acrobat fonnat. 
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Checking RAM Compatibility 
When you install RAM, it doesn't put up a warning label to let you know that 
you've installed the wrong chip. The only surface indication is that the pins line up 
and it fits, and that's about it. Arcane items such as voltage requirements and the 
design elements of the module are not things you can easily detect except, perhaps, 
for a packing slip or a box or container from the vendor. And, more often than not, 
the packing slip doesn't contain information that's easy to translate. The only way 
you can test your RAM after installation is to actually boot your computer. 

However, if you have the wrong kind of RAM, that may be too late. You could 
risk damage to the module or perhaps the logic board by installing the wrong type. 
So I must emphasize that, before you attempt installation, you check the original 
packaging or invoice to see if it has the proper labeling. If in doubt, call the dealer 
and ask what you need to do to confirm you have the right product. 

Not All RAM Is the Same 
Wouldn't it be great if all RAM chips were the same? When you buy a new 
Mac, you could simply move the module from the old model to the new, thereby 
extending your investment. 

Alas, this is not to be. There are a number of different types of RAM available 
for Macs of one sort or another, and you cannot mix and match. What works with 
one model may cause problems with another, even if it looks exactly the same. 

Here's a very basic guide to the kind of RAM that's available. Your best 
approach, when you buy RAM, is to make sure your dealer knows exactly which 
make and model you have, so there's no room for confusion. Some RAM modules 
may come in packaging that lists the make and model it's designed for, but since 
most of the time Apple uses industry-standard RAM for many of their newest 
models, the label may not be informative. 

CAUTION 
Using RAM that is not suitable for your Mac could damage the module 
itself or your Mac's logic board. If you have the slightest doubt about 
whether the memory upgrade is suitable f or your Mac, check the technical 
specifications that came with your Mac or ask your dealer for assistance. 

• SIMMs Short for Single Inline Memory Modules, this is the original 
RAM technology. Various versions of these modules worked on just about 
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every kind of Mac from the original compact Macs (except for the earliest 
models through the Mac Plus) up through the tlrst generation Power 
Macintosh models. When you buy SIMMs for these models, make sure you 
get the correct number of modules. Most instal lations require you install 
either two or four at a time. 

• DIMMs Beginning with the PC! Power Macs, the second generation, Apple 
went to something called DIMMs (Dual InHne Memory Modules). The larger, 
168-pin DIMM modules could be installed in single units, though some Power 
Macs and Mac OS clones benefit from interleaving, if you install identical 
DIMMs in matching memory banks (Bank A and Bank B). 

• EDO RAM Not all DIMMs are created equal (as you might expect). One 
of the variations, EDO (Extended Data Out), is designed to give nearly the 
same level of improvement as interleaved RAM, but it only works in a 
small number of Macs and Mac OS clones. 

CAUTION 
To m.ake matters doubly confusing, Apple has offered models that 
use either 3.3-volt and 5-volt EDO RAM. You cannot mix and match. 
Double-check the RAM your Mac needs when you place your order. 

• SDRAM The first generation Power Macintosh G3 and PowerBook 
G3 models incorporated still another variation on the memory theme, 
SDRAM (Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory). The word 
"synchronous" means that the clock speed of this sort of RAM chip 
synchronizes with the Mac's CPU. Obviously, the size of a RAM upgrade 
module that fits a PowerBook won't work on a desktop Mac. 

• SO-DIMMs This kind of RAM module (Small Outline Dual Inline 
Memory Module) runs on both G3 PowerBooks and first generation iMacs. 
You' ll need to check with your dealer as to which sort of RAM is required 
for your model. 

• PC 100 DIMMs Beginning with the Blue & White Power Macintosh 03 
line (and the second generation, or slot-loading, iMacs), Apple went to a 
type of SDRAM that would support the lOOMhz system bus. PC 100, as 
the name implies, is a standard for RAM used on PCs as well. As with 
other types of RAM, you need to make sure you buy a module that 
supports the model you have. Not all PC 100 DIMMs are created equal. 
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CAUTION 
Watch out for so-called composite SIMMs, which are made up of a large 
number of small chips ( 16 or higher) to provide the rated capacity. Having 
lots of little chips on a single module is cheaper to make and can save you a 
few doll.ars, but it can also cause timing errors and possible crashes. Apple 
doesn 't recommend composite memory for any of their models. 

I have not tried to cover all subdivisions of RAM types available on various 
Macs, and won' t even attempt to predict the future. As soon as Apple standardizes 
on one type of RAM module, it seems they are apt to find still another kind for 
another model line. 

How Do I Know What to Add? 
There are many ways to skin a cat, and many logic board layouts to confront, not 
to mention the kind of RAM chips you need. 

If you still have it, the first and best resource is the original manual that came 
with your Mac or the technical information booklet. If neither is available, check 
out Apple's AppleSpec database, which is available to view or download directly 
from their Web site at http://www.info.apple.com/applespec/applespec.taf. 

Another helpful resource is a RAM vendor, NewerRAM (at http://www 
.newerram.com). Not only do they provide a wealth of information at their Web 
site about the various smts of RAM available for Macs (and those long-gone Mac 
OS clones), they also offer a free program, GURU (see Figure 4-1), an easy way 
to check on the RAM needs of your Mac. You can download the latest version of 
GURU directly from their Web site, or check thi s book's CD. 

The Benefits of Interleaving 
Some Macs, notably some Quadra models and second generation Power Macs 
(the first models with a PCI peripheral bus), benefit from a technique known 
as interleaving. 

When you instaJJ identical RAM modules in groups of two or four (depending 
on the model), the entire memory bank is addressed by the computer's logic board 
as a single unit. The net effect of d1is technical hocus-pocus is that your Mac runs a 
little faster (usually from 5 to 10 percent). If you install RAM of unequal size, you 
lose the benefit. 

None of the current Macs, with their ultra-fast G3 or G4 CPUs, benefits 
from memory interleaving. 
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ljMN;Jjll NewerRAM's GURU software gives you a wealth of information about 
the RAM your Mac needs and how to install it 

Why the Price Difference? 
RAM prices are volatile, sometimes more so than the price of oil on the world 
market. You'll find upgrades selling for $100 one week, and maybe quite a bit 
more the next. You' ll also find widely varying prices from vendor to vendor. 

Market conditions in Asia, where a large amount of the world's RAM chip 
supply is produced, can also affect the process, in addition to natural disasters 
(such as the major earthquake that occurred in Taipei at the time thjs book 
was written). 
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So the question arises: Does it make a difference? Isn't memory a commodity 
product? 

Here's a simple guide to memory purchases. Most of the world's memory 
chips are produced by the same basic set of manufacturers. They are generally 
produced to meet a similar set of specifications. But it's up to the RAM vendor 
to test the modules and make sure that they do indeed work as adve1tised. 

When you buy RAM, don't hesitate to shop around, and don't hesitate to 
negotiate with a dealer, if you ' re making a large system purchase. Not all prices 
are fixed and a dealer may be happy to sacrifice a little profit on a large order to 
keep a customer. 

If you're buying RAM from a dealer that strictly specializes in RAM and other 
upgrades, you'll want to subject them to the same sort of scrutiny you subject any 
business from whom you want to make a purchase. Check them out with the Better 
Business Bureau or consumer agency in their home city. Check online message 
boards, in newsgroups or on AOL or CompuServe, and see what other customers 
have to say about these vendors. 

You should also consult the product warranty. Some vendors offer "lifetime" 
warranties, which means they are honor-bound to replace the RAM upgrade 
module if it faHs. 

Adding RAM Upgrades to Regular Desktop Macs 
You' d think with the easiest-to-use operating system, Mac users would have a 
relatively easy task when adding a RAM upgrade. But this isn't always the case. 
Apple doesn' t seem to have given due consideration to the consequences of their 
design decisions in laying out the internal workings of some models. 

Here are potential pitfalls: 

• Nightmare installations The Blue & White Power Mac G3, the Power 
Mac G4, and the earliest modular Macs (such as the II series, the llcx, llci, 
and so on) were conveniently designed for simple RAM upgrades. Not so 
some of the mini tower models, beginning with the Quadra 800, and 
continuing through the 8500 and 9500 series. In order to upgrade RAM on 
those models, you had to disconnect several sets of wiring harnesses and 
actually remove expansion cards, the CPU card, the on/off switch, and the 
logic board itself. This job was a royal pain and a half. I've done the task 
dozens of times and I recommend the task to nobody. This is one set of 
designs where you may want to have your dealer take on the headache 
(and the risks) of the RAM installation. 
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The folks who designed this impossible-to-upgrade case departed Apple 
long before the company designed the easy-to-upgrade successors, the 
8600 and 9600. When these two models were first opened up before an 
audience of Apple supporters, to show how easy upgrades were, they all 
applauded. 

• Sharp corners This one seldom gets into any documentation, but the insides 
of many Macs have little metaiJic fittings and chassis components with rather 
sharp comers, and it's not hard to rub your finger against one of these pieces 
and get a nasty cut. You' ll find that Mac OS clones (especially tbe ones from 
Power Computing), which often had slightly redesigned PC clone cases, 
are the worst offenders. Take it from me, it never hurts to have a package of 
bandages at hand. I remember a few instances when Mrs. Steinberg threw a fit, 
with plenty of justification, when she found blood spots on the carpet from an 
injury I sustained while handling one of these tasks. 

Before you do your RAM upgrade, be sure you have your toolkit handy. 
Depending on the make and model, you'll need a regularjlat-edged and 
Philips-head screwdriver. If the memory vendor supplied such a device, be 
sure to put the wrist strap on either hand, then attach the clip at the other 
end to your Mac 's power supply as soon as the case is opened. 

A Basic RAM Upgrade How-To 
Once you get your RAM upgrade, you only need to make a few simple preparations 
and you're ready to begin the installation process. 

The latest versions of Apple System Profiler will report on your Mac 's actual 
mem01y configuration. Before you go to the bother of opening the case and 
encountering a surprise, check the listing on the opening screen, under 
Memory Overview, which displays your Mac 's built-in memory setup, 
so you can see which slots are filled and what size RAM is being used. 

The following steps are presented as a general set of guidelines, since almost 
every Mac mode l family has a different set of instructions that apply to them. But 
if you follow the process with care, you ' ll be able to handle a RAM upgrade on 
just about any Mac to come down the pike: 

1. Shut down your Mac and all attached peripherals. 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

2. Disconnect all cables from your Mac except for the power cord (you'll see 
why in a moment). 

3. Unscrew the case and remove it. In some Performa models, you'll have to 
slide out the logic board to gain access. Consult your manual or Apple's 
technica.l information database for instructions that apply to your Mac if 
it's not immediately obvious from the layout. 

If the disassembly process is really complex, such as those dreaded older 
Mac minitower models, have a paper and pencil on hand to write down 
what you renwved and from where. This will help guide you to an easier 
reassembly process. (Don't forget the bandages for your cut fingers.) 

4. Touch the power supply (it' s usually a big rectangular box with drilled 
holes, often having a label indicating its power capacity). This helps drain 
off static electricity. If you have a wrist strap, attach the other end to the 
power supply. 

Beginning with the Power Macintosh 7200 and 7500 series and continuing 
with the 8600 and 9600 minitowers, Apple provided a convenient pop-out 
chassis to make RAM upgrades easier. This technology became even simpler 
beginning with the Blue & White Power Macs, where you can generally 
install a RAM upgrade in a minute or so. 

5. Go ahead and remove the power cord; don't have the unit plugged in as 
you complete the process (or at least turn off the power strip, if the unit is 
attached to one). 

6. If necessary, remove any parts that surround the RAM slots. Some Apple 
models require removal of expansion cards, CPU cards, and the logic board 
itself. Some Mac OS clones require removal of a hard drive assembly or 
other components to get at these slots. 

7. Locate the empty slots for your RAM upgrade. If they are already filled, 
you may need to recheck the configuration (see the tip earlier in this 
section about running Apple System Profiler first). 

8. Position your RAM upgrade module so the pins precisely match the layout 
of the ones in the slot (they'll only install properly in one direction). 
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9. Place each RAM module in position and snap into place. On some models, 
you have to insert at an angle, making sure the RAM is seated in the slots, 
then snap into the upright position. In either case, you may have to gently 
move a retaining clip aside. 

CAUTION 
Don 't force the RAM module into place. You risk damaging the slot or the 
delicate pins that enclose it, which would require a logic board replacement. 

NOTE 
If the empty slot is between other RAM modules, you may want to remove the 
module in front of the one you want to install, to make installation easier. 

10. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for each RAM module you intend to install. 

CAUTION 
It's a good idea not to walk around between steps, especially on a 
carpeted floor, where you may give yourself a new dose of static 
electricity. Best to do your bathroom visits before you begin. 

11. Recheck the RAM modules to make sure they are properly seated. 

12. Reinstall the logic board or any other parts that are required in the 
reassembly process . 

CAUTION 
In general, it's a bad idea to even try to run your Mac without closing 
everything up. While some modular models do run with the case off, you 
risk a possible shock hazard and damage to delicate components if you 
touch the wrong thing when it's running. 

NOTE 

13. Close the case and attach screws or thumb-nuts or whatever is used to 
tighten down the case. 

Don't be surprised if you have to spend a few minutes aligning the case to 
the chassis on some models. If you don 'tfit everything together precisely, 
you may not be able to get the screws back in. 

14. Reattach the mouse and keyboard and then the ACcord. Leave the 
peripheral jacks alone for now; you just want to make sure everything 
works properly. 
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15. Turn on your Mac. If it starts all right, go right to the Apple menu, and 
open the window labeled About This Computer (or About This Macintosh 
for earlier system versions). Verify that the built-in memory is equal to the 
total amount installed. 

16. If the RAM installation is successful, shut everything down (if necessary) 
and reattach your peripheral components, such as hard drives, scanners, 
and so on. After your memory upgrade has been installed, it's a good idea 
to spend some time running your favorite programs to make sure that there 
are no mysterious performance problems. 

Adding RAM Upgrades to the iMac 
While Apple has made moves toward simple RAM upgrades in their product line, 
the first generations of iMacs were a throwback to the bad old days. 

In order to upgrade iMac RAM on these units, you Literally have to tear it 
apart, first by removing the back cover, then by pulUng off cable harnesses and 
extracting the logic board. As clever as Apple's industrial design is from the 
outside, on the inside, it' s a hassle to upgrade. 

Fortunately, Apple resolved such headaches in clever fashion with the second 
generation or "slot-loading" iMacs. With these models, you easily access a RAM 
or an AirPort networking card slot simply by opening an access panel at the 
bottom of the unit. You don't even need a screwdriver-you can use a quarter to 
turn the screw to release the panel. 

But here are some things you' II want to consider if you choose to upgrade your 
first generation iMac's RAM: 

• Look for the offers of free RAM. This is definitely designed to get you 
off the hook. Many dealers offer free RAM upgrades when you buy a new 
iMac. Some add a small service charge, but whatever it is should be a great 
price to pay for your freedom from having to handle this task. Of course, 
unless you're buying a closeout first generation iMac, the installation fee 
doesn' t make a lot of sense, since you can do the job yourself in minutes. 

• The rear cover can be difficult to remove. The first part of the RAM 
upgrade process on those first generation iMacs is to loosen and remove a 
Phi lips-head screw and lift off the back cover. In my experience, they tend 
to stick, and you may find yourself dragging hard on the pull handle to get 
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it apart. The iMac's polycarbonate case is sturdy, however, so if you have 
to give it a couple of stiff tugs, don' t fret. 

CAUTION 
Once you get the rear cover off, place your iMac screen face-down on a 
soft cloth or paper towel to prevent it from being scratched. 

NOTE 

• Move the cables out of the way. Once you've pulled off the back cover, 
you have to remove several sets of cables from jacks on the logic board. 
After the cables have been unplugged, spread them aside to give enough 
room to pull the logic board assembly out. This is a slightly awkward 
process, as the cables tend to catch on the edges of the chassis. 

• Pull the logic board assembly out carefully. The chassis includes the 
hard drive and CD drive as well, and you' ll want to take care in removing 
everything to avoid the possibility of damage to any of these delicate 
components. 

• Don't tighten the screws too much. After you install your RAM 
upgrade on an iMac, you have to replace a heat sink. Screw everything in 
hand-tight. Don't use a power screwdriver and don't make things too tight. 
If the threads are stripped, you' II be in for a repair bill if you need to take 
things apart again (either for a larger RAM module or in case the RAM 
upgrade doesn't function properly). 

• Put everything back together before testing. It's all right to leave the back 
cover off while you test your RAM upgrade for proper performance. But 
everything else should be placed back in position and screwed together. 

• Consult About This Computer. Go to the Apple menu and bring up the 
About This Computer window to check that the amount of built-in memory 
is correct. If the numbers don' t add up, shut down, take everything apart, 
and reseat your RAM upgrade module. If the RAM still isn' t recognized, 
remove it, pack everything up, and contact the dealer from whom you got 
the RAM upgrade. 

Jfyou want further information on installing RAM on a first generation 
iMac, you can retrieve two handy technical information documents from 
Apple's Web site on the subject. The URLfor the first part is 
http://til.info.apple.com/techinfo.nsf/artnum/n43012. The second part of 
the instructions shows up as a link on the first page, but is available 
separately at http://til. info.apple.com/techinfo.nsflartnumln430 13. 
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Adding RAM Upgrades to iBooks and PowerBooks 
The PowerBook is another Apple product line where upgrades have traditiona1Jy 
been, shall we say, a little dicey. It' s not that it is so hard to open a PowerBook's 
case. But up until the so-called "Wall Street" PowerBook G3 arrived, you needed 
to use special screwdrivers, of the Torx 8 and Torx 10 variety (with six sides), to 
undo the screws. 

NOTE 
An earlier version of the PowerBook G3, which used the same chassis as 
the PowerBook 3400, still required Torx screwdrivers to open the case fo r 
RAM installation. 

Why Apple would choose such an unusual form factor is anyone's guess, 
but nonetheless that' s the way it is, to quote the famous phrase of a former TV 
news anchor. 

Fortunately, with the arrival of the upgraded PowerBook G3 product line and 
the iBook, Apple got the idea and took steps to make RAM installations simple. 
They even provide step-by-step instructions in the manuals, or in the case of the 
iBook, inside the unit itself. 

Here are some basics about PowerBook RAM installation: 

• Turn it off. Many of you keep your PowerBooks in Sleep mode most of the 
time. Before you do a RAM instal lation, don't forget to bring the PowerBook 
back to life, and shut it down. Then remove the battery and any expansion bay 
or PC card peripherals before you attempt your RAM upgrade. 

• Protect the screen. On some PowerBook models, you will be lifting the 
keyboard and placing it atop the delicate LCD display. Protect the screen 
with a paper towel or soft cloth before you rest the keyboard against it. 

• Watch out for paper-thin cables. The consequence of the clever 
miniaturization of the PowerBook is ultra-small components. This is 
especially true for the connection cables inside, which are paper-thin and 
subject to easy damage. 

• Look for a loose video cable on G3 "Wall Street" Power Books. Some 
of the G3 PowerBooks using 13.3-inch screens suffered from weird screen 
defects, such as a white vertical band appearing at one end of the display. 
The cause was traced to a loose video cable. Since the RAM upgrade on 
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these models sits at the left of the video cable, make sure the cable is 
plugged in tightly while you ' ve got the case opened. 

If weird screen symptoms don't disappear when you reseal the video 
cable, contact Apple's customer service department or your dealer for 
service. In some instances, the cable may have to be replaced with a 
newer design (I know, it happened to me). 

• Don't misplace those screws. On many PowerBooks, you will be 
removing screws from the bottom of the case. Sometimes the screws seem 
to stick in there, so you have to shake the PowerBook a bit to get them to 
faU out. And they are easily misplaced. A paper towel or ashtray is a great 
place to put these little parts so you have them when you need them. 

• Don't force the RAM to fit. As I said, the PowerBook's guts are more 
delicate than other Macs. Don't try to force the RAM module to fit. If you 
have a problem, contact your dealer for assistance. Even the most complex 
PowerBook RAM installations can be done by your dealer in less than a 
half hour, and they shouldn' t charge you more than a very basic service fee 
if you'd rather have them do the job. 

• Don't try to use a Power Book with an open case. You should put 
everything back together before you attempt to use your PowerBook with 
its new RAM upgrade. 

• Check About This Computer when you're done. As soon as you 
complete your PowerBook RAM installation, boot your PowerBook or 
iBook and go right to the Apple menu. Choose About This Computer and 
check to make sure that the numbers listed for your laptop' s built-in 
memory are correct. If not, shut everything down, open the case, and 
remove and reinstall the RAM upgrade. If it still doesn't work, contact 
your dealer for assistance. 

How to Know If RAM Is Properly Installed 
RAM installation is usually an either/or process. If you have seated the modules 
properly in their slots, your final test is to boot your Mac. If it starts up, you know 
(well, usually) that you've properly installed the RAM upgrade. 
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However, it's not always clear-cut, and sometimes a slight misalignment of the 
module in the slot will allow your Mac to boot most times, but sometimes you' ll 
encounter intermittent startup problems. My case history for this chapter covers 
one such incident, which actually occurred to one of my clients only a few weeks 
before I wrote this chapter. 

Intermittent Startups 

The problems were vexing to my client. After installing a RAM upgrade, 
sometimes the Mac wouldn't start at all , and on occasion, all that was heard 
were the dreaded "chimes of death" (see the next section), as if someone was 
trying to tune up a musical instrument. 

It was clear the Mac was telling the client that there was a hardware 
problem of some sort. I was assured the RAM was installed correctly, and that 
the problem was rare. On the other hand, the Mac would crash just a little too 
often to be normal, so I suggested it wouldn't hurt to check int o the situation. 

The client was cautious. This was the Mac he used to write advertising 
copy and press releases; if it went down even for a short time, he'd blow his 
deadlines. 

When I arrived at the client's small suburban office, I shut the system down 
and pried the cover off the Mac, an entry-level PowerPC that was several years 
old. I inspected the RAM chips, and noticed that one of the four modules didn't 
seem to be seated fully . As a precaution, I removed, then reinstalled, all four 
modules, making sure each component was firmly seated in the slot. I restarted 
the Mac, and it worked just fine. 

Then the client proceeded to work with a few programs that had been 
generating those awful crashes, and the crashes were gone. I shut down the 
computer several times, then rebooted with no return of the awful symptoms. 

The problem was gone, never to return. That ever-so-slight degree to which 
the RAM wasn' t inserted properly was enough to cause unstable performance. 
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Interpreting the Signs That Something 
Went Wrong 

When your Mac boots, it goes through a basic routine of self-testing. The 
hardware is checked, and then your Mac's hardware looks for the presence of a 
working System Folder. At this point, you']] see your Happy Mac face, which tells 
you that the frrst part of the process is done. 

But if something is drastically wrong, the boot process will come to a screeching 
halt (and you can sometimes interpret that phrase literally). Instead of a normal startup 
process, one of the following symptoms may occur: 

NOTE 

NOTE 

• Chimes of death Your Mac's screen will remain dark, and you'll hear 
several musical tones. They usually signify that the RAM test has failed. 
This is a catastrophic failure, meaning that one or more RAM chips is not 
properly insta1led or is defective. On some models, the sound will more 
closely resemble that of a car crashing. 

Other less common causes of this problem include defective logic boards, 
CPU cards, or video RAM. But if the symptoms accompany the installation 
of new RAM, that's the first place to look for a solution. 

• Sad Mac There are a bunch of Sad Mac messages, but they all signify 
some sort of hardware related issue. Sometimes it's hard drive related, 
sometimes related to RAM problems. 

A Sad Mac screen sometimes occurs when you've got a SyQuest cartridge 
inserted in one of their removable drives. The fast solution to this problem 
is simply to eject the cartridge and restart. 

• Gray screen This sort of problem usually relates to something other than 
the RAM, such as a problem loading a hard drive device driver, a graphic 
card problem, a SCSI-related conflict, or another hardware issue. But if it 
follows a RAM installation, you'll have a likely cause for the problem. 

• Dark screen This symptom may indicate bad RAM, but if the symptom 
isn' t accompanied by one of those dreadful sounds I mentioned earlier, it 
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NOTE 

could signify other problems. These include a logic board, CPU card, or 
power supply failure, or a bad PRAM battery. Problems with your Mac's 
graphic card (loose or defective) can also contribute to this symptom, not 
to mention problems with your Mac's display. I cover this subject in more 
detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 10. 

Before you concern yourself over the hardware, .first tighten everything 
up, and if that doesn't help, go ahead and replace the PRAM battery. It is 
a common cause of such problems, and the PRAM battery is cheap enough 
to replace. 

Startup Failure Solutions 
Sometimes just restarting your Mac may be sufficient to get things working 
properly, but more often than not, you need to do a little sleuthing to locate the 
cause of the trouble. 

Here are some things to check: 

• Your new RAM installation Remove and replace your Mac' s RAM 
upgrade module. Visually check to be sure each module is properly 
installed. It should be a pretty snug fit, and the pins should be fully or 
mostly seated in the RAM slot. If anything looks a little loose, you may get 
total failure or an intermittent failure (see my Case History for this chapter 
for further details). The best solution is just to remove the RAM and reseat 
the module, making sure it's seated properly. You'll feel a little "clunk" 
when it snaps in place. If you run into a real problem making it fit properly 
(and sometimes it takes a somewhat energetic push), remove the module 
and check with the dealer to make sure it's the right type for your Mac. As 
I said, you can't visually inspect for internal differences; all you can do 
is make sure the pins line up with the slots and the chip is pointed in the 
right direction. 

• Failure of another component Even if you took care in draining static 
electricity during your RAM installation, if one of the hardware components 
on your Mac is poised for failure, this could be the time for it to occur. You'll 
want to remove your RAM upgrade and, if necessary, restore yow· previous 
RAM module or modules. Once you slap everything together again, verify for 
proper operation. If the Mac still refuses to boot, contact your dealer about 
possible service. 
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The Difficult Symptoms of Intermittent RAM Failures 
When your Mac refuses to boot, at least you know there's a problem, and you have 
some areas to explore to solve it. But not all RAM-related problems are so easy to 
spot. In fact, most times, the fail ure will only rear its head at random, thus making 
the process of figuring out a cause ever so difficult. 

If you've looked at a RAM upgrade or two, you've seen that it has at least several 
memory chips on it. If even one of those chips fails, completely or in part, you' II begin 
to experience strange symptoms on your Mac. You'll encounter crashes for no good 
reason. You' ll try each and every one of the diagnostic steps I've covered in this book, 
to no avail. 

Routine test procedures just won' t show anything wrong. Your Mac will seem 
to be working just fine, except for those rare, unexpected crashes. 

But if the onset of those symptoms follows a RAM upgrade, you'll have an 
indication that this may be where to look for a solution to the problem. 

A Convenient Method for Testing RAM 
Apple dealers use a program from the manufacturer called MacTest Pro to do their 
RAM tests. It's quite thorough, but slow as the blazes. Figure on it taking from 20 
to 40 minutes per MB of RAM, depending on the speed of your Mac. Imagine how 
long a typical desktop Mac loaded up with 256MB or 5 12MB of RAM would take 
if you ran this sort of test on it. 

Fortunately, you don't have to be a dealer to test your Mac's RAM. Your 
option is a handy program from MicroMat called TechTool Pro. As I explain in 
Chapter 13, one of the important components of Tech Tool Pro is its ability to 
check and repair hard drive directory damage and optimize the drive. 

NOTE 
There is a f ree version of this program, called simply TechTool, which is 
designed to zap your Mac's PRAM and rebuild the desktop. (You can find 
TechTool on this book's CD.) The advanced diagnostic features are 
reserved for the retail version of the product. In addition, Apple will give 
you a modified version of the program, called TechTool Deluxe, if you 
sign up for the version of their Apple Care extended warranty program 
that was introduced in October 1999. 

Among the many features of TechTool Pro is the ability to test your Mac's 
RAM and report if there are any problems. You have a number of test options, 
depending on how extensive a test you want to run. 
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NOTE 

Here's how they work (this description applies to version 2 or later): 

TechTool 's RAM tests run most efficiently if you boot your Mac with 
extensions off This is done by restarting and holding down the SHIFT key 
until you see an "Extensions Disabled" message. If your Mac successfully 
completes the test, go ahead and restart normally. 

Running a Fast RAM Test 

1. Launch TechTool Pro. 

2. Choose Standard from the Interface menu (the choice wiU be grayed out if 
that option is already selected). 

3. Uncheck all diagnostic options except for RAM. This will produce a screen 
such as the one shown in Figure 4-2. The test will also include the PRAM, 
ROM, and VRAM. 

0Drlves 0Chlps (:2]RAM DOttier 

./ PRAM .. . 

./ RAM .. . 

./ ROM .. . 

./ VRAM ... 

SKIP PAUSE RUN STOP - - -
lj[CJih'lfl This is TechTool Pro's Standard interface, ready to run a series of RAM 

and related tests 
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4. If there's a problem with yom Mac's RAM or any of the other components 
being tested, you'IJ see an onscreen dialog explaining what is wrong and 
what MicroMat suggests you do to solve the problem. If the Mac is alJ 
right, you'll also see a report to that effect (see Figure 4-3.). You can read 
the report on your Mac's screen or save or print it for later review. 

Running an Extended RAM Test 

1. Launch TechTool Pro. 

2. Choose Expert from the Interface menu (the choice will be grayed out if 
that option is already selected). This option will produce the screen shown 
in Figure 4-4. 

¥¥. == 
~Tech Tool Pro® Report 19 

1;1! PASSED 
~-

SUMMARY 

All tests in t his u tt90ry passed W"ithout fo~~ll~.rt. 

Dttaits of which t tsts Wfr t performtd can bt found il 
thf "Tfst Dehlls" notion of this re-port. 

' TEST DETAILS 
One- or mon ttsts wu ·• compltl t>d v ithout fal h.rts. Follo-wing .art the dthils of thou ttsts: 

PRAH : 
This t•s t ch~teks PRAM bit settings. 

RAH : 
This tu t chtcks RAM mtmory i'lt tQrlty . 

$D770 
ROH: 
This tut ehtcks tht d• ta in RCI'1 . 

3Meg (voncs with settings) 
YRAH : 
This t t st che-cks VR AM mtmory inttgr ity . 

I save As. . .) II Print I Pra'Viou5 Page II Next Page I IL 

Looks like the author's Mac is in tip-top shape, based on this TechTool 
Pro RAM test report 
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~ TechToot® Pro t:= ""~ 
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Test Select----------. 
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0 Major Mard1 

~ 
Intensity 

®standard 
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Version 2.5.2 
!•19991\licroMat Comtluter Systctm Inc. 

ljMij;llll Choose your Tech Tool Pro expert test choices here 

NOTE 

3. Scroll through the list of tests on the left pane, and click on RAM, which 
brings up the display of RAM test options shown in Figure 4-5. 

4. In the upper-left corner of the RAM test pane, you' ll see an illustration of 
your Mac' s memory configuration. This is an alternate way to see what 
your Mac has (in case your Mac has an older system version without Apple 
System Profiler at hand). Check the Standard Intens ity setting for this test. 

5. Click on aU test cycles, except for Minor March and Major March. While 
these tests are useful, they are also so intensive that it wou ld take many 
hours to complete them (in the spirit of Apple's MacTest Pro). They're 
recommended strictly as a last resort, in case the regular test cycle 
produces no result and you still have problems. 

The Maximum test suites are even more intensive and can take days to 
complete. The shorter tests ought to be sufficient to get you a useful result. 
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ljM@;IjJj Choose your RAM tests from this window (which shows the test already 
in progress) 

NOTE 

6. To begin the tests, click Run. You'll see an estimate of the time it takes to 
finish the process. The estimate shown in Figure 4-5, 24.35 minutes, is 
based on a Blue & White Power Macintosh G3/400 with 256MB of RAM. 
I won't attempt to predict how long it'll take on an older Mac with a 
similar memory configuration. 

If the test seems to be taking up too much of your time without any result, 
you can use the Pause or Stop buttons to bring the process to a halt. When 
you choose Pause, you can resume it later on wherever it left off (so long 
as you haven't quit the program). 

7. Should TechTool ' s extended RAM test find a problem, you' ll see an 
onscreen dialog explaining what is wrong and what to do to handle the 
problem. 
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If your Mac is still displaying weird symptoms, and the RAM tests and all your 
other diagnostic measures produce a big zero, contact the dealer from whom you 
purchased the RAM for further assistance. At that point, the complexity of the 
problem may be beyond what you can diagnose in your home or office. 

Coming Next 
In this chapter, you learned ways to ensure your RAM upgrade is successful, 
and how to handle problems should your RAM installation go awry. 

In the next chapter, we' ll take our Macs on the road. You' lllearn how to 
prepare for your trip, what you need to take, and, j ust as important, what to do 
if you run into a problem. 



Troubleshooting Macs 
on the Road 
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You have to take a business trip to Seattle, or even Paris or Glasgow. But you 
need to work on mission-critical documents for the business presentation, or 

perhaps finhh that special piece of artwork to make the meeting go just right. 

Or you' re preparing, at Long last, to take the family on a vacation and you need to 
stay in touch with your company or personal email. Maybe you just want to have a 
computer game along in case the kids get bored and need something to do when 
it's raining or Mom and Dad are busy getting ready for a day of fun and frolic. 

In this chapter, I' 11 give you some hard-won advice on how to maximize use 
of an Apple iBook, PowerBook or Duo-and what to do if things go really wrong. 

The Care and Feeding of Laptops 
It's sometimes hard to keep up. Apple's product lines change so often; just as soon 
as you get used to the features and quirks of one product, it's discontinued and 
another one introduced. If the automobile industry acted this way, you 'd have a 
2000 model, a 2000.5 model-wait a minute, we do see this sort of behavior in 
that industry already. 

But whether new or old, laptop computers are designed for rather rugged use, 
far beyond that of a desktop model. That doesn' t mean you can use them as 
Frisbees, or that they' IJ survive a drop onto a hard surface. But it does mean they 
can wobble around in a case, or be moved from here to there and back again 
and manage to survive. 

In the next few pages, I'll cover ways to keep your Apple laptop running safe 
and sound and how to solve typical problems. 

Do You Need an Extended Warranty on Laptops? 
I normally don't recommend getting an extended warranty, because they don't 
offer protection commensurate with their cost. For one thing, computers are more 
likely to fail early in their life cycle or too late for the warranty plan to do any 
good. Also, such warranties are generally a big profit item for the dealer, which 
is why they offer them, and they do not necessarily save you enough in potential 
repair costs to cover what you pay. 

On the other hand, laptop computers are subjected to more extreme use than 
desktops. Therefore they are far more vulnerable to problems. WhiJe no warranty 
will cover you if you drop your laptop or damage the expensive LCD display 
somehow, other components could fai l. If the warranty is inexpensive enough 
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it may be worth it. For example, the version of Apple Computer's AppleCare 
Protection Plan available when this book was written extends your new product 
warranty for three years, and offers toll-free technical support, extra online support, 
and a special system diagnosis CD (based on MicroMat's TechTooJ Pro) . 

Cleaning Your PowerBook's Display 
Yes, I know. Those LCD screens are flexible and flimsy looking, and you wonder 
what to do if they get a little smudged. Fortunately, they can be cleaned easily. 
All you need do is tum off the computer, then take a clean, soft, lint-free cloth 
or paper towel (such as Bounty or Viva) and dampen it slightly. 

CAUTION 
Don't even think about spraying any liquid onto the LCD screen. I don't 
need to say any more. 

Wipe the screen gently, don 't bear down. If the screen remains dirty, 
give it another shot. 

According to Apple Computer's technical information document on the 
subject, you may even try applying a mild glass cleaner to the cloth or paper towel 
(and that' s one that doesn' t have alcohol or ammonia on the ingredients li st) or 
check your dealer and see if they have a cleaning kit designed for LCD screens. 
One such product is Klear Screen from Meridrew Enterprises. You can check out 
the product at their Web site: http://www.klearscreen.com. 

NOTE 
These steps apply in equal fashion if you have an LCD display for your 
desktop Mac. 

Making Your Battery Go Farther 
Although battery technology has improved over the years and Apple has found 
newer and better power management schemes, the fact of the matter is that batteries 
last just so long, and then they give up the ghost. However, that's no consolation 
if you're not near an AC power source (such as in the middle of a transatlantic 
flight where you hoped to fi nish your work or that new DVD before landing). 

Obviously, there are no perpetual motion machines for iBooks and 
PowerBooks (and the now-departed Duo)-well, at least not yet. So in this little 
section, I' IJ give you some advice on how to conserve battery life and what 
preparations you might take to get a longer lifetime out of your Apple laptop. 
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Here are some suggestions on how to handle the situation: 

• Put in a second battery. If you have a PowerBook 3400 series or one of 
the G3 models, you have two expansion bays for extra drives or batteries. 
While you may need one of them for a CD, DVD, or removable drive, if 
you don't have immediate need of these items, you can remove them and 
put a second battery in that slot. You get more than double the battery life. 
I say more, because the expansion bay drive isn't draining any extra juice 
from the battery. 

• Remove everything but the battery. Following the preceding suggestion, 
even if you have two expansion bays, there's no reason to keep both of 
them filled . 

• Turn off AppleTalk. You're not hooked up to a network (unless, of 
course, you are commu nicating with another Apple computer using an 
AirPort wireless networking module), so go to the Chooser and tum off 
AppleTalk (a restart shou ldn' t be needed). Now some of the system checks 
the computer does when AppleTalk is loaded won't drain power. Just 
remember to turn it back on when you're ready to network with another 
Mac or printer. 

• Turn off virtual memory. A nice feature of Apple's power management 
system is the ability to shut down unused laptop subsystems, such as your 
hard drive. But with virtual memory on, the bard drive must be powered up 
and accessed to swap unneeded data from the memory. While some programs, 
such as Microsoft Word, do Like to read the hard drive whenever possible, 
anything you can do to Jet the hard drive s leep will extend battery life. 

If you don't need to use special formatting when writing a document, 
you can write it in SimpleTextfirst, then open it in a full-featured word 
processor later on when you can return to AC power. 

• Use the Energy Saver Control Panel. Apple already builds some useful 
power conservation features into its Energy Saver Control Panel (see 
Figure 5-1). It's available directly from the Control Panels folder (from the 
Apple menu) or with a handy Control Strip module. The standard settings 
are perfectly fine to give a useful combination of sleep settings for the 
computer, the display, and hard disk. If you want to customize the setting, 
click the Show Details button (as displayed in Figure 5-2) and experiment 
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to your heart's content (just remember to make sure Battery instead of 
AC Adapter is Hsted in the pop-up menu). You' ll do best on the road to 
keep your hard disk sleep interval, the setting at the bottom of Figure 5-2, 
as short as possible. If you use software that constantly accesses the drive, 
there isn't a whole lot you can do anyway. 

If you have a version of the Mac OS without an Energy Saver Control 
Panel, look for a control panel labeled PowerBook, which will have a 
similar set of controls. 

You can check whether the hard disk is spinning by examining the Control 
Strip for your PowerBook or Energy Saver settings, and, if need be, you 
can use the Control Strip to manually spin it down. 

• Reduce backlighting. If your Apple laptop has an adjustment for backlight 
(and some only offer adjustments for brightness), you can reduce it as 
much as possible. Don't use a screen saver, as screen savers will access the 
hard drive to call up those fancy desktop patterns. 

• Reduce brightness. Well, I wouldn't suggest you start squinting to see the 
screen, but bring it down as much as you can without making it hard to see. 

Energy Saver 

II Q) I Schedule 
~Advanced 
l...!.!:!..J Sett i ngs 

Settings for: [ Rattery I*) 
Energy Use ------------------------------------------. 

Better 91:============== 
Conservation 1 

Better 
Pe rfo r me nee 

Show Details 

ljM@;IIjl Move the slider to the left to engage your Apple laptop's power 
saving capabilities 
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Energy Saver 
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I...!!!.J Settings 

Settings for: [Battery 1.~] 
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I 
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I 
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I 
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Never 
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• I 
Never 

Sleep is a low- po\ver mode. Waking up 
from sleep Is fester than restartIng. Hide Details 

ljM@;Iijj Click a check box and move a slider to get the setting you want 

1 

• Don't use a dark desktop pattern. It may look nice on the screen, but 
dark pixels are "on" when it comes to LCD screens, which means they use 
more current than light pixels (which are considered "off'). You can 
choose your desktop patterns in the Appearance Control Panel. 

• H the option is available, allow processor cycling. Every little bit helps, 
and if the processor is asked to do less work, it'll use less juice. Processor 
cycling is available as an Advanced Setting in the Energy Saver Control 
Panel. Older versions of the PowerBook Control Panel will have a 
two-position switch labeled Easy and Custom to get the extra choices 
(you have to also hold down the OPTION key to see the processor cycling 
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selections). Just bear in rrtind that when you select processor cycl ing, your 
Power Book becomes a lot slower. It may, however, make the difference 
when it comes to the PowerBook's battery surviving long enough for you. 

• Don't surf the Internet. If you're logged on while under battery power, 
consider getting off as soon as you can. The modem, whether built in or on 
a PC card, will extract more power to do its stuff. In addition, Internet access 
will deliver files to your hard dlive (even such a simple thing as accessing 
a Web site, unless you've created a RAM disk for your Web cache). 

• Remove PC cards. You can lessen drain of the battery's power simply 
by removing the PC card modem, networking card, or other such device. 

• Disconnect expansion devices. System resources that access Fire Wire, 
SCSI, or USB can drain power, even if those devices are connected to a 
separate power supply (or may have their own battery power source). My 
suggestion is that if you don't need them, power down and remove them. 

• Play it low. When you run your PowerBook's or iBook's speakers loud, 
it may sound better, but it also increases current draw. Headphones draw 
less power. So if you want to watch Armageddon or The Fifth Element on 
your PowerBook's DVD player, and still experience all the great special 
effect sounds, consider that a good headphone from your favorite stereo 
store will sound much, much better than the tiny speakers on your computer. 

• Try a RAM disk. If your computer has lots of extra memory, consider 
setting some aside for a RAM disk (the setting is made in the Memory 
Control Panel and requires a restart). You can run programs from the RAM 
disk, save files to the RAM disk, even use it for your Web cache (if you' re 
not using AOL, that is), and these operations will allow you to keep the 
hard drive in Sleep mode. Just remember to select the option to save the 
contents of the RAM disk to your hard drive on shutdown, so you don' t 
lose anything if you have to tum off the computer for any reason. 

PowerBook/iBook Trials and Tribulations 
When it comes to diagnosing system problems, most of the factors that cause 
incompatibilities with Apple laptops are the same as those that affect other 
Macs. System extensions may cause crashes, or one application will interact 
badly with another. 
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The troubleshooting steps I described in Chapters 2 and 18 apply in equal 
measure to the PowerBook and iBook user. However, these computers have their 
own little quirks that are worth some extra special emphasis. 

• Crashes when awakening from Sleep mode This has been an ongoing 
problem in the Apple laptop line. You use Sleep mode for its extra 
convenience, so you don't have to endure a full startup mode to get the 
computer up and running. But sometimes it just doesn't work. The computer 
freezes while the screen is starting to display, or it doesn't come up at all. 
The usual steps to follow are the same as diagnosing any system-related 
conflict. Restart with your Mac OS Base extension set with Extensions 
Manager (or Conflict Catcher). Follow the steps outlined in Chapter 18 
for isolating system-related conflicts. 

• Automatic Sleep mode doesn't work If you have an older PowerBook 
and you're connected to a networked computer, or doing regular Internet 
log-ins (such as an automatic AOL session), you may encounter this 
problem. If so, the Mac OS will detect the network activity and not slip 
into Sleep mode at the specified interval. The solution is to dismount your 
networked drives, and turn off the automated sessions. You can also turn 
off your networking access simply by switching off Apple Talk in the 
Chooser or the Control Strip. 

• Trackpad doesn't track properly It's great to be able to mouse around 
with your finger, but sometimes the clever little device misbehaves. The 
clll'sor moves along in ragged fashion or not at all. The usual solution is 
just to make sure your fingers are dry, not wet or greasy. So even if your 
hands are sweating because of that approaching deadline, wipe them off 
before you track and just use one finger (two fingers fighting each other 
for mouse motions doesn't help). If performance still isn't right, check 
your Trackpad Control Panel settings (see Figure 5-3). Make sure mouse 
tracking speed is what you want (the settings in the Mouse Control Panel 
have no effect on Trackpad speed). 

• Battery won't charge If you've had your Power Book for a while, it may 
just be that the battery needs to be replaced. But if you have a new battery, 
there may be another cause. Failure to charge has been put at the doorstep 
of a bad fuse on the logic board, and, in some cases, a problem with the AC 
power supply. 
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ID Trackpad IB 
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Double-CI ict Speed 
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0 Drag lock (tap once 
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• Memory effect problems Older PowerBook models with NiCad 
batteries may suffer from somethjng called the "memory effect." If you 
continue to charge the battery without fully discharging it first, the 
battery seems to retain the memory of this shorter life cycle and won' t last 
as long before it needs to be recharged. Whatever the cause, the usual 
remedy is to run the PowerBook down completely, past all the warning 
notices that it's about to shut down, right until it shuts itself off. That 
should restore the battery to its normal capacity. The lithium ion batteries 
available on recent Apple laptop computers are immune to this effect. 

Changing Batteries on an iBook 
Switching batteries on a regular Apple PowerBook or Duo is a snap, literally. 
Batteries easily pop out for fast replacement. However, Apple does it 
differently with the iBook. 

In order to replace the battery on an iBook, you need to get a coin and 
loosen the retaining screws on the battery door. A quarter-turn counterclockwise 
is enough to open the door. Then you can pop out the battery, replace it, and 
tighten the screws. 
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• Power Book 5300/190 problems This generation of Power Books seemed 
doomed from the start. Just as they went into production, Apple had to stop 
using lithium ion batteries because of a possible fire hazard (the issue was 
later resolved, but such batteries were never used in that product line). Apple 
also established an extended repair program to address such issues as 
the screen bezel separating, as well as problems with the AC adapter and 
power supplies. My PowerBook 5300ce made two trips to Apple's own 
repair center before it settled down and began to work properly (a friend 
who bought the PowerBook from me had to send it back to Apple for 
another repair session before he, too, final ly found another owner for it). 
As this book was written, the extended repair program was in its final 
years, so if you still have one of these models and experience any of these 
troubles (or something that seems related in some fashion), you may 
want to have Apple an·ange for service. 

• Problems with PC cards Those little credit-card-shaped devices, PC 
cards (also known as PCMCIA), are a relatively inexpensive way to extend 
the capabilities of PowerBooks. With older PowerBooks, they are used 

CAUTION 

for modems and Ethernet connections. But they have their quirks. The usual 
way to eject them is to drag the PC card icon to the trash. But sometimes 
that doesn't work; they get stuck in their slots (it's a tight fi t, always). So if 
it happens to you, try a restart. If that fai ls, try this: insert a straightened 
paper clip into the little hole next to the PC card slot and push it in far enough 
to press the little button inside (the process is the same as force-ejecting 
a floppy disk). In most cases, this should be enough to eject the card. If not, 
there's a more drastic way recommended by Apple (and only as a last 
resort, as you could damage the PC card). Try prying the card out with your 
fingers or a pair of needle-nosed pliers. If you get the card out, go ahead 
and take that paper clip and push it into the s lot to release the spring (and 
cross your fingers). 

Even if your PC cards can be placed and removed without trouble, there 's 
still another issue, one that may prevent them from working, period. The 
latest PowerBooks have a PC Card Bus slot, which is a later revision of 
the PC card standard. Older Power Books don't. If in doubt, check your 
documentation or the manufacturer of the PC card to see which models 
are supported. 
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• Too hot for lap use You ' re working on your trusty PowerBook. It's 
placed on your lap (well, it' s a laptop computer, right?). And your thigh 
gets very hot. Is there something wrong? The fact of the matter is that 
the hard drive is generally at the lower left of the PowerBook, and a lot of 
heat can build up there. If it gets to the point where it 's painful, you may 
want to have the unit checked. But even a properly functioning model will 
seem quite warm there. It's great on a cold winter's night. 

Power Manager Woes 
Another common problem with Apple laptops is a corrupted Power Manager. 
Symptoms may include failure to boot, faHure to charge a battery, or the inability 
to wake from Sleep mode. The Power Manager directs a number of basic functions 
of the computer, including backlighting, energy saver settings, battery charging, 
and serial port access. Resetting the Power Manager is done differently from model 
to model. Here 's a brief list of the steps involved in the process for recent models: 

PowerBook G3 Series (Wall Street Edition) 

1. Shut down your PowerBook. 

2. Press the SHIFf, FN (function), CONTROL, and power keys-all at the 
same time. 

3 . Count five seconds. 

4. Restart your PowerBook by pressing the power button. 

PowerBook G3 Series (Lombard or Bronze Keyboard Edition) 

1. Shut down your PowerBook. 

2. Go to the rear of the computer, and locate and press the reset button. 
You' ll find it right between the modem and external video ports. 

3. Count five seconds. 

4. Restart your Power Book by pressing the power button. 
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iBook 

1. Shut down your iBook. 

2. Locate the reset button, which is placed at the base of the iBook' s display. 
Take a straightened paper clip and press the button. 

3. Count five seconds. 

4. Restart your PowerBook by pressing the power button. 

Older PowerBooks Summarized 
There are various ways to reset the Power Manager on older models, depending 
on the kind of PowerBook you have. The processes described are just part of the 
equation. For many models, you actually need to disconnect the battery and power 
adapter. 

There's not even a reset button on some of these computers. You have to use 
two straightened paper clips and press both reset and interrupt buttons at the same 
time for 10 to 20 seconds. On these units, the buttons are usually found inside the 
rear door. 

For more information, pay a visit to Apple's Web site and read their technical 
information document on the subject. Here's the URL: http://til.info.apple.com/ 
techinfo.nsf/artnurnln14449. 

Protecting Your Laptop Against Theft 
Although crime rates around the USA are supposed to be down, there is one 
element where they remain at an especially high level-and that's laptop computers. 

According to a survey from Safeware, a company that specializes in insurance 
policies for computer users, some 303,000 laptop computers (I don't have a 
breakdown among manufacturers here), with a total value of $906,546,000 were 
stolen in 1998 alone. When you consider that it takes months for Apple to sell that 
many Power Books, you can see the breadth and depth of this problem. 

Obviously, this is a great advertisement for getting good insurance, and it's nice 
to know that more and more firms are recognizing the need to provide computer 
coverage, especially for home office users. 
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Is It Dangerous to X-ray a Laptop? 

Over the years, I had read differing opinions about whether my PowerBook 
could be damaged by the mandatory airport security check. What about the 
hard drive, I thought? Could the integrity of the data be affected? 

For several years, I took the paranoid approach. I asked the security people 
to do a physical examination instead. All they need to do is have you open the 
computer, power it up so they see it start and show text of one sort or another, 
and they' ll be satisfied that it's not a repository for contraband or dangerous 
weaponry. 

The best thing to do if you must submit your iBook or 
PowerBook to this sort of check is simply to keep it in 

Sleep mode, so you can get it up and running quickly. 

On one trip, I noticed the pilot boarding the plane with his laptop 
(no, it wasn't one of Apple's, but I wasn't going to enter into a platform 
war discussion with someone who had my life in his hands). I asked him 
if he ever subjected his computer to a special security check. 

No way, he said. He just ran the thing through the X-ray machine and he 
hadn' t had a problem, ever. 

Of course, how could I be so dense? I write science fiction stories, so I 
should have known the elementary scientific principles at hand here: X-rays 
aren't magnetic. How could they affect the data on my drive? All right, I got 
the message this time. 

On the return trip, I just put the PowerBook's case on the conveyer belt. 
After the security check, I went to the waiting area, and quickly awakened my 
precious little computer to be sure it was all right. I suppose I was acting like 
Jack Nicholson's character in that fabulous movie As Good As It Gets. Then 
again, the character was a writer, right? 

I repeated the maneuver on a few subsequent trips and finally just gave up 
checking and rechecking. I've never had an ounce of trouble, ever. And nobody 
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I know ever has either. Even Apple Computer, in a technical note on using 
Apple's products overseas, says that "X-rays and other magnetic radiation 
associated with X-ray machines only pose a slight potential danger." The only 
possible risk, they assert, might be to removable media (such as floppies, Zip 
drives, and SuperDisks). My suggestion is to just let the security machines do 
their stuff and don't worry about it. Even my old-fashioned fllm cameras have 
come out of the experience without any damage to the film. 

Despite having an insurance policy at hand, it's far better, obviously, not to 
have to use the policy. I've experienced a handful of thefts over the years-one a 
camera, and three times an attempted car theft. Forget about the fact that the lost or 
damaged items can be repaired or replaced. You feel violated, helpless, and if the 
item stolen contained valuable information you need for your work, there is the 
time you must spend recreating all of it, if you can. That's why I recommend, over 
and over, the need to back up your files (see Chapter 14)-and I'll say it again at 
the risk of boring you, because it's so very important. 

True, there's not much you can do if you're held at gunpoint or surrounded by 
a gang of thugs, unless you're a kickboxing expert, of course. But there are things 
you can do to help protect you against theft of your iBook or PowerBook-and 
there are things you can do to help get the thing back if it's taken. 

Here are some suggestions: 

• Be careful in public places. If you're at an airpo11 terminal, a car rental 
establishment, or hotel lobby, for example, don't leave the laptop on the 
floor or table, even for a second. It wouldn't take long for someone who 
stalked you to dash on through the crowd and slip away with your computer 
(even if it's protected in an undistinguished fabric case). Don't put it down. 
If you have a case with a carrying strap or handle, hold on to it, tight as you 
can. Yes, I know that a PowerBook or iBook in a big case can put the 
weight of the world on your shoulders, but a few aches here and there are 
far more comfortable than the pain you 'd endure if your computer is stolen 
from you. If you must set it down, sit on the strap, rest your hand on the 
case, keep a wary eye on it. And, although laptop cases are convenient, 
you may be better off putting the case itself into a regular overnight bag 
or suitcase, so it' s not obvious to the onlooker just what you have there. 
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The striking, coloiful design of the Apple iBook makes it a theft magnet. 
While its convenient fold-down carrying handle makes it easy to carry, 
you are better off putting it in a case of some sort so it doesn't attract 
attention. 

• Consider a hardware registry. A popular iBookJPowerBook Web site, 
O'Grady 's PowerPage, has established a speciaJ PowerBook Registry 
database. It's designed to be a central repository of information that'll help 
the authorities recover your computer in the event of theft. Check out the 
site and consider registering there. Here's how to do it: 

1. Get the serial number. You' ll usually find it at the rear (especiaUy 
if it' s a unit where ports are hidden behind a door) or the belly of 
the unit. If the serial number isn't obvious, check the original box 
for the information. 

2. If your PowerBook isn't on Ethernet, go to the AppleTalk (or Network) 
Control Panel, and make sure it's selected. 

3. Locate the Ethernet hardware address. You can dig it up by launching 
Apple System Profiler (from the Apple menu). 

4. When Apple System Profiler is open, click on the Network Overview 
arrow (so it points down) on the main System Profile screen. 

5. Then click on the AppleTalk arrow (again so it points down), and 
you' 11 see a listing for your iBook or Power Book's Hardware Address. 

6. Access the Hardware Registry Web site (see Figure 5-4) at 
http://www .ogrady .com/registry. 

7. Enter both pieces of information where indicated on the Hardware 
Registry page. 

8. Click the register Apple hardware link. 

9. On the next screen, enter your name and address information plus the 
system information requested. 

10. When you're ready, click the submit record button. The information 
you've entered will become part of the site's database. 
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open the dooro, and look dovn) 
• !'!Juline 11 on tbo machine's original sh!ppiJ\c box 
• Conlee~ )'Our original dea1er 

Here'• bovill !!&I )'Our Bthemel herdvare addreso: 

Launch 1-pple Sys t eo Profller (a lso known os the ASP In the 
,lppl e •eru) ond toke no te of the Ethernet hordllare address ; 
this is a t..rlique nu•ber to your 110c:htne and COYlOt be 
changed. 

In the ASP click on "Network IM!rvlew" then "1-pplel ol k" 
lllder the systell profile tob . If yr:AJ hove bull t-In ethennet 
yr:AJ wi ll see o "har dware address" In the fort10t 
"00 .58. E4.00 . Ef .39" 

check serial number: 
( Ou~ckl ] 

check ha rdware oddress: 
(Check!] 

I !!l&lai...A~P~ I 

ljMih'fjl Enter your laptop's production information in the space provided 
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O'Grady's Hardware Registry isn 'tjust f or laptops. You can also place 
information about all your desktop computers in the same database (you 
submit one listing at a time). Just be sure you enter the correct CPU type 
on the Submit page. 

• Get insurance protection. It used to be difficult to get meaningful 
computer coverage on a home insurance policy, but that is no longer 
the case. In addition to the company who provided the theft statistics 
I quoted here (Safeware, a speciali st in insuring computers), regular 
insurance companies such as Farmers Insurance Group offer low-cost 
riders that cover computers (even for tenants). Be sure your policy is 
sufficient to cover replacement value of your computer, peripherals, and 
software (and this can aJI add up). Make sure there's aJso coverage for 
your computer and software when you travel. 

• Store your laptop in a safe when you leave your hotel. I wouldn't for 
a moment suggest that the staff in a hotel has skullduggery on their minds, 
or that it's easy to break into your room. But it is a fact that your door 
will be left open when they're doing their cleaning, and I've seen enough 
movies showing folks casually walking into a stranger's room under 
such circumstances to be at least wary of the process. So I recommend you 
check with the hotel and see if they have a room with a safe or can provide 
secured storage when you ' re not in the room. At the very least, insist that 
housekeeping staff close your door when they are making your room 
ready for you upon your return. 

Using Your PowerBook as a SCSI Drive 
In the days of the PowerBook Duo, you could slip it into a Duo Dock and make 
it into a desktop computer, more or less. But even other PowerBooks, at least until 
SCSI capability disappears, can do double duty as an extra hard drive on your 
desktop system. This is useful for fast file synchronizing or backup, in the event 
you don ' t have a fast network connection. 
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Here, briefly, is how you set it up: 

1. Get hold of a PowerBook SCSI Disk Adapter cable. Make sure you get 
the right cable, as Apple, in its infinite wisdom (I seem to use this phrase 
often), also designed an almost identical-looking regular SCSI cable, which 
is used to attach a SCSI device to a PowerBook. Dealers tend to confuse 
this, so make sure the words "Disk Adapter" are on the package. You can 
also get a SCSI Dock connector at your dealer, a little module with a plug 
at one end and a SCSI port at the other, and a switch for either SCSI mode. 

2 . On your PowerBook, go to the Apple menu, and access the Control Panels 
submenu. Choose the PowerBook SCSI Setup Control Panel. 

3. Choose a SCSI ID that doesn't conflict with the one on your desktop 
computer (this is critical). 

4. Shut down your PowerBook (don't put in Sleep mode, please) and your 
desktop Mac. 

CAUTION 
Before you turn off the Power Book, make sure that the Password Security 
Control Panel or any other password protection on the computer is 
disabled. Otherwise, you will run into problems trying to access the drive 
on another Mac. 

NOTE 

5. Attach your PowerBook's SCSI Disk Adapter cable to the SCSI port on 
your Mac or the one on your last attached device (you may need an adapter 
plug if it has a different type of SCSI jack). 

6. Turn on your PowerBook. Within a few seconds you should see a SCSI 
icon on the PowerBook' s screen. 

If your PowerBook starts up normally with that cable connected, it means 
you have the wrong cable, and it's not going ifllo SCSI disk mode. Should 
this happen, power down and replace the cable. 

7. Boot your Mac normally. The PowerBook's disk icon should show up 
normally on your desktop Mac. If it doesn't, power down and recheck your 
SCSI setup. SCSI ID and termination conflicts may be present. Should this 
happen, consult Chapter 15 for further advice on the subject. 
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The Apple Laptop Travel Guide 
Forgetting something? When you need to take your Apple Duo, iBook, or 
PowerBook with you on a trip (business or personal), you'll want to make sure 
you have the right stuff, in case of a problem or simply to make your computer 
run properly in most situations you'll encounter. 

The ftrst time I had to take a PowerBook on the road, it was for a purpose that 
wasn't very pleasant. My wife needed some surgery, and the physician and hospital 
were in another state, some 250 miles away. Unfortunately, I was also in the 
middle of a writing deadline, and deadlines aren't concerned with such fine points 
as family needs. 

So I packed my PowerBook, scanner, removable drives, extra keyboard, 
mouse, modem, and backup tape drive in the trunk, and the entire Steinberg clan 
took off. 

The hotel 's housekeeping staff was no doubt startled to see my makeshift home 
office, but it worked. I was able to spend several hours a day keeping up on that 
project, with plenty of time for hospital visits. I even managed to take my son for 
an occasional sightseeing tour, so the trip wasn't quite so boring for him. 

A little advance travel planning will do wonders toward making your computer 
do all the work i.t can do. 

• Check overseas phone and voltage requirements. If you plan on 
traveling to another country, congratulations. Apple's products are labeled 
as "universal," designed to work in many international environments. 
Power requirements generally run from 100 to 250 volts, and current 
ratings of 50 and 60Hz. You may, however, need a special adapter plug 
to access a power line in a pruticular locale. In addition, Apple won't 
officially certify products designed for the USA market for overseas use, 
although that doesn' t mean you can't use them with the proper adapters. 
Before you visit another country, you may also want to check out a dealer 
who specializes in international connectivity products. One prime example 
listed by Apple Computer is TeleAdapt, which you can access on the Web 
at http://www.teleadapt.com (or telephone 1-877-835-3232). Their product 
line includes plug adapters, modem adapters and testers, line filters, 
acoustic couplers for hotel phones that don't have a separate data port, and 
security alarm systems. One of their products, the $99 Executive TeleKit, 
gives you the tools you need to test and hook up your modem at an older 
hotel that' s hard-wired, without regular modular phone jacks. 
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NOTE 
Apple portable computing products introduced to the market since 
January 1, 1998, are protected by a worldwide warranty. That means if 
your recent Apple laptop needs service, you can visit any local service 
installation during that period for warranty repairs. As far as older 
models are concerned, well, they'd be out of warranty anyway. 

• Don't break it in on the road. If you have a brand new iBook or 
PowerBook, you should use it as much as you can before you travel. That 
way you can check for possible problems that you can fix before your 
departure. Even with Apple's product warranty (or perhaps an extended 
warranty), you wouldn't want to have to spend the time away from home 
diagnosing a system-related problem or having to wait for a repair. 

• Don't forget a spare battery and charger. Even if you don't expect 
to stretch the limits of the battery, you should be prepared in case of an 
emergency. For one thing, laptop batteries have a finite life cycle, and 
may have to be replaced after a year or two of use. Also, if they go bad 
prematurely, you wiU be left in the lurch if there isn't a power plug at hand. 
If you intend to travel to a region with uncertain weather conditions, or 
visit older hotels with older electrical systems, don't be surprised to 
encounter a prolonged power outage. In addition to a spare battery, it 
wouldn't hurt to get a battery charger so you always have a fully charged 
spare ready to roll. You can get batteries, chargers, and other accessories 
for recent Apple laptops from VST Technologies (http://www.vsttech.com). 

• Send your backups to yourself. No, this isn't a request that you start 
talking to yourself, though I have felt that way at times when I've forgotten 
to take something I really needed on a trip. When you write critical 
documents that you cannot afford to lose, and you have online access where 
you are staying, send the file in an email to yourself. That way, in the 
event your original file is damaged, or if your computer is damaged or stolen, 
you can retrieve the file when you need it. If you don't want to clog 
up your mailbox with the added material, see if your online service offers 
an extra mailbox. For example, AOL gives you up to seven screen names 
(mailboxes) on each account. EarthLink offers a free second mailbox if you 
upgrade to their optional EarthLink Gold service; otherwise there's an 
extra cost, depending on how many extra mailboxes you need. 
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• Protect your laptop from extreme weather. Don' t assume your 
rugged-looking iBook or PowerBook is immune. If you intend to travel 
into an extreme environment (winter weather or the tropics), pack your 
laptop carefully, perhaps using a hard-shell shipping case designed for the 
purpose (check your dealer for product offerings). Keep it away from 
heat, extreme cold, or moi sture. The supplier of international connection 
adapters I mentioned earlier, TeleAdapt, also has a device called a Coo!Pad, 
which keeps the PowerBook e levated from a desk to give it better air 
circulation (though frankly this is a far greater problem with Intel-based 
notebooks than Macs, because the Pentiums usually generate more heat). 

• Bring a backup drive. The reasons that you back up at home or office 
are doubly important on the road, when there is added risk of damage by 
the elements or possible theft. You should bring along an extra drive with 
enough space to store duplicates of your important files, then keep it 
separate from the laptop computer (so the loss of one doesn't necessarily 
include the backup device). An expansion bay drive for a PowerBook, be 
it a Zip, SuperDisk, or hard drive, is an excellent choice. The iBooks and 
03 PowerBooks with the "bronze" keyboard al so have USB ports for extra 
drives and other devices. Your choices are similar: Zip drive, SuperDisk, 
hard drive, plus CD writers and tape dri ves. One USB-based CD writer, 
the Que Drive (pronounced "kay," and I have no idea why) comes with 
a convenient carrying case that can easily fit into a large laptop case or an 
overnight bag. 

Another extra drive option is Fire Wire. Chapter I 5 covers the differences 
between Fire Wire and SCSI. The Newer Technology Fire Wire to Go PC 
card will allow a PowerBook G3 to use Fire Wire drives. 

• Consider a portable inkjet printer. lf you must produce printed copy, 
take a look at the products available and see if one is small enough for 
travel. lf you want to save space, you could arrange to fax yourself a copy 
with your fax modem (but bear in mind a hotel will charge a per page fee 
for faxes). Another option is to see if there's a local service bureau or 
printer who could print your documents for you. 

• Make sure you can access your online service on the road. The national 
services, such AOL, CompuServe, AT&T Worlc!Net, and EarthLink, have 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

thousands of local access numbers for you to select, and often a reasonable 
percentage of those are outside the USA. It's a good idea to collect these 
numbers before you travel, so you're ready to hook up when you arrive. 
If you have a local ISP without access points outside your state, consider 
a Web email service, such as Microsoft's Hotmail or Yahoo mail. On the 
other hand, if you intend to do a lot of traveling, you may want to rethink 
your ISP choices for this very reason. 

Before you leave, it's a good idea to create separate dialing profiles in 
Apple's Remote Access or PPP Control Panels for each locale to which 
you're traveling. It's done by choosing Configurations from the program's 
File menu, duplicating your current setting, and then entering the new 
information (after which you rename and save it). If you're an AOL or 
CompuServe member, you can create custom connection (location) 
profiles in the software provided by these services. 

AOL has a Web-based email system, NetMail (also called just AOLMail), 
which is designed to provide access to your AOL email ifyou don't have 
access to their regular software. You 'II find more information at the 
company's Web site: http://www.aol.com/aolmail. EarthLink was about 
to introduce a similar service at the time this book was written. 

• Don't forget an accessory kit. In addition to having an extra battery and 
charger at hand, there are some other items you might want to take along. 
You'll want to take extra disk media, a SCSI terminator (in case you use 
an extra SCSI device), a long modular phone cord (in case your computer 
is far from the phone job; again, TeleAdapt can help you here, with one of 
their roll-up cords), and maybe even a spare AC adapter. 

For PowerBook Duo owners: Apple 's departed notebook computer was 
great for tight spaces. But it didn't catch on with enough folks to sustain 
the market line. The considerations for a Duo are the same as other Apple 
laptops. If you take your Duo on the road, consider whether you need a 
Duo MiniDock or just a Duo Floppy Adapter, so you can use a floppy. 

• Consider a separate keyboard and mouse. If you plan on spending 
extra hours on the computer, consider getting a regular desktop keyboard 
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and mouse. Laptop keyboards and input devices (whether the trackpad or 
the little trackball on the very first PowerBooks) can be an acquired taste, 
and not everyone takes to them for long sessions. I have found the feel of 
the iBook's keyboard to be closer to that of a regular keyboard than any 
Apple laptop I've used (but that's just a personal opinion). 

As our fearless technical editor, John Rizzo, reminds us, keyboards are big 
for a carrying case. But they'll fit nicely into a suitcase or overnight bag. 

• Choose a case carefully. While a thin, attractively designed case may 
look just great, it may not have enough room to meet your needs. Before 
you buy a case, try to see it in person (I realize this is a problem if you do a 
lot of catalog and online shopping). See if there are extra bins and pouches 
for the extras you need, such as disks, removable drives, and adapter cables. 
Also check to see if the laptop compartment is well cushioned in case of a 
bumpy trip. Since Apple's newest PowerBooks have larger screens, they 
could be a tight fit in older cases. If you do see the accessory case in person, 
check the product specifications for extra features, dimensions, and so on, 
so you can be reasonably assured it'll do the job. Order it well enough in 
advance of a trip so it can be returned in case it' s not suitable. 

More to Come 
In this chapter, you learned how to make your mobile computing experience safer 
and more productive. If you want to keep abreast of the latest news and views on 
Apple laptops, may I suggest you point your Web browser to Jason O'Grady's 
excellent site, PowerPage. The URL is: http://ogrady.com. 

In the next chapter, I'll cover a subject near and dear to my heart, as an 
old-time commercial typographer, and that's fonts. There's a whole lot more 
to a Mac's font handling capabilities than just a few letters and numbers. 



The Weird World of Fonts 
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Y ou cannot use a Mac without fonts. Even the basic window and menu bar 
displays on your Mac use fonts of one sort or another. 

One of the big factors that attracted the graphics industry to the Macintosh 
platform was the easy availability of fonts and the invention of the PostScript 
page description language, PostScript fonts, and laser printers. 

One would think, then, that fonts would be as easy to handle as other Mac 
fi les, but that's not really the case. The proliferation of fonts and new font formats 
has created a nightmare. The more fonts you have, the more difficult it is to keep 
them organized. 

The purpose of this chapter is to cover the whys and wherefores of font 
organization and troubleshooting. You' 11 discover how best to keep up a large 
font library and how to handle the common problems that affect their use. 

TrueType vs. PostScript Fonts: 
What's the Difference? 

In the beginning, fonts came in bitmap form. You had a different font for every 
size, and what you saw on the screen was reproduced on the page, at least to the 
limits of those old lmageWriter printers. 

Things changed when the clever folks at Adobe invented something called 
PostScript, which takes the elements of a page and reduces them to math. 
Accompanying PostScript were PostScript fonts. If you wanted scalable fonts 
(fonts that would print in all sizes at the full resolution of your printer), you had 
just one choice, PostScript. 

The Anatomy of a PostScript Font 
In the old days of traditional computerized typesetting, your fonts came in two 
parts. There were the actual letterforms themselves, which would be on a thin 
piece of film or on a floppy disk. Then there was a second part, a printed circuit 
card or floppy disk that recorded the width values of the fonts. This was the 
information that told the computer how wide a particular character was supposed 
to be. 

When scalable font technology was introduced by Adobe, they followed the 
very same design motif. There was a screen font (or bitmap) font, which provided 
clear display of the font on your screen in a single size, and also contained the 
width values (or metrics) of a typeface. So the letter M on a proportional font was 
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always wider than the letter I. To the left is a typical PostScript screen font icon. 
Notice there is always a size in its fi le name. 

The second part of the equation was the printer font, which contained the font 
"outline" information that allowed the font to be reproduced on your printer in any 
size you selected. This is the component of the font that scales to whatever size 
you select, yet retains the same high output quality. To the left is the printer font 
icon for an Adobe font. Other font manufacturers would often make their printer 
font icons resemble a printe r. 

ln order for the font to work, you had to install both parts. The screen fonts 
usually came in several sizes merged together in a file called a suitcase. By g iving 
you extra sizes, the font manufacturer could give you better screen display (at least 
when you selected those specific sizes). Beginning with Mac OS 7, you would 
simply double-click on a suitcase fi le to examine its contents. 

In 1989, Adobe carne out with a clever solution to give you clear screen display 
in al l available sizes: Adobe Type Manager (A TM). A TM was designed 
ro work with a single bitmap font plus your printer font to generate screen images in 
the sizes you selected. An added benefit was the ability to use PostScript fonts with 
non-PostScript printers. Without ATM, whenever you selected a size for which a 
bitmap font wasn't available, screen display would become extremely poor because 
the Mac's Quick.Draw display technology would try to fil l in the missing pieces. 

In order for PostScript fonts to work, you simply dragged both files to the 
closed System Folder icon, and the Finder would put them in the Fonts folder 
(which was introduced with Mac System 7.1). 

NOTE 
There are other ways to organize fonts that bypass the Fonts folder, but 
they require installing software that manages a font library. I'll cover 
that subject in the last sect ion of this chapter. 

PostScript fonts come in two forms. Type I is the most common type. In 
addition to the fonts you install on your Mac, Type I fonts are also installed on 
PostScript printers. 

The other type of PostScript font is Type 3, not used as much these days, except 
for special applications (such as custom logo des igns). Type 3 fonts are not as 
efficiently designed as the Type 1 variety . The fi le sizes are larger, and they exact 
greater amounts of printer memory to work; their biggest benefit is the abi lity to 
make fonts with grayscale fi lls and complex characters based on PostScript 
illustrations. Unfortunately, ATM doesn't support them. 

For the rest of this chapter, when I refer to PostScript fonts, 1'11 be concentrating 
strictly on the Type I variety. 
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TrueType Fonts Hit the Scene 
Back in 1990, the entire subject of fonts on a Mac became more confusing when 
Apple came up with TrueType. The story goes that Apple resented paying Adobe 
big licensing bucks to use PostScript fonts, so they decided to come up wi.th their 
own alternative. And in theory it's a better alternative, because each TrueType font 
is a single file, containing both screen and outline portions. You don't have to 
worry about missing one file or the other. 

NOTE 
The irony of the arrival ofTrueType is that, although a Mac innovation, 
it was rapidly embraced on the Windows platform, where it appears to 
have greater popularity, even to this day. 

TrueType is a scalable font format too, with the font scaler built into your 
system software. As a result, you can view and print on any printer connected to 
your Mac without having to worry about PostScript or Adobe Type Manager. This 
is a great plus if you have a regular inkjet printer hooked up to your Mac. 

And, like a screen font, a TmeType font can live by itself or be placed in a 
font suitcase, along with other fonts. The icon to the left is a typical TrueType 
font. Notice the multiple Jetter A, which indicates the font is scalable, and the 
Jack of a size in the font' s name. 

The Printing World Gives TrueType a Thumbs Down 
TrueType fonts sounded great on paper. And indeed they bad distinct advantages 
over PostScript fonts, such as the abiUty to work on non-PostScript printers and 
the ability to give clear screen display without needing a separate ATM-type 
program. But they wrought havoc in the commercial printing world. The expensive 
imagesetters that printers and service bureaus used to make high-resolution output 
of documents were designed to work best with PostScript fonts. So even though 
the Mac operating system could handle TrueType with aplomb, those expensive 
output devices would choke at the presence of a TrueType font. Sometimes the 
processing stage would halt, or the output wouldn't produce acceptable results. 

And the solutions weren't cheap. In some situations, the actual imagesetter 
processor' s hardware had to be updated to recognize the existence of True Type, 
at a cost of hundreds or thousands of dollars. In other cases, it was just a 
downloadable update. But in either case, it took time for the industry to accept the 
reality of TrueType. 

Even today, PostScript fonts are still the industry standard in the publishing 
industry. Although the high-end output devices usually work in a satisfactory 
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manner with TrueType, your best approach is to check with your commercial 
printer before you use such fonts in your documents if you intend 
to take them beyond your office laser printer. 

On the other hand, if you confine your printed output to ink jets and laser 
printers, or you want to exchange fonts with Windows users, you are apt to fare 
better sticking with TrueType. Not having to deal with separate bitmap and printer 
fonts and A TM will definitely make life easier. 

Introducing OpenType 
As if coping with the vagaries of PostScript and TrueType fonts weren't enough, 
there's another font format on the horizon-Open Type. Developed jointly by 
Adobe and Microsoft, Open Type promises to end some of the confusing side 
effects of the existing font structure. 

If OpenType spreads, it'll cure a whole lot of ills. For one, the format covers 
both PostScript and TrueType fonts, and the actual font file can support either 
format or both. In a sense, it's a merger of both formats, and there will be no need 
for separate screen fonts if you opt for an OpenType font with PostScript support. 
It's all in one fi I e. 

Another great OpenType feature is the ability to embed such fonts on a Web 
page, which helps provide a uniform look and feel for Web pages across browsers 
and computing platforms. 

In addition, OpenType will support extended characters, such as ligatures and 
fancy letterforms, and improved character kerning. The latter will go a long way 
toward making the appearance of type much, much better as well. 

So What Does OpenType Do for Me? 
It won't change your existing fonts in any way. You'll continue to use them as you 
do now. But once OpenType fonts start appearing on the market, you'll be able to 
buy them and enjoy the increased convenience and additional features they offer. 
Of course, that assumes there aren' t any problems in Apple supporting the new 
format (and that is by no means certain as of the time this book went to press). 

The Sad Tale ofQuickDraw GX 
In the early 1990s, Apple announced a new set of technologies that, on paper, 
seemed just wonderful. It was called QuickDraw GX, and it was designed to 
not only update the Mac's image display model, but also how fonts and printing 
were handled. 
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When it came to fonts, the character limitations would be history. You'd be 
able to get and use fonts with all sorts of extra characters, such as swashes (little 
effects and flourishes that decorate a letter), extended ligatures (such as the 
combined "ffi" letter combination that you see in high-quality books) and more. 
Font organization, especially with PostScript fonts, would be eased, since the 
printer and screen fonts would be combined into a single file (yes, just like 
TrueType fonts). 

QuickDraw GX would also revolutionize the way graphics programs were 
developed. The core programming routines that covered display and rotation of 
your drawings would be done behind the scenes by the Mac operating system. All 
programmers would have to do would be to call up these routines, rather than have 
to reinvent the wheel and program their own graphic elements. It would make for 
smaller, less RAM-hungry programs with consistent performance. 

And then there was printing. All printers would get desktop icons. Rather than 
work with the clumsy old PrintMonitor, you could simply drag and drop jobs to 
the specific printer you wanted to use, and even move documents from one printer 
icon to another to equalize the load. You could pick different printers from your 
Print dialog box (no more regular trips to the Chooser). 

That was just the beginning. There would be extra printer features, such as the 
ability to automatically place watermarks on a page, print several small-sized pages 
on a single sheet of paper (thumbnails), and more. 

The theory was truly intriguing, and dedicated graphic designers no doubt 
waited patiently for the reality. When it finally showed up in the mid-1990s, the 
reality was not quite as impressive as the promise. QuickDraw GX took up several 
megabytes of RAM, especially on the then-innovative PowerPC models. It was 
buggy, it was the source of regular crashes, and software publishers moved at a 
snail's pace to adopt the technologies. Some blamed the fact that it wasn't a 
cross-platform technology (and the biggest graphics programs are designed to 
work about the same in the Mac and Windows environments). Only a very few 
QuickDraw GX-savvy programs ever came out. 

Finally, Apple got the message and scuttled the technology- well, except for 
those desktop printer features, which are now, in large part, included with your 
latest system software. Yes, you can drag and drop documents on printer icons, 
and even move them from one printer to another. You can select from among 
PostScript printers in the Print dialog, and there are little watermark features that 
are part of the latest LaserWriter 8 drivers. 

So, basically, we got a large part of the QuickDraw GX printing technology, 
but the rest went the way of Open Doc and other fa iled Apple technologies that 
looked great on paper but somehow never worked in the real world. 
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OpenDoc was designed to change the emphasis from the application to the 
document. You'd create a single document, then OpenDoc would let you 
use the parts necessary to provide the f eatures you needed (such as a word 
processing part, a graphics part, or an image editing part). 

Still Have Quickdraw GX Installed? 
Despite the drawbacks just described, it may very well be that you went 
ahead and used QuickDraw GX anyway. Perhaps you are using one of those 
very few programs that required QuickDraw GX, such as Lightning Draw 
and the QuickDraw OX-aware version of the old desktop publishing program, 
Ready,Set,Go. I don't want to dump cold water on your decision. But it is a fact 
that Apple isn' t supporting the technology, nor can you expect the developers of 
these programs to keep up to date. 

While there's nothing wrong with using old software if it works all right, just 
be aware of the fact that you may be stuck in a time-warp if you decide to ever get 
a new Mac or new version of the Mac OS. 

NOTE 
A case in point is Mac OS 9, where all vestiges of QuickDraw GX 
support are gone. 

A Quick Survey of Multiple Master Fonts 
Another font technology that hasn't gone a long way is Adobe's Multiple Master 
Fonts. To explain what this is all about, it may be worthwhile mentioning how 
fonts were designed in the old days. 

Way back when, fonts would be optimized to look good in a single size or a 
small range of sizes. For example, in relation to their size, you'd make letters tall 
and wide for text, to enhance readability, and small and thin for headlines, where 
you wanted close-knit spacing for optimum appearance in very large sizes. 

Font manufacturers actually produced two or more versions of each font to 
meet these needs. At one time there was even a separate font master for each point 
size, which simply meant you had to buy Jots of fonts to get a reasonable number 
of point sizes. 

With Multiple Master Fonts, Adobe tried to expand upon this scheme by 
developing a single set of fonts that you could modify in a wide number of ways, 
to provide the best possible optical appearance. You could even design your own 
variations on the basic core design, by manipulating the basic letter shapes to be 
thicker, thinner, condensed, or expanded. The limit was your imagination. 

Of course, if anyone tried to match your font alteration for a specific task, it 
would be a nightmare in the making, since the usual directories of font designs that 
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graphic artists use wouldn't accommodate any such possibilities. And forget about 
picking them out in a font menu, as the variations were named by adding some 
numbers to the actual font's name. 

Fortunately, or unfortunately, depending on your point of view, the technique 
hasn' t really gone beyond a small set of Adobe font products-that is, except for 
its emergence as part of Adobe's font substitution technology. Take ATM and a 
core set of fow- Multiple Master Fonts, and a database of Adobe designs, and you 
can simulate many font designs (at least in terms of spacing if not the actual look). 
This is a great convenience if you just want to get a general idea of how a 
document looks, without having to go out and get all the fonts you need. 

Adobe Acrobat also uses font substitution technology to replace fonts that 
aren' t embedded in the Acrobat file and give the document a look resembling 
(though not quite matching) the original design. 

Finding Damaged Fonts 
Except in rare circumstances involving hard drive directory damage, you will 
seldom run into a damaged document. But damaged fonts are another story 
entirely. Seems as if they turn up at the worst of times, when you need a font 
to finish a document. Worse, the problem is not always easy to trace, and can 
be easily diagnosed as having a totally unrelated cause. 

The Symptoms 
When a Mac application is launched, among the things it does while you see the 
program's startup screen is load a list of available fonts. If one of those fonts is 
damaged, the program can crash on you light off the bat. In other cases, your 
program may work just fine, but the font won't print properly, or yow- printer 
will hang trying to handle the job. 

It's not always the case that fonts are responsible. For one thing, the symptoms 
may also have other causes, such as a system extension conflict, a damaged or 
incompatible program, or a corrupted preference fi le. 

But if you follow through with the standard array of diagnostic steps I've 
outlined throughout this book and come up with a big fat zero, it' s time to consider 
the possibility that your problem may be font-related (and this happens a lot more 
often than you may expect). 
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The Cure 
A damaged font isn't obvious. The icon doesn' t change. It may install just fine, 
but betray itself by the telltale symptoms just listed above. 

NOTE 

NOTE 

Here are some ways to check your fonts for damage: 

• Try Norton Utilities or TechTool Pro. Both programs will check for 
damaged files as part of the process of scanning your Mac's drive for 
directory problems. If one or more fonts come up as damaged, delete 
them and reinstall the fonts. 

• Use a font management utility to diagnose the fonts. Adobe Type 
Manager Deluxe, Alsoft' s Master Juggler, Diamond Soft's Font Reserve, 
and Extensis Suitcase 8 FontAgent can all scan for damaged fonts. Use the 
built-in capabilities of these programs to fi nd the offending files and then 
replace them with fresh copies. 

Mac OS 8.6 users face a special font problem. Mac OS 8.6 introduced a 
unique conflict with Apple's Font Manager, the system software component 
that handles fonts. Very old fonts didn't have something called FOND, 
which is the technical name for the font family resource (such as saying 
the font belongs with the Times or Helvetica families). If the font doesn't 
have this infonnation, Apple's Font Manager creates it, and for 8.6 what 
is created can result in a crash. !fyou have a new Mac and you don 't 
have any of these very oldfonts (most of which date back to the 1980s), 
there's nothing to worry about. Otherwise, you'll want to look at Apple's 
Support Web site for a file called Font Manager Update at 
http://asu. info. apple. com/swupdates.nsf/artnumlnl 1489. 

• A virus program works, too. The popular virus detection programs 
Network Associates' Virex and Symantec's Norton AntiVirus will report 
damaged files to you as part of their scans for virus-related activity. 

I recommend up-to-date commercial virus software for the ultimate 
in protection against computer viruses. But if you have a copy of the old 
free virus program Disinfectant around, you will be pleased to know it will 
check for damaged files as part of its scanning process. 
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Coping with Font Conflicts 
When system extensions conflict, the results are usually predictable. Applications 
quit, the Mac freezes. The things you need to do to fix those problems are pretty 
straightforward. The previous chapter and Chapter 18 cover the subject in more 
extensive detail. 

But font conflicts don't manifest themselves in so clear a fashion. They are not 
the same sort of conflicts that affect regular software, the kind of conflicts that 
cause system crashes and other untoward behavior. Rather, they are conflicts that 
result in improper display and printing of your documents, and they can be a bear 
to handle, unless you organize your fonts carefully. 

Futura vs. Futura 

I was working with a graphic design studio with a bank of those high-end 
printers, called imagesetters, that are used to prepare fmal copy for offset 
printing. One of the services offered was to provide high-resolution prints 
for a number of clients. 

A normal job request came down, a newsletter using the Futura typeface. 
The client bad provided laser prints, so we could compare the original with the 
end result. And that's where the problem began. 

On the screen, before the document was sent to an imagesetter, we could 
see that everything was all wrong. The line breaks were different, and the look 
of the lettering was different as well. Sizes didn't match. We ran a laser print, 
and it only confmned what we saw on the monitor. 

There was nothing unusual about the list of fonts used in the document. 
They specified several different styles of Futura in several different sizes. So 
we phoned the client and learned one more thing. Their version of Futura came 
from a different source than ours. We used Adobe's fonts. Shown here is the 
regular Adobe version of Futura Bold, in 24 point, a popular typeface used for 
ad display. 

Attack of the Rockoids is Coming! 
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Their fonts came from a company called Bitstream. The Bitstream variation 
is similar, when shown in 24 point, but notice how the actual width of the 
letters and even the size differ slightly from the Adobe version: 

Attack of the Rockoicls is Co111ing! 

Should it have made a difference? Yes indeed. Even when the names are 
the same, each font vendor will have its own idea about how the design is 
executed. The width values of the letters may differ; even the actual size of the 
letterforms may be a little larger or a little smaller. This means that 12 point 
from one manufacturer may be a bit smaller or larger than 12 point from another 
manufacturer. When the two factors combine, you are creating the climate for 
a font catastrophe. 

The final result was that the client was asked to supply their own fonts with 
their work. This is a common practice with service bureaus that handle this sort 
of job. If you supply your own fonts, there's no problem in matching things up. 

Even though font publishers have stringent licensing 
requirements for their products, most will allow you to 

send your fonts to a service bureau, so long as the fonts are not used to output 
any other client's j ob. 

The other suggestion is this: If you intend to share a document with another 
company and need to make sure everything looks the same, check first to make 
sure their fonts are the same as yours. If not, request they acquire the fonts or 
bring them with you if you need to work on a document at their site. 

More Font Troubles and Solutions 
In addition to mixing the same fonts in PostScript and TrueType form, or simply 
having a font from the wrong vendor, there are other problems with fonts that can 
be just as aggravating. In the next few pages, I'll cover some of the usual problems 
and the usual suspects. 
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Bitmapped PostScript Font Screen Display 
You write something on the screen, and instead of the letters appearing reasonably 
clear and sharp, the edges are j agged, and it looks like your font consists of a set of 
large rectangular bricks. 

NOTE 

Attack of the Rockoids is Coming! 

Here's what to check: 

• A TM requires PostScript printer fonts If you' re using Adobe Type 
Manager to clean up font display, you have to make sure that both the 
bitmap (screen) and printer fonts are in the same folder. ATM doesn' t have 
any way to look for your printer fonts in another location. Remember, too, 
that ATM cannot help you print a document with PostScript fonts on a 
non-PostScript printer without the printer fonts. 

lfyou 're using afont manager, such as Adobe Type Manager Deluxe, 
A/soft's Master Juggler, or Extensis Suitcase, you still have to keep printer 
and screen fonts in the samefolderfor them to work properly. 

• Missing printer fonts Double-check to make sure that you indeed have 
the corresponding printer fonts for your PostScript font sets. Screen fonts 
are easily acquired, even from Adobe's Web site, but they don' t help if the 
printer fonts aren ' t there as well. 

• ATM not installed When it comes to PostScript fonts, you'll only 
get clear display on your screen if you install Adobe Type Manager. 
Fortunately, the bare-bones version (with the "Lite" moniker) is freely 
available with Adobe's Acrobat Reader or direct from Adobe's Web site. 
If you installed Acrobat Reader and ATM isn't around, check the folder 
in which Acrobat Reader is installed. For some unaccountable reason, it's 
often placed in a folder called Fonts, which has nothing whatever to do 
with the Fonts folder inside your System Folder. Once you locate ATM, 
drag it to the closed System Folder icon, restart, and all should be right 
with your font display (assuming the fonts are correctly installed). 

• Reinstall the font If the font is correctly installed, and you have ATM 
in place, try reinstalling the font. The original could be damaged. 
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• Check for font conflicts Even if the font is correctly installed, mixing 
PostScript and TrueType versions of the same fonts (such as PostScript 
Times and TrueType Times) or having several versions of the same face 
from different manufacturers may produce some very untidy side effects 
with your screen display and printout of a document. Read the section 
entitled "A Look at a Font Manager" for suggestions on software that can 
help you deal with this dilemma. 

Bitmap Printing 
Poor screen display may be something you can live with if you can get good 
quality with your printed documents. But if the output quality is bad (even if the 
screen display is good), then it is intolerable. Here's how to address the problem: 

NOTE 

• A TM needed for non-PostScript printer Those inkjet printers from 
such companies as Canon, Epson and HP do great work on photos and 
regular artwork, but when it comes to PostScript, they just don't speak 
the same language. They work just dandy with True Type fonts, but to use 
PostScript fonts on such printers, you have two choices. The simplest is 
just to instaJI ATM (it's free with Adobe Acrobat Reader or at Adobe's 
Web site, as I mentioned earlier). If you want to handle PostScript graphics 
(also known as EPS), you'll want to consider PostScript software, which 
turns your Mac into a real raster image processor (RIP). You can get one 
of these programs from such companies as Barmy, Epson, or Infowave. 

PostScript graphics are simply those created in a program and saved 
in Encapsulated PostScript (ESP)format. This file format lets you place 
or import graphics into your document and get the highest possible 
print quality. 

• Missing PostScript printer font Even if you have ATM installed, you 
cannot get good quality printouts unless the PostScript printer font is 
correctly installed in the same folder as the screen font. 

• Font conflict If you have mixed PostScript and TrueType versions of the 
same font, or two fonts of the same name from different vendors, your Mac 
may just give up and not download the proper font information to your 
printer. Instead of just getting poor letter spacing, the actual characters 
themselves may be bitmapped. The solution is to organize your font library 
(using the suggestions later in this chapter) to make sure you are cautious 
when you mix or match. 
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Fonts Missing from Font Menu 
You can't very well use a font if it's not appearing in the font menu. Here are the 
likely causes of this problem and what to do about it: 

NOTE 

• Screen font missing Yes,. your PostScript printer font may be in the 
Fonts fo lder, but it doesn't live in a vacuum. Font menus on Mac programs 
are also based on the presence of the bitmap (screen) font. So if you install 
a new font and don't see it li sted on the menu, double-check to be certajn 
the bitmap font is properl y installed (it can either be a separate file or 
placed within a font suitcase). 

• Software won't dynamically update font menus Some programs, 
such as QuarkXPress or Adobe's lnDesign and PageMaker, are cleverly 
designed to know when you install new fonts. The font menus will update 
automatically, though it may take a few seconds for the deed to be done. 
But many programs are not so smart about such changes. If a new ly 
installed font doesn't appear in the font menu, quit the program and launch 
it again. If that doesn't work, just restart your Mac. 

• Replace preferences for font menu modifiers The programs that 
modify your font menus to organize and clean up display keep preference 
files as a database of the fonts you 've got installed on your Mac. These 
programs include Adobe Type Reunion Deluxe, MenuFonts, and ACTION 
WYSIWYG Menus (a demonstration version is included with this book' s 
CD). If you're adding or removing fonts and the font menus don 't reflect 
the changes, locate the preference fi les (in the Preferences fo lder inside the 
System Folder) and remove them. Restart your Mac, and the programs will 
rebuild their font displays. 

If the preference files for a font. menu mod(fier program aren't obvious, 
look for a folder with the name of the publisher (such as Power On 
Preferences for the ACTION Utilities product line). 

• Reinstall the font Even if you've checked your font and it comes up 
undamaged, reinstall it anyway. Font damage is usually easy to detect 
when it's a printer font, but if a single screen font size in a font suitcase 
is damaged, programs such as Norton Utilities and TechTool Pro just 
won't pick up on it. 
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Font Has Missing Characters or Square Boxes Instead of Letters 
This is one problem that has a fairly easy solution. Some low-cost font packages, 
from companies such as FontBank and KeyFonts, didn' t come with the complete 
character set. You'd get all of your letters and numbers, but such characters as a 
percentage sign or a copyright symbol were missing. In addition, some fonts are 
all capital letters, with nothing but square or rectangular boxes in the lowercase 
positions. 

Whether this is a cost-based decision or is due to some other cause, I won't 
hazard a guess. But it can be downright annoying. 

If you' re not certain whether the font you have has the full character set, use 
Apple's KeyCaps program (which is installed in the Apple menu) or my favorite, 
a shareware program, PopChar Pro, both of which will check the letters available 
on a specific font. 

Fortunately, if a specific character symbol isn' t available from one font, there's 
nothing to stop you from switching to the Symbol font or another typeface and 
using the character from that font instead. 

Can't Delete Font in Fonts Folder 
This happens every so often. You decide you really don't need a specific font, 
so you try to trash it. You open your Fonts folder, and attempt to drag the font 
to the desktop or trash, but you get a message that you can't do so because the 
tile or folder is damaged. 

NOTE 
You also can 't delete a font if any applications are open, so check your 
application menu. However, in this case, the Finder will put up a very 
clear message as to why the fonts can't be moved. 

Here's what to do if this happens to you: 

1. Check your Mac's drive directory with Disk First Aid or a commercial 
hard drive repair program, such as Alsoft's DiskWarrior, MicroMat's 
TechTool Pro, or Symantec's Norton Utilities. I'll cover the process in 
more detail in Chapter 13. 

2. After the hard drive is checked, and any disk directory damage repaired, 
open your System Folder, and drag the Fonts folder onto your Mac's 
desktop (don't delete it!). 
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3. Restart your Mac. The process will create a brand new, empty Fonts folder 
inside the System Folder. 

4. Open the old Fonts folder on your Mac 's desktop and remove the font you 
want to trash. This should work properly this time (if not, try step 1 again). 

5. Select all of the remaining fonts and drag them to the closed System Folder 
icon, then OK the message from the Finder to place them in the Fonts folder. 

6. Trash your old Fonts folder. 

7. Empty the trash. 

This process has worked for me every time I've been unable to remove a font. 
I won' t necessarily say it's caused by a corrupt Fonts folder or a corrupt font or 
hard drive directory damage. It can be one or all of these, but at least you' ll be able 
to start fresh with a brand new Fonts folder. 

Font Organization Tips and Tricks 
Fonts are everywhere. They come in low-cost packages, and they arc included 
with various and sundry software boxes from Adobe, Corel, Microsoft (even with 
their free Internet applications), and elsewhere. In years past, if you wanted a lot 
of fonts, you had to pay a pretty penny for them, or get low-quality knock-offs that 
offered poor quality or were missing some of the more obscure characters. 

Today, without a substantial investment, you could end up with hundreds 
or even thousands of fonts from here, there, and everywhere. So what do you 
do with all of them? Just install them on your Mac and use when necessary? 
It's not that easy. 

Mac Font Folder Limits 
Apple has thoughtfully (or otherwise) limited the size of your Fonts folder to 128 
separate font resource files (at least through Mac OS 8.6), which are defined as 
files containing bitmap fonts or font suitcases. PostScript printer fonts don' t count 
in this figure. 

Apple isn' t just trying to shortchange the dedicated font user from having a 
variety of fonts around. There are simple reasons why it 's not a good idea to have 
too many fonts installed at any one time. For one thing, many programs have 
limits as to how many open fonts they can handle. It's typically 256 fonts, where 
there's a limit at all. 
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In addition, if you try to open up more than a few hundred items on your Mac, 
the operating system's own built-in limits come to the fore. You may experience 
out-of-memory messages or messages that too many files are open. 

The solution is simply to keep your font menus as short as possible, and only 
activate the ones you truly need. After all, it is hardly like ly you will need to run 
50 fonts per page, unless you' re writing a ransom note. 

Mac OS 9 Brings Font Capacity Relief 
With Mac OS 9, Apple bas addressed some big limits in font handling 
capability. For one thing, the 128 font resource lirrilt is gone, replaced by a 
limit of 512. 

In addition, they've increased the maximum number of open files from 348 
to 8,169. Now you may not see the significance here, because you hardly expect 
to be running 348 open files at the same time, but it' s an easy limit to reach. 

When you boot your Mac, all those things in your System Folder needed to 
make your Mac run count up to over 100 open files. Many programs are made 
up of little components that run when you double-click a program's icon. 
Software with the ability to handle plug-ins or add-on modules to enhance their 
features contribute to this. So you can see that even opening three or four 
programs will get you up to that limitation, when you add in all the fonts you 
have available. 

These changes in Mac OS 9 can mean greater stability for your Mac, since 
you won't run out of system resources to handle extra open applications, and 
you have the ability to run more fonts than you ever thought possible. 

The arrival of Mac OS 9 also made a number of programs, 
including Adobe Type Manager, incompatible because of 

these changes and others. Fortunately, most of the problems were quickly 
addressed with program updates. 

On the other hand, having a font menu with 512 separate listings on it (even 
if your programs could handle a font menu that big) could be an unwieldy thing 
to handle. So I still recommend a font manager program, which, by the way, 
forms the topic of the next section. 
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A Look at a Font Manager 
The dilemma of having to load and unload a lot of fonts was especially 
cumbersome in the days before Mac System 7 came out, when you had to use a 
clunky program called Font/DA Mover to move screen fonts in and out of your 
System file. Half the time, the program would crash your Mac, especially when 
you needed to do a lot of font adjustments in a single step. 

A clever programmer, Steve Brecher, created a solution. It was called Suitcase 
(see Figure 6-1), and it was designed to open and close fonts, regardless of 
whether they were truly installed in the System Folder. 

NOTE 
You'llfind a demonstration version of Suitcase on this book's CD. 

It worked by fool ing "Mother Nature" (in this case, the Mac operating system) 
into thinking that the fonts were indeed in their proper location, the Fonts folder. 
Some call the program a clever hack, but I won't use that term. 

So all you had to do was create a special folder for your fonts, then use 
Suitcase (or one of the other programs that perform this function) to switch your 
fonts on and off like a light switch. 

Name Size Kind Open 

~ (QJ Startup Set 0 items startup set 

-... -.... 

I> Info ( New Set } (Remove ... )( Add... ) ( Close )( Open 

liM@ijfii The latest version of Suitcase, now published by Extensis, can be used to 
organize even the hugest font libraries 
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The fact of the matter is that it was a tenific way to keep your font menus lean 
and mean and deal with large numbers of fonts, without having to go through the 
usual installation process. 

In addition to Suitcase (which, after going through three publishers, is still 
going strong), there's Adobe Type Manager Deluxe (see Figure 6-2) and Alsoft' s 
Master Juggler. 

The Font Reserve Alternative 
Another font management program, DiamondSoft's Font Reserve, works by 
putting your enti re font collection (except System Folder fonts) in a single, huge 
database. The program then goes through them and figures out your font confl icts 
and whether any fonts are damaged. 

The advantage here is one of organization. You simply add the fonts to the 
program's database fi le, and it sorts them all out for you. It works best, as do the 
other font management programs, with a large library. The larger your font library, 
the more valuable one of these programs will be to keep it in tip-top shape. 

NOTE 
A special limited-function version of Font Reserve is included on this 
book's CD. 

A Handy-Dandy Font Organizing Routine 
(Using a Font Manager) 
If you've got a lot of fonts and need to activate bunches of them at a time, here are 
some suggestions on how to organize them so you don ' t run into conflicts and 
problems launching your applications. 

This routine assumes you will be using one of the font managing programs 
described earlier. Otherwise, feel free to ignore these suggestions: 

• Keep the System Folder's Fonts folder small. When you have a font 
manager, you don ' t have to put all your fonts in the normal place. The 
font manager software will do those chores. Just keep your basic set of 
Apple-installed fonts in your Fonts folder, the ones that you see on your 
screen beneath icons, in the menu bar, or in titles. These include: Charcoal, 
Chicago, Capitals, Gadget, Geneva, Impact, Monaco, New York, Sand, 
Symbol, Textile, and Techno. You may also want to leave fonts that you 
use all the time, such as Courier, Helvetica, and T imes. The rest can be 
placed elsewhere. 
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ATM®Deluxe 1!18 

Adobe Type Manager Deluxe version 4.5 

rstiS"f Fonts 'I.. Sets & F'ollts '\... 

./ Known Fonts ... I 
~!b frlzOuadrata 2 fonts 12 KBytes 

I> • li!ll!lll II Fonts 64 KBytes 

~~ Futura BdCn BT 2 Fonts 64 KBytes 

I>~ Futura Bk BT 2 Fonts 68 KBytes 

I>~ Futura Hv BT 2 Fonts 76 KBytes 
! 

~~ Futura Lt BT 2 Fonts 68 KBytes 

1>\b Futura LtCn BT I Font 28 KBytes 

I>~ Futura Md/Bd BT 4 Fonts 156 KBytes 

I>~ Futura MdCn BT I Font 28 KBytes 

l>lb Futura XBik 8 T I font 40 KByt es 

1>\b Futura XBikCn BT I Font 32 KBytes 

I> ~ Futura XBikCnlt BT 1 Font 36 KBytes 

~ I>Lb Futura XBiklt BT 1 Font 44 KBytes 

~Lb Futura-Cond I Font 12 KBytes 

I>Ch Futura-Condensed 2 Fonts 20 KBytes 

1>\b Futur a-CondensedBold I Font 12 KBytes 

I>~ Futura-CondensedBoldObl ique 1 Font 8 KBytes 

I>Lb Futura-Condensedlight I Font 8 KBytes 

~Ill F utur a-Condensedl ightob I ique I Font 8 KBytes 

IHh Futura-CondExtraBoldObl I Font 8 KBytes 

• I>~ Gadget I Font 76 KBytes 

• I>~ GadgetRegular 1 Font 72 KBytes 

l>!b GalaxyBT I Font 16 KBytes 

l>lb Gaillard 8 Fonts 44 KBytes 

I>~ GandoBT 1 Font 12 KBytes 

I>~ Garamond 16 Fonts 104 KBytes 

I>~ Gar amondNo2DCD 2 Fonts 16 KBytes 

I>~ GaramondNo2SCT 2 fonts 16 KBytes 

I>~ Gar amondThree Damaged 

• ~lb Geneva I Font 124 KBytes 

l>!b Geometr lo231 BT 4 Fonts 52 KBytes 

I>~ Geometr ic885BT I Font 16 KBytes 

l>!b GeometrieS lab 703BT 9 Fonts 128 KBytes 
... 
1-..: ... 

I I I 0 I 1"1l I rb l fil I 
~ 

ljfCI!);Ijfj Adobe Type Manager Deluxe not only cleans up the display of PostScript 
fonts on your Mac, but also lets you activate or deactivate them 
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If you're using Adobe Acrobat, you'll also want to have these fonts 
installed in your Fonts folder: AdobeSerMM, AdobeSanMM, Adobe 
Serif MM and Adobe Sans MM. 

• Put the rest of your fonts in another folder. Aside from the essential 
fonts, put the rest of your font library in a brand new folder, which you can 
call Resources (or anything you like that makes sense to you, such as Other 
Fonts, and so on). This folder doesn't have to be in the System Folder. It 
only has to be on a hard drive that is mounted on your Mac when you need 
the fonts. 

• Sort fonts by font manufacturer. This makes sorting easy if you have 
a big font library. Within your Resources folder, create folders bearing 
the names of the manufacturers of your fonts, such as Adobe, Bitstream, 
Monotype, and so on. By doing this, it' ll be easier to keep tabs on possible 
font conflicts, which occur when you have more than one font of the same 
name open. 

ff you can't tell who made the font by looking at the icon, use the 
Finder's Get Info command and look for a copyright notice. There 
are no guarantees you'llfind one, but it 's worth trying. 

• Set aside separate folders for each type family. This is also a good tip 
for a huge library. After you subdivide fonts by font manufacturer, set 
aside a separate folder for each type family. Put Helvetica in one folder, 
Times in another, and so on. Just remember to try not to mix fonts of the 
same name from different vendors. 

• Be cautious about TrueType fonts for professional output. Before you 
decide whether to use a TrueType font, contact the printer or service bureau 
who will be handling your high-resolution output. Be guided by what they 
say in terms of font compatibi lity. And, of course, feel free to seek another 
firm if the one you call first doesn' t give you the services you need. 

• Be cautious about specifying PostScript fonts for your Web site. Just 
as TrueType fonts aren't a good idea for professional output, the reverse is 
true on the World Wide Web. The likelihood that a large number of folks 
will have the fonts you specify is slim, since the basic system fonts for both 
Macs and Windows-based computers are True Type. If you keep to those 
basic TrueType fonts, you'll stand a good chance of providing the best 
quality font display for the largest number of Net surfers. 
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• Disable fonts you don't need. Enjoy the convenience of the font menu 
manager. Disable any font you have no need for, so your font menus are 
kept short and your application launch times are as brief as possible. 

A Handy-Dandy Font Organizing Routine 
(Without a Font Manager) 
If you don't have a large font library (that is, more than 100 to 200 fonts), there's 
probably no need to buy a separate program to manage your font library. But 
you' ll want to keep a few things in mind as you set up your libraries: 

NOTE 

• Combine font suitcases. If you have a lot of fonts from the same family, 
combine the font suitcases. That way you' U see fewer files in your Fonts 
folder, and you' ll get around the 128-font resource limit imposed by Apple 
Computer. 

As I explain earlier in this chapter, Apple'sfont limits have risen to 512 
beginning with Mac OS 9. But you'Ll still want to keep your Fonts folder 
small, so you can easily see what you have available. 

• Remove fonts you don't need. If you don't intend to use certain fonts, 
you can move them elsewhere. You may want to create a folder labeled 
Fonts (Disabled), which corresponds to the folders in which disabled 
Control Panels and Extensions are placed. Put the fonts you don't need 
in those folders. 

If you're using Casady & Greene's Conflict Catcher to handle your 
System Folder, you 'II be pleased to know it's just as capable when 
handling the contents of the Fonts folder (though it requires a restart 
for any changes in font lineup to take effect). You 'llfind a demonstration 
version of Conflict Catcher on this book's CD. 

Quit Applications Before Removing Fonts to the Fonts Folder 
Unlike font management software, you cannot remove a font unless all open 
applications have been quit first. If you think you've closed all programs, yet still 
get the message, check to see if you have any special icon palettes on your Mac's 
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desktop, which are commonly used to launch programs and documents. One 
example is Apple's Launcher. Yes, it is an application, too, and you can quit it 
simply by clicking the close box. 

Once you quit all open applications, you should be able to remove fonts. If 
you still get a message that applications are open, restart your Mac and try again. 

Or just open Extensions Manager, choose a Mac OS (whatever version you 
have) Base Set and restart. That should close any hidden or background 
applications your Mac is using. 

Coming Next 
In this chapter, you learned about the various font formats on your Mac, how to 
manage your fonts, and how to deal with font conflicts. 

In Chapter 7, I' II cover the trial s and tribulations of dealing with graphic 
ftles, with special emphasis on Web-based graphics, and sharing files with 
Windows users. 



Dealing with Graphic File 
Headaches 
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Y ou'd think that the number one problem a computing consultant deals with 
would be system-related problems. Considering that application quits and 

crashes are part and parcel of the personal computing experience, this would seem 
to be a very logical assumption. 

But one of the most vexing problems I deal with on a regular basis is the matter 
of graphic files. The advent of the World Wide Web and easy Internet access has 
made it easy as pie to send and receive files. Since the way files are handled 
differs from one computing platform to the other, it makes for a corresponding 
number of problems. 

The most common complaint is that folks you send your graphic files to cannot 
read them, or that you cannot read the files they send to you. 

A Quick Review of Graphic File Formats 
There are dozens of graphic file formats that exist across the various computing 
platforms. Fortunately, some of these formats are not often used cross-platform, 
so there isn't much likelihood that you' 11 encounter many of them. If you do, a 
shareware program mentioned later in this chapter, GraphicConverter, may serve 
to help you deal with some of the most arcane types of graphics. 

In this section, I'm concentrating on the types of files you're apt to encounter 
on a regular basis on your travels on the Internet or when exchanging files with 
your contacts who use the other platform. In addition, I'll list the DOS file 
extensions that apply to these files, so if you're converting the file to Windows 
you can attach the appropriate file. 

NOTE 
Dealing with graphic file formats isn't the only source of trouble in 
handling cross-platform issues. I'll cover the subject in much more detail 
in Chapter 11. 

• ART (.art) files This is a graphic file format used by AOL for processing 
Web-based images. It's designed to speed delivery of Web pages to AOL 
members by compressing graphics in this proprietary format. Unfortunately, 
this feature can result in the loss of quality on Web-based images, and 
definitely kills any animation that might be present in the original picture. 
That, in itself, is a real downer, since well done animation is one of the great 
joys of visiting a Web site. In addition, you need AOL's software to actually 
open such images. Even the full-featured GraphicConverter software doesn ' t 
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read the format. Worse, the file's name isn't changed by the conversion 
process (so it'll still retain its .gif or .jpg file extension, for example), and you 
won't know it's in the wrong format until you try to open it. If you're an AOL 
member, the best way to avoid these problems is simply to turn off the option 
to compress Web graphics. It's a WWW preference in AOL's software. 

• A VI (.avi) files This is a Windows-based movie format, designed to 
compete with QuickTime. QuickTime 4.0 handles such files with aplomb. 

• BMP (.bmp) files The Windows answer to PICT. When you use the piint 
screen feature under Windows, the image you capture is saved in this format. 
Since it is a bitmap format, you can scale it downward (with increased 
resolution), but when you scale upwards, the size of the dots grow larger, 
and thus image quality suffers. 

• EPS (.eps) fLies The term is short for Encapsulated PostScript. EPS 
files contain PostScript instructions that require a PostScript printer to 
produce good quality output. On a non-PostSciipt printer, all you get is a 
low-resolution PICT version. EPS files are normally created by high-end 
illustration programs and are imported into desktop publishing or word 
processing documents. This is the only vector format that I'U list here; it's 
a format that you can scale in any size and stilJ have it reproduce at the full 
resolution of your output device. 

• GIF (.git) files This is another compressed graphic format, which 
originated with CompuServe. GIF stands for Graphic Interchange Format. 
Such files have advantages and disadvantages. The advantage is that they 
are suitable for Web-based animations, but you are limited to 256 colors (a 
far cry from JPEG). In addition to their Web capabilities, GIF files tend to 
work better with text than JPEG. 

• JPEG (.jpg) files One of the popular file formats used for Web-based 
artwork. The term stands for Joint Photographic Experts Group, and the 
file uses compression to save storage space. The compression technique is 
called lossy, because portions of the file are removed, though it takes a Jot 
of compression to reduce image quality to a noticeable degree. However, 
the quaHty loss isn't near as great as in the GIF format. JPEG files work 
great with photographs, less well with graphics that contain text. 

• MOV (.rnov) files This is a format for QuickTime movies. You can open it 
with QuickTime Player or any other program that can read QuickTime files. 
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NOTE 

• PCX (.pcx) files Tbis is a PC format used for bitmap graphics, and it's 
used for PC Paintbrush and other programs. There are four basic variations 
of this format, but only the vers ion 5 fonnat supports 24-bit color. 

• PICT (.pet) fdes This is d1e native Macintosh bitmap file fonnat. When 
you save images to the Mac clipboard, or make a screen capture (using such 
shortcuts as COMMAND-SHIFT-3 and COMMAND-SHIFf -4), the fi les are saved in 
PJCT format. This is, by d1e way, the format I used when I captured screen 
images for use in this book. It suffers from the same shortcomings as any 
bitmap image format; it scales down nicely, and quality is lost proportionately 
as you scale upward. This f01mat is not recommended if you wish to send a 
file to a Windows user. 

• PNG (.png) files The promoters of this fonnat called it a successor to 
GIF. PNG is short for Portable Network Graphics format, and it's designed 
to offer better file compression and improved image quality (including 
support for 24-bit color). PNG format is supported by Web browsers that 
are compatible with HTML 4.0; other browsers just get the GIF variation 
of the image. 

• SGI (.sgi) files This is an image format used for SGI (formerly Silicon 
Graphics) computer systems. Since SGI workstations are often used in the 
creation of high-level graphics and movie animations, you may from time 
to time run across such image files. 

• Tar ga (.tga) files The format was first used by Truevision for their Targa 
and Vista video capture boards. It's a bitmap file format for high quality 
graphics, used in a number of 2-D and 3-D programs. 

The Targa capture boards are now marketed by Pinnacle Systems. If you 
wish to explore desktop video editing in more detail, you'll want to read 
Chapter 19. 

• TIFF (.tit) files The term is short for Tagged-Image File Format. In case 
you were wondering, the "tagged" aspects are the enhancements made to 
improve the appearance of the image. TrFF files are commonly used for 
photographs and other high-quality images. And, need I add, a full-color 
TIFF photograph can be many, many megabytes in size (which is why such 
programs as Photoshop require huge amounts of RAM to work efficiently 
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with them). TIFF files are commonly used for creating high-quality 
printed materials. 

• WMF (.wmf) files The term is short for Windows Metafile Format, and 
it's used for exchanging graphics among Microsoft Windows programs. 

How to View PC Graphics on a Mac 
As Apple's system software has come of age, the tools to handle files of different 
formats have grown more robust. For example, Apple's File Exchange, the 
descendant of both Mac OS Easy Open and PC Exchange, lets you easily map 
Windows file extensions to corresponding Mac files. As a result, you can easily 
open those files simply by double-clicking on them-that is, so long as you have 
a Mac program with which to view the files. 

Fortunately, most of the graphic files you're apt to receive are easily read by 
one or more programs you already have on your Mac. 

These are some examples: 

• Adobe Photo Deluxe Although it' s considered a low-end image editing 
program (because of its low price) it is quite capable of reading and saving 
files in a number of graphic formats, both PC and Mac-based. You'll find 
thi s program bundled with many of the lower-cost scanners from several 
manufacturers. In fact, you may already have a copy if you have one of 
those products. 

• Adobe Photoshop This is the premiere image editing program, used by 
professionals in the graphic arts industry. It can read most of the graphic 
file formats I've described here, including EPS ftles . A number of scanners 
include the full or limited function versions of Photoshop as part of the 
package. If you're lucky enough to get this program, you'll tinct it a 
valuable tool to process graphic files of all kinds. 

• GraphicConverter This is a favorite of mine. It's a popular Mac 
shareware program (used extensively to handle the figures for this book), 
which is capable of reading dozens and dozens of types of graphic files on 
the major computing platforms (including Unix). I won't begin to list the 
formats that are supported; the program is updated several times a year 
with still more supported fi le formats and more features. A notable 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

exception are EPS files, which require a separate program to rasterize 
the images (see the previous bullet about Photoshop). 

• Picture Viewer This program is part of QuickTime 4, and it' s capable 
of reading graphics in such formats as BMP, JPEG, MacPaint (similar to 
PICT), Photoshop, PICT, PNG, QuickTime, SGI, TGA, and TIFF. 

• QuickTime Player This program can handle the same range of graphic 
formats as Picture Viewer, plus QuickTime movies, Windows-based AVI 
movies, and many more. Counting the audio and video formats, 
QuickTime Player can read more than 30 file formats. 

In addition to working directly via a QuickTime program, File Exchange 
will let you select a QuickTime translator to work with another program 
to help you view a file. The choice will always be labeled "with QuickTime 
translation. " 

• Your Web browser New Macs and system upgrades come with both 
Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape. Either program can handle the 
basic image files, such as GIF and JPEG, plus the Windows BMP format. 

I've made no attempt here to cover all the programs that can read various 
graphic file formats. There are far too many to list. Instead I'm concentrating 
on the ones most often available. If you have other software in these product 
categories, simply check your documentation for the.ftle fomwts that are 
supported. 

As you see, your Mac is probably well equipped to deal with graphic files. 
Regardless of whether they come from a Web site, email or another source, here's 
how you'd view such flies: 

1. Locate your graphic file. 

2. Double-click on the graphic. 

3. If File Exchange produces a dialog asking you to select from a Jist of 
applications that can read the file, choose an appropriate program (use the 
ones listed earlier as a guide). 
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When you select a file to use when opening a document in File Exchange, 
the program will remember your choice and religiously use that same 
program each time a similar document is opened. If you wish to remove 
that choice, make sure the Always Show Choices When Translating Files 
option is checked. Older versions of Mac Easy Open labeled this option 
Always Show Dialog Box. 

4. Click the Open button to launch the application you select and open the 
document. If all goes well, you should see your picture file on your Mac's 
screen in short order. 

A Quick Review of Problems in Opening Graphic Files 
Even if you have the right programs, it' s possible that you will run into trouble 
when it comes to opening a graphic fi le. Here are some common symptoms and 
their solutions: 

NOTE 

• Application not found message If you get an alert that an application 
can't be found to open the document, check your Control Panels folder 
to make sure that File Exchange or its pre-Mac OS 8.5 ancestor for file 
translations, Mac OS Easy Open, is installed. If it's not there, use 
Extensions Manager to reactivate the program, or, if it isn' t available, 
reinstall it from your system software disks. Chapter 2 covers the subject 
of system install ations in more detail. 

• Wrong application opens If the act of double-clicking on a file opens 
a program other than the one you selected, make sure the Always Show 
Choices When Translating Files option is selected. Then just select a 
different program to open the document from the list. If you have an older 
version of the Mac OS with Mac OS Easy Open, you'll find a handy Delete 
Preferences button on the opening screen that will accomplish the task. If it 
still doesn't work, rebuild the desktop. 

You rebuild your Mac's desktop by restarting, then, before the Finder 
loads (after the last extension icon appears on your screen), hold down the 
COMMAND-OPEN keys and OK the dialog to rebuild the desktop (this action 
must be repeated for each drive volume you use on. your Mac). 
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• Try the Open dialog box If all else fails, try opening the application 
first, then go to the File menu, choose Open and select the fi le from the list 
(you'll probably have to navigate to the correct folder or disk). If the file 
doesn't show in the Open dialog box, use the program's Insert or Import or 
Place feature, if available. If the program can open a particular type of 
graphlc file, one of these commands ought to work. 

Preparing Mac Graphics to Work in the 
Windows World 

Wouldn't it be nice if all graphics files worked the same way on both Mac and 
Windows computers? 

Alas, it is not to be. On the Mac, a file's format is automatically recognized by 
the Finder, assuming the file's attributes are intact, of course, using the invisible 
desktop files that record a file' s type and creator code. 

For other computing platforms, including Windows and Unix, you have to, 
in effect, tell the operating system what sort of file it is by using a three-letter 
extension at the end of the file's name (fiJes saved by applications on those 
operating systems are already correctly named). Otherwise, the operating system 
won't know how to handle the files. I'll cover the subject of cross-platform file 
issues more thoroughly in Chapter 11. 

NOTE 
Naming a file is half the battle; the file actually has to be saved in the 
proper format for it to be opened properly. Otherwise, the file may come 
up as damaged or in the wrong format when someone on another 
computing platform tries to access it. 

So, for example, a JPEG file, a format commonly used in Web graphics, must 
have a .jpg extension to the file name so the folks who aren't using Macs can 
access the file. Here's how you can set up your files so users of Windows won't 
run into trouble in trying to use those files. 

CAUTION 
When sending files to Windows users, try not to use Mac-specific formats, 
such as PICT. It 's very easy to change the file format to something that is 
compatible without losing image quality. 
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File Is in Correct Format 
If the file has already been saved in a format that can be read under Windows, just 
follow these steps (if the naming isn't correct): 

1. Click on the file's name to select it and press the RETURN key. 

2. Add the proper file extension to the end of the file's name. For example, if the 
file is called rockoids and it's in JPEG format, you'll rename it rockoids.jpg. 

Now you can send your file to Windows users and they'l l be able to open it 
with any program that can read such fi les. 

NOTE 
Under Windows, when. your document is correctly named, it'll recognize 
the file as associated with a specific program., so you can double-click on 
the file and have it open in the proper program. If double-clicking doesn't 
work, Windows users should be able to see the file by using the Open 
command f rom. the File menu. 

File Is in Wrong Format 
If the file you have is not already in a format that can be conveniently read by a 
Windows-based computer, you'll need to not only rename it, but convert it to a 
format that does work. Here's what to do: 

NOTE 

1. Open the file in your preferred graphic program. 

2. Choose Save As from the File menu, which will bring up a screen where 
you can select the format in which to save the file. If the program has no 
such feature, such as Apple's Picture Viewer (shown in Figure 7-1 ), choose 
the Export command instead (if available). 

The QuickTim.e Pro upgrade, giving you all the extra export and basic 
video editing capabilities, is $30. However, if you buy a new Apple 
computer or a retail Mac OS upgrade, you'll be entitled to a free upgrade 
to QuickTim.e Pro when you register your new product. 
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ljM@;Ifii Picture Viewer, part of Apple's QuickTime, lets you export files in a 
number of popular formats (if you upgrade to the Pro version) 

3. Choose the fil e format from the list. Notice that Picture Viewer will 
automatically pick the fi le extension for you. 

4 . Click the Save button to convert the file and change its name. 

Now you should be able to send that fi le to the Windows users of your 
acquaintance with reasonable assurance they' ll be able lo open the file without 
encountering any problems. 

Summing Up 
In this chapter, I covered the ways to effectively handle graphics problems, so 
you can freely exchange images with Windows users. This is only a subset of the 
issues you' ll have to consider should you wish to share files with Windows users 
or if you are on a cross-platform network. J' 11 cover the subject in much more 
detail in Chapter 11. 

In the next chapter, you'lllearn how to install , configure, and troubleshoot 
your printer. 



Making Your Printer Sing 
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T here's hardly a Mac out there that doesn't have a printer attached. The paperless 
revolution promised at the dawn of the personal computer era seems far, far 

away. Today, you not only print your normal word processing documents, but also 
Web pages and even those electronic manuals that substitute for real printed 
instruction books for most products these days. 

But with so many choices, it's hard to know where to begin or what to do when 
you install your new printer and find it's not working as it should. 

I've put this chapter together to cover typical problems when working with a 
printer and ways to get it to work properly again. 

Installing a Personal Printer 
It's amazing what a couple of hundred dollars will buy you in a new printer these 
days. Such companies as Canon, Epson, and Hewlett-Packard offer great quality 
full-color printers that can work in a home or smaJJ office. Like consumer VCRs these 
days, they are so cheap that if they break down, there's little problem in replacing 
them with the latest and greatest successor in that manufacturer' s product line. 

Here are some things to consider when setting up one of these personal printers 
(including inkjet models and USB laser printers): 

• Don't forget to install the printer's software. Since Apple left the 
low-cost printer market, don't expect to find many usable printer drivers on 
your Mac. Use the installation disks provided by the printer's manufacturer. 
Check the setup instructions carefully in case the installer places drivers for 
several models on your Mac. For example, Epson printers come with serial 
(or USB) drivers and drivers that work with models with a network card 
(for LocaJTalk and/or Ethernet). The latter will have an "AT" in the name 
you see in the Mac Chooser, so be sure to select the correct one. 

• On older Macs, don't forget to turn off AppleTalk. A serial printer, 
such as most lower-cost inkjet models, won't work on the printer port with 
AppleTalk activated. If you are forced to use Apple Talk for another printer 
that requires LocalTal.k, you can handle this dilemma in two ways. One is 
to connect the printer to your Mac's modem port (if it has one), but then 
you may have to share it with your modem if you use an Internet or online 
service. You could, of course, buy a "port sharing" program or a switchbox 
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to get around this. Or just hook it up to the printer port, and make sure 
AppleTalk is turned off in the Chooser. For Macs with USB ports, this 
problem no longer applies (thank heaven). 

Another symptom of failing to turn off AppleTalk when trying to use 
a serial printer attached to the printer port is a "serial port in use" 
message. But, usually, you won't be able to retain the printer port 
setting for such a printer if AppleTalk is left on. 

• Remove packing materials before use. Be sure that the cardboard, 
plastic, ancl/or tape fittings are taken off before you put the printer into 
service. The delicate inner workings of a low-cost printer are easily 
damaged. 

• Be careful about third-party or recycled ink cartridges. My 
conclusion about this is the same as recycled toner (discussed later in the 
chapter). Quality tends to be inconsistent. In one example (and I won't 
mention the brand name in case I just got a bad product), my inkjet printer 
required repeated head cleaning operations before I could get reasonable 
quality. By then a large amount of ink was spent, and the money I saved 
by buying a cheaper cartridge was not worth it. 

Head cleaning is a process where the ink is systematically sprayed 
through the printer's nozzles to clean the pathways. It's done 
automatically when you install new printer cartridges, and you can 
do it using the printer's software if print quality declines. 

Installing a Network Printer 
It used to be that networked printers cost several thousand dollars, and they 
were only suitable for a large office. However, prices have come down to the point 
where a network-capable laser printer costs no more than the lowest priced 
personal laser printers of just a few years ago. 

NOTE 
I define a network printer as any model that comes with a built-in 
LocalTalk and/or Ethernet port so you can hook it up to a network 
consisting of Macs, or PCs and Macs. 
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Even if you're using such a printer at home, the ability to seamlessly network 
with a second Mac may make tills sort of product something to seriously consider. 
Here are a few things to remember when installing and using a network printer: 

NOTE 

• Use Apple's Laser Writer 8 driver unless the printer uses a custom 
printer driver. Check the documentation to see if that custom driver 
is necessary to ensure compatibility with the printer's unique features . 
Even if you stick with Apple' s driver, it doesn't hurt to run your printer's 
installation disks anyway, as the installer will also usually install a PPD 
fi le for the printer (see the section entitled "What's a PPD File and What 
Do I Need It For?" later in this chapter). Basically, Apple's LaserWriter 8 
supports most popular PostScript printers. There's also the added advantage 
of good compatibility when Apple updates its system software, since 
the update will, if need be, include a new version of the driver. That's not 
always true about the alternatives, such as Adobe's PS Printer (also 
known sometimes as AdobePS). 

As this book was written, version 1.0 of Adobe's desktop publishing 
program, JnDesign, was released. This program requires the AdobePS 
driver (supplied on the installer CD) and a PostScript printer (supporting 
Level 2 or Level 3 PostScript) to output your document directly (otherwise 
you have to convert to Acrobat or PDF format first). Consider these 
requirements if you decide to use this program. 

• Be sure to remove packing materials before use. Manufacturers 
include all sorts of little doo-dads to protect the printer during shipment 
to dealers and end-users. These include cardboard and plastic inserts or 
pieces of tape. Be sure to check the printer thoroughly to make sure all 
this material has been removed before you try to run the printer. You will 
probably have to open various doors and compartments on the printer to 
locate all of the material (the instruction or setup guide usual1y explains 
where to find them). If you fail to remove everything, you may experience 
paper jams or erratic performance (not to mention the potential to damage 
the unit). 

• Rock toner cartridge back and forth before installing. By properly 
distributing the toner, you can be sure that you' ll see even print density on . 
your documents. 
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• Be careful about recycled toner cartridges. While such products are 
often advertised as offering superior quality or longevity, my experience 
has been inconsistent. One cartridge works fine, the next is unusable. And 
print quality may differ considerably from the manufacturer's normal 
range. If you are not preparing your documents for reproduction or for 
client review, and don't need the absolute best quatity, you can save money 
by buying recycled. In this case, try to stick with a company that offers 
you consistent performance from cartridge to cartridge. 

• Consider a used printer. You can often get older top-of-the-line laser 
printers from Apple, HP, and other companies for $200-300, in perfectly 
usable condition. Many of these printers were designed for large office 
environments, with life spans of hundreds of thousands of copies before 
requiring major overhauls. If they haven ' t been abused, you can expect 
them to work reliably, year after year without a problem. You should, 
however, test the printer thoroughly to make sure print quality is good, 
the unit doesn't make weird scraping or scratching noises, and the paper 
doesn' t jam. 

USB vs. Network Printers: Is There a Difference? 
A new generation of printers has come to market. In the old days, you hooked 
up a printer to your serial port (printer or modem or combined), or the Ethernet 
port. However, new Mac computers, ranging from the iMac and iBook to the 
Power Macintosh G4, don't have serial ports. In addition to Ethernet, they use 
USB ports for printer connections and other peripherals. 

So is there really a difference? Why buy one over the other? It largely depends 
on your needs and the performance level you want to achieve. I' II describe some 
of the differences in the following sections. 

Network Printers 
A network printer, typically supporting the Adobe PostScript page description 
language, will usually have its own built-in CPU and memory, meaning it doesn' t 
use your Mac's CPU to run. More important, such printers can be shared across 
a network by other Macs, and they will be able to correctly handle the output from 
PostScript programs, such as Adobe lllustrator and Macromedia FreeHand, or 
documents containing PostScript or EPS graphics with top quality. 
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NOTE 
When I say a network printer "usually" has a built-in CPU, I mean that 
it's not done all the time. Some printers and high-resolution typesetting 
machines actually use a Mac or PC to handle CPU chores. 

In general, most networked printers are laser printers, black and white or color. 
Other networked printers are high-end inkjets or color printers with other 
technologies (such as dye sublimation) or imagesetters, which provide output on 
paper or film for the printing industry. 

NOTE 
Apple's Printer Share software (formerly GrayShare) does let you share 
an Apple Style Writer printer across a network, but it also uses the host 
Mac (the one to which the printer is attached) as the processor, which 
means your Mac's peiformance suffers when others access that printer. 

USB Printers 
While some USB printers have come to market supporting PostScript, these 
printers are simply the descendants of the regular printers you'd attach to your 
Mac's serial port. We used to call them QuickDraw printers, because they 
supported Apple's native image display language, and could support bitmap or 
TrueType fonts. 

USB printers are not designed to be shared among Macs, although you can 
get USB switchboxes, which allow you to switch them to work with whatever 
Mac needs them at the moment. In addition, such printers use your Mac's CPU 
horsepower to process the files that are being printed, and that means performance 
may suffer somewhat while a document is being printed. 

Both USB and serial printers are low cost and deliver great quality, especially 
when it comes to color photos. For personal use, and limited production needs, 
such printers make a lot of sense. 

Even better, some models, such as a few of Epson's and HP' s color inkjets, can 
be adapted to network use later on by installation of an Ethernet network card. But 
you still have to consider whether or not you need PostScript, which, as it happens, 
forms the subject of the next section in this chapter. 

PostScript: What Is It? Why Do I Need It? 
Back in the 1980s, Adobe Systems invented the PostScript language, which 
reduces the elements of the printed page to math. PostScript is device independent, 
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which means it can work with a printer at its maximum possible level of quality, 
ranging from a cheap laser printer to the most expensive imagesetters used by the 
printing industry. 

If you just intend to use PostScript fonts with your documents, you don' t 
need a PostScript printer. Adobe Type Manager (which comes free with Adobe's 
Acrobat Reader) or Adobe Type Manager Deluxe (a retail version that also 
manages font libraries) can process PostScript fonts and make them work 
perfectly fi ne on a non-PostScript printer, such as one of those ever-popular 
color inkjet models. 

If, however, you plan on using PostScript (or EPS) graphics in your document, 
you have no choice. To get the highest possible quality, you need to buy either a 
PostScript printer or one for which you can add one of those PostScript software 
programs (which are mentioned in the section entitled "Using PostScript Software 
for an Inkjet Printer"). Otherwise, the output quality suffers. All those fancy 
graphics will appear as low-resolution bitmapped images (not very nice). 

Is It PostScript or a Clone? 
Just as Apple produced TrueType fonts to, in part, avoid paying licensing 
fees to Adobe for PostScript font technology, there are printers out there that 
use PostScript page description emulation technology rather than license 
Adobe's brand. 

The telltale sign is in the printer's specifications. They will list the printer as 
"PostScript compatible" or talk of various printer language emulations, including 
PostScript, but won't specifically say anything about Adobe PostScript. 

In previous years, thi s was a problem. You bought a printer that used a 
PostScript clone, and you were in for trouble. Simple documents, complex 
documents--sometimes they wouldn't print properly, even though they would 
work just fine with a printer that used true Adobe PostScript. 

Worse, quite often you could not predict which documents would print properly 
and which wouldn' t. Output quali ty would be inconsistent. Halftones, the dots that 
make up a photograph, would reproduce poorly at times, and other times it would 
take extended amounts of time to process even the simplest documents. 

However, the quality of the clones has improved, and you don' t hear too much 
anymore of troubles with such printers. I won' t argue for or against a PostScript 
clone, except to say that cunent HP printers use clone technology, and I haven't 
had reports of any problems, either with my own clone printer or the ones used by 
many clients. 
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If you are, however, considering buying a very old clone printer, I would still 
urge caution. New printers have become inexpensive enough to make the decision 
to upgrade not nearly as difficult as it used to be. 

Using PostScript Software for an Inkjet Printer 
Tllis seems to be the ideal combo. You buy a cheap color inkjet printer, then get 
yourself a PostScript program, such as Adobe PressReady, Birmy PowerScript, 
Epson Stylus RIP, or Infowave SuperScript. All you have to do is install the 
program and you'll have a genuine Adobe PostScript printer. 

Does it really work that way? What are lhe tradeoffs? 
Let me give you the good stuff first. These programs do work! They actually 

let you use a supported inkjet printer and output your PostScript graphics. And the 
quality can be first-rate. 

In operation, you normally set up one of your Macs as a server, and the other 
Macs on your network work as clients, accessing the server Mac for printing. But 
there are potential Uabilities (and solutions) with these programs: 

• They're RAM hungry. Figure on giving a PostScript program (or RIP, 
Raster Image Processor) a good 15 to 20MB of RAM to do its stuff-and 
that's just the minimum setting. If your Mac doesn't have enough to handle 
this program and your regular software at the same time, you'll want to 
consider a possible RAM upgrade. 

• They have to be running for you to print. You can't just print your 
document; you have to launch the software RIP first and keep it running 
while your document is running. If you quit the program prematurely, your 
documents will stop then and there, even if they' re halfway through your 
printer. 

• They will slow down your Mac. As with an inkjet printer, a software 
RIP program uses your Mac' s CPU for processing (unlike a regular 
PostScript laser printer, which has its own CPU and memory). Everything 
you do will bog down until the printing process is done. This can be 
downright annoying if several Macs are accessing the one that is handling 
double-duty as a print server. 

• You'll get slow printer performance. Don ' t expect miracles. 
Depending on how fast your Mac runs, you can expect it to take minutes 
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(sometimes many minutes) to handle a document that may normally output 
on an inkjet printer in less than a minute. 

• You can expect some bugs. In my experience, these software RIPs can 
be buggy, especially if you are working in several programs at once. You' 11 
want to restrict the number of programs you run while such a program is 
handling the printing chores. 

• Consider a dedicated Mac to run a software RIP. This is, in a 
sense, the same way some imagesetters are run . You set aside one 
computer to do nothing but process print jobs. That way, you don't run 
into any performance issues, and the job doesn't bog down any production 
machines. This is an ideal task for an older Mac due for retirement, but 
first check the minimum requirements of your PostScript software. For 
example, the latest version of Epson's Stylus RIP software requires a 
Power Macintosh with System 7.6.1 or later. So your older 680x0 Macs 
won't cut the mustard. 

Which Driver Do I Use? 
You are ready to set up your printer, and you open the Chooser and you gasp. 
There are so many choices. What to do? 

Sometimes the answer is obvious. If you have a laser printer, you choose 
LaserWriter 8 (unless you're using a system version that predates the arrival of 
LaserWriter 8 back in the mid-1990s). That is, unless you have a printer that 
requires a custom printer driver, such as Adobe's PS Printer (now known simply 
as AdobePS). 

If you have another sort of printer, you' ll want to look over the items in the 
Chooser for something that resembles the model you have (see Figure 8-1). 

While some printer drivers are clearly labeled, such as SC 900(AT) for the 
AppleTalk versions of the Epson Stylus Color 900 series, other drivers may 
not be quite so easily identified. The best solution is to check your printer's 
documentation to see what to pick. 

NOTE 
When you install some inkjet printer software, such as Epson and HP, 
you 'll often find drivers for both serial and AppleTalk versions of the 
printer. The latter will usually have an AT designation in the level; don 't 
use that one unless you do have a model with LocalTalk or Ethernet ports. 
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0 Chooser 18 

I) . ~ 
Acrobat"" PDFWrit•r Appi•Sharo 

Q ~ 
Color Sll' 1500 Color SW 2500 

~ ~ 
Color SW Pro CSW 6000 Sories 

@ 5 
Laser'vlr iter 300/LS LasorWr It or 8 

~ -
~Active .... 

SC 900(AT) - App leTalk .... 0 Inactive 7.6.2 

lj@lhlj:ll Which printer should the author use for his Epson 900N inkjet? 

What's a PPD File and What Do I Need It For? 
You buy a fancy new laser printer and it has a number of handy features. These 
may include extra paper trays, so you can print documents using various paper 
sizes without rushing to puU paper in and out. Some printers can even be set to 
duplex, which means you can automatically print on both s ides of the paper. 

Other printers may include special resolution or image enhancement technology 
to provide sharper printing or handling photos. Some have the capability of 
adjusting printer resolution. 

In addition, some of the more sophisticated desktop publishing and graphic 
programs need to know about your printer to give you the best possible print quality. 

But your laser printer driver doesn't automatically realize that your printer can 
do all those wonderful things. The clever folks at Adobe carne up with something 
called a PostScript Printer Description (PPD) file, which is a text document that 
tells the driver what your printer can do. 

If you feel ambitious and want to see just what this file contains, you can 
open it in SimpleText or any program that can read plain text files, such as Word. 
See Figure 8-2 for an example of a PPD file for a large office printer from 
Hewlett-Packard (the 8000 series), which is typical of the breed. 
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HP Loser Jet 8000 Series 

. 6 . 12 18 . 24 . 

.. PPD-Adobe: "4. 3"<11 
• %· ====================================== =·=============== q 
.. ,. Printer · Description FileC:V 
.. ,. · Copyright 1992-97 HetJlett-Packard Company<11 
•%= =================== = =================================== ~ 
.. '< · PPD · for ·HP · LaserJet · BOOO Series<11 
.. ,. · For · Mac intosh<J! 
.. ,.qr 

-+ PPD File Version · Information <11 
~%============================·====================~ 
'"ri leVer sion: 
'"FormatVersion: 
.. LanguageEncoding: 
.. LanguageVersion: 
.. PC FileName: 
q 

"0. S.ObS" 'l! 
"4. 3"<11 
Mac Standard<11 
English C:V 
"HP8000_6 . PPD" 'l! 

.. ModelName : · · · · "HP · LaserJet · 8000 · Series"Cf 

.. ShortNickName: · "HP · LaserJet · 800 0 · Series"C:V 

.. NickName: · · "HP · LaserJet · 8000 · Ser i es"CJ! 

.. Product: ·· · · "(HP LaserJet · BOOO · Series)" CJ! 

.. Manufac curer: · "HP"<il 

.. PSVersi on: · · " ( 2014. lOB) 1"<11 
<11 
~%=================== ==============================~ 

-+ Device Capabilities <if 

'"Co l orDevice: 
'"DefaultColorSpace: 
'"Fi leSys tem: · 
.. ?FileSyscem: · " <if 

save · <11 
· false C:V 
· ('<disk ?'< ) <11 

· False<11 
GrayCJ! 

·TrueCJ! 

( cuu:entdevpar ams · dup /lJriteable · knotmCJI 
· { · /lJriteable · get {pop crue} · if } ·· ( ·pop · } 

} 100 · string /IODevice resourceforall <11 

" <11 

· {(True)} ((False)} ifelse · ~ · flush<11 
· rescoreG! 

.. End<ll 
<if 
.. LanauaoeLeve 1: "2" <11 

ifelse<11 

30 

ljM!Jijj:iJ The author's printer uses this PPD file for custom options 
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How to Install a PPD 
In order for your laser printer to work its best, you need to make sure the proper 
PPD file is selected and installed by the printer driver. Here's how to set up your 
printer driver to work with your printer: 

1. If you aren't setting up an Apple printer, locate your printer's software 
floppy or CD and see if there's an installer or PPD file available. 

2. If you locate an installer file, run it. The action may include just a PPD or, 
in other situations, a complete set of software that includes a laser printer 
driver and printer utilities of one sort or another. 

3. If the PPD fi le is a separate item, select the fil e and drag it to the closed 
System Folder. The Finder should tell you it's going to go into the Printer 
Descriptions folder, within the Extensions fo lder. If you don't see that 
message, place it there directly yourself. You don' t have to restart your 
Mac for the PPD to be recognized. 

4. If you run the installer, you' II most like ly have to restart your Mac. 

5. Once you've restarted, go to the Chooser and select your laser printer 
driver, as I've done in Figure 8-3. 

6. Click on the printer' s name in the Chooser window, which will bring up a 
Create button. 

7. Click Create to begin the setup process. 

8. The contents of the Printer Descriptions folder will be compared against 
your printer's characteristics to see if a matching PPD file can be located 
(see Figure 8-4). If one is found , you'l l see another message, Building 
Desktop Printer (see Figure 8-5). If the correct PPD is found, you do 
nothing but wait till the process finishes. 
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0 Chooser 13 

I) ~ 
Se lect a PostScript Printer: 

HP LaserJet 6000 Series . 

Acrobat"' PDF'w'r ite r AdobePS 

~ ~ 
AppleShare Globa iFax 

• ~ 
LaRr 'w'riter 8 SC 900( AT) 

-.... -.... 

~ Create ij 
f-.... @)Active f- AppleTalk .... 0 Inac tive 7.6.2 

I@MN;Ii:@ Click on your printer driver's name to select it 

~ Setting up "HP Laser Je t 8000 Series". 

Select PPD J L Cancel 

lijMIJ;I!:II LaserWriter 8 is checking to see if the proper PPD fi le is available 
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~ Setting up"HP Laser Jet 8000 Series". 

Building Desktop Printer 

ljMNQi=IOi Success! Your desktop printer icon is being created 

If the correct PPD is found, there's nothing more to do than print your 
documents. However, sometimes, for one of many reasons, you may find that the 
driver cannot locate a PPD file, or you get a message that you have to change 
something on it. 

Here's a brief listing of what you can do next: 

• Need to select printer options If your printer comes in several 
configurations, you may receive a dialog in which you have to pick the 
options that apply to your printer. An example is shown in Figure 8-6. 
You may have to check your printer's documentation or print out a test or 
configuration page to see the installed options. Once you've done that, just 

~ Current Printer Description File (PPD) Selected: 
~ " HP Laser Jet 8000 Sertes" 

lnstallable Options ---
Tray 4: [ Hot Installed ~ J 
TrayS: l Hot Installed ~ J 
Duplex Unit: [ Installed ~ J 
Envelope Feeder: [ Hot Installed ~ J 

'= Accessory Output Bins: [ Hot Installed ~ J -; 
-~-~~~~~~~ 

Cancel I ij OK I] 

ljMN;Ij:lj Choose your printer's installed options if you see a screen similar to this 
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select the options from the menu, click OK, and the process should finish 
up in a few seconds. 

• PPD ftle not listed If a matching PPD can't be found, the printer driver 
will put up an Open dialog box (see Figure 8-7) showing the existing 
Printer Descriptions folder. You 'll then have to pick the correct make and 
model from the scrolling list, or choose one that' s a close match. 

• Choosing a generic PPD This may be your final choice. The correct 
PPD file isn' t shown in the list, and you cannot find one on the 
manufacturer' s disks. Until you can search for a solution, select this option. 
It' ll allow you to print regular documents on standard paper sizes, such as 
legal and letter-size. You won't be able to use your printer's custom 
options for now, but you ' ll be able to get your documents completed. 

Here's a great ali-in-one source for a PPD file: Adobe's Web site, 
http://www.adobe.com/prodindex/printerdrivers/macppd.html. Last time 
I checked, more than 80 printer manufacturers were represented there, 
and the list is updated regularly. 

Open 

Acrobat Distiler 

D EPSON StylusCOLORB50 v201 5.802 

D EPSON StylusCOLOR900 v3010.106 

I® HP Laser Jet 4V 

• HP Laset Jet 8000 Settes 

tlJ LaserWriter 12/640 PS 

I Use the Generic PostScript'"' Printer Description file: 

Date Modified A 

3/3/99 5 

1/ 12198 

2125/99 

10/2/97 

2/24/98 

4/1/97 

I Show Preview J 

Generic 

Cancel I ij Open ij 
0 

ljMijijj:ll You need to select a PPD fi le from this list 
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Solving Common Printing Problems 
It's a sad fact that most printers don 't always know how to tell you when they've 
got a problem. More than likely they ' ll put up messages that simply don't make 
very much sense, and you're left pulling your hair out trying to figure out why 
your document can't be printed. 

An example: You are happily printing away when you see a dreaded flashing 
icon in the Finder' s application menu. You switch to your Finder's desktop and 
see a message about a printer problem. Sure enough, when you double-click your 
desktop printer icon (or bring up PrintMonitor) you learn the job could not be 
printed because of a "PostScript error." 

So you go back and recheck your document, or restart your Mac and try agai n, 
only to confront the same message. 

There are two things you can do to see the real error message as the printer 
driver processes your document: 

• Change your job logging options. When you choose Print from the File 
menu, you'll find a pop-up menu on your laser printer driver (usually 
labeled General). Click on this menu and choose Job Logging (see Figure 
8-8). Check the Summarize On Screen or Print Detailed Report option, so 
you can see a real message as to why your document won't print. 

• Keep desktop printer window open. Double-click on your desktop 
printer icon to bring up a printer status window, which will show the 
progress of your job. If you're using PtintMonitor, just locate it from the 
application menu and bring it up, so you can see what's happening 
with your job. 

Over the next few pages, I'll cover common printer problems, what they 
signify and the usual means to solve them. 

• For most printer-related problems Try printing your document again 
if at first you don't succeed. For whatever reason, a second attempt 
sometimes just works (without rhyme or reason). If it doesn't work, go 
ahead and turn off the printer, then turn it on again. Sometimes the mere 
act of resetting the printer (which also clears its memory banks) will 
help cure the problem and your document will print just fine. 

• Inkjet printer lettering breaks up An inkjet printer should give some 
visual indication (or flash a light) when a cartridge needs to be replaced. 
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8.7b8 

Printer: I HP Laser Jet 8000 Series ~ I Destination: I Printer ~ I 
r I Job Logging ~ I -·-.. -·--·-·-·-·-.. -·-·-·-·-.. -...... _,_ .. __ .. _ .. _ .. __ , __ .. __ , .. ! 

r If there is a PostScript'"' error: • r Job Documentation Folder -·-·l 1 

I ® No special reporting II I r' I 
· 0 Summarize on screen ' 
. 0 Print detailed report I I I 
t.. ................................................................ -....................................... 1 I · I 

J bD .. I I ' j' 0 ocumentat1on -·-·-.. - .. - ..... - .. -~ 
1 

i 

l [:~~~~~~~;~~-------/1 __ ---~~~·~-~--------' I 
. I ··-.. -.............. _ ..... _ .. ,_,_ ...... -.. --...... _,_ .. _, ..... -............... _ .. _ ...... -........... - .......... - .......... - ·- ·-·-............ _._·- ·--·- ·- .. -·-·-' 

Save Settings I Cancel I ~ Print ij 

ljtcill;ij:l:l Select your job logging choices from this screen 

Epson printers, for example, will stop running. But if you see faint lines in 
letters or photos, you may just have to clean the print heads. Check the 
documentation for your printer on how to run a cleaning operation. You 
may have to do it from your Mac, using the printer dri ver, or perhaps 
there's a cleaning switch on the unit's front panel. For example, Epson 
printers include a Util ity icon in their printer driver dialog boxes, which 
you access for maintenance functions. Some HP printers offer similar 
features in a separate utility program that's installed as part of the regular 
software installation. 

• Inkjet printer text out of alignment Try a higher resolution setting and 
see if the s ituation improves. Also see if your printer has an adjustment to 
a lign the printer heads for best performance. The printer utilities that can 
clean the print heads will often have a print-head a lignment feature of one 
sort or another. 

• Inkjet with network card loses connection when you send a job to 
another printer The network cards on these printers have different 
capabilities in terms of managing a print queue. I have noticed, for 
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example, that HP's JetDirect Ethernet cards can accomplish the task 
without a whimper. I've successfully sent jobs to an Ethemet-equipped 
HP inkjet printer and, while it 's working on the document, selected another 
networked printer for another job, without missing a beat. On the other 
hand, the network card on some Epson printers will lose communication 
with the printer if you choose another printer to handle a document while 
it's still at work. The job stops dead in its tracks, and you often have to 
tum off the printer to reset it before you can output the document again. 
When you're not faced with a critical deadline, you might want to 
experiment with the network card's ability to manage jobs after you 
switch printers and see whether there are any glitches of this sort. If there's 
a problem, just make sure the inkjet has finished printing before you 
switch to another printer. 

• Bitmapped font display For PostScript fonts, you may be missing the 
printer font. You'll want to consult Chapter 6 for advice on how to deal 
with font-related problems. 

• Bitmapped graphics If you are using an ink jet printer or other printer 
without PostScript, don't try to use PostScript (or EPS) graphics with 
your document. The printer won't be able to handle anything but a low
resolution preview image (same as your regular fax software). lf you want 
PostScript graphics, you can consider buying a PostScri pt software 
program for such a printer, but, as I said earlier, such programs have their 
own limitations. 

• -8133 Error This is nothing more or Jess than a generic PostScript error, 
which tells you there's a problem, but doesn't quite tell you what it is. 
More than likely, the printer has run out of memory to process your job. 
You may want to go back to your original document and see if you can 
make it simpler, using fewer fonts, maybe simplifying the graphic elements 
in it (if any). If you' re using a heavy-duty graphics program such as Adobe 
Illustrator or Adobe PhotoShop, look for options to "split paths," which 
help make the document easier to handle, especially if you're planning on 
using a high-end imagesetter for your document. Turning the printer off 
and on again, or just trying to print the document again may also help. 

• Vmerror This is one of the easier to understand messages, but not 
always easy to fix. It 's telling you that a PostScript printer doesn' t have 
enough memory to handle your document. At this point you can consider 
either simplifying your document (fewer fonts and graphics) or checking 
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to see if you can add more RAM to your printe r. Older Apple printers, 
such as the LaserWriter NT, cou ldn' t handle RAM upgrades and often ran 
out of memory with complex documents. But most newer laser printers 
can be upgraded inexpensively. 

• Limitcheck This is an error that indicates the graphics in your document 
are just lou much for your printer to handle. Your choices here include 
using fewer graphics or the "split paths" option , if available, to make your 
document easier to work on. 

If you are using imported graphics in a desktop publishing program, such 
as Adobe lnDesign, Adobe PageMaker or QuarkXPress, pe1jorm special 
functions, such as rotating, in the original program before you. import the 
graphic. That will simplify the printing process; it may take longer if your 
publishing program has to do the rotating. 

• Mac crashes when printing This can be the result of a system extension 
conflict. Consult Chapter 18, which covers the process of diagnosing 
system-related problems. But if all other steps fail, you may also want 
to consider reinstalling the fonts used in a document. A damaged font 
suitcase can also cause your computer to crash at some point during the 
print process. 

• Printer resets itself when processing a document This is the printer' s 
equivalent of a system crash. Something has overwhelmed the printer's 
memory and caused it to stop working. The usual step to take now is 
simply to try printing your document again. Most of the time this is quite 
enough to get your document printed. If the printer still acts up, consider 
trying your document with fewer fonts and simpler graphics. As a last 
resort, you may want to reinstall the fonts you 're using in the document; 
damaged fonts can also cause this problem. 

• Banding and moire effects on photos and artwork Tltis may be a 
lintitation of your printer that you cannot do anything about (other than 
changing your design to use solid colors rather than fill patterns). You can 
check your program's Page Setup dialog to see if your program has any 
way to adjust printer output. High-end graphic programs may; regular word 
processing programs won't. You may also want to consult your printer's 
documentation to see if there are any settings you can use to improve the 
print qual ity. 
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NOTE 
A moire effect consists of unintended regular, geometric patterns across 
the image. 

• Edges of printed document cut off You may have exceeded the 
margins of your ptinter, but as a test, you can double-check the Page Setup 
box in the program you're using. For the latest LaserWriter print drivers, 
a setting of Letter (Small) or Legal (Small), means you're not getting the 
largest possible size. Choose the plain old Letter or Legal. But on some 
lower-cost printers, with limited memory, trying to print a legal-sized 
document to its full dimensions may be too much for the printer to handle. 
You may want to reduce the size of your document's printed area (it can 
also be scaled down in the Page Setup box). 

• Undefined Offending Command error This is another of those generic 
PostScript printing errors that really doesn't tell you what went wrong or 
how to solve it. It is similar to the -8133 error and you should take the 
same steps to flx it. Simplify your document, using fewer fonts or graphics. 
Use the "split paths" option for high-resolution graphics, if your software 
supports that capability. You can also try, in succession, restarting your 
Mac, turning the printer off and then on, and printing the document again 
to see if the problem repeats itself. 

• Font substitution on laser printers Sometimes your carefully 
constructed document, with a number of font styles, will come out with 
sections in Courier, that old typewriter style font. Should this occur, 
consider using fewer fonts in your document. Also check your Page Setup 
box and look for an option labeled Unlimited Downloadable Fonts under 
PostScript options (available from the pop-up menu, as shown in Figure 
8-9). Make sure this option is not checked. Sometimes what it does to help 
(allow you to use more fonts in a document on a printer that has limited 
memory) actually causes a font substitution instead. This is especially true 
if you are printing a document that contains an imported graphic that, 
itself, uses fonts different from the ones in your regular document. Read 
Chapter 6 for more information on deaUng with font-related hassles. 

CAUTION 
If you are printing from a Mac other than the one the document was 
created on, be sure you install the very same fonts (from the same 
manufacturers) on that Mac too. If you don't, you will neither see nor be 
able to print your documents in the correct face. Chapter 6 covers this 
subject in more detail. 
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Laserwriter 8 Page Setup 8.7b8 

r J Po,.S<ript'" opt;on• • J ~~~~~~~: -- ---- ---- - -- ~ 

I ~ lmag•&Te><t' ! 

I ~ ::~:~~:: _!',',,,_' ; 0 Precision Bitmap Alignment I 0 Unlimited Downloadable Fonts 
;. ....................... ,,,_,,, ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... ,,,_,,,,,; 

Cancel I ([ OK ij 

ljMII;Ij:fl These printer effects in a Page Setup box can be turned off without 
harming document quality 

If you continue to get font or Courier substitution when printing a document 
with an imported graphic containing text, try this: Use the same font 
somewhere in the text portion of the document. Just a single character or 
word space with that font will be sufficient to ensure it's downloaded to 
the printer so the graphic will reproduce properly. 

• Laser printer documents develop splotches or smears This may be 
the symptom of a bad toner cartridge, which is easy to replace. Or it may 
represent a problem with the fuser assembly, whjch is part of your laser 
printer's imaging engine. Your frrst step should be to replace the toner 
cartridge before looking into the hardware. If the printer is under warranty, 
contact your dealer or the manufacturer for further service if replacing a 
cartridge doesn't solve the problem. 

• Laser print quality fades at one side of the page or another Try 
removing the toner cartridge and rocking it back and forth. Run a few 
pages and see if the situation improves. If it doesn ' t, replace the toner 
cartridge. This is also a symptom of spent toner. 
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NOTE 

• Laser print documents get very light A classic indication that toner is 
low. First make sure any hardware density settings haven't been changed 
by accident. Some printers do it via a printer utility, others have a little dial 
on the printer itself. If that doesn' t help, try removing and rocking the 
toner cartridge back and forth a few times. Sometimes redistributing the 
toner will get you a little bit longer toner (jfe, but be prepared to replace 
the cartridge. 

• Laser printer documents are all black First check the toner density 
setting on the printer. If that's correct, it could be a symptom of leaking 
toner. I suggest you remove the toner cartlidge and replace it, but be 
prepared to clean out little c lumps of toner from the printer itself. 

• Printer can't be found Make sure the printer is actually on and that your 
cable connections are secure. If you' re using an older Mac with a serial 
printer (such as an inkjet) you need to make sure AppleTalk is turned off 
on your printer port (or use the Mac 's modem port if avai lable). 

First generation (beige) Power Macintosh G3s had a bug where 
networked printers would, at random, disappear from the network. Apple 
released a system extension, LocalTalk PC!, which was supposed to 
address this problem. But it appears to have largely vanished with Mac 
OS 8.5 and later system versions. 

If you're using a switclzboxfor serial connections, and your Mac doesn 't 
recognize your printer, be sure the switchbox is set to the right connection. 

Hints for Faster Printer Performance 
Today's printers offer photo-quality reproduction, and the ability to produce 
documents you can take directly to your commercial printer and get excellent results. 

But despite the promise of faster and faster performance, there arc times your 
printer will just bog down and take seemingly endless amounts of time to handle 
your documents. Is it something you did, or is the printer just not doing what it 
should do? 
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The Case of the Damaged 
Font Suitcase 

This happened to me in the early 1990s. I was working with a large graphic art 
studio, and we had to produce a critical document for an important client. I had 
printed the document on the office laser printer, and it looked just perfect. So I 
decided it was time to send it to the company's expensive imagesetter. 

I brought up the PrintMonitor window. The document contained nothing 
more complex than a few paragraphs of text in several different styles of type. 
Piece of cake, I thought. 

I watched and watched some more. And nothjng happened. PrintMonitor 
put up a "processing job" message and just sat there for about half an hour. In 
frustration, I cancelled the job and restarted the Mac. Then I tried printing 
again, and the same problem occurred. At this point, the studio's management 
came over and began to fret and worry about the delay. Constant phone caUs 
from their client djdn't help their collective blood pressures. They even tried 
printing the document from another Mac with the very same result. 

So why did it work perfectly on the laser printer and not on the imagesetter? 
The solution was something we couldn' t diagnose duectly, because the 

Macs we had in that studio were all running quickJy and reliably, with only a 
rare system crash. Many larger printers and imagesetters actually come with 
their own bard drives, so you can store PostScript printer fonts on the output 
devices themselves. This speeds up performance, because there's no delay in 
sending the font information to the printer. 

On a whim, I decided to remove the fonts that document required from 
the imagesetter's hard drive, and downloaded them again from the copies I had 
on my Mac. With fingers crossed, I printed the document again. 

Within less than a minute, the imagesetter gave forth its regular beep sound 
and began to print the document without any problems at all. It seems that one 
or more of the printer fonts were damaged. But since they were located on a 
printer's disk, there was just no way to diagnose the problem except to actually 
replace the fonts . 
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If you are dissatisfied with the level of performance your printer delivers, 
consider this: 

• Clean up your document. If your documents contain a lot of fonts and 
complex graphics, your printer has to work that much harder to produce 
them. If you can simplify the document, you may find it'll output much 
faster and perhaps quality won' t suffer. 

• Use a lower print resolution. Inkjet printers offer several resolution 
options, such as 360 dpi, 720 dpi, and so on. The maximum speed ratings 
of these products are based on the lowest resolution. If you are just printing 
a draft of your document, or you simply want a hard copy of a Web page 
for later reference, set your printer to the lowest resolution setting and get 
maximum speed. You'll also want to compare quality at various settings. 
For example, a top quality inkjet printer may only deliver its best 
reproduction of color photos on a special photo-quality paper, and then 
take many minutes to handle even a single document. If you don't want the 
best quality pictures, and use regular paper, you may find you can save 
many minutes per page by choosing a lower resolution setting. 

• Turn off background printing in the Chooser. This option is designed 
to make you more productive; you can continue to work on your Mac 
while printing happens in the background. But it can also make your Mac 
bog down terribly, especially if it's an older model. When you tum off 
background printing, your Mac will sit there and do nothing but print and 
you won't regain control until it' s over. Since that process gets 100 percent 
of your Mac's attention, your document is printed more quickly. It may be 
a good choice if you need to print a long, complex document and you are 
on your lunch hour. Turning off background printing also sometimes helps 
when you cannot print a document in the normal way. 

Hints and Tips for Upgrading a Laser Printer 
The symptoms are typical: your printer seems too slow or it chronicall y runs out of 
memory when processing large, complex documents. Is there an answer? 

It depends. Many of those out-of-memory messages are related to your system 
software and are not necessarily the result of a problem or an indication your 
printer lacks anything. 
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Here are some options you might consider, though, to enhance your printer's 
performance: 

• RAM upgrade At the time this book was written, RAM was still 
inexpensive compared to what it was years ago (but had risen above the 
lowest levels because of supply and demand). RAM upgrades for many 
popular printers cost less than $100. A RAM upgrade will give a laser 
printer the ability to handle more fonts in your document, or speed 
processing of documents with complex graphics. This is especially true of 
the lowest-cost models, where RAM allotments are kept to a minimum to 
keep prices down. On the other hand, the more expensive laser printers 
generally have more than enough RAM for normal use out of the box. 
Some years back, I did an office printer survey for Macworld magazine. 
Their test laboratory actually tested several office laser printers with or 
without RAM upgrades, and found little performance difference between 
the two. The other consideration: on some printers, you may have to 
completely disassemble the unit to fmd the logic board and RAM slots. 
The time and energy may not be worth the bother, especially if you need 
to pay a dealer to do the job for you. 

• Duplexing The ability to duplex on a printer means it can print on both 
sides of the paper in a single operation. This is useful if you want to save 
paper or you want to print a small number of books for office manuals or 
other purposes. I haven't seen a downside, other than the increased 
possibility of a paper jam due to the highly complex paper paths. 

• Extra trays If your printing needs require different paper sizes or large 
amounts of paper, this is a worthwhile option, if not always a cheap one. 
If you're using a printer with extra trays in a home or home office, prepare 
for spousal protest. My wife says my laser printer (with a duplex unit and 
extra trays) looks like an ugly beige washing machine. 

• Optional hard drive Some printers are set up to aiJow installation 
of a hard drive for font storage. Since print times slow down as fonts are 
downloaded to a printer's memory, if you handle lots of documents with a 
large number of fonts, having a hard drive attached to the printer may be 
useful. On the other hand, compared to the cost of regular hard drives that 
you connect to your Mac, a printer' s drive may be an expensive 
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proposition. In addition, you may be forced to buy the manufacturer's disk 
upgrade rather than just install a regular hard drive, because of special 
drive formatting requirements. 

How to Fix Paper Jams and Feed Problems 
A printer has a lot in common with a copy machine, especially if it's a laser 
printer. And as with copiers, paper jams occasionally. Sometimes it's the printer's 
fault; a little wheel or gizmo has worn out and paper won't travel through 
cleanly. Or perhaps you just didn' t install the paper properly, and it folded on 
itself as it fed through. 

When you face a problem of this sort, here are some suggestions on how to 
solve them quickly: 

• Be careful when you remove paper stuck inside the printer. Whether 
it's a low-cost inkjet printer or an expensive laser printer with multiple 
trays, the parts used generally consist of a complex array of levers, rollers, 
and springs, and it's very easy to damage or loosen one of these parts. 
So be careful, and don' t push and pull things unnecessarily to extract the 
paper. Generally the manufacturer's instruction manual will give you 
suggestions on removing paper jams. Some printers may even have a small 
diagram located inside the unit that shows you how to clear a jam. Once 
the paper is removed, check to make sure that little pieces aren't left 
(as they can often cause further jams). 

• Smooth and fan paper before you place it in the paper tray. A jagged 
batch of paper can often result in paper feed problems. And it's not just 
the low-cost inkjet printers that are sensitive. More expensive printers may 
also be sensitive to such problems. 

• Don't mix paper types with inkjet printers. The paper transport 
mechanisms of these low-cost printers are as inexpensive as the rest 
of the product. Having paper of different thicknesses can cause the 
possibility of a paper jam. This is especially true if you're using so-calJed 
"photo quality" paper for the highest quality reproduction. Some printer 
instruction books recommend you remove regular paper first before putting 
the glossy stuff in the paper tray. 
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• Be especially careful with envelopes. Each printer varies in its ability 
to handle envelopes. Before you use an envelope, make sure the flap 
isn't bent or stuck together and consult the manual for the proper orientation 
(it isn't always obvious). If you Live in a humid climate, make sure the 
gum isn't damp. You wouldn't want to have to extract that stuff from one 
of your printer's paper-transport rollers. If your printer cannot handle 
envelopes properly, see if a special envelope tray is available as an option, 
or consider addressing envelopes the old fashioned way. 



Troubleshooting Mice, Joysticks, 
and Keyboards 
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I n the old days, it was simple. Your new Mac often came with just a mouse, and 
you bought whatever keyboard you wanted (though it was often just an Apple 

keyboard, extended or otherwise). The original compact Macs had a small keyboard, 
true, but things got better beginning with the Mac Performa series when Apple 
included one of their low-cost AppleDesign keyboards as part of the package. 
The practice soon spread to the entire desktop product line. 

NOTE 
The 105-key Apple extended keyboard and similar products essentially 
mimic the style of the typical PC keyboard, with added scrolling keys, 
such as HOME, DOWN, PAGE UP and PAGE DOWN, and 15 function keys. 
The original Mac keyboard had none of these. 

Nowadays, it may seem there may be no reason to buy an input device at all. 
After all, Apple already gives you what you need to get started. But there are a 
number of reasons, in addition to replacing defective units, why getting another 
input device may be important to you. 

NOTE 
An input device is defined as any product you use to input something on 
your Mac, such as a keyboard to input letters, or a pointing device, such 
as a mouse or trackball, to input clicks and move your cursor to the 
desired position on your screen. 

Choose Your Own Input Device 
The new style iMac-inspired keyboard and mouse isn' t everyone's cup of tea. The 
rounded mouse, for example, is cute but confusing to use, since you don't always 
know which way is up by feel alone (unless you remember to grasp the cord every 
so often to be sure). Even though Apple has placed a little lip at the top of the 
mouse on some of its newer models, it may not be enough. And the keyboard, 
while nicely designed for such a compact product, puts page navigation keys 
in an awkward place (at the top) and is missing several features that users of the 
extended style keyboard are used to. These include those extra function keys, 
and the DOWN key (to take you to the end of a document window). 

In addition, you may want to consider buying a trackbaJl, a special 
"ergonomic'' keyboard because of a wrist injury, a joystick for games, or a graphic 
tablet for drawing. As a result of these needs, there is a growing demand for 
after-market input devices, as well as devices that can be used to offer enhanced 
capabilities. 
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Here's a brief list of the sort of input devices now available: 

• USB mouse extension If that round mouse is getting you down, you can 
buy a little plastic fitting, such as the iCatch from MacSense or the UniTrap 
from Contour Design. Either device clips on to that clumsy round mouse 
and makes it look and work just like a regular mouse. Both products come 
in the usual variety of iMac and 04-inspired colors. 

• Standard mouse If a plastic attachment doesn't suit, you can buy a 
complete normal-sized USB mouse for your iMac or Power Mac. Or you 
can get a plain old ADB mouse to replace the one used on older Macs. 
There are a wide variety of options. Some of the less expensive styles more 
or less mimic the form factor of the standard Apple ergonomic mouse, such 
as the Macally single-button mouse. Macally also has a cute alternative, the 
iSweet, which includes five separate covers, to match your iMac's color 
scheme. Unfortunately, the initial shipment didn ' t take into account the 
graphite color scheme of the Power Mac 04 and iMac DV Special Edition. 

The following products all generally come in both ADB or USB versions, 
but you'Ll want to check with your dealer or the manufacturer for a 
complete list of their offerings. 

• Multi-button mouse Such companies as Adesso, Belkin, Interex, 
Kensington, Logitech, Marlow Data Systems, Macally, Micro Connectors, 
MicroSpeed, XLR8, and even Microsoft offer a whole array of mouse 
products that offer two, three, or four buttons. The supplied software 
adds extra functions to these buttons, which Jet you automatically launch 
applications or bring up Apple's Contextual Menu. The latter function, in 
effect, mimics the right-mouse button on a Windows mouse. Some models 
even include a scrolling wheel, letting you dial your cursor's position for 
ultra-precise movements. 

A regular USB mouse designed for the Windows platform may often work 
just fine on a Mac without any extra software. The multi-buttons, though, 
will not provide any extra functions unless you can find a Mac driverfor 
the product. As this book went to press, Microsoft had just shipped new 
software fo r its USB IntelliMouse products so they could function in the 
Mac environment. 
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NOTE 

• Trackballs A trackball is, simply stated, an upside-down mouse. The 
little ball that moves is at the top rather than the bottom, so instead of 
moving the entire pointing device, you just whirl the trackball. Some folks 
find moving a trackball to produce less wrist strain than a traditional 
mouse; others just find it more convenient. Whatever your preference, 
you ' II find a reasonable selection of trackballs from many of the same 
manufacturers as a regular mouse-type product. They start with the famous 
Kensington Turbo Mouse, one of the earliest trackballs, wbkh is still being 
produced, and that company's Orbit, a smaller trackball that some prefer 
(including your long-suffering author). Most trackballs have two or four 
switches, which can be programmed via software for additional functions. 

• Joysticks This product is designed to tum your Mac into a true gaming 
machine. You use the joystick to handle the traditional cursor movement 
chores, or to perform functions required by a regular game. I have one 
client who actually preferred to use a joystick over his regular mouse, 
and he had no interest in computer games of any sort. 

• Graphic tablet If you want to use your Mac for graphic design work, 
you may find that having a mouse or trackball emulate a pen and pencil 
may not provide the precision you need. A graphic tablet literally uses a 
pen-like device that you use to draw your pictures on a flat panel that 
mimics the function of a drawing pad. They are pressure sensitive, which 
means that the lines you draw on the tablet become thicker and wider as 
you bear down. If you purchase a device of this sort, of course, you may 
still prefer to have a regular mouse around for regular pointing chores. 

One of my publisher's fearless editors suggests that a graphic tablet is 
also very useful for cutting and pasting parts of images in such programs 
as Adobe Photoshop. It makes it far easier to trace the sometimes 
convoluted outline of a picture in order to select it. 

• Trackpads If you like the approach used on the iBook and Power Book, 
where your fingers walk on a trackpad to provide cursor movement, you 
may be able to find a standalone version you can hook up to a regular Mac. 
I say "may" because none of the trackpad products I had seen demonstrated 
through the years seem to have made it into the Mac catalogs I consulted 
while writing this book. If you do run across one of these devices, it may 
be worth a try- that is, if you like this input device approach. 
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• Wrist and mouse pads While not pointing devices, these are accessory 
products you may find useful. Both are designed to orient your wrists in a 
position that's designed to relieve stress. I won't presume to recommend 
any of these items, except to say that my teenaged son began to use a wrist 
pad when he developed minor aches and pains. The symptoms have since 
departed, and he uses his wrist pad all the time when he's working on his 
iMac. On the other hand, when I have to do something on his computer, 
I move the wrist pad to the side. (I hate them, and my wrists have yet to 
complain about it, so maybe I am strange.) 

• Replacement keyboards If your old keyboard has expired, you' IJ find 
a ready market of replacements. You can buy one of Apple's models, or 
choose products from many of the same companies that make mice and 
trackballs. Most of these keyboards resemble the Apple products in some 
fashion, and can be considered low-cost alternatives (but try them out ftrst). 

• Ergonomic keyboards This variation on the keyboard theme is designed 
to incur less wrist strain. Such keyboards are typically divided into three or 
four segments of keys, each segment fanning out at a slight angle to 
provide greater keying comfort. This type of keyboard is an acquired taste. 
I know of some folks who swear by them, but I have spent way too many 
years on the traditional keyboard and I usually just curse at such keyboards 
whenever I have a chance to try them. My suggestion is that you work with 
one of these devices first to see if you can become accustomed to it. 

• Combo keyboards One interesting keyboard alternative comes from 
DataDesk Technologies: the TrackBoard. This is a line of products that 
includes an integrated three-button trackball fitted onto the keyboard itself. 
Some models include a numeric keypad, while others are designed so you 
swap the trackball with the keypad. 

ADB Input Device Cautions 
Have you ever accidentally pulled the ADB plug from your Mac or mouse? You 
plug it back in and what happens? Most times, response is slow; your mouse 
cursor seems to just take forever to move across the screen. A restart will usually 
fix the problem, but the symptom should raise a warning flag. 

The ADB version of plug-and-play requires you to shut down before you 
remove or attach any devices. Apple Computer gives a stern warning about this. 
The risk is not just erratic performance. When you plug and unplug an ADB 
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device, there could be a brief short circuit, and that short circuit has the potential 
of damaging the input device or your Mac. In the latter case, that can mean 
replacement of the logic board (unless you have a spare ADB port to use). 

If you do pull the plug by mistake, restart your Mac right away. Even if it 
works out all right, don't think you can do it over and over again with impunity. 
Although I've not personally encountered an ADB port failure as a result of 
plugging devices in and out, I have read the warnings and tried my best to heed 
them, since they are based on actual technical considerations. Just be careful! 

Installing Input Devices 
The arrival of USB on the Mac has greatly simplified the process of installing an 
input device, but that doesn't mean you can just add as many as you want, without 
observing a few cautions. 

If you have one of the older model Macs with ADB ports, there are very 
specific problems that you'll need to consider before you hook them up. 

ADB Input Device Installation Guidelines 
When it comes to installing an ADB device on your Mac, you'll foUow some of 
the very same steps you use when you install a SCSI device. 

First, tum off your Mac; don't take chances here! Then unplug the ADB product 
you want to remove, and add the new devices. ADB devices are daisy-chained, 
one after the other. If any of the cables are too short, contact your dealer about 
getting an extension cord. If your unit has special features beyond that of the 
regular keyboard and mouse, such as programmable keys, you'll need to install 
some software first before you boot your Mac. You'll also want to take a few 
important precautions (see the next section) as to how many devices you can 
add in safety. 

USB Device Installation Guidelines 
You have lots more freedom with USB ports. You can, in theory, daisy-chain up to 
127 separate devices on each USB bus . On the other hand, real-life considerations, 
such as the amount of bandwidth the device needs to run at full capacity, make this 
number largely a pipe dream. In practical terms, you can hook up any reasonable 
number of input devices you can reasonably expect to need. And you can add a 
host of other devices to the USB chain, as explained in the section entitled "How 
to Handle the USB Connection." 
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NOTE 
The original iMacs and Blue & White G3 Power Macs had a single USB 
bus, with two ports (thus a 127-device limitation). The second generation 
(slot loading) iMacs and G4 Power Macs have two USB buses, hence a 
limit of 254 devices. 

Setting up a USB device isn't terribly hard. You plug it in to a free USB port 
on your Mac, iMac, or iBook. If there's no free USB port, you need a hub. With a 
large USB chain, there are some cautions that are explained in the last section of 
this chapter. 

Once the unit is attached, go ahead and install any necessary software. Then 
restart, and you should be ready to roll. If you run into any problems, check the 
section in this chapter entitled "USB Problems and Solutions" for further 
assistance. 

~ 
·~ 
~ 

The Case of the Frozen Mouse } 

This happened to me when I visited a small advertising agency. I was busy 
updating several of their Macs, and one of the graphic artists asked me to help 
her solve a problem with a frozen keyboard. I followed her to her Mac, a model 
of recent vintage, and gave it a workout. 

The Mac started perfectly normally, but as soon as the system software 
finished loading, everything was frozen. I restarted the Mac with extensions 
off (SHIFf key held down at startup) to no avail. Frozen tight as a drum. 

I checked mouse and keyboard movement as the startup process 
progressed, and right after the Happy Mac face appeared, they both locked up. 
I plucked out a copy of the Mac's system software CD and restarted directly 
from the CD. Same problem. Finally, I shut everything down, and located a 
spare mouse in an accessory box and replaced the one installed on that Mac. 
Then I restarted. 

The computer booted perfectly; everything worked just fine. Mouse and 
keyboard action were completely normal. 

While you might not expect a defective mouse to affect other devices on 
the ADB chain, in this case even the keyboard failed to work. 

t
~ 
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Test Drive Your Keyboard First 
When you buy a new.car, you usually take it out for a spin first, especially if you 
haven't had experience with that particular make and model. This is understandable, 
considering how expensive even compact cars are once you add a few necessary 
options to the mix. 

But it's very common for folks to buy a keyboard without trying it out first. 
You see a nice looking keyboard at your dealer or in a catalog, the price is right 
and you order it, without a second's glance. When you get the item home, you 
may find it's not quite what you want or expected. The keys are too springy, too 
mushy, or awkward to the touch. You find yourself making more errors, even if 
you are an experienced, skilled typist. So what do you do? 

Keyboard quality is a matter of personal taste. What I like, you may despise. 
My absolute favorite Mac keyboard is the venerable AppleDesign keyboard, the 
same one that shipped on pre-USB Macs. I like the soft touch and responsive 
action. Though I'm not a fan of the new iMac-inspired keyboard, it is designed 
with a similar touch. Others hate that keyboard for the very same reasons, 
preferring a springier feel. 

The best solution, if you can, is to try out a keyboard first at your dealer before 
you take one home. You may have to work with several before you find the one 
you like, but you' 11 be rewarded with more comfortable keying and, no doubt, 
fewer typos to correct. 

NOTE 
Test driving isn'tjust meant for keyboards. Ifyou want to use an alternate 
pointing device, say, a trackball or a mouse with a different design, give it 
a t1y also. Regardless of what your friends or published reviews may state, 
it's your personal preference that's involved here. Buy the product you 
like best, even if it didn't get high marks from other users. 

Dealing with Long ADB Chains 
The ADB chain is designed to handle up to 16 daisy-chained devices. This would, 
in theory, seem to present some terrific possibilities for expansion. Imagine having 
a mouse for regular work, a joystick for games, a graphic tablet for artwork, and 
perhaps a second keyboard if you or another user needs one of those ergonomic 
keyboards to avoid or deal with a wrist injury. 

Unfortunately, the theory doesn't always work as well in practice. For one 
thing, proper performance of the ADB port depends on having enough current 
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with which to drive each attached device. If there's not enough current, you may 
experience erratic performance or the device may simply refuse to function. 

Since each ADB device has different electrical requirements, I won't hazard 
a guess as to where you'll reach the limit, except to just quote Apple Computer, 
from their technical information document on the subject: "The practical limit is 
three or four devices." 

If you have one of the older Macs with two separate ADB ports, you're in luck. 
If not, you'll need to be more judicious about the number of devices you use at any 
one time. 

NOTE 
The PowerBook 5300 has an especially low current capacity on its ADB 
port, 200mA. The practical limit is one keyboard, one mouse, and that's 
it. Beyond that you risk activating the PowerBook's protection circuitry 
(which will shut the ADB port down). Or you may just end up blowing 
the circuit, which would mean a logic board replacement. 

ADB Device Problems and Solutions 
In addition to the limitations on the number of input devices you can place on an 
ADB chain, there are other possibilities for conflicts and problems. Following are 
some of the common problems you' ll encounter with an ADB device and the 
solutions: 

• Keyboard dead When you type something on the keyboard, nothing 
happens. It appears to be frozen, even though the mouse continues to 
function. Before you assume it' s the keyboard, check the cables first. ADB 
cables sometimes loosen easily. If the ADB cable is disconnected try 
shutting down with the mouse, by selecting Shut Down from the Finder's 
Special Menu. Once your Mac is off, make sure the cables are properly 
connected and restart. If the keyboard is plugged in, restart your Mac with 
extensions off (SHIFf key held down at startup) and see if it works. If the 
keyboard is still dead, restart with your system CD. If that's not successful, 
try another keyboard cable if you have one or, if possible, another keyboard. 
Lacking that, contact your dealer; your Apple keyboard shares the same 
new product warranty as your Mac, one year. Third-party keyboards may 
get a longer warranty. But since a new keyboard can be had fairly 
inexpensive, you shouldn't fret too much over a bad unit, even if the 
warranty is history. 
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• Some keys aren't functional There may not be much you can do about 
this symptom. Few keyboards allow you to change individual switches. 
But first you'll want to remove the keytop if possible (usually a small 
flat-head screwdriver can be used to pry it off). Then clean out the switch 
assembly and surrounding area as much as possible. Sometimes a little 
electrical contact spray (such as the type Radio Shack sells) can be helpful. 
If none of this succeeds in making the key work, it's time for a new 
keyboard. 

• Mouse motion erratic The once smooth motion of your mouse is now 
jerky. You move the mouse around, and the cursor either stays put, or jumps 
with a start to the other end of the screen. This is usually a symptom of a 
dirty mouse ball or trackball. On a mouse, you should be able to pry open 
the ring at the bottom. It'll either snap out, or you' ll rotate it partway to 
loosen it. When you open the ring, let the mouse ball drop into your hand 
or on a soft surface (such as the mouse pad). You can use isopropyl (rubbing) 
alcohol and a cotton swab to clean the mouse ball, and also the little roller 
assemblies inside the mouse assembly. A trackball has a similar layout 
(check the instructions for removing the ball if it's not obvious) and similar 
cleaning steps. If cleaning doesn't help, contact the manufacturer; it' s 
probably time for a new one. 

• Mouse button stops working If you have a regular mouse, this is usually 
an indication that it' s time to get a new unit. However, such manufacturers 
as Kensington can fix or replace the mouse buttons on their input devices 
for a small fee. Check the product warranty or contact the manufacturer 
for assistance. I remember one instance in which my original Kensington 
Turbo Mouse had a defective button, just a couple of months out of 
warranty. At the time they were located in New York City, not far from 
my office (they have since migrated to the West Coast). I brought in my 
Turbo Mouse and for a small service charge they fixed it and had it ready 
for pickup that afternoon. 

• Defective cable or ADB port If all else fails, it may be the ADB port 
itself that's defective. On many older Macs, you have two ADB p01ts. If 
one doesn't work, don' t hesitate to try the other. It's a lot cheaper than 
replac ing a logic board . And while the AppleDesign ADB keyboard and 
other similar models have just one ADB p01t for a mouse, others, such as 
Apple's Extended Keyboard and Kensington's "keyboard-in-a-box," have 
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two. One fails, there's a backup. If none of these steps work, try another 
cable (assuming it's not hardwired into your keyboard, as is the case with 
the AppleDesign keyboard) before you give up on the input device itself. 

• Power Book or iBook track pad fails First, you' II want to consider your 
trackpad posture. You should use just one finger and not your entire hand 
when you use a trackpad. Be sure your finger is dry, not wet or oily. You 
may want to keep a paper towel at hand if you live in a damp climate. If 
you are using your trackpad properly and you still experience jerky cursor 
movements or the trackpad stops working, restart with extensions off to see 
if a software conflict is possible. Consider zapping the PRAM or resetting 
the unit (many PowerBooks have a reset switch at the rear). 

• Software conflicts Multi-button mice and graphic tablets use special 
software to provide their unique functions. You'll want to keep abreast 
of software updates that may address your problems should something 
happen when you update system software. 

When Apple first introduced Mac OS 8.5, Kensington had to update its 
Mouse Works software because of weird conflicts with such programs as 
Microsoft Word 98. And it wasn't the sort of conflict you'd trace to input 
device software. Among the symptoms of this conflict were missing buttons 
on Word 's a lert box. 

• Numeric keypad stops working You prefer to use the numeric keypad 
for number entries or special functions (such as document navigation in 
Microsoft's Office software). Suddenly it stops working. What's wrong? 
If your Mac has a regular keyboard with aNUM LOCK light, make sure it's 
glowing. If it isn' t lit, press the NUM LOCK key on the keypad and see if it 
lights up and starts working again. Bear in mind that not all programs 
support the numeric keypad. You' ll want to check the documentation 
or Help menu if you're not sure. 

• Poured liquid on your keyboard When I worked in a design studio as 
production manager, I was near paranoid about keeping liquids away from 
the Macs, but on rare occasions someone would spill coffee or a soft drink 
on a keyboard. Should this happen to you, shut down your Mac and 
peripherals. Remove the keyboard, and tum it over onto a paper towel or 
cloth to drain the excess liquid. Then turn it upright and, if you can, pop off 

.so 
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the keys, then use an absorbent paper towel to remove as much liquid as 
you can. I've heard of folks actually pouring a I ight stream of water onto a 
keyboard to wash off spilt coffee or other liquids, but I recommend caution 
about any such step. Just give the keyboard plenty of time to dry before 
you try it out. Sometimes the cleanup process works, but don' t be surprised 
if you need to buy a new keyboard. 

Does your keyboard beep at you instead of displaying a character 
whenever you press a key? Check your Control Panel 's folder for the 
presence of Apple's Easy Access software. When it's activated, holding 
down the RETURN key for more than five seconds will turn it on. Easy 
Access and another utility, Close View (designed for those with impaired 
vision), are provided by Apple for folks who have disabilities. If you don't 
need the features, deactivate these programs if you find them on your Mac. 

How to Handle the USB Connection 
When Apple introduced USB for the first iMac in August of 1998, a lot of folks 
complained. What about all those keyboards, mice, trackbaJis, pointing sticks, 
graphic tablets-all those things that Mac users had added to their Macs, things 
you needed for work and play? 

To add to the confusion, it was a fact that USB had already been introduced 
on the PC platform and hadn't gone very far. The lack of support in terms of new 
products on that other platform was really unfortunate, as USB is an industry 
standard that provides real plug-and-play. And that's something that Windows 
users usually only get a glimpse of. 

You can attach and disconnect a USB device without having to tum off or 
restart your computer, except where a software driver is necessary. And you can 
add up to 127 daisy-chained devices per USB bus, although there are practical 
limitations to that figure (I' II get to this in a moment). 

In addition, you aren' t limited to input devices on a USB chain. There are USB 
storage devices (removable, regular hard drive, CD writers, and tape drives), inkjet 
and laser printers, digital cameras, scanners, modems, and interfaces for displays 
(to name some of the products that are shipping). 

The iMac, Blue & White Power Macintosh G3, the G4, and the "Bronze" 
Power Book G3 have two USB ports; the iBook has one. If you need to add extra 
devices, you can buy a USB hub to provide additional ports. 
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USB Has Its Limits 
The USB silver lining, however, has a few clouds. A USB bus is capable of up 
to 12Mbps speed, but any device that hogs a large amount of that capacity will 
impact performance on the rest. For example, you can add plenty of undemanding 
products such as input devices on a USB chain, but you cannot expect a hard drive 
and removable drive to both function at their performance limits at the same time, 
since either will tax the limits of the USB protocol. 

So you can expect performance to deteriorate if you copy files from your USB 
Zip drive to your USB SuperDisk drive or USB bard drive. 

This limitation is partly addressed with the Power Macintosh G4 and second 
generation iMac models (the so-called "slot loading" versions), which have two 
separate USB buses, rather than two jacks sharing a single USB bus. These new 
USB designs also let you boot from a USB drive (a feature lacking in the earlier 
Apple USB products). 

The other limitation is power. The USB bus provides enough power for a few 
low-power devices such as keyboards. Other USB products have their own power 
supplies. But if you add enough low-power devices together, they may exceed the 
current offered by the USB port, so you need to buy a hub to provide the extra 
ports and (where powered) extra current. 

USB Problems and Solutions 
The advent of USB on the Mac has not been without a few teething pains. But for 
the most part, the adoption of this peripheral bus has been fairly trouble-free. 

If something is wrong, however, your Mac will put up a message about it. 
Here are some of the error problems you'll encounter most often: 

• Not enough power to function As I said in the previous section, any 
non-powered USB device will draw current from the USB bus. If there's 
not enough current to power all the attached devices, your Mac will put 
up a warning. If you have a USB device with an AC adapter, you' ll need 
to make sure it' s plugged in and the unit is turned on (if it has a power 
switch, and many don't). If the device doesn't have a power adapter, try 
connecting directly to the Mac, iMac, PowerBook, or iBook, rather than 
daisy-chaining. Or consider using a self-powered hub, which should 
(when plugged in) provide the additional juice necessary to make the 
extra device function. 
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• Not enough power for all functions This error message is a subset of the 
one just described. It indicates that the device is partly functional. The 
solutions are essentially the same. If the product has its own power supply, 
make sure it's plugged in and the unit is turned on. For non-powered 
devices, try plugging directly into the computer' s USB port or use a 
powered hub. 

• No driver found When you see this message, it may be more explicit 
than that. It' ll identify by name the USB device for which no driver is 
installed. While a simple keyboard or mouse won ' t require any added 
software, a mouse with extra buttons and most other USB devices require 
software to run. When you encounter this message, open Extensions 
Manager and check to see if the driver is present and active. If it's turned 
off, activate it by clicking on the check box at the left of its name and 
then restart. If you can't find any indications that the device's software 
is installed, you'll want to fish out the CD that came with the device 
and reinstall. 

Beginning with Mac OS 9, Apple's USB Driver Extension was designed to 
support many USB devices, including SuperDisk and Zip drives. The best 
way to see if your input device is supported is simply to try it out before 
installing the software. See if the device's special f eatures, if any, work. 
If not, you' /L need to install the proper software. 

• USB device connected to hub not recognized Some USB hubs (early 
Macally designs are an example) do not open a connection port until a 
device driver actually recognizes a peripheral connected to it. Since USB 
devices are not all created the same, this may cause a problem in using 
some devices. If you have a spare USB port on your Mac or keyboard, 
try hooking up the device directly rather than to the hub (or switch things 
around if you can). Otherwise, contact the manufacturer for a version of 
their hub that keeps the ports open all the time. 

• Liquid on your keyboard The same possible solutions that I described 
in the section about cleaning a wet ADB keyboard apply here as well. Just 
keep your fingers crossed that the process will work (sometimes it doesn't). 
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As USB support evolves in the Mac OS, you should expect to pay regular 
visits to a manufacturer's Web site for software updates. One convenient 
source of update information and links I've mentioned several times in this 
book is http://www.versiontracker.com. 

Summing Up 
Although Apple is being justly criticized for the kinds of input devices they offer 
on many recent Macs, it's good to know you have choices. And, as long as you 
don't have an older input device you need to use, the switch to USB is definitely 
a big improvement over the way things were. 

In the next chapter, I'll cover an output device- your Mac's display. 



The Display Is the Window of the 
Computer World 
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The first thing you see when you tum on yow- Mac is the display. Since the 
original, classic-style Mac, and the newer iMac and iBook have integrated 

displays, it' s very easy to think that you are looking at the Mac itself, and not another 
device. It's very much the same image conveyed as when you look at yow- TV. 

But the fact is, for most Macs, the display you see is a separate product, quite often 
produced by someone other than Apple Computer, with its own set of opportunities or 
problems (or both). 

When you want to upgrade your Mac, a brand new display can give you a new 
way of looking at the computing world. The picture can be larger, sharper, 
affording your Macintosh with a much-improved workspace. 

Displays, however, especially larger-sized models, do not usually arrive ready 
to run their best out of the box. You frequently have to spend at the very least a 
few minutes setting them up properly. 

The purpose of this chapter is to guide you through the basics of setting up 
and configuring your new display. I'll also cover some of the problems you might 
encounter with both new and old models, and how you can make them perform at 
their best. 

Display Selection Hints 
There are dozens of manufacturers of computer displays, and the selection and 
specifications can easily cause your eyes to glaze over. Aside from all the buzzwords 
and fancy-sounding names, don't buy a display just on specs alone. It's a good idea to 
actually look at a display already set up and running to see if it looks right to you. 

Even if all specifications are the same, color accuracy and the quality of the 
picture will vary from one model to the next. Even minor adjustment variations 
and production differences may result in distinctions between two displays of the 
same make and model. I'd recommend you check your favorite Mac magazine or 
review-oriented Web site for information about the latest products. 

To help you pick the right type of display, here are some of the common terms 
you'll see and how they may affect the quality of the product you buy: 

• Aperture grill This is an alternative to shadow mask technology 
(mentioned later), which is typically used in Mitsubishi's DiamondTron, 
Sony's Trinitron, and products from such companies as Apple, Miro, NEC, 
and ViewSonic (to name a few examples). The technology employs 
alternating red, green, and blue phosphors in lines, rather than individual 
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dots. The lines are separated by a series of thin wires, which are referred to 
as aperture grills. 

• CRT Short for cathode-ray tube. Tllis is the conventional type of display, 
which uses a large vacuum tube as the screen, same as your regular 
television set. 

• Dot pitch This measurement describes the size of the little dots that make up 
your picture. The lower the figure, the sharper the picture (assuming all other 
elements of the display are well engineered). Just about anything with a dot 
pitch of .30mm or less should give a good quality display. 

• Flat screen There are two basic types of flat screen displays, and it's 
easy to confuse one with the other because of the common use of the term. 
Some of the newest CRT-based displays have a flat front surface, without 
the slight end-to-end curvature typical of lower-cost products. Though such 
displays cost more, you get a more accurate picture, free of curves or edge 
distortion. The other type of flat screen uses LCD technology, same as 
Apple's PowerBooks and the iBook. LCD displays will also sometimes be 
referred to as flat panel displays, and because of the price of raw materials, 
they can cost several times more than a CRT display of similar size. 

Apple's own LCD display line includes the Apple Cinema Display, a costly 
widescreen 22-inch. model with spectacular image quality. It's designed as 
a companion for the Power Macintosh G4 series. lfyou have a spare four 
grand to spend (the price at the time this book went to press), it is 
definitely worth exploring. 

• Maximum resolution This is a manufacturer's specification, showing 
the maximum pixels per inch of which the display is capable. The typical 
display, however, will tend to look fuzzy at this resolution, and the text 
will be just too small. 

• Screen size This is the size of the actual picture tube used in the display. 
The image size you really see will typically be an inch or two less. 

• Shadow mask This is the more commonly used display technology, 
which utilizes phosphors arranged in a triangle, with red, green, and blue at 
the corners. The screen used to separate individual phosphor dots is called 
a shadow mask. 
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• Stripe pitch On an aperture grill display, this specification wi11 give you 
an indication of the sharpness of the image. It measures the distance 
between two lines of the same color. 

• Viewable image This is the actual size of the display 's picture, measured 
diagonally from end to end. Not that you actually tilt your head when you 
look at the screen, of course. 

Installing a New Display 
For sheer weight and bulk, the display is probably the largest purchase you're 
apt to make for your Mac (except, perhaps, for some of the bigger workgroup 
printers). Even a 17-inch CRT model, which is quite common nowadays, may 
weigh from 50 to 60 pounds. Large displays tilt the scales at 70 to 80 pounds. 
These are not trivial products that you can easily move from place to place. More 
than likely, you' ll want them to be installed in one position and remain there until 
you move or redecorate. 

NOTE 
The exceptions to the rule are LCD displays, which are relatively light 
compared to CRT.s and are much, much thinner. 

Here are some preliminary steps for setting up your new display: 

1. Unpack the box carefully and, if possible, keep the box in storage. If you 
have to return the unit for repair or replacement, you need to ship it in a 
container that can protect the unit. Displays are delicate instruments, and 
they are easily damaged in shipment. 

2. Locate cables and adapter plugs, if any. 

3. Check the manual for special setup advice, such as using the display as a USB 
hub or taking advantage of special features, such as built-in loudspeakers. 

4. Shut down your Mac system. 

5. Clear the desk or table on which the new display will be installed. 

6. Seat the display on your desk or table. 
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CAUTION 
If you have a larger CRT display, get someone to help you lift it, unless 
you pump iron and are in excellent physical condition. A display is not 
something you want to accidentally drop. I once observed a display fall 
from a shipper's dolly during delivery, cracking the picture tube. It was 
not a pretty sight. 

NOTE 

7. Plug in all cables from the display to the Mac and to the wall outlet. 
Displays typically come with so-called PC-type connectors (called VGA, 
short for video graphics array), consisting of three narrow rows of 15 pins, 
or Macintosh style, which places the 15 pins into two wide rows. If your 
Mac has the older Mac-type jacks, you will need a converter connector to 
use a VGA cable. Fortunately, such converters are often supplied with 
displays or as an inexpensive option. 

Some displays come with a special AC cable that will plug directly into 
your Mac. The advantage is that the display will come on automatically 
when your Mac is turned on, and shut off when your Mac is turned off. If 
you are using a large display ( 19 inches or larger), you may want to first 
check your Mac's specifications as to how much power it can deliver to 
an external display. 

8. Turn on your Mac system, including the display. 

If all goes well, the picture should flash on and your Mac will begin its 
startup sequence. You should expect, though, to have to perform a few picture 
adjustments to get good performance from most displays, especially larger ones. 

If the display simply won't work properly, check the last section in this 
chapter, which covers common display problems and the usual solutions. 

Making the Picture Look Right 
You've installed your new display, and now you turn it on for the first time and 
something doesn't quite look right. It' s too dark, the picture tilts to one side, square 
objects are rounded. Or you have an old display and you've just gotten used to the 
defects. Is there no way to fix the picture without calling in a service person? 
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Just about every computer display out there has some sort of picture adjustment 
capability. Sometimes it's just brightness and contrast, but at least you have a starting 
point. Even the little iMac has a lot more than that, if you take a look at the 
possibilities. 

If your all-in-one Mac or iMac seems to be missing a Geometry option in 
the Monitors & Sound Control Panel, open your System Folder, and see if 
you can find a file in the Extensions Folder called 0 AppleVision (including 
that little symbol at the beginning of the name). !fit 's not there, you can 
probably restore it by reinstalling your system software (use the 
Add/Remove feature for recent system versions). 

Most display adjustments are quite clearly labeled with an icon or label that 
specifies the kind of adjustment you' re producing. Some models will even produce 
an onscreen display to simplify matters (see Figure 10- L). Adjustments range from 
the simple to the very complex, and all sorts of possibilities in between. If you 
follow these steps (and refer to the display' s manual if there are big differences), 
you should be able to get top performance for your display. 

NOTE 
The notable exception to the rule are LCD displays, which provide 
essentially perfect geometry and usually just require adjustments fo r 
brightness, contrast, and color accuracy. 

Where Are Those Adjustments? 
Display adjustments are provided as a set of either knobs or buttons, the latter 
of which are usually accessed by calling up a menu of some sort. If you have an 
Apple Vision display or iMac, you can also do the adjustments using the Monitors 
& Sound Control Panel (see Figure 10-2 for an example). 

NOTE 
Beginning with Mac OS 9, Apple has again separated the Monitors 
Control Panel from the Sounds Control Panel (which hearkens back to the 
pre-Mac OS 7.5.2 variations). The look will be a little different, but the 
functions will be essentially the same. 

If the specific display adjustment isn' t identified by a clearly labeled control, 
you may find a button labeled Menu, Proceed, or Select that lets you toggle or 
move through various types of settings. 
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In the next few pages, I' lllist some of the common and not-so-common 
adjustments available for a regular display and for Apple 's iMac. You can easily 
extend these descriptions to apply to almost any available model. 

Before You Adjust Anything 
While brightness and contrast have pretty obvious effects, the changes wrought by 
geometry and other calibration settings may not be qui te as obvious. Before you 
change anything, you might want to consider this: 

• Look for a "default" or " reset" button. If you get too far afield and 
your display' s picture looks worse than ever, you may want to get things 
back to the factory settings. Most displays have a button that will change 
things back to the shipping configuration. Sometimes the reset sequence 
may require pressing two buttons, so check the display's manual. For the 
iMac, a click on the Factory Settings button on your Geometry screen will 
do the trick. 

• One setting affects another. The geometry settings, which affect the 
shape of the picture, are sometimes dependent on other settings. Yuu fix 
one thing, another setting is changed as well. You should make your 
adjustments a little bit at a time to make sure the changes are what you 
want. 

• Write down what you've done. Take a writing pad or open a word 
processing document on your Mac. As you make an adjustment, note what 
setting you started with and what you ended with. Some displays put up a 
numeric display as you make adjustments, so you can easily go back to the 
original setting. 

• Avoid adjusting anything inside the display. Some of the settings 
(especially those involving the early Apple color displays) are located 
directly on the unit' s chassis. When you open up your display' s case, you 
will be exposing high voltage components that can give you a nasty shock. 
Such adjustments are best left to a service agency. Limit yourself to the 
adjustments you can do using the front, side, or rear controls (or your 
Monitors & Sound Control Panel, for some Apple products). 

• Don't expect perfection, especially on larger displays. I have never 
seen a perfect CRT display, one that offers precise geometry across the 
screen, perfect convergence, and so on. So long as cathode-ray technology 
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dominates, it' s going to be imperfect. The larger the display, the more 
difficult it is for the circuitry to keep things precise. Expect a few 
imperfections and learn to live with them. 

Although offering peifect geometry, LCD displays have their own display 
issue: dead pixels (meaning the little dots that make up the picture) may be 
permanently on or off. Most times, such little blemishes aren't noticeable, 
but if there are enough of them, a manufacturer will generally replace the 
unit (or the display portion, if on an iBook or PowerBook). 

• If all else fails, get help. If your adjustments still fail to get you a picture 
you can live with, contact your dealer or the manufacturer for assistance. 
Some manufacturers offer a fast replace option, which means you' ll get a 
replacement unit within a day or two if the original is defective. 

Display Adjustments by the Numbers 
Now that you're ready to dive in , here's a li st of common display adjustments, 
including the ones you make on your iMac. With this guide, you should be able to 
make almost any display perform at its best in just a few minutes. 

The following list includes adjustments that you can make on a wide variety of 
displays. Some will have similar settings and labels, some won' t. Armed with this 
information, simply go through my step-by-step adjustment scheme and you 
should come out with a great looking picture in a few minutes. 

CAUTION 
It can take a computer display up to half an hour to warm up fully, during 
which time display adjustments may change. Make sure the display is on 
for at least this amount of time before you begin. 

• Color depth This adjustment can be made with your Control Strip, 
Monitors, or Monitors & Sound Control Panels. It controls the number 
of colors displayed by your display. For maximum color accuracy with 
graphic programs, choose millions of colors, if available. You may find 
lower color depths if your Mac's video display hardware doesn't support 
that resolution. 

• Resolution As with the color depth setting, this adjustment is made from 
your Control Strip, Monitors, or Monitors & Sound Control Panels. It sets 
the number of pixels displayed by your display. An ideal setting for the 
iMac or similar-sized display is 800 x 600; for a larger display, try 1024 x 
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768 or 1152 x 870. If one of these settings isn't shown, try the nearest 
equivalent. Not all Mac graphic display hardware displays all the 
resolutions you may want to try. 

If the quality of your picture deteriorates sharply when you choose a 
specific resolution setting, try a lower figure. It may be that the display 
you have isn't shmp enough to show a higher resolution. 

Does your picture turn black when you pick a new resolution setting? 
More than likely your display or the Mac graphic display hardware 
doesn't support it. Usually if you leave well enough alone for a few 
seconds, the Mac will revert to the previous resolution. If not, restart, and 
zap the PRAM (the process is described later in this chapter). Some Mac 
graphic display cards may require that you press a key (such as "R") at 
startup to reset resolution to something the display can support. 

• Brightness This setting controls the overall brightness of your display. 
The best struting point is halfway between the darkest and lightest settings. 
If you're not using ColorSync to adjust the display to a specific range, use 
whatever adjustment feel s comfortable to you. 

As the display ages, the adjustments you make may drift. You may want to 
redo these adjustments approximately once a year or whenever you move 
the display to a different place in your home or office. 

• Contrast This setting controls the image' s brightness compared to the 
background. The usual setting is the highest, and that's what the ColorSync 
setup suggests. But if it seems too extreme, feel free to experiment with 
something you prefer. 

• Convergence Your color image is made up of three colors: red, green, 
and blue. If the three colors aren't properly aligned to form a single 
combined image, text and pictures on your display may be fringed with 
blue or red. There will typically be a vertical and horizontal adjustment. 
Some displays include additional convergence settings to control each 
corner of your display. 

• Size and position These adjustments affect the height and width of the 
picture on your display. An example of such a setting appears in the 
Monitors & Sound Control Panel on an iMac (see Figure 10-3). 
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• Geometry These settings handle the curvature and angle of your display 
image. Here' s a list of the ones you' ll find most often: 

• Pincushion This setting affects the inward or outward curvature of 
the image at either side of the display. 

• Pincushion balance This setting controls the amount of left or right 
curvature and is used with the preceding setting to help refine the image. 

• Parallelogram This setting adjusts the left or right tilt of the side of 
your image. 

• Keystone (or trapezoidal) This adjustment will increase or decrease 
the size of the image at the top or bottom, to make a perfect rectangle. 

• Rotate This setting will tilt the entire image clockwise or 
counterclockwise. 
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The tilt of the image on a CRT display depends on your display's position 
in relation to the Earth's magnetic pole. So ifyou turn the display around 
when moving it to a new location, expect to have to redo this setting. 

• Corner correction Some displays, especially with larger screens, let 
you adjust the corner geometry of the image so if one corner seems 
misaligned, you can hone in on a more precise setting. 

• Linearity If thi s setting is available, you can use it to make sure 
squares and circles are perfectly proportioned or as perfect as a modem 
computer display will allow. You' 11 probably want to have a ruler 
handle to measure the results. 

• Sharpness This setting controls how clear your image will look. The 
most accurate adjustments are done with smaJI text. Look at the text from 
comer to corner to get the best compromise. 

Since displays aren't peifect, don't expect to find your text to be equally 
sharp from corner to corner and top to bottom on a large display. Just try 
to make it as close as possible. If there's a wide variation, contact the 
manufacturer or dealer for additional assistance. 

• Moire This setting controls the wavy pattern you may see on your 
display, especially on grayscale or color images. The setting, if available, 
will reduce the effect. 

How to Make Your Display Adjustments 
Now that you have the basics on what display adjustments do, here's how to 
perform the settings so you can set up your display like a pro. 

Adjusting the iMac and AppleVision Displays 
The venerable Monitors & Sound Control Panel (or Apple Vision on earlier 
models) can be used to make most of your display settings onscreen. Here's how 
you do it: 

1. Go to the Apple menu, select Control Panels, and then Monitors & Sound 
from the submenu. 
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If you just want to make brightness and contrast adjustments, you will 
usually find they are on the first (or Monitor) screen of the Monitors & 
Sound Control Panel (otherwise they are on the Color Sync setup screen). 
If you plan on peiforming a ColorSync calibration, leave these settings 
alone for now. 

2. Click on the Geometry icon, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 10-4. 

3. Click the radio button that represents the kind of adjustment you want 
to make. 

4. Click one of the arrows and hold down the mouse to make the adjustment 
shown on the icon (as shown in Figure 10-5). 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for each setting you want to make. 

6 . Once your settings are the way you like, choose Quit from the File menu to 
leave the Monitors & Sound Control Panel, or click on another icon to 
make a different type of setting. 

~~~aJ[I 
Monitor Sound Alerts Gtomotry Color 

_ Built- in Monitor Settings __ ~------------, 

0 HelghVWidth 

~ Position 

0 Pincushion 

0 Roto.te 

0 Keystone 

0 Parallelogro.m 

I Fo.ctory Settings ) 

ljfCI!mjle§l This screen is used for setting display geometry for the iMac and other 
Apple products 
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D iM.ac 1!3 

o~ @]~~ ,n. [I] ~ 
MonHor Sound Altrts G•omelry Colo!-

_ Built-In Monitor Settings 

0 HelghVWidth 

0 Position c f) Pincushion 

ORotate 

0 1<eys1one 

0 Parallelogram ~ ~ 

( Factory Settings I 

liMih'llelj Each icon represents a different sort of adjustment to your display 

Adjusting Other Displays 
If you have a display from Apple or another manufacturer that doesn't benefit 
from geometry settings in the Monjtors & Sound Control Panel, you should be 
able to make a reasonable set of adjustments . 

NOTE 

Here' s what to do: 

1. Check the bottom, side, or back of the display for a control panel, knobs, 
or buttons. 

If you cannot locate any display settings, consult your manual or contact 
the manufacturer or dealer for advice. Nearly every di~play I've ever seen 
has had at least a brightness and contrast setting of some sort (with the 
possible exception of some PowerBook models that only let you adjust 
the brightness). 

2 . If your display creates an onscreen display panel for settings, ctick 
the button that activates this feature. It may be called Menu, Select, or 
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Proceed, to cite some common examples of an adjustment entry switch. 
This onscreen menu will produce a display of adjustment options. 

3 . Use the appropriate button to move back and forth or up and down through 
the settings menu. Once you select an adjustment to change, you may need 
to click the settings entry button again to activate it. 

4. Move the adjustment buttons or knobs to adjust the setting to your taste. 

5. Once you have fi nished making a specific adjustment, look for an "Exit" or 
similar button to leave the settings screen and move back to the main menu. 

6. Follow steps 3 through 5 to continue to make your display adjustments. 

7. Once you have completed your settings, press the switch that exits the 
settings panel (and it may indeed be called Exit). On some displays, 
pressing the adjustment entry button once you' re at the main menu will 
exit the screen. 

Most display settings windows are designed to vanish from the screen if 
you don 't use them after a minute or two. So don't be sutprised to find it's 
gone if you're called away from your display for a short time. 

Adjustment Problems/Solutions 
All things being equal, the adjustments I've just described are likely to make a 
noticeable improvement in the way your display looks. I' ve seldom seen a display 
that won't benefit from a little tweaking here and there. Even the models with 
so-called "Auto Adjust" capability cannot take into account every possible 
installation or graphic card or how you position the display in your work area. 

If the adjustments don' t work, here are more things to consider: 

• Degauss the display. If there's a stray magnetic field, such as that 
caused by putting a small magnet or regular loudspeaker too close to the 
display, it may distort the picture, leaving blotches at either or both sides. 
Click the Degauss button to restore the picture to its normal condition. If 
no such button is available, tum the display off for a few seconds, then turn 
it on (you don't have to restart your Mac). 

• Reset to factory defaults. If the settings are so far out of whack, you may 
find it difficult to bring things back to normal. If the display has a reset 
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switch of some sort (it may require pressing two buttons on some models), 
use it to return to the settings the unit shipped with. On the iMac and 
Apple Vision displays, the setting is labeled Factory Defaults in the 
Monitors & Sound Control Panel. 

• Get help. If you cannot get a satisfactory picture, don't hesitate to call the 
manufacturer or dealer for assistance. If your display is new, or refurbished, it 
could be defective. Most new computer displays have product warranties of 
one to three years. 

Using ColorSync to Calibrate Your Display 
As you've seen so far in this chapter, there are quite literally dozens of ways you 
can adjust your display. And any single adjustment may affect another adjustment 
in a less than favorable fashion. 

But even after your picture is clear and sharp, and the squares are straight 
rather than circular, and the brightness is relatively equal from one end of the 
screen to another, it doesn't mean the colors will match. 

Color matching may not make all that much difference if you just want to surf 
the Web, keep a checkbook, write some letters, and draw some pictures. But if 
you intend to actually print the documents you create, and you want to use color, 
having a display that has reasonably accurate color matching is quite important. 
And it can be a real time and money saver, especially if it helps prevent a nasty 
surprise when you get your material back from the printer. 

ColorSync: The Limits 
In the next section, I'll guide you through a typical display calibration using 
Apple's ColorSync technology. But before I go on, I should point out that while 
these adjustments will get you in the ballpark, if your work requires high-end 
graphic design and expensive color printing, it is probably not enough. 

NOTE 
The versions of ColorSync you can use to calibrate your display come with 
Mac OS 8.5 or later. If you use an earlier version of the Mac OS, you can 
download the latest version ofColorSyncfrom Apple's support Web site: 
http://www.apple. com/support. 

Here are some additional issues to consider: 

• Calibrate input and output devices too. The display may be set up just 
right, but if you are scanning and printing in color, you ' 11 want to make 
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sure that these items are calibrated as well. When you install Apple' s 
ColorSync, there will be default profiles for Apple products. If you're 
using a non-Apple scanner or printer, check the installation disks for 
ColorSync modules. These modules are typically placed in the ColorSync 
Profiles folder inside the System Folder. 

• Consider calibration hardware. If you intend to use your Mac for 
high-quality graphic design and output, you may want to buy a separate 
calibration device, which will provide the most precise color matching. 
Contact your display's manufacturer or your dealer for information about 
these products. 

Calibrating Your Display with ColorSync 2.5 and 2.6x 
To calibrate your display, follow these steps: 

NOTE 

1. Set the room lighting to your usual needs. The presence of sunlight in the 
room will affect the accuracy of the settings, so you may want to close the 
blinds for a more accurate result (unless you usually prefer to have sunlight 
brighten your work area). 

If you prefer to open and shut the blinds as the workday progresses, f eel 
free to create separate profiles for each lighting condition. One of the great 
f eatures of ColorSync is the ability to create as many profiles as you need. 

2. Go to the Apple menu, select Control Panels and choose Monitors & 
Sound from the submenu. 

3. Click on the Color icon, which brings up the Apple Monitor Calibration 
Assistant, as shown in Figure 10-6. 

4. Choose a color profile from the list that most closely matches the make and 
model of your display. If it's not shown, choose a generic proftle (don't 
worry, you' ll still get a good result). 

5. Click the Calibrate button, which brings up a screen explaining what 
you're about to do. Click the right arrow to continue (see Figure 10-7) 
or the left arrow to return to a previous setup screen. 

6. Set your display's contrast to the highest setting. 
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0 

ColorSync Profllo r ' 

~{tfi:-C.Hbrol•d 
NEC MuiiiSyoo Gamma I .5 Monitor ~ NEC Mu It iSyno Gamma 1 .9 Monitor 
NEC MultiSyno Gamma 22 Monitor ~ PowtrBook 165<: Standlrd 

f;" PowtrBook 1 BOC StJndard 

I Collbi'Qto ... I 

li@ilijllell You' ll begin your color calibration right here 

[) Monitor Calibration Assistant 

Monitor ~djustments 

Before you be9in ca libration, you should make some initial 
adjustrnonts using tho controls on the front of your monitor. 

First , you should set thE' contrast on 
~ your monitor to th• high•st setting. 

' ' / Second, nt thf brkjltness on your monitOf" 

0 using the imag• on th• r ight as a guide. Adjust 
- - the brightness so tht shape in the ctnter is 
/ 1 barely vis ible and the background appears as a 

solid black (you don't ste two halves). 

~ too bright 

After you havf! done theose s teps} c lick thtt r ight arrow. 

ljMNDjlefl This screen is used to set brightness and contrast 
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7. Adjust your brightness setting to produce a perfect black square, with just a 
faint oval in the center. Click the right arrow to move to the gamma (color 
intensity) setting, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 10-8. 

This is a difficult setting. You need to move the sliders back and forth until 
the Apple illustration in the center vanishes, for the most part, in the 
background. You will probably want to move your chair back until you're 
roughly two feet from the display to get this setting right. It will never be 
perfect, but when you 're close enough, you'll barely be able to separate 
the Apple shape from its surroundings. 

8. When you've finished making your color settings, click the right arrow to 
bring up your target gamma screen, as shown in Figure 10-9. 

[] Monitor Cotlbrotlon AsslstCIIlt 

Dete-·rminl' your monitor's curr•nt gamma 

Your monitor's actual gamma is aff~cted by contrast o~nd brightness 
settings and other oharacttristlcs of your monitor. 

For each of thf thrt'E' colors belo'N', move the sl;der unti l the shape in the middle- blends in with 
th• background as much as possibl•. It may h•l~~o squint or step back from t to. monitor . 

I 
1.0 

I I 
3 .5 1.0 

I I 
3.5 1.0 

I 
3 .5 

"fter you have done these s ttps, c lick the right arrow. 

ljMIUJjlel:l Take your time with the gamma setting, since it is critical to accurate 
color display 
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So loci tho gamma sotting you 'W'ant for your monitor . (Watch 
tho picture on tho r ight to soo tho offoot u you c lick tho 
difforont options.) 

0 1.0 Linear Gamma 

e 1.9 Standard Gamma- This Is tho traditional n tt ing 
for Mao OS computtrs. 

0 2.2 Tt'-vision Gamma- You m•y want to stloct this 
stttlng if you .ro work inc) with lmagts to bt 
disploytd on tolovlsion or PC-compatiblt computors. 

Af\or you han don. this s top, click tho ri<jlt arrow. 

ljMII;IileH Choose your target gamma from the settings shown 

9. Your target gamma (midtone setting) is set based on the purpose for which 
you' re using your display. The middle setting (1.8) is the one used on most 
Macs. Click the right arrow to move on. 

10. In the next setting, you ' ll select a specific display from the scrolling list. 
The choice you make is designed to provide ColorSync with the most 
accurate information about the range of colors your display can show. 
If you don ' t see the right model, pick the one closest to it. Most models 
within a manufacturer's line will hand le colors similarly. Click the right 
arrow to continue. 

Feel f ree to use the left arrow to cycle through the setup screens of the 
Monitor Calibration Assistant to double-check your configuration. 

11. On the screen shown in Figure 10-10, you'U check the radio box that 
corresponds to your display's white point setting, which adjusts the 
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Sel4!ot ~ tuget whit" point 

Select the white point setting you vant for your monitor. 

0 050 Warm yellowish l k}htlng - standard for graphic 
arts work. 

0 6500 Cooler- equivalent to midday sunlight . 

@I 9300 Coolest indoor lighting- the default white point 
of mos-t monitors .and tt t.vislons. 

Q None No v hrte point correction per formed. 

After you havt doneo this stE'p1 c lick the ri9ht arrow. 

ljMII;!IIelul This screen is used to specify your white point setting 

NOTE 

accuracy of the white image on your display. The setting you pick here 
will depend on the sort of lighting in your work area. Click the right arrow 
to move on to the final step. 

12. The journey is just about over. On the final screen (see Figure 10-11), you 
name your profile, as I've done, then click the Create It button to make it so. 

13. Close the Calibration Assistant and you' re done. 

Since the settings you make now will change as your display ages, you ' II 
probably want to recheck them every few months. 

Calibrating Your Display with ColorSync 3.0 
Mac OS 9 will come with a version of the Monitor Calibration Assistant that 
allows for a greater range of customization of your display settings. This will be 

203 
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Sne your ••w cus1oon profile 

Give your profilt~' a name. 

(\he n•,. must bt 3 1 ch•r.c\trs or IHs) 

CCilCel ) ij Create !i1 

ljMIJ;IIIelll Give your profile a name, and then create your display's profile 

useful when you're calibrating your input, display, and output devices for top 
quality graphic work. For regular work, frankly, this is nothing you need fret over. 

The basic settings you'IJ follow will be nearly the same as those just described. 
But here are some of the key differences: 

• Expert mode When you bring up the first screen of the Monitor 
Calibration Assistant, you click on the Expert Mode check box, which 
enables you to fine-tune some of the gamma and white point settings. 

• Target gamma The setting, shown in Figure 10-12, lets you use a slider 
to make subtle gamma changes. 

• Target white point You can use a slider to gain more precise control of 
this setting (see Figure 10-13). You can also pick a check box with no 
correction at all. 

• Profile summary When you're finished creating your new calibration 
profile, you'll see a complete summary of the precise settings you specified 
(see Figure 10-14). 
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(] fu ----- - Monitor Calibration Assistant 

S•l•ct a targ•t gamma 

Select the 9amma s~ttin9 you want for your monitor. ('w'atch 
\he picture on the right to see tht effect as you move the 
slider .) 

l llear Mac PC 
Ganvna Standard Stondard 

' ® 
I I I 

t.O 1.8 2.2 

0 Uncorrected gamma (native) 

Mter you have done this step, click the r ight arrov. 

~~ ... - . ~ . -~~.:: 

I ~ . - - .. : . ~ ..... " 

ljMIJ;Ijleltj Click and move the slider to make precise gamma settings 

0 Monitor Calibration Assistant 

Stlect a targtt white point 

Select the \d'hitt point setting you 'W'ant for your monitor. 

050 
I 

6500 
I 

9300 
I 

I I I I I 

5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 

li'J No white point corr ection (native) 

Target 'VIhite Point (°K) = native 

After you have done th is stt p, c l ick the right arrow. 

ljMN;Jileip Fine-tune your display ' s white point to your special needs 
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Givo your profilo ana.,.,, 

(tho namo must bo 31 charact..-s or loss) 

Proflh• Summary 
Not lve Gamma : 
Targot Gamma: 

Chromatiolty 
Red Phosphor: 
Green Phosphor : 
8~ Phosphor : 

1.45 
1.80 
X y 

0 .6 1 0 .34 
0 .34 0 .55 
0 .17 0 .15 

Nativo 'o'hlto Point : 0.32 0 .36 

Torget Whlto Point : natlvo °K 

I . . .~ 

:.... .. . - . . . - ';·_! 

cancel ) ij Create It 0 

lj@!h'jlel§l Take a look at the lower left for the precise numerical settings you 
made to your display 

Hints and Tips About Multiple Displays 
There are some very good reasons to add a second display-if your work desk is 
big enough. You can "mirror" or duplicate the picture on the other display: this 
may be a good choice if you wish to see the material at two different sizes at the 
same time. 

But the most frequent purpose for adding another display is to extend your 
Mac's desktop. Graphic designers and architects find this feature especially usefuL 
It's like having one huge display that spans several feet in width. 

Whether you can support one feature or both depends on the kind of Mac you 
have. Here are some hints and tips about using more than one display on your Mac: 

• Are you limited to mirroring? The iMac DV has a standard VGA plug 
for a second display, but it' s just for mirroring. Same is true for many 
PowerBooks with a video display port. Check the instructions for your 
Mac to see whether such features are supported. If your computer has a 
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Video Mirroring Control Strip, check it to see whether you can switch 
between these modes. 

• Move the menu bar to the startup display. You can adjust your extended 
desktop with the Monitors (or Monitors & Sound) Control Panel. You will see 
an icon for each display. For the menu bar to appear on a particular display, 
click and drag the menu bar on the display icon to the one you wish to use, if 
it's not already there. You can move the display icons around in relation to 
each other to set where your extended desktop goes. 

• Can you use a TV as a display? Look for an RGB output on your graphic 
card. If it's not there, consider getting a graphic card with this feature, such as 
the ATI's Xclaim VR 128 from ATI Technologies, the same company who 
supplies the chips for Apple's onboard graphic controllers. Just remember 
that your average computer display is designed to deliver more accurate and 
sharper pictures than a television (which is why, size for size, they cost so 
much more). There are also outboard converters available (from such ftrms as 
Focus Enhancements) that can convert your Mac's display output to work on a 
regular television-and that' s useful for special presentations where a very 
large screen is necessary. 

What's Wrong with My Picture? 
You have adjusted everything to perfection, but you are still not satisfied with the 
picture. Or the picture suddenly changes for the worse. Or you simply want to 
install an old display on a new Mac and something goes wrong. 

Most times, a few adj ustments are enough to get your display working 
properly again. In the final portion of this chapter, I'll cover common problems 
and solutions. There are so many possible Mac and display combinations that it's 
impossible to cover the more obscure issues. If your problem isn't addressed here 
or solved by the steps I've outlined, contact your dealer or the manufacturer for 
assistance. 

An Old Display on a New Mac 
Your trusty old display works just beautifully. Clear, sharp pictures. Geometry is 
straight. It cost you a bundle and you'd like it to last a good, long time. Then you 
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trade in your Mac for a new model, and suddenly the display stops worlG ng. The 
picture is blank. Is there any hope for that old, trusty friend? 

Yes, there is. The most recent Mac models can work with most Mac displays 
and just about any PC display with VGA support. But you may have to jump 
through a few hoops to get them to work. Here' s what to do: 

• PC display support This is really a piece of cake. So long as the display 
has a standard VGA port, you can buy an inexpensive Mac adapter at your 
local computer store. Recent G3 Power Macs and PowerBooks already 
have VGAjacks, standard issue, as do some graphic cards. Just plug the 
display in normally, start your Mac and you should be able to get a usable 
picture. The moral of the story is that if a computer dealer says such a 
display won' t work on your Mac, they' re probably wrong. 

• Sync on green displays Older Mac displays used a technique called 
"sync on green," which is the process of combining the green signal with 
the synchronization pulse. Shorn of the technical stuff, support for this 
feature was removed from the on board video of Macs beginning with the 
Quadra series back in the early 1990s. There are two ways around it. One 
is to get a graphic card that supports the feature (such as the ones from 
Formac and IX Micro), but that doesn't help if your Mac has no place to 
put a graphic card (as with a PowerBook). The other solution is Griffi n 
Technology's Mac Sync Adapter. You can buy the adapter plug from a 
dealer or order direct from the Nashville-based company from their Web 
site: http://www.griffintecbnology.com. In fact, the head of the company, 
Paul Griffin, built the company on selling these adapters, which give your 
old displays a new lease on life. The company has since expanded to 
support missing features in other Apple products, with ADB and setial 
port adapters for the iBook, iMac, and Blue & White Power Mac G3s. 

Curing Common Picture Irregularities 
Whether the problem occurs when you set up a new display or it shows up suddenly, 
more likely than not, there is a conventional solution. Following are a few common 
symptoms and their equally common solutions. 

Faint Lines on Screen 
If your display has one or two faint horizontal lines across the screen, check the 
specs. Displays that use aperture grill technology, such as those using Mitsubishi 
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DiamondTron or Sony Trinitron picture tubes, will have those faint lines on the 
screen. It's part of the assembly of these units and it's perfectly normal. You'll 
learn to ignore them after a while. If the lines are very dark or vertical, or aren't 
straight, have your display checked by the dealer or manufacturer. 

Graphic Cards and Video Cards 
Don't Get Along 

It took a couple of weeks to isolate this problem. After installing Mac OS 9, I 
was unable to boot my Blue & White Power Mac 03/400 consistently after I 
installed a ProFormance 3 graphic card from Formac, a West German-based 
manufacturer of high performance Mac peripherals. 

The symptoms were the same: A gray screen that would never progress 
to the Happy Mac. 

Formac's USA division tried to help. They even sent me a replacement 
card, but the symptoms were the same. Worse, they said their technical support 
engineers couldn't duplicate my problem. 

Finally something occurred to me, a subtle issue that I had previously 
ignored as irrelevant. 

Seems that my G3 also had one of Adaptec' s 2930U SCSI cards so I could 
continue to use my old removable drives and scanner. Adaptec requires that 
you move a jumper on the card to allow you to boot from attached SCSI 
devices when it's installed on the newest Macs, and I dutifully followed their 
directions. 

But since I don't use any of those devices as a startup drive, I just restored 
the jumper to its original position, and then I restarted. The Formac graphic 
card worked perfectly. 

I left it to Formac and Adaptec to figure out just what went wrong when 
their two cards played together. No doubt it will have long since been resolved 
by the time you read thjs book. 
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Shrinking Picture 
Over time, as components on your display age, the picture may shrink. If you have 
a s ize adjustment, you can easily extend the height and width to their original size. 
If such adjustments aren't available, or do not accomplish the desired effect, 
contact the dealer or manufacturer for service. 

Color Changes and Artifacts 

• Black and white or grayscale picture suddenly appears. Check your 
color depth settings, either in the Control Strip, Monitors, or Monitors & 
Sound Control Panels. See if you accidentally switched the setting. 

• Color depth changes. Some games will only run at 256-color setting 
(or on a rare occasion, 16 colors). If your display setting changes abruptly 
when you play a game, don't despair. It'll probably change back when you 
quit the program. If not, you'll need to switch it back manually, using the 
Control Strip, Monitors, or Monitors & Sound Control Panels. Most 
games, however, will put up an alert box about this, which you must OK 
to make the change. If the game doesn' t put up an alert, but display 
performance bogs down, you should try setting the color depth to 256 
colors anyway to see if the setting helps. 

• Color changes when switching programs. Some programs handle the 
Mac' s color palette differently than others, so this effect may be normal. 
It' s more likely to occur, however, when you are using a lower color depth, 
such as 256 colors. The problem ought to rectify itself when you quit the 
program. 

• Color artifacts appear onscreen. If you see splotches of color on the 
screen in a particular program, switch to another program or to your Finder 
desktop to see if the problem disappears. Some programs may interact 
strangely with certain Mac video hardware. If the problem begins to affect 
all of your programs and the desktop, check your Mac's video hardware or 
software to see if there' s the potential for a problem. A call to the 
manufacturer's technical support department is a good idea. 

Unavailable Color Depth Settings 
When you install a larger display, you may face a problem. You were using 
millions of colors, and now, at the resolution you pick, you only have 256 or 
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thousands available. If this happens, it may just mean that your Mac's video 
hardware doesn' t support the setting. If your Mac or video card can handle a video 
memory upgrade, it' s time to think about that possibility. If your Mac can support 
separate graphic cards, you may want to buy a new one. To get millions of colors 
from a 19-inch or larger display, for example, you need at least 4MB of video 
RAM for graphic display. 

NOTE 
I'm using the term "video RAM" in the generic sense here. A number of 
different types of RAM are used for video display in various Mac models 
and graphic cards. 

Picture Too Large 
You install a larger display and suddenly everything on the screen, from windows to 
text, is just too large. You will probably want to check the Control Strip, Monitors, or 
Monitors & Sound Control Panels for a higher pixel resolution setting. This will 
reduce the size of the items displayed on your screen. 

Screen Blacks Out Momentarily 
When your Mac is starting up, it will often load a special display enabler extension 
that controls the size of images on your screen. When this happens, the picture may 
briefly black out and then return. Sometimes the actual display size (resolution) will 
change as well. This particular phenomenon was also common with Mac OS 8.6 
and is quite n01mal. 

Slow Screen Redrawing 

• There are too many pixels. When you get a larger display, or increase 
screen resolution and/or color depth, your Mac's video hardware has to 
work harder and draw many more pixels to create a screen display. That's 
apt to make screen display slower. You may want to try a lower screen 
resolution setting (which makes images look larger) or choose a lower 
color depth to speed up performance. If possible, consider a video RAM 
upgrade, or get a new high performance graphic card. 

• The video drivers are missing. When you install a new graphic card, 
there will likely be a floppy disk or CD that contains the video dr ivers. 
These are needed to provide the onboard graphic acceleration and other 
features. You' ll want to install them. 
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• The video drivers are disabled. When you check for a system conflict, 
you will likely disable some control panels and extensions to see if the 
problem goes away. You may have disabled your graphlc card acceleration 
software by mistake. 

Unstable or Rapid Scrolling 

• Check the video cable at both ends. Make sure it's seated properly. If the 
cable connector is loose, shut down the system before you tighten it. 

• When you use a Mac video adapter plug, make sure the settings on it are 
correct. Most of these plugs with dipswitches have a label at the bottom 
showing settings for specific types of displays. Again, shut down your 
system before making these changes. 

• If these simple changes don't work, contact the manufacturer or dealer to 
check the unit. 

Fuzzy, Blotchy Picture 

• If you are using computer speakers, move them farther away from the 
display. While speakers designed for use with a computer should be 
magnetically shielded to prevent such symptoms, sometimes it 's just not 
enough. 

• Degauss the display. This function helps remove stray magnetic fields, 
which can cause blotchy effects on your display. Some displays have a 
special switch for the purpose, but usually just turning the display on and 
off (you don't have to reboot your Mac) is sufficient to provide the degauss 
effect. 

• If the display has a "moire" control, try it. This will help eliminate the 
crosshair lines that may appear on the picture. 

• Check adjustments affecting sharpness or convergence and see if the 
picture is improved. If not, consider sending the display to the 
manufacturer or dealer for service. 
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Bouncing Picture, Wavy Patterns 

• The most common cause is an electrical interference. If you have a vacuum 
cleaner or other heavy appliance running, turn the appliance off and see if 
the problem is gone. If it is, consider moving the appliance to another 
outlet and see if that helps. 

• Move the display. Sometimes proximity to fluorescent lights will cause 
display oddities. 

• If you're adjacent to an office that uses lots of appliances (such as a dental 
office) transport the display to a different position or to a different 
electrical outlet and see if it helps. 

• If the regular solutions don ' t work, have the display checked by the 
manufacturer or dealer. 

Missing Colors, Tinged or Discolored Picture 

NOTE 

• Zap the PRAM. Sometimes the display settings get corrupted. Zapping 
the PRAM is done by holding down the COMMAND-OPTION-P-R keys at 
startup. You then wait for at least two startup "tones" to sound on your 
Mac. The net effect is to restore some of your Mac's settings (such as 
monitor depth, mouse tracking speed, network, serial port, and startup disk 
choices, among others) to factory defaults. If these settings are corrupt, 
display irregularities and even system crashes may result. 

Beginning with Mac OS 8.5, Apple began to use preference files for 
additional settings, so you are no longer forced to redo a number of 
standard settings when you zap the PRAM, except for your startup disk 
selection. 

• Select another display resolution or color depth setting. Perhaps your 
display or graphic card doesn' t support your selected configuration. 

• For IX Micro graphic cards If the picture has a greenish tinge, open the 
Control Panel of your graphic card software, and uncheck the box labeled 
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"sync on green." That setting is only required for displays that support 
that feature. 

• For AppleVision displays Some of Apple's 15- and 17-inch displays 
have a hardware defect that will cause a color problem. A common defect 
is a red-tinged image that appears intermittently or just stays put. If you 
encounter this sort of difficulty, contact your dealer or Apple's customer 
service department and inquire about their special warranty program 
affecting some of these units. If the customer service department doesn't 
have any information for you, insist on speaking to a supervisor about it. 

The Case of the Black-on-Black 
Lettering 

The symptom was really strange. A client was trying to type a letter on AOL, 
and the letters came out in black, with a black background. It was frustrating. 
He tried to reinstall AOL's software, checked for system extension conflicts, 
the whole nine yards. 

On a whim, I took another look at his system setup. He was running a first 
generation Power Mac G3 (the beige version), and had attached one display to 
the internal video and another to a PCI graphic card. The symptoms appeared 
on both displays. The PCI-based video display card, however, had a problem. 
It would not recognize the graphic acceleration software. Hence it displayed 
pictures really slowly. 

I shut down the system and removed the graphic card. The symptoms 
disappeared, and the client sent the defective product back to the manufacturer 
for a replacement. The new graphic card displayed none of these symptoms, 
and he was a happy camper. 
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No Picture 
Your display is set up correctly. You have the proper sync adapter, and everything 
is all plugged into the right place. You tum on your Mac and there's no picture. Is 
it the Mac, the display, what? 

NOTE 

Here are some likely scenarios and their solutions: 

• It's not on. This may seem to be a simple solution. But the power 
switches on some displays wilJ depress slightly when you tum them on. If 
you don' t push them in far enough, they pop out again and your display is 
off. If the switch won't stay engaged, take the unit in for service. Some 
displays will display a small, rectangular LED light when they're on. 

• The lithium battery is dead. Your desktop Mac has a little lithium 
battery that's used to power the parameter RAM (PRAM). Such settings as 
date and time, display resolution and screen depth, mouse tracking speed, 
and network settings are stored there. If the battery goes bad, not only will 
those settings revert to factory defaults, but your Mac may not start up at 
all. You'll have just a dark screen. The battery itself is fairly cheap (ten to 
twenty dollars, depending on the Mac model you have) and can usually 
be replaced in a few minutes. You can check the battery with a simple 
voltmeter, or just remove it for ten minutes and reinsert it (sort of a super 
PRAM zap).lf the latter doesn' t help, replace the battery. 

• A graphic card is loose. If you move your desktop Mac around, the 
graphic cards may slip out of their slots slightly. Before taking everything 
to the repair shop, shut everything down, open your Mac and reseat the 
card or cards. Then power up everything and restart the Mac. This should 
restore your picture. 

Some Mac OS clones, such as the ones from Power Computing, appear to 
have an intennittent problem that prevents a proper startup sequence, so the 
display remains blank. All you have to do, usually, is to force a restart, by 
/wlding down the COMMAND-OPTION-POWER ON keys at the same time. 
Release the keys when you hear the startup chord. The picture should 
reappear; sometimes it'll take a second restart to restore good peifomumce. 

• Video cables are loose. Shut down the system and reattach the cables. 
Sometimes cable contacts are oxidized and don't make good contact. The 
act of loosening or removing them and then reinserting and tightening is 
usually enough to fix the problem. 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

There are a few so-called "boutique" computer cables available at some 
dealers, with gold-plated plugs and so on. They are comparable to the 
high-priced connection cables you can buy for home stereos, because they 
cost a lot more than the regular brands and seldom provide any real 
benefits. 

• It's the wrong kind of display. While Macs can use VGA-style PC 
displays in addition to Mac models, you cannot, for example, use displays 
designed for the Apple II or some other older computers that don' t support 
cunent standards. 

• There's a bad graphic card. There's no way to test for this, except with 
another graphic card. Most manufacturers guarantee their product from 
three to five years, and replacement cards are fairly cheap nowadays. But 
until the replacement arrives, your Mac will be without a video display, 
unless it also has internal video. 

• There's a bad logic board. If the Mac only has onboard video, you've 
no choice but to have it replaced. 

• The power supply is bad. Same answer. The power supply will have to 
be replaced. 

• The power supply on the display is bad. This sort of repair may cost a 
couple hundred dollars at the very least, and is only done by specialists, 
perhaps only at the manufacturer's own facility. 

Before you decide whether to repair that old display, you may want to 
price out a new model. The cost of displays today is but a fraction of what 
it was only a few years ago. For example, the money you used to pay for a 
14- or 15-inch display will now get you one with a 19-inch display. 

Summing Up 
In this chapter, you discovered how to set up and adjust your new display, and 
how to fix problems when they occur. You were also shown how easy it is to set 
up Apple's ColorSync so you get more accurate color display. 

In the next chapter, we will pay a visit to the Windows world, and you'lllearn 
how to integrate your Mac in a Windows environment and how to use Windows 
and even PC applications on your Mac. 



Help with Mixed 
Mac/Windows Offices 
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There is no getting around it. The vast, vast majority of personal computers out 
there use Windows. Though it's true the Mac platform has made great strides 

in recent years, and has reclaimed a huge amount of its former glory with clever 
new products such as the iMac, the iBook, and the Power Mac 04, it's a cross
platform world out there. 

Many offices have computer systems from both platforms, and even home-based 
systems may have a Mac and PC at hand. 

It's hard enough getting people who speak different languages to work in 
harmony, but it can be done. And the same is true for personal computers. It may 
take a little work to make things work properly, but it can be done, and done 
successfully. 

Making Macs and PCs Communicate Peacefully 
Direct from the factory, Macs are equipped to work with many Windows files 
without having to install special software or translators. It' s also possible to 
network computers from both platforms; in fact, it' s not uncommon in many 
businesses that use a Windows or Windows NT (or Windows 2000) computer 
as a file and/or print server, and Macs for regular production work. 

Accessing DOS or Windows Files on Your Mac 
For several years, the Mac OS has included a program that helps you translate 
Windows files so Macs can read them. In addition, the program lets your Mac read 
PC floppies, and such removable media as Jaz, Zip, and SyQuest, as easily as you 
read a Mac disk. 

Originally, the program was PC Exchange, and, since Mac OS 8.5, it's File 
Exchange, which also incorporates the functions of another file access program, 
Mac OS Easy Open (see Figure 11-1). 

Here's a quick review of how File Exchange is set up: 

• PC file mapping As I explained in Chapter 7, Windows file types are 
identified with a three-letter extension added to the file's name. For example, 
a file with the suffix .doc usually refers to a Microsoft Word document. 
When you use the Save As feature on a file on a Windows computer, the 
file suffix is automatically added to the name. PC Exchange uses this 
information to match the file up to a Mac program that can read the same 
sort of files. 
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lEI File !:)(change 

PC !:)(change File Tronslation 

5iJ Map PC extensions to Mac OS file types on PC disks ~ 
[i!J Open unmapped files on any disk using mappings below 
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a if 

aifc 

Internet Explorer 

<8 PlayerPro 

~ 
If Internet Explorer 

fl Internet Explorer 

m SoundApp 
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D EPSF 

D AIFF 

D AIFF 
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J ij Change. .. Jl 

PC SCSI Disks: [i!J Mount at startup [ Mount Now ) 

lj@!)ijllll Apple's File Exchange Control Panel runs behind the scenes so you can 
eas ily work with PC files and clisks 

NOTE 
The file mapping feature of PC Exchange is shared with the Internet 
Control Panel, which means that the files you read from a disk, retrieve 
from a network, or download from the Internet are all handled in a similar 
f ashion (assuming you have the "Open unmappedfiles on any disk using 
mappings below" option checked). 

• Reading PC disks Thjs option lets you mount PC floppies and PC SCSI 
disks, such as removable media, on your Mac's desktop. In addition to 
being able to read and write files on these disks, you can erase disks in 
three formats (see Figure 11-2). Along with Mac and DOS formats, there's 
ProDOS, a relic of the days of the Apple II (an Apple product that came 
out before the Mac). 
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Completely erose disk named 
"Files'' (USB (v2.0))? 

Fonnat: 

ljldll;ljlfj You can format disks in Mac, DOS, and Apple IT (ProDOS) format from 
this menu 

NOTE 

• Translating files In addition to finding Mac programs with which to 
open PC files, the other capability offered by File Exchange is the ability 
to simplify the process of translating documents so they can be read by 
your Mac programs (see Figure 11-3). If everything is working properly, 
all you have to do is double-click on a file, and File Exchange will locate 
a compatible program for you. If more than one is found, you'll get a list 
of options, from which you select the one you prefer. 

When you receive a list of choices, the best option to try is a Mac equivalent 
of the Windows program if you have it. Otherwise, choose a program in 
the same category as the one used to make the document-for example, 
a Mac word processor for a Windows word processing document. 

Solving File Exchange Problems 
Apple's File Exchange usually works quite well. Troubles arise when the Mac 
program you are trying to use to read the Windows document just can't translate 
it properly. Here are some suggestions for dealing with problems with DOS or 
Windows files: 

• You cannot open file by double-clicking on it. If File Exchange doesn't 
give you any choices, or you get a message that a translator can't be found, 
do this: open the application you want to use first, then use the Open dialog 
box to locate and open the file. You may have to change file-opening 
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[] File Exchange 

PC Exchange File Translation 

9 Translate documents automatically 
9 Always show choices when translating files 

0 Don't show choices if there's only one 
0 Include applicCltions on servers in translation choices 

Translation Preferences 

- ---------- -- - .J Appl icetlon (Translator) 

Add... ) [ Remove 

lj@!jijil@ The File Translation feature of File Exchange locates compatible Mac 
programs to convert files to a readable form 

NOTE 

options from a pop-up menu in the Open dialog box, though. For example, 
in Word 98 there' s an All Files option that is very powerful and can 
manage to extract the text from a great many types of files. 

If opening files becomes a chronic problem, consider rebuilding the 
desktop on your Mac. It can cure a variety of ills of this sort. The subject 
is covered in much more detail in Chapter I 8. 

• Document fLies have strange characters or they're garbled. If opening 
the file directly doesn't help, look at your program's documentation and 
see if there's an Insert, Import, or Place command that can be used. Such 
functions will often activate special file translators a program can use to 
read the special characteristics of many types of document files. If this 
choice doesn' t work, try to use another program to translate the file 
(see the next section for detai ls). 
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NOTE 

• Files aren't visible on disk. If you're using a Mac OS version prior 
to 8.1, make sure the disk hasn't been formatted in the HFS Plus format. 
Normally, if it is, you should see a special ReadMe file explaining how 
to read the file (in short, upgrade to 8.1 or later). 

• Disk is unreadable. When your Mac can't read the contents of a disk, 
you may get a message asking if you want to initialize the disk. Don't do 
it! This operation will wipe out the data on the disk. While you may just 
want to do that as a last resort, you should first check the Extensions 
Manager Control Panel to see if File Exchange is activated. If it isn' t, 
activate the program, then restart your Mac. If that doesn't work, try 

running Disk First Aid, or a commercial diagnostic/repair program, such 
as Alsoft's DiskWarrior, MicroMat's TechTool Pro, or Symantec's Norton 
Utilities on the disk. For more information on using these programs to 
repair or recover a disk or drive, read Chapter 13. 

• CD can't be read. The way Apple sets up its CD software is confusing. 
Not only do you need the CD driver (called Apple CD/DVD Driver in 
current system versions), you also need a bunch of support files to read 
various types of CDs. These usually include Apple Photo Access, Audio 
CD Access, Foreign File Access, High Sierra Access, ISO 9660 File 
Access, and UDF Volume Access. If one of these extensions is missing, 
you may be unable to read a specific type of CD. Other than UDF Volume 
Access, which came about when Apple began to support DVD drives, 
make sure all of the others are active. Check your Extensions Manager. 
If one or more of these flies is missing, run your system software installer, 
using (in the latest versions) the Add/Remove feature to restore your CD 
software. 

If your Mac doesn't have an Apple CD or DVD drive, make sure the 
driver software that came with the drive is installed as well. Many of 
these drives come with such programs as FWB's CD-ROM ToolKit 
or CharisMac's CD AutoCache. 

How to Change File Mapping 
If double-clicking on a DOS or Windows file brings up an application that won't 
do the job, you can easily change the file mapping in the PC Exchange panel of 
the File Exchange Control Panel. 
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Here 's how it's done: 

1. Go to the Apple menu, choose Control Panels, and select File Exchange 
from the submenu (if you have a Mac OS system prior to 8.5, look for PC 
Exchange instead). 

2. Look at the PC Extension category in the PC Exchange window, and select 
the file extension you want to change. 

3. After it' s selected, click the Change button, which brings up the Change 
Mapping dialog shown in Figure 11-4. 

4. Choose the program you want to use to translate the file. 

Change Mapping 

Extension: .... 1 d_o_c..--.;,;,;~ 
Map to: 

Application 

taJ Microsoft He I p Runtime 

~ Microsoft Power Point 

~ Microsoft System Information 

tlf Microsoft Word 

li1 Mi ndExpanderTM 

'ta Monitor Auto- Launcher 

~ MS Organization Chart 2.0 

A 

t:;; 

~ 

L.... ... 
1-.... 

File Type: [ @ W6BN I ~ ] [ Select ... ) 

Show Advanced Options ] 

[ Cancel ] ([ Change fl 

lj@imjlll Select another program to open your DOS or Windows file from the list 
in the Change Mapping dialog 
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5. Click the Change button to activate your setting. 

6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 to make further changes to File Exchange. 

7. When you're done, click the close box. 

Networking Mac and Windows Computers 
When it comes to accessing a regular network printer on a cross-platform network, 
the issues are not complex. The printer will appear in the Chooser, and you set it 
up without regard to whether Windows users can access it as well. 

But if a Windows computer is doing chores as a print server (that is, storing 
print jobs and feeding them to the printer), the situation is more complicated. 
The same is true if you want to share ftles across the network with your Windows 
counterparts. 

Depending upon the sort of Windows network configuration you have, there 
are different ways to share files. These will be covered in the next few pages. 

Windows Services for Macintosh 
If your network uses the server version of Windows NT (or Windows 2000 Server 
and Advanced Server, which will be out by the time this book appears in print), 
you'll be pleased to know that the tools are already available for you to set up for 
Macs to share files and printers with their Windows counterparts. The tools come 
under the banner of Services for Macintosh. 

Installing Services for Macintosh on a Windows NT 4 server is a very 
straightforward solution. Here's how to get started: 

NOTE 

1. On your Windows NT computer, open the Network Control Panel, then 
click on the Services tab to display the list of Windows NT Network 
Services that are currently installed. 

You'll want to keep your Windows NT Server CD at hand. At the 
beginning of the installation process, you'll be askedfor the CD, 
so the needed files can be retrieved as part of the setup process. 

2. If Services for Macintosh is not installed, click on the Add button to bring 
up a list of the available network services you can install (see Figure 11-5). 
From this list, select Services for Macintosh and click the OK button. 

3. After Windows NT has finj shed installing the files, reboot the server. 
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Select Network Service lfJ £1 

Click the Network Service that you want to install, then click OK. If 
you have an installation disk for this component, click Have Disk. 

Metwork Service: 

~SAP Agent 
~Server • Services for Macintosh 

~Simple TCP/IP Services 

~ SNMP Service 
riil 't li"'~""'', •~ 1 ......... ~ ......... ~ t. I .... ....., .... C ...... , ,j,....,.... 

...J 

..::J 
!:!ave Disk... I 

OK Cancel 

ljMIIijjiJj Choose Services for Macintosh from this dialog to begin the 
setup process 

NOTE 

4 . Once the NT server has completed rebooting, you will need to re-install the 
current Service Pack for Windows NT that you are using and reboot the 
server again. 

A Windows Service Pack is a set of updates and bug fixes. During the 
lifetime of a Microsoft operating system, there will often be several of 
these Service Packs that you'll want to consider installing. For best 
compatibility with the Macs on your network, upgrade using Service 
Pack S. 

5. After the server has fmished rebooting, open the Network Control Panel 
again and click on the Services tab. 

6. Select Services for Macintosh from the list of options. 

7. Click on the Properties button to display the available options, Make sure 
the interface you select is the one you want to use. 

8. Click on the Routing tab. 

225 
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NOTE 
Whether or not you need a router depends on the size of your network. 
This is an issue that applies primarily to larger installations. 

9. If you already have AppleTalk zones on your network, simply click on the 
Get Zones button. This action will retrieve a list of all the zones currently 
available on the network. 

10. Once you see the zone list, select the zone you want to use and click on the 
Make Default button. 

11. If you are planning on using NT Server as a router, you will need to click 
on the Enable Routing box and then the Seed This Network box. 

12. Enter in the range of zones you want to add to the network and then add in 
each of their names. 

13. Once you have entered this information, select the zone you want to use 
and click on the Make Default button. 

Although the process seems a little convoluted, at least in comparison to 
setting up a network on the Mac, this completes the basic setup process. You have 
now installed and configured Services for Macintosh. 

NOTE 
Under Windows 2000, the setup is done via the Network Control Panel. 
When you bring up this control panel, you 'll choose the Local Area 
Connection option to install your Mac networking options. 

Setting Up DAVE for Mixed Networks 
You don't have to use the tools offered under Windows NT or Windows 2000 to 
mate your Mac and Windows computers across the network. 

For small networks especially you may want to consider a Mac program that 
lets you directly access a Windows network: DAVE from Thursby Software 
Systems. You can get more information about the program and a time-limited 
demonstration version at the company's Web site: http://www.thursby.com. 

DAVE lets your Macs connect directly to Windows NT and Windows 95/98 
computers using NetBIOS (Network Basic Input Output System). InstaJiing 
DAVE is as simple as double-clicking on the installer program and restarting your 
Mac at the end of the setup process. 

Once you have installed DAVE, though, it has to be configured. There's never 
a free ride when it comes to cross-platform networking. 
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To configure DAVE, follow these steps: 

1. Open the NetBIOS control panel. This brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 11-6. 

2. Click on the Name field in the NetBIOS Control Panel, and enter the name 
you want your Macintosh to be known as on the Windows network. 

3 . Now you will need to enter. the name of the Windows workgroup or 
Windows NT domain you want this computer to belong to. While DAVE 
will not allow your Mac to actually join the Windows NT domain, it will 
allow you to see all the servers and computers that belong to that domain. 

If you're not sure of the name of this network domain, contact your 
systems administrator for this information. 

4. Once you have set the computer's name and workgroup or domain, you are 
ready to finish up your configuration. Select the network protocol you want 
to use when talking to the Windows computers on your network. For most 
Macs, you'll set this to TCP/IP. 

[] NetBIOS I§ 

~ 
DAVE"" V2. 1 

~~ Info... ) (! Admin ... ) 

Name I Loki I 
Workgroup NIFLHEIM 

Descrl ptlon A mischev ious Mac 

Transport Protocol: [ TCP / I P lru 

Pr imary 1 o.o.o.o I 
Secondary 1 o.o.o.o I 
O WINS ~DHCP 

©Thursby Software Systems, Inc. 
1995-98 

iij@ll;llld You use the NetBIOS Control Panel to configure DAVE for 
cross-platform networking 
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NOTE 

5. Continuing our settings in the NetBIOS Control Panel: If you are getting 
the IP address for your Mac from a DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration 
Protocol) server-and that DHCP server also sends out information about 
the WINS (Windows Internet Naming Service) servers on the network
you will need to click on the DHCP check box. If your DHCP server 
doesn't send out information about WINS-or you have set your IP 
address in some other fashion-you will need to click on the WINS button 
and type in the IP address of the primary and secondary WINS servers. 

Once again, you'll want to carefully check your network setups before you 
enter information in the NetBIOS Control Panel. A single wrong keystroke 
may result in you being unable to link your Macs to the Windows network. 

6. Once you are finished configuring NetBIOS, open the Chooser, and locate 
the DAVE Client. 

7. Click on DAVE to access the Windows computers on the network. For 
sharing print services, you'll use the DAVE Print Client Control Panel. 

Troubleshooting Mixed Network Problems 
On a Mac, networking is usually fairly easy. You can connect older Macs via the 
LocalTalk (printer) port or most any Mac via Ethernet (though some older Macs 
require an optional expansion card to add this feature). 

At the very least, all you have to do is open the File Sharing (or its predecessor 
Sharing Setup) Control Panel and click the Start Button under File Sharing to 
activate the feature. In addition, Mac OS 9 expands the capability of networking 
via TCPIIP, either to your local network or via an Internet connection. I'll cover 
Mac network issues in more detail in Chapter 17. 

The wrinkles begin when you also need to connect to Windows users on the 
very same network. You'll find that the setup process that works so easily on a 
Mac computer isn' t quite so easy in the Windows environment. 

Common Cross-Platform Networking 
Problems and Solutions 
The issues of setting up a Mac/Windows network can be complex, and even 
if you follow all the complex dialogs and setup procedures, there is still potential 
for trouble. 
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Over the next few pages, I' II Jist some typical problems and solutions to make 
your cross-platform network function properly. As you'll see here, these are not 
user-friendly issues, and you may need to pore through manuals or consult a 
systems administrator (if your company has one) to troubleshoot the system. 
These are intended as basic guideUnes to follow: 

Make Sure Your DNS Servers Are Up to Date 
On TCP!IP networks, Windows-based PCs rely primarily upon WINS and their 
NetBIOS Master Browsers to provide them with the capability to match a specific 
computer name to its IP address. But Macs, like their UNIX cousins, rely upon 
DNS to match a computer's name to its IP address. 

DNS (Domain Name Service) is the system that, like WINS, keeps track of 
the names of computers and their IP addresses. However, unlike WINS, which 
dynamically learns the computer's name and IP address from each computer as 
it boots up, DNS must be manually configured. This means that the DNS server's 
listing of computer names and their lP addresses can become inaccurate when a 
computer's name or IP address is changed. So if you are having trouble connecting 
servers on the network from your Macs, the first thing you should check is your 
DNS servers to make sure they are functioning and their databases are up to date. 

Check Your AppleTalk Setup and Your Routers 
A router is a device that directs network traffic. When setting up a router you are, 
in effect, tying together two or more AppleTalk networks. 

When you have trouble accessing computers outside the segment of the 
network on which you are located, take a look at the router or the switch that 
controls the link between your AppleTalk network and the other AppleTalk 
networks in your installation. Here are some diagnostic steps to follow: 

• Check your network protocol. One of the first things you should 
look at is what network protocol you are using to reach the other parts 
of the network. If you arc using AppleTalk, you need to make sure that 
AppleTalk is enabled on the adjoining segments of the network or that the 
routers are set to transfer AppleTalk packets through the network using 
TCP!IP. You will also need to ask the simple question, are there any other 
segments of the network that use AppleTalk? 

• Check the other configuration settings. If there are other AppleTalk 
networks on your network and they are set up to communicate properly, 
you shou ld look at the other settings you've used. In the old days, well, just 
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NOTE 

a few years ago actually, when Macs tended to be quite chatty while 
communicating via AppleTaJk, it was pretty common to instaiJ access 
lists on the routers so that certain types of AppleTalk traffic was blocked. 
Unfortunately, many routers still have these access lists installed despite 
the fact that modern Macs are nowhere near as demanding upon the 
network as they used to be. To check to see if an access list is blocking 
your Macintoshes from reaching the various resources on your network, 
look for access lists that would impact AppleTalk. On a Cisco router, this 
means looking for access lists that range from 600 to 699, as these are the 
AppleTalk-related access lists. Examine the various access lists and make 
sure they are configured in such a way as not to block your access to the 
resources you are trying to reach. 

When it comes to network traffic, AppleTalk is referred to as being chatty 
because it constantly sends out network requests asking for updates on the 
network setup. The problem became less severe and more manageable as 
Apple improved AppleTalk performance beginning with Mac OS 8, and 
more and more high-speed Ethernet networks were established. 

• Check the TCP/IP Control Panel. If you are using TCP/IP to 
communicate, you' ll want to make sure TCP/IP is configured properly on 
the Mac. If you are using DHCP to obtain a valid IP address for your 
Macintosh, you should check to see that it has acquired a proper one by 
opening the TCP/IP Control Panel and seeing what IP address it has 
grabbed. If the address you get is in the range of 169.254.0.0 to 
169.254.254.255, you have a problem with the Macintosh not being able to 
communicate with the DHCP server. The most common cause of this 
problem is that the router that controls this segment of the network is not 
configured to forward DHCP packets from one segment of the network to 
another. On Cisco routers, this command is called IP Helper. As I said at 
the beginning, we are getting to the real nitty-gritty of network 
management issues with some of these issues. 

• Look at the default gateway. If your Macintosh is communicating 
properly with the DHCP server and getting a valid IP address, you should 
check to see if the router has a default gateway set up for the segment of 
the network on which your Macs are residing. Forgetting to set a default 
gateway is a very common enor that happens when a network engineer sets 
up an AppleTaJk-only network and then goes back later to add in support 
for TCP/IP or other network protocols. 
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• Look at the routing table updates. Aside from these common 
problems, you should check to make sure that the router controlling access 
to your segment of the network is receiving regular routing table updates. 
These updates tell the router where to send data so that it will reach its 
intended destination. If the updates aren't current, your data can be sent off 
into "never-never land." Another common issue you should check is that 
the Ethernet switch to which your Mac is connected to has an up-to-date 
ARP cache and that the port settings for your Macintosh are set to the 
proper values. While modern switches are very good at determining what 
Ethernet speed and duplex settings are appropriate, they can sometimes 
choose an incorrect value or be set incorrectly by hand. 

Troubleshooting a Mixed Network 
The key to isolating and exterminating network problems on a mixed, Mac/Windows 
network is to figure out if this is a Macintosh problem, a Windows problem, or 
both. First, you' ll want to see if the problem affects computers from both platforms. 

If the problem is affecting only your Windows-based PCs, you should focus 
on those portions of the network that are used only by Windows. For example, 
Windows uses TCP ports 135-139 to handle a variety of inter-computer 
communications as well as file transfers via NetBIOS. If your Windows-based 
computers have trouble sending and receiving fil es via NetBIOS, make sure there 
are no access lists on the routers that might be interferi ng with the movement of 
this traffic. 

On the other hand, if the problem is Macintosh-based only, you should look 
to see if it is related to AppleTalk; that is, you're having trouble sending files 
between Macintoshes and to AppleTalk-based printers. If your troubles are limited 
to AppleTalk, take a look at the routers to make sure they are properly configured 
for AppleTalk. You should also make sure that AppleTalk information is being 
properly routed over the network, so the router knows how to direct AppleTalk 
traffic from one AppleTalk network to another. 

How to Handle Windows Emulators on a Mac 
It would seem like a dream come true. All you have to do is install some software, 
and you convert your Mac into a Windows computer. Is the dream of having two 
computers a reality, or is there some hidden shortcoming that isn' t being revealed 
in the advertising for these products? 
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Before I get into details, let me tell you that the two most popular software 
solutions, Connectix Virtual PC and FWB's SoftWindows, both truly work pretty 
much as advertised. You install these programs and you set them up according to 
instructions, and presto, you have a real Windows environment on your Mac. 

You can use that Windows environment to run your favorite Windows programs 
and games. What's more, Virtual PC is designed to emulate an Intel-based 
computer, rather than just an operating system. This means you can go ahead 
and install other operating systems with the program. These include UNIX-based 
systems (such as the Intel version of Linux, the popular open source operating 
system that' s giving Microsoft fits). 

NOTE 
Open source means that the computer code used to make the operating 
system is freely available for programmers to use or modify. Apple 
Computer has released part of its OS X operating system as open source 
too, under the name Darwin (though it doesn't include the proprietary 
Mac OS user environment). 

In addition to software, there are hardware-based solutions as well. These 
solutions actually put a PC logic board inside your Mac, using the PCI slot 
(or in older Macs, the NuBus slot). They include e ither a Pentium or compatible 
processor on a logic board with various components that allow it to interface with 
a Mac environment. 

At one time even Apple Computer produced such products, but no more. 
At present, the sole hardware solution comes from Orange M icro. 

How They Work 
Whether you use a hardware solution or software, there is a fundamental similarity. 
In both cases, you set aside a prut of your hard drive to make a big file that is used 
to emulate a PC drive. On the Mac side of the world, all you see is one very big 
file. When you use the Windows emulator, it's accessed as an actual PC drive. 

Whether the solution is software or hardware, you enter the PC environment 
through an application window. You launch the program, whkh in tum launches 
Windows. You then switch in and out of this program same as any other program 
(see Figure 11-7). 
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ljtclll;ljlil Connectix Virtual PC runs as just another application on your Mac, but 
when you click on the program's application window, you enter another 
computing universe 

The emulators are also set up to map the PC environment to your Mac's 
various connection ports, so you can share drives, modems, network and Internet 
connections, and printers. The version of Connectix Virtual PC being shipped 
when this book was written also was designed to support USB. 

NOTE 
Some of the older Orange Micro DOS cards also include separate 
connection ports for peripherals. This lets you hook up such devices 
as printers and modems without sharing the ones your Mac uses. 

233 
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A Look at Windows Emulator Performance 
Just how good is the imitation compared to the real thing? When it comes to 
software, there is no free ride. Here are some considerations: 

• They're RAM hungry. Windows emulation software requires lots and 
lots of RAM, first to cover the emulation software's overhead to do its 
magic, and then to act as RAM for the PC environment. You should figure 
on allocating a minimum of 48MB to your PC emulator for adequate 
performance. 

• They need big DOS files. You should figure on allocating between 
250MB and 520MB of hard drive space for a Windows emulator. And 
since speed is dependent on the drive you have, consider a faster hard 
drive if you want to spend a lot of time emulating Windows. 

• They're slow. Even on the fastest Power Mac 03 and 04, performance 
won't even come close to the cheapest PC you can buy today. Connectix 
recommends a 03 as the slowest CPU to use with Virtual PC if you're 
using any Windows version. Even then, you should expect low-end 
Pentium performance across the board on a fast Mac, although these 
programs feel zippier than the raw measurements indicate because the 
publi shers optimize such functions as pulling down menus. It' s fine for 
doing some Internet surfing and running a word processing program. But 
when it comes to playing games, you may not be quite as satisfied with the 
level of performance. 

If you have the need to run Windows programs with better performance, you 
may want to consider a DOS card, such as one of the products from Orange Micro. 
This product can bring performance close to a genuine Windows-based computer 
for the simple reason that it uses actual Intel or compatible hardware. 

Such a product can be quite convenient, since you don't have to have a separate 
computer, a separate monitor, keyboard, and mouse. On the other hand, if you 
need some serious Windows-based computer power to handle programs that just 
aren't available for Macs, you should bite the bullet and consider getting a regular 
PC as a second computer to use when these needs arise. As I explained earlier in 
this chapter, with a program such as DAVE, you can actually set up a fairly 
inexpensive cross-platform computer network without a tenible amount of fuss 
and bother. 
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An All-Too-Brief Primer on Windows Troubleshooting 
When you use a program that emulates Windows, or one of those DOS cards, you 
have indeed departed from the Mac operating system in large measure, and you'll 
no doubt be faced with an interface you have to get used to, and a new set of 
problems that may rear their ugly heads. 

In this section, I'll cover some common Windows-based diagnostic steps. If 
you find your particular problems are rather more complex than I've dealt with 
here, may I recommend you get yourself a copy of Windows 98: The Complete 
Reference, by John Levine and Margaret Levine Young, from Osborne/McGraw-Hill. 
Just about any question you may have about the subject is answered in this 
1,000-page book. 

Windows Crashes at Startup 
When your Mac crashes, a common diagnostic procedure is to restart after 
selecting a Base set in Extensions Manager or starting with Extensions off. 

If you run into problems with Windows, you're apt to encounter a process 
that's roughly equivalent: Safe Mode. 

If you have a severe crash, your Windows-based PC might actually start up in 
this mode. You can also enter it in rather a tricky fashion: 

1. Restmt Windows. 

2. As soon as you see a message similar to "Starting Windows 98," 
press FS. You have to react fast to see this message, as it may zip 
by before you notice. 

3. You'll see a Windows 98 Startup menu, and you'll be faced with six 
choices. Type the number 4, then press ENTER to invoke Safe Mode. 

Safe Mode supports only the very essential functions of Windows, the 
keyboard, mouse, display, and disk drives, and your screen size is limited to 
640x480. If you successfully start up in this mode, more often than not, you' ll 
be able to restart normally and that, as they say, is that. 

Otherwise, you may have to do some further troubleshooting. We' ll cover a 
few more steps next. 
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The Windows Variation of the Force Quit 
The Windows program you are working in suddenly hangs or crashes completely. 
You may or may not see an onscreen error prompt. Regardless, here's a way to 
close the program (as I said, similar to the force quitting on a Mac): 

NOTE 

1. When the program hangs, press CfRL-ALT-DEL (this is the DEL key on the 
Extended keyboard, not the DELETE key). This will bring up a Close 
Program dialog box. 

2. Locate the name of the offending program, select it, then click End Task. 
That should close the program. 

3. If the program isn' t closed, after a few seconds, you'll get another 
Windows dialog asking if you really and truly want to close that program. 
You should OK this message. 

4 . Should the program finally give up the ghost and quit, it's a good idea to 
restart Windows. Better to be safe than sorry, especially if you need to use 
that program again. 

5 . If you cannot quit the program this way, press CTRL-ALT-DEL two times, 
which should force Windows to restart. At the next restart, Windows will 
run its equivalent of the Mac's Disk First Aid, ScanDisk. And like the 
feature that first premiered in Mac OS 8.5, your Windows drive (or drive 
image in this case) wiJI be scanned and errors will be fixed. 

As much as we like to credit Apple Computer with many of the major 
innovations in operating system flexibility, it's a fact that Apple has not 
had any qualms about borrowing a feature here and therefrom that other 
operating system. Running Disk First Aid after a forced restart is one 
example. Another example is Contextual Menus, which is similar to the 
right-mouse-button feature under Windows. 

A Look at Windows Troubleshooters 
If you continue to run into problems in the Windows environment, you may also 
want to consult a set of tips and tricks provided for your benefit by none other than 
Microsoft. They're part of the Windows Help menu and are known by their 
collective name, Troubleshooters. 



NOTE 
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To access this feature follow these steps: 

1. Open the Windows Start menu and choose Help. This will bring up the 
Windows Help menu. 

2. Click on the Contents tab. This will produce a list of available topics. 

3. For Windows 98, select Windows 98 Troubleshooters. This will bring 
up a list of topics for you to explore. 

4. When you've found a suitable topic, click on it to select it. 

5. On the right pane, you'll see a listing of typical problems. Click on the one 
that seems to apply, then click the Next button. 

6. For each step of the way, you'll be asked some questions and based on 
your Yes or No responses, you' ll be given proposed solutions. The steps 
described ought to help for most reasonably conventional problems. 

Since you will be dealing with a Windows environment using Mac 
hardware, there are a number of hardware issues you are not apt to 
encounter. However, the software-related matters ought to apply to 
a number of the situations you will confront. 

In Defense of Your Mac 
It's very true that Apple has found plenty of methods to shoot themselves in the 
foot. In the years before Steve Jobs returned to take over management of the 
company, Apple Computer managed to introduce so many related models that it 
took a scorecard to figure out the differences. They also squandered resources on 
technologies that few people bought into, such as OpenDoc and QuickDraw GX. 

Although Apple's prospects have improved tremendously, especially s ince the 
iMac hit the marketplace in August 1998, there are still firms that, for this and 
other reasons, are seriously considering abandoning Macs and moving to the 
other platform. 

If you are facing this situation, you will find this next section interesting. It has 
a rather Mac-centric view of the computing world, because that's the world I work 
in. But it will also give you some realistic information about the two platforms that 
you can use to examine the situation realisticaJly. 
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The Truth About Mac System Stability 
No doubt you've heard the arguments. Some fol ks say a Mac is more stable than 
Windows, others say that Windows blows the Mac out of the water. As with 
anything as complex as a computer operating system, there are many variables 
at work here. There are plenty of examples where the usual assumptions just 
don't apply. 

However, in the next few paragraphs I will cover some of the basic issues that 
determine stability on both platforms. The biggest difference you will notice when 
moving from the Macintosh to Windows or from Windows to the Macintosh is 
how easy it is to destabilize each operating system. 

The Mac View of the Windows Environment 
Mac users often find themselves aghast at how the installation of a simple 
application or update can render a perfectly functional Windows-based PC 
completely useless. 

Macintosh-based applications and utilities generally don ' t install a large 
number of fi les directly into the operating system or replace commonly shared 
files with a version of their own. However, many Windows-based applications do. 
Since Windows utilizes a large number of interrelated files to function properly, 
having an installer install the wrong version of a file or delete a critical file during 
installation can easily render Windows inoperable. 

NOTE 
To be fa ir, I should point out that some Mac installers do from time to 
time toss stuff in the System Folder without regard to whether there are 
newer, better versions there. But more often than not, you'LL just find two 
different versions of the same files (such as an older and newer version of 
AppleScript or QuickTime). It's not difficult to locate and then trash the 
older version. 

Likewise, the sheer number of fi les and the myriad ways they interact with 
each other make it nearly impossible to determine exactly what went wrong on 
a Windows computer and how best to repair it. While the addition of uninstall 
utilities with many applications has helped, they do not always restore the PC 
back to its original state. Unfortunately this means that when something goes 
badly wrong with Windows, you almost always have to do a completely fresh 
re-installation of Windows. Then you will probably have to re-install all your 
application and utility software in order to get the PC back to a working condition. 
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In the earlier section entitled "A Look at Windows Troubleshooters," I just 
scratched the surface, to help you deal with the basics. If you have to do a major 
troubleshooting task on a Windows-based PC, you ' re apt to find that the entire 
time-consuming process makes a clean insta.Jl on a Mac seem to be simplicity 
personified. 

The Windows View of the Mac Environment 
Windows users corning to the Macintosh will be surprised to find that there are 
far fewer components to the average Mac application or utility. This means that 
installing and removing Mac applications and utilities is a far simpler process in 
general than it is on a Windows-based PC. 

Macs are, as a general rule, a bit harder to crash than a Windows-based PC 
simply because Apple has greater control over the hardware and software, and 
thus the ability to make sure things work properly, than does Microsoft. Although 
Apple's tight integration of the hardware and operating system is sometimes 
criticized because it grants the Mac user fewer purchase options, in this case it 
works as an advantage. 

Tn general, a great many problems that a Mac user will encounter can be traced 
to either a bad extension or control panel, a bad font, or perhaps a bad application 
or application preference file. Since the Mac OS is inherently less complicated 
than Windows, due to the lesser number of files in the operating system, it is 
usually far easier for a user to diagnose and resolve problems without having to 
re-instaJI the operating system. I cover this subject in more detail in Chapter 18. 

Likewise, removing a Mac application or utility is generally just a case of 
dragging the various files to the trash, quite a bit simpler than having to use an 
uninstaJI program. If it's a System Folder component, you' ll have to restart, 
but that only means you'll have to wait a couple of minutes before you get 
back to work. 

NOTE 
As software publishers pack more and more features into Mac programs, 
it 's very true that more and more components are being installed. 
Fortunately, when things get this complicated, a publisher will usually 
add an uninstall option to an installer so that you can safely remove all 
elements of the program without having to figure out just what they are. 

To be fair, Microsoft's industriaJ-grade operating systems, Windows NT and 
Windows 2000, are usua.Jiy far more robust and significantly harder to crash than 
the Mac OS or Windows 95/98. While Windows NT and 2000 suffer many of the 
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same flaws that affect Windows 95/98 users, by relying upon a large number of 
files and settings to function properly, they are also designed to survive most 
software crashes without bringing down the entire operating system. 

To the average user, this means that Windows NT will, for example, either fail 
completely- producing what is known as the blue screen of death-or will just 
shrug off the error and keep on running. Windows 95/98, when confronted with 
a similar system error, will almost always cease to fu nction (but, of course, that's 
also true of the Mac OS). 

This fact of life isn' t lost on Apple. For years they have been working to 
de]jver better stability to the Mac operating system. The delivery of the consumer 
version of Mac OS X (which could happen by the time you read this book) is 
expected to provide fewer system crashes and a much higher level of reliability. 
This will be especially true for Mac programs that have been recompiled to 
support Apple's Carbon application guidelines. 

Is the Mac Really Slower? 
You compare the horsepower. On the one hand, you have all those Pentiums 
advertised with 600MHz and 700MHz CPUs and on the other hand Macs in the 
400 to 500MHz range (the numbers of both ends of the equation will continue to 
rise over time). 

On the sutface, then, it would seem that Macs are noticeably slower than their 
Windows counterparts, at least if you just examine the megahertz figures. 

But evaluating computer performance isn' t as easy as that. 
Since Steve Jobs took over as Apple's so-called "interim" CEO, Apple almost 

always introduces their new computers with a big flourish and benchmark tests 
that are designed to show their computers running much faster than Windows
based systems with higher CPU MHz ratings. The problem with benchmarks is 
that they don't apply equally to all computer functions. 

For one thing, performance doesn' tjust depend on raw megahertz, but also on 
how much data the CPU can actually process, and bow fast- and that is a complex 
issue, depending on how the CPU is designed and how it performs in the real 
world. Computer performance also depends, to name a few examples, on the 
performance level of the other elements of your computer, such as the logic board, 
the hard drive, the video display hardware, the CD drive, and the efficiency with 
which a program is created. 

The fact of the matter is that some programs manage to work better on the Mac 
and others better with Windows (no blame is being assigned here, of course). 
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So every time Apple produces a benchmark showing how the Mac does 
something faster, a Windows user will come back with their own benchmark 
showing how one of their computers has excelled in one task or another. 

As a practical matter, if you use your Mac strictly for such things as financial 
transactions, word processing, or surfing the Web, a little performance advantage 
one way or the other won't make you any more productive. But if you want to play 
high-energy games or deal with programs that do complex rendering tasks (such as 
image editing, 3-D design, or editing video), you' ll want to eke out every possible 
increment of performance. 

Competition is at work here. As quickly as Apple touts superiority, Windows
based systems get faster too. By managing to leapfrog each other, the performance 
level of personal computers continues to grow, and the state of the art hits a higher 
plateau. And the next Mac you buy will likely be much faster than the one it 
replaces. 

Where to Find Mac Software 
When I first bought a Mac, I included in the package much of the software I 
expected to use on a regular basis, so I was able to get up and running without 
having to buy anything extra. And today the consumer model Macs, the iMac and 
iBook, come with a nice selection of software you can use to get started. These 
include Apple Works, Apple's great little integrated program featuring word 
processing, spreadsheets, database, and simple illus tration components, plus the 
software you need to access the Inte rnet. At times dealers will also set up special 
packages that include a software selection. 

But one way or another, you may find that you want to expand your horizons 
or you need a special type of software for a particular purpose. You visit your local 
Mac dealer and find the cupboards bare or close to it. There are a handful of 
utilities, a few games, and maybe a copy of the latest Microsoft Office. 

You ask the salesperson for more, and you may get this typical response, 
"Sorry, there isn't much Mac software available." 

Did you make a mistake? Choose the wrong computing platform? Does 
Windows begin to tempt you? 

Well, the truth is, there are thousands of Mac programs available, and not 
just mainstream software that's designed for a mass audience. There are dedicated 
Mac programs for legal offices, dentists, physicians, and other special purposes. 
But you won' t typically find a decent section at most local dealers (though a few, 
such as CompUSA and Computer Town, have special Mac sections that are fairly 
well stocked). 
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Most Mac users go to mail order catalogs to buy software, from such 
companies as MacConnection, MacMall, Mac Warehouse, and MacZone (to name 
just a few popular examples). When you pick up one of those catalogs, you'll find 
thousands of programs listed. But even a local dealer can usually order a program 
that isn't regularly stocked. 

NOTE 
If your dealer doesn 't have the software you need, you may want to check 
Apple's Web site for information on more than 15,000 available Mac 
products: http://guide.apple.com. The site splits the information up into 
a number of hardware and software categories. If the product is listed, 
you'll see details about how to contact the manufacturer for more 
information. 

So before you visit the other side of the computing platform, do a Httle 
checking first. In most cases, the program you need will be available in Mac form. 

NOTE 
I'd like to offer a very special thank you for two colleagues who provided 
valuable information for this chapter. One is our fearless technical 
editor, John Rizzo. who maintains the popular Mac/Windows Web site 
(http://www.macwindows.com), and the other is Pieter Paulson, who has 
collaborated with me on several writing proj ects. Pieter is an experienced 
network administrator who has supported a number of mixed platform 
networks in his long career. 

Summing Up 
The problems with making Mac and Windows computers work together in 
reasonable harmony are not insurmountable. Although it may take a Httle 
troubleshooting to get all the pieces to work together, it is a task that will be 
worth the rewards in being able to share files and printers across even the largest 
personal computer networks. 

In the next chapter I'll deal with another issue that can rear its ugly head 
whether you share files with Windows users or not. And that's the subject of 
computer viruses. 



Do You Have a Computer Virus? 
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The show business world usually has little resemblance to the real world. 
And that definitely applies to how computers work. Here are two notable 

examples: 

In the top-grossing science fiction movie Independence Day, one of the brave 
heroes, a cable TV technician, portrayed by Jeff Goldblum, used a computer virus to 
infect the alien's computers and make them vulnerable to attack by Earth firepower. 
Naturally, it's never explained just how a simple laptop computer, in this case an 
Apple PowerBook, could somehow interface with an alien operating system and 
spread a virus. 

Another popular movie, The Net, featured Sandra Bullock as a computer 
programmer whose identity had been stolen by an evil industrialist. To get back 
at her enemy, she infected the vi llain ' s evil software with a virus. 

In these two fictional cases, the computer virus was the good guy, the secret 
weapon that allowed our heroes to defeat the bad guys. In the real world, however, 
a computer virus isn't so nice. A computer virus may simply put up a silly message 
on your computer and be done with it. Or it may alter or damage your precious 
application and document ftles, even your system software. Worse, a virus may 
actually wipe out your files or erase your hard drive. 

In addition to the havoc they wreak, writing and spreading computer viruses is 
a crime in just about any civilized location in the world. There have been notable 
examples through the years where virus authors were caught, tried, and convicted. 

Even if just a childish prank, the presence of computer viruses is a threat to 
everyone, whether you use a Mac or a PC. 

Are Computer Viruses a Danger to Mac Users? 
On the PC side of the computing universe, virus strains number in the thousands, 
with more being discovered almost every day. This is one of the perils of being 
the majority platform. 

That's not to say that Mac users are immune to such problems. In addition to 
the rapid spread of Microsoft Office macro viruses (as discussed in the next 
section), the newfound popularity of Macs, iMacs, and iBooks have brought with 
it the consequence of renewed interest in writing viruses for our favorite platform. 

From the early days of the Mac, some very potent viruses have infected our 
platform, and you need up-to-date protection. No doubt about it. 
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My First Close Encounter 
with a Virus 

I remember this as if it were yesterday. After migrating a design studio to 
Mac-based desktop publishing in the 1980s, I bought myself a Mac system 
for my home. I had hoped to resume my writing career and perhaps do a little 
telecommuting, so I could stay home and get paid for it. 

It was the spring of 1989, and the hot Mac of that era was the llcx, which 
sported the fastest Mac-based microprocessor, the 68030. It's hard to believe that 
I thought the computer was incredibly fast, but that's how technology changes. 

I set up the system and worked hard and long to install software. I downloaded 
programs from the Internet, but the problem really originated when I brought home 
a small utility program (the name isn't important) from a local dealer. 

I installed the program, then tried to create a new document in QuarkXPress. 
Now, XPress is one of a number of programs that's classified as "self-checking," 
meaning that it' 11 refuse to run if it's modified in a suspicious fashion, such as 
might occur when infected by a virus. I launched QuarkXPress, and got a warning 
about a possible virus infection. Then it wouldn't run. 

Now I was startled. A virus infection was something I hadn't seriously 
considered on a brand new computer, and so hadn't bothered to get any virus 
detection software. I cleaned up all the ftles I could think of. I even reinstalled 
system software and the affected program, but it didn't work. I still got the 
virus warning. 

Finally, I wiped the hard drive clean, and reinstalled everything from 
scratch. As soon as I was up and running, I logged on to an online service 
and downloaded a shareware virus detection program (it was Virus Detective, 
which is no longer being produced). 

It reported that I was still infected with the n VIR virus, but was able to 
eradicate it from my Mac and some infected disks. And then I found the cause: 
that little utility I had purchased from a local Mac store was apparently infected 
at the factory. (They told me it was a shipping error.) 

The moral of the story: Even when you buy commercial software in a 
reputable store, check it anyway. Sometimes mistakes are made, and there's 
no reason for you to have to suffer as a result. If you do find the presence of 
a virus on any software you buy, tell the store and the publisher immediately, 

and ask for a clean copy. 
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solutions, such as system extensions conflicts, the need to reinstall system 
software, or issues with hardware peripherals, such as SCSI chain oddities. 

Unless your Mac displays a classic virus-based symptom, the best advice 
is to look elsewhere for a solution. Many of the chapters of this book cover 
troubleshooting for various elements of your Mac user experience, and you' ll 
want to read the ones that apply to your situation. 

Mac Viruses and Their Effects 
Some viruses just put up a silly message. Others can damage files or even your 
hard drive directory. Whatever the symptom, riddjng yourself of the virus is 
paramount, because you never know whether a silly message may camouflage 
a more serious problem with your Mac. 

The following is a brief look at some known Mac computer viruses and the ir 
most common symptoms (current virus software can detect aU of these): 

NOTE 
I have not tried to be complete in these descriptions. I'm just summarizing 
the basics. And I don't pretend to cover all known Mac viruses here. 
In addition, some of the older viruses, such as n VIR, are relics of the 
non-PowerPC era, and may not be as dangerous to today 's software. 
But since the popular virus protection programs protect you against 
them anyway, this is not an issue you need to consider. 

• ANTI Virus This virus infects primarily non-PowerPC (680x0) 
applications, but the damage may not be sufficient to cause a problem 
running a program unless the application itself has self-checking code, 
which means it won' t run if there's an unauthorized modification. If an 
application is infected, it' s best to replace it rather than let your virus 
software repair it. 

• AutoStar t Worm This Mac-borne virus turned up in 1998 after a per1od 
of quiet on the Mac platform. It's called a "worm" because it doesn' t 
actually alter a program or document fi le to pass itself around. Rather, the 
worm duplicates itself from disk to disk on vulnerable systems. The virus 
itself wiiJ add invisible fi les to your drive, which will result in myste rious 
hard disk activity. Some data fi les may also be overwritten with random 
data. A fast way to protect yourself agai nst the virus is to turn off the 
AutoPlay feature of QuickTime in the QuickTime Settings Control Panel 
or with the CD-ROM Control Strip. This won' t help if you' re already 
infected, so you need to check all your disks with virus software as well. 
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The worst part of it all is that a few commercial program CDs actually 
shipped with AutoStart, until fast solutions were found (don't worry, the 
disks were quickly recalled by the publishers). 

I remember a brief one-month period in which nearly half my clients could 
site at Least one or two instances of succumbing to this irritating virus. 

• CDEF Virus This virus primarily infects System 6-type desktop files, so 
it' s not an issue with Mac OS 7 or Mac OS 8. 

• CODE 1 Virus The primary effect of this virus is to rename your startup 
drive to "Trent Saburo." It may also cause unexplained system crashes. 

• CODE 252 Virus This virus was designed by someone with mischief on 
their minds. It appears when you launch an infected application or system 
file between June 6 and December 31 of any year. The message it displays 
is as follows (and no, it doesn't erase any disks): 

You have a virus . 
Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 

Now erasing all d i sks ... 
Ha Ea Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 
P .S. Have a n ice day 

Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha 
(Click to con tinue ... ) 

• CODE 9811 Virus The effects of this virus are rather severe. It hides 
your applications and replaces them with ftles that have gibberish titles, 
such as "FIDVCZWGJKJWLOI." Your desktop backdrop will also take 
on an aspect of electronic worms, and you may see a message stating, 
"You have been hacked by the Praetorians." What makes this whole mess 
doubly confusing is that this message only seems to affect about 25 percent 
of the infected installations, and only appears on a Monday. Definitely a 
Blue Monday. 

• CODE 32767 Virus This virus supposedly attempts to trash documents 
once a month, but hasn' t spread widely. 
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• Flag Virus (also known as WDEF C) Thls virus will infect system files 
and apparently overwrite a WDEF resource of ID 0 in your system, which 
may cause problems with some files. 

• INIT-M Virus This virus is particularly destructive. It will appear on 
a Friday the 13th, and can damage files and folders. The names of files 
are changed to random strings containing just eight characters, and names 
of folders will have one to eight characters. The most serious problem, 
though, is that the file type and creator information (used by the Finder' s 
desktop files to link documents to applications) are altered, and the 
creation and modification dates become January 1, 1904. Another 
symptom: The name of one or more icons on your Mac may be changed 
to "Virus MindCrime." 

• INIT 17 Virus This pesky critter will spread to the System file and 
applications. When an infected Mac is restarted, you' ll see a message 
"From the depths of Cyberspace." The virus can also cause unexplained 
crashes and other untoward symptoms, especially on older 68000 Macs, 
which begin with the Mac Plus and Mac SE and end with the Classic. 

• INIT 29 Virus This very old Mac virus (dating back to 1988) can infect 
all sorts of fil es, from documents to applications and operating system 
components. The virus seems to be System 6 specific, and can spread very 
easily, though it doesn' t seem to do any serious damage. 

• INIT 1984 Virus Thls virus is similar in its effects to INIT M. It can also 
cause crashes on very old Mac models, such as the 128K. 

• INIT 9403 Virus This is a particularly destructive strain. Once it infects 
your Mac, it can proceed to erase disks. Fortunately, it was only discovered 
in ltaJian versions o f the Mac OS, and all current virus detection programs 
will eradicate it. 

• MacMag Virus This very old virus ( 1987) also bore the names Aldus, 
Brandow, Drew, and Peace. MacMag would damage system files, and was 
spread via a HyperCard stack named "New Apple Products." The virus was 
designed to self-destruct, so you probably won' t have to worry about it, 
unless you have a really old Mac and operating system without virus 
protection. 

• Macro viruses These are rampant, because of the widespread use of 
Microsoft Office programs, such as Excel and Word, on the Mac. They 
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are also cross-platform, which means that both Mac and Windows users 
can be infected (though the Windows platform is more vulnerable to such 
viruses). While Windows users can encounter corrupted system files, the 
most common symptoms on a Mac include mysterious password-protection 
of a document, and making it impossible to save a document as anything but 
a template. 

• MBDF Virus This is a Trojan Horse virus, spread through such games 
as 10 Tile Puzzle, Obnoxious Tetris, and Tetricycle. Once it infects a Mac, 
MBDF will go on to damage both application and system files. If the 
system is damaged, you'd have to do a clean reinstallation. 

• MDEF Virus This virus has also been given the names Garfield and 
Top Cat. The virus infects application files, which beep when you run 
them. Beyond that, there doesn't seem to be any particular damage. 

• nVIR Virus Similar to Scores (which is described next), nVill. will 
infect the System file. Then, once you run an application, it'll be infected 
as well. One of the symptoms includes a voice message, "Don't panic," 
which you'll hear if you have Speech software installed on your Mac. 

• Scores Virus This virus has also been known as Eric, NASA, San Jose 
Flu, and Vult. Its most notable symptom is a change of icons for your 
Note Pad and Scrapbook fi les, both located in the System Folder. Instead 
of having their distinctive icons, they change to blank sheets of paper 
with turned-down corners. And they don't change if you rebuild your 
Mac's desktop. Aside from spreading from application to application, 
after the initial infection of your system, Scores doesn't appear to do 
any serious damage. 

• The SevenDust Virus This is a particularly threatening virus strain, and 
it's also known either as MDEF 9806 or MDEF 666. There are several 
strains, two of which may actually erase non-application files on your 
startup drive. One variation of SevenDust actually masqueraded as a 
video acceleration extension under the name Graphics Accelerator (with 
a nonprinting file prefix that would make it load first). What makes that 
doubly confusing is that there is a genuine Apple system extension named 
Graphics Accelerator, which is used for Macs equipped with ATI video 
chips or A TI graphic cards. The real extension has since been renamed 
A TI Graphics Accelerator, which should avoid the confusion. Besides, 
the latest virus detection programs will find the fake. 
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• T4 Virus This is another one of those Trojan Horse variations, which 
came embedded in a game called GoMoku. Once infected, the virus 
spreads to your applications, including the Finder, and also tries to alter 
your System file. Once infected by T4, programs cannot be repaired, and 
the changes to the System file prevent extensions from loading at startup. 

• WDEF Virus Back around 1989 and early 1990, I was working as a 
consultant with a graphic design studio. During a period of several weeks, 
just about every floppy disk we handled there had been infected by WDEF, 
which infects desktop files (the ones used by System 6). The net resul t of 
the virus was not serious, but it was downright annoying nonetheless. 
Fortunately, the advent of System 7 in 1991 and the new forms of desktop 
files effectively put the kibosh on that virus, since it won't affect the newer 
generation of Finder desktop files. 

• ZUC Virus This virus was designed to infect applications, and causes 
the mouse cursor to bounce around etTatically across the screen when you 
run an infected application. The virus can also alter the desktop backdrop 
and cause strange spurts of disk activity. It can infect Macs across a 
network. 

Choosing and Installing Virus Protection Software 
When you fight computer viruses, it's a moving target. Virus authors deliver 
their nasty tricks without warning, at any time. You never know when a new virus 
strain may emerge- witness the AutoStart virus that infected Mac users after years 
of the relative absence of new viruses on our favorite computing platform. 

In order to protect yourself against the unexpected, the best thing to do is buy 
up-to-date virus protection software and keep it updated with new detection strings. 

With regular software, there's no problem in using an old version, so long as it 
works with your present Mac and operating system version. But not so with virus 
programs. 

The publishers are notorious for removing support against older versions after 
a few years, which means you are left unprotected against current strains of older 
viruses. And some programs are simply no longer available. Among the casualties 
of various software company mergers and departures are such products as Dr. 
Solomon's Anti-Virus ToolKit, McAfee VirusScan, and Rival (which still sells 
in the European market). 

Even the freeware and shareware market has changed. Back when I frrst got a 
Mac, I used Vi.J11s Detective, which was retired by its author when it became too time 
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consuming and costly to update. Alas, shareware users usually don't pay the fees 
to a program's author. In addition, John Norstad's venerable free virus program, 
Disinfectant, was similarly retired because its structure didn't allow it to recognize 
the latest virus infections, such as so-called Trojan Horse and macro viruses. 

Comparing Norton AntiVirus and Virex 
As of the time this book went to press, the remaining two commercial virus 
programs were Norton AntiVirus from Symantec (successor to SAM, Symantec 
Anti-Virus Utilities for Macintosh) and Virex from Network Associates. 

NOTE 
As a point of history, the original programmer for SAM, Paul Cozza, 
was also the programmer/or Master Juggler, one of the early font 
management programs. Programming chores for both programs have 
since been assumed by others, and last I heard, Cozza was enjoying a 
fairly lucrative retirement from Mac programming, living, in part, on 
the royalties earned from the sale of these products. 

A quick gander at both programs will show that they are more similar than 
different. Both are regularly updated for newly discovered viruses, and both get 
regular updates to fi x problems and improve performance. You will not go wrong 
with either selection. 

Here's a rundown of what each program offers: 

Norton AntiVirus 
The version of Norton AntiVirus (see Figure 12-1) that shipped when this book 
was prepared, version 6, included these notable features above and beyond basic 
detection of the presence of computer viruses: 

• Auto-Repair The program can be configured to automatically repair 
infected or damaged files (though this measure isn't always 100 percent 
effective). 

• Check for suspicious activity The program is normally set up not just 
to check for known viruses, but also for activities that may indicate the 
presence of an unknown virus strain. 

• Compressed files Files compressed in a number of popular compression 
protocols will be automatically expanded and checked by the program. 
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ljMII;Ijfii Norton AntiVirus provides up-to-date virus scanning technology 

• LiveUpdate This feature a llows you to check Symantec's Web site 
automatically to retrieve program and virus string updates. 

• SafeZone You can set aside a location on your hard drive for automatic 
scannillg. Whenever a fi le is copied to that location (either from the Internet or 
another drive or network), the program will check it for the presence of viruses. 

• Scheduled scans You can configure the program to do a full scan of 
your Mac's drives at regular intervals. 

Vir ex 
The other contender in the virus protection market, Network Associates Virex, 
was also at version 6 when this bovk was written. This program (see Figure 12-2) 
can also scan for known viruses and the presence of virus-related activity. Here 
are the additional features: 

• Control Strip and contextual menu support You can access Virex's 
features with a CTRL-click of a file, folder, or disk icon, or via your Control 
Strip bar. 
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• Diagnose Compressed Files This feature is limited to files compressed 
in Aladdin' s Stufflt format (Norton AntiVirus, in contrast, supports several 
compression formats). 

• Electronic updating As with Norton AntiVirus, the program can be set 
to update itself directly from the publisher's Web site. It works in concert 
with the program's Schedule Editor to check for new detection strings on 
a regular basis. 

• Repair The program can be configured to repair or delete infected fil es 
without asking. 

• Scan-At-Download When you download files from the Internet, or 
retrieve them from a network, Virex goes into action to check the files. 

• Schedule Editor Configure the program to do a full scan of your Mac's 
drives at regular intervals. 

• Use Heuristics The program uses its internal logic to check for 
virus-related activity and report back to the user. 
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Virus Program Oddities 
Virus programs are highly tied into your Mac's system software, because they are 
designed to carefully check for suspicious activity and the presence of known virus 
strains. 

As a result, as Apple updates its Mac OS, from time to time virus programs 
are rendered incompatible. Here are some common symptoms of virus detection 
activity that you just have to expect (because you need the software unless your 
Mac operates in a closed universe): 

NOTE 

NOTE 

• Slow icon dance at startup This is particularly noticeable with Norton 
AntiVirus. The program carefully checks your system extensions for the 
presence of viruses, so you hear a Jot more churning of the hard drive and 
see icons move more slowly at startup. This is a normal consequence of 
how such a program runs. 

• Applications take longer to launch The larger the program, the greater 
number of support t1Jes, and the longer it takes for virus software to scan 
everything to make sure the files are clean. Again, it's the price you pay 
for protection. 

• Scanning prompt when you insert a floppy or removable drive You can 
tum these options off, but viruses are commonly spread through floppies and 
removable media, so you want to make sure the program is configured to scan 
both kinds of disks. 

Virus programs normally scan .floppies automatically as part of their 
default settings. But since floppy disks were discarded on Macs, if you 
have an add-on .floppy or SuperDisk drive, you need to enable a scan 
removable drive f eature to support these devices. 

• Mysterious crashes after installing n new system version Check the 
publisher of the virus software for possible updates. In one example, when 
Mac OS 8.5 first appeared, you'd get crashes whenever you copied ftles 
across a network. Both Norton AntiVirus and Virex required updates to 
fix the problem. Fortunately, Apple's system Read Me files will generally 
inform you about this. 

The arrival of Mac OS 9 forced Network Associates to deliver a 6.0.1 
update to the Virex sof tware to quash some incompatibilities. 
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Summing Up 
Computer viruses can be annoying or dangerous, but with up-to-date virus protection, 
it's a problem you can cope with. It's a good idea, however, to tell your contacts right 
away if you happen to get an infected disk from them. It's part of practicing "safe 
hex," as one of the original virus software programmers used to say. 

In the next chapter, I'll introduce you to a full-fledged hard drive maintenance 
and repair program. 



Keeping Your Hard Drive 
Healthy and Happy 
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A Mac without a disk drive is like a car without fuel. It sits there, looking just 
fine, especially the latest models with their innovative case designs, but it 

doesn't do anything else. And you didn' t buy a Mac just to look at it. 

In order for the Mac to do something, you have to have something to read and 
write data from: a disk drive. 

A Brief Primer on Cataloging a Disk Drive 
It was a whole lot easier with phonograph records! When you wanted to find 
another selection, you just picked up the tone arm and placed it on the right spot on 
the record (of course, you had to check the label to know where the song was). With 
a cassette deck, you just have to wind it to the right location, press Play and listen. 

With computer drives, these basic access techniques won' t work. 
For one thing, a computer's drive is more complex than a record or a cassette 

tape. However, it uses a technology not far removed from tape. Recording tape is 
made up of a flexible plastic material with a metal coating. The coating is usually 
iron oxide, more commonly referred to as rust. You record on a tape using a little 
part called a recording head. This head is a powerful magnet, and it magnetizes the 
little iron particles as it passes over the tape. On a cassette deck, the way the tape 
is magnetized represents the electrical pattern of the voice or musical signal being 
fed to it (that's why it' s called analog). With computer data, the input is reduced 
to binary ones and zeros, and it can consist of any kind of data, from music to your 
document files, your computer's programs or its System Folder. 

A floppy disk looks like a combination between recording tape and a record. If 
you move aside the plastic shutter of your floppy, you' IJ see a flexible round disk 
in there. And both sides are coated with the same sort of material as your magnetic 
tape. A Mac's floppy drive (where you still find them) uses magnetic heads to 
record and read from both sides of the floppy disk (which is why older floppies 
are sometimes called double-sided). 

Hard drives use a similar principle, only the magnetic coating is placed on a 
rigid platter. There are usually several platters in a single hard drive. As the drive 
spins, the magnetic heads float above the drive platters, suspended by a cushion 
of air, which helps prevent wear and tear to the drive. Cassette tapes, as you 
recall, do wear out eventually. 

In order to store huge amounts of data on a hard drive, the files are put in 
a very small amount of space (and it gets smaller all the time as hard drive 
technology improves). To make the drive write and read your files faster, the 
platters spin much faster. It is common for today's hard drives to run at speeds 
from 5,400 rpm to 10,000 rpm. 
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Hard drives have a dangerous combination of compactness and flexibility. 
With data stored in an ultra-small, almost microscopic space, and spinning at a 
high rate of speed, even a little particle of dust can cause troubles. That's why hard 
drives are made in a special place free of contaminants, called a clean room. 

It's All in Little Pieces Rather Than Big Ones 
Another big difference between an LP or CD and a hard drive is the way the 
information is stored. On both the LP and CD, you have one long, spiral track 
that goes from beginning to end (well, actually, on a CD, it's from the end to the 
beginning). On a hard drive, the tracks are concentric, one inside the other. The 
heads use a little motor assembly to step from one track to the next. 

It's hard to picture what those tracks look like, except that they are very small 
and not visible to the naked eye, unlike your LP record. Hard drives can have 600 
tracks per square inch and more, and you can expect this number to increase over 
time as technology improves. 

Each of those tracks is made up of little pieces called sectors. Each sector 
contains up to 512 bytes of information. 

Erasing and Formatting: What's the Difference 
When you use the Erase command from the Finder's File menu on a floppy disk, 
actually two things are happenjng. First, the tracks on the floppy disk are set up to 
receive data. This process is called formatting or low-level formatting. The second 
step is to write a illrectory on the hard drive, which sets up a blank catalog file. 
This process is often called initializing, and it's the final step of the formatting 
process. 

With a hard drive, the Erase command only does one thing-initializing. It 
wipes the drive's directory (the list of files it contains) clean and installs a new 
one. But, as you'lllearn later, that's enough to wipe out all information about 
your old files and write new ones on the drive. 

When your drive is initialized, the formatting software puts a little invisible 
file on your hard drive, called a driver. This file is used to "talk" back and forth 
with your Mac when it wants to read and write files to the drive. 

Which Formatter? 
When you buy a new Macintosh computer, the drive is already formatted with 
Apple' s own disk formatting software. Originally it was called HD SC Setup, but 
the current version is called Drive Setup. The software works just fine, and it 
allows you to do both low-level formatting and initializing. You can also divide 
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(partition) the drive into smaller pieces. However, jt has one big shortcoming. If 
you bought your drive from another company, Drive Setup may not work with 
the drive. 

. NOTE 
Officially, Apple's disk formatting software is designed to work strictly 
with an Apple-label hard drive. Unofficially, many current drives work 
fine with Drive Setup (more so with recent versions of the program), but 
you proceed at your own risk, since Apple won't support using their 
formatting utility with a third-party mechanism. 

When you install the latest versions of the Mac operating system, the installer 
will dutifully try to update the hard drive. If the drive was formatted with something 
other than Apple's software (or is recognized as a non-Apple drive), you' ll see a 
warning notice about it. 

Fortunately, this is a notice that shouldn' t cause you much concern. It' s just 
a reminder for you to make sure that the formatting software is up to date and 
compatible with Apple's latest versions of the Mac OS. 

There's nothing wrong with buying a non-Apple drive. In fact, the dealers 
who sell these drives get products from the very same companies Apple uses to 
buy its own drives. These include IBM, Quantum, and Seagate. The drives usually 
come preformatted, and the dealer will give you a program (on the drive itself or 
on a separate floppy or CD) that you can use to format the drive whenever it's 
necessary . 

NOTE 
If your hard drive is formatted with a program other than Apple's, it's 
a good idea to stay in touch with the publisher of the software, so you 
can get their latest updates. As Apple upgrades its operating system, and 
installs such new file system features as HFS+ , you may need to upgrade 
your disk formatting software. Fortunately, updating your drive with the 
same formatting software isn't very hard. Usually there 's a feature in the 
program called "Update" or "Updating " that simply rewrites the device 
driver component on your hard drive. You shouldn't need to reformat the 
drive unless you partition the drive, or if there are disk directory problems 
that cannot be fixed by one of the disk diagnostic/repair programs. 

Partitioning: Making Little Things Smaller 
With a large hard drive, you can often organize files more easily if you divide your 
drive into smaller pieces. The process is called partitioning. The process usually 
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requires initializing your drive (meaning the directory is wiped out, so you need 
to back up your files first). Then the disk formatting software creates a number of 
smaller pieces or volumes from the same hard drive, each of which has a separate 
directory and a different name (such as Mac HD One, Mac HD Two, and so on). 
The partitioned drive shows up on your Mac's desktop as separate drives, with a 
separate disk icon for each volume. 

NOTE 
Older versions of LaCie 's Silverlining have a feature that sometimes 
lets you partition a drive without losing any files. But it can often take a 
couple of hours or more to run this procedure, and you still need to have 
a backup of your files in case something goes wrong. 

Apple's Drive Setup and just about all the third-party disk formatters can be 
easily set to create hard drive partitions. But remember, you must back up your 
data when you partition a drive, as the directory or table of contents of the drive 
is wiped clean. 

NOTE 
If you'd Like to explore hard drive technology in more detail, you may 
want to get a copy ~fFWB's Guide to Storage, by Norman Fong. The 
book used to be supplied with FWB's Hard Disk ToolKit formatting 
software, and can also be purchased directly from FWB. If you have an 
older version of Norton Utilities from Symantec, you'll also find a very 
good hard drive guide as part ~f the package. 

Organizing All This Stuff 
With your regular cassette deck, when you search for a particular selection, you 
press the deck's control buttons to shuttle the tape back or forth to reach the exact 
point where the information is stored. This is fine for a music tape, although it can 
take several minutes to get from here to there. In the early days of computers, all 
the data was stored on huge reels of tape, and you had to wind them back and 
forth to find the files you wanted. Of course, you don't get very much work done 
if you have to wait five minutes every time you want to open a new file, launch 
a program, or connect to an online service. 

NOTE 
In the days before floppy drives, however, we had to put up with such 
waits to access and edit a file. At least we all had credible excuses when 
the boss dropped by and asked why we weren't working. 
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The amount of information on a computer's hard drive is incredibly large 
(don't forget there are at least 600 tracks per inch on a modern bard drive), so 
imagine bow long it would take to get from one place to another if you looked for 
it the old fashioned way. Instead, a special place has been set aside on your hard 
drive to record the locations of aJl the files, so you can access them quickly. 

Hard Drive Directories: You Can't Tell a Book by Its Cover 
Data on your Mac's drive isn't all stored in one piece. It's divided into little 
segments, and depending on how big the file is, and how much space is available 
on the drive, it may be stored in different spots all across the drive. 

In order to find your files, a hard drive has a directory, somewhat similar to 
a book's table of contents. It tells the Mac what files are available and where 
they are located. Before you look at the makeup of this hard drive directory, it' s 
important to know that all this information is consulted in the blink of an eye, no 
matter how big your drive or where the files are located. 

The File Manager 
This feature is part of your Mac's system software. It is used to consult your hard 
drive's directory structure, locate files when you wish to find them, call them up 
on your screen, modif-y files, delete files, and update your drive's directory about 
all the changes that have been made. 

You activate the File Manager every time you attempt to access a file. It's used 
when you double-click on a document or program icon, or when you use the Open 
or Save dialog boxes in your favorite word processing program. The File Manager 
is even used when you access a Web site from your Internet provider or online 
service, because the Web artwork is cached or stored on your hard drive. 

The Master Directory Block 
The fi rst level of information in your drive directory is caJJed the Master Directory 
Block. It's a part of a drive that is your guidepost to its contents . It records your 
drive's name, its size, how much of it is filled, and even where your System Folder 
is located (so it knows where to find it when you boot your Mac). Most important, 
it shows how much space is still available, so you cannot save a file that's too big 
for your drive to handle. 

The Volume Bit Map 
Once the Mac's File Manager learns how much space is available, the next thing to 
determine is what part of your drive is filled and what part isn' t. A Mac file is made 
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up of little pieces, and not every piece of the fi le is in one place. The larger the file, 
the more likely it'll be made of lots of pieces in different parts of your hard drive. 
So the Volume Bit Map is consulted to see which blocks have data and which don't. 
Once the locations are determined, the file can be written to your drive. 

NOTE 
When a file is split into p ieces at separated locations on a drive, it's 
considered fragmented. In theory, optimizing the drive, which puts all 
the pieces of a file adjacent to each other, may speed up peiformance. 
This is dealt with in more detail later in this chapter. 

Remember, all this happens in the blink of an eye, faster than you can even 
think about it. 

NOTE 
When you trash a file and then empty the trash, the actual .file itself doesn't 
just disappear, at least not then. All that happens is that the blocks that are 
filled with the file are marked "empty" by the Volume Bit Map so new files 
can be written on those blocks. This is why file recovery software can 
sometimes bring back files you've deleted by mistake. 

A NOTE ABOUT TREES In the following sections, you' ll see the word tree is often 
used to describe a specific disk cataloging function. That is how the file system is 
organized. Just imagine one large tree, with many branches, each of which has 
many more branches. 

Extents Tree (or B-tree) 
The next stage in keeping track of fi les is whkh block carries what file or part 
of a file. That' s the job of the Extents Tree. This portion of your drive's catalog 
allows your Mac to call up the file and have it reassembled into its original form, 
whether you saved it five minutes ago, yesterday, or five years ago. It's very much 
like assembling the pieces of a gigantic jigsaw puzzle, because the pieces may be 
scattered all over the drive. 

The Extents Tree consists of two pruts. One is called an index node, which is 
used by the Mac to find the information stored. Then there's the leaf node, which 
contains the information itself. 

The Catalog Tree 
Now we're getting somewhere. You've seen how the files are stored; the next step 
is to find them. As shown earlier, the fi le is found in the blink of an eye, and only 
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really large fil es take time to appear on your Mac's screen. In order to locate that 
file, the Catalog Tree-the Mac equivalent of a library's catalog file-must be 
consulted. This directory records al l the information necessary to keep tabs on 
your file. The Catalog Tree stores the name of the file, the folder it's placed in, 
its position on the desktop, and how big the file is . In short, it stores all the 
information needed to find the file, bring it up on the screen, and make it possible 
for you to modify or replace the file as you continue to work on a document. 

Putting It All Together 
When you tell your Mac you want a file, it goes to work behind the scenes to 
consult the catalog, find out if the file exists, and where it exists. Then it puts it 
all together, and the file appears on your screen. That's well and good. Once you 
see your file, you may want to do some work on it, changing a word or two in 
a word processing file, updating your illustration in a drawing fi le, or moving 
things around or creating new pages on a page layout program. 

Once you 've changed the document, you will want to save it, so the latest 
version is available next time you need to see it or print it. When it comes time 
to save the file, the Mac OS F i.le Manager has to go back and not only figure 
out where all the elements of the file are stored, so they can be replaced, but it 
has to find new locations on your drive to store the new material. 

If you run out of space, you' ll simply get the message that there isn 't enough 
room to write that file. In that case, you' ll have to save it to another drive, or go 
back to the Finder and remove fi les you may not need (after making copies of 
them, if you plan to use them later on). 

When you save a file for the first time, it's similar to putting a new book in 
a library. A new catalog entry has to be made for the file, the catalog has to be 
consulted for file locations to store the new file, and the catalog has to be updated 
with all of this information so the next time you need that file, it's there for you to 
call up-again in the blink of an eye. 

HFS 
Apple's HFS (Hierarcltical File System) is the technique used to organize these 
fi les. Using this system, you are able to store files in multiple levels for efficiency 
and convenience. For example, you can put folders at the top level of a drive (let's 
call it the first level), then store fi les inside those folders (the second level) and 
nest still more folders within the main folder, continuing with still more levels of 
fi les and folders. When you look at a diagram of this file storage system, it looks 
like a tree with many branches, each of which can lead to more branches. 

The neat thing about this system is that you can change it at any time. If you 
decide you real ly don' t want a file to be put in one folder, you can drag it to 
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another, or make a new folder and put the file in that one instead. And all the time 
the Mac's clever filing system is figuring out where all this stuff goes, so you can 
retrieve it whenever you wish. 

HFS+ 
There's one thing that's certain about hard drives. Each year they get bigger, 
faster, and cheaper. Ten years ago, an 80-100 megabyte hard dtive would cost 
over one thousand dollars. Today, the same money will buy you a hard drive of 
25GB or greater capacity. 

Having drives with 250 times the capacity isn't a luxury, it' s a necessity. 
Apple's system software and the application software you use have grown in an 
equal fashion. A decade ago, you could fit an entire System Folder on a floppy 
disk; today, all you get is a Disk Tools floppy with the minimum amount of 
software your Mac needs to start, plus Apple' s disk maintenance utilities, Disk 
First Aid and Drive Setup. The actual System Folder for Mac OS 9 routinely 
exceeds 400 megabytes in size (mine is just shy of that) and is often much larger. 

Having all this extra capacity has its downside, though. When Apple created 
the HFS file system, they divided a dt·ive into 65,000 pieces or blocks. The number 
is the same regardless of the size of your drive. A little mathematics will show 
that this scheme becomes rather inefficient with a big hard drive, because the 
smallest amount of space a file can occupy increases in proportion to hard drive 
size. For that typical 8GB drive very common on new Macs, one single file, with 
just a couple of words in it, will fill 128 kilobytes of space on the drive. 

If you have lots of little files on your drive, such as the cache files that are 
created when you use your World Wide Web browser, you can see that you' re 
wasting a lot of space on that drive. This is one reason why many users partition 
their drive- use their hard drive software to divide the drive into smaller volumes 
so the smallest file size isn't so high. 

Apple has an even better solution, called HFS+, which is also known as the 
Mac OS Extended format. The most important new feature is that, instead of 
divicling the drive into 65,000 blocks, the number has increased to the billions 
(232 to be precise). The file that would be l28K under the Mac OS Standard 
(or HFS system) is now 4K under the new file system. 

As you can see, if you have lots of small files, Apple has given you lots of 
extra breathing room. When you switch to the Mac OS Extended format, you' ll 
find many megabytes of additional space. 

HFS+: The Disadvantages 
New Mac OS computers all ship with drives formatted in HFS+ format (even the 
iMac and iBook), but switching an older model isn' t so simple. In order to convert 
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from HFS to HFS+, you must be running Mac OS 8.1 or later, and you must 
initialize your hard drive under the new format. That means you will have to back 
up a1l your files first. 

Apple's Drive Setup 1.4 and later and the newest versions of non-Apple disk 
formatting software can easily handle this process. They all offer an option to 
initialize your drive in Mac OS Extended format. And even if your software doesn' t 
have the option, it' s still available. Just select the drive volume you wish to convert, 
choose Erase from the Finder's Special Menu, and select Mac OS Extended from 
the pop-up menu. In a few minutes, the drive's directory will be rewritten in HFS+ 
format. When you copy files there, they'll be smaller. 

Here are the other disadvantages to HFS+: 

• You cannot use an HFS+ formatted drive as a startup disk with a 680x0 
Mac. A second drive, without a System Folder, can be formatted in HFS+ 
format, though. 

• If you' re using an older version of the Mac OS, you won't be able to 
see the files on an HFS+ drive. Instead, you' ll see a "wrapper," a blank 
directory showing nothing but a Read Me file from Apple telling you how 
to access the files (basically, that you need to be running Mac OS 8.1 or 
later, or the files have to be shared across a network from a computer 
running the new system versions). 

• In order for the drive's directory to be displayed properly, you also need 
Apple's Text Encoding Converter Extension in the Extensions folder and 
the Text Encoding folder in your System Folder. If you' re using Extensions 
Manager or a program such as Conflict Catcher to manage your system 
extensions, you will need to leave these items intact and not move them. 

HFS+: The Future 
Getting more mileage from your hard drive is not the only benefit of HFS+. In the 
future, there will be another benefit: bigger file sizes. The new Mac filing system 
has been designed to a llow for 255-character fi le names. Of course, you'd need a 
really large Open and Save dialog box to accommodate fi le names that big, but it 
is the wave of the future. 

Just imagine what it would be like to have a file named "This is the silly poem 
I wrote last week in response to a request from my boss to come up with a new 
advertising slogan by March 2, 2001." And even that file name leaves several 
dozen chru·acters left to fill. 
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How to Convert to HFS+ 
There are actually two methods of changing your drives to HFS+. One is a serious 
issue, since you have to initialize the drive. The other is simple, since it can switch 
over your drive in place. 

Here' s how the two options work: 

• Initializing To convert to HFS+, you have to start your Mac from 
another drive or your system CD. First, make sure all your files are backed 
up. Then the simplest method is to select the drive icon from the Finder's 
desktop, and choose Erase from the Special menu. This will bring up an 
option similar to the one shown in Figure 13-1. Just click on the Format 
pop-up menu, and select Mac OS Extended (the official name for HFS+ ), 
then click the Erase button. In a few minutes, your drive wil1 be initialized 
in the new disk format, and you're ready to roll. 

• Using software to convert "in place" Initializing your hard drive is 
definitely a big event. You have to be prepared to restore your fi les, and 
you' II want to devote the better part of the afternoon to the task (or maybe 
longer). The other way to do it is with HFS+ conversion software. Your 
two options (as of the time this book was written) were Alsoft 's PlusMaker 
and Power On Software's SpaceDoctor. Both programs will, essentially, 
rewrite all your files in HFS+ format in place, without the need to initialize 
the drive and restore the files. However, no program is perfect, and you 
should always have a recent backup around in case something goes wrong. 
I cover the subject of backups in the next chapter. 

Completely erase disk named 
" RockoldTwo" (FireW~re [vi.Od4))? 

Homo: I Rockold Two 

Fonnat: (Mac os Extended 13.4GB ~ I 

[( Cancel ij ( Erose I 

lj@ll;ljpii One click of the Erase button and you can change your drive to HFS+ 
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What Can Go Wrong with a Drive and How to Fix It 
Despite all the complexities of keeping track of thousands and thousands of files 
on those ultra-miniature hard drives and removable devices (such as Iomega, 
SyQuest, and CD-R products), most times the process works just about perfectly. 
You can locate and access your files in an instant and seldom encounter a problem 
unless you run out of room in which to store a file. 

But things can go wrong-bad things-and as a result there is a potential to 
lose your data. As hard drives become larger, the amount of data you may lose 
grows ever larger and the impact far more serious. 

How a Simple Shut Down Command Protects Your Drive 
When you shut down or restart your Mac, it goes through a few seconds of disk 
action, which writes files stored in the drive's cache and the disk cache you set in 
your Memory Control Panel. It also does other bookkeeping chores that keep your 
Mac's file system up to date. 

Bad things may happen if you don' t do the normal shutdown routine-for 
example, if your Mac crashes, and you have to restart by shutting off your Mac 
and turning it on again. Or if you restart with the "reset" switch (which is a little 
switch with a triangle inside it on the front of many Macs or by the keyboard 
combo COMMAND-CfRL-POWER ON). If the restart process isn't done normally, 
all that file cleanup (which clears cached files and other data) doesn't happen. 
So the disk's directory may not be properly updated or may be damaged. 

Sometimes a problem may be caused by forces that have nothing whatever 
to do with your Mac. There may be a power outage, or a spike sent across your 
power line (perhaps during a thunderstorm) interrupts the transfer of data to your 
drive. Or you simply make a mistake and turn off a power switch (something you 
could do on older Macs), thus shutting down your Mac before it has a chance to 
update the drive properly. 

Whatever the reason, the files may not be properly cataloged. Even one missing 
or extra byte of data is enough to set problems into .motion. Minor damage may nol 
be noticeable right away, but as you continue to write or change files on your drive, 
you may find that files may suddenly disappear, or they may be damaged (so you 
can't open them). 

Sooner or later, you may find not only files disappearing, but the entire drive. As 
I said earHer, the Master Diyectory Block is the entranceway to your drive's catalog. 
If the directory is damaged, strange things can begin to happen. One possibility 
is that a portion of the drive with fi.Ies on it may, by mistake, be marked as being 
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available for new files. When you write new files to your Mac's drive, the new file 
overwrites part or aJl of an older file that you still need. When you try to access that 
file, it won't be there. Or you' ll get a message (such as a -39 or 108 error) indicating 
there's something wrong with the file. 

Over time, the problems may become worse. One day the drive may become 
unreadable, and you may see a little disk icon with a question mark when you try 
to boot your Mac. 

Other Causes of Problems 
Hard drives are electromechanical devices. As I pointed out earlier, the mechanical 
complexity of your typical hard drive is awesome, and the drive is subject to 
regular wear and tear. Drive manufacturers will rate a drive as having several 
hundred thousand hours of useful life ("mean time between failures," they call it), 
but that doesn' t mean all units will last that long. Some will fail much earl ier. One 
possible symptom is the onset of bad blocks, where data cannot be written or 
retrieved from the drive. And accidents can happen. Your computer is dropped to 
the ground while its running, and there's a head crash (the drive's heads strike and 
damage the drive platter). Whatever the cause, hard drives can and do fail 
eventually. That is something you should expect, though usually they last for years 
without trouble. 

Protecting Your Files 
One of the best ways to ensure that your files are safe is to have more than one 
copy. It's a good idea to do a regular backup of your valuable data. U the files are 
mission critical (financial data, for example), you may want to have an extra copy 
of your files at another location, as protection against a fire or weather disaster that 
may damage your computer. 

I' II cover the subject of backups in more detail in the next chapter. 

A Guide to Partitioning Your Drive 
As noted in the frrst part of this chapter, the HFS file system wasn't very efficient 
for large hard drives, such as the ones that are commonplace in today's Mac OS 
computers. 

The bigger the drive, the bigger the files. So when you had a large hard drive, 
it was convenient to partition the drive, which is simply dividing the drive into 
smaller segments. Apple's Drive Setup and all the third-party disk formatters can 
do the work, but it requires reformatting the drive. Once you do that, each segment 
or partition mounts on your Mac' s desktop as a separate volume. 
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You can set aside one partition for your System Folder, another for your 
applications, a third for document fiJes, whatever method of organization suits 
yam purposes. 

Since Apple introduced HFS+ beginning with Mac OS 8.1, you could actually 
get away with not partitioning at all. On the other hand, if aJl your files are in 
smaller partitions, in theory, access times are faster. So you may still want to 
partition your drive (I gave it up when HFS+ came on the scene). Each of the 
available disk formatting programs has its own interface for doing the task. I'll 
show you how with Apple' s Drive Setup, since that program will support all 
Apple products and even some non-Apple drives. 

1. Back up your files first. 

2 . Restart your Mac using another hard drive (after selecting with the Startup 
Disk Control Panel) or with your system CD. 

3. Locate the copy of Drive Setup on the system CD (it's generally in the 
Utilities folder). 

4. Double-click the program to launch it. 

5 . After it probes your Mac' s hard drive setup, it' II display a list of available 
devices. Select the drive by clicking on its name (see Figure 13-2). 

Drive Setup 

List of Drives 

Yo lume Name(s) Type Bus ID LUN 
<not s upported> ATAP I 0 1 0 r--
<not supported> SCS I 1 1 0 = <processor dev ice> SCS I 1 2 0 
<not s upported> SCS I 1 5 0 1-• <tope dr ive> SCS I 1 6 13 1-
Aocko ids SCS I 2 0 0 .... 

Cannot initialize the Startup Disk. 

Initialize ... 

ljMN;Ijptj You're just about ready to partition that drive 
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6. Choose Customize Volumes from the Functions menu. 

7. Use the pop-up menu to divide the drive into multiple volumes, or drag the 
rectangles representing the drive to make them bigger or smaller, as needed. 

8. Once you have selected the number of volumes, use the Initialize command 
to divide your drive into partitions. 

Unless you're in a real hurry, I always recommend a low-level format 
(where the choice isn't grayed out). It can. be selected by checking the 
option when you choose Initialization Options from the Functions menu 
of Drive Setup. This process allows possible bad blocks on a drive to be 
mapped out so they don't cause troubles later. 

9. Once partitioning is done, you can begin to restore fil es to the various 
partitions. 

CAUTION 
It 's probably not a good idea to put a separate System Folder on each 
partition of a single drive. For one thing, the Startup Disk Control Panel 
is usually unable to distinguish between partitions. You could, of course, 
fake the selection by removing Finder or the System file from the System 
Folder you wish to deactivate, but you are better off having another 
System Folder on a totally separate drive. Or try a .freeware program, 
System Picker, which is designed to activate and deactivate System 
Folders on a single drive. 

What's a Bad Block and What Do I Do About It? 
Hard drives are not perfect, and over time, one or more of the microscopic blocks 
on the drive may become unusable, as the drive platters age. Once that happens, 
minute portions of the drive may no longer be able to hold a magnetic charge. You 
write files and get a message about a "write error," or parts of a ftle already stored 
on your drive become damaged (a "read error") and the file cannot be accessed. 

Fortunately, the hard drive cliagnostic/repair programs I'll be discussing in this 
chapter can do surface scans to check for such problems. They may even be able 
to mark the blocks as "used ," in other words they already have data, so new data 
won't be written to them. 

But the best solution for this problem is to back up and do a low-level format 
of your hard drive. This process will wipe out all of the data, and the fonnatting 
software will generally mark bad blocks so they will be inaccessible for writing ftles. 
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Is Optimizing Truly Necessary? 
The theory goes that as you add and remove files from your Mac's drive, the little 
pieces that files are made of become more and more scattered across the drive. 
This is called fragmentation, and if there is enough of it, your hard drive will take 
longer to access the files, thus slowing performance. 

Is there a solution to the problem? Well, of course, you could initialize the 
drive, then restore your files in a single operation so they won't be fragmented. 
But that's qujte an extreme step to take just to cure a little fragmentation problem. 

Fortunately two of the major hard drive diagnostic/repair programs mentioned 
in this chapter, the Speed Disk component of Nmton Utilities (see Figure 13-3) 
and TechTool Pro, offer a more practical solution, by optimjzing the drive. The 
publishers of Disk Warrior have another product, PlusOptimizer (Figure 13-4), 
which performs the same function. These programs are designed to basically 
rewrite the data on your hard drive so all elements of a fi le are adjacent to one 
another, in theory speeding up hard drive performance. 

So the question arises: since hard drives access files in milliseconds, does it 
really matter if it takes a few more to bring up a file? 

= 

---

--------------------------~-~-~------

·- ------

8 Ro<kold Three 

~ Ro<kolds Four 

~ Ro<kold Two 

light 

-. --=-~ - -=-=~- ---= ~ - I~ SP££D DISK I 
I Check 880 I Op!lmize I) 

ij@lh'jpji Although the drive's graphic display looks rather messy, Norton Speed 
Disk reports fragmentation as "light" 
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This graph displays the amount offragmentatlon of files and free space on the 
Mac OS Extended Formatted disk named "Rockolds". Eliminating fragmentation 
improves disk performance. 

~ .... ._ . .- - - . ~ - . - . ·-
- - ~-- ~--

-- --~- - --- - - --- __ --:--·==-----
. -~ ·- .. 

-- - -
• Contlop>us D Frogmont•d D r ... IJI ... [I Done ij 

ljMIUJifll AI soft's PlusOptimizer also shows a graphic display of the files on the 
author's startup drive 

Well, if you deal mostly with a small number of files, you could probably 
run your Mac for years and not experience any severe problem. Frankly, it' ll take 
a lot of fi le manipulation to severely fragment your hard drive. 

On the other hand, if you work with large image files (such as the ones you 
scan or create in a program like Photoshop), you may find that, indeed, a large 
amount of disk fragmentation develops, and occasional optimizing (about once 
a month) is probably a good idea. 

Drive Optimizing Tips 
If you decide you do want to optimize your hard drive (it' s also called defragmenting 
or "defragging"), you'll want to make sure that you have a ready backup of your 
data. (See the next chapter for details on creating backups.) I don' t want to alarm 
anyone, but I have seen accidents happen once or twice in the last 15 years and it 
never hurts to be careful. 

Once you decide you' re ready, start with these options: 

• Check the hard drive first. Use Apple's Disk First Aid or one of the 
commercial hard drive repair/diagnostic utilities. If your drive's directory 
is corrupted, things can definitely go wrong while aU the data is being 
written during optimization. While the optimizing software will normally 
check the drives before the process begins, it's best to be cautious. In fact, 
one of the commercial utilities, MicroMat's Tech Tool Pro (see Figure 
13-5), actually includes optimization as the final leg of its standard drive 
diagnostic scan. 
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0Drives 0Chips 

./ I Hard Drive Mechanism ... 

./ Surface Scan ... 

./ Volume Structures ... 

./ File Structures ... 

./ Finder Info ... 

./ Optimization ... 

DRAM 

Rockoids (HFS+) 
Rockolds (HFS+) 
Rockoids (HFS+) 
Rockoids (HFS+) 
Rockoids (HFS+) 
Rockoids (HFS+) 

OOther 

SI<IP PAUSE RUN STOP 

li@ih'if@ 

r-

TechTool Pro 's Standard interface shows a number of drive diagnostic 
steps in addition to optimization 

• Start from another drive or your system CD The commercial hard 
drive optimizing programs usually come with a separate startup disk. 
While, in theory, it's possible to optimize the drive without dismounting it 
(removing it from the desktop), the process may not be as thorough. Only 
TechTool Pro lets you completely optimize the drive while it's still 
mounted (and that capability isn't supported for Mac OS 9). 

• Recheck the drive if you crash or if there's a power outage 
If something happens to interrupt the process of optimizing your drive, 
be sure to run your hard drive diagnostic/repair utility and make sure 
everything is all right before continuing. The current lineup of optimization 
programs have built-in safety checks to protect against this sort of thing 
(such as not deleting a fragmented version of a file until the optimized 
version is copied to your drive), but you should definitely check the drive 
anyway. Then, if the optimizing process didn't finish, go ahead and resume 
the process. 
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How to Cope with Drive Directory Problems 
Keeping your hard drive happy and healthy is a matter of preventive maintenance. 
You cannot do anything to stop the forces of wear and tear, but there are things 
you can do to make sure your valuable files are protected: 

Run Regular Diagnostics 
To avoid potential problems with your hard drive, you should check it regularly 
with a disk diagnostic program, such as Apple' s Disk First Aid, at least once a 
week and after a system crash. 

NOTE 
If you 're using Mac OS 8.5 or later, you'll be pleased to notice that 
Apple's Disk First Aid is automatically nm if you crash and must force 
a restart. This option, in the General Control Panel, is on by default 
and should be left on. 

Here's how to run a standard Disk First Aid check of your drive: 

1. Locate Disk First Aid in your Utilities folder (this is where Apple's system 
installer usually places it). 

2. Double-click on the program to launch it, which brings up the screen 
shown in Figure 13-6. 

3. Click on the icon of the drive you wish to check (hold down the SHIFf key 
to select more than one volume). 

4. Click Verify to check the drive's directory. 

5 . Click Repair to also fix any hard drive directory damage that's discovered 
(this is the better choice). 

6. If drive damage is found and fixed, run the program again to make sure one 
problem didn't hide another (it happens). 

7. When the program has done its work, choose Quit from the File menu to 
close the program. 
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~· ~ .. - - Disk Flnt Aid ~ 8 
S.loct volumu to v..-lfy: PUnbtr of volumu n ltcttd : t 

& [] 
Rockold Two 

Bus 2, SCSIID 0 Flroll' lrt (v1.0d4) 
(Shrtup Disl<) 

_l 
Rtvitv lns:truot6ons lnd results: 

Disk Firs t Aid : E! 

~ Verify I] t-
Disk Firs t Aid Is 1 utility •ppllootlon that vtr lf los tht dlrootory structuro for 
• ny Mao OS Stand..-d (HFS) or Mtc OS Exl tndlod (HFS Plus) di•k or volume. 

I Repair I M.o OS St.ndard form•t I• oom~t iblt with •It v..-slons oftht M.c OS. M•o 
OS Exttndod Is oom1,.tiblt only with M.o OS 8.1 or later. If you format a hord 
disk v lth Mao OS E>etend.d format , you oan't use thlt d isk with computers 
tlllt ust M.lc OS a or twlltr. To SH how a disk or volume is fOI"'l'Ntted, click 

-· tho Icon of tho disk or vokrnt, thon optn tho Flit menu •nd chooso Got Info. 

If tht dlrtotory s tructuro of a Mao OS S tand•rd or Moo OS Exttndlod vo lumt Is 
dam~td, Disk First Aid can M ustd as a fi-st sttp to rtpo~lr tht probJem. If 
tho d- Is stVH"t, oth..- utility •pplloatlons or ropalr mtthods may bt 
nHdtd. 

Disk Firs t Aid 8!1 correc ts probloms that may have oocurnd on M.c OS 
~ Exttndtd format hard disks that .,..,., damagod by disk ropolr utllltits 

incomp•tlblo with tho new format . Somt dl•k rop•lr utllltits may mal<t t; 

ljMN;Ijill Disk First Aid prepares to check the author's startup drive 

NOTE 
Recent versions of Disk First Aid allow you to actually repair directory 
damage to your startup disk without the need to start from a CD or 
another drive. If you don't have a recent version, check Apple's Web 
support site for a copy. Otherwise, you'll want to restart from your system 
CD and use the copy on the CD for drive diagnosis. 

Using Other Drive Diagnostic Utilities 
The advantage of Apple's Disk First Aid is that it comes free with your Mac OS 
computer or the latest system software version. 

Because it' s free, though, it may not be quite as thorough as the commercial 
programs. They promise to catch more problems and fix them, thus justifying the 
purchase price. 

Here's a quick overview of the avai lable options: 

• Norton Utilities for the Macintosh Symantec's Norton Utilities is one 
of the best-selling Mac programs, with good reason. It has been around for 
years in various fonns (it's the survivor of the merger of three products, 
including MacTools and Public Utilities, from companies Symantec took 
over) and has provided generally re liable perfonnance. Beginning with 
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version 5, the diagnostic/repair component, Norton Disk Doctor (see 
Figure 13-7) can match Apple's ability to diagnose and repair problems 
on a startup drive without having to dismount it frrst. 

• Tech Tool Pro This program is a descendant of MicroMat' s original 
diagnostic utility, MacEKG. In addition to checking, fixing, and optimizing 
your hard drive, it' ll run checks of a Mac's other systems, such as the CPU, 
cache, RAM, serial ports, and so on. Dozens of checks, in fact. It's a great 
way to check for potential hardware problems before they get out of hand. 

Beginning with version 2.5.2, which shipped as this book was written, 
TechTool Pro added a Rebuild Volume f eature, which appears to be 
designed to match the similar function offered by Disk Warrior. Norton 
Speed Disk will optimize a drive's directory as part of its optimization 
process. 

Norton Disk Doctor 

NORTON Disk Doctor 
Tests for" Rockold Two" 

~ Checking Media: In Progress ... 

~ Checking Partitions: Complate 
Jjl'.:J .-------------, 

~ Checking Directories: Welting ... 

>kip 

~ r-------------------------~ ~ 

~ Checking Files: Welting ... 

IBJ Examining: Rockoid Two 

Disks remaining to be el<aminad: 0 

0 8 

Skip Disk 

Stop 

ljMIJ;!ipii Norton Disk Doctor will run several categories of hard drive checks 
during its scanning process 
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• Alsoft's Disk Warrior Called a "one trick pony" by reviewers, this 
program does its single trick very weU indeed. The other programs are 
designed to fix hard drive directory damage. DiskWarrior (see Figure 13-8) 
is designed to actually create a brand new drive directory with optimized 
performance and replace the old one (after fixing whatever damage it finds). 
The only downside to this program is that you cannot check your startup 
disk. You need to use the program' s boot CD or another drive to run it. 

Bundles, Dates, and Other Problems 
Norton Disk Doctor will not only check for drive directory problems and fix them, it 
can also check for problems with individual files. If a file is damaged, it'U report that 

l> lskWorr ior has succ.,sful ly built a n•w optlmlud dlr eotor y for tho disk nomtd "'Rockold Two:· Tho new diroo tory Is 
r .. dy to rep~ th• or ig inal directory. 

All f ilf and fold• r data was .. sily locatod. 

• Errors, if ~ny, in 1ht dlrtctory struoturt suoh .as tnt dtpth,. htadt r nodt , mAp nodes, node- slu, node counts . nodt 
links , indexu and mort have be•n repaired. 

Oi;~ Inform~ tiN)· 

For mat : Mao OS Exttndfd 
ll'htn: Fro'lliro (v i .Od4) 
Or lvtr: ··.AppitfirtwlroStorOCJ•I>rivor ·· 
Block Slzo: 4 K 
Fllos : 3,514 
Fold•rs: 309 
Frtt Spoto: 12 .63 OB 
Disk Sectors : 28,229,040 

Tlmt: 912199 12 :2 1 :24 PM 
Dlsk'o'orr ior Vtrslon : 1.0 .4 

Cancel I ~ Replace )J 

lj[C\I);!jfj:l DiskWarrior has analyzed the author's FireWire drive and is ready to fix 
the problems it found and replace the disk directory 
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fact (but all you can do is replace the fJJe, since damaged ftles cannot be fixed). It' ll 
also report some very arcane issues, such as whether bundle bits or Finder dates are 
correct or not. Bundle bits are only of concern if a file icon doesn' t show correctly 
on your Mac's desktop; otherwise it's nothing important. If Norton Disk Doctor 
reports any of these problems, use the Fix All option in the Disk Doctor screen to 
repair what it finds and don't worry about any of it. TechTool Pro has a similar set 
of fixes, called Finder Info, and provides similar results. 

It' s also normal for one program to interpret a date or bundle bit problem 
differently than another. I call it the case of the "dueling bundles." As 1 said, let 
the program ftx the problems and don 't fret about it. 

Does It Make a Difference If You Don't Have SCSI? 
Not to the Mac operating system. All new Macs use some form of AT A hard 
drive, with the exception of some o f the Power Macintosh computers you order via 
the Build-to-Order program at the Apple Store or through your local dealer. At one 
time, an ATA hard drive was slower than its SCSI counterpart, in addition to being 
somewhat cheaper. This is no longer true with the latest AT A protocols. 

In addition, Apple's newest models also support Fire Wire, a super-fast interface 
developed by Apple that lets you hook up external drives without need of setting IDs 
or termination. You can even hot plug a device (after dismounting the drive icon by 
moving it to the trash). 

NOTE 
As of the time this book was prepared, Apple had not updated Fire Wire 
so that you could boot from such a drive. That is expected to come, 
lwwever, perhaps by the time this book appears in print. Such an update 
would include not only the Fire Wire drivers, but an update for a new 
Mac's firmware, so the drive would be checked for a System Folder at 
startup. 

Unless you are looking for a RAID setup (one in which two or more drives are 
used as one, which is available in Fire Wire or SCSI trim), there is no need to be 
concerned that you have an AT A drive, except for the lack of capability to add a 
number of extra devices. Performance ought to be similar, and the Mac operating 
system wi ll handle any of these drives in exactly the same way. 

NOTE 
The Power Macintosh G4 series is set up to allow you to add a second 
ATA drive, but that 's a far cry from what the other drive inteifaces permit. 
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Whether ATA, Fire Wire, or SCSI, you can back up, reformat, optimize, or 
check the drive without having to be conscious of the drive interface it follows. 

The Case of the FireWire 
Drive Slowdown 

You can never quite predict the things that' ll make a bard drive misbehave. 
A case in point was a mysterious performance slowdown with the Fire Wire 

drives I have connected to a B lue & White Power Mac G3. 
Right after installing Mac OS 9, I copied some files to one of the Fire Wire 

drives, and it took maybe five or ten times longer for the process to finish. I 
tried another Fire Wire drive with the same resull. 

I then subjected the drives to complete tests with all of the bard drive 
diagnostic programs I had at band and they came up with a clean bill of health. 
It was positively weird! 

Finally, I tried Casady & Greene's great extension management utility, 
Conflict Catcher, to see if it could pinpoint a possible conflict. I ran the 
program's Conflict Test and did a quick benchmark of a Fire Wire drive's 
performance after each restart. After about 15 minutes or so, Conflict Catcher 
flagged the USB drivers for an Imalion SuperDisk drive as the culprit. 

Sure enough, disabling the drivers cured the Fire Wire drives' slowdown. 
What's more, I discovered something eJse. Without thinking to reactivate the 
software, I inserted a SuperDisk into the SuperDisk drive and it worked 
anyway, just as it did before. 

Why? Although it hasn't been documented as extensively as it should have 
been (at least when this book was written), beginning with Mac OS 9, Apple 
incorporated support for many USB devices in its USB Device Extension, 
which is part of the standard installation on any USB-equipped Mac. It even 
recognizes an Iomega Zip drive. So I didn't need the SuperDisk drivers after 
al l, and their presence played havoc with other elements of the Mac OS (the 
Fire Wire software included). A little testing showed that having the SuperDisk 
drivers installed would also make the SuperDisk drive behave erratically, 
sometimes not work at all, even on Macs without Fire Wire (such as a 
first-generation iMac); there was also an increase in system crashes. 

Yes, it's clear that performance problems can be traced to some of the most 
unlikely sources. 
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What to Do H Hard Drive Diagnostic Programs Fail 
There's only so much a hard drive diagnostic program can do to fix directory 
damage and restore your data. It will try to rebuild or (in the case of DiskW arrior) 
replace the directory. 

But there are situations where diagnostic software just won't work for one 
reason or another. It will report that directory damage cannot be fixed, or the 
problems will simply reappear each time you run a scan. 

Here's a brief listing of those situations and possible solutions or alternatives 
(if any): 

• Make sure your SCSI chain is safe and sound. As I state in Chapter 
15, using SCSI peripherals, such as drives, scanners, and whatnot, is not 
a cut-and-dried process. Even if you follow the rules to the letter, things 
may go wrong. If you have a Mac with a SCSI chain, double-check that 
all devices are properly connected, that termination and ID setups are 
correct and that all devices are left on while your Mac is in use. 

• Try another disk repair utility. If Disk First Aid can't fix a problem, 
give the job to DiskWarrior, Norton Utilities, or TechTool Pro (or vice 
versa). What one can' t fix, the other might. Even if the disk damage is fixed 
properly, it never hurts to run a second scan to see if the problems return. 

• What if the problems recur? If you see the same disk directory problems 
over and over again, it' s usually a good time to bite the bullet and reformat 
the drive (but first try the step mentioned in the next section). Directory 
problems can only get worse; they do not disappear. 

Corrupted Device Driver 
If the hard disk driver is damaged due to a crash, the drive may become inaccessible, 
or you may see the dreaded prompt asking if you want to initialize the drive when 
you boot your Mac Gust say no!). 

If you cannot recover the drive with a disk diagnostic/repair program, try one 
of the following: 

For Drives Formatted with Apple's Drive Setup 

1. Restart your Mac with another startup drive or your Mac OS CD. If you're 
booting from a CD, hold down the "C" key at startup, which will allow the 
Mac to boot from the CD drive. 
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NOTE 
Ifyou have an iBook, a second generation iMac (the "slot loading" 
model), or a Power Mac G4, do the following instead: Insert the CD, 
restart, holding down the OPTION key until you see a display listing 
available startup disks. Click the CD icon, then the right arrow, and 
you'll boot direct from the system CD. 

2. Locate the Utilities folder on the CD and open it. 

3. Look in the folder for Drive Setup and launch the program. 

4. If your drive appears normally on the list of recognized devices, select it. 

5. Use the program's Update function (in the Functions menu) to update 
the drive. 

6. If the Update function isn't available, consider reformatting the drive, 
after checking the low-level format under Initialization Options. Be sure 
you have a backup for your files ftrst, since they will be gone for good. 

MAC DOESN'T START FROM A CD? If you cannot get your Mac to boot from the 
CD, and it starts from your hard drive instead, open the Startup Disk control panel 
and select the CD as the startup disk. This process is especially recommended if 
you have a Mac OS clone, such as a computer from APS, DayStar, MacTell, Power 
Computing, or Umax, since these computers don't use Apple-label CD drives. 

You'll also want to make sure that your Mac supports the system version on 
the startup disk, especially if it carne with one of the disk diagnostic/repair utilities. 
Make sure the version is the same or later than the one on your Mac's original CD. 
If not, contact the publisher of the utility program to see if they have a later CD for 
your Mac. Generally they'll just charge you a modest shipping and handling charge 
to send a new CD, if it's available. 

For Drives Fonnatted with Non-Apple Formatting Software 
If you bought your hard drive from a dealer, more than likely it is not an Apple 
drive, meaning Drive Setup probably won't recognize the drive. Should this be the 
case, check the packaging for a formatting disk or contact your dealer about getting 
formatting software. Once you have acquired such software, follow this process: 

1. Restart your Mac with another startup drive or (if it came with one) a CD 
containing your disk formatting software. If you're booting from a CD, 
hold down the "C" key at startup, which will allow the Mac to boot from 
the CD dr ive. 
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As stated in the previous section, if you have an iBook, second generation 
iMac (the "slot loading" model), or Power Mac G4,follow this process 
instead: Insert the CD, restart, holding down the OPTION key until you see 
a display listing available startup disks. Click the CD icon, then the right 
arrow, and you'll boot direct from the system CD. 

2. Locate your disk formatting software on the CD and launch it. You' ll see 
a screen similar to the one shown in Figure 13-9 (using FWB's Hard Disk 
ToolKit). 

-_-~ -·-· - ·- _:£ ~- t!JEI 

HARD DISK TOOLKIT ... 

Dovico Yitw J Ycl umo Vitw T RAID Support T BonchTost I 
~--------------~ 

Address Typ" Capacity ld.,ntity Volumes a SCSI: ! 11> 1 Romovab lo iomoga jaz 2GB 
E.15 

o;l: l 
ID2 Processor EPSON 

Ex prosslon800 
1.02 a SCSI :! IDS Romovablo IOMEGA ZIP 
250 H.41 

~SCSI : ! 106 Tap• Drive HP C1537A 

."Pt 
L812 

~ SCSI:2 100 Hard Disk 8.51 GB IBM Rockolds 
(5.0 KB) DDRS- 391300 

DC2A 

~ AT API :0 mast er Compact Disc MATSHITA 

."Pt 
CR-587 

a ATAPI :O slave Romovoblo IOMEGA ZIP -
':1.. 

100 AT API 

ljtcJ!h'iEfi These are the AT A and SCSI devices discovered by the program 
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NOTE 
Later versions of FWB's popular disk formatting software, Hard Disk 
ToolKit, come with a boatable CD, which will work with recent Apple 
system versions. If the CD you have won't work on your Mac, contact 
the publisher for assistance. lfyou're using aformatting program such 
as LaCie's Silverlining Pro, which doesn't have a boot CD, check the 
instructions regarding making an emergency disk. 

3. If your drive appears normally on the list of recognized devices, select it. 

4. Use the program's Update function to update the drive. 

5. If the Update function isn't available, consider reformatting the drive, 
using the Format (not Initialize) function. Remember that the process will 
wipe out any files on the drive. 

Warning: The Dangers of Leaving Hard Drive 
Damage Unftxed 
If your hard drive seems all right, despite the report of those disk utilities, you may 
be inclined to leave well enough aJone. 

True, your Mac may run fine and dandy, for now. But over time, you'll 
encounter such symptoms as frequent system crashes and, perhaps, one day you'll 
find fil es disappearing or damaged. 

Worse, you may even experience a hard drive crash. It's not the same thing as 
dropping the drive on the floor. It simply means the directory has been so badly 
damaged that your drive is no longer accessible. You may even see a message on 
your screen asldng if you wish to initialize the drive. 

When you get to that point, it may be past the point of no return. The hard 
drive diagnostic/repair programs can resurrect a crashed drive, but not all the time. 

The best advice is this: if your hard drive has directory damage that can't be 
fixed, back up your files and reformat the drive. 

Drive Hardware Failures 
If you find that your diagnostic software and your disk formatting program cannot 
find the drive (and everything is set up properly), there' s the possibility the drive 
mechanism itself has failed. Despite those huge claims of extended lifetimes, 
this is something that can happen at any time. And it' s also something that no 
diagnostic/repair program can fix. 
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If your d1ive failed, and it's stiU under warranty, the dealer or manufacturer 
can arrange to repair the unit. But they usually cannot recover your files, unless 
they offer that service as a special option. 

If you do need to recover data that's not been backed up, prepare to pay 
upwards of $2,000 to recover a drive with several gigabytes of files. That' s one 
reason (aside from the time you are left without your files) that you will want to 
make sure your data is properly backed up. 

NOTE 
It's beyond the scope of this book to recommend a hard drive recovery 
sen,ice. One that I've read about is Drive Savers, at http://www 
.drivesavers.com). They claim to be able to recover files from all the 
major computer operating systems. In addition to recovering hard 
drives, they can attempt to recover files from damaged floppies and 
removable media. 

Summing Up 
Now that you've discovered how to keep your hard drive healthy and happy, you' ll 
want to go right to the next chapter, where I cover the steps to take to protect your 
files should the worst occur. It' s all about backups. 



Foolproof Backup Techniques 
Explained 
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W hen it comes to safeguarding the document mes you create on your Mac, 
one copy is never enough. 

As you have seen so far in this book, the likelihood that your Mac will crash is 
very, very high. While most crashes are annoying, the ri.sk that you will actually 
lose more than your recent work isn' t all that much. 

But there are times when you'll find yourself in a situation where your precious 
data could be lost. One typical example is when you save your document. It doesn't 
matter if it's your novel, an important spreadsheet, or your checkbook program. When 
you click Save, your software will remove the old version and replace it with the new 
one. But what if something goes wrong at that very moment? What if you have a 
power failure or your Mac crashes? What happens next? 

Why Backups Are Necessary 
It doesn't take a lot to make your file unrecoverable. With a paper document, 
ripping off a piece of a page or spilling a soft drink on it doesn't hurt very much. 
You can even tear it in half and fix it with tape. 

But computer files are much more sensitive. The loss of even one of those bits 
and bytes that make up a computer file may be enough to make it impossible to 
open. While some programs (such as the Office 98 for Macintosh program suite) 
can handle slightly damaged files, there's the very real possibility that you will not 
be able to recover your document. It's not a large possibility, but it's ever present, 
and so it's a good idea to take some precautions so that you will be able to 
preserve as much of that data as possible. 

In addition, there are other reasons why your files may be lost. Here's a brief 
list of the causes: 

• Software conflicts As I explain in Chapter 2, there are plenty of software 
conflicts on your Mac. Some are minor, resulting in minor cosmetic or 
performance irregularities, but others can cause your Mac to freeze. If this 
happens when you' re saving a document, the document may be damaged 
beyond repair. 

• Viruses The newfound popularity of the Mac platform has produced a 
new set of virulent Mac viruses. Where some are silly pranks, others can 
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cause crashes or perhaps corrupt your documents. Some of these viruses 
are designed to target users of Microsoft's Office Software for the Mac. 
You'll want to read Chapter 12 for more information. 

• Hard drive directory damage The catalog file of your hard drive is 
delicate enough to be damaged by one crash too many. Over time, as your 
drive wears, files may also become damaged due to bad blocks, or the 
drive mechanism may simply fail. Whatever the reason or symptom, you 
may find your precious files can't be retrieved. I cover some avenues of 
recovery in the next chapter, but they focus more on fixing the drive 
directory than on getting any individual files back. The prospects for the 
latter are, to be perfectly blunt, rather remote. 

• Power outage You are saving a file and the power goes off, thus 
corrupting the file (or even the hard drive). UPS devices, which provide 
surge protection and battery backup, can help. But they have a limited 
amount of backup time, and repeated outages may reduce the chance of 
being able to shut down your Mac and preserve your documents. 

• Theft No further description is necessary. Despite the finest burglar 
alarm systems, we are all vulnerable to household or office theft of one sort 
or another. 

• Fire Even heat damage or water damage as a result of fire fighting efforts 
could damage delicate drive mechanisms or media. 

• Flooding Whether you live in an area where floods are common or not, 
heavy rains and other unexpected weather conditions can cause serious 
problems. Water damage to your computer could have catastrophic results. 
I faced such a threat shortly before this book was written, when heavy rains 
caused pools of water in two rooms of my home (fortunately my home 
office remained dry). 

• Earthquakes A moderate quake can shake things about suffic iently to 
cause damage. At the very least (even if your Mac doesn't topple over), the 
hard drive could experience a head crash (where the read/write heads strike 
the surface of the drive), thus resulting in lost files. 

So what do you do? 
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If you use your Mac strictly for play or recreation (whatever you prefer to 
call it), and don't create documents you need to preserve, perhaps you 
don 't need a backup after all. New Macs come with a CD labeled 
"Restore," which is designed to put your Mac 's hard drive in the exact 
shape it shipped from the factory. If the drive is corrupted beyond repair, 
you can use this disk to erase the drive, put all the old files back, and 
you 've got what is, in effect, a new computer. 

How Big Companies Back Up Data 
Your bank, your favorite Internet provider, and big businesses around the world all 
treat computer data in the same fashion. They understand there are risks of losing 
that data, and so they back up the files on a regular basis, often using " mirroring" 
techniques (see the section "An Overview of Backup Media"), to make 
simultaneous duplicates of files on separate media. Copies are also stored offsite, 
in the event their computers are damaged for one reason or another. 

They reall y have no choice. Imagine, for example, the consequences if a 
bank's financial data, including the information about your account, was suddenly 
lost, or if a company lost all its business records. 

Backups: How, What, and When 
There is no precise backup strategy that will work for everyone, but you shou ld be 
able to use the information here to deve lop a plan that will be convenient and offer 
the amount of protection you need. 

Over the next few pages, I'll cover various methods to safeguard your fi les. 
Basically, there are two ways to back up your data: manually and automatically. 

• Manual backup The fast and dirty way to back up your fi les is simple. 
You s imply set up another drive or removable device. Then you drag the 
icon representing fi les or folders you want to copy to the other drive. That 
way you have the precious extra copy. The big shortcoming is that you 
have to manually select which files to copy over, and there's always the 
possibility of maki ng a mistake. In addition, some system or program-related 
files are actually invisible, and since you can't see them, you can't copy them. 

• Automatic backup Programs such as Ret1·ospect and other solutions I'll 
mention later in this chapter allow you to perform your backups at 
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Too Little Too Late 

One morning I got a frantic phone can from a small magazine publisher. 
The Mac G3 on which they produced their publication wouldn't start up 
properly. All they saw was a disk icon on the screen with a flashing question 
mark. As we discuss in Chapters 13 and 15, it's a classic symptom that a 
startup drive with a working System Folder can't be found . 

The client tried running Norton Utilities and Apple's Disk First Aid to no avail. 
The startup drive wasn' t visible-period. Weeks of work, an entire special issue of 
the magazine, was on that drive and now they couldn't get to it. 

"How old is your most recent backup?" I asked. 
"What backup?" 
The sad conclusion: I was able to help them restore the drive with a disk 

diagnostic program, but many of their files were lost. Had they invested in a 
backup strategy, they would have been able to recover aJJ or most of their fi les 
in a relatively short time. As it was, they had to work around the clock for days 
to recreate everything. 

A few weeks later, the client called and asked for advice on buying some 
backup drives, which they promptly followed. I've heard no complaints from 
them since that original unhappy event. 

predetermined interva ls. All you have to do is have your backup media in 
place and, if you don ' t need to switch media when it fills to capacity, you 
can go home or to dinner, and your backup will proceed without your 
presence. 

Backup Software Choices 
There used to be a number of backup programs for the Mac. In addition to 
Retrospect, you had FastBack and Redux, to name two popular choices. T he major 
hard drive utilities, which then included MacTools and Norton Utilities, al so 
included backup modules. 

Times have changed, however. FastBack and its sibling, FastBack Plus, 
were casualties of the purchase of the publisher, Fifth Generation Systems, by 
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Symantec. Shortly after Symantec acquired MacTools, their main rival in the 
disk utility business at the time, they also removed the backup uti lities from that 
program and Norton Utilities. Then they killed MacTools as well. 

Fortunately, there are good backup options, so you don't have to lament the 
loss of these programs. 

NOTE 
If you still have copies of one of those discontinued backup programs 
running on your Mac, and it still works properly, you may continue to 
use it. But do not expect to ever receive updates or even technical support 
from the publishers or their successor companies. If you upgrade your 
system software or buy a new Mac computer, do not be swprised if these 
programs don't petform as you expected, and you may want to acquire 
one of the newer backup options I'm going to discuss in this chapter. 

Retrospect Expre~s and Retrospect 
Many of the backup tape drives you buy include a copy of Retrospect or its lower-cost 
sibling, Retrospect Express. Dantz Development has kept up to date with new Macs 
and new system versions. They have also added more great features with every 
release, which is why they get top reviews from the Mac publications. They are 
proven and tested in both small and large companies, so you can use them with 
confidence. Here's a brief overview of what these programs offer: 

• EasyScript This feature allows you to create an automatic backup plan 
without knowing any programming language or how to script. When you 
run EasyScript (see Figure 14-1), Retrospect will guide you through the 
simple steps. You just answer a few questions, and you're ready to do 
complicated automatic backups of a single Mac or an entire network. 

• Extensive support for backup media Whatever backup drive you pick, 
more than likely Retrospect will support it. Everything from tape drives to 
Zip drives is included (except in Retrospect Express, which doesn't support 
tape media). And as new drives come out, the publisher will generally 
provide a special update to support the product. 

• Network backups The regular version of Retrospect also comes in a 
version called the Retrospect Network Backup Kit, which allows you to 
back up the files from an entire compu ter network. If you dabble in the 
Windows platform, you' ll be pleased to know there' s a Windows version 
with a simi lar set of features. 
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~ EasyScript :i 

Using Retrospect client sources... @ 
Are you setti ng up a networ k backup? 

® No, I only want t o back up thi s Mac intosh. 

0 Ves, I want to back up other computers on t he net work. 

~ 

0 ~~ 
Tell Me More Cancel Previous 

ljMII;Ii§§l Just tell EasyScripl what you want to do, and Retrospect will make it so 

NOTE 

NOTE 

Beginning with version 4.2, Dantz changed the name of their products 
to Retrospect Desktop Backup f or the regular version and Retrospect 
Workgroup Backup for the network edition. 

• Internet backups If you want to do an online backup (and you' ll need to 
check the limitations), you' ll be pleased to know that Retrospect can 
handle these chores for you as well , with the same level of efficiency. 

• Simple interface Once you set the program up, all features are vi sible 
from the simple tabbed interface (as shown in Figure 14-2). You don' t 
have to consult a complex manual to get up to speed. The commands are 
labeled in plain English, and the online help can take you through the more 
arcane aspects of a backup strategy. 

Retrospect has a useful if time-consuming technique to ensure your 
backup is robust. It 's called "compare," and the function is activated 
automatically once a disk has been backed up. While you can defeat this 
option as a pref erence, I recommend that you let it run. It's an important 
ounce of added protection. that 's designed to give you peace of mind. 
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Immediate 

~ 
~ Backup, Restore, or perfonn other operation now 

Back up files to aStorageSet'"' 
Copy files to 8 set of media or the Internet 

Restore files from a Storage Set 
Recreate e disk or retrieve flies end folders 

Duplicate one volume to another 
Make an identical copy of a desktop disk or folder 

Run a script now 
Or make a document that runs 8 script when opened 

t 

Backup 

Restore ] 

Duplicate 

Run 

ljMIIijj§fl You can Jearn the ropes with Retrospect easily, using its simple, yet 
powerful interface 

ASD's Personal Backup 
If you have just one or two Macs and you want somethlng that's simple and 
trouble-free, Personal Backup may be just the ticket. 

As you see in Figure 14-3, Personal Backup can do pretty much all of its stuff 
from a single screen. Once installed, you can do "on demand" backups whenever 
you wish, using the program's handy menu bar command. You can also set up an 
automatic schedule for regular backups. 

A great feature of Personal Backup is its ability to record keystrokes. That 
way, if you lose the file, you 'll have a backup of the text that you can use to 
help rebuild the document. Connectix Spell Catcher, the popular interactive 
spelling and grammar checking software (included on this book's CD), offers 
a similar text capture feature, called GhostWriter. 

Connectix Speed Doubler 
Speed Doubler is a popular utility designed to speed up several Mac functions. 
The most used features include speedier 680x0 emulation, which helps deliver 
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Configuration 

f) Backup 0 Synchronization 

[ Sourc. ... J Old lronsid•s 
0 ld Irons ides 

[ Destination ... ) Misc. 
Misc. 

( Exceet Ions... J 
Ex•outlon Options 

0 Back up at shutdow n D Do not display messages on screen 

~Back up at: 12 :30 PM ~ D Warn btfore starting 

Days: I Su I Mo I Tu IV91 Th I Fr I Sa I D Back up desktop 

~Back up every I ~ (Da~s I ~) 0 ~nerate I ~copies 
Keyboard shortcut : I Define ... ) Default backup options : ( Confjsure ... ) 

I HI! I~ ... l ( Cancel l ~ OK ~ 

ljMN;ij§fl Easy to use and no frills, Personal Backup offers a powerful, simple 
backup solution 

better performance, especially if you're using older software on a Power Mac, and 
faster file copying. 

Here are Speed Doubler' s fancy file copying features that you can use to build 
a simple backup plan: 

• Synchronize This feature lets you compare any two folders, so both have 
the latest versions of your files. 

• Smart replace This is a great time saver. It lets you copy only the 
newest versions of fil es to a folder or disk. If most of the files are 
unchanged, you don't have to sit back and wait for them to be 
copied anyway. 

• Scheduled copies You can schedule a complete disk or folder 
copying operation at a regular interval (see Figure 14-4). The simple 
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Sche<fule Name: I Gen~BCKkup Se~ 
What to copy 

Select the file~ end folder~ to be copied 
(No Items hovo ~n soltott d) 

Where to copy 
Select the deatl nell on folder end vol orne 
(No dtstinatlon has been soleott d) 

How to copy 
Select the type of copy to be performed 
(No copy mothod has bu n so looted) 

When to copy 
Specify the ~chedule for thl3 copy 
(No ~I• has boon stltottd) 

[ Cancel ] ~ 1 OK D 

ljM@;II§II In just a minute you can create a simple backup plan with Speed Doubler 

one-two-three-four interface is reminiscent of a dedicated backup program, 
and you can configure it quickly to do your bidding. 

One great feature of Speed Doubler is the ability to run different copying 
operations at the same time, or to create extra scheduled backups to cover 
different files. This lets you perform such things as a simple "Smart copy" 
backup one day and a full backup each week. 

A Fast Look at Apple's File Synchronization Control Panel 
Apple' s newest consumer computers, the iBook and the iMac, come with a useful 
backup utility called File Synchronization. This control panel is designed to help 
you match up the version of a file on your computer with another one on your 
network (or just a backup drive). It's not anything near a full-featured backup 
solution, but it' s quite useful when you work on two computers and need to keep 
your files, well, in sync. It has a simple drag and drop interface; just drag a file or 
folder to the control panel's screen, and it will be compared to the other version. If 
the one you have is newer, it'll replace the older version. 
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Using AppleScript to Perform a Backup 
Apple has given you a powerful way to automate many Mac functions without having 
to buy special software or learn complex programming. It's called AppleScript. 
Beginning with Mac OS 8.5, a new, speedjer version added the ability to perform 
Folder Actions, whlch trigger events when a file is moved to a specific open folder. 

Here's how you can use thjs great feature to handle on-demand backup chores: 

1. Make sure your backup media is ready to roll. If it's a removable dri ve, see 
if the disk or cartridge is inserted and mounted on your Mac's desktop. 

2. Create a special folder on your Mac where the fi les to be backed up are 
placed. CaJI it anythjng you want, but a descriptive title, such as "Backup 
Source," would be best. 

3. Click once to select the folder. 

4. Activate Apple's handy Contextual Menus feature by holding down the 
CONTROL key, which will bring up a menu li sting various functions that 
can be performed on that folder. 

5. Select the option labeled Attach A Folder Action. 

6. In the Open djalog that appears next, you' ll be able to pick an AppleScript 
that applies to that folder. 

In case the Open dialog points to the wrong folder, just navigate to the 
one labeled Folder Action Scripts, located in the Scripts folder within the 
System Fo/der.lfyou cannot/ocate this folder, you may need to use the 
Add/Remove feature of your Mac OS installer to reinstall AppleScript. 

7. Choose the script labeled "add - duplicate to folders." Your Backup Source 
folder will now bear a script icon to indicate it has a Folder Action attached 
to it. 

8. Select the desktop icon of your backup disk by clicking once on it. 

9. Make an alias of the backup disk icon by choosing the Make Alias 
command from the Finder's File menu. 

10. Select the alias icon, then c lick on the name. Add the symbols -! to the 
beginning of the disk' s name. 
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11. Now all you have to do is drag this retitled alias icon to your special 
Backup Source folder. 

TilE END RESULT Here's how your AppleScript backup scheme will work: 
When you drag any file or folder to your Backup Source folder, those files will 
automatically be copied to the backup disk. Just like that. Oh, and one more thing, 
for this neat AppleScript to work, the Backup Source folder must be opened. If 
you close it, the script doesn' t function. 

An Overview of Backup Media 
Before you set up your backup plan, you'll want to decide where to put the files. 
One thing you should not do is copy the files to the same drive as the originaL The 
point of the backup is protection in the event something goes wrong not just with 
the file but with the drive itself, whether it affects just one file or aU of them. 

Here's a quick overview of the kinds of backup media available as of the time 
this book was published, along with advantages and limitations. As time goes on, 
you ' ll find that clever manufacturers will devise variations on these themes, or 
even come up with ideas that are completely different from anything you see here. 

• Floppy disks The original backup medium, especially when Macs 
were young. And even with newer Macs and iMacs, where you can buy 
an external floppy or SuperDisk drive, it' s neither robust nor efficient. 
Imagine how many 1.4MB floppies it would take to back up the contents 
of even a 3GB hard drive (which is smaU by today's standards) . The mind 
boggles. Aside from the inconvenience, floppy disks are prone to failure, 
especially if you try to use them over and over again. For a small document 
file or two, they'll probably do, especially to transport the file to another 
location. For backup purposes, you'll probably want to look elsewhere. 

• Extra hard drive Whether the drive is located inside your Mac or 
attached via the Fire Wire, SCSI, or USB port (whatever applies), this 

CAUTION 

is a useful, convenient place to store your backups. The big limitation is 
portability. It isn't practical to put the drive in a safe place if it must be 
regularly available to receive those backup files. 

While it's easy to partition a drive (divide it into multiple segments), it's 
not a terribly robust way to protect your data. If a problem is serious 
enough to take down the drive, all partitions will be history. 
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• Mirroring data Special software packages, supporting RAID (Redundant 
Array of Inexpensive Drives), have a feature that "mirrors" or duplicates the 
files you save across two or more drives. That way, if one drive goes bad, 
there's another, identical file that you can use on the other drive. 

• Removable drive These products come with such names as Jaz, Orb, 
SuperDisk, SyQuest, or Zip, but they are all designed to perform in a similar 
way. The drives use a media that acts like a floppy disk, because you can 
remove the media when it' s filled, and replace with another one to receive 
more fiJes. Capacities range up to 2GB and more, simiJar to many regular 
hard drives. And, of course, you can store the media in another location for 
protection. Although some of these removable devices use hard-drive-based 
technology, they are usually somewhat slower and potentially less reliable, 
since the drive mechanism is more susceptible to dust. 

• Magneto-optical drive Such a drive uses optical disk technology 
(somewhat reminiscent of a compact disc), which ensures longevity. If you 
want to keep your back.'Ups for several years or more, this option (or a CD 
recorder) might be useful. The disadvantage of this technology is that it' s 
rather slow compared to a hard drive (though faster than Zips or CD 
recorders), but as a tradeoff for a robust backup, it may be worth the 
time and trouble. 

• CD-R or CD-RW These two methods are based on conventional 
compact disc technology, same as that used with your regular audio CDs. 
The advantage is permanence. When was the last time any of your audio 
CDs failed? If you want to store your files for years and years, you' ll 
want to think about this method. A key limitation is the fact that you need 
special software to "bum" or create a CD. You cannot just drag the files 
to a mounted disk icon and have them copy over. It can also be quite slow 
compared to most other backup media. Figure on it taking 15 to 45 minutes 
for a 650MB CD, depending on how fast the CD recorder runs. But it 's a 
cheap way to go. CD blanks are less than two dollars each. The CD-RW 
variation uses more expensive media and allows you to write on the disc 
over and over again (usually up to I ,000 times), but older CD drives 
won' t read the discs. 

• DVD-RAM This technology is based on DVD, the high-quality video 
disk format. You can store over 5GB of data on it when you use the 
higher-density media. Its major limitation is that, as of the time this book 
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was being prepared, there is more than one way to skin a cat, and no 
guarantee that the media created on one drive will work on another since 
competing technologies exist. 

• Tape drive There are several types. One of the popular varieties is DDS 
(Digital Data Storage), whkh is based on DAT (Digital Audio Tape) 
technology. Tapes are cheap, but not as robust as other media. And they' re 
generally slow compared to other backup media, though newer tape drives 
give pretty decent performance. Finding even a single ftle may take a while, 
since the tape has to be shuttled back and forth in the drive to locate a 
special item (same as your audio cassette player). And this isn't the only 
inconvenience. With the exception of a special utility, Optima Technology's 
DeskTape Pro, you cannot mount a tape on your Mac's desktop. You need 
special backup software, such as Retrospect, to write and retrieve files. 

• Network drives If your Mac is located in a business environment, you 
may be able to use the networked drives or servers for backing up. Some 
companies will have a special strategy in place for such actions, however, 
so you'll want to be sure you aren't putting files somewhere where they 
are neither welcomed nor assured of safety. 

• Internet backups This new option is a consequence of the new 
generation of Power Macs, iMacs and iBooks, which don't have standard 
floppy dtives. Rather than buy something extra, you upload your file to an 
Internet backup service, which provides secured access and stores your 
files. Assuming the service backs up their files regularly, it is a nice option, 
but you also have to consider how long it'll take to upload your file to this 
remote location. Unless you have high speed Internet access, such as a 
cable modem or DSL, it may take hours to transfer even a small number of 
document files . In addition, storage space may be very limited (typically 
lOMB), so the technique is generally only useful for backing up small fiJes. 

Rather than subscribe to an Internet backup service to store your files, you 
could upload them to a family member or trusted friend for safekeeping 
on their computing systems. Of course, you would want to make sure they 
have a robust backup method in case something goes wrong at their end 
of the backup chain. 
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Your Regular Backup Plan 
No doubt about it, backups can be a pain. You have to stop what you' re doing and 
remember to make an extra copy or two of your precious files. And if you're busy 
creating one of those files, approaching deadlines make it easy to forget something 
or just plain put it off until you have the time. Unfortunately, without an iron-clad 
strategy, that time may never come. It's so easy to say, 'Til do it tomorrow." 
Unfortunately, if you lose that fi le today, tomoiTow is too late. 

Here's a suggested daily backup strategy you can use, with or without extra 
software. All you need is a separate backup drive to which you copy files: 

NOTE 

NOTE 

• Use a program's AutoSave or Backup option. Check the Preference 
dialogs in your favorite software to see if either or both options are 
available. If there' s the choice to save a backup to another drive or drive 
partition, consider using it. 

• Make extra copies of critical documents. Whi le working on a fi le, drag 
a copy of the document icon to another disk, or just use the Save As option 
in the File menu to make an extra copy. 

lfyou are using the Save As f eature, you may want to place that extra copy 
on another disk, in case something happens to the original drive. 

• At the end of the workday, back up critical files. You can use a 
backup program for this purpose or do it manually. 

Among those "critical files" is the Preferences folder inside the System 
Folder. That folder contains most of your program settings, including 
those involving your Internet connection. 

• Make full backups at least once a week. Over time, no doubt you've 
customized your Mac in many ways. You may have changed the desktop 
pattern, adjusted mouse tracking speed, and made a load of settings to the 
various programs you use. If you had to recreate all the things that make 
your Mac friendly and comfortable to use, it could take hours. But if you 
have a complete backup of the contents of your startup disk, at the very 
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least, you' ll be able to restore everything to the way it was without a lot 
of fuss or bother. 

• Store backup files in a safe place. Your backup media is subject to the 
same risks as the originals. In the event of fire, flood, or theft, they can be 
lost as well. Big firms often place a copy of their backups offsite. A secure 
location, such as a bank vault, might be useful if you want the maximum 
amount of security. But even a friend 's or mother- in-law's home will do. 
The point is to have another copy somewhere else if the first is damaged 
or stolen. 

• If you travel, take a copy of the backup with you. Pack it in your suitcase 
or Power Book canying bag. That way if you come home to find disaster has 
struck, you' ll be able to get up and running quickly. Computers, printers, and 
scanners can be replaced (good insurance is a must), but it may take hours, 
days, or weeks to recreate your missing data. 

• Label your backup media carefully. When you need to restore a file, it 
can be especially vexing to have to waste time searching through disk after 
disk to find the one you need. If possible, print out a directory of a disk's 
contents (clearly, you can't do this with a tape drive). 

• Don't use the same media over and over again. Removable media, 
from tapes to cartridges, may wear out over time. The best way to 
maximize life span is to have several disks run in rotation. 

• Recycle media. Older disks that contain fi les you no longer need can be 
placed back into action, but if the disks are especially o ld, you may find it 
safer to s imply purchase a new set 

• Consider CD-based backups for long-term archiving. While 
traditional disks and tapes may wear out over time, optical-based media 
can last for many years . 1f you anticipate you might need that file five 
years from now, a CD or DVD recorder or magneto-optical drive may 
be something to consider as an extra backup tool. 

What Do You Back Up? 
There are several strategies you can use when you decide to back up your fi les. 
Whether you do it manually or use a dedicated backup program, you ' ll want 
to consider whi.ch options provide the best combination of safety, speed, and 
flexibility. 
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• No-frills backup. You have your original system software and program 
installation disks at hand, so you may not feel it's important to make 
duplicates. You can just back up your document files and your Preferences 
folder, the ones you make with those original programs. 

• Full backup. In this scenario, you back up everything on your drive. 
While it may take a lot of extra time to do, there's the added advantage of 
being able to conveniently restore your Mac to something approximating 
the shape it was in before catastrophe struck. This means that aJI of the 
custom settings you've done, from fancy desktop patterns to more subtle 
aspects of your Mac user experience, such as mouse tracking speed and a 
program's preference settings, are in place. 

• Incremental backup. You use this method to back up strictly the files 
that have changed since your last backup. Backup software is capable of 
sorting all this out in the event you need to restore your files. 

Application Backup Features 
In addition to backing up all your files to a central location (another drive, 
removable disk, or tape), there's another backup option you' ll want to consider. 

Some programs offer an automatic backup or automatic saving option as part 
of their preference settings. That way you can be assured there' s a second, recent 
copy around somewhere in case your original fi le becomes damaged and unusable. 
I'll cover two popular choices next. 

Word's AutoSave/Backup Option 
If you are a regular user of Word 98 for the Macintosh, you' ll find a handy 
feature hidden in the Preferences settings that will help you protect your valuable 
documents in the event of a problem. A similar preference is avail able for 
PowerPoint 98, but, unfortunately, not for Excel. Here's how to use it: 

1. Choose Prefe rences from the Tools menu. 

2. Click the Save tab, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 14-5. 

3. To have an extra copy of your document, click the Always Create Backup 
Copy check box. Once this setting is made, you'll have an extra copy of 
your document fil e with the pre fi x "Backup of' in the same folder as the 
original. 
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Preferences 

file Locotloll3 

Save optiODs -------------------
0 Always create bllckup copy 

!i1r A II ow feat aevea 
0 Prompt for document proportlea 

0 Prompt to seve Normal template 

0 Embed True Type fonts 8 Embed char~cteratn u1e only 

0 Seve date only for forms 

li!rSeve AutoRecover Info every: I~ mlnut83 

Seve Word fllea es: ;lw~o:..:.rd~D:_o:..:_cu-m-on~t~===~==---.1-:;~} 

File sharing options for "31714.doc" -------:-=---,==--
Possword to open: Password to modify: 

0 Reed-only recommended 

" Cancel J ~ OK fl 

ljMih'l§fj You can choose your Save options for Word 98 here 

4. If you want to make it possible to recover a document if you crash while 
saving it, click the Save AutoRecover Info Every: check box, and specify 
the interval. Ten minutes, the default, should do just fine. Once the setting 
goes in effect, if you open a document that's been damaged, Word will use 
the AutoRecover information to restore it to its original shape (and you'll 
see an onscreen diaJog about it). 

5. Click OK to put your settings into effect. 

QuarkXPress's Not-So-Secret Backup Feature 
The well-known desktop publishing program QuarkXPress has a very robust, but 
seldom-used backup option. The feature is of vital importance, as all recent 
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versions are known to corrupt documents on occasion. While most of these 
problems may be due to other causes, such as problems on the SCSI chain, they 
are no less vexing. 

NOTE 
When I say "seldom-used," I'm not exaggerating the point. I have worked 
with many users ofXPress, and not one of them has ever so much as looked 
at this particular preference. (I'm using the word XPress here to refer to the 
program, and Quark to refer to the company; this is the official way, although 
I f..7l.ow many people refer to the program itself as Quark.) 

The following steps will help you automatically save and back up your XPress 
documents: 

1. Launch QuarkXPress. You do not need to open a document at this point. 

2. Choose Preferences from the Edit menu , and select Application 
Preferences (the first one on the list). This will bring up the dialog shown 
in Figure 14-6. 

3. Click on the Save tab, which will bring up the screen shown in Figure 14-7. 

4. Check Auto Save, then pick the interval. The default is 5 minutes. 

5. Check Auto Backup, then indicate how many revisions you want to have. 
The default is 5, but you 're better off with 1 or 2. Otherwise, you'll have a 
lot of extra files around that you don't need. 

If you choose the option to make more than a single backup file in 
QuarkXPress, you may find your destination folder filled with extra copies. 
Every so often, it's a good idea to prune the folder of unneeded files. 

6. Select the Destination for your backup. The default, the Document folder, 
just compounds the risk, in case something goes bad with your drive. So 
click the Other Folder radio button. 

7. In the dialog that appears, select the drive or folder where you want to 
place your backups. You may want to use the option in this dialog to create 
a new folder, giving it a label that makes it easy to find later on. One 
example may be "XPress Documents Backups" (or "Quark Documents 
Backup" if you prefer). 
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Application Preferences 

Display f lntor•ctlvo f Savo f XTtnslons f File Lis t f PDF 

[Guide Colors 

IIJMargln Ill] Ruler Ill] Grid I 
rDisplny 

[i!f llle to Multip le Monitors 

0 Full-screen Documents 

0 Off-screen Draw 

Color TIFFs: 132-bit ... I 
Gray TIFFs: l256 1evels ""' I 

[ Cancel J ~ OK J] 

ljMimj§ll This is Quark.XPress 4.0.4's Application Preferences dialog, which is 
similar to the one available in older versions of the program 

NOTE 
If your Mac has a second attached drive, you may want to place backups 
there. A networked Mac or server may also be a good backup choice, but 
it may also slow down when doing a save operation, especially ifyou're 
not on a high-speed network. Click the OK button to store your settings. 
From here on, all documents you create in QuarkX.Press will be saved or 
backed up as you specified. Auto Backup files will have the original 
filename, plus suffix, beginning with the number(#) sign to indicate how 
many backed-up files have been created. 

{fyou run across a damaged QuarkX.Pressfile, and even the backup 
doesn't work, there's another solution. MarkZWare, a publisher of Quark 
XTensions (add-ons) offers a product, MarkZTools, which can recover 
many damaged XPress documents. You can learn more about the product 
by visiting their Web site at http://www.markzware.com. 
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Display I lnt•ractlvt I Sne I Xlonslons I Flit List I PDF 

J0AutoScve 

!_Every ~ minutes 

r-0 Auto Backup ------------, 

Keep ~ rovislons 

rDestination - -----------. 

0 Document Folder 

® Other Folder I Select. •• I 
Folder. Rockoid•IE'•c~ Folder 

1!21 Auto Library Seve 

0 Seve Document Position 

I Cancel I ij OK ij 

ljMijijl§fi Choose your Auto Save and Auto Backup options on this screen 

How to Restore Your Files 
Whatever backup technique you use, you should make sure that you can restore 
your files should the worst occur. In schools and large companies, they often 
conduct fire drills to test performance in the event of a real emergency. You 
should consider a similar test with your backup routine. You ' 11 want to know, in 
advance, that the files you 're backing up are available at your beck and call when 
you need them. 

Test Driving Your Backup Strategy 
To examine the efficacy of your backup program, you should consider running a drill 
by actually restoring something. Here's one way you might accomplish tllis task: 

1. If you' re doing a manual backup, or a backup in "Finder" format (meaning 
the backed-up files appear in the same form as the originals), simply copy a 
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few document files back to your drive, to a location different from the 
original. You don't want to actually replace any files; you just want to see 
if they are in good shape. 

2. Open the files, and make sure that what you see matches the original file. More 
than likely, if you can open the file normally, you should have no problem. 

3. If the file fails to open, review your backup plan, and the next section, to 
address problems with the backed-up files. 

4. If you' re using a backup program, such as Personal Backup or Retrospect, 
simply use the Restore function in the program, and select a handful of 
files to restore to your drive. Again, you don ' t want to replace any existing 
file, just make sure that you actually have a good copy of the tiles available 
in the event you really need them later. 

If your test works, you can feel fairly confident that your backup routine is 
going to be successful. 

What If the Backup Goes Bad? 
There can be no greater source of disappointment and frustration than trying to 
restore your files and finding out that your backup has gone bad. You engage the 
Restore operation on your backup software, or simply try to copy over files you've 
backed up manually, and you get a message that there's a disk error or a warning 
that something's wrong with your backup program's "storage set." 

It' s frustrating, true, but it doesn't have to mean that you won't be able to 
restore at least some of your files. In Retrospect, for example, there are tools to fix 
the backup directory, known as the Storage Set. The Storage Set is your catalog of 
all the files you've backed up, and Retrospect needs this file to track the progress 
of your backup and retrieve files when necessary. While the process I'm going to 
describe here won't fix a bad disk, it will aJiow you to recover the files that are 
still available. 

Fixing a Bad Retrospect Storage Set 
If Retrospect can't recover your files, you'll see a message about it onscreen when 
you attempt to restore one or more files. UsuaJly, it' II indicate that the contents of 
the Storage Set don' t jibe with the actual backup files. Quite often this happens if 
your Mac crashes at some point in the backup process, though a damaged Storage 
Set file will trigger the same message. 
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Retrospect stores the Storage Set files in the same folder that contains 
the original application. As an ounce of protection, you ought to make 
duplicates of these files on another drive or removable disk. While the 
sets can be recreated in the event the original drive is lost, it can be a 
time-consuming process you will probably want to avoid. 

Here's how to address the problem, using recent versions of Retrospect 
(this description is based on version 4 .1 ): 

1. Make sure the first or only disk of your backup is in the backup drive. 

2. Launch Retrospect. 

3. Click on the Tools tab, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 14-8. 

4. Click on the Repair button, which produces the dialog shown in Figure 14-9. 

5. The decision you make now depends on what sort of problem message you 
saw when you tried to restore a file. If it stated the catalog was out of sync 
with the backup, click the first option. If you don't have a Storage Set, you 
can recreate one using the data on your backup media, by clicking on 
whatever option in Figure 14-9 applies. 

6. If your backup has additional disks, you' ll see an onscreen prompt asking 
you to insert those disks (usually the previous disk will be ejected, but you 
may have to click an Eject button to do this). When you state there are no 
additional backup disks, the dialog will conclude with an onscreen 
acknowledgement that you can OK. 

7. Depending on how bad your Storage Set catalog is messed up, it may take 
anywhere from a few minutes to a few hours to recreate or build the file. 
But the best prevention against a bad backup is to have more than one. 
That way, if a fragile disk goes bad, another disk will be available for you 
to get your documents back. When it comes to backups, three times is 
definitely a charm. 

Other Backup Recovery Methods 
If your actual backup disk or tape is at fault, rather than the backup catalog, there are 
no guarantees you '11 get it back, which is why I suggested you have extra backups. 
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~ Maintenance and data copying ~.>ols 

Repair or recreate a StorageSet catalog 
fix a mlssi ng, demeoed, or out-of-dele cetolog 

Verify a StorageSot 
Verify that ell fi les In e StoregeSet are readable 

Data copying operations 
Archive, tnmsfe r , or copy multiple disks toe StoregeSet 

ljMIIQj§l:l Choose the first option from this screen 

Repair 

Verify 

Copy 

Thjs is especially true if your backup is on a tape, which can only be read by 
special software, such as Retrospect. When these disks go bad, your regular fi le 
recovery and repair programs, such as the ones I describe in Chapter 13, just 
won' t function. 

Choose a cata log repair funct ion: 

~ Update ex isting catalog fila 

0 Recreate from tapms 
0 Recreate from CD-R dlacs 
0 Recreate I nteraet StoragcSct 
0 Recreate from remove~le disks 
0 Repair Macintesb File StorageSet 

~ OK ~ 
l Cancel I 

ljMIIijj§fl Decide whether to update or recreate your Storage Set catalog 
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When you use a tape drive, follow the manufacturer's recommendations 
about using cleaning disks to keep tape heads clean. For example, DDS 
drives should be cleaned about every 15 hours. Retrospect can be set to 
remind you of this cleaning interval. If you fail to run the cleaning disks 
regularly, you may subject your backup to read/write errors, and the 
potential for corrupted or lost files. 

Abbott Systems to the Rescue 
An old-line Mac utility publisher, Abbott Systems, offers two programs that can 
help you recover damaged or trashed documents. One of them, CanOpener, is 
designed to open most any document file and retrieve the contents, even if the 
original program cannot access it. While a complicated financial document or 
desktop publishing file may not be recovered in its original form, basic text and 
pictures can often be found. 

Another program from this publisher, RescueTXT, can be used to track text on 
fi les you've accidentally deleted. This may be the court of last appeal should a stab 
at a hard drive recovery program, such as Norton Utilities or TechTool Pro, not be 
able to retrieve a file. 

CAUTION 
Norton Utilities and TechTool Pro work best if you install them before 
you have a problem. Both programs will catalog your deleted files and 
your hard drive directory and update the catalog regularly, which makes 
recovery easier in the event of trouble later on. They work far less reliably 
if you have to use their recovery tools without having first installed the 
software before your drive went bad. 

You can check out the Abbott Systems product line at their Web site: 
http://www.abbottsystems.com. 

Diagnosing Backup Problems on a Large SCSI Chain 
Here are some steps to follow should you be unable to retrieve a backup from a 
SCSI device in a setup with several drives attached: 

1. Check your SCSI chain. Make sure aJJ attached devices are on and that 
termination is turned on or attached to the fina l device on the chain (the 
one at the very end). 
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2. If you need to move any devices to different positions, shut down your 
Mac, then your attached SCSI devices, then move the devices. Be sure to 
observe proper termination and SCSI ID settings. 

3 . If you sti ll cannot get your backup device to retrieve files or run properly, 
shut down your Mac, then the SCSI devices. 

4. Set up the backup drive as the only SCSI device on the chain. Be sure to 
switch on termination, or install a termination block, whichever applies. 

5. Turn on the backup drive, then the Mac. 

If these steps don ' t help, and you're using a conventional removable drive, 
such as a Jaz or Zip, run a disk diagnostic utility, as described in Chapter 13. 

CAUTION 
Before you run a disk diagnostic program with a removable drive, check 
the manufacturer's recommendations in the manual or Read Me file. You 
wouldn't want to make matters worse, unless, of course, the media is 
useless. In that event, even a risky method may be worth the risk. 

If you cannot make a backup drive work on your Mac, there may be an 
alternative-that is, ~f you have an extra Mac around to which you can 
attach the drive. Just set up the drive on the other Mac, and see if you can 
retrieve the file that way (you may have to install the backup software, of 
course). !fit works, you can network the two Macs to access the files, or 
just copy them to another drive, if available. 

Summing Up 
Backing up your data may seem an unneeded chore until you lose one of your 
valuable fi les. This chapter covered backup techniques using all types of media. 
One of these techniques is bound to work well in your situation. 

The next chapter covers one of the principal causes of headaches and 
aggravation on a Mac, the SCSI chain. You'll learn the best methods to set up 
a SCSI chain and the teiJtale signs of trouble. 



Dealing with SCSI Chain Hassles 
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Compared to the failed efforts on the Windows platform, the Mac's version of 
plug-and-play is a superlative engineering feat. I cannot tell you how many 

times I've set up Mac hard drives, networks, and printers in minutes, only to face 
hours of debugging to do the very same things on the PC side of the platform. 

But that doesn't mean the Mac is the bee's knees when it comes to freedom from 
setup hassles. For one thing, SCSI, once Apple's primary peripheral bus to connect 
such things as CD drives, hard drives, and scanners needs, shall we say, a little 
work to make things operate conectly. Sometimes you have to just set it up and 
pray that it' ll work properly . 

I' ve devoted this chapter to SCSI chain setup, diagnosis, and how to add extra 
devices, in the hope it'll make your encounters with SCSI voodoo less frustrating. 

Fortunately, with its recent models Apple has moved totally away from SCSI 
except as an option. New Macs, iMacs, iBooks, and PowerBooks come with ATA 
drives as standard issue. In the future, you may even see internal Fire Wire dri ves, 
since Apple has added an internal Fire Wire bus to its Power Mac 04 series. So 
the problems you encounter here will be history once you upgrade your Mac 
and peripherals. But even if you have a new Mac, you may need to add SCSI 
capabiUty (where possible) to handle those older scanners, removable drives and 
other peripherals. 

At the end of the chapter, you' II also read about the technologies Apple has 
adopted that are free of many of the limitations of SCSI. As you update your Mac 
and your accessories, you'll be pleased to know there's truly light at the end of 
the tunnel. 

How to Organize the SCSI Chain 
If you follow a few basic setup procedures, you should be able to get most SCSI 
chains to work properly-most of the time, that is. Here are a few of the basics 
to consider: 

NOTE 
A SCSI chain is simply a collection of SCSI devices on a single SCSI bus. 

• Keep SCSI chains short. In theory, you can have cable lengths 
with a total of over 19 feet on a plain-Jane SCSI chain, but in practice, 
there are limits. For one thing, that figure also includes the actual cable 
inside a drive mechanism, which can add up. Figure on a foot or so 
for every device. 
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High-speed SCSI chains, such as SCSI Wide, require much shorter cable 
lengths. Consult the information provided with your SCSI accelerator 
card for specifics on this subject. 

• Don't forget termination. The first and last devices on the SCSI chain 
(regardless of SCSI ID number) need to be terminated. Your Mac provides 
termination at the beginning of the chain, so you only need to add it at 
the end. Some SCSI devices require a terminator block, but others use 
pushbuttons, dipswitches, or little bitty buttons to switch termination on or 
off. Mechanisms from APS Technology, Iomega's removable drives, and 
some scanners from Umax all offer a termination switch of some sort. If a 
quick glance at the device doesn' t give you an answer as to how 
termination is to be set, consult the manuals or call the manufacturer for 
assistance. I won' t even try to cover all of the confusing possibilities here. 

I'll repeat/his a couple of times in this chapter: PowerBooks don 't 
generally supply enough termination power for a good pe1forming SCSI 
chain (especially if there's more than a single device). The PowerBook 
manuals usually suggest double termination (at the beginning or middle 
and the end of the chain). 

• Watch out for duplicate SCSI ID numbers. If your Mac has some 
internal devices installed, you'll need a hard disk formatter, such as 
Anubis, Hard Disk TooliGt or Silverlining to check for each device on the 
chain. You can also use SCSI Probe, which is available from many Web 
sites, such as http://www.versiontracker.com. Normally, the internal drive 
on a Mac is set at ID 0 (I've seen different ID numbers for replacement 
drives, though this is easily changed), and the CD-ROM drive is set at ID 
3. Apple's internal SCSI Zip drives are set at ID 5. 

• Be wary of two or more SCSI buses. Some PCI-based Macs and Mac 
OS clones have two SCSI buses: an internal chain for internal devices, and 
an external chain. In theory, you should be able to place seven devices on 
each. But some peripherals-and scanners are a big example--don't seem 
to recognize that there can be two devices with the same SCSI ID so long 
as they are on separate buses. If you encounter this problem, make sure that 
only one SCSI chain uses the ID number devoted to the particular 
offending device. 
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• Keep all attached SCSI devices on. I know, you're not using that 
scanner, and you don' t want to wear out the bulb (many of them are 
difficult and costly to replace). But many scanners are set to power down 
their bulbs after a period of disuse, and, in any case, the bulbs usually last 
for thousands of hours. The problem here is arcane, and involves matters of 
proper termination power, correct voltage on the SCSI chain, and that sort 
of thing. ln some cases, leaving off a connected device won' t do anything 
bad. But you may also experience unexpected system crashes and damaged 
files. The best advice is to keep all attached devices on. If you don't intend 
to use a device except on a rare occasion, power down, remove it from 
the SCSI chain and power up again (don't forget to change termination 
if necessary). 

Why It's Necessary to Keep SCSI 
Devices On 

The telephone call was frantic. A client couldn't boot his Power Mac 6500, 
and he had to complete a business proposal. 

I rushed over to the site, ran AJsoft's Disk Warrior and Symantec's Norton 
Utilities (see Chapter 13). The drive had various and sundry disk directory 
errors that were fixed, but, sad to say, a whole folder was filled with 
damaged files. 

After the drive's directory was repaired, I performed a clean installation of 
the client's operating system and had them up and running in a short time. But 
I noticed something amiss in hi s setup. He had two devices on the SCSI chain, 
a scanner and a Zip drive. The scanner was off. He said he only used it once a 
week and so he didn't think he wanted to waste the electricity. 

The scanner was turned on, and the Mac restarted. 
After I talked with the client a few minutes, I realized that since be had 

decided to turn off his scanner when not in use, his Mac crashed much more 
often. And there was that folder containing damaged files to deal with. 

He agreed to leave his scanner on and has had no problems since then, 
although it took him quite a few hours to recreate the damaged graphic ftles. 
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A Handy Guide to SCSI Voodoo 
In the previous section, I explained how SCSI devices ru·e supposed to work. The 
word "voodoo" is used when it comes to SCSI chains, because sometimes setting 
things up as adverti sed isn' t quite successful. Dri ves don't show up, you get 
frequent crashes, or data ends up damaged. 

Frustrating, yes? But if you follow a few troubleshooting steps, you'll usually 
get things to run correctly. I say usually because there ru·e exceptions that defeat 
the best efforts of humankind to resolve. 

CAUTION 
Before you change anything on your Mac's SCSI chain, turn everything 
off. And before you reboot your Mac, turn on all attached SCSI devices 
first. No exceptions! You could damage your Mac's logic board or one of 
your devices if you try hot plugging (although there are some devices 
available f rom hard drive vendors that promise to do this sort of thing). 

NOTE 

• Use an extra terminator. Yes, I know. I said that only the beginning 
and end of the SCSI chain are supposed to be terminated. But this doesn' t 
necessru·iiy work on large SCSI chains (with several devices and cables 
stretching the length limits) or with PowerBooks. PowerBook manuals 
usually have a special section on SCSI hookups. For other Macs, place 
a pass-through terminator in the middle of the chain and see if it he lps 
improve performance. 

• Use an active terminator. These devices help regulate the cuJTent on the 
SCSI chain and will sometimes compensate for devices that don' t supply 
proper current or electrical variations among cables. Some models will 
even include a power brick, which is used to help supply extra juice to help 
regulate a SCSI chain with a PowerBook and similar products. 

• Use cables from the same manufacturer. In theory, a cable is a cable, 
but products from different manufacturers may differ slightly in electrical 
specifications. It may not mean much if you have only one or two items on the 
SCSI chain. But on a large SCSI chain, small differences may account for a 
lot. If all else fails, try buying a new set of cables from one manufacturer. 

I'm not a fan of boutique cables since (as with the cables you use on 
your home stereo system), you seldom if ever get better perfonnance in 
exchange for the higher price you pay. Cables f rom major companies, 
such as Belkin, work just fine in any installation. 
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• Move devices around. For whatever reason, some SCSI devices work 
best in a specific position on the SCSI chain. Sometimes a manufacturer 
will make a suggestion as to positioning in their manuals. An example: 
Some scanners work best at the very end of the SCSI chain, others work 
best at the beginning. You need to experiment and move things around to 
see if the proper combination can be found. Just remember to change SCSI 
ID numbers where needed (so they don' t conflict) and move termination to 
the last physical device on the chain. 

• Change SCSI ID numbers. A SCSI ID number doesn't have to be 
consecutive. Number 6 doesn't have to be after number 5. You can reverse 
the numbers if you desire Uust make sure they don't conflict). 

• Watch out for SCSI ID number 5. Some PCI-based Macs, beginning with 
the Power Macintosh 8500 and 9500 series, reportedly had problems with 
SCSI number 5. This problem was supposedly fixed beginning with Mac OS 
7.5.3. But don' t dismiss the possibility that problems might remain. Go ahead 
and avoid this number if you can, and see if things work any better. 

NOTE . 
Iomega Zip drives are designed to work either with SCSI ID 5 or ID 6. 
With a long SCSI chain, you may not be able to avoid ID 5. 

Do Drives Really Last for 500,000 Hours? 
It's very common for hard drive manufacturers to quote incredible lifetimes for 
their products. They usually range from 200,000 to 500,000 hours MBTF (mean 
time between failmes). Considering that 200,000 hours would amount to more 
than two decades continuous operation, more than anyone might realistically 
expect to use their Macs, thi s would be d1e equi valent of a life time warranty 
(imagine what 500,000 hours means?). 

Yet drive manufacturers seldom wananty their products for more than three to 
tive years. So do you take it seriously? 

Well , consider d1is. Just because a hard drive manufacturer quotes an 
average doesn' t mean a specific hard drive won' t fail before that. Hard drives 
and removable devices tend to be more trouble-prone because of all the delicate 
mechanical parts involved. My suggestion is that you treat your drive as if it might 
fail at any moment (which can sometimes be the case) and have regular backups. 
You can also use a hard drive maintenance program to be certain there's no 
damage to the de licate hard drive's fi le directory. Chapters 13 and 14 cover 
these subjects in more detail. 
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Mixing and Matching SCSI Cables 

Just a few years ago, I went through the hassles of SCSI voodoo when trying 
to configure a Mac with a big SCSI chain (six external devices including 
removable drives, scanner, and tape backup d1ive). The symptom was classic. 
I tried to copy a large file to and from any drive and the computer locked up 
tight as a drum. 

I went through the standard array of remedies. I moved SCSI devices 
around, and changed SCSI ID numbers. I swapped cables, and switched 
a few from some extras I had on hand. Even an active terminator was used. 

The SCSI chain worked if I removed any single device, but all together 
there was no way to avoid the problem. I checked and double-checked 
everything to be absolutely certain that the setup was correct. Even a second 
terminator wouldn' t fix it. 

Finally, on a suggestion from a technical support person at APS Technologies, 
a big hard drive vendor, I replaced the cables. All of them. Now maybe you could 
be cynical about it and assume they just wanted to sell me cables. Maybe so. 
But after replacing the old cables with the new ones, the problem was cured, 
immediately, never to return. The new cables did it! 

Internal vs. External-What's the Difference? 
Yes, they' re cheaper. And no doubt that is one reason to favor an internal hard 
drive, but there are complications. For one thing, even if your Mac can handle 
more than one drive inside, you have to pop the case, remove brackets, and fidd le 
with hard-to-reach cables. And even when that' s fa irly s imple, there are the drive 
mechanisms themselves. 

Whether the mechanisms are regular hard drives or removable devices, such 
as a CD writer, Jaz, or Zip drive, there are other littl e complications to consider. 

For one thing, you have to decipher a sometimes-unclear diagram to see if the 
proper SCSI lD and termination settings are set on the drive. You cannot always 
depend on the manufacturer or reseller setting up these mechanisms properly. 

If you have an older Mac, you have to make doubly sure it can handle one of 
the big, bad hard drives avai lable now. Some of the highest capacity models, with 
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10,000-RPM performance, put out a lot of heat-lots more than one of those 
pancake-style Macs (such as the 6100 and 6300 series) can handle without getting 
just too hot. 

Here are some things to consider when buying an internal hard drive for your Mac: 

• Get a smaller drive for an older Mac. Those thin Mac cases don't have 
enough cooling power from the internal fan to handle the heat generated by 
a big, fast drive. Before you place your order, ask the dealer or manufacturer 
about support for these models. And even larger Macs, such as the 
800/840/81 00/8500/9500 series, have problems keeping cool with large 
internal drives installed. 

• Consider an accessory cooling fan. If you really need that big hard 
drive, contact your dealer and see if they can set you up with an accessory 
cooling fan. Such vendors as APS Technologies offer such a product, 
which usually attaches to the drive itself. It can make a big difference in 
hard drive reliability. 

• Don't forget the bracket. Many Macs require the drives to be fitted 
with a special bracket to be installed internaJly. If you're not sure, ask your 
dealer to get you the proper bracket. You can get more information about 
this subject from Proline, one of the manufacturers of drive brackets and 
faceplates . Their Web URL is http://www.proline.com. 

• You need a new faceplate for a removable device. If you want to add a 
SuperDisk, a Zip drive, or some other device for which you have to remove 
the media, you need to replace the faceplate on your Mac with one that will 
match the open slot on the mechanism itself. Your dealer can probably handle 
your needs (or check with Proline, as mentioned in the previous item). On 
some Mac OS clones, all you need to do is pop a small faceplate, and leave 
the removable mechanism with its front showing, without a cover. 

• Make sure you can really add an extra mechanism. If your Mac 
doesn't have an extra drive bay, or it's got an internal ATA chain without 
SCSI capability, you may not be able to add extra devices without a 
separate SCSI accelerator card (see the section that follows). 

Internal SCSI vs. External SCSI-Which Is Faster? 
For most older Macs with built-in SCSI, there's no difference. But some of the 
PCI-based Macs, beginning with the 7500, 8500 and 9500 (and some Mac OS 
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clones), the internal SCSI bus is SCSI-2 Fast, thus twice as fast as the external 
SCSI chain. So if you have a larger, faster drive, consider an internal model. Aside 
from the more annoying installation process, you stand to save from $50 to $100 
on the purchase, since the drive doesn't need a case. 

NOTE 
The exception to this rule is a newer Mac to which you've added a SCSI 
card. Even the slowest SCSI card is SCSI-2 Fast (even the ones that cost 
about $50), which will get you as much speed as the faster internal SCSI 
chains of some of the older Macs. 

Making Sense of SCSI jumper Settings 
When you install a new internal SCSI hard drive, it's often on a wing and a prayer. 
Even when you ask your hard drive vendor to set it up for you, there's no guarantee 
it was done properly, so it's best to check. 

Internal drives use jumpers (small plastic pieces with metallic lined holes in 
them) to set SCSI ID settings and termination. Unfortunately, not all drives are 
made equal and not all settings are clearly explained on the drive mechanism or 
on the documentation (if there is any), so you may find yourself installing a drive 
that's not properly configured for your Mac. 

NOTE 
Older hard drive mechanisms set termination with a resister pack, a long, 
thin part that actually plugged into the drive. While removing the pack 
(usually two resistors with many pins) would tum off termination, the process 
often broke the delicate pins, so reinstalling was usually out of the question. 

Here is a bit of advice to get you set up properly . If your questions aren't 
answered here, I'd suggest you call the drive vendor or the manufacturer for specifics 
about their products. In addition, the Web sites for the major manufacturers, such 
as IBM (http://www.ibm.com), Quantum (http://www.quantum.com) and Seagate 
(http://www.seagate.com), provide illustrations on proper setup for a specific 
model drive. 

SCSI Termination-Off or On? 
If your internal drive replaces one that's already in your Mac, you'IJ want to make 
sure termination is left on. Look for a set of jumper pins with the label "TE" under 
them. Make sure that a jumper is placed over the two pins in this row to keep it on; 
remove the jumper to turn them off. 
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NOTE 
Jumpers are small enough that even those of you with small, nimble 
fingers might find them a challenge. J find that a small needle-nose pliers 
(available at any hardware store) is usually sufficient to handle the tiny 
things. Just don't apply too much pressure or they may break. 

Typical jumper Settings for SCSI ID 
Once you've taken care of termination, there's another thing to check, and that's 
SCSI ID. If the drive is to replace your internal drive, you' ll want to keep SCSI 
ID 0. If not, you'll need a jumper to change the setting. 

Setting SCSI ID is simple. Where a pin is supposed to be on, you j ust place 
the jumper between the top and bottom pins. Where it' s off, you put no jumper 
in that position. 

Table 15-1 shows typical SCSI ID settings for a typical internal drive (based on a 
popular line of Quantum mechanisms, the Atlas II). I have included the settings for 
SCSI IDs 8 through 15, for SCSI Wide and faster mechanisms, which have the 
additional capability when used with a corresponding high-speed SCSI card. 

Drive ID PinAO PinAl PinA2 PinA3 

IDO OFF OFF OFF OFF 
ID I ON OFF OFF OFF 
ID 2 OFF ON OFF OFF 
ID3 ON ON OFF OFF 
ID 4 OFF OFF ON OFF 
ID5 ON OFF ON OFF 
ID6 OFF ON ON OFF 
ID7 ON ON ON OFF 
ID8 OFF OFF OFF ON 
ID 9 ON OFF OFF ON 
ID 10 OFF ON OFF ON 
ID II ON ON OFF ON 
ID 12 OFF OFF ON ON 
lD 13 ON OFF ON ON 
lD 14 OFF ON ON ON 
ID 15 ON ON ON ON 

I~NII~II SCSI ID Jumper Settings 
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Don 't have enough jumpers? Call your dealer or the manufacturer. If you 
have extras, put them in an envelope and store them in a safe, easy-to
remember place. Or just install them on any two bottom or top halves of 
an unused set of pins. So long as the top and bottom oren 't "linked," they 
won't affect the drive 's performance. 

How Do I Detennine the Kind of Drive Mechanism 
That's Installed? 
If your drive is already in a case, or it' s installed in your Mac, it won't be clear 
what make and model are being used. Even the model Mac you have isn't a 
determining factor, as Apple will shop for drives from several vendors, and 
use any that meet their basic capacity and performance specifications. 

Here' s a quick (and free) way to check out what hard drive you have: visit 
Adaptec's Web site (http://www.adaptec.com) and check their Macintosh 
download area for a copy of their version of SCSI Probe. 

SCSI Probe is used to look at your Mac's SCSI chain and see which devices 
are on it, as you'll see in Figure 15-1. The SCSI Buses pop-up menu at the top can 

r
SCSI Buses 

I 1 - Adoptee 2930CU 

SCSI Devices----------, 

Vendor Product Vers 

I DISK iom09a j ar 2GB E.15 
2 CPU EPSON Express ion800 I .02 

IOMEGA ZIP 250 H.41 

Powor Macintosh 9 .0 

ljMih'IIOjl This is one of the SCSI chains on the author's Power Mac G3 
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be used to check on devices installed on a particular SCSI bus, if your Mac has 
more than one. 

The Safe Way to Install a New Internal Drive 
Once you've got the SCSI termination and ID settings configured, here's what to 
do next: 

1. If you're installing a removable drive or other mechanism that requires a 
special driver, install the software before you install the drive. 

2. Power down your Mac and all attached SCSI devices. 

3. Remove the case, following the instructions in your manual (most recent 
Macs have information about adding internal drives). 

CAUTION 
If you don't have instructions and your Mac's innards seem too 
intimidating, don't be afraid to ask a dealer or local Mac user group to 
assist. There's no sense struggling and possibly breaking delicate cables if 
the process seems unclear to you. 

NOTE 

4. Touch the power supply or use a wrist strap to ground yourself. 

5. Install your mechanism in a free drive bay, as appropriate. I won' t detail 
the steps here, as they vary from model to model. Your owner's manual 
should explain how this is done. If you cannot locate the instructions, 
check with your dealer or visit Apple's Tech Info Library Web site 
(http://til.info.apple.com) and do a search for your specific type of Mac. 

Make sure you have the proper bracket assembly ((f one is needed) before 
you attempt to install a new drive. 

6. Look for a free plug on your Mac's internal SCSI cable. Be prepared to 
manipulate and push and pull the cables to get them in position. There are 
too many models (counting Apple products and Mac OS clones) to detail 
the procedure or the best way to make it function . The key here is that you 
make sure you are not tearing the ribbon cable (it's delicate) and that you 
are not bending it sharply. 

7. Plug the power cable (the smaller, white one) into the drive. 
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8. Once installation is complete, close up your Mac, restore all cables, and 
boot your Mac. If your new drive isn't recognized (a hard d1ive icon should 
appear on your Mac ' s desktop), power down and recheck the mechanism 
and the installation. It is possible the drive simply was never formatted 
(see the next section), but if you still cannot get it to work properly after 
trying to format the drive, don't hesitate to contact your dealer or the 
manufacturer for assistance. 

Not Formatted? 
It's a sad fact that some vendors sell hard drives for Macs without formatting them 
first, and sometimes they' ll charge you extra for the software. Before you buy a 
new drive, ask the manufacturer or vendor to make sure the drive is already 
formatted for your Mac before you attempt to install it. Insist that they give you 
formatting software (even if it' s an extra cost item) in case you have to reformat 
the drive later on down the road. 

On some occasions, you can use Apple' s Drive Setup to prepare (format) your 
drive, but with a mechanism without an Apple label this is not guaranteed. 

The Safe Way to Install a New External Drive 
The nice thing about an external dri ve is that you don't have to worry about little 
jumpers to set, nor do you have to play around with delicate ribbon cables. 

NOTE 

1. If you're installing a removable drive or other mechanism that requires a 
special driver, install the software before you install the drive. 

2 . Power down your Mac and all attached SCSI devices. 

3. Check the instructions that came with the drive for information on setting 
proper SCSI lD numbers and termination. [won ' t try to d iscuss the various 
combinations of pushbuttons, dipswitches, and other controls here. 

4. Install the proper cables from your Mac or other SCSI device to the new drive. 

To make matters doubly confusing, some manufacturers don't take into 
account that a new device may not be the only one on the SCSI chain, so 
they'll give you a set of cables with the assumption it 'll hook directly to 
your Mac. Be prepared to have to purchase additional cables if the 
product doesn't have what you need. 
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5. Power on the SCSI devices, then boot your Mac. 

6. Check the operation of your new device. If it's a regular hard drive, 
its icon should appear on your Mac' s desktop. If your new device isn't 
recognized, power down and recheck your installation. Follow the SCSI 
chain configuration suggestions I made in this chapter, and if that doesn't 
work, contact the dealer or manufacturer for assistance. 

Adding a SCSI Accelerator Card 
When Apple offered Macs with built-in SCSI ports, the question of adding a SCSI 
expansion card was moot for most users. You didn't need one unless you needed 
the largest, fastest hard drives for graphics and video production. 

But the newest Power Macs don't include SCSI as standard equipment. So if you 
intend to add a SCSI device, you are forced to go shopping for an expansion card. 

Fortunately, you can buy a basic SCSI-2 card for as little as $50 from most 
Mac dealers. Manufacturers of such products include Adaptec, AdvanSys, A TTO, 
Formac, Jndeo, and Orange Micro. It's an inconvenience, but one you can deal 
with. Besides, you may be able to find better solutions using another high-speed 
peripheral bus, Fire Wire, and be rid of SCSI hassles forever. 

Single Channel vs. Dual-Channel 
Why choose one over the other? 

If you have slower SCSI devices, the SCSI chain will slow down accordingly, 
even if faster drives are connected. If you want to use both fast and slow devices 
and not have to buy two cards, consider a dual-channel version. It's akin to having 
a two-in-one card. You can put your slower SCSI devices on one channel, the 
faster ones on the other, and get the maximum level of performance from each. 

SCSI Speeds Compared 
Before you select a SCSI card, you'll want to see what sorts of d1ives you want 
to use. That is the key to the type of product you ' 11 want to select. You wouldn't 
want to get something that isn't suitable for your application, and then have to buy 
another card later on. 
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I won't describe installation of a SCSI card here. Your Mac's manual 
will have instructions about installing internal cards (if there are slots 
for them). 

Here's a brief list of five popular SCSI protocols and their potential (a potential 
that isn't always realized, of course): 

NOTE 
It really doesn't make a lot of sense to buy a high-speed SCSI card with 
low-speed devices; they won't run any faster. You should choose the card 
based on the drives you have or the ones you intend to buy. 

• SCSI-1 or SCSI-2 All Macs with external SCSI ports (and most Macs 
with internal ones) support this protocol, which offers a maximum data 
transfer speed of 5MB per second. This is just fine for smaller drives, 
scanners, CD drives, and many removable devices, including SyQuest and 
Zip drives. 

• SCSI-2 Fast The internal SCSI bus on so-caJled "PCI" Macs, including 
the 7500, 8500, 9500, 8600 and 9600 (the "beige" G3s are an exception), 
sport this faster SCSI capability. So do some of the now-departed Mac OS 
clones from Power Computing and Umax. Maximum speed is lOMB per 
second. This is good enough for larger hard drives and Iomega Jaz drives. 
The cheapest SCSI cards offer this capability. 

• Fast/Wide SCSI-2 The performance level doubles, to 20MB per second. 
For larger, speedier hard drives, you'll want a SCSI card that provides at 
least this level of performance. 

• Ultra SCSI With a maximum potential of 40MB per second, there are 
few SCSI drives that'll exceed its capabilities. For anything but the most 
demanding tasks, this is the card of choice. 

• Ultra-2 SCSI This level of performance, up to 80MB per second, is 
recommended for desktop video and large graphic files. You'll also want 
to use an Ultra-2 SCSI card for RAID drives. 
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NOTE 
RAID (short for redundant array of inexpensive disks) lets you use 
two or more mechanisms to act as one, which helps speed up hard drive 
speeds noticeably. Among several RAID protocols, there 's also one for 
"mirroring," which simply means that files are written to two drives at 
the same time. If one fails, you always have an identical backup. 

A Quick Guide to SCSI Chain Problems 
The biggest problem with SCSI chains, aside from the need to be a little careful 
about setup, is that the symptoms of a SCSI chain problem aren't always obvious . 
Quite often, they'll masquerade as a system extension conflict or a problem with 
your system software, so you end up having to spend extra time doing a suitable 
diagnostic routine. 

To begin with, for any system crash problems, I suggest you check over the 
steps I describe in Chapter 18. If they don 't help, perhaps these symptoms and 
solutions will help you arrive at an answer. 

Finder 41 Crash 
This specific error is defined as the inability to load the Finder. But there is 
something important happening when the Finder is loading that may provide a 
clue to what's going on. Your hard drive directories are mounting, and if there is a 
problem with your SCSI chain, here's where you might experience a crash. There 
are several possible solutions: 

NOTE 

• Check your SCSI chain, following the steps described earlier in this 
chapter, to make sure the setup is done properly. 

• Make sure all attached SCSI devices have been turned on. If you find a 
device switched off, tum it on and restart. See if the problem repeats itself. 

• If you have an older hard drive mechanism and current Mac OS system 
software, be sure to update the hard drive with a recent hard disk formatter. 
This process rewrites the driver, which is the little piece of software on a 
drive that communicates with your Mac. You can' t see the driver, but if the 
driver is damaged or out of date, the drive won't work properly. 

The newest versions of Apple's Drive Setup will support many recent hard 
drive makes and models. But if you have a drive that doesn't have an Apple 
label or that didn't ship with an Apple product, you may need a third-party 
formatting program, such as CharisMac's Anubis, FWB's Hard Disk Too/Kit 
or l.aCie's Silverlining (also available as Silverlining Pro). 
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Mac Freezes When Copying Large Files 
This is a classic symptom of a SCSI chain problem. I suggest you refer to the SCSI 
voodoo steps described earlier in this chapter to address this problem. A bad hard 
drive mechanism can also cause this symptom, but that requires a call to a dealer 
or manufacturer for additional help. 

Mac Freezes with Gray Screen When You Boot Your Mac 
This is another prime example of a SCSI problem or a hard drive issue. Follow 
these suggestions, not necessarily in order, to help deal with this problem. 

• Power down the Mac and all attached devices. 

• If the drive is internal, disconnect the SCSI cable from your Mac and 
power up again. If the drive is external, follow the suggestions under the 
SCSI voodoo section to diagnose the problem. 

• If you have an internal drive, and the other steps don't work, it could be 
your drive has a bad partition map, which is used by a SCST driver and 
your Mac to find the location of drive partitions. If (and only if) you have 
a second internal drive or an external drive with which to boot your Mac, 
there's a way to deal with this (at least sometimes). But you need to handle 
this carefully. Don't be afraid to seek outside help if you have any qualms 
about any of this: 

1. Power down and open your Mac's case. 

2. Locate the SCSI cable attached to the offending device and remove it. 
Leave the power cable inserted. 

3 . Boot your Mac. It should start up normally. 

4 . Being careful not to touch any metal parts inside your Mac (I said you 
had to be cautious about this), quickly push the SCSI cable into the 
drive's jack. This may get the drive to mount. 

5 . Locate your hard drive software (such as Apple's Drive Setup or 
whatever non-Apple program you used), and launch it. 

6. Use the "update" function to update the hard drive with the problem. 

7. Reboot your Mac. If it works, power down and close the case. 
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8. If you have a successful result, go ahead and check the offending drive 
with Apple' s Disk First Aid, Alsoft's Disk Warrior, or Norton Utilities 
for possible directory damage. 

9. Even if the drive checks out all right, consider backing up your data 
and reformatting the drive at the earliest opportunity. 

10. If these steps don't help you solve the problem, consider replacing the 
internal SCSI ribbon cable. A bad cable can also produce similar 
symptoms. 

The End of SCSI? 
Until recently, all Apple computers had standardized on SCSI for both internal and 
external hard drives and other peripherals. But that began to change with the advent of 
Apple' s Performa series, when Apple decided to move to a lower cost peripheral bus, 
ATA (short for AT Attachment), for internal drives and CD drives. The advantage is 
that such hard drives are cheaper to buy, and hence Apple lowered the cost of their 
Macs as well, the better to compete with the rapidly dropping costs of Windows
based computers. 

From this humble beginning, the presence of AT A drives on Macs spread rapidly. 
Soon al l PowerBooks had them, then regular desktop Macs as well (including the 
iMac) and, of course, the iBook. 

What's ATAPI? 
This variation on the AT A protocol stands for AT Attachment Packet Interface, 
and it's used to describe so-called non-hard-disk products, such as removable 
drives. These include such items as a CD-ROM drive, DVD-ROM drive, Iomega 
Jaz and Zip drives, and similar products. 

Master and Slave 
Unlike SCSI, you cannot daisy-chain a number of devices. If your Mac supports 
the feature, you can, however, install a second AT A device in what is called 
"slave" mode. 

If the hard drive's ATA bus doesn't have "slave" support (and this covers pretty 
much all Macs prior to the Blue & White G3 series), you may find it on your CD 
drive's AT A bus. A quick look at your Mac's manual will explain how to add 
extra dtives. 
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CAUTION 
Ifyou don't see an extra set of cable and connectors, there may be no 
obvious evidence to show whether or not your Mac can support ATA 
"slave" mode. If it's not mentioned in your manual, contact Apple or 
consult their technical information library (http://til.info.apple.com) for 
the details. A savvy drive vendor may also have the answers for you. 

Once you've determined whether you can install a "slave" drive, the process is 
not much different from installing an internal SCSI drive. First you need to check 
if you need a special bracket for the drive and a special faceplate. 

NOTE 

Then just follow these steps: 

1. If your Mac doesn't have one, get an ATA ribbon cable from your dealer. 

2. If your "slave" device requires a special driver to be installed (which is 
usually the case with a removable drive), run the installation now (so you 
don't have to be faced with the prospect of the drive not working later). 

Apple's latest system software includes drivers for Iomega Jaz and Zip 
drives, but don't expect to find drivers for any other removable device 
(such as an Orb or SyQuest) drive in your System Folder unless you 
install the files separately). 

3. After installation, shut down your Mac. 

4. Open your Mac following the instructions provided in your manual. Be 
sure to ground yourself to the power supply (or use a wrist strap, if 
available) before you poke around in there. 

5. Check your second drive to make sure it has the proper jumper setting to 
enable "slave" mode. On an Iomega Zip drive, the jumper block has to be 
removed. Since this setting may vary from product to product, the best 
resource is the manufacturer or your dealer. 

6. Install your second dr ive in an available drive bay. I won' t detail the steps 
here, as they vary from model to model. Your owner's manual should 
explain how this is done. If you cannot locate the instructions, check with 
your dealer or visit Apple's Tech Info Library Web site and do a search for 
your specific type of Mac. 

7. Plug in the cable at your "master" drive (if it doesn't already have it there) 
and run it to the "slave" drive. You may have to fiddle and move and duck 
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and bob and weave around metal fittings to get this to work. There are too 
many models (counting Apple products and Mac OS clones) to detail the 
procedure or the best way to make it function . The key is to make sure you 
are not tearing the ribbon cable (it's delicate) and that you are not bending 
it sharply. 

8. Once installation is complete, close up your Mac, restore all cables and 
boot your Mac. Your "slave" drive should be recognized. 

Doesn't Work? 
If the new drive or removable isn't recognized, make sure that any needed drivers 
are instaJled. If they are, shut down, open the Mac, and recheck your installation. 
If you still have problems, contact Apple or the drive's manufacturer. 

Fire Wire: The End of SCSI Hassles? 
Sometimes it' s known by its official name, IEEE 1394, and sometimes (if you 
have a Sony product) i.LINK. But the original name is Fire Wire, and it' s an Apple 
technology that p~:ornises to rid the computing universe of SCSI hassles forever. 

What's more, FireWire is rapidly spreading across Apple's product line, and 
more and more Fire Wire products are coming to market. 

The ftrst thing you'll notice with a FireWire peripheral is that there's no SCSI 
ID number to be set, no jumpers or dips witches to push and pull. Nowhere, no 
how. And there's no worry about termination, because a FireWire bus doesn't 
have to be terminated. 

What's more, it's hot-pluggable, which simply means that you can connect or 
disconnect any Fire Wire peripheral, be it a CD, camcorder, hard drive, printer, 
scanner, or whatever without having to turn anything off. If it's a drive, you just 
have to remember to eject the drive icon from your desktop before you disconnect 
the device. 

Yes, it's true plug-and-play. You finish using your Fire Wire device, and you 
unplug it and take it over to another Mac user. Or even a PC user, if they have a 
computer with a Fire Wire connection and reformat the drive to the PC disk format. 

With a smaller drive, you can even use the Fire Wire port for power, so you 
don't even have to worry about finding a convenient AC outlet. 

What' s more you can daisy-chain up to 63 devices and use cable lengths of up 
to 14 feet. There are a few considerations, such as the need for a Fire Wire repeater 
hub on a large chain, but compared to SCSI, it's a revelation. 
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The first time I used a Fire Wire hard drive I made sure I tested it in the worst 
way possible. It was a big 14GB device from MacTell (a company that, sad to say, 
went out of business in late 1999), part of their FirePower product line. I simply 
plugged it in to my power strip, then deliberately powered up the drive. Then I 
connected a cable from the drive to a Power Mac G3 with Fire Wire port (after 
installing a driver for the drive of course). Within seconds, the drive's icon was on 
my Mac's desktop. Then I dismounted the drive icon, disconnected the drive, and 
installed it on another Mac with the same result. 

Working with one of VST Technology's Fire Wire drives was also enlightening. 
Their lower capacity models don't need AC power; they draw the current from the 
FireWire port. You can learn about VST's product line at http://www.vsttech.com. 

FireWire Limitations? 
Though it stands head and shoulders above SCSI in convenience and ease of 
setup, I don't mean to tell you that Fire Wire is perfect. For example, the first 
Apple computers to ship with FireWire ports couldn't boot from the drives. So one 
of the advantages of an extra drive is lost till Apple has a chance to remedy this 
situation (it' ll require a boot ROM update and a driver update, both of which may 
be shipping by the time you read this book). 

In addition, despite the high performance capabilities of Fire Wire, many of 
the early drives barely match SCSI speeds. This is also a short-term phenomenon, 
being addressed by speedier device driver software and improvements to drive 
technology. But one thing is sure: the arrival of Fire Wire promises freedom from 
SCSI chain hassles. And that means one less book chapter to write. 

NOTE 
If you want to learn more about Fire Wire technology, visit the Apple Web 
site devoted to the subject at http://www.apple.com/jirewire. 



Making Your New Scanner 
Work Better 
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A scanner is, in effect, your Mac's eyes to see the outside world. You use it to 
digitize artwork and text documents so you can edit them on your computer 

or send them for someone else to see. 

In the not-so-distant past, a scanner was an expensive luxury. Any decent model 
would retail at well over a grand. By the time you added an option or two, such as 
an automatic document feeder (for multipage documents) and a slide adapter, for 
example, you were approaching the two grand level. But, as with computers, the 
pricing has gone down a lot. 

Today, you can buy some very nke scanners for not much more than $100, 
although the dollars add up if you want to get that slide attachment or an automatic 
document feeder (if they're available). Either option can fully double or triple the 
original cost of the product. 

NOTE 
An automatic document f eeder is similar to the paper bay on a printer, 
because it lets you scan more than one document at a time. This is quite 
useful if you intend to use your scanner to convert printed documents 
to text (OCR). I'Ll cover tlze subject of OCR in more detail later in 
this chapter. 

At the same time, professional-grade scanners, the ones beginning at around 
$1,000 or so, provide features and image capturing capabilities that approach those 
of scanners costing many times that figure just a few years ago. 

In fact, many graphic artists manage to do some very professional work on 
scanners that would be quite affordable to any consumer. 

The Right Way to Install a Scanner 
Although scanning speed, quality, and some features may differ, scanners are 
usually more alike than different, so you can often follow a basic set of installation 
instructions to cover most models. 

1. Shut down your Mac and all peripherals (this isn't critical if you have 
a USB scanner). 

2. Unpack the scanner and remove packing materials. 

3. Check the directions for unlocking the scanner's optical assembly 
(this is important!). The process is discussed later in this chapter. 
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4. If you have a SCSI scanner, verify the ID and termination settings, and 
configure as required. SCSI ID adj ustments on a scanner may be done by 
pushbuttons or a little wheel that you turn with a small screwdriver (a very 
small screwdriver, sometimes). For more information about SCSI chain 
issues, see Chapter 15. 

5. Attach all cables and make sure they are firmly seated. 

6. Turn on the scanner and other peripherals, and make sure the scanner's 
"ready" light is on. If it isn' t, check the section entitled "What If the 
Scanner Freezes?" for advice on how to cope with the situation. 

7. If your scanner works all right, boot your Mac. 

8. Once the startup process is complete, install your scanning software 
(this will generally require a restart to get it running). 

9. Once your scanning software is installed, perform a few test scans on 
photos or printed artwork and make sure everything works as you want. 
If you are not satisfied with the results of your scans, consult the section 
entitled "Quick Routes to Better Quality Scans" for further advice. 

Checking SCSI Settings and Hardware 
Locking Switches 

The theory goes that you can place a SCSI device anywhere on the SCSI chain 
and as long as you make sure there are no ID conflicts, all devices are switched 
on, and the last physical device is properly terminated, everything should work 
as advertised. However, scanners tend to be rather more sensitive to SCSI chain 
positioning than some other products. 

Before you try out your scanner, you might want to look at the manufacturer's 
setup instructions to see if they recommend any particular placement. For 
example, several Epson scanners I checked before writing this chapter were 
configured for SCSI ID 2. The documentation only suggested this setting as a 
precaution, because ID 0 is commonly used for an internal SCSI drive and ID 1 
for a second internal drive. 

But I have also seen documentation for Microtek scanners suggesting placement 
at the beginning of the external SCSI chain, and some users report best results if a 
scanner is located at the very end of the chain. 

If the manufacturer doesn't give you guidance, follow the usual guidelines, 
and check out Chapter 15 for more suggestions on configuring a SCSI chain. 
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CAUTION 
If you have a Mac with both an internal and external SCSI bus, such as 
the 8500, 9500, and similar models, in theory you should be able to install 
both internal and external devices with the same SCSI ID number. But 
when it comes to scanners, this doesn't always work, so ifyou run into 
problems, check to be sure no other device (even on another SCSI chain) 
has the same ID number. 

A Warning About Hardware Locking Switches 
There's one thing the cheapest and the most expensive scanners have in common. 
They both contain delicate optical mechanisms that can be damaged if allowed to 
slide back and forth during shipment. As a result, manufacturers install a special 
locking switch or screw of some sort to tighten the optical mechanism down. 

If you try to use your scanner without unlocking the optical components first, 
you tisk damaging the unit, not to mention the system freeze that may happen 
when the scanner locks up. 

So before you try out that new scanner, look over the installation instructions 
as to where the locking assembly is located. I have seen them underneath a scanner, 
at the rear, or beneath the cover. Whether or not the documentation is clear, such 
a mechanism will usually have a Lock and Unlock label on it, or little icons that 
represent the locked or unlocked position. 

If you receive a new scanner that hasn't been locked in this fashion, you should 
contact the manufacturer or dealer right away and arrange for a replacement. If the 
scanner had a smooth trip to your office, it may work just fine. I had just such a 
situation with a new high-cost scanner I had received as a review sample for my 
"Mac Reality Check" column (see http://www.azcentral.com/cornputing for the 
latest edition). Despite being shipped unlocked, the scanner worked just fine, 
and continued to function like a champ throughout the review process (where I 
subjected it to a lot more abuse than most users might under similar situations). 

But the manufacturer said I was lucky. They were apologetic and assured me 
they would have replaced the unit on the spot if necessary. 

What If the Scanner Freezes? 
Scanners are complex devices and work by a clever interaction between hardware 
and software. Among these variations, there is plenty of room for conflicts, and 
scanners often generate quite a few support telephone calls as a result. 

There are several areas where your scanner may suddenly stop working or cause 
your Mac to freeze up. One is due to the regular range of SCSI chain problems, 
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such as improper termination and SCSI ID conflicts, but that' s not the only source 
of trouble. 

Here are a few other issues that might make your scanning experience less than 
pleasant. I'm dividing them into SCSI and USB categories, although some of the 
solutions may overlap. 

SCSI Scanner Problems and Solutions 
If you run into one of the situations, use the following to help you out: 

NOTE 

• Scanner freezes when you activate software. This may be a SCSI chain 
problem. As soon as the software driver communicates with the scanner, 
if there's a problem in your SCSI setup, that's where the freeze may occur. 
But don't overlook the software. Scanning software is frequently updated 
by manufacturers to address conflicts with new system versions, offer 
improved features, or just fix bugs. A quick check at the publisher's Web 
site or the VersionTracker Web site (at http://www.versiontracker.com) 
can bring forth this information. 

• Scanner freezes during its startup process. When you turn on a scanner, 
it goes through a little self-diagnostic process. If your scanner appears to 
seize, and an error light or flickering light shows, it may indicate one of two 
things. You may have a problem on the Mac's SCSI chain that's preventing 
the scanner from operating (consult Chapter 15 for more information), or 
the scanner itself may not be working properly. As a test, power down, 
remove everything from the SCSI chain but the scanner, and make sure 
it' s terminated. Then turn it on. If it still fails to run, contact the dealer or 
manufacturer to arrange for service. 

You may also want to verify that the scanner's optical assembly was 
properly unlocked when you first set it up. Tum off your system and 
unplug the scanner before you check this out. 

USB Scanner Problems and Solutions 
The perennial problems that afflict scanners on a SCSI chain are pretty much gone 
if you get one of these scanners, since the USB ports are free of ID and termination 
conflicts. You can even hot plug your scanner if you so choose Gust remember to 
install your scanning software first). 
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Getting SCSI Scanners to Work on 
SCSI-less Macs 

When Apple ditched standard SCSI on Macs, they left a whole lot of products 
without something to connect to. In addition to external hard drives and 
removable devices, and even some special printers used in the publishing 
industry, millions of scanners no longer had a place to plug into. 

One of my clients, a busy graphic studio, relied heavily on the office scanner, 
a mid-priced Umax, to capture photos for various brochures and package labels. 

The promise of new, ultra-fast Macs fina11 y got the better of him and he 
ordered his first new Mac in a couple of years, one of the Blue & White Power 
Mac G3 models. He also selected a SCSI card from a mail order catalog, and 
within a few days his new computer arrived at his office. 

The installation went just fine until I hooked up the scanner. The SCSI 
chain was fine with just an attached Iomega Zip drive and SyQuest SyJet. But 
as soon as the scanner was hooked into the chain, SCSI voodoo reared its ugly 
head. The client used the very same cabling and SCSI settings as he did with 
his previous computer. The cables were short and bad been recently purchased. 
They were top quality cables, from one of the large manufacturers. 

As soon as the scanner was activated to capture a photo, the computer froze. 
The large number of system extensions were reduced to just the Apple 

software plus the scanner extensions, with no improvement. The usual range 
of system diagnosis didn't change the situation (see Chapter 18 for more 
information on checking for system-related conflicts). 

A quick visit to the Umax Web site revealed a somewhat later version. 
We downloaded and installed the new version, but it didn't help. 

On the next restart, I went to the SCSI card manufacturer's Web site and 
found a newer firmware update. The update modified the card's flash ROM 
with code that was supposed to make it more compatible with the new 
generation Macs. 

Sure enough, after the ROM update, my client restarted his Mac and, 
with crossed fingers, proceeded to scan a photo as a test. The scanner worked 
like a charm. 
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However, there are some potential pitfalls you'll want to consider with 
such a scanner: 

NOTE 

• USB is much slower than SCSI. While the bandwidth requirement of a 
scanner isn' t as much as a big, fast hard drive, you should expect it to take 
longer to capture artwork, particularly a large color picture. If you have one 
of the new "slot loading" iMacs or the Power Mac 04, you can benefit 
from their twin USB buses (only a single USB bus is available via the two 
USB ports on the older iMacs and Blue & White Power Mac 03). Just plug 
the scanner into one USB port, and the other devices into the other USB 
port to get the best possible performance. However, if optimum speed is 
paramount, and you have a Mac with a SCSI port or a SCSI card, consider 
getting a SCSI scanner, or consider a Fire Wire scanner if your Mac or 
iMac has Fire Wire ports. 

Fire Wire capability can be added to any Mac with PC! slots, so even if 
your model came without this feature, you can buy an expansion card to 
add this capability. I cover the subject of adding expansion cards to your 
Mac in Chapter 3. 

• Scanning drivers are susceptible to conflicts. As with SCSI scanners, 
there are apt to be occasional conflicts with the software. As Apple continues 
to update its system software, you'll want to keep tabs on the manufacturer's 
Web site (or VersionTracker) for news of new versions that may address 
the specific problems you encounter. 

• Scanner is not recognized. Check the usual steps, making sure the unit 
is plugged in and turned on. If you've connected the scanner to a USB hub, 
you may want to check with the hub's manufacturer about a revised version. 
For example, some older Macally USB hubs do not open their USB ports 
until after your Mac has begun the startup process. As a result, they may 
have trouble recognizing some devices for which software was loaded 
early in the Mac's startup process. Should you encounter a problem of this 
sort, contact your dealer or the manufacturer about replacing the hub. 
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How to Do That First Scan with Confidence 
Most lower-cost scanners are designed with software that' s supposed to be 
user-ftiendly. While many people use scanners for work, scanners are also popular 
simply for capturing family photos and making digitized copies to email to family 
or friends. 

In the past, the manuals that came with a scanner were much like the ones that 
came with your Mac: big and impressive, well-illustrated with plenty of tips and 
tricks to get you going, even if you're not a professional computer artist. 

With low-cost scanners, printed manuals are strictly bare bones. You get some 
basic setup instructions and maybe a few pages about capturing an image, but 
that' s about all. The rest of the documentation usually lies on the software CD, in 
electronic form. Not having to print a large book saves plenty in production costs. 

Before you go through the process of learning the intricacies of the software, 
however, you'Ll want to get a good basic scan of a color photograph, just as a 
starting point. 

The best way to get started is simply to let the scanning software do its job. 
Check for an Auto or automatic exposure mode. That way the scanning software 
will act in the same fashlon as the automatic adjustments available on your camera 
or camcorder. While it may not be perfect for all types of artwork, such a setting 
ought to be enough to give you an idea how the scanner performs. 

NOTE 

Just follow these steps: 

1. Open your scanning software. If you' re using Photoshop, there will be an 
Import or Acquire function you'll use to launch your scanning software. 
PbotoDeluxe has a Scanner option that you use for the same purpose. 

2. Once the scanning software launches and appears on the screen, click the 
Preview or Prescan mode (or whatever it' s labeled) to capture the image. 
When you activate this feature, the scanner's optical assembly will begin to 
travel across the length of the scanner, digitizing your artwork. Depending 
on the speed of the scanner, within a short time you' ll see a preview of the 
image you captured on the left or right of your scanning software's control 
palettes (see Figure 16-1 ). 

Some scanner assemblies work in the opposite fashion. Rather than 
moving the optical assembly, the paper is transported across stationary 
optics. One example of this sort of product is the multifunction printer, 
which offers copying, faxing (not all models include this feature), printing, 
and scanning all in one unit. 
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ljMimjlll Thi s image was scanned on an Epson scanner, using LaserSoft's 
SilverFast Professional software 

3 . From here, your scanning software will have several options to touch up 
the photo, but for the purpose of this test, locate the automatic exposure 
mode (it may not be obvious). With SilverFast Professional, the program 
iUustrated here, the automatic exposure bulton is the fourth icon from the 
top on the ScanPilot palette. 

4. When you' re satisfied with whatever adjustments you've made, or you ' ve 
selected the automatic mode, go ahead and click the Scan button (it's Scan 
RGB for the software shown in this chapter). 

5. Within a short time (depending on the size of the image), you' U see 
the scanned photo appear in a document window in your photo 
editing software. 

345 
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NOTE 

6. If you want to save the file, do it now. Or just discard it and try another 
photo or piece of artwork in order to get used to the program. 

Some scanning software includes a direct save option, where you can save 
your image within the scanning software rather than with your photo 
editing program. 

Quick Routes to Better Quality Scans 
Once you have put your scanner through its paces, and had a little time to get used 
to the software, you'll want to begin to take advantage of your scanner's features. 

You may find, unfortunately, that the scans you've made aren't satisfactory. 
You try to print them, or just view them on the screen and they're blurry, or the 
color is off, way off. Each scanning program has a set of adjustments you can use 
to fine-tune your image. If the scanning program is bare bones, the actual image 
editing software (be it Photoshop, PhotoDeluxe, or something else) can do the task. 

NOTE 

There are a few things to consider as you learn the route to top-quality scans: 

• Crop your image. For several years, I ran an area on AOL called The 
Gallery, where members posted photos of themselves. You'd be surprised 
how many ftles came in showing a small picture surrounded by the huge 
scanner bed. Of course, we couldn't accept the photos, since they didn't 
meet the s ize requirements we set up. All scanner programs have a 
cropping tool of some sort, usually an adjustable rectangle that you move 
back and fmth to cover just the part of the artwork you want to capture. 

• Watch your target resolution. It's normal to scan at roughly twice the 
resolution (measured in dots per inch) that you actually need. That leaves 
enough room for quality loss due to editing the artwork or if you want to 
enlarge it somewhat. For example, if you' re scanning a photo to view on 
your Mac, use 72 dots per inch as your guidepost, then scan at twice that, 
144 dots per inch (or the closest option available in the scanning software). 
If you plan to print photos at a typical resolution of 120 lines per inch, 
scan at 240 dpi. If you scan at too high a resolution, file size goes up 
tremendously, and all you' ll end up doing is using excess storage space 
on your hard drive unnecessarily. 

The file size also affects the memory required by your image editing 
software. The bigger the file, the more likely the software will have to 
swap file data from your hard drive, thus slowing up peiformance. 
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• Try the automatic mode first. The scanner software will attempt to 
color-correct the original artwork. But if the preview image doesn't look 
right, try the scanner's color adjustments to see if you can bring it in more 
accurately. If the adjustments don't seem to help, go back to automatic 
mode, and do a final scan. Then try to adjust the image with your photo 
editing software. Don't forget that the color quality you see on the screen 
may not quite match the quality of the color in your printout. In Chapter 
10, I cover the subject of using Apple's ColorSync to calibrate your 
monitor. Many scanners also come with color profiles and software that 
help you get more accurate color reproduction. 

• Save in the correct file format. If you're scanning artwork for printing, 
the usual format is TIFF, which provides maximum image quality. Lf it's 
for your Web site or to exchange with family and friends, choose GIF or 
JPEG instead. If you're transferring files to Windows users, you' ll also 
want to read Chapters 7 and 11 for information on how to live in harmony 
with that other computing platform. 

• Don't make it too large. Scan at a higher resolution if you want to make 
the image very large. An example is a slide. If you need to enlarge the 
picture 8 or 10 times or more, you'll want to increase scanning resolution 
proportionately, so the quality is retained. Otherwise, the little dots that 
make up bitmap artwork will just get very large too, and quality will suffer. 

OCR Trials and Tribulations 
Back in the 1970s, when you wanted to convert a document to text for editing 
on a typesetting system, you either had to go through the tedious process of 
retyping everything or have it sent to a firm who handled optical character 
recognition (OCR). 

OCR is a technology that uses various forms of computer logic to recognize 
and convert printed text to a file you can edit. In those days, equipment that 
performed this task was very expensive, far beyond the budget of the average user. 

Today, the technology has advanced to the point where many scanner makers 
give you OCR software as part of the package, for no extra cost. As stated in the 
section in this chapter entitled "Stuck with Bundled Software?" you can buy an 
OCR package if your scanner didn't come with one or you don' t like the accuracy 
level of the one you have. 

One thing I'll say at the outset: no OCR program is letter-perfect. No matter 
how good the program or the source document, you wi ll almost always have to go 
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back and fix something in the translated fi le. Worse, such errors are unpredictable, 
not the typical ones a human typist will make. So it may take spell checking or 
proofreading to find the mistakes. 

But here are some things you can do to get the maximum possible 
OCR accuracy: 

NOTE 

• Use a clean document with large, readable type. Small type, unfamiliar 
or artistic typefaces, smudges, and pen and pencil marks will confound the 
OCR program and will make accurate recognition difficult. Material in 10 
or 12 point type in a common typeface such as Helvetica or Times will be 
easiest to handle. If you must edit the text, try doing it on your Mac after 
you've recognized the material. 

• A void faxed originals if possible. In the past, some fax software 
packages actually carne with OCR components, but not anymore. The 
reason is that a fax provides poor text resolution. It may be fine for reading, 
but not so fine for OCR software to recognize accurately. If you must work 
with a fax, insist the person who sends you the material use the "fine" 
resolution mode where available. Also, large type and easy-to-read faces 
(such as Helvetica and Courier) tend to offer the best chance of accurate 
performance. 

• Keep the scanner bed clean and orient the paper properly. Smudges 
on the glass or paper tilted one way or the other will also give the scanning 
software fits. Although such programs as Caere's OmniPage Professional 
are designed with techniques to straighten tilted copy, the results never 
seem to be quite as accurate. 

• Watch out for thin paper or newsprint. If text is visible on the back of 
the document you're copying, the OCR software will capture that text too, 
resulting in gibberish. If you must use this sort of document, try backing 
it up with a few sheets of paper to make it more opaque. If your OCR 
software has a brightness control, turn it down slightly and see if you can 
get better quality; it may just work if the actual text you want to scan is 
clear and dark. 

Some OCR programs simply launch your scanning software to capture the 
image, before they extract textfrom it. If you have this sort of program, 
the actual brightness setting will be made in the scanning software. 
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• Dot matrix is a hassle. The small dots that make up the characters can 
also confuse the OCR's built-in logic. If the OCR program has a dot matrix 
option, try that (although in my experience it only does a little bit better 
that way). Another trick is to make a photocopy of the document, which 
will tend to smooth out the little dots and make recognition more accurate. 

• Use the training feature. Some programs are trainable, which means 
you can flag common errors and save the corrected characters in a special 
preference or dictionary file. These files tend to have a limited capacity, 
but they can help you resolve the common mistakes and save wear and tear 
on your blood pressure. 

• Try the OCR software's spell check feature. You can usually spell 
check your recognized document before you save it in its final format. 
This will help you flag many of the mistakes on the scanner's preview 
screen, and it may also help you adjust its training feature to recognize 
those mistakes (assuming the scanning software has a training mode). 

Twain vs. Plug-In: Any Difference? 
Scanner software comes in several forms. You may get a simple standalone 
application that you can launch just like any program and do your scanning chores. 
More often, though, the software comes as a plug-in (add-on) for an image editing 
program such as Adobe PhotoDeluxe or Adobe Photoshop. To activate the software, 
you'd need to use the Import or Acquire function. 

Another type of scanner driver uses something called TWAIN, which, 
strangely enough, stands for Technology Without An Interesting Name. With 
a single TWAIN scanning driver, you should be able to work with any program 
that supports the technology, without having to instaJI extra copies or get special 
versions for those programs. 

In practice, there aren't a whole lot of programs that support TW AlN these 
days. Adobe's PhotoDeluxe and Photoshop recognize TWAIN drivers, but two 
of their other major programs, Illustrator and InDesign, do not, nor does another 
desktop publishing heavyweight, Quark.XPress. 

In practice, this is not anything to be concerned over. Whether the scanning 
software comes as a program plug-in, a TWAIN driver, or both, if it works to your 
expectations, that is all you need be concerned about. 
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Stuck with Bundled Software? 
Your new scanner comes with a CD filled with bundled software, beginning 
with the scanner drivers, and usually including an image editing program and 
possibly an OCR program. You could very well be perfectly happy with the 
programs you get. 

But you are not forced to use those programs. For example, if you receive 
Adobe's entry-level image editing package, PhotoDeluxe, you can choose to 
install a much more powerful alternative, Photoshop, instead . Such OCR programs 
as Caere's OmniPage Professional and ScanSoft's TextB ridge and TextBridge 
Professional work with most popular scanners. 

As far as the basic scanning software is concerned, if you feel the one provided 
with your scanner is, well, a tittle too basic for you, perhaps you'd like to try 
something more powerful. You can consider such programs as LaserS oft Imaging' s 
SilverFast (which is bundled with some Epson scanners) or Second Glance 
Software's ScanTastic (which is also used to make some HP scanners compatible 
with Macs). 

Summing Up 
Whether you just want to capture a family photo, or edit a compucated legal 
document, a scanner can be an almost indispensable option for your Macintosh. 
In this chapter, I gave you some tips and troubleshooting techniques to help you 
get your scanner and software to work at top efficiency . 

In Chapter 17, you' U learn the secrets of getting the best possible networking 
performance from your Mac, from sharing files with a family member's iMac to 
sharing fi les with users of that other platform (a subject also covered in Chapter 11). 



Overcoming the Network Hassle 
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From the very first day the Mac was unleashed on the world, it was set up for 
networking. At first it was just with Macs and laser printers. You could share 

the office printer among all Macs. But the ability to print a file was only half the 
battle. What if you had to make a copy for another user on another Mac? In the old 
days, you just took out a floppy disk or media from a removable hard drive, and 
walked over to the other user. Sneaker net is good exercise, of course. Keeps you 
heaJthy if you get enough of it, but it's time consuming if you have to send and 
receive files on a regular basis from one or more coworkers. 

That's where computer networks became important. ln the days of System 6, you 
could either use Apple's AppleShare software and establish one computer as a 
centraJ repository of files (a server), or use one or more unsupported programs 
that would make it possible for you to share files directly with other users. But 
the personal file sharing feature we take for granted today wasn't available. 

File Sharing Basics 
Throughout this chapter, I'll offer hints and tips to get the best possible network 
performance on your Mac. But first let's pause for a few basics on file sharing 
with a Mac. 

The Fast Way to Share Files 
lf you just want to open up the contents of your drive to a family member or 
coworker without any limitations to access, here's what to do: 

1. On the Mac from which you want to share files, click on the File Sharing 
Control Strip and choose Turn File Sharing On. A little sharing icon will 
flicker on the Control Strip, then stop flickering when it's activated. The 
first time, it may take a few minutes to get going, but after that, switching 
it on takes just seconds. 

Open File Sharing Control Panel 

Turn File Shari n_g_ On 
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The Heady Days Before Personal 
File Sharing 

My first taste of the ability to share files came before Apple released System 7 
and introduced ftle sharing for the masses. 

Back in the late 1980s, Michael R. Peirce, a programmer from Claris, created 
an unsupported free program that served as a worthy precursor to personal file 
sharing. It was called Public Folder. It allowed you to set aside a single folder 
on your hard drive as a drop box, into which you would place files that would 
become available across your network, and retrieve files sent to you from other 
computers. 

Unsupported means what it says. It 's available for use, but 
the author or publisher won't give you technical support if 

you have a problem. 

For a piece of free software, it worked just fine, except for a rare system 
crash during the file transfer process. It didn't do much for everyone's daily 
exercise program, but it was convenient-though, as with any LocalTalk file 
transfer, it wasn't the quickest way to get a large file from one place to another. 

When System 7 arrived and Mac users began to update, Public Folder 
outlived its usefulness. 

As for Peirce, he bas moved on to a successful career as a private software 
developer. He first formed Peirce Software in 1989, but one of his most 
popular commercial products was probably Peirce Print Tools, a set of 
enhancements for QuickDraw GX. Although the product was orphaned, Peirce 
continues to develop shareware software, including DeskPicture, ShareDraw, 
Smoothie, and AppSizer. 

Peirce, by the way, was also the original programmer of Apple's Trackpad 
Control Panel and did troubleshooting and bug fixing on the trackpad itself 
before it made its way into the PowerBook line. 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

If you aren't using the Control Strip, go to the Apple menu, choose 
Control Panels, and select File Sharing from the submenu (or Sharing 
Setup, if it applies). Then click the Start button. 

2. Once sharing is activated, anyone on the network can access the contents 
of your drive (which is why you will want to consider specifying access 
privileges, as explained later). To access the shared Mac, open the Chooser 
and click on the AppleShare icon, which displays the name of the network 
Mac (see Figure 17-1). 

IE] 

Under Mac OS 9, you can access a shared Mac across the Internet simply 
by entering the Server IP Address that appears on that Mac's File Sharing 
Control Panel. 

Chooser IE 

s ~ 
Se lect a f il e server: 

Old Irons ides -. 

AcrobatTM PDFWr iter AdobePS 

• ~ 
~ppleShare DeskJet 900 Series 

• 5) 
GlobaiFax Laser~/r iter 8 

-

~ ~ 
... 
-... 

MultiPASS C635 SC 900(AT) t Server IP Address ... ] ~~ OK ll 
-.... ~Acti ve - AppleTa lk ... 0 Inacti ve 7.6.2 

li[CJJ);IIfjl You can use the Chooser to log on to the Mac to which you 
want to connect 
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If you use Thursby Systems, Inc. 's DAVE or Windows NT/2000 with 
Services for Macintosh installed, you can also access Windows-based 
computers in the same fashion. 

3 . Click the OK button to continue. If there's more than one networked Mac 
shown, select the one with which you want to share files. 

4. On the Connect screen, enter the name and password established on the 
other Mac's File Sharing Control Panel, then click the Connect button 
(see Figure 17-2). 

If you are using Mac OS 9, you can use the Add to Keychainfeature to 
store all your access passwords for automatic retrieval. 

Connectto the file server "Old Ironsides" as: 

0 Guest 
• Registered User 

Name: I Grayson Steinberg 

Password: I···~ I D Add to Keychaln 

2-way Encrypted Password 

Change Password-. ll Cancel ] [h Connect j 
3.8.5 

li@!);Jiffj You need to enter the correct information here to access the 
shared computer 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

5. On the next screen (see Figure 17-3), select the networked volume's name, 
then click OK to deliver that volume icon on your desktop: 

Old Ironsides 

If the other computer will be turned on before your Mac, and you want to 
always share files with it, click the check box at the right of the drive's 
name, so it's always opened after your Mac starts up. 

By shared volume, I'm referring to the items that are being shared. They 
are not necessarily entire drives. They may also be one or more folders 
or one partition of a drive. Turning on file sharing on a Mac without 
customizing access will, in essence, share whatever drives are connected 
to that Mac. 

~ Old Ironsides 

Select the Items you want to use: 

I Old Ironsides 

Checked Items will be opened at system 
startup time 

[l Cancel ) ij, o(l 
3.8.5 

ljMimjM If the Mac you are accessing has more than one shared volume, they' ll 
all appear on this list 
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6. When you want to turn off file sharing on the other Mac, click on the 
Control Strip again on that computer, then select Turn File Sharing Off 
(the selection toggles). You'll see a dialog in which you specify the interval 
before sharing is switched off. This gives other users accessing the shared 
Mac time to finish up before it leaves their desktops. 

If you do not have the Control Strip available, just bring up the File 
Sharing or Sharing Setup Control Panel, then click Stop to switch off 
file sharing. 

This technique is basically the easiest possible method to use file sharing. 
It makes the entire contents of the shared Mac available to anyone who logs 
in on the network. 

Setting Users & Groups Privileges 
If you need to limit the access of other users to a networked Mac, you need to 
set up access privileges. This will let you control which users can log on and 
which cannot. 

The settings are made by opening the File Sharing Control Panel, and clicking 
on the Users & Groups tab (see Figure 17-4) under Mac OS 9. For older versions 
of the Mac OS, Users & Groups is a separate control panel, but the choices are 
the same. 

You can add users individually or by group (if you want to grant similar access 
to more than a single person). Another feature of Users & Groups is Guests, which 
allows you to grant automatic access to a shared Mac without having to enter the 
correct name or password (but you can limit tlus access, as I'll explain next). 

Granting Access Privileges to Shared Macs 
Here's how you set privileges: 

1. Activate file sharing using either the Control Strip or File Sharing 
Control Panel. 

2. Select the folders or drives you want to share. 

3. Go to the Finder's File menu, choose Get Info and then Sharing from the 
submenu. If you are using a version of the Mac OS prior to 8.5, there's a 
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File Sharing 

Activity Monitor 

_______ j 

Users & Groups 

Kind 

ovner 

guest user 

group 

I. Q Nev User I 
I @] Nev GrouiJ 

I ~Open 
1.~ Duplicate J 

I tJj1} Delete ] 

lj@!mjfjl You can control access to your Mac from this screen 

separate File menu command labeled Sharing. You ' 11 see a separate 
Sharing Info window for each item you are sharing (see Figure 17-5). 

4. If you want to prevent moving, renaming, or deleting the file, click the fu·st 
check box. 

5. Click the Share This Item And Its Contents option to specify specif ic 
privileges. 

6. By default, the person listed as Owner will have the ability to read and 
write files (notice the corresponding icons under the Pdvilege column). 
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El Documents Info 

~~~ Documents 

.-Show: [ Sharing 

Where: Rockolds: 

L~J--
~ 

[]Can't move, rename, or delete this item (locked) 

~Share this item end its contents -------~. 
Name Privilege 

Ovner: [Gene Steinberg ' ~J ~li!l 
User /Group: [ Grayson Stei~nberg L ~) ~ [L!J IL 

Everyone r-:- (I) 

Copy these privi leges to all enclosed folders [, Copy ) 

ljMih'iifj Grant sharing privileges on these screens 

7. Click on the name of the User or Group you want to grant ptivileges to, 
and then select the Privilege from the pop-up menu. In the example shown 
in Figure 17-5, I've given this user read access only (meaning files cannot 
be changed). 

8. Under the Everyone category, specify the access level you want. In this 
case, other users have no access to these files. 

9. If you want to copy those privileges to folders within the folder or drive 
you select, click the Copy button. If there are lots of files and folders, it 
may take a while for this process to complete. 

From here on, only those who are granted proper access rights can read or 
write the files on your shared Mac. 
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Networking Without a Network 
You have an old Mac and a new one, and you want to transfer the files from 
the old computer to the new one. But the changes in Mac networking ports are 
confounding you. The old Mac has a Local Talk port, which was standard on Macs 
for years. The new one has Ethernet. Worse, the new Macs are without floppy 
drives, so even that cumbersome method of copying files and taking them to the 
new computer can't be done, unless you go out and buy an extra drive. What to do? 

You can buy a LocalTalk-to-Ethernet adapter, such as the AsanteTalk from 
Asante. It works very well-I've installed the product for many of my clients, 
and they are all pleased to be able to use their older networked devices with the 
new Macs. 

NOTE 
Don't get the wrong impression. When you convert Loca!Talk to Ethernet 
with one of these adapters, your printing and regular networking doesn't 
get any faster. You cannot bypass the speed limitations of Loca!Talk this 
way. But it does allow you to mate the two technologies. 

But that solution may not make much sense if this is a one-time-only procedure. 
Why buy something you'll only be using once? 

There is another solution if both computers have modems (all new Macs, except 
a few of the G3 and G4 models, have internal modems as standard equipment, and 
it's an option on the rest). You can literally have one computer call up the other, 
directly, without having to involve the phone company. 

Oh yes, you do need a terminal program to make this connection. We' ll use 
Apple Works (or the older version, ClarisWorks) for this description. But if you 
have another program, such as Microphone Pro or ZTerm, it' ll do the trick as well. 

Here's how you do it: 

1. Take a standard telephone cable and connect the two modems. 

2. Launch Apple Works (or ClarisWorks). H you don't get a new document 
dialog box on the screen, choose New from the File menu to bring it up 
(see Figure 17-6). 

3. Select Communications, which brings up a blank document (see Figure 17-7). 

4. Follow these steps on both Macs. Choose Connection Settings from the 
Settings menu, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 17-8. 
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New Document 

Apple Works 
A Word Processing 

~ Drawing 
j Painting 

f) Create New Document 

II Spreadsheet 

~Database I-... 
0 Use Assistant or Stationery 

~ Communications I-.... 

Create a new communications document. 

Cancel ] ~ OK I} 

ljM@iji@ Choose the kind of document you want to make from this screen 

IEJ untitled (CM) Im~ 
@ . 00 :00 :00 Unconhected 0 -

I-.... 
I-.... 

ll!!!!.l I~ I~ 0-

ljMIIijjfii This document screen wiJl display the status of your file transfer session 
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Connection Settings ijl OK I) 
Method: [ Serial Tool [ Cancel I 

Port Settings 
; I Current Port 

1 s76oo luJ ; I Baud Rate: 

Parity: 

Data Bits : ~·f I .... ~IModom 
Stop Bits : [ t L! ) ! I • I ~ 
Handshake: f~D=T;;;:R=:;.&=C~TS~l'. ;,....,.j .............................................................. -............................................................... .. 

!,',,, When Closing Document 
D Hold Connect ion 

D Rem ind to Disconnect 
l 

lifCW;Iifj:l The settings are entered on this screen 

5. Enter the following settings on this screen Uust as shown in Figure 17-8): 

Method: Serial Tool 
Baud Rate: 57600 
Parity: None 
Data Bits: 8 
Stop Bits: 1 
Handshake: DTR & CTS 
Current Port: Internal (or whatever port your modem is hooked up to) 

6. Hang in there- there ' s another set of settings to make before you can 
transfer those files, and it also has to be done on both computers. Go back 
to the Settings menu and choose File Transfer Settings (see Figure 17 -9). 

7. Now choose these options in the File Transfer Settings window: 

Protocol: XMODEM Tool 
Method: MacBinary 
Transfer Options: Standard 

8. Once yow- communications settings are done, go to the Mac that will be 
receiving the files (whkh I assume will be your new one), and choose 
Preferences from the Apple(Claris)Works Edit menu. 
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File Transfer Settings 

Protocol: [ XMODEMTool 

Method : I MacB lnary 

Transfers any Macintosh file. 

Timing Options 

Timeout After ~Seconds 

Retry Up To~ Times 

~ OK ]) 

[ Cancel t 

Transfer Options: (Standard I. ~) 

I - Received File Options 

Files can be opened by the 
application ~TeachText » 

Ct·eator ID : ~ 

( Select .• 

~Use Filename Sent by Remote Computer 

[] Enable Auto Receive 

ljMihljfjl You need to make these settings so the files are sent in the proper format 

9. Select your Communications preference screen from the pop-up menu, 
and, when it appears, click on the Receiving Folder button. 

10. You'll see a dialog box for selecting the receiving folder. Make your 
selection, which will return you to the preference screen. 

11. Click OK to store your selection. 

12. Now you're nearly ready to begin the file transfers. First, choose Open 
Connection from the Session menu. 

13. Go back to the sending computer and type ATD in the terminal window. 

14. Return to the receiving computer and type ATA in the terminal window. 
Once this is done, the two modems should start talking with each other 
and you'll soon see a connection speed (which corresponds to what the 
modem supports). 

15. On the sending computer, choose Send File from the Session menu and 
select the file you want to send in the dialog box. OK your selection to start 
the file transfer process. 
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16. Returning to the receiving computer, choose Receive File from the Session 
menu. The file received from the other computer will be placed in the 
folder you designated for receiving them. 

17. Repeat steps 15 and 16 for each file you want to send. 

This process isn' t going to win any prizes for file transfer speeds, but if you 
have the patience and time to do it, you won't have to waste time and money 
buying adapter modules you'll never need to use again. 

Fixing AppleTalk Network Troubles 
Your Mac networks via AppleTalk or perhaps TCP/IP. These capabilities are part 
of your standard Mac OS installation, so you don ' t have to do a thing to get it. 
Using AppleTalk, files are transferred, however, via LocaiTalk, the original Mac 
method, or Ethernet, which first coexisted with LocalTalk, but now has replaced it 
entirely on all recent Apple computers. 

AppleTalk is basically a very robust network protocol. But from time to time, 
you will find that it no longer works as it should. When trying to figure out why 
you are having troubles with your AppleTaJk network, here are a few simple 
troubleshooting techniques to help you solve the problem: 

NOTE 

• Is it just one Mac or all of them? The first thing you should do when 
troubleshooting your AppleTalk connection is to find out if the problem 
affects only your Mac or if it is a group problem. If it is just one Mac, 
make sure the cables are connected and that AppleTalk is turned on 
(open the Chooser to see). Check to see that the right network connection 
(LocaiTaJk or Ethernet) is selected in the AppleTalk Control Panel; this is 
understandably confusing if you have a Local Talk printer and an Ethernet 
network for sharing your Macs. If the settings are correct, move the Mac to 
another location on the network. If it now works, it could be your cabling 
or, if it applies, your network hub or switch. 

You should not have to put up with a split network setup. You can easily 
get a LocalTalk-to-Ethemet adapter module, such as the AsanteTalk, so 
your LocalTalk Macs or printers mate with your Ethernet network. No 
more network switching! Apple also has a free Loca/Talk Bridge Control 
Panel that's designed to accomplish the same purpose, but it is not 
necessarily the fastest way to go. 
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Larger networks will use a "ping" utility to check a network. Such a 
program works in a fashion similar to sonar or radar. It will send a signal 
across the network, and wait for an echo from the devices on the network. 
Using this information, you can look for dropped packets, which would 
indicate a problem on a specific device. One such program is Mac Ping, a 
shareware program that you can access at http://www. versiontracker.com. 

• If the hardware is at fault Look at the cables. If there's no obvious 
physical damage, swap the cables with the ones on another Mac, or use a 
spare. If the cable checks out, look at your network hub or switch. Check to 
see that the link and activity lights for the port you are looking at are lit and 
show activity. If the lights are on, but no activity appears to be happening, try 
moving the network connection to another port on the hub or switch and see 
if both lights become active on the new port. If the port is functioning 
properly, you should see the link light come on, provided that the Mac is 
plugged into the network on this connection. You should also see a smaJI 
amount of activity, indicated by the flickering of the activity light. Another 
good test is to look at the port you disconnected the cable from. If the link 
lights do not go out once you remove the cable, you can assume the port is 
probably defective. If the Mac still does not work on a new port, you need to 
try either a different network hub or switch to see if that works. 

• Serial printer issues When Apple removed serial ports on Macs and 
went to USB, many of the headaches of working with a network yet using 
a personal printer went away as well. But if you have an older Mac with a 
standard serial port, you' ll face the old bugaboo about having to turn off 
AppleTalk when the printer is hooked up to the printer port. And that, of 
course, conflicts with use of your network, where AppleTalk must be on. 
One possible solution is to see if the printer's manufacturer has a network 
card. For example, Epson and HP supply Ethemet and LocaiTalk network 
modules for some of their products. Another solution is to attach the printer 
to the modem port, then use a switch or port switching software, if you 
need to work with several serial devices (such as a modem or another 
serial printer). 

• More than one Mac has the problem If your Mac is one of many that 
cannot access the network, check the components they have in common. 
Normally, this is the network hub or switch where aJJ your network 
connections are brought together. When a large number of computers all 
have network trouble, you should first look at the hub or switch to make 
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sure it is still alive. In almost every case, you will discover that either the 
hub or switch has failed or that someone has misconfigured the switch. If 
the hub or switch has failed, you will need to replace it with a good one. If 
the programming on the switch has been changed, you will need to get the 
original programming restored so that all your Macs can once again access 
the network; consult the manual that came with your networking hardware 
on how to check and change the setup. 

• Check Ethernet drivers for Ethernet cards When your Mac has an 
Ethernet card installed to provide basic Ethernet networking or support 
for a faster standard, make sure the software provided by the manufacturer 
is installed. Such products generally require custom drivers and will not 
run just with Apple's Ethernet extensions. If you've upgraded your Mac 
system software, you may want to check the company's Web site to see 
whether newer software is required. 

File Sharing Headaches 
Even when the network is working just fine, hardly a day goes by when I don't 
receive a call from someone who has a problem getting tile sharing to work 
properly. For the most part, the solutions are simple. Setups aren't correct, 
preference files are damaged. Some of the problems are more obscure and take 
some troubleshooting to resolve. 

Here's a mixture of both-problems and solutions to help you understand the 
file sharing hassle: 

Can't Turn on File Sharing 
You switch file sharing on, and, whoops, it won't activate. You get the 
dreaded message that fi le sharing can't be enabled. Here are some ways 
to resolve the problem: 

• Enter or reenter your Network Identity information In order for you 
to share files, your Mac has to have an owner's name. When you set up 
your system software, Apple's Mac OS Setup Assistant takes you through 
the process. If you removed the information or never used the Assistant, 
you' 11 need to enter an Owner Name and Computer Name (see Figure 17-1 0) 
before you attempt to activate file sharing. If you already have something 
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File Sharing 

j Start/Stop J Activity Monitor\( Users & Groups\ 

Network Identity 

Owner Name: ~~G-e-ne~S-te-i n-b-er.g----~~--.., 

Owner Password: I•••••••• 
Computer Name: ~~s=ta=rs=h=i p======~-------, 
IP Address: Not Avai table 

File Sharing off 

[ Start J 
Statue---------------. 

Ieuck Start to turn on fil e sharing. This allows other I users to access shared folders. 

0 Enable Fi le Shar i ng cl Ients to connect over TCP/ 1 P 

Program Linking off 
Status - - -----------

[ Start I Ieuck Start to turn on program linking. This allows other I users to link to shared programs. 

0 Enable Program Ll nlcl ng cl Ients to connect over TCP /I P 

You must fill in the first and third text fields here before you can 
use file sharing 

there, type in tbe information again. And don't forget a password, 
particularly if you need to restrict user access . 

• Trash File Sharing preferences If the preceding process doesn' t work, 
go right to the Preferences folder, inside the System Folder, locate the 
File Sharing folder and trash it. Then restart. 

If you've never activated file sharing on your Mac, there won 't be 
a folder there. 

• Trash Users & Groups data file This will mean you'll have to reestablish 
the settings, but if aJl else fails, this may be a way to access fi le sharing. 
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• Zap (reset) the PRAM Hold down the COMMAND-OPTION-P-R keys at 
startup, and wait for two or three startup tones to sound before releasing 
them. This step will clear network and serial ports. I've seen it, on rare 
occasions, clear up network problems. Just remember that if you're using 
a Mac OS version prior to 8.5, you'll need to redo a number of system 
settings, including mouse (or trackpad) speed, network and serial port 
selections, and perhaps display resolution. And no matter which Mac OS 
you have, you'JJ also have to reselect a startup drive in the Startup Disk 
Control Panel. 

• Check for extension-related conflicts In Chapter 18, I cover the process 
of figuring out if a particular control panel or extension is causing a 
performance problem. You'll want to review that chapter before you do 
anything more drastic (such as the next suggestion). 

• Reinstall the Mac OS This seems a drastic step, but if aJJ else fails, it 
may be your next approach. Since I cover the subject fully in Chapter 2, 
I' II refer you to that chapter for information on the best way to reinstall 
your system software. 

Can't Connect to a Networked Computer 
If your problems are at the other end-you cannot connect to the networked 
computers-you'll find that some of the previous suggestions, such as checking 
for extension conflicts, resetting the PRAM, and reinstalJing system software are 
things to consider. But fust you'll want to look over these problems and solutions: 

• Guest access option grayed out when accessing shared Mac In order 
for you to allow guest access, you need to grant access privileges to a file, 
folder, or drive. Check the section earlier in this chapter entitled "Granting 
Access Privileges to Shared Macs" for information on the simple steps to 
follow to set this up. 

• AppleTalk is off As mentioned in the earlier section entitled "Fixing 
AppleTalk Network Troubles," AppleTalk has to be on to network (unless 
you're networking via TCP/IP). Open the Chooser and make sure it's on. 
If you must use a serial printer on an older Mac, check the item concerning 
serial printer issues in the previous titled "Fixing AppleTaJk Network 
Troubles" for more advice. 
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• Wrong username and password Quite often when you access a shared 
Mac, the Registered User dialog will display your name and password, not 
the information from your networked computer. You'll need to reenter this 
information. You may also want to verify the information first, especially 
if the password is complicated. 

• Recheck your access privileges Make sure the owner of the shared Mac 
has granted you access privileges. If not, you won't be able to access the 
shared disk or disks. Even if you can network with that Mac, you 'II still 
want to double-check that you can see the files you need to work on and 
read or write to them, as necessary. 

Sy}ets and File Sharing 
Although SyQuest has gone belly up, a successor company (SYQT, Inc.) still sells 
the products and arranges for repair. While the SyJet drive, a 1.5GB removable 
device, still performs well for many users, it seems to have a conflict with file 
sharing, at least on some Macs. If you have a SyJet cartridge in the drive when 
you turn on flle sharing, you' II get a message that it cannot be enabled. The 
solution is to eject the cartridge, switch file sharing on, and when it's activated, 
reinsert the disk. 

Getting Started with Ethernet 
Ethernet has become the standard method of networking Macs these days. The 
older, slower LocalTalk connections have been removed, along with serial ports 
and ADB ports. 

Before I explain how you work with Ethernet, it is useful to discuss the 
background of this high-speed networking standard that has come to dominate the 
Macintosh universe (yes, even the new AirPort wireless networking system has an 
Ethernet link). 

A Brief Ethernet History 
Ethernet was developed at Xerox P ARC laboratories in the rnid-1970s by 
Bob Metcalfe, who later was one of the founders of 3Com, the manufacturer 
of modems, networking hardware, and the Palm Organizer. 
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NOTE 
As you no doubt recall, this is the very same place where Apple founders 
Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak were inspired to develop what later became 
the Mac operating system. 

At the start, Ethernet was designed as a high-speed network standard for large 
network-based printers. I remember, in fact, when I would add Ethernet cards to 
various Macs to communicate on a network with color printers and imagesetters. 
Over the years, Ethernet developed from being used in sophisticated network 
setups to the most common network format around. 

Ethernet has supplanted LocalTalk for Mac networks in recent years. In fact, 
every Apple computer you buy has Ethernet as standard equipment. And a number 
of Windows-based computers also include Ethernet either as part of the original 
installation or as a low-cost upgrade. 

Today's Ethernet Standards 
The most common types of Ethernet you will encounter in your home or office 
are lOBaseT and Fast Ethernet, also known as lOOBaseTX. Fast Ethernet was first 
approved in 1996. 

New Mac computers, even the iMac and iBook, support both standards and 
will automatically switch from one to the other, depending on what's supported 
on the network. These types of Ethernet use low-cost twisted pair network cabling, 
which simply looks like thick modular phone cable. 

The I OBaseT Ethernet standard supports transmission speeds up to 1 0 megabits 
per second, lOOBaseTX at 100 megabits per second. Compare this to LocaiTalk 
speeds, which run about 230,000 bits per second. This begins to add up, especially 
when you want to transfer large files, or send large, graphic-heavy documents to 
a printer. 

A Realistic Look at Speeds 
This business about being able to transfer data at 10 or 100 megabits per second 
has to be qualified. Obviously, you cannot send any fi les faster than your Mac's 
hard drive can read them, nor receive files any faster than your drive can copy 
them. If the network is busy transferring data among different computers and 
printers, there will be a slowdown, as capacity isn't unlimited (call them packet 
collisions), and processing overhead from your computer's system software will 
also add a performance bottleneck. 
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At the very least, you can expect real-world Ethernet data transfer rates to 
be several times that of Local Talk on a 1 OBaseT connection, and quite higher 
(though not 10 times higher) for the Fast Ethernet setup. 

The Quadra Had It First 
While Macs until very recently had LocalTalk connections as regular issue, 
Ethernet came later. The first Mac to have an Ethernet port right on the logic 
board was the Quadra 700, released in 1991. Since then, most Quadras and all 
subsequent desktop Macs, with the exception of some of the Performa models, 
have offered Ethernet. When the iMac was unleashed on the personal computing 
world in August 1998, it was the beginning of the end for LocalTalk. The iMac 
didn't have it, and, instead, supported both lOBaseT and lOOBaseTX. 

NOTE 
Older Macs had non-standard Ethernet ports, called AAUI (short for 
Apple Attachment Unit Interface, though it was used on. some 
Windows-based computers as well). In order to connect to an Ethernet 
network, you need a special interface module, called a transceiver. 
Beginning with the so-called PC/ generation of Power Macs (7500, 8500, 
9500, and so on), Apple has incorporated RJ-45 Ethernet jacks, which 
don't require a special interface module. 

Just about any older Mac that doesn't have built-in Ethernet, except some 
PowerBooks, can be upgraded to Ethernet with an add-on card for about $25 
to $100. 

The Future of Ethernet 
As with CPU processing speeds, Ethernet technology isn't standing still. The 
newest technology is called Gigabit Ethernet and, as the name implies, it's capable 
of data transfers that are 10 times fas ter than Fast Ethernet. 

The Gigabit Ethernet standard was fust set up by a task force in 1996 and is 
slowly impacting large corporate networks, educational institutions that require 
the fastest possible networking. 

It's not something, however, that will tum up on a personal computer any time 
soon. For one thing, Gigabit Ethernet cards still can cost upwards of $300 each, 
with switches and hubs reaching the low four figures (I hesitate to be specific on 
pricing as they change often). 
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It'll probably be a while before the technology becomes more prevalent and 
pricing reaches a point where the products are cheap enough to be incorporated on 
a Mac's logic board. And that assumes you'd be able to use the tremendous level 
of performance. 

But as Macs and hard drives approach faster speeds at an accelerated clip, the 
time will come when Gigabit Ethernet just might tum up as a regular connection 
on a Mac computer. 

Common Sense Ethernet Advice 
If you have an older Mac and were used to networking with LocalTalk, I'm sure 
Ethernet may seem somewhat intimidating to you, with all the complex buzzwords 
about BaseT and so on. 

However, actually setting up an Ethernet network is quite simple, no more 
difficult than connecting a cable here, a cable there, and making a couple of settings. 

Ethernet-The Fast and Dirty Method 
If you have only two computers or just want to connect your Mac to a printer, 
you don't need anything more than a single Ethernet cable. But not just any old 
Ethernet cable (unless you are going to get hold of a hub (a central connection 
module). Instead, you need to purchase an Ethernet crossover cable. A crossover 
cable is, as the name implies, different from a regular Ethernet cable because the 
flrst two wires (typically black and yellow) are swapped with the last two 
(typically red and green) at one end of the cable. 

CAUTION 
Sad to say, not all dealers understand what a crossover cable is, so be 
certain you are getting what you asked for (prepackaged cables will have 
the proper label). If the cable isn't covered with a rubberized fitting, and 
has a clear plug, you can also visually inspect the cables at both ends, to 
make sure that the proper cable is being provided. 

Ethemet-The Regular Way 
If you intend to connect more than two computers or combinations of computers 
and printers together, you will need either an Ethernet hub or an Ethernet switch. 
Both the hub and switch are designed to connect all your Ethernet devices together 
so they can communicate with each other. What's more, they don' t depend on 
having all devices on at the same time. All you need to turn on are the actual 
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devices that will be networking and file sharing on the Macs that wiLl be making 
fi les available to other computers. This means you can tum on a single Mac and a 
single printer to get some output, and any two Macs to share files, without regard 
to whether anything else on the network is running. When any of them are turned 
on, their presence will appear in the Chooser under AppleShare or when you select 
the appropriate printer driver. 

NOTE 
The big difference between a switch and a standard hub is that the 
switch creates virtual circuits between the two Ethernet devices that 
are talking. A hub creates a single circuit that is shared by all the 
various Ethernet devices. 

Activating Ethernet 
After you are finished connecting your Macs and printers, you will need to configure 
your Mac to use it. On new Apple computers, Ethernet connections have generally 
been established by defau lt in the AppleTalk Control Panel, so you shouldn't need 
to do a thing to create your connection. You just have to make sure the two 
networked devices you need to use are both running, and that they are selected 
in the Chooser (or Network Browser, which provides fi le sharing services for 
Mac OS 8.5 and later). 

If you have an older Mac that also supports Local Talk, the issues become more 
complex, as you normally need to switch to your Ethernet port (since LocalTalk is 
the default). 

The main thing you need to do is make sure that the speed and duplex options 
are set correctly for your network and that the Ethernet frame type is also set 
correctly. On Macs with only lOBaseT connections, you cannot change the speed 
or duplex options on the Mac. However, if you are accessing your network via the 
TCP/IP Control Panel, you can choose between using the 802.2 Ethernet frame 
type, the default, and the 802.3 frame type, known also as Ethernet II, the frame 
type frequently used on Novell networks. 

AirPort Networking Basics 
Apple' s AirPort wireless networking system ushers in a new area of connectivity, 
especially for home and small office users. Rather than have to go through a 
complex process of wiring nooks and crannies of an office, under the carpets or 
inside the walls, you can situate your Power Macintosh G4, iBook, or iMac 
(second generation model) wherever is convenient for you. 
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You do not even have to be near a telephone line, as the AirPort Base Station 
can serve as a network router for your Internet connections too. AirPort's 
maximum range is 150 feet, but that's far more than you'd need for most setups, 
unless you place computers on another floor or at different ends of a larger office. 

NOTE 
The ability to log on to the Internet and share a connection doesn't work 
with AOL's dial-up numbers. However, you can access AOL, so long as 
you connect first through a regular /SP. 

In addition, the Base Station has a regular RJ-45 Ethernet jack, so you can 
attach it to a regular wired network. That keeps your wireless installation 
connected with a regular Ethernet network. 

Setups Are Easy 
Once you have installed an AirPort card on a Mac that supports the feature, and 
set up a Base Station (if needed), you just install Apple's AirPort software. The 
AirPort Setup Assistant can be used to configure your network setup. While you're 
connected, a handy Control Strip module will repott on signal strength, so you'll 
know if you're close enough to get solid networking petformance. The display is 
not unlike what you see on your cell phone's display. You can also use the Control 
Strip to switch your network configuration. 

In use, AirPort networking is no different from a regular wired network. You 
can share files, surf the Internet, and play games, as you prefer. About the only 
area where it may fall down is in speed. Apple rates AirPort at 11 megabits per 
second, somewhat faster than a traditional 10BaseT Ethernet connection. If you're 
using Fast Ethernet, you may see an impact, but otherwise you ' ll never see any 
particular difference. The possible exception is when you' re at the extremes of its 
operating range, where it's always possible AirPort will step down to a lower 
speed to maintain signal integrity as signals degrade. 

NOTE 
The AirPort Base Station is designed to support up to 10 users with good 
performance. If you plan a larger network, you'll want to fit it with extra 
Base Stations and set up extra access points for them. These are the 
equivalent roughly to zones on a regular computer network. 

Is AirPort Exclusive to Apple? 
True, Apple Computer has been known to embrace unique standards, which create 
hurdles when third-party companies try to be compatible. 
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But AirPort is based on a worldwide standard, IEEE 812.11. In theory, any 
company who makes a product that's compatible with the standard could make 
it work with an AirPort network. An example would be Farallon's SkyLINE. 

A PC that has wireless networking ports that support the 812.11 standard ought 
to be able to network with AirPort, though the considerations of cross-platform 
network connections would still have to be followed. There's no free ride in this 
sort of setup. 

Networking via TCPIIP 
While AppleTalk networking isn' t going to disappear just yet, it's not the only 
option available for you to network your Macs. Another is TCPIIP, the same 
protocol you use when connecting to your Internet service provider. Beginning 
with Mac OS 9, Apple lets you use the same technique to share files with another 
computer anywhere on the Internet. 

TCPIIP, short for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, is set up via ~ 
your TCP/IP Control Panel. It lets you access another computer or printer on your ~ 

network, using its IP address (the unique information that identifies the specific ·~ 
device to which you want to connect). ~ 

If your Mac is part of a large network, this information will be established by :ij 
your systems administrator and you' II want to consult that person about proper ~ 

setups. In such installations, the network server, for example, would typically ~ 
assign the IP address dynamically. rc.. 

But you can also use TCP/IP networking on a regular peer-to-peer Mac 
network, even if you don't have a predefined TCPIIP setup. 

Here's the basic setup involved: 

1. Go to the Apple menu, and choose TCP/IP from the Control Panels 
submenu. 

CAUTION 
I just want to emphasize that this setup is designed as a simple way to 
share files via TCP/IP, not to replace your network's existing setting. 
If you have another networking system in effect, consult the person 
responsible for establishing that system for further information before 
changing anything. 

2. Choose Configurations from the File menu. 
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3. Click on your Default setting, and choose DupHcate, which will create a 
second setup with the same information. 

4. CHck the Make Active button. 

5. Click Rename and give a name to the configuration you're creating. Use 
a name that will clearly identify the setup, especially if you must switch 
to different setups for your local network and in order to access an ISP. 

6. Choose Ethernet from the Connect Via pop-up menu in the TCPIIP Control 
Panel (as shown in Figure 17-11 ). 

7. Choose Manually from the Configure pop-up menu. There will be fields 
where you need to enter your Mac's lP address and subnet mask. 

8. If your Mac' s lP number is displayed in the File Sharing Control Panel 
(as it would when you first set up Mac OS 9), enter it in the IP Address 
text box. If you don' t have a number, try 192.168.6.1. 

[] TCP/IP (Earth link Network PPP) 

Conneot via: (Ethernet built-in \ :] 

r- Setup 

Configure: ...:I M....;;a:;.;.nu:..:a.:.;.,lly~----.:...ll :;.J) 

IP Address : I I 
:========~ Subnet mask : I I 
:=========~I Router address : 

Search domains : 

Name server addr . : 

ljMN;Ijflll Make your settings for TCPIIP netv,rork.ing here 
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I could write a whole chapter just on the methodology of IP numbering, 
the Subnet Mask, and so forth. Let's just say that the number entries I'm 
offering here are workable and will function in your setup if you follow 
these instructions. 

9. Under Subnet Mask, enter 255.255.255.0. This information is used to 
identify the network to which your computer is connected. 

10. Repeat these steps for each Mac on your network, changing the IP address 
for each computer. If the other Mac doesn't display an IP number, try 
192.168.6.2 and so on. Only the number that follows the last period should 
be changed, each to reflect a specific Mac. 

11. Click the close box on the TCP/IP Control Panel, and OK the option to 
save your setting. 

12. From here on, you'll be able to share files simply by entering the other 
computer's IP address when choosing AppleShare via the Chooser. 

CAUTION 
If you intend to access the Internet, you'll have to remember to switch 
your TCP/IP setting before making your connection. A quick way to 
switch TCPIIP setups is to use a handy shareware Control Strip module, 
TCP CC. You can locate a copy at http://www. versiontracker.com. 

Is It Faster? 
Your mileage may vary. Apple won't officially say whether changing your 
network setup will provide any greater level of performance. Their technical 
information document on the subject fits in the "maybe yes, maybe no" category. 

Network Browser and Mac OS 9 
Beginning with Apple's Network Browser application, you had an alternate way 
to connect to a networked computer. Now that Apple lets you do that through the 
Internet too, however, it makes Network Browser less friendly. If you have an ISP 
set up in the TCP/IP Control Panel, whenever you open Network Browser, it' ll log 
on for you. If your TCP/IP configuration accesses your local network, this won't 
be a problem. Otherwise, you' II want to stick with the Chooser for regular 
networking or create a special TCP/IP configuration for your local network, as 
explained earlier. 
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How to Protect Your Files on a Network 
Just as your access to the Internet requires a username and password, similar 
protections are available when you share fil es from your Mac. However, the 
concept of personal file sharing also means that security measures with some 
added controls are, at best, skimpy. 

Here are a few suggestions for maxi mum security (within the limitations 
of the process): 

• Give yourself a hard-to-remember password. The principles that apply 
to creating a password with your ISP apply here as well. Use a combination 
of letters and numbers, random if possible (write it down, of course). Don' t 
use birth dates or your lucky number, or any other password someone is 
likely to guess. 

• Configure Mac OS 9's Multiple Users feature. Set up the Multiple 
Users feature so someone else can' t get to your Mac while you're away. 
Once Multiple Users is set up, be sure to go to the Finder's Special menu 
and use the Logout command to prevent others from gaining use of your 
Mac. Otherwise, someone can get to your Mac and delete or change the 
password in the File Sharing Control Panel and the Users & Groups 
privilege settings. 

• Use Mac OS 9's me encryption system. This feature puts an Encrypt 
command at your beck and call. To protect your document, select it, 
choose Encrypt from the Finder's File menu, give it a password, and the 
file will be protected. To open the file, the recipient will have to enter the 
correct password at the prompt. 

• Get security software. If you' re not using Mac OS 9 (or if you want 
access options other than what Multiple Users offers under OS 9), consider 
a dedicated security product. Such programs as ASD Software's FileGuard 
and DiskGuard, and Power On's DiskLock and OnGuard, let you prevent 
unauthorized users from gaining control of any Mac system, from disk to 
file level (depending on the settings). That way, someone cannot simply go 
to the computer directly and mess with the file sharing configuration. 

• Set Users & Groups privileges. Assuming you have your Mac under 
control, set up Users & Groups, as I explained in more detail in the section 
entitled "Setting Users & Groups Privileges." 
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• Consider a file server and server software. Apple's AppleShare 
software and Mac OS X Server give you centralized control of user access 
and privileges. A server computer puts needed files for the network in one 
place, for convenient access by everyone and the maximum possible level 
of protection. If you have one of the newer Mac models, desktop or 
consumer, you can take advantage of Mac OS X Server's NetBoot feature. 
It allows these Macs to actually boot and load their system software from 
across the network. With Fast Ethernet, for example, there should be little 
or no difference in the level of performance the computer achieves. Either 
setup is probably best suited for the larger Mac networks, though I've seen 
such programs used in installations with as few as 10 or 15 computers and 
a handful of printers. 

Setting Access Privileges on Dedicated File Servers 
You want to know how your files can best be protected from tampering. With the 
peer-to-peer file sharing setups described earlier, you can set a fil e for read and 
write access, read access only, write access only, or no access at all. You can grant 
these rights to the owner of the file- the person who creates the ftle-a group of 
users, and everyone. In limiting the number of users and groups to which you can 
apply permissions, the Macintosh OS significantly limits your ability to lock down 
your files-that is unless you help it along. 

There are other options that will provide that help. Two are direct from Apple: 
one is called AppleShare IP, the other Mac OS X server (a UNIX-based system 
based on the technology Apple acquired when it bought Steve Jobs' s NeXT 
company). Both are client-server programs that provide robust tools to administer 
a network. 

Another option requires that you explore that other computing platform, and 
this option is especially applicable if you are in a mixed-platform environment. 
It involves setting up a server using Windows NT or Windows 2000 Server. These 
setups don't suffer from the limitations of personal fi le sharing if you set 
privileges using the network administrative tools they provide. 

With AppleShare IP, Mac OS X, Windows NT, or Windows 2000, you can set 
the fi le permissions right from the server, so that one group of users has write access 
to your files while another has read access only. These are especially valuable 
options to consider if you need to assign large numbers of users various types of 
file and networked volume access. 

If you are using one of these solutions, you need to spend the time to set up 
your fi le permissions so that they give you the maxjmum amount of flexibility in 
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how you access your files and still limit the ability of other users on the network to 
make changes. While the capability to secure your Mac workstations has improved 
somewhat with Mac OS 9, you may still want to consider looking at Apple's 
server solutions or those offered by other platforms if you want the maximum 
amount of network security. 

Remember, however, that setting up a Windows NT, Windows 2000, or UNIX 
server is no cakewalk. It requires a lot of attention to detail, and lengthy procedures 
to configure each and every step of sharing your Macs and establishing access 
privileges. You' ll find yourself wandering through many complicated dialogs and 
configuration setups. But if you do follow basic setup instructions carefully, you' II 
find it an alternative that is at least worth consideration, particularly on a large 
computer network. 

From Networks to System Extensions 
Networking on your Mac is usually just a matter of turning on file sharing, but as 
you see from this chapter, sometimes you need to do more to protect your files or 
ensure best possible performance. 

A common cause of network problems and, in fact, many of the problems that 
afflict Mac is a system extension conflict. That and adding system-related utilities 
form the topic of the next chapter. 



How to Add System 
Utilities with Confidence 
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M y ftrst Macintosh froze up within two hours after I turned it on. For a 
second, I thought the message was kind of cute: a "bomb" icon within 

a white, rectangular screen. 

But the result wasn ' t quite as cute. The keyboard froze, the mouse froze, and I was 
left without the ability to get any work done. I tried clicking on the convenient 
Restart button on the screen and it did absolutely nothing. So I had to force a 
restart (I cover this topic later in this chapter, in the section "Forcing a Restart"). 

It was my first encounter with the realities of personal computing. Computers 
are not appliances, no matter what the advertising copywriters tell you. They can 
and will crash at unexpected, inconvenient moments. 

This chapter is designed to focus on a number of areas that can make your 
Mac look better and work better. That, in itself, will be useful. But some of 
these changes may, in the end, also give your Mac fits. We'll cover them 
subject by subject. 

Appearance Control Panel Problems 
Apple did wonders for the look and feel of your Mac desktop when they introduced 
the Appearance Control Panel, beginning with Mac OS 8. Many of the features for 
which you formerly had to use third-party system extensions are now comfortably 
handled with Apple's software. 

That creates, of course, fewer possibilities of conflict, but it also gives you 
somewhat fewer opportunities to decorate your Mac's desktop. 

Here are a few potential pitfalls you' ll see with the Appearance Control 
Panel (I'm basing this on the version that shipped with Mac OS 9), as shown 
in Figure 18-1: 

NOTE 

• Font anti-aliasing problems The theory goes that lettering on your 
screen will appear cleaner and easier to read if you choose the Smooth All 
Fonts On Screen option (see Figure 18-2). On the other hand, you may find 
that lettering has a "smeared" effect as a resu lt. This is especially true with 
LCD screens, such as you find on an iBook or PowerBook. In addition, 
smoothing may cause display problems in some older programs. My 
suggestion is that you turn it off. 

In some cases, particularly on desktop Macs, you may find that font 
smoothing looks good.lfthat's the case, don't be concerned about my 
feelings against it. 
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EJ Appearance 

Custom Theme Bubbles 

U I 

Current Theme: Custom Theme 
To create a new theme, modify the setti ngs in the following sections. 

[, Save Theme... I 

ljMij;ljl:ll Apple's Appearance Control Panel can give your Mac a 
desktop makeover 

NOTE 
Even if you turn off font smoothing, you may find it turns on again when 
you do a clean system software installation or switch themes. If it returns, 
revisit the Fonts tab in the Appearance Control Panel and tum the f eature 
off again. 

• Blotchy, blurry desktop pictures If the pictures are ve ry small, less 
than 128xl28 pixels, Apple's Appearance Manager will tile them- that is, 
they'll put the m side by s ide, with enough copies to fill your screen. If 
the picture is larger, it' ll be expanded to fill your entire screen. But if the 
picture isn' t big enough, it' II be scaled upward a lot, and that may reduce 
quality to unacceptable levels. If you want to have a single desktop picture, 
make sure it 's large enough to fill your screen without enlarging (how large 
depends on the size of the picture compared to the size of your desktop as 
measured in pixels). 

383 
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Appecrance 

,.---.-... 
f Themes \1 Appecrance \1 Fonts J Desktop \1 Sound\( Options\ 

Lcrqe System Font: ..,.[ G_ad__::.ge_t___,-,--.,..----1'-~;.J) 
for menus end heed I ngs 

Small System Font:._[ G_e_n_ev_a _____ ..,l ~-) 
for explanatory text end labels 

Views Font: [ Espy Sans Fonts 
for lists end Icons 

1 ~1 size: ~CD 

ll1t Smooth aU fonts on screen 
turns on entl-elleslnQ for fonts equal end greeter then: Size: ~ rn 

~ 

ljMII;Iil:fj Font smoothing may make things look better or worse, depending on 
your setup. In this instance, with the feature applied, the lettering tends 
to look somewhat "smudged" 

• Slow screen redraws Unless you have the fastest Power Macintosh G3 
or G4, your Mac's video display circuitry may be working overtime to 
display a fancy image. That's especially true if you are in a situation where 
your Mac is running out of memory (system or video). If you run into this 
problem, consider going back to one of Apple's palette of desktop patterns. 

Desktop Decoration Programs-Good or Bad? 
There are limits to Apple's innovation in tbe Appearance Control Panel. If you 
find the decorative possibilities don't please you, you'll be tempted to look for 
third-party solutions. 
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One such program is Kaleidoscope, a shareware program that extends the 
ability of your Mac way beyond the constraints of the Appearance Control Panel 
(see Figure 18-3). It can even mimic the motif of non-Apple operating systems, 
such as the BeOS (an alternate operating system, designed by a company headed 
by a former Apple executive, which currently works on pre-G3 Macs and Intel 
CPUs). Figure 18-4 shows my iMac fitted with this setup. 

The cautions I describe in the section entitled "A Guide to Using System 
Enhancements" apply to this product category too. As Apple updates its system 
software, you can expect desktop appearance enhancements to require updates. 
Fortunately, the authors of Kaleidoscope have kept their close ties with Appl.e and 
regularly update the program with new features, new desktop themes, and better 
compatibili ty. 

~ Ka~eid~ope -~_:.!=! ===============--=;] 

td~idosm~ 
Be Box 
Bee Beauty. 
Be a Beast. 
Just Be. 

Scheme Settings l General Options l v2.2 

rr Finder Background: Dl (7 Scroll Bars have Double Arrows 

~ r Use label Color _ (7 Use WindowShade Sounds 

r (7 Spinning Zoom Rects ~ r r Substitute System Font: 

~ r FasterZoomRect~ ~ I ll ·I I~ 

---
Not Registered Register Select Scheme"" 

lj@!Jijjl:fl You can use Kaleidoscope to make your Mac's desktop go where it 
hasn't gone before 
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Apple Extra' 

I> T!§ Appllcat iOM 

t> QjA,istenb 

t> ~ Bobylon 5 Do\lnlooch 

C> ~ Dh k Doctor Undo file' 

t> tS:J Documents 

t> ~ fonb fo iMr 

I> ~G>rooo 
[li nclex.html 

t> 'aJ Internet 
t> b Kaleidoscope Good 1M 

!Jj L11h! $rwiinp A&Y.1 

t> "' li vtUpdete f older 

t> ~ 11>< 05 Rood Me fl leo 

t> G Mi!C. !COM 

t> a Sy)tem folder 

t> ~Upclet., 

ljMihJ!I:§I Kaleidoscope mimics the look of the Be Operating System, which was 
an attempt to replace the Mac OS with an industrial-strength system 

Use System Enhancements with Few Problems 
You don't like Apple's Open and Save dialog box? No problem, there are 
programs out there that will make it look different, wider, more robust, with extra 
added features. Consider ACTION Files (see Figure 18-5), Default Folder, or 
Dialog View. 

NOTE 
I am making no effort whatever to be complete in my list of system 
enhancements. There are thousands of such programs. One great Web 
resource to find them is http://www. versiontracker.com. You'll also find 
demonstration versions of several of Power On's ACTION Utilities 
programs on thls book's CD. 
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'-"'"---------'------l o ~ S59901.doc 
o Ia User1 

~ iBook, Tangerine, open#1 

~ iBook, Tangerine, top#1 

[!liBookOpen.pcx 

• liuiiM•NMil 
II P1010002.PCX 

Filter 

0 Show invisible Files 

~ Appearance 
~ReadMe 
@l Gall Gundllng 
~ Outline.doc 
~ 31718.doc (Rockoids .•• Chap1er 18:) 
ITi 31718.doc (Rockoids ••. Recent Documents:) 

~Launcher 
~ Gene's List 

NEW FROM INNER LIGHT 

0 Enlarge Preview 

[! Cancel J ~ Open J) 

lj@ij;lji:IOj Power On Software's ACTION Files gives your Open and Save dialog 
boxes point of view 

What about the font menus? Wouldn' t it be nice if they showed you the font 
in WYSIWYG fashion, grouped fonts by families in submenus? And what about 
telling you what sort of font you have, PostScript or True Type? Try ACTION 
WYSIWYG Menus, Adobe Type Reunion Deluxe, MenuFonts, or TypeTamer. 

NOTE 
Some programs, such as AppleWorks and Word 98, offer a WYSIWYG
style font menu as an option, but without the doo-dads offered by the 
third-party programs. An example is grouping fonts into family submenus, 
for easier access. 

Don' t like Apple Menu Options (the program that puts up those submenus in 
the Apple menu)? Would you like similar submenus to appear anywhere on your 
Mac' s desktop with a click here or there, or maybe by pressing one keyboard 
combination or another? More full-featured solutions include ACTION Menus, 
BeHierarchic, and MenuCboice. 
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NOTE 
My reference to desktop submenus doesn't refer to the Contextual Menus 
f eature that 's part of Mac OS 8 or later and supported in some programs. 

And then there' s Apple 's venerable Launcher, a place where all you have to 
do is click once on a button to open a program, a document ftle, a folder, a disk. 
Isn' t there a better way to accompljsh thls magic? Wouldn't you like it to display 
just the names rather than the icons? Or be able to create extra launching docks 
in different parts of your screen? Try DragStr ip (shown here and included on this 
book' s CD), DragThlng, OneCiick, Power Launch, SmartLaunch, Square One, or 
the Tilery. 

How about a more convenient way to capture screen images for your 
documentation? How do authors like me do it? Is just pressing COMMAND-SHIFT-3 

or the extra variations (such as COMMAND-SHrFT-4) sufficient, or have you grown 
tired of seeing Picture 1, Picture 2, etc., on your drive? How about being able to 
save the picture to a different location on your drive, giving it a unique file name, 
changing the format, capturing the image of a game in motion? Well, there are 
such programs as Captivate and the one I used for thjs book, SnapZPro. 

Almost anything you can imagine, some enterprising programmer has probably 
found a way to perform the task. And so these handy system utilities can pepper 
your System Folder and your Mac's desktop. The nice thing is that they can extend 
the capabiliti.es of your Mac. The bad thlng is that there' s the tendency for things 
to go out of whack as Apple updates its system and makes more and more 
sweeping changes. 
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A Guide to Using System Enhancements 
With thousands of possibilities for mischief here, I won't even try to list the 
conflicts of any particular program. More to the point, the authors of these 
programs are usually dedicated and responsible and responsive to handling 
problems when they occur. 

If you take a few precautions, you'll find some wonderful ways to enhance 
your Mac computing experience: 

NOTE 

• Don't install two or more enhancements that do the same thing. 
Whether it's a dialog box enhancer or font menu modifier, pick only one. 
If you choose any two programs that have the same function, they will 
quite possibly prevent one another from working properly. At worse, 
they'll cause crashes. If you're not sure whether you like one program or 
another, try each separately (making sure the other has been disabled in 
Extensions Manager), then make your decision. 

• Watch diligently for updates. Any time Apple updates its system 
software, the very same system tools that allow such enhancements to work 
may be changed. Programs that enhance Finder functions are especially 
vulnerable. It' s not a bad idea to check such Web sites as VersionTracker 
to look for a new version. Some authors or publishers may even have 
mailing lists, and they'll let you know about a new version and what is 
fixed or changed. 

• Be careful about using older system enhancements with new system 
versions. That program that may have worked perfectly fme on your Mac 
five or ten years ago may fail miserably with Mac OS 9. If you carmot find 
a newer version out there, consider removing it from your System Folder. 
Perhaps there's something newer that'll work just as well. 

A very unusual exception to this rule is ApplWindows, a free program 
that delivers pop-up menus of open programs and documents, and 
hides programs you're not using. It was last updated in 1993, yet is 
still mostly functional on my Macs with Mac OS 9. For a copy, check 
http://www. versiontracker.com. 
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NOTE 

• Pay your shareware fees. Many of the best system enhancements are 
shareware. You don' t pay for them in advance, but the authors expect 
you'll send them the small fees if you continue to use the program after a 
15 or 30 day trial. If you want these programs to be updated and enhanced, 
so you can continue to use them as Apple upgrades its operating system, 
you'll want to make sure you reward them for their work. 

It's a. sad, sad fact that only a. small fraction of those using shareware 
programs ever pay for them. While some publishers, such as Ambrosia. 
Software, manage to keep going under these conditions, others simply 
stop writing software or join commercial publishers and produce the 
same programs at much higher prices. 

Desktop Rebuilding for Fun and Profit 
As I have explained in several parts of this book, the Mac OS Finder keeps tabs 
of file icons, documents, and the programs that launch them using desktop fiJes. 
These files are marked by the Finder as "invisible," which means you cannot 
see evidence of their presence without a program that can view such files. 

If you use Microsoft Word, for example, you can use the 
All Files option in the Open dialog box to view the listings 

for the Desktop DB and Desktop DF files (although you won't be able to 
actually open them). 

Mac programs and documents are identified by a file type and creator. The 
first tells you what sort of file it is (text or otherwise), and the second identifies 
the program that created the document. 

For example, the Word 98 files I used to write this book are identified with 
the file type of W8BN and the flle creator as MSWD. 

If the desktop file becomes corrupted for any reason (a system crash or hard 
drive directory damage, to name the usual causes), you may find the pretty 
icons change to white-colored documents. When you double-click on a 
document, you may get a notice that the app)jcation that created it can't be 
found, or the wrong application may be launched. 

The solution is to rebuild the desktop file. The simplest way to do this is to 
restart your Mac, and when the last extension icon appears on the screen, hold 
down the COMMAND-OPT£0N keys. When you see the prompt asking if you 
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want to rebuild the desktop, release the keys and click OK. If your Mac has 
more than one disk volume on it. you'll see the same prompt for each volume, 
which you' ll OK until the process is done. 

As the desktop rebuilds, you'll see a progress bar showing the process. It 
can take mere seconds for a small hard drive with very few files, up to several 
minutes or more for large volumes with thousands of files on them. 

Apple' s official recommendation for desktop rebuilding, however, is a bit 
more complex than that. They suggest you use Extensions Manager to turn off 
all system Extensions except for Mac OS Easy Open (or File Exchange for 
Mac OS 8.5 or later). Then rebuild the desktop following the preceding steps. 

Test for Conflicts. " 

I'll cover use of Extensions Manager later in this chapter, 
in the section entitled "Using Extensions Manager to 

Once you have rebuilt the desktop the Apple way, go back to Extensions 
Manager and restore your original settings, then restart. 

I have not seen any real advantage in fo.llowing this advice, other than the 
possibility that a non-Apple system extension will harm the desktop rebuild 
process (some versions of Adobe Type Manager prior to version 4 could do 
this). However, if you want to be as safe as possible, it doesn't hurt to spend 
a few moments setting this up this way. 

If the desktop rebuilding process doesn't work, check Chapter 13, which 
covers use of such programs as Alsoft's DiskWarrior, MicroMat's Tech Tool 
Pro, and Symantec's Norton Utilities to fix disk directory damage. These 
programs can also fix problems with so-called "bundle bits," which can result 
in improper or missing file or folder icons. 

Another solution to the desktop rebuild problem is to use the desktop 
rebuild feature ofTechTool Pro or Conflict Catcher (described later), which 
ensures a better, more thorough rebuilding process. Rather than just rebuild or 
update the desktop files, these programs actually delete them first. After you 
restart, the Finder automatically rebuilds the desktop from scratch. 

A free program from MicroMat, called simply TechTool, 
(included on this book's CD) can rebuild the desktop, zap 

the PRAM, and check the System file for damage. It doesn't handle any of the 
advanced disk and hardware diagnostics of the commercial version of the 
program, however. 
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How to Check for System Conflicts 
When your Mac crashes, it can be a frustrating experience. It usually happens when 
you' re in the midst of doing a complex job, which taxes your Mac's capabilities, 
and you' re minutes away from having to deliver the document to someone in your 
office or a business contact. 

With so many thousands of system and softwal"e and hardware combinations, 
it's inevitable that problems will arise from time to time. There is no possible way 
for me to list every conceivable possibility of a conflict. No book can be that large. 
Instead, I'll cover the ways you can isolate the cause. Once you do that, you can 
stop using the offending program or seek out help or updates from the publisher. 

System Crashes: Finding the Cause 
The most vexing sort of system problem is the one that isn' t consistent. One day 
everything is fine, the next day, your Mac crashes at an unexpected moment, in a 
program that never gave you a lick of trouble before. 

This sort of problem is part and parcel of the personal computing experience. 
Software has bugs, the operating system has bugs, and until computers are truly 
as elegant as your basic toaster oven, you can expect such happenings as a normal 
part of your computing experience. 

About the closest remedy on the horizon (it may be out by the time you read 
this book) is the consumer version of Mac OS X, which is supposed to provide 
improved features to guard against system hang-ups. These include protected 
memory, which simply means that a program gets its own, custom segment of 
RAM. So if something happens to cause that program to freeze, you can go on 
and use another program without having to restart. 

Well, that's part of a remedy, assuming you will have a Mac that can run the 
new system version . And that feature depends on a program being "Carbonized," 
Apple's jargon to identify programs that have been recompiled by the programmers 
to support its "Carbon" application programming library, which is required to take 
advantage of all the great featu res of Mac OS X. 

NOTE 
As this book went to press, Apple would only commit to supporting the 
consumer version of Mac OS X on an Apple computer that originally 
shipped with a G3 CPU or faster. Older Macs or Mac clones with G3 
upgrades were not considered compatible (though this situation could 
change by the time the new operating system ships). 
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Regular programs should run on Mac OS X, in most cases, but they won't 
work any better than on Apple's older systems. 

So what do you do if you have the regular version of the Mac OS and regular 
freezes? Well, that's a horse of a different color. There are tried and true methods 
that will help you isolate the cause of the problem. 

Using Extensions Manager to Test for Conflicts 
Apple gives you a free program to manage your system Extensions, Extensions 
Manager (see Figure 18-6). You can use it to tum individual Extensions off and 
on as necessary, with just a restart to change things around. 

Extensions Manager isn't nearly as adept at handling these chores as a great 
utility from Casady & Greene, Conflict Catcher. But since it's free, I'll focus this 
section on using it. I'll get to Conflict Catcher later. 

Here's a way to help isolate the cause of repeatable system problems. The ones 
that happen at random are much harder to deal with. For this section, I'll divide the 
diagnostics into two categories, with specific steps for each. 

~Extensions Manager 

Selected Set: 

Control Pa~l$ 

~ ACTION Utilities"" 140K 2.0b2 ACTION Ut... 

jij Adobe Typ ... on Deluxe 748K 2.5.1 Adobe Typ ... 

~ Aladdin C ... presslon"" 96K 5. 1.2 Pert of AI. .. 

~ Appearance 624K 1.1 .4f3 Mac OS 9 .... 

~ Apple Menu Options 68K 1. 1.6f1 Mac OS 9 .... 

~ ~ AppleTellc 212K 1.1 Mac OS 9 .... 

~ ~ AppiWi ndoW3 40K v2.0.2 AppiWind ... 

~ ColorSync 112K 3.0f1 ColorSync ... 

~ Configure ... n Manager 36K 4.0.4 Microsoft ... 

& Changes talce effect on restart (1 Restart] [ Revert ) !1 Duplicate Set_. J 
I> SbOY Item Information 

~ 

ljMijijjl:@ Apple's Extensions Manager is free, and it's a useful starting point to 
help you seek out possible system-related problems 
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FORCING A REstART If your Mac freezes up, there are several ways to get out of 
the situation and make it restart. Here are the common methods: 

• Force quit Press COMMAND-CONTROL-ESC. You should see a message 
asking if you want to force the program to quit. If this works, the program 
will quit gracefully, at which point you should restart your Mac in the 
normal way before proceeding any further. 

• The "Three Fingered Salute" This is a tried and true method to restart 
many (but not all) Macs. If your Mac hangs at the Force Quit attempt, or 
after the program quits, press COMMAND-CONTROL-POWER ON. If your Mac 
supports the feature, it'll restart. This command sequence won't work on 
the tirst generations of Macs using USB keyboards and mice, and on some 
PowerBooks and older Macs. So you have to resort to the next method. 

• Press the Reset switch Where is it? Depends on which model you have. 
On older Macs, there was actually a small switch with a little left-pointing 
triangle that you used to force the restart process. Even the newest 
generation of Blue & White Power Macintosh G3s and the G4s have this 
feature. But on some PowerBooks and the first generation iMac models, 
the actual reset switch is recessed, located below this little triangle. In order 
to access the switch, you have to straighten the end of a paper clip, then 
insert it gently into the hole, and press the button and release. 

Forfirst-generation iMacs there is a solution to the paper clip dilemma. 
It's called the iMacButton, and it costs $9.95 (last I checked) from this 
Web site: http://www.imacbutton.com. The product consists of a large 
button with adhesive backing that you install by inserting into the little 
hole located behind the removable door on the right side of the computer 
and hold tightly for a few seconds (until it sticks). 

MAKE A SYSTEM PROFILE FIRST Before you proceed, you' 11 want to make a 
record of your Mac's System Folder configuration. That way you have something 
to check over as you proceed to isolate the cause of those crashes. 

1. Go to the Apple menu, then select Apple System Profiler (it only comes 
with Mac OS 7.6 and later) . The one provided with Mac OS 9 will bring 
up a screen similar to the one shown in Figure 18-7. 
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EJ Apple System Profiler 

/ System Profile J Devices and Volumes V Control Panels V Ex tensions V Applicat ions V System Folders\ 

v Softwarto oveorvi~w 

;- Mac OS overv lev 
Findor: 9.0 

I 
().JickTime: 4.0.3 

System: 9 .0 us File sha~ing : is off 
Active enabler: Non eo Mult iple Users : I .I 

~Startup device 
ame: Rookoids I Locat ion: 11>=0 
ype: Hard drive Bus : SCSI Bus 2 

v Memory over view 

Disk cache: 7 .96 MB 

I> Vir tual memory: 257MB 

I> Bui lt - in memory : 256MB 

Backside L2 cache : 1 MB 

v Hardware overview 

Machine 10: 406 l Pr ocessor info: PoworPC G3 

Model name: PowerMac G3 Se~ ies Machine speed: 400 MH< 

Keyboard type: Apple Extended Keyboard 

v Network overview 

Ethernet Link : up Speed: 100 Mbps Duplex : half 

Modem Status: Modem in use; no f urther information can be gathered. 
Open T~ansport Insta lled : Yes Active: Yes Version: 2.5.2 

v AppieTalk lnsta lled:Yes Active: Yes Version : 60 

File sharing: is of f This netW'ork: 65321 
Default AppleTalk <one: Not available This node: 30 
Active net work port(s): Ethernet built-in Hardware Address: 00.05.02.8 1 .DD.95 

ppp Router: <not available> 
v TCP/iP Installed: Yes Active: Yes Ve~s ion: 2.5.2 

Personal Web Sharing: is off 

Multihoming : is off 

Netmask: 0.0.0.0 I Default gateway address: 0 .0.0.0 

IP address: 63.14.204.174 Domain : earthlink.net 
Name server addreoss: 198.6.1.194 

ljMfl;lil:fl Apple's System Profiler program is a handy guide to isolating 
potential conflicts 

ml8 

'S 

M 

... 
1-... 

I ~ I ~ 0-

NOTE 
You can locate and download the latest version of Apple System Profiler 
from Apple's support Web site at http://asu.info.apple.com. 
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2. Choose New Profile from the File menu (see Figure 18-8). 

3. Check all items related to System Folder Controls (on the right side of the 
screen). Uncheck the ones on the left (you don't need them). 

4. Click OK to generate your report. 

5. Once the report is displayed (it may take up to a minute or a little longer 
if you have lots of stuff installed on your Mac), go ahead and choose Print 
One Copy from the File menu, so you have a hard copy of your report. 

If you are using an older Mac with Mac OS 7.5.5 or earlier, there's still 
a way to generate a profile without paying for a system upgrade. Go on 
the Internet, visit http://www.versiontracker.com, and do a search for a 
program called TattleTech. Download that program, and follow its 
instructions to create and print a profile of your System Folder's contents. 

Now you've completed the first step. It's time for you to begin the process of 
figuring out what's caused your computer to mjsbehave. 

New Report 

Pl@aS@ choose the information that you wish to Vi@W In your report: 

10 System Profile • ~Devices and Volumes 

10 Software overview • ~Control Panels 

0 Memory overview • b!fExtenslons 

0 Hardware overview • ~Applications 

0 Network overview • G2fsystem Folders 

0 Printer overview • This Information has not been gathered 
yet; If you wish to view it in your 

10 Production information report, Apple System Profller will 
gather it before creating the report. 

Cancel ) ~ OK 1 

lj@ilijil:§:l Select your Profile options from thjs screen 
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MAC CRASHES AT STARTIJP Before you go any further, take a look at the Mac's 
startup routine. If the crash occurs before all Extensions have loaded, look at the 
icons that appear just before it happens. Something that loads after those icons 
may be the culprit. 

NOTE 

NOTE 

NOTE 

Most of the items in the Extensions folder load alphabetically, as do the 
contents of Control Panelsfolder. I say most, because some of the items 
in the Extensions folder, such as networking and USB drivers, will load 
ahead of the pack (usually they won't display an icon). 

Follow these steps: 

Keep your printed System Profiler report lwndy as you continue through 
this process. You'll want to see what your starting point was. 

1. Restart your Mac (force a restart if necessary). 

In order for you to follow these steps to their logical conclusion, take a 
pad and pencil out and be prepared to write down the steps you're taking. 
Or if you have another Mac, open a blank word processing document and 
create a log of your conflict isolation process. 

2. As soon as it starts, hold down the SPACEBAR, which will, within a few 
moments, bring Extensions Manager to the front. 

3. Look over the list of Extensions and Control Panels and see if you can 
locate the ones that load after the particular icon you've seen. If you're not 
certain what the icon signifies (and you're using Mac OS 7.6 or later), look 
at the miniature icons in the Extensions Manager window. When you spot 
the one you saw, disable the next two or three extensions (assuming they're 
not Apple's), then continue the restart process (simply by closing the 
Extensions Manager window). 

4. If your Mac struts normally now, look in the System Folder and locate the 
icons you disabled. Use the Finder's Get Info command to identify them, if 
their source or identity isn' t obvious. Armed with that information, you can 
decide whether to quit using the file or contact the publisher about an 
update that may address your problem. 

5. If the crashes continue to occur, follow steps 1 through 4 again. Not all of 
the things in your Extensions and Control Panels folder put up an icon, and 
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you may have to go hunting for something that loads a bit later on in the 
chain (remember, Extensions load alphabetically). 

MAC CRASHES AFI'ER STARTUP Whether your Mac crashes right away or it gives 
up the ghost when you perform a specific function, such as launching an application, 
you can follow these steps to find out what went wrong: 

NOTE 

NOTE 

1. If you get regular crashes when doing a specific task, such as launching 
an application, or just starting your Mac, go to the Apple menu, choose 
Control Panels and select Extensions Manager from the submenu. 

When you start with a Base extension set, your Mac will only be running 
with the very basic things it needs to operate. And that has severe limits. 
If you're using a program, such as one from Microsoft, that requires certain 
Extensions to work, this can be a problem; worse Microsoft's First Run 
installer will be launched if you're using one of their recent programs, 
and it'll try to restore the missing extensions. But if you successfully boot 
your Mac without trouble, this should be enough to go to the next step. 

2. If yow· system startup is successful, you can continue. If not, restart with 
Extensions off (SHIFf key held down at startup) and wait for the Extensions 
Disabled message on your Mac' s screen. Then release the keys. If you start 
up successfully, you ' ll want to reinstaU your system software. I cover that 
subject in Chapter 2. Otherwise, just continue. 

If the startup process doesn't work even with Extensions off, you'll 
have no choice but to run right for your system CD and reinstall your 
system software. 

3. If the startup with a Base set continues without interruption, it' s time to 
go to the next step. Open Extensions Manager, then choose Duplicate 
Set from the File menu, which brings up the screen shown here: 

Duplicate Set 

Name duplicate set: 

I rest set 

Cancel ] t OK 4 
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When you uncheck an Extension with Extensions Manager, all that 
happens is that it's moved to a folder with the "Disabled" label on it; 
the action doesn't actually delete anything. Checking the Extension 
moves it back to the original position in the original folder. 

4 . Give your duplicate set a name (for later reference) that helps you identify 
it for system diagnostics. Call it Test Set, if you want, or anything that 
seems appropriate to the occasion. The set will be identical to the Mac OS 
9 Base set, but you'll be able to modify it as you want (you can't change 
the Base or A ll settings). 

5 . Look through your list of Extensions and Control Panels and activate half 
of the ones that are deactivated. Consult your System Profiler report for 
this information. And don't forget to log what you're doing, in case you 
have to continue this process through several restarts. 

6 . Restart. 

7. Try to do whatever function causes a crash. If you need to launch a program 
that requires a specific system extension, go to Extensions Manager and 
activate just the ones you need, if you're able to determine that from the 
list. For Microsoft, it's easy. Anything labeled Microsoft or MSL is 
needed. Otherwise Office 98 and later Microsoft programs will just replace 
the missing Extensions (so you end up with active and inactive copies). 

8. If the problem is gone, go ahead and open Extensions Manager, then 
activate half of the remaining system Extensions you had previously used 
and restart again. 

9. Try again to reproduce the crash. 

10. Continue activating half of the remaining system Extensions on each 
restart until the problem returns. When it does, follow the steps in the 
next section. 

IF THE SYSTEM CRASH OCCURS AGAIN Now we're getting closer to the source of 
the problem. You know that one of the Extensions and Control Panels you turned 
on has caused your Mac to crash. Should this occur, follow these steps: 

1. Restart your Mac. 

2 . As soon as it restarts, hold down the SPACEBAR and wait for the return of 
Extensions Manager. 
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3. When you see Extensions Manager, turn off half the Extensions and 
Control Panels you activated on the previous session, then continue the 
startup process. 

4 . Repeat the steps needed to reproduce the crash. If they continue, repeat 
steps 1 to 3, each time turning off half of the remaining Extensions (aside 
from the basic Apple stuff in Base Set, of course). 

After you've located your culprit, try running your Mac without that Extension 
or control panel and see if the problem goes away. If it does, congratulations! 
You've solved what is most likely quite a vexing problem and now you can continue 
to use your Mac with comparative reliability. 

If you need the program you disabled, you'll want to contact the publisher 
about an update, or look for another program that performs the same function. 

The Conflict Catcher Alternative 
Apple's Extensions Manager has the advantage of being free and available with 
your Mac OS. However, as you see in the preceding section, the process of 
isolating a system conflict can be a tedious process of trial and error, and you may 
be quite lucky to find the answer to your problem. 

If you want to let the software do it for you, there's a better option. It's Jeffrey 
Robbin's Conflict Catcher, from Casady & Greene. Robbin once worked as a 
system software programmer for Apple and has worked diligently to keep his 
program up to date, while expanding the feature set to incorporate every single 
possibility for System Folder management. 

NOTE 
I've included a limited-time demonstration version of Conflict Catcher on 
this book's CD. 

This is just a brief list of the features of the version current when this book was 
written (8.0.6): 

• Conflict Test I'U cover this in the next section. The program uses its 
own internal "fuzzy logic" to tum the programs in your System Folder off 
and on to help you isolate the cause of a repeating crash. 

• Merge System Folders When you do a clean system instaU (as I 
describe in Chapter 2), Conflict Catcher will guide you through the 
complex process of picking the stuff from your previous System Folder 
that you want to put in your newly installed System Folder. Then it does it 
all for you, in minutes. 
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• Reference Library Want to know what that file in the System Folder 
is used for? Apple's Extensions Manager will tell you about Apple's 
software, but Conflict Catcher has a useful reference database covering 
thousands of third-party programs too. And there are Internet links to the 
publishers, so you can check for updates. 

• Check for corrupted system files As part of its Conflict Test, Conflict 
Catcher will check your System Folder for damaged files (as shown here), 
and that includes fonts and Preference files. Corrupted Preference files are 
quite a common cause of frequent system crashes. If a damaged file is 
found, Conflict Catcher will offer to try to fix the problem (don't get 
optimistic, it's not always successful at this). 

Scanning Files in "System Folder" 

Documents 

Stop j 

• Clean desktop rebuilds The normal process of rebuilding the desktop 
will just update the existing desktop files. But if the files are damaged, 
the problems of application launching and icon display won' t be solved. 
Conflict Catcher rebuilds the desktop by deleting the existing files, forcing 
a replacement, rather than rebuild at the next restart. This is often the better 
way to go. 

USING CONFLICT CATCHER TO TEST FOR CONFLICTS If you have a repeatable 
conflict that' s causing your Mac to crash, you can harness Conflict Catcher's 
Conflict Test to h~lp find the cause. 

NOTE 
Conflict Catcher doesn't do everything by itself; you have to work with the 
program to help it isolate the problem for you. 

I'll assume you've installed the latest version of Conflict Catcher before trying 
this. From there, just follow these steps to harness the power of this unique program: 

1. Restart your Mac, then hold down the SPACEBAR to bring up the Conflict 
Catcher window (see Figure 18-9). 
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10 Conflict Catcher (;!JI!ij 

Active Set: I Standard Set ! ~, v8.0.6 

List ed by Lo• d Order ... Folder ... . s ...... . !! & 

contlicS V (l. Ear ly Startup Flies (2 items) ~ 0 I ~ MacsBug 19jslml£xlensi:ns())isabif<() 17t8 .5K 

Catche ~ m Mulli-Ustr Startup Extonslons 
rio! 

t52.6K 

V 1:1 Roordorab lo Startup F ilos (03 items) 

By Jeffrey Robbin 0 IJ!il EM Ex tension ti) Extonslons (Disabled) 5.3K 

Roglstor t'd to: 0 oo-M\1>/i'u;~ Extonslons (Disabltd) 208K 

Otne Sh•inber9 0 ~ Protect ton Extension Extonslons (Disabled) 17K 
Cross-Country Consultants Iii' mJ ACTION Fllu"' Extensions 840 .4K 

284 of 338 Items enablod. Iii' flU ACTION Menus"' Extensions 6 t7K 

Iii' If} ACTION WYSI'w"YG ExtE~nsions 365 .3K 
Estimated Memory Use: 0 !l}AIM Menu Ex tonslons (Disablod) 33.6K Systom : 8.6 Me/High: 562.7K 

Iii' [jJ Apple CD/DVD Drivor Extensions t t 3.8K 

Iii' J.'j Apple Guido Exttnsions 824.3K 

Iii' ~ Apple Monitor Pluglns Extensions 686.5K 

Iii' ~ AppleSharo Ex tensions 630.2K 

Iii' § ATI Drlvtr Updato Extensions 578.8K 

Iii' ~ ATI Graph los Aoceler ator Extensions 597.4K 

Iii' Qcarbonlib Extensions 899.6K 

Iii' § Co lor Picker Ex tensions 486.8K 

!if IIJ ColorSync Extension Ext• nsions 81 9. t K 

Iii' @ Contextual Menu Extonsion Ext.;.nsions 73.tK 

Iii' 89 Control Strip Extension Extensions 75.4K 

Iii' ~ Dosktop Printer Spooler Extensions 67.9K 

Iii' Ill DVD Rog ion Man•g•r Extensions 22K 

Iii' ~Flit Sharing Ex tonslon Extensions 195.6K '--

Iii' G!j fontSync Extonsion Extensions 124.5K ~ • . - =-
Group Links 

Iii' ~ Apple CD/DVD Group ill 

Iii' 4l Apple G•m• Sprockots Group ~ ... 
@t 993- 99 C.Sidy & Groono, Inc. Iii' 4' Apple 'w"Pb Sharing Group -;-

[! Conflict Test-" IL Report". ) 
o/ 

ljMN;Iil:§:l Conflict Catcher is ready to find why your Mac is crashing 
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2. When you see Conmct Catcher, click on the Conmct Test button, which 
brings up the screen shown here: 

~ 
~ 

It is possible that some ot the system's files are 
damaged Gl'ld causing problems. 

Conflict Catcher will now scQI'I them to look for 
damage. 

CGI'Icel 

3. Prepare to work with the program to start the test. The first step is a 
startup-file scan, which will check your System Folder to be certain 
there are no damaged fi les. 

You can easily skip these preliminary steps, but I suggest you follow 
them, to allow Conflict Catcher to do its stuff as efficiently and 
completely as possible. 

4. Once Conflict Catcher reports on the status of its System Folder run, 
click the OK button to move on to the next step. 

5. On the next screen, Conflict Catcher will ask you if you are presently 
facing that system problem. Click Yes if you are (which is, I assume, 
what you' ll be doing). 

6. Now you' ll be asked to write a short comment on the problem you're 
having (see Figure 18-10). This is done to help you track the original 
problem. Conflict Catcher doesn't use it for its own work. Click OK 
to continue. 
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~ ConfUctTest 

For the Conflict Test log, please briefly describe the 
problem you are Et)tperlenclng. 

Mac crashes when 1 surf the Internet~ 

Conflict Test: I System Folder Items II ~] 

[, Cancel) ij1 OIC I 

ljMijijil:l[el Type in a short description of your system-related problem 

NOTE 

7. The next step is impottant: you'll be asked to click the Needed Files 
option, so you can select the system Extensions you need for your work, 
such as all those files with the word Microsoft in them for that company's 
software. When you make your selection, click OK to move on. 

Certain Apple system Extensions are required for your Mac to run and 
they will, in .fact, remain active even if you restart with Extensions off. 
Conflict Catcher will not disable those files nor allow you to do so. 

8. If you want to take a guess as to which System Folder item is causing your 
problem, click on the Intuition button, which brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 18-11, and then click on the name so Conflict Catcher will focus on 
it first. Click OK to move to the final step. 

9. You're almost there now. Just click the Start Conflict Test button, and on 
the next screen click Restart to begin the actual test process. 

The miracle of Conflict Catcher's Conflict Test is about to begin. Once your 
Mac has restarted, go ahead and duplicate the conditions that caused the crash, 
such as launching or working in an application or printing a document. 

Once you've done that, restart (force a restart if your Mac crashes again). 
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contlic8 
Catche 
By Jeffrey Robbin 

0 of 323 items se lee ted . 

At this point, you can select the 
files that you think might be 

causing your problem. 

Conflict Catcher w iII test these 
files first to see if your intuition 

is accurate. 

© 1993-99 Casady & Greene, Inc. 

Intuition---

Listed by Load Order .... 
V Cl, Early Startup Files (1 item) 

Dl m Multi-User Startup 

V Cl, Reordenbll! ~Files (69 items) 

D 00 E~1 Ext!nslon a 
D !!) Norton Ant !Virus Auto-Protect 

0 ~ ACTION Files"" 

D r!} ACTION WYSIWYG 

0 [i] App le CD/DVD Driver 

0 ~ Apple Guide 

0 ~Apple Monitor Plug ins 

0 ~ AppleShare 

- lc Grou_p Lm s 

0 ~ App le CD/DVD Group 

0 , Apple Game Sprockets Group 

D , Appl! ~f!b Stla1 ing 61 ot~p 

~ OJ< 

ljMIJ;III:III If you have a suspect, let Conflict Catcher know, to speed 
up the process 

A • 

'--... -.... 

Ia ..._ ... 
-.... 

] 

After restart, Conflict Catcher will put up a dialog asking you to specify 
whether the problem is gone or sti ll exists. Using that information, the program 
will continue to vary the System Folder lineup. It will probably take about I 0 
restarts for the program to specify a likely culprit 

Once Conflict Catcher has produced the suspect, you'll have the option to 
disable it and then to continue another test to see if any other programs are 
contributing to the problem. 

I won't guarantee Conflict Catcher will always find the villain, but it has saved 
my life on many occasions, and it's definitely worth a try, since a three-day demo 
is freely available from the publisher's Web site (http://www.casadyg.com) and, of 
course, on this book's CD. 
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Where to Learn About Software Updates 
How can it be? Apple Computer seems to release one software update or another 
every couple of weeks. And your regular software publishers are no different. 
Just keeping up with this confusion can be a challenge that no single person 
can overcome. 

Fortunately, there are folks who have devoted a great part of their time to 
checking for software updates, and as I'll explain at the end of this chapter, Apple 
has a neat way of dealing with it. They check for updates from far-flung places, 
and they make the information available to you on the World Wide Web. 

Here are some of these Internet-based resources with their addresses and some 
information on what additional material they offer: 

• MacCentral (http://www.maccentral.com) Stan Flack's MacCentral 
Web site has news and views and product update information. Since it's 
a part of the same publishing combine that produces Mac Week Online and 
Macworld magazine, you can expect a surprising range of information 
about your Mac and keeping it healthy and happy. 

• MacFixit (http://www.macfixit.com) Ted Landau, a Macworld 
contlibuting editor, heads up this site. The focus is on problems and their 
solutions, and it' s usually updated five times a week. They also have active 
message boards, and a band of visiting experts who can provide answers 
and feedback on specific issues. 

• Macintouch (http://www.macintouch.com) Ric Ford, former MacWeek 
columnist, tracks the latest reports and rumors about doings in the Mac 
universe and offers new product listings. The site is updated daily and you 
will find a lot of exclusives. The focus, though, is on problems, and when 
bugs or complications arise with a new Mac or software, you may learn 
about it here. 

• Macsurfer's Headline News (http://www.macsurfers.com) This site is 
a digest listi ng containing links to Mac news from popular Web sites and 
the mainstream press. You'll be surprised at the scope of the coverage. I've 
seen rep01ts here from Mac Web sites in Italy and online business sites in 
the United Kingdom. 
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• Starship's Lair (http://www.starsbiplair.com) Well, this is a little 
self-serving, perhaps, but I have set up my own Web site to be more than 
just a place to hawk my books. I have designed it from the ground up to be 
an information center, and I will be presenting regular tips and tricks for 
my readers there. (Notice I didn' t list my site first.) 

• VersionTracker (http://www.versiontrackcr.com) The title says it all. 
The site keeps day-to-day tabs on just about al l the hardware and software 
publishers known to produce Mac products. They offer you direct links to 
upgrades, updates, and new product information. The site is updated as 
often as once an hour. If you mark this one as a "favorite" in your Web 
browser (bookmark it), you' II become an expert on what updates are 
available and when. 

And Now, Apple's Solution 
For Mac OS 9, Apple has finally realized that it's not easy to keep track of system 
updates you might need. So they will do the walking for you, to paraphrase that 
old line used for Yellow Pages advertising. 

One great feature of Mac OS 9 is the ability to receive software updates from 
Apple automatically. All you need to set this up is an Internet connection and 
maybe a minute of your time. The feature, called Software Update, can be set to 
automatically connect to Apple's Web site and retrieve the updates you need. 

This is a brief description of how to set it up: 

1. Go to the Apple menu, choose Control Panels, then scroll to and select the 
Software Update Control Panel (see Figure l8-12). 

2. You have two ways to get your updates. One is on demand, by clicking 
Update Now. Once you activate that feature, your Intemet service will be 
dialed and Apple's Web site will be checked for any updates that apply to 
your version of the Mac OS. 

CAUTION 
If you're a member of AOL or CompuServe, and you use their regular 
dial-up access numbers, you need to connect to the service first before 
you can use the Software Updates feature. 
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0 Software Update 

Click the Update button to check for new and ~ 
updated versions of your software. 

Update .. ow 

,.... 0 Update software automaticallY------. 

Software Update v i II check for l'leW sofl..,ilre every 
Sunday et I 2:00AM 

I Set Schedule ... ] 

0 Ask me before downloading new software 

lj@!);ljl:ltJ Apple lets you retrieve your needed updates automatically 

3. If Apple has updated software for you, you ' 11 see an on screen dialog listing 
the updates that are available. To retrieve them, simply check the box next 
to the item, then OK the download. After the download finishes, each 
software installer will run, in tum, until all updates are made. Then you'll 
just have to restart your Mac to put the new software into action. 

4 . The other way to use the Software Updates Control Panel is to schedule 
regular visits to Apple's Web site to search for such updates. To activate 
that feature, locate the Update Software Automatically check box and 
check it. 

5. Click Set Schedule, and you ' ll see a scheduling screen where you will 
make your settings (see Figure 18-13). 

6. All you have to do now is click on the check boxes representing the day 
or days of the week for the automatic update scans, and the time of day. 

1. When you're done, click OK to store the settings. 
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Set Schedule ... 

Check for new and updated softwGre 

at: j12:00 AM ~~ every: 

OMonday 
OTuesday 
0 Wednesday 
0 Thursday 
0 Friday 
0 Saturday 
!if Sunday 

If your computer 13 not connected to the Internet 
at a scheduled time, Software Update will check 
for new and updated sottvare the next time you 
connect to the Internet. 

L Cancel ~ OK fl 

ljM@ijil:lpi Pick a schedule to check for Apple system updates 

After the Software Update schedule is activated, your Mac will attempt to 
connect to your Internet service at the appointed time and get your updates. Just 
remember, though, your Mac must be left on for this to happen; it won't just redial 
the next day if you miss a scheduled session. 

To keep abreast of Apple software updates, you will probably want to schedule 
the sessions no more often than once every two to four weeks. Apple seldom 
produces its updates any more often than that! 

Summing Up 
In this chapter, you discovered the world of system enhancements and system 
headaches, and you learned some tried and true techniques to rescue your Mac 
from constant crashes. 

In Chapter 19, we'll take a look at the wide world of desktop video editing. 
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I n the old days, when you wanted to edit a movie, you had to physically splice 
the film-cut it apart, move it to its new location, and put it back together. In the 

days of reel-to-reel tapes, you did pretty much the same thing with radio plays. 
You cut the tape apart physically, took out passages and moved scenes around, and 
then re-attached it with a special type of splicing tape. 

I did this many times at home, creating my own little plays and variety shows, and 
I especially enjoyed taking out words and phrases, to fix a bad "take" as they say 
in show business. I finally exercised the skills for a paycheck when I became a 
radio broadcaster. 

NOTE 
I suppose this dates me somewhat, but there was such a thing as television 
back then, too-there just weren't any low-cost VCRs to play around with. 

Another way to edit required having two decks. You used one to build your 
master tape, the other to pick segments. For video, you even had little editing 
computers that would, once you had marked your edits, do your work on automatic 
pilot. The editing computer would go back and shuttle the tapes to their marked 
locations and play them back as you continued to record the finished production. 

Even tl10ugh computers do most of the movie and video editing chores these 
days, the basic principles are the same. You create a project (your production) and 
piece it together with scenes from one source or another; then add titles, music, 
audio, and special effects; and now you have your number one movie or TV 
show-well, not quite, but you get the idea. 

Are You Ready to Capture Video? 
Apple Computer pioneered in delivering easy-to-use computers, and even though 
they remain the minority platform by a great margin, their influence is significant. 

They also have dominance in the entertainment industry. The majority of 
computers you see on your movie or TV screen are Macs. Yes, it's product placement 
and Apple works hard to get it, but their models are also distinctive-looking enough to 
stand out from a great percentage of the computing pack. 

Macs are also used behind the scenes for editing and special effects. In fact, 
it's not uncommon for a video production house to have a bank of Mac systems 
handling commercials, TV shows, and other productions. 

The biggest development, though, was to bring this great technology down to 
the consumer level. Today, with an iMac DV, a digital camcorder, and Apple' s 
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iMovie software, you can easily create productions that, at least in terms of picture 
quality, rival professional productions. 

A Brief Look at Video Editing Techniques 
When you edit a video, you take the basic production, called raw footage, and you 
can add transitions (special effects, such as dissolves, that smooth the transfer from 
one scene to another), titles, narration, music-the limh is your imagination. Once 
you've done your editing, you transfer the finished product to the final master tape. 

There are two different ways to edit videos: nonlinear and linear (the 
old-fashioned way). 

Linear editing is still widely used today. It consists of taking video clips and adding 
them one at a time in order onto a final tape. However, this process can be very 
time-consuming and tedious, and it doesn' t allow for much in the way of creativity. 

On the other hand, nonlinear editing can give you the ability to take a 
collection of totally separate clips from different tapes, transitions, and sound 
tracks-whatever raw material you have-and add them in any sequence you 
wish. Once you're done, you "print" the project to tape in one, smooth sequence. 

Putting Together Your Video System 
Video editing can be a fun and exciting process. You can go wild making your 
own movies and transferring them onto tape to show to the whole family, or shoot 
weddings, birthdays, and special events. 

Depending on the level of quali ty you wish to achieve, there' s some very 
specific equipment you need to create your original videos, transfer them to your 
Mac's hard drive, and edit the fina l production. 

If you're just setting up a system for family or friends or a small business, a 
regular Power Macintosh or iMac DV is probably sufficient. All you need to add is 
a digital camcorder (these can be had for prices beginning at less than $1,000 these 
days) and software (unless you' re using an iMac DV, which comes with iMovie). 

NOTE 
If you have a PC! Mac without a Fire Wire parr, that's not a problem 
either. Orange Micro and other companies make low-cost Fire Wire 
inteiface cards for many of these models. 

If you have an analog camcorder, you' re not left out. A lower-cost video 
capture board can work with most any Mac with a PCI slot. A video capture board 
is a device that will convert the analog video signal to digital when it's transferred 
to your Mac's hard drive, and, when edited, let you "print" it on your camcorder or 
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VCR after converting the signal back to analog. In addition, some Macs, beginning 
with the Quadra 840AV, have built-in video puts, but they aren't going to provide 
anything near state-of-the-art quality. 

If you intend to deliver your videos to a commercial marketplace, prepare to 
spend thousands for a suitable system (the success of The Blair Witch Project, 
which essentially originated on home video equipment, notwithstanding). 

Regardless of your budget, if you have the will and the imagination, there 
are incredible things you can do at the editing screen once you get involved 
in a project. 

Selecting and Installing the Right Video System 
To start making your mere video into a masterpiece, you need a variety 
of hardware and software. I'll cover some of those needs in more detail in 
this section. 

The Camcorder 
You'll need some sort of video recording device to film your movie. If you have 
an older computer and you don't need the best quality possible, an analog 
camcorder will do you just fine. If you have a camcorder with one of the so-called 
"high-band" video technologies, such as Hi8 and SVHS, you can create master 
tapes that will look simply superb on a reguJar VHS VCR when you make a 
regular copy of the finished project. 

Of course, if you have the new iMac DV, a Power Mac G3 (Blue & White) or 
G4, or even an older computer with a Fire Wire card, you may want to opt for a 
new, low-cost digital camcorder, which will probably cost less than what you 
spent for an analog camcorder just a few years ago. 

Just about all the major consumer electronics companies have gotten into the 
act. You can get digital camcorders from such companies as Canon, JVC, and 
Sony. Most of them have a Fire Wire port, though it' s not always called Fire Wire. 
Sony calls their Fire Wire ports i.Link:. Other companies identify the feature by its 
technical name, IEEE 1394. 

When you connect your camcorder to an open Fire Wire port on your Mac, you 
can use a video editing program to transfer video directly from your camcorder to 
your computer, eliminating the need for sometimes expensive video capture 
boards and devices. 
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Can You Hook Up an Older Camcorder 
to a Fire Wire Port? 
If you happen to have an analog camcorder with a regular composite 
audio/video port lying around the house and a computer outfitted with a speedy 
Fire Wire polt, don't feel left out. You can probably buy an AIV-to-FireWire 
converter, so you can use the camcorder with your computer. Or just consider a 
regular video capture board. Check your local camcorder or electronics dealer 
to see what they have. If the dealer doesn't have what you want, check with the 
manufacturer's Web site or contact their customer service department to see if 
this is possible. 

Video Capture Cards 
If your computer is not equipped with Fire Wire, you may need some sort of video 
capture device to transfer the video from your camcorder to your computer. 

NOTE 
I say "may" because, as I said earlier, some Macs do have video 
input and, possibly, video output capabilities. But they are strictly 
entry-level, and you shouldn't expect better than standard VHS quality 
from these options. 

There are video capture cards that can be placed in an available PCI slot in 
your computer. An exceptionally low-cost option is ATI's Xclaim VR 128, which 
costs a mere $239 (based on the most recent suggested retail price). 

The card features A TI' s Rage 128 graphic accelerator chip, similar to the one 
Apple uses on many of their models these days, so you can go ahead and use it 
with your regular display. In addition to providing accelerated 2-D and 3-D 
display, it doubles as a video capture board. The card has video inputs and a TV 
output, and claims to be able to perform real-time video capture at resolutions of 
up to 640x480, at 30 frames per second. This ought to be enough to look good on 
an SVHS VCR. 

Farther up the line is the MiroMOTION DC-30plus, from Pinnacle Systems. 
Costing less than $700, this card can slide into the PCI slot of most Macs. It uses 
Motion-JPEG, an industry standard compression method, to reduce file size, yet 
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maximize picture quality. In addition, a copy of Adobe Premiere is included, 
so you can begin to edit videos right out of the box. The DC-30plus has an 
onboard digital audio chip, so it doesn't have to use your Mac's onboard sound 
capability. This will help ensure synchronization of sound and video, especially 
on longer projects. 

If you' re looking for something that can produce near-professional caliber 
videos, consider the TARGA 1000 and the T ARGA 2000 in the Pinnacle Line. 
Professionals also work with systems from such firms as Avid and Media 100. 

If you want to explore any of these systems in more detail, please check the 
following Web sites: 

ATI: http://www.atitech.ca 
Avid: http://www.avid.com 
Media 100: http://www.medialOO.com 
Pinnacle Systems (MiroMOTION and TARGA): http://www.pinnacle.com 

Can You Capture Video with USB? 
If you have a regular iMac or iBook, you shouldn't feel completely left out when 
it comes to doing home video editing. A case in point is the Interview USB by 
XLR8, a division of Interex. Considering the limitations of USB speed (up to a 
maximum of 12Mbps), don' t expect miracles. 

However, the low-cost video capture device prontises full motion video at 320 
x 240 pixels, which is sufficient to deliver quality that should approximate that of 
a regular VHS tape deck. This sort of picture ought to work fine for home use, so 
don't sell it short. More information can be had at the company's Web site, 
http://www.xlr8.com. 

Video Capture Software 
All right, you've got yourself a video editing station in the making. There's a 
camcorder to capture the picture, and some way to transfer it to your Mac's hard 
drive, such as a Fire Wire port or video capture card. There's one more variable in 
the video editing equation, and that's the editing software, which brings to your 
screen the capability to capture the video scenes and make a finished project. 

Many of the video capture boards are outfitted with Adobe Premiere, which 
can provide professional quality editing. The learning curve isn' t so difficult 
(see Figure 19-1) that you will have to wait long to capture and edit your 
first production. 
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ljMII;Ijijl Adobe Premiere is a lool that both amateurs and pros can use with 
great success 

However, having said that, it doesn't mean it's especially easy to do 
sophisticated work. You will want to take some time poring over the manual 
and Help screens to get the maximum possible performance from this program. 

Apple's entry into the video editing business is F inal Cut Pro (shown in 
Figure 19-2), which is priced and designed toward a professional audience. Its 
system requirements are prodigious. You need a Mac with a 266MHz G3 CPU or 
faster, I 28MB of built-in RAM, a 6GB AIV capable hard drive, and Mac OS 8.5 
or later. 

NOTE 
As this book was written, the MiroMOTION DC-30plus was not 
compatible with Final Cut Pro or QuickTime 4 .0. You may want to check 
for the promised driver update before you consider this product. 
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ljMUijiijfl Feature-laden Final Cut Pro is geared to the professional video editor 

The new iMac DVs and DV Special Editions come with their own video 
editing software calJed iMovie. In keeping with the iMac's consumer focus, 
iMovie is designed strictly for the casual user. Its clever interface is easy to master. 
All you have to do is hook up your DV camcorder to your iMac DV (shown in 
Figure 19-3), and you have a complete video editing workstation. 

NOTE 
Although iMovie is tailor-made for any Mac with a Fire Wire port, it had 
not been released for separate sale as of the time this book was written. 
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ljM!mjffl iMovie reduces complex video editing chores to the simplest 
level possible 

Where Do I Store It? 
Before transferring your video to your computer, be prepared to have a huge 
amount of space available on your hard drive. A typical video can take up as little 
as 100 megabytes of space and up to two gigabytes or more. Changes in Apple's 
File Manager for Mac OS 9 make it possible to handle even larger video clips, but 
you' ll want to make sure your video editing software can handle files that size. 

You should a lso have a fast SCSI or Fire Wire drive and lots of RAM available 
(64MB or more). However, the high-speed IDE drives Apple uses in its current 
products are quite capable of handling video capture chores. If you have an older 
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Mac, make sure your hard drive is A/V capable, meaning it can sustain long file 
transfers without having to recalibrate, which will result in dropped frames as the 
drive briefly pauses while capturing or printing your video. The stock drives on 
older Macs aren't always capable of delivering this level of performance (and 
Apple's specs don't mention any such limitations). Fortunately, just about any of 
the large hard drives available from dealers these days will suit, but if you have 
concerns, check the drive maker's Web site for information as to whether the 
product is suitable for AN projects. 

NOTE 
While it is possible to use such removable media as a Jaz 2 drive as your 
source drive, don't expect to capture videos of the highest possible quality. 
You'll need to slow down the capture rate, which will result in lower 
quality. More to the point, removable drives are not apt to be as reliable 
as fixed hard drives for prolonged use. Products of this sort are better 
suited for archival pu1poses. 

Consider RAID for Serious Video Work 
A RAID (redundant array of inexpensive disks) installation uses two or more 
drives that can be accessed as a single drive. This can provide ultra-fast video 
transfer performance. You can also use RAID to mirror your drives, so that the 
same data is copied to two or more drives at the same time. This is insurance 
against the possibility that one drive may go down during an important editing 
session, resulting in loss of data. To deliver good performance with a RAID 
system, you also want to get a high-performance SCSI card. 

NOTE 
As of the time this book was written, FireWire RAID systems were coming 
to market. One supplier is VST Technologies (http://www. vsttech.com), 
who also supplies standalone Fire Wire devices. 

How to Handle Video Capture Problems 
As easy as it is to edit your videos, it's nevertheless true that video editing on a 
Mac requires attention to proper setup, to avoid operating system quirks that'll 
cause lost frames and inferior quality. 

In this section, I've collected a list of common setup issues and some 
application-specific problems that you might encounter, along with their solutions. 
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Preparing for Your Editing Session 
Before you begin to capture and edit your project, you'll want to take some 
precautions to make your Mac into a reliable video editing workstation: 

NOTE 

• Use a high quality video source. Old-fashioned VHS camcorders are 
cheap these days, but the quality level is not going to please you once you 
copy it back to the camcorder, then begin to make copies of your finished 
production. Each generation on an analog tape deck results in further Joss 
of quality. The better the quality of your camcorder or tape deck, the better 
the finished movie. Even if you don't go for a DV camcorder, a Hi8 model, 
which can be had for several hundred dollars, is perfectly capable of 
near-broadcast quality. 

• Capture your videos onto a speedy hard drive. This is a must! At the 
very least, you need a speedy drive, capable of sustained reading and 
writing of over 3.5 megabytes per second (the minimum capture rate for 
high quality video capture from a capture board). The rule of thumb is that 
the drive must be capable of handling at least twice that speed to sustain 
long transfers. Otherwise, you will lose frames or be forced to lower the 
capture rate, which will, in turn, provide inferior quality pictures. 

• Prepare to optimize the drive regularly. In Chapter 13, I suggested 
that having to regularly optimize your hard drive wasn't a ll that essential. 
When it comes to video editing, ignore the statement. When you do this 
sort of work, you' ll be transferring huge files on a regular basis, and the 
drive is bound to become fragmented quickly. You'll want to get hold of 
a copy of one of the hard drive optimizing programs, such as Alsoft's 
Plus Optimizer, MicroMat's TechTooJ Pro, or Symantec's Norton Utilities. 

Some video capture boards come with A/soft's Disk Express Pro, which 
optimizes in the background, when your drive is idle. It's a brilliant piece 
of work from programmer Al Whipple and his clever crew, because you 
don't have to monitor your drive's fragmentation situation. However, as 
of the time this book went to press, the publisher was still working on a 
version that would support Mac OS 9 and Apple's HFS+ file system, so 
you may want to check this further before you attempt to use that program. 

• Disable nonessential system extensions. Anything that runs in the 
background, such as virus protection software, can slow you down. Best 
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thing to do is create a so-called Mac OS Base set in Extensions Manager 
(or Conflict Catcher), then save it as a new set. Once you've done this, add 
whatever driver software the video card or software requires, plus, of 
course, Adobe Type Manager if you're doing titles with PostScript fonts. 

• Deactivate AppleTalk. While this ought to be done automatically by 
your capture software, it's a good idea to double-check. Network activity 
may cause pauses in the capture process that will cost lost frames. 

• Switch off virtual memory. While Apple's virtual memory feature 
works well, and the speed l.ost these days is minimal, it's a no-no for video 
capturing-the process of paging code to your hard drive will affect the 
capture process. Go to the Memory Control Panel, switch off virtual 
memory, and restart before you edit videos. 

• Put media in removable drives. When you have a removable device, 
the driver software polls the port regularly, again affecting capture speed. 
You' ll also want to put floppies and CDs in their respective drives. 

Capturing Live Video from a Camera 
Most of the time, you' ll simply be copying an existing videotape to your Mac. 
But it is quite possible to capture a live event. Here's what to do: 

NOTE 

1. Connect your camcorder to your Mac's video input or Fire Wire port. 

2. Switch the camcorder to Camera mode and set the Lock/Standby switch on 
the camcorder to Standby. 

Check your camcorder's documentation on how to use specific features 
and how the features are labeled on your particular unit. 

3. Remove any tape cassettes that are in the camcorder. If any tapes are left in 
there, the camcorder could time out and go into sleep mode. If you need to 
have a tape in the camcorder, make sure the write-protection tab is locked, 
so you don ' t accidentally copy the image to it. 

4. Be sure the camcorder's demo mode is not active. Some camcorders will 
automatically switch to demo mode when left on standby without a tape 
inside. Check for any demo function in your camcorder's settings menu 
and disable it. 
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Common Video Editing Problems with iMovie 
Apple's iMovie software is so easy to use, it's easy to forget that it is doing a 
tremendously complex set of tasks when you capture and edit your projects. 

Here are some common problems and solutions when capturing and playing 
back video in iMovie: 

NOTE 

• Missing audio or audio dropouts in videos exported to tape If there's 
no audio when you play back the production on your DV camcorder, open 
up your project file, then lower the volume level of the affected clip with 
the volume slider in the audio viewer. Once you' ve done this, export the 
movie again. 

• No video when in capture mode If you can control your DV camcorder 
with iMovie, try this: disconnect the Fire Wire cable while the device is still 
on, then reconnect it and try again. This usually fixes the problem. 

• Device Too Slow Alert when using Fire Wire storage device If you are 
capturing video to a Fire Wire drive, check the manufacturer's Web site for 
an updated version of their driver software. Once you retrieve the software, 
install it and restart. See if the problem is solved. 

If you have Mac OS 9 and USB devices attached to your iMac, disable any 
third-party USB drivers and see if they are recognized at the next startup 
with Apple's own USB Device Extension. You'll find that SuperDisk and 
Zip drives are. The presence of lmation 's SuperDisk drivers, for example, 
will seriously impact Fire Wire drive performance. 

Common Video Editing Problems with Final Cut Pro 
Final Cut Pro is a serious, robust video editing tool that provides superb performance. 
But there are problems that will arise on occasion which you' ll have to address. 

Here are some of those common problems and some solutions: 

• Camcorder or video deck not recognized First, check to be sure 
your device control or Fire Wire cable is properly connected, and also that 
your camcorder is set to VCR mode (check the product's manual if in 
doubt of the proper setting). Once you've made sure you have the proper 
configuration, quit Final Cut Pro. Then turn on the camcorder, and launch 
the program again. Make sure that the proper protocol for your camcorder 
is selected in the Device Control tab, located in the Preferences window. 
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• Video doesn't show up on external NTSC display The first thing to 
check is the cables. Make sure they are properly connected, and that one 
hasn't slipped out. It is easy, for example, for S-video cables to just pop 
off. You' II also want to make sure that your camcorder is in VCR mode. 
Return to Final Cut Pro, look at your General Preferences tab, and make 
sure the proper hardware is chosen from the View External Video Using 
pop-up menu. You need to select Rendered Frames from this menu in order 
to display those frames before they are output to an NTSC video source. 
One more thing: you need to choose the External Video submenu from the 
program's View menu, and select All frames or Single frames. 

• Dropped frames on NTSC display during DV playback from 
Timeline In order to address this issue, try reducing the project's 
Canvas or Viewer display size to 50 percent. Go to the General Preferences 
tab and turn off Mirror On Desktop During Playback. Your next step 
is to disable the View As Sq. Pixel feature in the View pop-up menu. 
As a final step, try reducing the display' s bit depth from millions of colors 
(24-bit) to thousands of colors (16-bit). You probably won't notice much, 
if any, difference. 

• Video doesn't appear on display First thing to do is make sure your 
cables are properly connected (you didn't disconnect one end when you 
moved things around, right?). You ' ll also want to consult Final Cut Pro's 
Capture preferences tab and make sure that your QuickTime video settings 
are correct. 

• Poor quality playback or stuttering video If you see these 
symptoms during your editing session, make sure you aren't using such 
keyframe compression options as Cinepak or Sorenson when working 
with your media. 

• No sound from computer when playing footage from camcorder or 
deck Once again, check your cables. Make sure the audio cables haven't 
come loose somehow. You'll also want to revisit the Capture preferences 
tab and make sure your QuickTime audio configuration is correct. 

• No audio from camcorder speakers m· headphones First, check the 
Sound (or Monitor & Sound) Control Panel and make sure the proper 
audio inputs are selected. Then try the cables. Be sure they are properly 
seated. If you are scrubbing (scanning) audio using the program's Audio 
tab in the Viewers menu, increase the output volume. 
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• Some camcorder or desk functions don't work The first thing to check 
is the cables. Be sure the connections are good and tight. Also check the 
Device Control tab in the program's Preferences window and make sure 
the protocol needed to control that device is selected. If your video device 
uses Fire Wire, try switching from Apple Fire Wire to Apple Fire Wire Basic 
and see if it fixes the problem. 

Common Video Editing Problems with Adobe Premiere 
You'll find that many of the difficulties that afflict the other programs are there in 
equal form with Adobe Premiere, plus a few others specific to this program. There 
will be different solutions, but most come to the same result. 

Here's a list of common problems and solutions: 

• File doesn't appear in Import dialog box First thing to do is check to 
be sure the file format is supported by Premiere. If you have a Windows 
file, check to be sure it has the proper filename extension. You may also try 
opening that file in another program that recognizes the format. If the file 
can't be opened in a program that supports the file, it may be the fi le itself 
is damaged (in which case try to get another copy). If the file opens in 
another program but not in Premiere, it may be one of Premiere's plug-in 
modules is damaged. In this case, reinstall the program. 

• Only first frame of still image series imported This is usually a 
configuration issue. Check to see that the first file in the sequence and the 
Numbered Stills option are selected in Premiere's Import dialog box. 

• Low image quality during playback of previewed or exported 
image The typical symptom is a pixilated, blurred, or distorted picture. 
The usual cause is failure to specify a correct data rate when you are using 
Motion-JPEG as your codec. Check the setting of the Quality slider and 
enter a specific data rate (check your capture medium's instructions for the 
best settings) . 

• Audio and video not in sync during export or playback Go to 
Premiere's Project Settings dialog box, and set the timebase to 29.97 fps 
and the frame rate to 30 fps. If you set the timebase to 30 fps (which would 
seem a logical assumption), it'll throw the audio out of sync with the video, 
making your project look like a badly dubbed movie. 
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• Tracks not in sync Check your project window to see if there are red 
triangles displayed at the In locations of the audio and video clips that fail 
to sync. Click on each of these red triangles and select the timecode that 
appears on the screen. This action will resynchronize the audio and video. 

• Export, playback, or preview operation seems slow The first thing 
you' II want to do is make sure the size of the frame is correctly sel. Consult 
your Export Settings or Project Settings and make sure they match up 
closely. You may also want to check your audio and video filter selections. 
Look for the Keyframe or Rendering Options from the Export Settings or 
Project Settings dialog box. Choose Ignore Audio Fil ters and Ignore Video 
Fil ters and see if that helps. 

• Flickering during playback Check your source clip and see if it 
flickers. If the flickering only turns up in an exported clip, select In. Then 
apply Premiere's Flicker Removal option. If these steps do not help solve 
your problem, consult your hardware and software setups to make sure 
they are correct. 

• Can't drag an audio or video clip in the timeline You have to check to 
be certain the track you want to drag isn ' t next to another audio or video 
track. If this is the case, there will be no place to drag the clip. Also check 
to see if the track has been locked by mistake. 

• Exported or previewed video runs too short or too long or is the wrong 
clip When you export video in Premiere, first check the Export Settings 
dialog box. Look for the Range option in the General Settings panel. Make 
sure that your project work area is properly specified. When you select 
Work Area under the Range option, Premiere will dutifully export the 
work area as part of your project. 

Ready to Edit Video? 
Some of the issues in running video editing software are complex and arcane, but 
most of the basic steps, such as dragging clips and extras into your project 
window, are very intuitive. If you pay attention to detail and setups, you' ll do fine 
with your Mac video workstation, even if that workstation is an easy-to-use iMac 
DV with iMovie. 

In the next chapter, we' ll move from videos to the analog world of modems. 



Making the Modem Connection 
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T here are few Mac users who don't surf the Internet at one time or another. 
Although so-caJled high-speed Internet connections are beginning to spread 

across the landscape, most of you are still using a regular analog modem to get 
connected to the Net. 

In this chapter, I'll focus on the ways to set up your modem for best performance, 
and why you may not be getting the top quality connections you expect. Since the 
modem is just one leg of your Internet hookup, you'l l want to read the next two 
chapters as well , which focus on Internet performance and what you can do to 
make your Web browser work faster for you. 

Making 56K Work 
At one time it was thought that the fastest regular modem wou ld be V.34, with 
a top speed (if everything is all right, whkh is not always certain) of 33,600 bps. 
However, the modem manufacturers managed to find a clever way around that 
limitation, using digital technology. 

Basically, Internet services use digital lines to connect to phone companies. 
They employ a digital-based technology to encode the information so they can 
pump it faster through the phone lines. The theoretical maxjmum speed is 56K. 
Forgetting for the moment that the FCC limits top speeds (explained in the next 
section), you will still have trouble reauzing the potential, as you' II see shortly. 

However, this marvelous technology only works downstream. That means 
you can receive data at these higher speeds, but sending data is limited to no more 
than 33,600 bps. That's because your connection to your local phone company is 
still analog. 

For most purposes, this Limit doesn't really matter. Graphic-heavy Web pages, 
streaming audio and video, and file downloads will get to you faster, and on average, 
you're not as apt to send as much content in the reverse direction. Well, at least 
that's how the theory goes. 

The Cold, Hard Facts About Modem Connection Speeds 
You've read the ads for all those new modems. 56,000 bps connection: sounds 
great, right? This is especially true if you're migrating from a much slower 
modem, say with 14,400 bps performance. The reality, however, is not always 
what it's cracked up to be. First off, no 56K modem can connect at 56,000 bps. 
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The FCC mandates a top limit of 53K. The technical reasons aren't important, 
but the fact of the matter is that your modem has that handicap from the get go. 

The second problem: High-speed modems take phone lines to their 
technological Limits. Unfortunately, phone lines are generally rated strictly for 
voice transmission, and your local phone company is not apt to guarantee that 
you'll ever be able to achieve high connection speeds. 

In the real world, if you're right up close to the phone company's switching 
center and have brand new phone lines at your home or in your neighborhood, 
maybe you'll get speeds from 50K to the max.imum 53K. For the rest of you, you 
should realistically expect actual connection speeds of 34,000 bps to 48,000 bps. 
I live in a relatively new neighborhood, and the latter is what I usually get, but 
some folks down the street don't do as well, so it's not altogether consistent. 

If you are far from your phone switching center, and perhaps the lines in your 
neighborhood are old, you would be extremely lucky to see anything approaching 
56K-class speeds. You'll be lucky to get 26,400 bps or 28,800 bps. 

NOTE 
To make matters more confusing, before the V.90 56K standard was 
approved, modem manufacturers competed with two preliminary 
standards. One was K56flex, the other x2. If your modem hasn't 
been upgraded from the preliminary standard to V.90, you'll want 
to contact the manufacturer about getting a V.90 update. Usually the 
update files (which update the modem's firmware) can be downloaded 
direct from the company 's Web site. 

The Right Way to Hook Up a Modem 
You have just brought home your new modem (or your smiling deli very person 
brings it). All you do is plug it in and turn it on, right? 

When it comes to setting up a modem, such simple processes aren' t always 
successful. The modem lights are blinking nicely (of course the blinking lights 
only apply if you have an external modem), but you cannot connect to your online 
service. Or you connect all right, but you're disconnected unceremoniously within 
just a few seconds or minutes. 

Is it you or the modem or your Mac? In this section, I'll cover some of the 
basics of modem installation. Then I' II get on to the business of helping you deal 
with common setup and connection problems. 
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Before You Install Your Modem 
When you set up your modem, it' s a good idea to consider first whether or not you 
intend to also use it for faxing. Every new modem you buy comes with fax software, 
and it would seem a great convenience to be able to prepare documents and fax 
them without having to resort to printing them frrst. In practice, this doesn't always 
work as well as you might hope. While fax software these days is flexible, here are 
a few of the reasons why you might prefer to stick with a separate fax machine: 

NOTE 

• Fax software is buggy. Every time Apple updates its system software, 
one class of products that may have problems is fax software. Fax software 
is heavily tied to various system functions to send and receive faxes 
immediately, at a preset time, and to notify you that the fax was received. 
If your Mac crashes regularly when trying to, for example, send a fax, check 
with the software publisher to see if they have a newer, better version. The 
one that comes with the modem may not be the latest, or it may be a "Lite" 
version lacking some features that may be useful to you. In addition, some 
popular programs, such as Microsoft Word and QuarkXPress, have 
traditionally had conflicts with fax software. You may want to check 
with your application software publisher as well when troubles arise. 

• Fax software doesn't handle vector graphics. If you do desktop 
publishing and you work with EPS documents, fax software will have 
a problem, since such software doesn't support the PostScript page 
description language. When you fax such documents, your illustrations 
wiJI be no better than bitmapped pictures on your screen. They'11 be usable, 
but jagged, and grayscale shadings will lack distinction. You may wonder 
why nobody has come up with a fax-based PostScript feature to deal with 
this. Actua11y, a long-gone company once tried to offer a PostScript 
interpreter for fax software, but it never worked as advertised. I have also 
asked the publishers of the existing fax programs about this limitation. In 
general, they feel it would either be too expensive to develop, or the market 
wouldn' t be sufficient for them to make a profit from the venture. So that's 
where it stands. 

Despite the inability to handle EPS files, fax software tends to be superior 
to a standalone fax machine in rendering regular photos and other 
graphic images. 
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• Your Mac must be on all the time to receive faxes. Well, let me amend 
that. Your Mac could be in Sleep mode, and awake when a fax is coming. 
But the unit is still on nonetheless. If your Mac is off, the fax can' t be 
received. Consider this issue if you expect your business contacts to send 
you faxes after hours. 

• You must scan printed documents. If you have a printed document you 
want to fax, you must first scan it (which means you must buy a scanner 
if you don't already have one), save it as a file, then fax that file. This may 
be fine for an occasional printed piece, but if you intend to fax a lot of 
material this way, it can become a time-consuming process. You may end 
up needing a separate fax machine anyway. 

A clever alternative to the need for separate devices is the multifunction 
printer. Very few are available in Mac form (notable exceptions are some 
products from Canon and Epson). Since the basic image scanning engines 
are the same, these manufacturers build in scanning, faxing, copying, and 
printing features. But then again, you still end up with a standalone fax 
machine here. 

None of the preceding shortcomings should necessarily mean you should not 
use your modem's faxing feature, however. I know of one client who uses a fax 
modem for the convenience of sending letters and desktop publishing documents 
directly from his Mac. But the very same client keeps a regular fax machine on 
band for faxing printed pieces or documents with EPS graphics . It gives you the 
best of both worlds. 

Installing Your New External Modem 
Before you install the modem, check the manual or setup brochure to see if you 
need to install any special software. If you intend to use the modem as a fax 
machine, you'll need to use an installation disk. If you just want to use the modem, 
it depends. Some installation disks will include modem scripts for Apple's Remote 
Access (Open Transport/PPP), or additional features that can only be accessed via 
software (such as Global Village' s famous menu bar display). 

From there, follow these basic steps: 

1. For an external modem, make sure it's plugged in to the electrical outlet, 
your phone lines, and, of course, your Mac. 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

NOTE 

Some modems are actually bus powered, meaning they draw their current 
right from a connection directly to your Mac. For an older Mac, it would 
be the ADB port (the one to which you connect keyboard and mouse), and 
for the newest generation of Macs, it may be the USB port. The modem's 
manual should explain all this. 

2. Take the installation clisk and CD and insert into your Mac' s drives. 

If your modem comes with a floppy disk, and you have a Mac without a 
floppy drive, contact the manufacturer and see if they can send you a CD 
version. lfyou don't intend to use the fax feature, you may not need to 
install anything except, perhaps, a modem script for your Internet 
connections. The lone exception to this is a Global Village modem, since 
their software puts up a neat menu bar display showing modem activity. 

3. Locate an installer icon and double-click on it. If there's no installer icon, 
check the manual or setup instructions for information. You may simply 
have to manually drag some files to the System Folder or elsewhere on 
your Mac's drive and restart. 

4. As soon as your modem's software is installed, try logging on to your 
Internet or online service and test the fax capability, if it applies, to see if 
the modem is performing as you expect. If anything's wrong, read the next 
section for help. 

If you don 't already have an Internet connection, you may find some 
possibilities in the box in which your new modem was shipped. Look for 
special offers from AOL, EarthLink, and other services. The great thing 
about these offers is the free trial period. If you don't like one service, you 
can switch to another without having to pay an extra fee. 

Setting Up the Modem Control Panel to Recognize Your Modem 
If your modem doesn't come with a special software installer, check the supplied 
disk or CD for a modem script (CCL file) for the Modem Control Panel. While 
Apple supplies modem scripts for a variety of models, the ones prepared by the 
manufacturer are often optimized for better connections. 
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An Overview of Internal Modems 
It was once just the province of Apple's consumer products and laptops, but 
now all new Apple computers are fitted with internal modems (or come with 
provisions for them). 

While this may not sit well with the folks who make Mac modems, it's 
a great convenience for you, because you don't have to fret over installing 
a new hardware device and finding the right connection scripts or software. 

But as with other products, Apple hasn't made the internal modem equation 
as simple as it should be. Good examples are Apple's desktop line. If it comes 
standard equipment, fine. But if you wish to add an internal modem to any of 
Apple's desktop models beginning with the original beige G3, you'll find that 
each product generation requires a different modem. So you cannot, for 
example, transfer the modem you pull from the communications slot of a beige 
G3 into the Blue & White G3 or G4 and vice versa. And it's not that each of 
these products has a better internal modem than the previous generation either. 

When you buy a Power Macintosh, try to get one with the modem included, 
or order one when you order your computer-and don' t expect that it'll serve 
duty for anything but that specific model. 

If you don 't find a modem script with your new modem, check the 
manufacturer's Web site (that is, assuming you get online all right). Once 
you have downloaded the file, here's how to install it: 

1. Take the modem script and drag it to the closed System Folder icon. 
This will produce an alert screen similar to this: 

This item needs to be stored in the Modem 
Scripts folder in order to be available to the 
computer. Put "GV flex/Y.90 MA 3.0/ 0T-PPP" 
into the Modem Scripts folder? 

[ Cancel ) ~ OK I 
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NOTE 

2. OK the alert screen to install your modem script file in the appropriate 
location. The file will be placed in the Modem Scripts folder, which is 
located within the Extensions folder (in your System Folder). 

If you don 't see a Finder prompt that your modem script is going to the 
correct place, you may have an older system version or there may be 
something in the file that isn't alerting the Finder where it should go. 
You probably don't have to worry over that. Just place it manually within 
the Modem Scripts folder and it should appear on your list of available 
modem drivers. 

3. Go to the Apple menu, select Control Panels, and choose Modems from the 
scrolling list This brings up the Control Panel screen shown in Figure 20-1. 

4 . Select your modem script from the list. 

[] Modem 

Connect via : Interna l Modem 

- Setup 

Modem : [ OV flex/V.90 ARA 3.0/ ... I ~) 

Sound: f) On QOff 

Dialing: f) Tone 0 Pulse 

[0 Ignore d ia I tone 

ljMIIijf1ell Choose a modem script from the scroll ing list 
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5 . Click on the Connect Via: pop-up menu to pick the port to which your 
modem is attached, if the correct one isn't listed. A regular Mac modem 
attaches to the Modem Port. Otherwise, choose Modern/Printer Port, 
Internal Modem, USB modem, or whatever port setup applies to your 
particular setup. 

If the exact make and model still isn 't listed, recheck the name of the 
modem script you installed to see if it 's there or not. You may need to 
close and reopen the Modem Control Panel for the list to update. 

6. Leave the Sound and Dialing radio buttons as they are unless you want 
to tum off the modem's dial-out sound or you' re using a phone service 
without touch-tone capability . 

7. Click the close box to retain the settings. 

8. You will be asked whether you want to save your settings. Click the 
Save button to retain your new settings, Cancel to keep the ones that 
are already there. 

If you make your Modem Control Panel change while logged on to an 
Internet service, the settings won't be used until you've disconnected 
from your service, then logged on again. 

GLOBAL VILLAGE MODEM USERS: CAN'T FIND THE SCRIPT? The regular 
instal lation of a Global Village modem will usually install the correct modem 
script in your Modem Scripts folder. If it doesn' t (and this may apply to older 
versions of the software), you may find the file in another location on your 
hard drive. 

Just open the folder that contains your Global Village software. Look for a 
folder labeled TelePort (or PowerPort) Accessories. You' ll find modem scripts 
distributed through one or more folders, along with simple setup instructions. 
There w ill also be a Read Me that contains information on setting up such 
programs as AOL, CompuServe, and FreePPP to properly recognize the Global 
Village modem. 
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SETIING UP FreePPP TO USE YOUR MODEM If you have an older version of 
the Mac OS, or just never got around to trying Apple's Internet Dialing facility, 
you might stil l be using a program such as FreePPP or MacPPP to make your 
connection. I don't want to throw cold water on your choice, though it's a fact 
that Apple' s own software works just fine in most circumstances. 

If you decide to continue to use FreePPP or MacPPP, however, the setup may 
not be quite as automatic. Here's how you'd configure FreePPP, for example, to 
work with your modem: 

1. Double-click on the FreePPP Setup application to launch it. 

2. Click on the triangle at the lower left of the setup screen, so it points 
downward. This will give you a visual display of the settings you make 
(so you can confirm your choices). 

3. Click on the Modems tab. 

4. Click the New button, which will bring up the FreePPP Modem 
Configuration screen. 

5. Enter the name of your modem in the Modem config name text field . 

6. If the port to which your modem is attached isn't shown, click on the 
Connected To pop-up menu and choose the con·ect port from the list. For 
regular Macs, it'll say Modem Port. For other types of Macs, it may say 
Modem/Printer Port, Internal Modem, or USB modem, whichever applies. 

7. From the Port Speed pop-up menu, pick the highest setting, which is 
probably 115200 bps (unless your modem maker specifies another setting). 

8. Choose CTS & RTS (DTR) from the Flow Control menu (unless your 
modem maker says otherwise). 

9. Make sure the Dial Type is Tone unless your dialing system doesn' t 
support it. 

10. Now here's the biggie: FreePPP has an option called AutoDetect init string 
under Modem init string settings. The purpose of this feature is to allow 
FreePPP to pick a modem profile that supports your modem. Go ahead and 
select this one, unless your modem maker specifies a different setting. 
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If you do not get a sati,\factory modem connection using the AutoDetect 
option, click the Use button instead and enter either of these two settings: 
AT&FIW2 or AT&FW2. Your modem's manual will indicate whether 
AT&F or AT&FJ enables the default or factory setting (and that's the one 
you want to use). The W2 setting is designed so the actual connection 
speed is displayed when you connect to your Internet service. 

11. Now click on the General tab, and choose Open TCP/IP for Apple's 
Open Transport, or Open MacTCP if you have an older Mac with 
MacTCP installed. 

SE'ITING UP CONFIG PPI, TO USE YOUR MODEM The other connection choice, 
especially for older versions of the Mac OS, is MacPPP, which uses the Config 
PPP Control Panel. If you are using this option, just follow these steps to make it 
work with your new modem: 

CAUTION 
If you have a newer Mac, you are better off sticking with Apple's Remote 
Access or Open Transport/PPPfor your Internet connection. The older 
MacPPP software may not be compatible with any of the new system and 
hardware versions. 

1. Go to the Apple Menu, select Control Panels, and choose Con:fig PPP from 
the submenu. 

2. Select the port to which your modem is attached in the Port Name pop-up 
menu. For older Macs with a standard modem, you may choose Modem 
Port. Other Macs may list Modem/Printer Port, Internal Modem, USB, or 
something simi lar. 

3 . From the Echo Interval pop-up menu, leave the setting in the off position. 

4. Click the Config button to set up a connection profile for your Internet 
provider. This wiJI bring up a PPP Server dialog. 

5. Enter the name of your PPP Server (or Service) in the text field. The name 
of your Intemet provider ought to be sufficient. 

6 . Pick the highest setting from the Port Speed pop-up menu 
(it's probably 57600). 
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7. Choose CTS & RTS (DTR) from the Flow Control menu (unless your 
modem maker says otherwise). 

8. In the Modem Init text field, enter a string for your modem. Consider 
AT&F1W2 or AT&FW2, depending on what your modem maker uses for 
its default or factory setting. The latter part, W2, is used so that Config PPP 
will report the correct connection speed. 

The rest of your settings depend on your Internet service's requirements, so 
check their documentation or recommendations. I'll tell you how to get the best 
possible performance from your Internet connection in the next chapter. 

It's True! Most Modems Are Basically the Same Inside 
Despite the fancy advertising, variety of bundled software, and markedly different 
case designs, at heart many of the modems you buy are made from some of the 
very same stuff. The digital signal processing (DSP) chips these modems use 
are commonly made by Conexant or its predecessor in the modem chip market, 
Rockwell. There may be some variations in the way a modem manufacturer uses 
this core technology, but in the end, basic performance ought to be similar. 

There are some exceptions to this rule, notably the U.S. Robotics division of 
3Com, which uses modems incorporating chips from Texas Instruments. 

Why It Won't Connect 
You have followed my instructions or the manufacturer's to the letter. You 
have checked every single step, yet your modem just won't give you a reliable 
connection, or maybe it just won' t connect at all. Is it time to toss it out and try 
another modem? 

Let' s explore some of the reasons why a modem doesn't work and some 
quick solutions. 

Defective Modem 
Even if the modem appears to dial out, and, with an external modem, the lights 
tlash on and off in the appropriate fashion, the modem may be defective. If it's 
brand new, you should return it to your dealer; otherwise most manufacturers have 
product warranties of from five to seven years and should be able to handle your 
request for a replacement promptly. Some manufacturers may offer an overnight 
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exchange, for which you have to give a credit card number as a deposit to 
guarantee return of the defective uni t. Others require that you ship the defective 
product back frrst for repair or replacement. 

Bad or Incorrect Cable 
When higher speed modems came out, beg inning with the 9,600 bps models, 
they used a special cable known as a "hardware handshake" cable. You can't 
immediately tell this cable from the older one, but the difference is glaring. The 
new cable will work j ust fine with high-speed modems; the older ones won't 
support the connections. New modems come with the right cable. If you plan on 
hooking up an older cable to a newer modem, my advice is don't! You can buy a 
brand new cable from your Mac dealer for $10-20 and you' ll avoid the aggravation. 

If you're sure the cable is correct (it came with your new modem, for example), 
it still could be defective. Try another cable if all the following connection 
solutions listed don' t help you. 

Missing Modem Port 
If you' ve just hooked up a new external modem to an older desktop Mac that still 
has an internal modem installed, more than likely, you ' II find that your Modem 
Port isn't available, so you cannot make it dial out to your Internet or online service. 

This is a common problem on Apple 's Performa modems, which shipped with 
low performance internal modems (often 14,400 bps) and no upgrade options. In 
order for you to make an external modem work, you need to remove the internal 
modem. That will free up your software. 

If you're not sure how to remove the modem (and it' s no more complicated 
than opening the case to install a memory upgrade), have your dealer handle the 
job for you. It should take them no more than 15 minutes to perform the task. 

If you are using your internal modem on a Peiforma and the connection 
port fo r it doesn't appear in Remote Access (Open Transport/PPP), 
FreePPP, or MacPPP, you may just need to install the proper software. 
The System or Restore disk that came with your Peiforma should have a 
set of installer files labeled Apple Express Modem or Apple GeoPort 
Telecom. The correct software needs to be installed so your Internet 
software realizes there really is an internal modem there. ![you're not 
sure which you need (and the manual isn't of any help), try installing both. 
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Slow Connection Speeds 
First of all, you' II want to take a reaUstic view of what speeds you can achieve (see 
' 'The Cold, Hard Facts About Modem Connection Speeds" earUer in the chapter). 
But even if you're near a phone company switch and in a newly developed area, 
it's quite possible you'll encounter troubles getting good performance. Here are a 
few possible solutions for you to consider: 

NOTE 

• Try another connection number. If you live in a city of reasonable size, 
you will probably find several access numbers for your online service. If 
you're an AOL member, you can use the Setup feature to locate another 
access number for a given area code or country. Other services will usually 
have a list of access numbers at their Web sites or you can telephone their 
technical support people for help. If there' s no other access number in your 
area, try one in a nearby city as a test to be sure there' s not another cause 
for this problem. 

• Check the modem setup or modem string. Modem strings are little 
instructions that tell a modem how to handle certain functions (see the 
section "What's a Modem String and How Dol Use It?" for the specifics). 
If you enter the wrong string, the modem may not be able to use some of 
its features, or may not connect at all. If you're connecting via Apple's 
Remote Access (Open Transport/PPP) software, the easiest way to pick the 
right modem string is simply to select the modem script that most closely 
matches the make and model of your modem. When you reinstall system 
software, it's very likely you'll fmd the selection has changed and you 
need to select it again. Follow the steps described earUer in the section 
entitled "The Right Way to Hook Up a Modem" to make sure everything 
is set up properly. 

If you 're using AOL, try their software's auto detect feature. If the 
software picks the wrong modem, you'll have a chance to pick the right 
one from the scrolling list after the setup process is complete. 

• Modem needs firmware update. Nearly all current modems have 
Flash ROMs, which means the code that operates the modem (a modem's 
equivalent of an operating system) can be upgraded to fix bugs and improve 
performance. You can usually get the latest updates (caJled "firmware") 
from a manufacturer' s Web site. A great source of information about 
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new and updated software is the Mac VersionTracker Web site 
(http://www. versiontracker.com). 

• Using an older Mac? Mac computers beginning with the Centris and 
Quadra series (these models carne out before the first generation of Power 
Macs) introduced a special serial port called GeoPort, which was fast 
enough to comfortably handle the requirements of 28,800, 33,600 and 
56,000 bps modems. Older Macs have slower serial ports, and they may 
not achieve good performance with such products. Your only choice here 
is, if possible, lower the Port Speed setting, from 57,600 to 28,800 bps 
or even lower and see if you get better performance. You' ll be able to 
adjust these settings in such programs as AOL, CompuServe, FreePPP, 
and MacPPP. 

• Remove other phone devices on your line. Each item you have on your 
phone line, from phones to fax machines to modems, uses a small amount 
of current from the line. If you have too many devices connected, it could 
impair performance. The best way to check for this problem is to remove 
everything except your modem, and make sure it is plugged directly to the 
wall jack (and not to just another phone device). If it seems as if another 
phone device is contributing to the problem, it'll be up to you to decide 
whether to keep the other device disconnected or have it checked for a 
possible hardware problem. 

If you need to have your modem working regularly throughout the day, 
without interruption, it's probably a good idea to give it its own dedicated 
phone line. That will free up your other line for regular phone calls. 

• Have the phone lines checked. If you hear static on the line (even light 
static), rest assured your modem's performance will be impaired. Contact 
your local phone company to deal with this problem. Bear in mind that 
their primary concern is voice quality, not modem quality. But since phone 
companies are now actively promoting business or small business use, you 
might actually flnd a sympathetic ear from a customer service representative. 

• Try another modem. If all else fails, it could be your modem is 
defective. It may not matter that it dials out and makes a connection. 
Sometimes problems with a modem are more subtle than working or not 
working. If you have another modem or access to one, try it and see if 
performance is better. If it is, contact the manufacturer's technical support 
people for assistance. 
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Busy Signals 
An Internet service's access number is basically just a network of modems, with a 
finite capacity. When that capacity is reached, you get a busy signal, same as when 
you call a regular private phone line that' s being used. 

The easiest solution is just to try again. Apple's Remote Access, Open 
Transport/PPP, and FreePPP can be set to automatically redial a number after a 
small delay. If you continue to get busy signals, try logging on at a different hour. 
Internet services tend to be busiest during the so-called primetime hours in the 
evenings or on weekends. 

If you get persistent busy signals, try another telephone access number for your 
service, if available in your city. If you cannot get satisfactory performance from 
your Internet service, you may want to consider another provider. Check the ads in 
your newspaper or favorite computing magazine, or use one of those free online 
service offers you get in the mail. 

When you install a new Mac or a new version of the Mac operating 
system, you may want to install the Internet Connection option. This will 
allow you to pick an Internet provider via Apple's Internet Setup Assistant. 

Sudden Disconnects 
Sometimes your modem will appear to connect just fine, but after a few minutes, 
you're logged off, apparently for no reason. First and foremost, check the earlier 
section entitled "Slow Connection Speeds." The same solutions may apply to 
either problem. Then check out these possible causes: 

• Your online service logged you off. America Online and some Internet 
services will log you off if you're inactive for a period of time. For AOL, 
it's usually 45 or 46 minutes, and other services will usually specify in 
their instructions or online information how long they wait before 
disconnecting you. This problem is doubly djfficult on AOL because you 
may be downloading a fil e using a separate Web browser, such as Internet 
Explorer or Netscape. AOL won't sense the modem activity because they 
only recognize it with their built-in browser, or at least that' s how the theory 
goes. Otherwise, their idle-time feature seems to only function when you 
access features that are strictly on AOL. Even writing email or a message 
for a message board isn' t counted as being active, because the modem isn't 
sending or receiving any information. 
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• Your Internet dialer disconnected you. Apple's Remote Access and 
Open Transport/PPP have a Connection check box under Options that 
specifies you' 11 be disconnected if you're idle for 10 minutes. You will 
find similar options in FreePPP. Since these features aren't turned on by 
default, you may want to double-check to see if they're on or not. 

lfyou have a habit of forgetting to log off your Internet service when 
you finish your session, you may want to leave the automatic log-off 
option checked. 

• Call waiting interrupted your line. Call waiting is a great feature. 
It lets you literally have two phone lines in one and to switch between two 
calls (if you like juggling acts). Unfortunately, the Uttle noise a call waiting 
announcement makes can also drop your Internet connection. If you have 
this feature, be sure to insert a *70, (including that comma) as part of the 
number that's being dialed. It will disable call waiting for that call. Apple's 
DialAssist control panel in recent Mac OS versions can be set up to add 
these numbers-or just enter it manually. AOL's software setup also 
includes a provision for inserting this number string. 

How to Test Your Modem's Real 
Connection Potential 

Here's a fast way to see how well your modem can handle a high-speed connection. 
It involves calling up 3Com's LineTest center. 3Com is the manufacturer of U.S. 
Robotics modems, but this test should work with any V.34 or V.90 model. 

To run this test, you'll need a terminal program such as MacComCenter, 
Microphone, or Zterm. You can download the latter from http://www 
.versiontracker.com. In addition, AppleWorks (formerly ClarisWorks) has a 
communications module that' ll do just fine (in fact it's probably the only thing 
you may ever use it for). Now just follow these steps: 

NOTE 

1. Dial up 3Com's test number, using this command: ATDTl-847-262-6000. 
Your modem will go through its usual dialing connecting routine, and then 
you'll see a series of text prompts. 

Don't be intimidated by a text-based inteiface. Just follow the instructions you 
see carefully, as they may change from time to time from the ones I list here. 
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2. When you're asked if your terminal program handles graphics, press 
ENTER to continue. 

3. You'll then be asked to enter your name. In response, type line and 
press ENTER. 

4. Then you're asked to enter your list name. Reply by typing test and again 
press ENTER. 

5. Over the next minute or so, 3Com's LineTest feature will run some 
diagnostics on the connection you've made. If your 56K modem is really 
connecting at a 56K speed, you'll see ''This connection supports 56K 
technology!" From here, press the ENTER key twice to see the actual 
statistics on your connection, which include the most important piece of 
information-<:onnection speed. Figure 20-2 has an example of a typical 
result from this test. 

6. To end your LineTest session, type the letter g, then press ENTER. You'll be 
disconnected within a few seconds. 

If your modem fails to connect at a 56K speed, you' ll see this message: "56K 
is not currently possible on this connection, or is likely to be highly impaired." 
This is no problem if you don't have a 56K modem, but if you do, it may indicate 
other problems you 'II need to address, some of which, as I explain in this chapter, 
may simply be beyond your ability to control. 

NOTE 
This line test feature can, itself, be a little flaky. If you cannot make 
a connection to run the test, just try again at a later time. 

What's a Modem String and How Do I Use It? 
As I said earlier in this chapter, modems are analog devices that convert your 
computer language to little beeps and squawks that your phone system can handle. 
But in order to talk with your modem and get good performance, the Mac has to 
give it a set of commands, called a modem initialization string. The string is 
designed to activate specific features of your modem, so you get the best possible 
performance. 
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FIGURE 20-2 This LineTest session, done with Microphone, demonstrates a pretty 
decent connection speed for the author's modern 

For the most part, you shouldn't have to bother with a modem string. When 
you set up your modem, and configure Apple' s Remote Access and Open 
Transport/PPP, and your Internet software, including AOL and CompuServe, 
this all should be done behind the scenes simply by selecting the proper make and 
model of your modem. 

445 
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The Case of the Modem That 
Wouldn't Reset 

I installed a brand new Global Village 56K intemal modem in my Blue & 
White Power Macintosh G3. Everything worked just great. Apple's clever 
industrial design team bas done wonders to prevent headaches when putting 
things inside your Mac (although the first-generation iMac remains a distinct 
exception). 

The modem worked just dandy until it locked up when connecting to the 
lntemet. I tried to reset the modem, to no avail. Global Village bas a control 
panel (called PowerPort, TelePort, or on mine, GLobalFax Controls) with a 
reset button. When I tried it, the control panel lost all information about the 
modem, reporting that no modem was detected. 

The modem was still locked up. I tried connecting with my Intemet 
software over and over again, and it wouldn't work. I restarted my Mac, and 
still the modem wasn't recognized. On a hunch, I shut down the Mac (through 
the normal procedure), waited a few seconds and restarted. The modem was 
recognized again by GlobaiFax Controls, and it worked like a charm! 

I telephoned Global Village's technical support folks and asked just what 
went wrong. The response was simple: with an external modem, if it locks up, 
you just turn the unit off and then on again. With an internal modern, your Mac 
is the on/off switch, powering all internal devices, so your Mac bas to be shut 
down and restarted to accomplish the same result. 

AOL, for example, even has an auto-detect feature (see Figure 20-3), which 
is used to check your modem's hardware and pick a profile optimized for best 
performance. 

For other programs, such as FreePPP and MacPPP, you may have to enter 
the settings manually. Usually the modem maker will give you the proper setup 
information. Sometimes you ' ll have to make a good guess. I'll give you some of 
the basic commands in Table 20- 1. 

NOTE 
U.S. Robotics modems usually have a separate volume control that 
handles sound functions, so the sound-related strings are not needed. 
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Modem String 

AT 

ATA 

AT&F 

AT&Fl 

ATLX 

ATMX 

CHAPTER 20: Making the Modem Connection 

AOL Setup 

Searching for the New Modem 

The software is searching for your new modem to connect to the 
AOL service. This should just take a few moments and won't 
change anything on your computer. 

Please make sure your modem is turned on and connected to both 
your computer and your phone line, and that it's not in use by any 
other app I icatio n. Thanks for your patie nee! 

AOL probes your modem to pick the right profile 

Function 

The beginning command for the start of a string. Stands for "attention." 

This command is used to answer an incoming call. 

On some modems, this command reverts to default or factory settings. 

On some modems, you use this command for default or factory settings. 

This command is designed to control the volume of your modem's 
speaker. X may be used for 0, the lowest setting, or 3, the highest. The 
numbers in between, I and 2, provide intermediate settings. 

This command is designed to silence your modem. Use 0 to turn the 
speaker off, I to turn it on. 

ATDT[+ phone number] 

ATZ 

Use this command to manually dial out in a terminal program. 

This command will end your connection and revert the modem to its 
previous setting. 

Lx (1, 2, 3) 

MO 

W2 

Sets modem's speaker volume, I being the lowest, 3 being the 
highest. This feature doesn ' t work on internal modems. 

Turns off modem speaker. This feature doesn't work on all modems. 

Reports correct modem connection speed. 

lij:l!f1ell Common Modem Strings and Their Functions 
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The Truth About 115,200 bps Connections 
This happens occasionally: you connect to your Internet or online service and 
you see a connection speed repmted at 115,200 bps. I have already explained in 
this chapter how a conventional analog modem's speed is limited by the FCC to 
53,000 bps, and it's usually Jess. So how can yom modem report higher speeds, 
such as 57,600 bps, or 115,200 bps? A miracle? Nope, an incorrect modem string. 

In the section on setting up such programs as FreePPP and MacPPP, I 
mentioned entering the W2 string. The reason I recommend these two characters 
is because they will tell your modem to report the correct connection speed when 
you ftrst connect. 

NOTE 

You won't see 115,2.00 bps anymore, but you' ll see the real speed. 

I have deliberately left out higher speed protocols, such as cable 
modems or DSL (Digital Subscriber Line) in this chapter. They involve 
new technologies that provide petformance way beyond what a regular 
modem can handle. I'll cover these so-called "broadband" features 
in the next chapter. 

Summing Up 
The world of modems can sometimes seem daunting, especially since they don't 
always work as searnlessly or as predictably as you think they should. But usually 
with a little adjustment here and there, you' II find you get the level of Internet 
performance you expect. 

In the next chapter we'll move the discussion to the Internet. You' Ill earn how 
to cope with Internet performance problems and how to make your surfing go 
more swiftly. 



Dealing with Internet Access 
Problems 
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The Internet has advanced from its humble origins at the government and 
university levels to encompass a multibillion dollar industry that affects most 

everyone who uses a computer. For example, an Apple Computer survey of new 
iMac users reported that fully 90 percent use their computers to surf the Internet. 

You use the Internet to send and receive email, visit Web sites, download 
software, post messages, chat, join online communities, and buy lots and lots of 
merchandise, from books to cars, and a lot more in between. 

Getting good Internet performance should be a given. New Macs have 
high-speed modems, and Internet and online services have spent untold amounts 
of money to improve their services. Alas, the reality is something else altogether. 

As you saw in the previous chapter, there are ways to spruce up your modem's 
performance to get the best possible connection speed. But even after you have 
done all that to tune up your connections, you may find that getting reasonable 
speed from the Internet is a challenge. And that's what this chapter is all about. 

Solving Internet Connection Problems 
Many of the issues I discussed in the previous chapter can be responsible for the 
problems you may have in getting on the Net. Check that chapter for information 
on problems that may be caused by your modem rather than the service to which 
you're trying to connect. 

Bad or Lost Internet Connections 
If your modem is set up properly, here are some other causes of problems getting 
on the Internet: 

• Improper TCPIIP settings In order to connect to a regular Internet service 
provider (ISP), you need to specify the correct connection protocol and cotrect 
IP numbers in your TCPIIP Control Panel (see Figure 21-1). If you specify the 
wrong information in either category, you either won't connect at all, or you'll 
connect but be unable to access one or more of the service's features. Each ISP 
will have its own unique settings. In addition, if you use a cable modem or 
access the Internet at your company (which may have a special connection 
to the Internet, such as a secured firewall), other settings may be required. If 
your modem seems to be set up properly, you will need to velify your Internet 
settings using whatever information you received from the ISP or system 
administrator. If there's no documentation around as to what the settings 
are, contact yom ISP directly for the details. 
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TCP/ IP (EarthLink Hetwor1c PPP) 

Connect via· I PPP I ~] 
, setup 

Configure: I U~lng PPP S.rver I ~ I 

IP Address: <will be supplied by server > 

5\bnet mask: <w ill be supplied by server > 

Router address: <"'ill be supplied by server > 

Search domains: 

Namo so rver addr.: ~7.217.126.81 earthlink.net 
~07.217.77.92 
:207.217. 20.83 

I@Milijfjll The TCPIIP Control Panel must be set up properly to access a specific 
ISP. The settings you see here applied to EarthLink as of the time this 
book was written. Your mileage will vary 

NOTE 
Older versions of the Mac operating system used the MacTCP Control 
Panel for Internet configurations. While the inteiface looks different, the 
information you need to supply will be essentially the same. 

• Missing TCP/IP settings If you recently reinstalled your system 
software or you've set up a new Mac, you may have to reenter these 
settings (unless you use the following tip). 

Before you install a new Mac or do a "clean" system software installation, 
make copies of the files labeled Internet Preferences, TCP/IP Preferences, 
and Remote Access Connections (this one's in the Remote Access folder). 
These are all located in the Preferences folder, inside your Mac's System 
Folder. Having these settings files will greatly simplify your setup process, 
and it never hurts to have a backup in case your original settings are 
damaged due to a system crash. 

• Corrupted TCPIIP settings Hard drive directory damage or a system 
crash can destroy your Internet settings if it happens when you' re trying to 
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NOTE 

NOTE 

access your ISP. You should be ready to replace them when necessary with 
a backup. 

To make matters all the more confusing, I have seen situations where ISPs 
have sent out a set of installer disks that place the wrong setup information 
in your TCP/IP Control Panel. If you have entered everything correctly, and 
performance is still unsatisfactory, you may wish to contact the service's 
technical supp011 people for assistance. 

• User authentication failed When you set up your Internet access, you not 
only have to enter the proper phone numbers in the Remote Access (or Open 
Transport/PPP) Control Panel, but the proper username and password as well. 
If one or the other is missing or incorrect, you may connect, but you won't be 
able to log in. The same setups will apply if you' re using AOL, Config PPP, 
or FreePPP to dial your Internet connection. 

When you enter your password, be sure you're not confusing a zero with 
the letter "0 ". You need to enter the letters and/or numbers correctly, 
upper- and lowercase included. 

ISPs use something referred to as "authentication servers" to verify a 
member's username and password. If the system is not working for some 
reason, you may find that you cannot connect to your Internet service even if 
your Mac's settings are 100 percent correct. If you encounter this problem, 
try connecting again later. lf that doesn't work, I suggest you contact your 
!SP about it. 

The Magic and Mystery of Internet Config 
Aside from your modem and TCP/IP settings, there's one more key player in 
the great drama of getting connected to the Internet, and that' s the Internet Config 
application. For Mac OS 8.5 and later, this program was used as the basis of the 
Internet Control Panel. 

Now, it would seem to be an easy matter to have all of your Internet settings in 
a convenient place, but in the real Mac world it doesn' t quite work out that way. 

Each Internet program that relies on Internet Config has its own way of storing 
its specific program settings. And in some cases, such as with AOL, Microsoft 
Internet Explorer, and Microsoft Outlook Express, you may not be able to see 
the results except in the programs themselves (or in the way they behave). 
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One key example of this is the location of the Web cache file for AOL and Internet 
Explorer. I'll cover more about how to deal with a Web cache in the next chapter, but 
for now, let me simply explain that, when you install and set up AOL 4.0, it uses the 
very same Web cache as Internet Explorer. Even if you change the location of Internet 
Explorer's Web cache, AOL will diligently insist on placing it right back where it was 
(in the America Online folder, within the Preferences folder in your Mac's System 
Folder) the very next time you bring up a Web site on AOL. 

So rather than fight the inevitable, I' 11 cover the proper setup of Internet Config 
(or the Internet Control Panel). So even if a program chooses to mess with some of 
its more arcane aspects, you'll at least have done what you can to get things to 
work properly. 

The Internet ConfiWJnternet Control Panel by the Numbers 
When you install and set up AOL, it does what it needs to do to your Internet 
configuration behind the scenes. And some ISPs, such as EarthLink, include their 
own custom software installers that' ll do all the setups for you automatically as the 
installer is run. 

That's convenient if you don't intend to switch services and you don't install 
a lot of extra Internet software. But if you do any of that, or simply reinstall your 
system software, you run the risk of changing your Internet Config settings in a 
way that you didn't expect, with unexpected results. 

Following is a brief tutorial on the proper setup of Internet Config (using the 
Internet Control Panel from Mac OS 9). First, let's look at the Internet Config 
main screen, as shown in Figure 21-2. You see it when you launch the Internet 
Config application. 

EJ lntomet Preferences 
l!ll 

~ ~ [I] ~ g -
Personal Emoll No '<IS 'o'orld 'r(ld• Wob File Transfer 

~ 0 l ot~ I ~ ~ 
Other Services Fonts Fi~ Mappil9s Holpers Flrowal ls 

ljMIJ;!fjfj Internet Config puts up a screen with icons representing each setting you 
can make to your Internet setup 
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NOTE 
When you install Internet programs such as Netscape, you'll find a 
proliferation of copies of Internet Config, one for each installation. It 's 
not much different from all those copies of Simple Text and its predecessor, 
TeachText, which used to turn up all over your hard drive. Best advice is 
to locate the latest version and trash the others. If you're using Mac OS 
8.5 or later, you can safely toss out all copies of Internet Config without 
worrying about hurting your Internet settings. 

To change settings, just click on an icon that represents the change you want 
to make and enter the information in the text entry fields . Since Apple's Internet 
Control Panel replaces Internet Config, I'll use that as a guide to show you what 
settings you need to enter. The ones I'll be showing apply to either program. 

A Fast Guide to Internet Control Panel Sets 
If you use more than one ISP, you will want to take advantage of the ability to 
make multiple sets in the Internet Control Panel. Once you create a new set and 
save it, you can switch to and from that set via the Active Set pop-up menu on 
the Internet Control Panel screen. 

Here's a brief list of the extra features you can explore should the need 
arise. They are all available from the File menu: 

• New Set This setting creates a blank Internet set, and is not 
recommended, since you have to enter all the basic information 
ti·om scratch. 

• Duplicate Set This is also available as a button on the Internet 
Control Panel screen. Making a duplicate set is actually the best way to 
create a new set. You can take the basic setup information from another 
set and adapt it to a different service, and that's a lot easier than 
reentering the information. 

• Rename Set Use this option to rename any set (active or not) as 
you prefer. 

• Delete Set You can use this option to delete a set, so long as it 
isn't active. 
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None of the settings I'm describing in this section will have any effect on 
AOL's software. Some of the settings, such as a default Web home page 
and the location for downloaded files, can be set by opening AOL's 
software and choosing Preferences from the My AOL too/bar 's submenu. 

1. Click on the Apple menu, select Control Panels, and choose Internet from 
the submenu. This brings up the screen shown in Figure 2J -3. 

If you don't like the default name for your Internet settings, click on the 
File menu, choose Rename, and rename your sets as you prefer. This is 
useful if you have several Internet accounts or multiple users, and need 
to set aside a d~fferent configuration for each. 

0 

Active Set: [ Gene's Settings 

v Edit Sets 

Internet 

~I 

Edit Set: [ Gene's Settings 1 ~ J 

V Personal J E-mail~. Actvonced \ 

Duplicate Set... J 

,- I dentity: -----------------Examples: _ 

Name: l Gene Stei nberg 

E- mai I Address: I gene@>genestei nberg.com 

Organization: I Cross- Country Consultants 

other lnformotion: 

Signature: 

Peace, 
Gene Steinberg 
Co-author, "Attack of the Rockolds " 
http:/ /wwv.rockoids.corrl 

Pat Smith 

psmith!!>app le.com 

Apple Computer, Inc. 

ljMIJ;!fJfl These are the author's Personal seLLings in the Internet Control Panel 
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. NOTE 

NOTE 

2. Enter the information you want to use to identify yourself in email and 
news group postings in the Identity column. If you have additional 
information you want to post, place it in the Other Information field. 

If you see a narrow rectangular screen in your Internet Control Panel 
with none of the settings panels I'm describing, it may be that the screen 
view was collapsed at some point. Just click the little arrow to the right of 
the Edit Sets label to expand the view and to bring up the proper screens. 

3. If you want all of your email and news group postings to have an automatic 
signature, insert it in the correct field. Some programs may require that you 
set a program-related preference for this feature (and, sad to say, AOL 
doesn't support it yet). 

4. The foregoing settings, however, don't do anything as far as telling your 
Internet provider who you are when you sign on to retrieve your email. To 
do that, click on the E-mail tab (see Figure 21-4). The settings you put on 
this screen will be given to you by your ISP (the ones shown in the figure 
are for EarthLink only). 

Some ISPs refer to the Incoming Mail Server as a POP (point of 
presence) server. 

5. Click on the Web tab (see Figure 21-5), which is used to set default Web 
home pages and the search site you prefer. 

6. If you want to designate a special place for all files downloaded from the 
Internet, click the Select button in the Download Files To field and pick the 
location where you want to place the files. 

I recommend you pick the Desktop folder for your file downloads (same 
location as your drive icons). That way you are less likely to forget where 
you might have placed them. 

7. If the Default Web Browser setting isn't what you want, click on the 
pop-up menu to the right of that label to see which ones you have and 
select another one. 
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IB Internet 13 

Active Set: [ Gene's Settings ! ~I ~ 
"7 Edit Se~ 

Edit Set: [ Gene's Settings I;] I DupUccte Set... ) 

f Personal\ E-mail\~ Advanced\ 

_ f-lla l lllccouot Information: EXImples: _ 

User Account ID: lgsteinberq I psmith 

Incoming Mail Server: I meil.eerthll nk.net I pop.epple.com 
I 

Password: l•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••e( I I 
Outgoing (SMTP) Mall Ser ver : I meil.eerthll nk.net I smtp.apple.com 

~

1
E-mall Notification: 

On NN E-mail : li!Jflash Icon 1i!J Display Dialog !if Play Sound: [ 1 ndlgo I ~) 

Default E- mal I lip plication: [Outlook Express I ~) 

ljMIIiji.JII Place your Internet provider's email configuration information and your 
password in the text fields 

NOTE 

8 . Once your Web preferences are done, click the News tab to enter 
information about your ISP's newsgroup server settings. If you don't 
intend to access any newsgroups, you need not be concerned over this 
screen. 

Some ISPs, such as EarthLink, insist that you set your newsgroup software 
to log into the service to retrieve messages. This is done as a backlash to 
problems with some unsavory folks forging news group messages on 
another service's facilities to get away with posting spam announcements. 

9 . The final setting is available when you click the Advanced tab (see Figure 
21-6). I'm only showing it here for information. While most home or small 
office users won't need to touch these settings, there are situations where you 
may have to change them. Here's a brief look at some of these features: 
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O tt# ~Internet 8 

Actlw Set: I Gene's Settings il; I &1i 
v Edit Sets 

Edit Set: I Gene's Setlin<;~s 1 ~) I Duplkate 5eL.. I 
f Personal V E-mCIII \ Web ~Advanced:\_ 
.- Default Pages: 

Home PIIQO: f) I http://startearthllnk.net I QNone 

Search Pege: f) I http:/ N\oN.yehoo.com I QNone 

DoYoload files To: 

[ (l Rockol lb:Desklop folder I Select. .. I I 
~

1
Colors & Lints: 

Unread Links:- Read Links: lliil Becl:c)round: 0 G1f Under I i ne Ll nks 

Def.ult Web BroYser: !Inter net Explorer 4.5 I ~ l 

ljrct@;'t4•1 This screen includes such things as your preferred home page, and where 
you'd like to place downloaded files 

• File Transfer This setting establishes default FfP servers, usefu l if 
you travel outside the USA. 

• Helper Apps This setting allows other applications to work with 
your Internet software to provide extra features. For example, Stufflt 
Expander or Stufflt Deluxe are usually specified to open compressed 
files you download from the Internet. 

• Fonts Specify the fonts you want to use with your Internet software. 

• File Mapping This setting works with the File Exchange Control Panel 
to specify which Mac programs will be used to work with PC programs 
with specific file extensions (such as .doc for Microsoft Word). 
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[] Internet 8 

Active Set: I Gene's Settings 1 ~1 ~ 
v Edi t Sets 

Edit Set: ( Gene's Settings I ~ I I Duplicate Set... , 

f Personal \1 E-mail~ Advanced\ 

\1 
_ Default fTP Servers: I 

Archie Serve r: I USA, interNiC p ) 

'""''"'§' Info- Mec Server : I USA, UUNet , Vlrgi nle • ~l 
tl! 

~ 
UMich Server : (USA, CD ROM I ~ I i 

Helper Ap ps 0 Use FTP Passive Mode ( PASV) 

@ 1"'1 

Fonb 

~ Q/ ';.: 
File Meppi ng -; 

ljMimfj@ The Advanced tab is generally used for special settings, such as firewalls 
and helper applications that work with your Internet software 

• Firewalls If you are in a corporate or university envil·onment, 
firewalls are used to protect your network from outsiders. In order to 
access the Internet, your firewall settings would have to be specified. 

• Messages Use this feature to enter a custom message for email or 
newsgroup messages. 

• Hosts This is another special-purpose option, used when your 
network administrator requires specific settings for an office or 
university situation. 

10. Once your settings are complete, click the close box of the Internet Control 
Panel. You' II see an alert asking if you want to save the changes. Click 
Save to confirm your settings, Don' t Save if you want to restore the prior 
settings. Click Cancel if you prefer to return to the Internet Control Panel 
to make more adjustments. 
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Internet Software Problems 
Internet software has been implicated as the cause of a number of Macintosh 
ills-mysterious crashes while you' re online or sudden bursts of memory usage (as 
indicated in the About This Computer window)-even when the crashes occur with 
software that isn' t Internet related. Why, this is so is beyond the scope of this book. 

It's quite possible that the fact that Internet software is usually free may mean 
that software publishers are not quite as inclined to test such products as thoroughly 
as retail products that earn a profit, but that's not necessarily a fair comment (and the 
publishers will deny it anyway). The climate for conflicts may just be the result of the 
fact that such programs are being asked to do a lot of complex tasks at the same time. 

Whatever the cause, when you experience a crash on yom Mac, you' re probably 
more concerned with finding an answer than w01rying how the program got that way. 
In Chapter 18, I describe easy techniques to help you diagnose system-related crashes. 
If none of the solutions I provide here or in the next two chapters help you solve your 
Internet software crashes, you' ll want to read that chapter as well. 

CAUTION 
Remember that whenever a program quits or your Mac freezes for any 
reason, be sure to restart the computer right away. A crash will make your 
computer less stable, and trying to run a crashed program again without a 
restart may only make matters worse. 

Here are some common causes of crashes and other problems while surfing the 
Net, and their solutions: 

• ObjectSupportLib This system extension (which goes in the Extensions 
folder) was required for AppleScript and other functions before the arrival 
of Mac OS 8 and later system versions. Apple thoughtfully merged the 
program into the System file to reduce System Folder clutter, but some 
older software installers (from AOL, Netscape, and others) dutifully placed 
it in the Extensions folder anyway. In theory, its presence isn't supposed to 
matter. The System file overrides the function. In practice, removing this 
file has made some mysterious system crashes disappear. So be on the 
lookout for it if you' re using Mac OS 8 or later. 

• Corrupted Web cache Follow the instructions in Chapter 22 to delete 
your Web cache . Such steps are among the first things you should do when 
you expedence a crash when running your browser. 
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• Corrupted preferences files This is a major cause of crashes when using 
a specific program. These files are in use all the time. Every single change 
you make to how a program runs will end up in that preferences file, and if it 
becomes corrupted, you may experience frequent, unexplained crashes when 
opening an application or just doing one function or another. Unfortunately, 
it's not always easy to find the preferences files, as each Internet program puts 
them in another location, not necessarily the Preferences folder inside the 
System Folder. My suggestion is that you use Apple's Find File or Sherlock 
program to locate all files wirh the name of your Internet program in it, then 
pay attention to the one with the word "preferences". That's the one you 
should remove and place on the desktop. Then start the program again and see 
if the problems still occur. You '11 have to redo your program settings, of 
course, but this step could also stop the problems you're having. 

CAUTION 
You should not attempt to remove a program's preferences files while 
the program is running. Quit the program first. Otherwise, the program 
may crash. 

NOTE 
Ifyou launch an Internet program, such as Internet Explorer or Netscape, 
after removing the regular preferences file, you will probably have to 
endure a brief questionnaire or setup routine to restore your basic 
program settings. 

• Not enough memory If your Mac has the bare minimum of built-in 
RAM, and it probably does if you bought it without getting a RAM 
upgrade, you may find that your Internet software crashes frequently or 
you are getting messages about running out of memory. At the very least, it 
may just run slowly. The best solution is to add as much RAM as you can, 
because Internet programs use lots of it. 

• RAM allocation If your Mac has enough RAM installed, you can often 
make an Internet program run better by allocating more to it. Web browsers, 
in particular, benefit a lot from added memory. Just use the Finder's Get Info 
command to change the Preferred memory setting. Increasing in blocks of 
SOOK to 1 OOOK is best. You should check the program after each change to 
see if things improve. 

• Buggy Internet software Internet software gets frequent updates to fix 
one problem or another. You might want to check the publisher's Web 
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site for information about problems and solutions. Another great source of 
information is the VersionTracker Web site at http://www.versiontracker.com. 

• System extension conflicts This is the usual bugaboo with any Mac. 
I suggest you read Chapter 18 for a no-frills strategy to isolate extension 
conflicts. 

• Java Java makes it possible for Web sites to embed fancy graphics and 
animation. Unfortunately, there are different versions of Java used for 

Mysterious Extensions Appear in 
Your System Folder 

When you install new software, sometimes you just cannot predict what 
files a program needs to run. In the old days, the application's folder contained 
everything. You tossed out that folder, and all elements of the application 
went with it. 

As programs and syste m software become more and more complex, 
however, valious and sundry files show up in different parts of the System 
Folder. There are extensions that contain vruious files, settings files in the 
Preferences folder, and perhaps a module or two for the Control Strip and 
Contextual Menus Items folder. 

And that isn't all If you install Netscape Communicator, you' ll find a 
mysterious item appearing on your menu bar that accesses the Netscape 
branded version of AOL Instant Messenger (whether or not you even care 
about using that program). 

Solution? Go to your Extensions folder and look for two extensions, AIM 
Menu and Idle Time. Remove them and restart. Presto! No more menu bar link 
to Instant Messenger. 

Another AOL-related extension is OpenOT, which was designed to address an 
AppleTalk conflict with Macs using Apple's Open Transport networking software. 
If you're using Mac OS 8 or later, remove OpenOT from the Extensions folder. 
Apple fixed the problem in newer system versions, but this wayward extension 
has been implicated as the potential cause of some system crashes. 
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these sites and different versions used by Apple or with your Web 
browser. Sometimes your Mac may freeze when you access a Java-capable 
site. If this happens, there' s not much you can try other than (after 
restarting of course) trying a different browser or looking for an update to 
your browser or to Apple's Java software. If you ~an get on the problem 
Web site at all, contact the webmaster or the company running the site 
and alert them as to your problem. In the meantime, you may just want to 
switch off the browser's Java feature (it' ll be a program preference) till the 
problem is resolved. 

How to Speed Downloads and Uploads 
It would be nice to be able to tell you that once your Internet and modem settings 
are correct and you have given your Internet software extra doses of RAM, 
everything will run the way you want it to. But what if performance is still not 
what you expect? You try to retrieve a needed software update or send an 
important document file to a business colleague, and it seems to take a very long 
time for the process to end. 

Here are a few tips to get the best possible download and upload performance: 

• Check for faster dial-up access numbers. Make sure the number you 
use to dial your ISP supports the fastest speed of which your modem is 
capable. While most services have upgraded their numbers for 56K access, 
some numbers still support slower speeds. You should double-check this, 
or just try another number when connection speeds aren't what you expect. 
Chapter 20 has more information on this subject. 

• Don't log on during evening primetime. It doesn't matter how many 
access numbers your ISP has in your city or how big their network is. 
When you log on during the hours when most other folks are trying to 
access the Internet as well, performance may suffer. You'll get the best 
possible performance from your Net connection during the early morning 
hours. This is important if you want to download a big file, which can tie 
up your Mac for quite a long time. 

• Use the latest Internet software. This is especially true for Web 
browsers, as the publishers try to find ways to make them run faster and 
retrieve Web pages and files more efficiently. I'll cover thj~ subject in 
more detail in the next chapter. 
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NOTE 

• Check disk cache setting. The disk cache is used by your Mac to 
speed up frequently accessed data, and it can give your computer a little 
performance boost. The fastest way to set it properly (for Mac OS 7 .5 and 
later) is to click on the Apple menu, select Control Panels, and choose the 
Memory Control Panel from the submenu. Click the Defau lt button to 
access Apple's recommended settings. Then restart. 

The Default button will usually turn virtual memory on, even ifyou're not 
using it. So you'll want to double-check this setting, and turn off this 
feature if you don 't intend to use it. 

Getting Top Perfonnance 
from Your Internet Connection 

The Internet is getting more and more graphic heavy every day. Attractive 
artwork, animation, sound, and video help bring people to a Web site. But they 
also make it take a lot longer for you to access a site. 

Consider these possibilities if you want top-flight Internet performance: 

• Get a faster modem. At the time this book went to press, a 56K modem 
went for roughly $100, give or take a few dollars and the manufacturer's 
rebate of the week. Read Chapter 20 for information on optimizing modem 
performance. 

• Upgrade to a "broadband" Internet service protocol. Both cable modems 
and DSL are touted as the next great thing for high-speed Internet access. I'll 
cover these subjects in more detail at the very end of this chapter. 

• Get a RAM upgrade. Internet software works best with a healthy dose 
of RAM (especially a Web browser). If you've got too little, you may run 
out of memory when trying to run more than one program, or be forced to 
use virtual memory, which, with a small amount of real RAM available, 
may not give you satisfactory performance. Chapter 4 covers the topic of 
RAM upgrades. 

• Get a faster Mac or an accelerator card. Almost every Power 
Macintosh model, even the first ones in the block that came out in 1994, 
can use a G3 upgrade. Before you spend a few hundred dollars on such an 
upgrade path, though, you' ll want to check pricing on an aU-new or more 
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recent Mac. You may be able to get a newer, faster Mac for a similar 
amount of money (assuming you can get a reasonable sum for selling 
your old Mac). This subject is covered in more detail in Chapter 3. 

The Low-down on Broadband Access 
How times have changed! It wasn't so long ago when a 28,800 bps or 56,000 bps 
modem seemed to speed along at a blazing rate. Web pages appeared much faster, 
and it didn't take quite as long to retrieve software from an FfP or Web site. 

But as files get bigger and the Web offers more and more multimedia content 
(including streaming audio and video), performance seems to drag. And ongoing 
network problems in the evening hours contribute to this mess. 

Fortunately, there are ways afoot to speed up your Internet access to do the 
same things Apple's G3 microprocessor did to speed up your Mac computing 
experience. But it means the days for the conventional analog modem are probably 
numbered. 

Here's a fast look at the newest methods out there to speed up delivery of 
Internet content to your Mac. 

Cable Modems 
If you have cable TV, it's quite possible your cable provider is offering Internet 
service too. A cable modem attaches direct to your Mac's Ethernet port or your 
hub, using settings you make with your TCPIIP Control Panel. The result? 
Ultra-fast Internet access, using the cable provider's own high-speed network. 
Depending on a firm's promotional literature, they are advertising speeds of over 
1,000,000 bits per second. Awesome! In addition, pricing may not be all that high, 
especially when the service is first offered and the cable provider wants to build a 
customer network fast. 

The reality is something else altogether, however: 

• Speed depends on traffic load. You are sharing your cable with others, 
and if there's a lot of traffic on the network (especially during the 
primetime evening hours), your speed will suffer, so take promises of any 
particular performance level with a grain of salt. But even at their worst, 
cable modems perform a whole lot faster than your 56K modem. 

• Upload speed may be limited. To limit excess traffic on their network, 
cable services may throttle back the potential speed for uploading. This 
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may not be very important to you, unless you intend to send large files via 
email or FTP to an Internet site on a regular basis. 

il You may have to change your email address. When you hook up 
to a cable modem, you may have to sign up with the cable provider's own 
Internet service, not the one you have now. This may be an inconvenience 
if you're used to a specific ISP, or perhaps have lots of online contacts 
you'd have to notify if you go to another company. If this represents a 
problem, see if your ISP is offering ot plans to offer DSL access (which 
is described in the next section). 

• Availability may be limited. This is the real kicker. You just may not 
be able to get a cable modem, period. Your cable provider not only has to 
have the facilities to offer this service, they need to wire your area for 
digital service. That can take a while, a long while (figure months or 
even years). 

• There may be security issues. When you are using a cable modem, 

DSL 

you are, in effect, part of a latge 13thernet network. If you plan to use ftle 
sharing, be sure to turn off guest access in the Users & Groups panel. You 
may want to turn off file sharing altogether, except during the actual file 
exchange process. And don't be surprised if you see someone else's 
LaserWriter in your Chooser. If you have concerns about network security, 
contact your cable provider and see what protection they offer. 

Another fast-rising high-speed Internet feature is DSL, short for Digital Subscriber 
Line. DSL takes your existing copper phone lines and uses digital technology to 
pump data through at a much higher rate. 

Speeds depend on the sort ofDSL service that's available in your city, from 
256K to 1500K! A similar service, ADSL (Asymmetric DSL), offers top speed on 
file and Web downloads, but limits uplink spee~ (how much depends on the 
service). APSL has been approved by the International Tel~communications 
Union (ITU), the agency that handles such standards, and it was designed with the 
hope of delivering high-speed access to a greater number of users at lower cost. 

Unfortunately, not everyone can get this service, be it regular DSL or ADSL. 
For one thing, you have to be within three miles of your phone company's switching 
center. In addition, your phone company may need tb install new switching equipment 
to accommodate this feature. 
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However, if you live in a large metropolitan area or a newly developed 
neighborhood, it is quite likely that you do meet these basic requirements. Contact 
your local phone company or Internet service for specifics about availability. 

If you are able to receive DSL service, you will still have to pay for a special 
modem (or routing device), costing as much as $300 or more, and pay an extra 
installation charge. When you factor in monthly rates of $30 to $60 plus the cost 
of your Internet service, it begins to add up. However, as the service is deployed in 
more areas, competition heats up, and the costs per installation go down, you may 
expect prices to fall to more respectable levels. 

NOTE 
As with analog modems, so-called DSL modems will become more 
inexpensive as time goes on. Some services may even offer to rent a unit to 
you in exchange for ordering their service. 

As with cable modems, DSL is always on, and uses your Ethernet network and 
your Mac's TCPIIP Control Panel for access, so setup isn't terribly difficult. 

It remains to be seen which broadband access protocol, cable or DSL, emerges 
triumphant. But if 56K is getting you down, and you'd like to harness the real 
power of the Internet, these technologies are definitely worth more than a 
second look. 



Making Your 
Web Browser Browse 
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Y our Internet access experience is largely focused on one piece of software, 
the Web browser. The browser is the easiest Internet software to use and 

without doubt the most aggravating. 

When you connect to your Internet service, your Web browser is putting a face on 
your Internet access (well, except for such services as AOL, which has their own 
unique interface and considers the browser just one part of the service). 

What to Do When You Cannot Access a Site 
There's not much you can do to get better browser performance if you cannot first 
access the sites you want. I cover connection problems in Chapters 20 and 21. But 
once you tackle those issues, there' s more you can do if a site still won't show up. 

You may have accessed the very same site just an hour earlier. Now you try 
again and get a message that it's not available, or your Web browser just chugs 
along and nothing happens. Here are some common causes and solutions: 

• Sorry, wrong address. If you even mess up one letter in the URL, you'll 
get either the wrong site or a message (see Figure 22-1) that the server 
can't be found. All you can do is recheck the address and make sure it's 
entered correct] y. 

• DNS server can't be found. This is another typical message you'll 
get if you try to access a site that, for some reason, isn't available (it's 
Netscape's version). Check and maybe reenter the URL. You should also 
verify that you haven' t been disconnected from your Internet service. 

• Computer cannot establish a network socket connection. You see 
this message if you try to access a site via Netscape, but you didn't make 
a proper connection to your Internet service. If you see it, verify that you 
really logged on, and if not, try logging on again (you may have to actually 
use the Disconnect feature of your Remote Access or PPP dialer to do this). 

• Site is down for maintenance. This can happen early in the morning, 
when Web hosting servers and Internet services schedule maintenance on 
their equipment. Your best solution is to try at a later hour and see if the 
problem is still there. 
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Er1"0r 

The specified server could not be found. 

ljMhijfjll You get this message from Internet Explorer if a site cannot be accessed 

• Site has closed. It happens. A business goes under, or they choose to 
cancel a Web site for one reason or another. Or maybe they changed the 
name. Usually, at least for a while, a big site will set up a way to redirect 
the user from the old name to the new one, but after a period of time, the 
older address may no longer point to the new one. Your best solution here 
is to try to contact the business directly. 

• Your Internet provider has a problem. Whether it's AOL or a regular 
Internet service provider (ISP), they will have scheduled maintenance from 
time to time. If you succeed in logging on, check the service's site for 
system status. On AOL, you use the keyword AOL Update to access this 
information feature. EarthLink subscribers can check the System Status 
page at their Web site (http://www.earthlink.net/assistance/status/ 
status.html). 

• User identification failed (a dilemma for AOL users). This has 
nothing whatever to do with the user identification and password you use 
when you access your ISP. It's an error message that shows up on occasion 
with AOL's browser. You can try logging off and logging on again, or 
even deleting the Web cache of your AOL browser (see "Removing Web 
Caches"). Sometimes one of these solutions will work. But just as often it' s 
an AOL problem, and till they fix it at their end, you're out of luck. 

• Attempt to load failed. If you cannot access a site, make sure you're 
really logged on. It's possible you're disconnected. If you don't have some 
visual indication that you are online (a modem light or a light on your 
regular phone, for example), just close your Internet connection and log on 
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NOTE 

again. If you still experience this problem, try the same site or another Web 
site to be certain that the problem isn'tjust a one-time thing. 

• Attempt to load problem for AOL 3.0 and 4.0 users. If you're an AOL 
user, and you get a message that your attempt to access a site has failed, 
try this: Open the Preferences (from the My AOL toolbar icon's menu in 
version 4.0). Then scroll to t~e AOL Link option, and make sure the option 
to use AOL Link when connecting with your modem is checked. Click the 
Configure button on this screen and restart. This is a common AOL 
problem. If it' s not cured that way, reinstall your AOL software, and use 
their Update feature to retrieve your account from your previous copy. 

• 128-bit browser needed. There are two types of security with Web 
browsers today. The standard 40-bit is secure enough for most purposes, 
but experienced computer hackers can usually break through given enough 
time. The second option is 128-bit, which, the theory goes, would take 
years and years and years to overcome. The browser you get on your Mac 
or via an online service is usually 40-bit. But such places as banks and 
brokerage houses will not let you access your accounts from their Web 
sites without 128-bit. If you get this s01t of message, you can visit 
Microsoft's Web site at http://www.microsoft.com or Netscape at 
http://www.netscape.com, and check their Downloads areas for the 128-bit 
secure version. You will have to certify you' re a USA or Canadian resident 
before you can retrieve that version. 

When you download AOL's software direct from the service, you have 
the option of choosing a version with a 128-bit browser (if you access the 
download area from one of their dial-up numbers in the USA or Canada). 
But even if you install that version, some sites won't recognize the browser 
as having the proper level of security. If you run into this dilemma, you 
should contact both the site's customer service people and AOLfor 
assistance (so they can, perhaps, work together to resolve it). 

Making Your Browser Run Faster 
Even if you've followed the suggestions I made in Chapters 20 and 21 to make 
sure your modem and Internet connection are running at top efficiency, it's 
possible your browser isn't quite delivering the performance you expect. 
Fortunately, there are still more things you can do to get things up to speed. 
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Tips on Speeding Up a Web Browser Cache 
There are caches and there are caches. It seems that Macs are fil led with caches 
of one sort or another. You have a disk cache, which is a Memory Control Panel 
setting that's used to speed up disk access, especially when you reopen a folder 
window or relaunch an application. Your hard drive has a cache used to make it 
work a bit faster. 

Your Web browser uses a cache, too. But it's not a piece of RAM. It's a set of 
fi les (or one file if you're using the latest versions of Internet Explorer and AOL's 
bundled browser) that contain the Web files you've retrieved. 

Every time you access a Web site, your browser consults the cached files to see 
if the artwork is already there, and if not, retrieves it directly from the Web site. Of 
course, the process is not quite that simple. The browser is using its own internal 
logic to locate cached files and purge the older, less used ones. 

When you set up your browser, a fixed size for the cache is established. As 
you'll see from the following problems and solutions, you can change that size, 
or purge the cache and start over for improved performance. 

Removing Web Caches 
As the cache gets fi lled with o1der artwork, sometimes the browser doesn't work 
as efficient1y, and the benefits of having the files on your Mac are lost. The best 
thing to do is just start over. Here's how to do it with the AOL and other popu1ar 
Web browsers: 

Netscape Navigator (or Communicator) 

1. Choose Preferences from the Edit menu. 

2. Look for the Advanced category, and click on the arrow to expand the view 
(if the view isn't a1ready expanded). 

3. Click on the item labeled Cache (see Figure 22-2). 

4. Click on the button labeled Clear Disk Cache Now. 

5. OK the confirmation message you see next. Now you just have to be 
patient. If you have a big cache, it' II take a few seconds for the purging 
process to complete. 
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Cat egor y: 

1> Appear ance 
I> Navigator 
1> Mail & Newsgroups 
1> Composer 
1> Roaming Access 
1> Offline 

v Advanced 
Cache 
Proxies 
Smartupdate 

1-

Preferences for Gene Steinberg 

C~che Designate the size of the cache. 

The cache Is used to keep loca l copies of frequently accessed pages 
and t hus reduce time connected to the net work. The Reload button w ill 
always compare the cache page to the network page and show the 
most recent one . To load pages and Images fr·om the network instead 
of the cache , press the Shif t key and click the re load button. 

Disk cache: ._17_09_6 _ _..1 KBytes [ Clear Disk Cache No\v 

Cache Folder: Rockoids :System ... einberg :Cache f: 

Page in cache is compared to p<~ge on network 

@Every time 

0 Once per session 

0 Never 

Choose ... 

Help ] [ Cancel ] ~ OK I) 

ljMNijfJ!j Purge and adjust your Netscape browser cache settings from this screen 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 

1. Choose Preferences from the Edit menu. 

2. Click on the arrow to the left of the Browser category to expand the view 
(if it's not already done). 

3 . Then click on the Advanced category, which brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 22-3. 

4. Click the Empty Now button to clear the cache. The purging process is 
done in the blink of an eye. 

Beginning with Microsojt Internet Explorer 4.0.1, the cached artwork is 
placed in a single file, called cache. wqj: This is done to speed access of 
the artwork. When you empty the cache, the cache. waffile isn't actually 
deleted, just the cached information inside the file. 
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Internet Explorer Preferences IE r .;., ... v 's'eb Br owser 

0 Brows~r Display Remember the lest ~ places visited. 

() Web Content 

0 Home/S~arch 
,.... Cache 

() Languag~/Fonts Update pages: ~Once per session 0 Never Q Aiways 

() Subscriptions Size: !:@:] MB [ Emet~ Now ' () Java 

·~ 0 Security Location: "Browser Cache" on vol ume "Rockoids" 

() Security Zones 

0 Ratings 
[ Cha!l,2e Location ... I 

-
0 Advanc•d ,.... Connections -I> Forms Autofill 

[if Support multi pie connections I> Receiving Fi les 
[if Show server messages Max connections: ~ v Network 

0 Protocol Helpers M ~ Offline Bro's'sing 
() Proxies '-" 

[if Automatically connect to the Inter net i f a page is not cached .... 
r-() Site Puswords ... 

(i) [ Cancel l (I OJ< ~ 

IBMN;IfjH Here's Internet Explorer's cache management screen 

AOL 4.0 

1. Choose Preferences from the My AOL toolbar icon's menu. 

2. Scroll to the WWW option. 

3. On the screen that appears (see Figure 22-4), click the Empty Cache Now 
button. AOL shares the cache file allocated to Internet Explorer once it's 
set up, and purging its contents is nearly instantaneous. 

4 . Click OK to close the Preferences window. 

Deleting Cache Files 
If emptying a browser cache doesn't solve your problem, you may just want to trash 
the actual files. First quit your browser, so you can actually empty the Trash can. 
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Preferences ••. 

- Web Preferences 

r- Web Preferences for NGene » 

General [E) Shovt st atus bar ( located at bottom lef t of brovtser) 

[E) Shovt images (Pages load faster vthen off) 

0 Use compressed images (Pages load faster vthen on) 

Home Page: I http ://wvtw .ao l.com I 

Ma il 
[ Advanced Settin2s ... l 

r- Cache : 

Chat 
Maximum Size : [ 1 0 MegaBytes ; l [ Emet~ Cache Now l 

Dovtnload 

( ConcelOO. ] [[ 0 1< J) 

ljtcl@;lfjjl AOL's browser cache is shared with Internet Explorer 

For Internet Explorer, do a Sherlock (or Find File) search for the cache.waf fi le 
(depending on whether or not you use AOL it may be in different locations), drag 
it to the Trash, then empty the trash. 

Netscape's Cache folder is generally located in a folder labeled Cache f, usually 
in a folder with your Netscape username on it, inside the Netscape Users folder (it 
was called Netscape f with older versions of the program), which is placed in your 
System Folder' s Preferences folder (complex, but that's how it goes). When you 
fi nd it, take the whole Cache f folder, drag to the Trash, then empty the trash. 

CAUTION 
Don 't delete the Netscape Users folder itself, because it contains other 
files you need, such as your email address book, stored email, and 
bookmarks (used to display your favorite Web sites). 

Boosting Web Cache Size 
If you do a lot of Web sw-fing, the Web cache you set may fill it much too quickly, 
so the browser has to return to the site for updated artwork. This can slow down 
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performance. By default, most browsers are set with a Web cache of 5MB. If you 
are unhappy with this setting, use the instructions in the fo llowing sections to 
locate and change your cache settings. You can change the Web cache to lOMB, 
or maybe somewhat higher. 

CAUTION 
Too high a Web cache may be as harmful as too small. lfyou go much 
above lOMB, your browser may end up spending too much time checking 
the cache before retrieving an updated version of the site, which can slow 
things down. It's a balancing act, but I 've had good luck with a lOMB 
setting for AOL, Internet Explorer, and Netscape. 

As they say in the automobile business, your mileage may vary, so don't 
hesitate to do a little experimentation. If you reduce your cache size, first delete 
the existing cache, so you can start with a clean slate. 

Netscape Navigator (or Communicator) 

1. Choose Preferences from the Edit menu. 

2. Look for the Advanced category, and click on the arrow to expand the view 
(if the view isn ' t already expanded). 

3. Click on the item labeled Cache, which brings up the screen that was 
shown in Figure 22-2. 

4. Enter the cache figure in kilobytes. 

5. Click the OK button to store your settings. 

Microsoft Internet Explorer 

1. Choose Preferences from the Edit menu . 

2. Click on the arrow to the left of the Browser category to expand the view 
(if it's not already done). 

3. Then click on the Advanced category, which brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 22-3. 

4. Enter your Web cache setting in the Size text box, using MB. 

5. Click OK to save your settings. 
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AOL 4.0 

NOTE 

1. Choose Preferences from the My AOL toolbar icon's menu. 

2. Scroll to the WWW option. 

3. On the screen that appeaJs (see Figure 22-4), go to the Cache column at the 
bottom and choose a Web cache size from the pop-up menu. 

4 . Click OK to close the Preferences wi ndow and store your settings. 

As mentioned earlier, AOL 4.0 and Internet Explorer share cache settings, 
so the change you make to one will, ultimately, affect the other. 

Using a RAM Disk to Speed Web Performance 
One of the limitations of Web caching performance is the speed of your hard drive. 
Although it won't work in a11 situations, you can give a RAM disk a try and see if 
it makes your browsing experience run faster. 

A RAM disk is used to set aside a portion of your Mac's built-in memory to 
mimic a hard drive. You can actually copy fLies and even a System Folder to it, 
and use that as a startup d isk. Unfortunately, with application folder sizes going up 
by leaps and bounds and System Folder sizes exceeding 200 and 300MB, the utility 
of a RAM disk is much more li mited. You'd actually have to be able to give up 
that amount of memory to the task. Even a bare bones System Folder (containing 
just the very basic Apple system extensions), a Finder, and a System File and other 
fi les your Mac may need to boot, may be too large for use on a RAM disk. 

These cautions aside, though, you might want to give it a try for your Web 
cache to see if it helps (you don't have to worry about fitting a System Folder in 
there). Here's what to do: 

1. Click on the Apple menu, choose Control Panels and select Memory from 
the submenu, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 22-5. 

2. Look at the RAM Disk column at the bottom of the screen, and click the 
On button. 
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Memory 

Disk Cache 

@)Default setting 
0 Custom setting 

Virtual Memory 

f) On 

QOff 

RAM Disk 

@)On 
Qoff 

~ Save on Shut Down 

Disk Cache s ize is ca lcu lated when 
the computer starts up. The current 
estimated size is 7744K. 

Select Hard Disk: 

[ ; Rockoids 
Availab le for use on disk: 996M 
Availab le built-in memory: 242M 

~I 

'1257M I~ 
Percent of aYai lable memory 
to use for a RAM disk: 

~======> 
090 5090 1 00% 

RAM Disk Size 11 4336K 

Use Defaults 

ljMII;Iflij Use the Memory Control Panel to create a RAM disk 

NOTE 

3. Turn the slider to set aside a percentage of your Mac's built-in RAM for 
use as a disk cache. You may also manually enter a figure for your RAM 
disk in kilobytes in the text field. 

4. Click the Save on Shut Down option, if offered, so your RAM disk can be 
saved to disk when you close down your Mac for the day . That way its 
contents will still be there next time you reboot. 

If your Memory Control Panel doesn't have a Save on Shut Down option, 
rather than wonder why (most likely you just need a system software 
upgrade), you would be better off not trying this feature. 
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5. Close the window and restart your Mac. After your Mac has completed the 
restart process, you' II see a RAM disk icon on your Mac' s desktop below 
the icon for your hard drive. 

6. Open your Web browser's Preference panels and bring up the Cache 
settings screen. 

7. Both Internet Explorer and Netscape have options to change the location 
for your Web cache (see Figures 22-3 and 22-4 again). Click on the 
appropriate button, then, in the dialog box, select your RAM disk as the 
location for the Web cache. 

8. Click OK to store your settings. From then on, your Web cache will be 
accessed from the RAM disk as long your RAM disk mounts at startup. 

CAUTION 
If you're using AOL (or AOL and Internet Explorer, even if separately), 
you will not be able to put your Web cache in a RAM disk, unless it also 
contains your active System Folder. AOLjust doesn't support the option 
to put specific settings files in another place. You could try making an 
alias of the America Online folder and put them in your Preferences 
folder, in the System Folder, but there are no guarantees that the effort 
will succeed. 

9. If you fmd that using a RAM disk for your Web cache doesn't work, just 
revisit the Memory Control Panel, tum off the RAM disk and restart to 
dispose of the disk and its contents. 

Connectix Surf Express Deluxe Promises "Intelligent" Caching 
Connectix, the publisher of a number of performance enhancement utilities for the 
Mac, has a program that's designed to speed up Web performance by using an 
enhanced cache management scheme. 

Surf Express Deluxe works as a proxy Web server, creating its own custom 
cache that is designed to accelerate Web performance. The program uses an 
internal algorithm to gauge the sites you access most often, then makes the cache 
artwork for those sites available at an accelerated rate. It'll also access updated 
content from the sites you visit most often at the same time you're working on 
other applications (as long as you're logged on to your Internet service, of course). 
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They promise a performance improvement rate of from 4 to 36 times your 
previous speed. Since your mileage may vary, I'll only tell you that the program 
does seem to make Web pages load faster, as long as you revisit them on a regular 
basis. The frrst time you visit a Web site, it works no faster than the regular way. 
You can check out a demonstration version of the program from the publisher's 
Web site: http://www.connectix.com. 

Hundreds of Thousands of Macs 
Ship with Beta Online Software 

It is becoming more and more common for software publishers to post preview 
or beta versions of new software. There's an undeniable marketing advantage 
to such practices. It helps introduce potential customers to the new product, 
maybe even get them hooked on using it before the actual release. 

Sometimes there's an advantage from the programming standpoint as well. 
The publisher is able to deliver the software to a wide range of potential users 
and get some feedback about potential problems or shortcomings that can be 
addressed before the software is released in its fmal form. 

There's no shortage on the number of such products that have come out. 
Apple, AOL, Microsoft, Netscape, Symantec, and other companies have put 
out these public betas or previews from time to time. What makes it confusing, 
however, is when the preview shows up already installed on your new Mac or 
on your new system software disks. A case in point is the preview version of 
AOL4.0. 

The fmal version of AOL 4.0 wasn't finished in time for the arrival of the 
iMac, or for Mac OS Systems 8.1 through 8.5.1. So Apple included the 
preview edition instead. This version didn't even have the same Web browser 
as the final release. 

On the other hand, users of Windows 98 didn't fare any better. The version 
of AOL software that came with the original Windows 98 installation was also 
a preview. 
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Coping with Web Slowdowns 
A corrupted or clogged cache file isn't the only cause for slow Web performance, 
though it' s a common one. If clearing the cache (or dumping the files) doesn't do 
the trick, here are some additional things you may want to consider: 

• Problems at the Web site Some Web sites are actually run by a single 
computer, possibly a regular Mac or PC desktop computer. When capacity 
is filled, everyone' s access slows down. Even larger sites have a finite 
capacity. All you can do is try again at a different hour. 

• Heavy Web traffic Whenever a popular Web site has a huge amount of 
activity, such as when a new movie trailer (such as the one for Star Wars: 
The Phantom Menace) is posted, or a new software update is offered, 
things may slow to a crawl. Your best bet is just to try again at a later time 
(early in the morning is best; set your alarm clock). 

• Heavy traffic at your Internet service Whether you use AOL, 
CompuServe, or a regular ISP, there are times when the service's network 
will be clogged. Evening hours, equivalent to a prime time on a TV 
network, will tax their servers. If you intend to do heavy duty Web surfing, 
you may want to avoid those hours. 

Internet Software Crashes 
Internet software has been implicated as the cause of a number of Macintosh 
ills-mysterious crashes while you're online or sudden bursts of memory usage 
(as indicated in the About This Computer window)-even when the crashes occur 
with software that isn't Internet related. This is beyond the scope of this book and 
a matter that would probably be more interesting to a computer programmer. In 
addition, it's not important whether the problems are caused by the fact that Internet 
programs are usually free, hence a publisher may not be as inclined to test them 
thoroughly. There doesn't seem to be a lot of evidence for that theory. The most 
important thing here is the solution to the problem. 

Chapter 21 covers a number of problems with Web software and solutions. In 
addition, you'll want to read Chapter 18, which covers fast techniques to find the 
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cause of a system extension conflict. Along with those suggestions, I have two 
more problems and their solutions to offer here: 

NOTE 

• Corrupted Web cache In addition to s lowing down your Web access, 
the cache files may contribute to other problems. For example, you access 
a site, your browser calls up the cache file, and your Mac crashes. It's 
hardly likely you'll be able to pick exactly which cache file has caused the 
problem (doubly so with AOL and Internet Explorer, which use a single 
cache file). One fast way out of this dilem ma is s imply to follow the steps 
I outlined earlier in the section called "Removing Web Caches." 

• AOL 4.0 swells system memory If you're using AOL 4.0, you' 11 find 
that system RAM needs jump up by a number of megabytes when AOL 
software is running. That's because it uses many additional system 
resources to access all of the many components that are part of the 
program. You can reduce the system memory expansion considerably if 
you use your Mac with virtual memory (which you activate with the 
Memory Control Panel). For Mac OS 8.0 and later (especially Mac OS 9), 
you'll find that the traditional slowdowns with virtual memory are no 
longer as obvious (and sometimes applications even launch faster when it' s 
active). That's one reason why Apple puts virtual memory on by default. 

Although Apple has improved virtual memory peiformance for its recent 
system versions, older browser versions may have problems with it. It 
never hurts to turn off virtual memory (in the Memory Control Panel) 
as a test, to see (f problems vanish as a result. 

How to Make Online Graphics Look Sharper 
First and foremost, your Web experience is governed by the graphical display. 
There's almost no limit to what a Web site may provide, ranging from a simple 
picture to a fu ll-blown video. 

Naturally you have no control over how the folks who created the Web site set 
up their graphics. Some will opt for hjgh quality at the expense of it tiling longer 
for you to receive the artwork. Others value speed above everything, since it 's 
been shown that Web sites that deliver their artwork faster may get a greater 
number of visitors. 
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Shimmering Pool of Water 
Causes Crash 

As an audio and home theater buff, I enjoy visiting Web sites devoted to 
these subjects. One of those sites, which belongs to a popular American audio 
component manufacturer, has a fancy home page, in which the faceplate for 
one of their top-selling products is reflected in a shimmering pool of water. 
At least that's how it is supposed to work, but every time I'd access the site 
from Internet Explorer, my Mac would crash. 

I went through the usual routine of trashing the Web cache, isolating 
questionable system extensions-the whole nine yards. 

Everything worked just fine with Netscape. 
The webmaster for the site had no solution. The site looked fine to them 

and it worked fine, he said. They didn't seem upset that a potential visitor to 
the site bad to endure such grief. 

Finally, I decided to switch Internet Explorer's Java option to the Microsoft 
Virtual Machine. The site no longer crashed. On the other hand, I never saw 
the shimmering pooJ of water either, but at least I could examine the site safely 
for other treasures. 

For AOL Users Only 
AOL has a feature in its Web browser that compresses Web artwork into a special 
format (called .ART if you want to be technical). The advantage is that you see the 
pages faster, but quality may suffer (a lot in some cases). And if you try to save the 
artwork to your hard drive, it will be in a format you can only read with AOL's 
software. Since the speedup really isn't all that much, here' s how to rid yourself of 
this feature with AOL 4.0 (it's a little different with AOL 3, but the basic steps are 
close enough): 

1. Launch AOL (don't bother signing on). 

2. Choose Preferences from the My AOL toolbar's drop down menu. 

3. Scroll to the WWW option. 
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4. On the screen that appears (refer back to Figure 22-4), uncheck the Use 
Compressed Images option. 

5. Click OK to store your settings. 

Breathe a sigh of relief that your artwork will look better and you won't have 
to endure headaches trying to open any of the artwork in another program. 

Web Artwork Advice for All Users 
Whether you're on AOL or not, there are ways to make Web-based artwork look 
nicer. Try these suggestions: 

NOTE 

• Delete the Web cache to ftx poor quality artwork. If artwork 
previously retrieved by your browser gets damaged, it may crash your 
Mac, or the artwork will just not display properly. Consider deleting the 
Web cache if the quality of artwork deteriorates. 

• Refresh the page. For whatever reason, maybe heavy network traffic, 
there's a problem in delivering the Web artwork to your Mac. The pages 
look grainy, or parts are missing. When you click the Refresh or Reload 
button on your browser, the page is retrieved from scratch from the Web 
site and often this fixes the problem (but not always). 

Netscape has a Super Refresh feature, where you hold down the OPTION 

key when you choose Reloadfrom the View menu. It's supposed to provide 
a more efficient retrieval of the Web page. I've not seen any difference, 
but it doesn't hurt to try. 

• Try another browser. Not all browsers interpret the same artwork in the 
same fashion. Your Mac comes with both Internet Explorer and Netscape 
installed (if it's a recent model). As long as you don't use up too much of 
your Mac's RAM, there's no problem in running both browsers at the same 
time during your Internet connection. In addition, you'll want to check the 
publisher' s Web sites for updates that might address a specific problem or 
improve performance. And, by the way, you can even mn these two programs 
if you're an AOL member as part of your AOL connection (if you have 
enough memory to mn all the programs at once). 
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• Check your monitor settings. Web artwork is usually optimized to 
look good on both Mac and Windows computers, which means there's a 
compromise. But if you set up your Mac at the highest possible color depth 
(millions of colors if possible), you' ll benefit from being able to see all the 
color your Mac is capable of delivering. You can also calibrate your 
monitor with ColorSync (see Chapter 10 for the specifics) to get the best 
possible color balance on your Mac. 

Summing Up 
If you follow through on the information in this chapter, you' ll be able to resolve 
many of the problems you might encounter surfing the Web, and you 'll be able to 
get better performance. 

In the next and final chapter, I'll cover another aspect of your Internet 
experience, email. 



Making Email Work for You 
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Email has come to dominate our lives. Whether it's in the office or on the 
Internet, you just open your email program, write a message, and send it. 

Next to cell phones, it's the way to communicate. 

In theory, email ought to be one of the simplest things you can do on your Mac. 
In practice, there are complexities. Sometimes the mail doesn't get through; 
sometimes your email program can't manage more than a few sessions without 
a crash. And then there are all those side issues, such as how to handle email 
attachments and the threat of virus infections that make the process even 
more involved. 

This chapter focuses on how to harness the power of email without having 
to put up with the nasty side effects. 

When Email Doesn't Reach Its Destination 
More often than not, emai l doesn't get to the right place because you made a 
simple mistake. You left out a Jetter, a number, or an underscore, or entered the 
domain (service) name incorrectly. Usually you ' II get some kind of message 
explaining what happened and why. Then all you do is send the message again. 

But getting a notice isn' t a given. Some services won't "bounce" email with 
any sort of notice, so you may want to consider these possible solutions. 

• Send it again. Sometimes the message just, well, gets lost. Internet 
traffic is a gigantic relay race. Data is passed from computer to computer, 
from service to service. That it works most of the time is a miracle, and 
sometimes it doesn' t. 

• Recheck the address. Yes, even a s ingle incorrect character in the 
username or domain name (the name of the service) can make the email 
go astray. You may not even get a message indicating it went to the wrong 
place, especially if the incorrect address is real Uust not the person you 
wanted to contact). 

• Try a different address. If your recipient has another email address, 
use it. See if it works. 

• Remove file attachments. As I will explain later, services often impose 
restrictions on the size of email attachments, so if the email isn't getting 
there, try it without the attachment and see if it works any better. 
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• Try another email program. If you're not on AOL, you have a 
choice of some really terrific programs, and the two major ones are free. 
If, for example, Outlook Express isn't working for you, try Netscape 
Communicator (or vice versa). If you want a different range of features, 
consider such commercial options as Eudora Pro from Qualcomm or 
Mailsmith from Bare Bones Software. 

When it comes to Internet email there is no guarantee it'll get there right 
away. Sometimes it seems to arrive in an instant, at other times it takes 
hours. You may just have to be patient. 

There is Only One Gene 

Having a single-name screen name (email address) on AOL is supposed to be 
a sign of distinction (or at least it means you've been there a long time). But 
sometimes it can be a curse. 

A case in point: On AOL, I'm known simply as Gene (it's gene@aol.com 
for non-members). It's not that I got there first; in fact, there was another Gene 
on AOL, but that fellow left the service, and I was able to create the screen 
name before anyone else got there. 

Unfortunately, it creates the climate for mistakes. 
As I have said in this chapter, there is no room for an incorrect email 

address, just as there is no room for an incorrect phone number. One wrong 
letter, an incorrect domain, and you get the "wrong number." 

Hardly a day passes when I don ' t receive email or an instant message on 
AOL from someone thinking I am somebody else. Folks mistake me for their 
long-lost brother, father, or schoolmate. I have received emails congratulating 
me on my birthday, my recovery from an illness, plus personal documents that 
include financial statements and tax returns. 

Naturally, I correct these folks about their mistakes, and no, I don't look 
into their private files to see what's what. Most folks are glad I caught them in 
a serious mistake; some get, shall we say, huffy that I'd dare tell them they 
made a mistake. 

But the upshot is that you should be absolutely, completely sure that you 
have your recipient' s email address correctly entered before you send your 
messages. 
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How to Handle Email Attachments 
You have just fini shed a project on your Mac, and your client needs the files right 
away. So you open your email software, click the Attach button, and speed it on its 
way. Two hours later, your client calls, frantically worrying over the fact that the 
email never arrived. You assure your client the fi les were sent and to just be patient. 

But another hour passes, and your email is bounced back to you, with some 
arcane message or other that doesn' t make any sense, since you know the email 
address is correct. What went wrong? 

Here are some things you might want to consider when sending attachments 
with your email messages: 

• Avoid large attachments. An Internet or online service may have 
limitations as to bow big a fi le attachment can be, and that information 
isn' t always readily available. With the exception of messages from one 
AOL member to another (see also the section entitled "AOL Email Quirks 
and Solutions"), I'd recommend you try to restrict your email attachments 
to 2MB in size. You can use Stufflt to compress your files to the smaJiest 
possible size. If the file ends up larger than 2MB, you may want to break 
up the file into segments and send it as separate pieces or consider another 
way to transfer the file. Some Internet providers give you free FrP or Web 
space (it's 2MB on AOL, 6MB on EarthLink). You can use that space to 
contain files. Or you may just want to place the files on a disk and send it 
in the traditional fashion to your recipient. 

If you plan on handling large file attachments, you might want to contact 
a Web hosting service and see if they can set you up with some FTP 
space f or file transfers. The price is often cheaper than what it would 
cost to store a regular Web site (for example, pair Networks, at 
http://www.pair.com, charges a mere $5.95 a month for FTP-only service). 

• Try again. Maybe you didn' t address the email properly or there was 
a network-related problem that prevented the message from going to its 
proper destination. If the file is mission critical, it doesn' t hurt to try a 
second time to be sure. If your recipient has more than one email address, 
try sending to another address, or just send the email to all the addresses at 
once (if the recipient doesn' t mind getting multiple copies, of course). 
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Is There a Danger from Email Viruses? 
You read the email warnings. Don't open this, that, or the other email or your files 
will be destroyed, your hard drive wrecked, your life made miserable. Is there any 
reason to worry? 

Absolutely not (but with just one condition). 
First and foremost, the only way a virus can be activated or transferred is for 

you to download and launch an infected file. While email programs (other than 
AOL) do download the fi le as part of the process of retrieving the messages, you'd 
still have to launch an infected fil e for it to do some damage. Just reading an email 
message is not going to cause your Mac to go haywire because of a virus. 

But that doesn't stop folks from sending bogus warnings about such things. 
A big example dates back to 1994. Tens of thousands offolks received email 
warnings about something called the Good Times virus. This is the myth, and 
many of you no doubt got email about it way back then if you were active on 
the Internet: 

"The FCC has discovered a virus which infects your computer if you read a 
message with 'Good Times' or some other evil phrase in the subj ect line. Simply 
reading the message with your eyeballs will destroy your computer's processor by 
setting it into an 'nth complexity infinite binGiy loop."' 

An "nth complexity infinite binary loop" sounds like something even a science 
fiction writer like me, used to technobabble, would worry about. 

The fact of the matter is that there never was such a virus, and the statement 
that just opening email can infect you happens to be false. If you receive a warning 
of this sort, don't pass it on. Just delete it, or let the sender know it's a fake 
(probably they were taken in as well). 

A Real Email-driven Virus 
Even though opening a message won' t pass a virus on to your Mac, it doesn' t 
mean that a virus-infected file can' t be attached to your email. That is where the 
real threat may exist. 

In March 1999, there was a real virus threat and it caught even experienced 
system administrators unaware. Fortunately, users of the other platform were most 
vulnerable to this problem (Mac users would only suffer a side effect if they used 
Microsoft Word 98 for the Mac). 

One day, email by the ton reached recipients around the world with the words 
"Important message from ... " in the subject line, and giving the name of someone 
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these recipients knew. The body of the message included such lines as "Here is 
that document you asked for ... " and sure enough a Microsoft Word document 
was included. 

As I said, this particular virus was most destructive if you used Windows or 
worked in a cross-platform installation that used Microsoft Office for Windows 
(and most do). If a Windows user actually downloaded and launched that 
document it would invoke a macro virus, called Melissa, which would replicate 
itself and send the very same message on to the first 50 email addresses in your 
address book. Worse, Melissa would disable the virus alerts that Word puts up 
to warn about macro viruses. 

Since Microsoft Word macros work on both Macs and PCs, the threat was 
everywhere. While the damage to Mac users was basicaJly to the Normal template 
under Word 98, that in itself would be enough to cause trouble when you tried to 
create and edit documents. For Windows users, the virus was potentially a complete 
and devastating way to mess up your email system. 

Fortunately, the publishers of virus software worked overtime to produce 
updates that would detect and eradicate Melissa (and the new strains of a similar 
nature that emerged shortly thereafter). 

But even with Melissa, the plain truth is the same: Your Mac cannot get 
infected by a virus sent via email unless you actually launch an infected file; 
the normal process of downloading isn't enough to trigger the virus. 

The moral of the story is this: When you get a file attachment you' re not 
expecting, even if you know who sent it, it never hurts to write back and verify 
the recipient really sent it to you. If you're sending a fi le, include a message in the 
body of your email expla ining specifically what the file is and what it is to be used 
for, so the recipient knows it's nothing suspicious. 

How to Avoid Email Problems 
Even if you address your email correctly, put in a proper subject line, and prepare 
your message, there are no guarantees that the message wi ll get to the recipient in 
the same form-or at all. Some of th~ problems are due to factors you can't 
control, such as your software or the service you and the recipient are using. 

But there are precautions you can take to make sure that your email comes 
through reasonably untarnished, especially if there are attachments added. 
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AOL Email Quirks and Solutions 
With more than 18 million members around the world, a great percentage of 
the Internet's email traffic goes to and from members of the world's largest 
online service. 

But because of the inconsistent way in which AOL handles email, problems 
may arise if you don ' t observe a few simple precautions: 

NOTE 

• Don't send multiple attachments from tl1e Internet to AOL members. 
AOL doesn't support the MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension) 
protocol. What that means is that you cannot attach more than 
a single item to AOL's email without it using its built-in compression 
software to make an archive. The archive will be Stufflt on the Mac, and 
WinZip on the Windows platform. When you receive a file with multiple 
attachments from the Internet, it'll come as a single attachment, which you 
must then run through a decoding program. Fortunately, the latest versions 
of Stufflt Expander and such shareware programs as Decoder can extract 
the contents of the MIME file, but sometimes it just won't work as advertised. 
If you must send more than a single file via your Internet service to an 
AOL member, use Stufflt first to compress them all into a single archive. 

• A void large files outside of AOL. As of the time this book was published, 
AOL's limit was approximately 2MB for files sent to and from the Internet. 
For email from one AOL member to another, it' s a more practical 16MB. 
If you must send large files regularly to anyone on AOL, having a 
membership there may be a good idea. 

If you use an Internet service provider to log on to AOL (rather than their 
dial-up network), you'll benefit by paying a much lower monthly fee for 
the service (less than half the regular monthly rate). 

• Be careful addressing email from AOL to the Internet. AOL doesn't 
handle email addresses quite the same as the rest of the world. For one 
thing, their variation of an email address, a screen name, allows for a space 
between words, something that's a no-no in most of the rest of the online 
world. If you're on the Internet and want to send email to someone with a 
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space in his or her name (such as "bear bear @aol.com"), don't forget to 
put an underscore between the words: bear_bear@aol.com. Otherwise, the 
space will likely be ignored and someone with the name of bear@aol.com 
will mistakenly get your email. 

• AOL mailbox sizes are limited. AOL only allows you to have 550 
messages in a member's incoming mailbox at any one time. The older ones 
are purged automatically, seven days for received email, 30 days for sent 
email. But if you get a lot of email in a short time, the sender may just get a 
"mailbox is full" message. If you're on AOL, you'd best be advised to read 
your email promptly, and use the service's Personal Filing Cabinet feature 
to store email you want to save beyond the time limit. 

• Don't be alarmed about messages from MA.ll.-ER-DAEMON@aol.com. 
Such messages are not viruses or anything threatening. They are just 
notices that your email couldn't be delivered, and the body of the message 
will contain information as to why. 

• Don't use special formatting for email sent to non-AOL members. 
AOL has a number of formatting features, such as typeface, style, size, and 
color. In general, these formatting features don ' t pass through to the 
Internet, or if they do, formatting may not be completely retained. So the 
best thing to do is just to leave the standard text formatting if your email is 
being sent to folks outside the service. 

• Don't embed a photo in your AOL message to the Internet. This 
feature, which was introduced in AOL 4.0, is not something that will 
translate to Internet email. If you want to send a photo to someone outside 
the service, make it an emaiJ attachment instead. 

A Cause of Possible AOL Software Crashes 
AOL offers a Personal Filing Cabinet as a way to store your received email, so you 
have it after their email servers delete the message. Unfortunately, this feature is 
prone to occasional file corruption and may even crash your Mac if it gets too large. 

There are a couple of ways to help reduce this problem. One method is to 
compact the Personal Filing Cabinet every so often. This action is a way of 
rebuilding the file's database, to remove deleted material and make it work more 
efficiently. In theory, the program should be set up to do that automatically when 
you quit the AOL software, but in practice it doesn' t always happen. 
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Here' s how to compact the Personal Filing Cabinet (this applies to AOL 4.0): 

1. Launch your AOL software. It's not necessary to sign on. 

2 . Choose Preferences from the My AOL toolbar icon's menu. 

3. Scroll to the Filing Cabinet option, which brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 23-1. 

4 . Click the button labeled Compact Persona] Filing Cabinet Now. 

5. Click OK to close the Preferences window. 

Another means of protection is simply to back up your Personal Filing Cabinet 
file (there's one for each screen name on your account). That way you have a copy 
in case the original is damaged . 
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You'll find it in the System Folder's Preferences folder, in a folder labeled 
America Online. Look inside that folder for another folder labeled Data. Inside 
that folder will be a file with your screen name and the words "Filing Cabinet" 
after it, such as mine, "Gene's Filing Cabinet." Use the Finder's Duplication 
function to make a copy, or just drag the file to another location on your Mac, 
holding down the OPTION key (so it duplicates rather than moves the file). 

Internet Email Quirks and Solutions 
AOL isn't the only source of email quirks. Some of the very same problems 
and solutions apply when you use a regular Internet service provider. I'll cover 
them here: 

• Crashes when you open Netscape Messenger email Netscape' s 
Messenger module has a feature that lets you compact a message folder. 
This removes deleted data and optimizes the file. To use it, just select the 
email folder you want to compact, and choose Compact This Folder from 
Netscape's File menu (it's only there if you have the Messenger module 
open). You'll probably also want to use the Empty Trash Folder function 
every so often, as a lot of trashed email will just bloat your email fi les. 

• Mysterious, unexplained program quits Internet software tends to 

CAUTION 

be memory intensive. If you have enough built-in memory on your Mac, 
and you have bulging files of received email, use the Finder's Get Info 
command to give the software a memory boost. Try increasing memory 
allotment in 1MB increments (and don't forget to quit the program before 
you change the preferred setting). 

Jfyou're using Mac OS 8 or Later, watch out for the dreaded 
ObjectSupportLib file, which sometimes turns up in the Extensions folder. 
Older software installers may put the extension in there. ObjectSupportLib 
is not needed, because the functions are now in the System file, and it may 
cause crashes if the file is present.lfyoufind this file, trash it right away 
and restart. 

• Mailbox full messages AOL isn't the only service that puts restrictions 
on the size of an email box. If your recipient has an interoffice email 
system and has gone on vacation, or has not checked the email in a while, 
the mailbox may really be filled. The only solutions are to wait and try 
sending the email again at a later time, see if the recipient bas another 
email address, or try a telephone cal l. 
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Try an Email Forwarding Service 
It's not uncommon to have several email accounts or even to switch from one 
service to another, as you experiment to see which provides the best performance 
and service. You may work as a contractor and switch from one office to another, 
hence changing email addresses more than you Like. Or you might travel and use 
one service al home or the office, and another for the road. 

Whatever the case, you may want to consider an email forwarding service. 
Such firms will give you a single, convenient email address, and you can designate 
where email will be automatically sent at any point in time. 

Three well-known ftrms that provide this service are Pobox 
(http://www.pobox.com), Bigfoot (http://www.bigfoot.com) and iFORW ARD 
(http://www.iforward.com). If you' re using a Web-based email service, you may 
already have automatic forwarding. 

Getting a Handle on Email Spam 
On the Internet, spam is not a form of lunchmeat of mixed content. It's downright 
annoying, sometimes worse than the mail you get in a physical mailbox, because 
you can't just rip it up (though you can delete such messages if the titles are 
obvious, and that' s not always the case). It fill s your emailbox and you are forced 
to wade through annoying announcements about pornography or one questionable 
promotion or another. 

NOTE 
As enticing as some junk email might seem, I have never seen any 
evidence that any of the work-at-home or pyramid promotion schemes 
advertised actually work. The reason junk email is so widely sent is 
because it's very cheap to do, costing just a fraction of what it would cost 
to mount a regular direct mail campaign to one's physical mailbox. 

Fortunately, email programs do deliver ways to help you filter out this junk, 
though, for the most part (except for Outlook Express 5 from Microsoft), it has to 
be done on a case-by-case basis. As you receive email, you simply create filters 
that apply to the specific domains or that have a keyword in the subject Line that 
is common. 

Here' s how you do it with some of the popular email programs: 

America Online 
The unfortunate side effect of being the number one online service on Earth is that 
AOL is a target for junk mail, far beyond that of other services. AOL's legal 
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eagles, however, have gone to court to fight junk emailers and have won a few 
legal victories, so the problem is not as bad as it used to be. 

In addition, AOL has in place a Mail Controls feature that you can use to filter 
out the most offensive email you receive (and even block mctiJ from folks you 
don't want to hear from for any reason). Here' s how it works: 

NOTE 

1. Log on to AOL, using your master account name (this is the one you used 
when you joined AOL, which appears first on your list of screen names). 

As an option, you can give "master" status to your other AOL screen 
names. This feature lets you set Mail and Parental Controls while using 
those names. 

2. Type the AOL keyword Mail Controls. This will bring up a screen similar 
to the one shown in Figure 23-2. 

3. Click on the Set Up Mail Controls button, which will bring up the screen 
shown in Figure 23-3. 

Use AOL'sMell Controls to select the type of e
mell you end yourchildrenreceive. To get 
started, click Set Up Mail Controls belo'w'. 
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... )UNit MAtt 
/Ire you tired of un\\lanted e-mail? We have 
the tips, techniques and tools to help you 
control the flolof. 

E-mail allo'II'S you to communicate w11h ~ 
people around the world. But as the Internet 
gro'II'S, so do the problems of "junl<" e-mail -
unsolicited, unwelcome e-mail. For AOL, 
combating this problem is a tQP- priority. 

Witr,-the Mail Controls"M feature, you can 
control the e-mail you and your children 
receive. You can block e-mail from specific 
e-mail addresses and Internet domains. You t-
can even block the exchange of attached ~ 
files or pictures in e-mail. ... 

( SET U P MAIL CONTROLS ) 

kEYWORD: MAIL (ON1'ROU 

lj[CJ!hlfJfj AOL' s Mail Controls feature is used to block email from other services, 
or from specific individuals and domains 
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~E-mail Parental Controls~ 

Please select a screen name whose 
mail controls you wish to modify. 

0 GStein2000 

0 Gene 

0 GraysonS 

f) Rockoids 

0 Zeuther 

ljMNijfJ@ Pick an AOL screen name from the list 

NOTE 

4 . Choose the screen name to which you want to apply Mail Controls, then 
click the Edit button. This will bring up the actual editing screen, shown in 
Figure 23-4. 

5. Enter the email address or domain from which you want to block email in 
the text entry field, and click Add to include them, or choose a setting to 
apply to all email. 

If you only wish to receive AOL email from a small number of recipients, 
use the fourth option shown in Figure 23-4, to block all email except from 
specified recipients. Then enter the email addresses of your recipients, one 
by one, in the text field. 

6. Once your Mail Controls are set, click the OK button to store your settings. 

7. Repeat your settings for each screen name on your AOL account. 

The filtering f eatures I'm describing in the next f ew sections can be 
used not just to remove junk email, but also to sort email into different 
categories, fonvard the messages to another account, automatically 
download attachments and so on. With a little practice, you can apply 
a host of powerful filters to your favorite email program. 

499 
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Mail Controls 
Use Mai l Controls to decide who can exchange e-mail with Rockoids 

Choose a ~ttlng: 

f) Allo"" all e-mal I 

Type domain ore- mail address here: 

0 Allo"" e- mall from all AOL members, and only from selected 
1 nternet do mal ns and addresses. 

0 Allo'>' e- me II on ly from AOL members. 

0 Allo'>' e- mall only from selected AOL members, Internet 
domains and addresses. 

0 Block e-mai l from selected AOL members, Internet domains 
and addresses. 

0 Block ell e-mail 
Result: You can receive e-mai l f rom anyone. 
ou can send e-mail to anyone. 

0 Block e-mai l '>'i th pictures or attached f iles 
(You cennot send or receive e- mai I 'rli th pictur es or attached files} 

I I 

ij@il;lfili AOL gives you a wide range of email blocking features as part of their 
Mail Controls 

Claris Emailer 
Even though Apple is no longer updating this excellent email program, it has some 
great features that are still useful. And it's the onJy non-AOL program (other than 
AOL NetMail) that you can use to retrieve your AOL email 

NOTE 
I still love Claris Emailer and will continue to use the program as long 
as it remains compatible with Apple's fast-changing system software. 
To quote our fearless technical editor, John. Rizzo, "Emailer rules!" 

Here's how to set up an email filter with Emailer: 

1. Choose Mail Actions from the Setup menu, which brings up the screen 
shown in Figure 23-5. 

2. Click the New button, which brings up the screen shown in Figure 23-6. 

3. Enter a name for your mail action. Junk mail is perfectly fine. 
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[] Mail Actions List @]J!l 

( New } r Disable all man actions 

v' Mall Action Nam• 
Vacation 

You can drag Mail Actions to change the execution order 

ljMih'fJfj Create an Emailer action from this screen 

Maal Action Entry: 

Mail action name : a:ls:~:.p.::.:am:.;__::-:-:=--:--:---:--===":":"'C::---ll 
Criteria: 

Field : I~..._F_r_om ______ ...,.-.Jll Is ..... IJgirls 

1-... 
1--

"" 1i 

More Choices 

Actions: 

[ Define Actions... ) 

IX Enabled IX Stop man actions if criteria are mtt ( Cancel [ Save 

ljMII;IfJij Set up your Mail Action script from this window 

501 
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4. Enter the Criteria in the appropriate field. It' s best to include one or more 
keywords that appear in a typical piece of email. 

5. Under actions, click the Define Actions button. 

6 . On the next screen, select an option to apply to messages that meet your 
Criteria. The option I suggest is to place it in the Deleted Mail folder 
(which means, of course, that the email will be removed automatically). 

Eudora Pro 
Despite the fact that there are great free email programs, Qualcomrn's Eudora Pro 
remains popular because of its powerful mail handling features. And as with the 
other programs, it has a flexible Filters feature that lets you block email from 
selected sources. 

NOTE 
The description I'm providing here is based on Eudora Pro 4.2.1. 
The filtering f unction is substantially changed from earlier versions 
of the program. 

1. Launch Eudora Pro. 

2. Choose Filters from the Window menu, which wilJ bring up a setup screen 
similar to the one shown in Figure 23-7 (which I've already completed). 

3. Under Match, click the email category to which your filter applies. 

4. Choose the words that will trigger the filter and enter them under Header. 
Click on the pop-up menu adjacent to the keyword and pick a category. I 
chose "contains" for this example in both Header fields. 

5. Under actions, pick a function from the pop-up menu. I picked Redirect To 
and then entered Trash in the text field, which is where I want all my junk 
email to go. 

6. Click the close box to store your settings. 

Netscape Communicator 
Netscape Communicator is no slouch when it comes to providing powerful email 
filter capability. By setting up a reasonable set of email actions you should be able 
to block a reasonable amount of junk email. 
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El Filters @JJ!g 

j ~Address Doole\ ~filters J ~ Directory Services\ 

Junlc:girls Match: 
- !if Incoming D Outgoing D Manual 

Header: I Junk 
,.., 

[ contel ns I.~] I girls I 
(end 1. ~) 

Header: I 1.., 

(contains I ~) I pictures I 

ctions: Lest used 8/19/99 

I ( RedIrect To ll:) I Tras h I 
I [None I ~) 

I [ None ~] 

I [ None I,~) 

[ New I [ Remove t 
I [None ';] 

lj@imfW Eudora Pro puts all of its filters in a single tabbed window 

Here's how to use the Message Filters feature ofNetscape's Messenger 
emai l module: 

1. Launch Netscape. 

I 

I 

r-

~ 

2. Choose Message FiJters from the Edit menu, which brings up a screen 
similar to the one shown in Figure 23-8 (this one has my Junk Mail filter 
already applied). 

3. At the top of the screen, se lect the location where your rules will apply 
from the pop-up menu. I chose Jnbox, which is where your newly received 
email will show up. 
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EJ Message Filters @113 

[ lnbox 1 ~I [,Filters on Server ... ) 

Order I Name !Enabled t Hew I 
Junk Mail !if I 

[ I Duplic;ate 

1-.... 
1-.... 

Description 

I I Stopping e-mai l spam 

I 
0 Keep log 

[ View log ) 

V Fi lter Action 

If an incoming message 

Q Matches all of the following @) Matches any one of the following 

( subject I ~ ) ( conta ins 1 z l I porn I 
( subject I z ) ( conta ins 1 z1 I girl~ I 

Then ( Delete I .,X) 

[. Hore H FeYer I t Clear ) ~ 

ij@ih!fll:l Use Netscape Messenger's Message Filters feature to block or redirect 
your email 

4. Give the ru le a name in the text field , then click the Enabled check box to 
activate it. 

5. Under Description, type a short description of the purpose of the filter. 

6. Click the anow at the left of the Filter Action label (if it's collapsed). 

7. Choose the various matching categories from the pop-up menus. 

8. Under Then, choose an action fTom the pop-up menu. I picked Delete for 
this example. 

9. Click the close box to activate your settings. 
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Outlook Express 
Microsoft's Outlook Express has the great benefit of not only being free, but 
containing just about every useful email feature you might need. 

Chief among them is a Junk Mail Filter, which is part of version 5 of the 
program. This feature uses the program's internal logic to figure out whether the 
email you're getting fits into the junk category. One of those criteria is a forged 
email address, a common occurrence in junk mail. 

NOTE 
If you have an older version of Outlook Express, I suggest you update. 
The newest version of the program is always available from Microsoft's 
Web site at http://www.microsoft.com. 

Here's how to use the feature: 

1. Launch Outlook Express 5. 

2. Choose Junk Mail filter from the Tools menu, which brings up the screen 
shown in Figure 23-9. 

3. Click the Enable Junk Mail Filter check box to activate the feature. 

4. Drag the Sensitivity slider to control how carefully the program checks 
email for evidence that it fits into the junk category. If you subscribe to 
Internet mailing lists, you'll probably want to try a setting between Low 
and Average so legitimate email isn't flagged as junk by mistake. 
Otherwise, you can experiment with a higher setting. 

5. If you want to make sure the filter isn't applied to email from a specific 
domain, enter that domain in the text field at the bottom of the Junk Mail 
Filter setup screen. 

6 . Choose the actions to be applied to your junk mail from the bottom of 
the screen. 

7. Click OK to store your settings. 

If you find your Junk Mail Filter settings aren't strong enough, or are too 
strong, it's easy to go back and change the settings. 
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Junk Mcdl Filter 

~ Enable Junk Mcdl Filter 
The Junk Mall Filter does not effect messages from Hotmei I or 
news accounts. 

Sensitivity 
Dreg left to classify fewer messages as Junk, or drag right to 
class ify more messages as junk. To ensure that messages from 
someone are not classified as Junk, add the sender to your 
Address Book. 

~====@~====~===== 
I 

Low 
I I 

Average 

Do not apply to messages from these domains 

I 
High 

Type the domain, the pert of en e- mall address that follows .. ~ ... 
For example, type "CompanyName.com" to prevent applyi ng the 
Junk Mai I Filter to messages from that company. Type a comma 
betwe~:~ n domains. 

'=--------'~~ 
Perform additional actions on j unlc mail -----

D Set color ~Mark as read 

0 Run AppleScript <none se lected> Change ... 

[, Cancel 1 ~~· _ o_K_,.J 

lj@ilijfM The Outlook Express Junk Mail Filter is designed to clean up your 
email box 

You can also apply powerful filters to specific types of email from Outlook 
Express 5. Here's how: 

1. Launch Outlook Express. 

2. Choose Rules from the Tools menu, whkh brings up the screen shown in 
Figure 23-1 0. 

3. Click the tab that applies to the Rule you want to apply. For regular 
Internet email accounts, for example, you'd probably choose Mail (POP). 
The other email categories will depend on the sort of service you have (the 
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[] Mail Rules 1m lEI 
!f:l New ·lr~ Edit ~ Delete 1111' Move up .e, Move Do1v n 

/Mail (POP) V Mall (IMAP) \/Mall (Hotmall) V New~ Outgoing\ 

Enabled f Name 

I 

~ I .... 
~ ... 
~ 

ljMII;IfJiul Outlook Express's Rules feature can be used to block email from 
various addresses or move to a different folder in the software 

program also supports office email systems). This will bring up the screen 
shown in Figure 23-11 (which has already been filled out). 

4 . Enter a Rule name in the text field at the top. 

5 . From the If category (which applies to the conditions under which a filter 
is applied), choose the criterion from the pop-up menu, which includes a 
number of categories, including From and Subject lines. 

6 . Enter the keyword or words you want to use in the text field. 

7. Under the Then category (which covers what will be done if the conditions 
are met), pick the action from the pop-up menu. I chose the Delete message 
option, but there are other choices, such as automatically moving a 
message to a specific folder. 

8. Click the Enabled check box to be sure the rule is active. 

9 . Click OK to store your settings. 
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Define Mall Rule -
Ru l~ name: "'IJ..;;.;un"'"k ________ _. 

lf----------------------------1 
0 Add Criterion ' Remove Cri terion Execute actions [ if any criteria are met 1J 

II It From lld ( Conta.lns 1!.; Jig iris 

Then ----------------- ----------, 
0 Add Action X Remove Action 

@Stop apply ing rules to t il is m~ssage 

!if Enabled Cancel l ([ OK B 

ljtciN;!fllll Set up your Outlook Express Rules from thjs screen 

How to Complain About Junk Email 
If filters of one sort or another don' t stop the flood of junk mail, there's another 
possible remedy: complain to the Internet provider from whom the email seems 
to have originated. I say "seems" because quite often the address you see in the 
"From" line is a forgery, someone hiding their tracks and blaming someone else 
for their annoying behavior. But if you use the option in your email software to 
show Intemet headers (that's automatic with AOL), the folks who investigate may 
likely be able to track it down to the real offender. 

Just use your email program's Forward feature to send the actual email 
message, along with your comment or complaint, to either of these addresses: 
abuse@<domainname> or postmaster@<domainname>. Insert the actual domain 
from which the junk emai l seems to originate in the space for the domain name, 
such as aol.com, earthlink.net, and so on. 

Most of the major Internet and online services have tough rules against 
members sending such material, and they will definitely investigate the problem. 
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It really doesn't help to send an email complaint to the source from which 
the junk mail originated. Even if the address is real and not a forgery 
(in other words, an innocent party may get your complaint), when you 
send your email to the sender of such material, you're just confirming 
that your address is correct. And all that does is make you eligible to 
get more junk email. 

Summing Up 
Are we there already? Yes, this is the final chapter of this book. 

I hope you enjoyed our little trip into the world of Mac troubleshooting and 
upgrading. If you have questions or suggestions for future editions, feel free to 
write me: gene@starshiplair.com. I look forward to hearing from you. 



About the CD-ROM 
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W hen I first considered whether to include a CD-ROM with this book, I was 
unsure. For one thing, most of the COs I've seen are filled with so much 

useless material to fill 650MB storage space that it's hard to find the material you 
really want. So, rather than select a large quantity of files just to look impressive, 
I have focused this CD very tightly on the sort of material that suits our subject 
matter. First and foremost, I looked for information you wi ll want if you intend to 
upgrade your Mac and troubleshoot for system-related problems. 

I also looked for a few items that would provide useful system enhancements, such 
as managing your font library, improvi ng display of font menus and dialog boxes, 
and other system features. 

I hope you find these fi les usefu l, and I would love to hear from you with 
suggestions for CDs for future editions. Write me at gene@starshiplair.com. 
Or visit either of my Web sites: http://www.starshiplair.com or http:// 
www .rockoids.com. 

What Kind of Software Is This? 
I have labeled each product carefully so you'll know what you are getting before 
you click on the installer icon. 

• Freeware This means you can use it as long as you want and you don' t 
have to pay the publishers or authors anything. 

• Demoware These are fully or mostly functional limited-time demos. You 
get to use the software for the period of time mentioned in the installation 
screen or documentation. If you like the software, you can generally go 
right to the software company's Web site and place your order to receive 
the full version or a special key to unlock the version you have. 

• Shareware You are strictly on the honor system with these products. 
If you like what you see, just pay the requested fee to the author of the 
shareware or the software company who owns the shareware. If you want 
to see the program supported and developed in the future, do pay the 
modest price Usted in the program' s documentation . 
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How to Install the Software 
When I chose this software, I deliberately selected items that were easy to install 
and set up. All you have to do is the following: 

1. Open the folder in which the software comes. 

2. Double-click on the installer icon. 

3. Follow the prompts to continue the installation process. You'll probably 
have to agree to a software license and select a location for your 
installation. 

4. When you ' re done, you can either quit the installer or, in the case of some 
of these products, you' ll have to restart your computer. 

Once installed, the software will be ready to run without a lot of complex 
configuration. Most of it comes with easy online documentation. If you have 
questions, check the Help menu or the electronic documentation. 

The Bill of Fare 
Here's a capsule description of the contents of the CD: 

Adobe Systems Inc. 

• Adobe Acrobat Reader (freeware) Just about every set of online 
documentation you get with a program these days is in Adobe's Portable 
Document Format (PDF). You can view these documents on your 
computer's display and see the original with all the special formatting 
intact. What's more, you can print the document on any printer, whether 
PostScript or not, and get the best quality your printer can deliver. 

Aladdin Systems 

• Stufflt Expander (freeware) This is the standard of compression 
software for the Macintosh. Stufflt Expander lets you expand files created 
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NOTE 

in Stufflt, Compact Pro, Zip, and several other formats. Despite the 
sophistication of the program, there is no need to read complex 
instructions. Once installed, just drag the icon for the file you want to 
expand and drop it on the Stufflt Expander icon, and the program will do 
the rest for you. 

• DropStuff (shareware) This is a shareware program that Jets you easily 
compress your documents in the popular Stufflt format via drag and drop. 
If you like the program, just pay the small fee directly to the publisher. 
You can also get a special discount if you want to upgrade to the 
full-featured version of Stufflt Deluxe. 

lfyou have one of the newest Apple models, such as the iBook, iMac, 
Power Mac G4, or PowerBook G3, you'llfind that the latest versions 
of Aladdin's compression utilities are already installed. Just check the 
Aladdin folder, located inside the Internet Utilities folder, within the 
Internet folder. 

• DragStrip (shareware) Is your Mac's desktop getting just a little, 
shall we say, untidy? Well, DragStrip (see Figure A-1) puts up neat little 
icon docks on your screen. You can drag applications, fl.les, folders, 
and disks to these icon docks, for fast one-click access to your work. 
DragStrip can also store information about recently used files. This is 
another shareware program. If you li ke it, just pay the modest fee to the 
publisher to get a user license. 

• MacTicker (shareware) Do you invest in the stock market, or do you 
just want to keep tabs on stocks for possible future investments? Aladdin's 
MacTicker will probe the Internet and dig up information from the major 
financial sites. The information appears right on your Mac's desktop, in the 
form of a regularly updating stock ticker. You can set MacTicker to track 
the stocks that interest you and deliver a fu lly detailed report on the 
companies you specify. 

Casady & Greene 

• Conflict Catcher 8 (demoware) This is a program that has garnered top 
reviews from just about evei)' Mac publication and online Mac news 
service (see Figure A-2). Not only does it manage the stuff in your System 
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ljMIIijf;li DragStrip offers you numerous convenient ways to organize your 
Mac's desktop 

Folder, but Conflict Catcher's exclusive Conflict Test can be used to help 
you find the source of system-related conflicts. If you want to learn what 
one of those strangely named system-related files does, Conflict Catcher's 
huge database will give you the information, as well as links to that 
company 's Web site if you want to know more about the program. 
You'll also appreciate its ability to merge System Folders if you do a 
clean system reinstallation. 

• Spell Catcher 8 (demoware) Wouldn't it be nice if someone could 
watch over you and te ll you when you've made a spelling mistake, without 
you having to run a special spell check when you're done? That' s just one 
of the great features of Spell Catcher, and it works in virtually any 
program, even those that do not have their own spell checking feature. I 
have a secret for you- I run this program all the time, and it's the reason 
my publisher doesn't complain to me about spelling mistakes. Another 
feature, GhostWriter, records your keystrokes, so you can recover what 
you type in the event a crash wipes out your file before you can save it. 
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0 :c~c - ~ , Conflict Catcher - - ~11!113 

Active Set: lstaollanl 5ct !.~I v8.0.6 

Ll.-ted by Load Order ..... Fold..- ..... 8izlt ..... I! & 

contlic8 ~ !lj ACT 100 lt'VSIWYO Ex tensions (Disabled) 365.3K i 0 !l} AIM Monu ExltnSions (Oisabled) 33.6K 

Catche ~ [lj ,+,pplo CD/D\ID Drlvtr Extonslons 113.8K 

Iii! fa'j Applt Guldt Extensions 824 .3K 

By Jeffrey Robbin Iii! ~ Apple Monitor Plu9lns Extensions 686 .5K 

R09isl trtd to : Iii! 1:11 App loShart Extensions 630.21< 

Oene Si t inbor9 0 @All G<-ophlos Aootlorator Exttnslons (Disablt d) :597.4K 

Cross-country Consultants ~ 0 Carboollb Ext ens tons 899.61< 

276 of 330 items onobltd. ~ ~Color Plcktr Exltnslons 486.81< 

~ II] ColorSyno Ex l tnsion Exhnsions 819.1K 
Estimatt d Memory Use: 

~ @ Contex tual Mtnu Extonslon Ex tens ions 73.1K 
System: 7.4 M8 / HI9h : 562.7K 

~ ~ Control Strip Extonslon Ex l t ns lons 75.4K 
Changts lakt tfftol afttr r estar t. Iii! [!} Dtskl op Pri>l tr Spoolor Extensions 67.9K 

~ ~~~ D\ID R09lon Managtr Exl tnSions 22K ... 
Iii! ~ Filo Shar in9 Ex t t nsion Extonslons 195 .6K -... 

-
Group Links 

Iii! , Apple CD/D\ID G<-oup ~ Iii! I' Apple Garno Sprookots Group ... 
($)1993-99 Cuady & Ortt nt, Inc . Iii! I ~~ Apple Web Shari\9 Oroup r-... 

I Connict Test... II Report •. I ~ 

ljMih'ftj Conflict Catcher offers the ultimate in System Folder management 

DiamondSoft 
• Font Reserve 2.5 (demoware) As you read in Chapter 6, fonts can be 

complex and troublesome. DiamondSoft's Font Reserve helps you easily 
organize your font library. It works behind the scenes to sort your fonts the 
way you like, and it offers special tools to allow some programs to actually 
open a font automatically if you open a document that needs those fonts. 
This is a "lite" version, which is designed to support up to 100 fonts. lf you 
like the program, you ' U want to buy a copy. This version also includes a 
special version of Power On 's ACTION WYSIWYG, a convenient font 
menu organizer (see extended description later in this section). 

Extensis 
• Suitcase 8.1 (demoware) One of the earliest font managers was 

Suitcase, created in the late 1980s. Extensis Suitcase is the direct 
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descendant of that program, filled with special features to help you get the 
most out of your font library. If you like this limited-time demo, you can 
upgrade directly from the publisher. It also includes a special version of 
DublCiick's MenuFonts, for organizing your font menus. 

Micro Mat 

• TechTool v1.1.9 (freeware) This is a free "lite" version of MicroMat's 
popular diagnostic program. It Jets you rebuild the desktop, zap the PRAM, 
and check your System file for signs of possible damage. If you like the 
program, the publisher invites you to order Tech Tool Pro, which adds a 
wealth of features, including the ability to check, repair, and optimize your 
hard drive, and test your Mac hardware. 

Newer RAM 

• GURU (freeware) How much RAM can you install on your Apple 
product? Do you need special RAM? What about upgrading the video 
memory? NewerRAM's GURU is a convenient database that lets you 
check for definitive information on the memory upgrades available 
for your Mac. 

PowerOn Software 

• ACTION Files (demoware) This program is a highly regarded successor 
to SuperBoomerang (part of Now Utilities), a program that enhanced the 
Open and Save dialog boxes. ACTION Files (see Figure A-3) adds a menu 
bar to every Open and Save dialog box, offering extra features such as the 
ability to rename a file and search for the files on your Mac or any 
networked drive. There' s also a "rebound" feature that jumps right back to 
the last document you opened with a particular program. 

• ACTION GoMac (demoware) While a Mac OS user may not Just for 
much from the Windows platform, except perhaps for more applications, 
there's one convenient feature that may be useful to you. That's the Start 
menu, and that's ACTION GoMac' s core feature. It puts up a Start menu 
and a taskbar, so you can quickly switch from one application to another. 
There's more to this program than that, such as the ability to customize the 
Start menu and remember recently opened applications and documents. 
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r=,---------==-=--r-J--=:--- FIIJ>ti Used lo Tills Application ----=t 

"a Master 
'1!1 Rockolds Sample Print 

~-:::-::::::1----- Flle& lJsed In Other Applications ----,--==rl 

10 Rockolds Document 

~ Cllald:!s~ Soilts 
0 Rockolds Sample 

• 10 Rockolds Sample-2 

Show: [All Readable Documents 

., Open Normal 
0 Open Original 
0 Open Copy 

0 Rockolds Quark 
0 Rockolds Sample-2 
0 Custom Made lnvoice-7/8/98 
Spell catcher'"' 8 Preferences (Rockoid Two_.) 
0 Beckley-9/8/99 

Catcher"" 8 Preferences 

[ Hide Preview J 

Cancel J ~. Open j 

ljMilijftii ACTION Files extends your Open and Save dialog boxes 

• ACTION Menus (demoware) Reminiscent of Now Menus, another part 
of the Now Utilities suite, ACTION Menus matches Apple Menu Options 
in giving you submenus in your Apple menu. What's more, it provides 
fast-access menus on your menu bar for recently opened disks, files, 
folders, and programs. Every one of the features can be customized in 
many ways. You can even add custom command shOitcuts to menu 
bar commands. 

• ACTION Space Doctor (demoware) This has nothing to do with the 
characters you see on such TV shows as Star Trek. ACTION Space Doctor 
is a program that helps you get more space on your hard drive, by making 
it easy to convert to Apple's HFS+ disk format (which was first introduced 
with Mac OS 8.1). The feature reduces the minimum file size on larger 
drives, so you get more efficient use of the drive. Normally, you have to 
initialize a drive in HFS+ (Mac OS Extended) to convert. But this program 
does it "in place," without needing to wipe out your files. 
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• ACTION WYSIWYG (demoware) This is a new slant on font menu 
organizing. Not only does it show you the font in its actual style, but it 
groups the fonts into convenient family submenus for fas t access. And to 
keep your font menus ultra-short, ACTION WYSIWYG also splits your 
font menu into multiple panes, so you can work with a large font library 
without having to pore through a lengthy menu every time you want to 
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lOBaseT The standard form of Ethernet networking, using twisted-pair wires 
that resemble regular telephone wires. Ethernet capability has been offered in all 
Apple computers for several years. See also Fast Ethernet. 

A 
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) Apple's original implementation of a bus standard 
for input devices, such as a keyboard, a mouse, or a trackball. See also USB. 

access privileges Used for file sharing, the act of allowing other users different 
levels of access to your shared drive. 

active application The application you are currently using, the one you are 
working in. 

active matrix screen Typically used on a laptop computer, a form of LCD 
display, using a separate circuit for each pixel. By activating each pixel separately, 
it provides clearer, faster display than the other type of LCD display, passive 
matrix. All current PowerBooks and the iBook have active matrix displays. See 
also passive matrix display. 

AirPort Apple's wireless networking product line, which provides networking 
services at approximately lOBaseT Ethernet speeds among devices for distances of 
up to 150 feet. 

alias A Mac OS feature, which creates a file that links or points to the original 
file, folder, or disk. You can activate an alias by double-clicking it; the original 
item is opened. You can use an alias to help organize your Mac desktop, by 
keeping the original items in their original folders. 

Altavec The original name for the Velocity Engine, used in the G4 CPU to 
provide noticeably speedier performance for programs designed to support the 
feature. 

Anonymous FTP A method to access files from an FTP resource by logging in 
as a guest. See also FTP. 

AOL (America Online) The world's largest online service with, as of the time 
this book went to press, almost 20 million members around the world. AOL owns 
a number of other companies, including Netscape and the former number one 
online service, CompuServe. 
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AppleScript A scripting language that is a part of the Macintosh operating 
system. It allows a user to automate repetitive functions by writing little scripts 
that function as mini-applications. 

AppleShare The server and client software that comes standard with the Mac 
operating system. You use AppleShare to exchange files with other networked 
Macs. 

AppleTalk The network standard protocol Apple Computer uses. There are two 
types of Apple Talk. The original protocol, Apple Talk Phase 1, was introduced 
with the first Mac in 1984. A later version, AppleTalk Phase 2, is designed to 
address the networking limitations of the original version. All Macs (including the 
iMac and the iBook) use AppleTalk. 

application Software that provides a specific productivity function, such as a 
word processor, an illustration program, or a Web browser. Examples of 
applications include Adobe PhotoDeluxe, Apple Works, Microsoft Word, and 
QuarkXPress. 

arrow keys The keys used for navigation on a computer. The arrow keys are 
designed to move the cursor in all four directions. 

ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) The ASCII 
character set includes the basic 128 characters, including letters, numbers, and 
basic symbols. 

ASCII text file A file that includes ASCII characters, without the special 
formatting that identifies paragraph and text formats. 

archive When you compress a file to make it smaller, the file you create is 
called an archive. An archive may contain one or more compressed files. 

attach A feature of email, in which you connect or link one or more files to your 
message. When you send your message, the file or ftles you attach go with it. 

B 
Backup The process of making extra copies of your files, in the event the 
originals are corrupted or destroyed. Backups may be made of individual files, 
folders, or an entire disk. 

BBS (bulletin board system) Essentially, the original online service. A BBS 
consists of one or more computers that store information, such as files, messages, 

= 
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news, and email. Online services, providing a nationwide network of local access 
phone numbers, grew out of the concept of a BBS. 

beta The common word for prerelease software. Beta software usually contains 
all or most of the features of the finished product, but will have bugs that may 
cause performance anomalies or system crashes. See also preview software. 

BinHex A file format commonly used for encoding Mac binary files. The 
process converts the files to text format, usually bearing the file suffix ".hqx." 
It's designed to allow for transfer of files among multiple computer operating 
systems, yet retain the two elements of the Mac file format, the resource fork 
and the data fork. 

bit The smal1est unit of computer data. Eight or more bits make a byte. 
See also byte. 

bitmap A standard for storing and generating computer-based images, which are 
made up of single dots (or pixels). 

bitmap fonts A font designed for display in a single point size. Compare with 
scalable fonts, in PostScript and TrueType formats. Bitmap fonts designed to be 
used with scalable fonts are called screen fonts. 

bits per second (bps) Typically the speed at which a modem transfers data. 
Normal speeds range from 28,000 bps to 56,000 bps. Higher speeds can be 
achieved via so-called "broadband" connection methods. See also cable modem, 
DSL. 

boot Refers to the process of starting your computer (it comes from the word 
"bootstrap"). 

browser A program designed to download Web pages, and reproduce the text, 
images, animations, and sound that comprise the original page. 

byte A byte represents a single piece of computer data. It contains 8 or more 
bits, which are represented by the binary numbers 1 and 0. See also bit. 

c 
cable modem A technology that lets you access the Internet through your 
regular cable TV connection. The cable modem is close in function to a router, 
which directs the signal to your Mac using its Ethernet port. Cable modem service 
may require rewiring by your cable provider, and it's not available in all areas. 
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cache A portion of memory or storage space set aside to hold frequently used 
data. By using a cache, performance is boosted. 

card For personal computers, a printed circuit board installed inside a 
computer's case. It provides expanded capabilities, such as the ability to add an 
extra display, high-speed networking and high-speed disk access. 

CCD (charge-coupled display) CCDs are typically used in camcorders and 
scanners to deliver high-quality images. 

CD-ROM (compact disc read-only memory) A standard based on the audio 
CD, it lets you store computer data on a CD, and is commonly used today for 
games and as a carrier for software installers and backed-up files. 

character set The content of a font. It contains letters, numbers, and special 
symbols, such as a copyright symbol or a number sign. See also ASCII. 

check box A feature of the Mac operating system and other graphical computer 
interfaces. It consists of a small square box in a dialog box. It's used to turn certain 
program features on or off. You click on a check box and a check appears inside, 
which activates a specific program feature. When you click again on the check 
box, the checkmark is removed, and the feature is turned off. 

Chooser A Mac program used to selected AppleTalk network and printer 
connections. 

click The process of pressing and releasing the button on a mouse or other 
pointing device. 

client A computer that receives services from another computer, which is known 
as a server. Internet software, for example, is considered client software, since it 
receives content from the Internet. 

clip art Boilerplate or canned images used for enhancing a document one 
creates. Some firms and Web sites provide clip art collections for you to install or 
download. 

Clipboard In the Mac operating system, a temporary location in which an item 
is stored, so you can transfer it to another place in the document you are working 
on or in another document. 

close box A feature of the Mac operating system, in which you click on a small 
square in the upper-left side of a title bar to close that window. 
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collapse box A box at the extreme right side of a window (in Mac OS 8 or later), 
which you click to reduce a window to just its title bar, and click again to restore 
to the previous size. A previous version of this feature was known as 
WindowSbade. 

Command key The main keyboard modifier key found on a Macintosh. It's 
used, along with one or more keystrokes, to activate a specific function. It is 
identified on a keyboard by an apple or cloverleaf symbol (usually both). 

command line An older style computer interface, in which you type in 
commands rather than click on an object to perform a specific function. The most 
popular command line interface is the MS-DOS operating system. 

commands A set of instructions you give to your computer to tell it to carry out 
a specific function or set of functions. 

compression A technique used to make a file smaller, by providing pointers to 
or removing redundant data. Compression protocols such as Stufflt and Zip are 
said to be lossless, because the compressed files can be restored to their original 
form. Another compression type is lossy, which actually removes portions of a file 
that may not be audible or visible. The popular image formats GIF and JPEG are 
lossy in nature, as is the compression protocol used to pack a complete motion 
picture onto a 5.25-inch DVD. 

CompuServe Before AOL gained ascendancy as the world's largest online 
service, CompuServe was there first. Today, CompuServe is an affiliate of AOL, 
and offers services to a more professional audience, with a rich resource of 
business information. See also AOL. 

configuration The term used to describe the settings you make to such things as 
your Internet and network setup. 

control panel A program used to direct system-related functions or the functions 
offered by a system extension. Examples of control panels include Mouse, which 
adjusts the speed and double-clicking performance of a pointing device, and 
Monitors, which sets up your display. 

coprocessor An extra computer chip that is generally used to handle extra 
chores, such as enhanced graphics or math performance. In current Mac CPUs, 
the functions of the math coprocessor are integrated into the CPU. 

CPU (central processing unit) The brain of a computer. It refers either to the 
principal microchip the computer is built around (such as the Pentium or PowerPC 
chip) or the box that houses the main components of the computer. 
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CRT (cathode ray tube) The picture tube that is the main component of most 
computer displays and regular TVs. See also active matrix, LCD, passive matrix. 

D 
daisy chain The way many computer devices are connected when using such 
topologies as ADB, LocaiTalk, SCSI, and USB. You hook up one device, attach a 
second device to the first, and so on. 

database On a computer, a file that contains structured data that can be accessed 
and manipulated in a variety of ways. Databases are used for business records, 
address books, and so on. 

DAVE A program from Thursby Software Systems, Inc., that you use to 
network Macs and Windows computers. It is especially useful in smaller networks, 
because you don' t have to go through the fuss and bother of working with the 
complexities of setting up a Windows NT or Windows 2000 network server. 

debugger A program or a component of a program used to locate and help fix 
programming errors. One example of a debugger is MacsBug, a program provided 
by Apple Computer to help programmers test software and identify potential 
problems. 

default button You will find a default button in many dialog boxes. It is the one 
surrounded by a bold border, which you activate automatically with the ENTER or 
RETURN key. 

desktop Also known as the Finder Desktop, the graphical background of the 
Mac operating system in which disk, file, and folder icons are displayed against a 
background pattern of one sort or another. 

desktop publishing A program designed to create and design completely 
formatted documents useful for printing or display. Word processing programs can 
be used for desktop publishing, but for professional-caliber work, such programs 
as Adobe lnDesign, Adobe PageMaker, or QuarkXPress are used. 

device A component that is part of a computer system. It may consist of a disk 
drive, keyboard, mouse, modem, printer, removable drive, or scanner. 

device driver The software that allows your Mac to communicate with a device, 
such as a printer or scanner. Examples of a device driver include the LaserWriter 
driver that comes with all Mac OS computers. 
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DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) This network protocol is used 
to automatically assign an IP address to a networked computer. The lP addresses 
are considered "leased," because they can be reused if they are not accessed for a 
period of time (usually specified by the network administrator). 

dialog box A window in which you must OK an alert, check a box, or enter 
information in order to provide a result, such as naming and saving a file, or 
starting or canceling an operation. 

DIMM (dual inline memory module) A type of RAM module, typically used 
on many recent Macs. Compared to a SIMM (single inline memory module), a 
DIMM has a wider data path, which allows for speedier memory access. 

dimmed See grayed out. 

DIP (dual inline package) switch The small on or off switches you fmd on a 
hard drive, modem, or other device. They are used to configure the product to 
support specific features or, in the case of a drive, to set SCSI ID or termination. 

directory A list of files or folders found on your Mac. 

disk The common storage medium for computer files. Such storage mediums 
come in the form of floppy disks for a floppy drive or media (such as Jaz or Zip 
disks) used for removable drives. A hard drive consists of one or more disks in an 
airtight enclosure. 

disk cache This sort of cache allocates part of RAM to store frequently used 
information from a disk. The end result is faster retrieval, which speeds up 
performance. 

disk drive A device that contains one or more disks used to store computer data. 

display A device used to display the visual representation of a computer's 
output. Displays can use either CRT tubes or LCDs. 

display adapter Typically, a plug used to convert the signals from your Mac or 
graphic card so they can be seen on your display. 

document A tile you create with an application. Documents may contain words, 
images, or animated matter. They are stored on a disk for later viewing, editing, or 
printing. 

document window A window that appears within an application in which a 
document you created in that application is displayed. 
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domain A portion of an Internet address that identifies the name of the 
organization, network being accessed, or the designated address of a computer 
server-for example, apple.com, which is Apple Computer's domain, or 
rockoids.com, which is the author's site devoted to a science fiction adventure 
series. In email, the information after the"@" symbol represents the domain, 
such as earthlink.net or aol.com. 

double-click The act of clicking a mouse button twice in fairly rapid succession. 
It is done to open an icon (which will, in turn, open a file, launch a program, or 
bring up a directory). 

double-click speed An adjustment you make, in the Mouse Control Panel, that 
determines how fast you must click the mouse button to activate a function, such 
as opening an icon. 

download The act of transferring a file from one computer to another. When you 
download something, you receive it. In contrast, you upload something to send it 
to another computer. 

downloadable font A scalable font sent to a printer to allow a document 
containing that font to be printed. Two downloadable font formats are PostScript 
fonts and TrueType fonts. 

DPI (dots per inch) Measures the sharpness of a display or printer output. 

drag An action done with a mouse or other pointing device. It i.s done by 
clicking the mouse button, then dragging the cursor (and whatever it selects) 
to another portion of the screen, then releasing the button. 

drag-and-drop The process of selecting an item and moving it to another 
location. 

DSL (digital subscriber line) A technology that uses your regular telephone 
line to offer very fast Internet service, with speeds typically ranging from 256Kbps 
to 1.5Mbps. The ability to hook up to DSL depends on whether you are close to a 
phone company switch (usually three miles or less) and whether your ISP offers 
the service. 

DVD-ROM (digital versatile disc read-only memory) Based on the popular 
DVD format used for video movies, DVD-ROM stores computer data, up to 
5.2GB worth. A variation of the format, DVD-RAM, can be used to store data. 

Q 
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The latter medium is suitable for backup purposes, but as of the time this book was 
written, a final standard hadn't been set. 

E 
Email The abbreviation for electronic mail. It's the method used to transfer 
messages from one computer or network to another. 

emulation The method used to imitate another computer CPU or operating 
system. When Apple switched to PowerPC CPUs, they used an emulator to work 
with older software that supported the 680x0 CPU family. The programs that let 
you create a Windows environment on a Mac, such as Connectix Virtual PC and 
FWB's SoftWindows, are emulators. 

Erase Disk Available from the Mac OS Special menu, used to format a selected 
floppy drive or hard drive. 

Ethernet The standard for high-speed networking. It's available on all currently 
produced Apple computers. The standard version offers performance of up to 
lOMbps. The high-speed version, called Fast Ethernet, transfers speeds at up to 
I OOMbps. The newest Ethernet variation, Gigabit Ethernet, is capable of speeds of 
up to one billion bps. 

EtherTalk Apple 's method of supporting its AppleTalk networking protocol 
over Ethernet (though it's not been used since Apple introduced Open Transport). 

extension This word has two definitions. For Macs, it is a special program that 
adds or extends functions of the operating system. Such programs are placed in the 
Extensions folder within the System Folder. The second use of an extension is file 
naming. DOS and Windows files, for example, have three-letter extensions that 
identify a specific type of file, such as .doc for Microsoft Word files. 

F 
Fast Ethernet This variation of the Ethernet network standard offers speeds that 
are up to 10 times faster than regular Ethernet, up to lOOMbps. 

FAT A term with two definitions. For Macs, it is a program compiled with 
computer code that supports both 680x0 and PowerPC Macs. For DOS and 
Windows users, it stands for File Allocation Table, and it' s the disk file system. 
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Fax/data modem The kind of modem that has taken over the market since the 
early 1990s. It functions as a modem to transmit and receive data, and can also 
support sending and receiving faxes, when used with software that supports the 
feature. 

file In the computer world, an item (such as a document or a program) stored on 
a disk or opened, using a computer's memory. 

file extensions The DOS and Windows operating systems identify a file's type 
via a three-letter extension or suffix. A typical example is using .jpg for a JPEG 
file, or .doc for a Microsoft Word file. 

file server A computer that serves as a repository for files shared across a 
network (including the Internet). File servers may be dedicated, performing just 
file handling tasks, or non-dedicated, in which the computer may also function as 
a regular workstation. 

file sharing A feature of the Mac operating system in which users may share 
files across a network. 

File Sharing Control Panel A control panel used to configure and activate the 
file sharing feature. 

file system The technology used on a storage medium that handles files stored 
on a disk. 

Finder The application that provides the unique look and feel of the Mac 
operating system. It is used to provide both a desktop display and file handling 
features. 

Fire Wire Also known as IEEE 1394 or (by Sony) i.LINK, a high-speed 
peripheral standard that's capable of speeds of up to 400Mbps. It allows you to 
daisy-chain up to 63 devices, including digital camcorders, hard drives, removable 
devices, and scanners, without having to set special ID numbers or termination. 

firmware Software stored in a ROM chip, used by computer hardware to 
provide specific operating functions . 

fixed disk See hard disk. 

fixed-width font More often called a "monospaced" font, a font in which all 
characters have equal width spacing. Examples include Courier and Monaco. 
Fonts in which width values vary are called proportional fonts. See also 
proportional font. 
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floppy disk Although it's been phased out of new Apple computer products, the 
floppy disk is one of the earliest storage mediums. The word "floppy" refers to the 
flexible material inside the disks, used to store the data. See also hard disk. 

flow control The phrase generally applies to modems or networking functions. 
It's a method where one device communicates with another, indicating when 
information can be transferred. It' s also known as a "handshake." 

folder A directory on Mac and Windows computers (and other graphical 
operating systems). A folder is a container that may contain files or other folders. 

font A collection of letters, numbers, punctuation, and symbols all fitting a 
specific design or size. Fonts that are of fixed size are typically bitmap fonts. 
Outline font formats, such as PostScript and TrueType fonts, are scalable fonts, 
meaning they can be specified in any size supported by the program in which 
they're used. See also PostScript fonts, TrueType fonts. 

font family A label for a group of fonts of similar style, such as the various 
forms of Helvetica or Times. It also refers to a class of fonts, such as serif or sans 
serif. 

format (1) Preparing a disk to receive files by clearing out all existing data and 
setting it up to support a specific computer operating system. A related process, 
initializing, wipes out a drive' s directory. (2) The way in which the text in a 
document is set up, such as the type style, the size, paragraph indents, and so on. 
(3) The file type, such as an Adobe Photoshop document, or a Microsoft Word 
document. 

FPU (floating point unit) This is a coprocessor that supports mathematical 
calculations. The original 680x0 Mac CPUs required separate FPU chips. The 
PowerPC chips have integrated FPU functions and don' t require separate chips. 

fragmented Usually a description of a condition in which the pieces of a file are 
spread around widely separated parts of a disk. Memory can also be fragmented, 
when you quit and relaunch multiple programs on your Mac. 

freeware Software offered without charge, but the author or publisher retains 
rights to the product. Contrast this with the term shareware. 

FTP (File Transfer Protocol) The Internet protocol for file transfers among 
Macintosh, Windows, and UNIX. See also Anonymous FTP. 
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full backup The process of making a complete copy of the disk you wish to 
back up. 

G 
G3 The popular label for the PowerPC 750 CPU, developed by IDM and 
Motorola and used in a number of Apple Computers. 

G4 The newest family of PowerPC CPUs, also known by its design name, 7400. 

GB (gigabyte) The equivalent of 1,000,024 megabytes. 

GIF (Graphic Interchange Format) A popular file format for compressed 
graphic images, developed by CompuServe. GIF files are commonly exchanged on 
the Internet, and are used for images on Web sites, because of their ability to 
provide animation and other effects. 

Gopher A method of s'earching information on the Internet. A Gopher program 
typically locates text documents, but some of these programs can also deliver 
information about images and sounds. 

grayed out A phrase used to indicate that a specific command is not available or = 
accessible or has been disabled. 

grow box See zoom box. 

H 
Handshake See flow control. 

hard disk A type of disk drive that contains one or more rigid platters used for 
data storage, sealed in an airtight enclosure. Hard drives can typically support as 
little as lOMB (obviously these are just the very old hard drives) to capacities 
exceeding 73GB (based on capacities available as of the time this book was 
written). 

hardware Various components of a computer system, which include the core 
component, consisting of CPU and disk drives, as well as displays, printers, and 
scanners. Contrast with software. 
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hardware handshaking A special type of modem cable that supports automatic 
handshaking or flow control. All external high-speed modems require a hardware 
handshaking cable. 

hierarchical menu Also known as a submenu, identifies an extra menu that 
appears when you drag and hold the mouse cursor over an item. 

highlighted When you select an object or text, it is shaded in a dark color or 
reverse video to indicate it has been chosen. 

home page On a Web site, the opening page, typically used to offer a 
description or introduction of a site and provide links to other content on the site 
and elsewhere. 

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) The language of the Web, consisting 
of text documents with tags or formatting keys that describe how the text will look 
in a Web browser. A Web site contains one or more HTML documents. 

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) The protocol used for the transfer of 
HTML and similar files, generally from sites on the World Wide Web. 

hub A device that serves as a central connection point for connecting network or 
serial devices. Hubs are used for such things as Ethernet networking and to expand 
Fire Wire and USB ports. 

hyperlink A text or graphic that, when you click on it, takes you to another page 
in a document or a Web site. 

I 
icon A picture that provides a graphical representation of an item on a Mac or 
Windows computer (or a UNIX computer with graphical interface). Icons can 
represent such things as an application, a file, a folder, or disk drive. 

IDE (Integrated Drive Electronics) A type of hard drive used on both Macs 
and PCs. Compare with Fire Wire and SCSI. 

IEEE 1394 See Fire Wire. 

i.LINK See FireWire. 

incremental backup A backup that consists strictly of the files that have been 
added or changed since your last full backup. 
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infrared port A feature on some Macs and other computers that allows for 
wireless networking. It has since been replaced by Apple's AirPort wireless 
networking products. 

initialization files Also known as INITs, the original designation for system 
startup programs that are now known as extensions or system extensions. 

initialize Usually, the process of resetting a hardware device or recreating a disk 
directory. See also format. 

insertion point The flickering vertical bar you see in a text area, indicating 
where text is to be entered. 

Intel The world's largest manufacturer of CPUs, maker of the 80x86 and 
Pentium chips used in DOS and Windows-based computers. 

interface (1 ) The process of communicating with another component in a 
computer system. (2) The face that a program puts forth to the user. Also known as 
user interface. 

Internet The worldwide collection of computer networks that provides a variety 
of services, such as email, FfP, and the World Wide Web. 

intranet A system of networking using Internet technologies within a single 
organization. 

ISP (Internet service provider) A company that offers a connection to the 
Internet. Such services include large national operations, including AT&T 
WorldNet and EarthLink, and smaller companies that offer connections in one or 
two cities. These include FastQ, which is affiliated with the Arizona Macintosh 
User Group, and Teleport.com. See also AOL, CompuServe. 

J 
Java Developed by Sun Microsystems, a platform-independent programming 
language often used to display special visual effects on the World Wide Web. 
When you access a Web site using Java, a small program, called an applet, is 
downloaded to your browser (if it supports Java, and all recent browsers do) and 
run to display the appropriate content. 

JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) A format for compressed images, 
which makes files that are typically smaller than a GIF. It's best for handling 
images rather than text, and is capable of extremely high quality, sometimes 
indistinguishable from the original. 
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K 
kilobyte Equivalent to 1024 bytes. It is usually abbreviated as K, and is 
used to describe such things as file size, memory , and hard drive storage. 
See also megabyte. 

L 
L2 cache A special type of cache memory that resides between the CPU and 
the main memory or on the processor chip and is used to store frequently used 
instruction data, allowing the CPU to process those instructions faster. The 
primary memory cache, on the CPU chip, is called the L 1 cache. 

LAN (Local Area Network) The common type of network that includes 
computers and printers, and is used to share data, programs, and messages. 

laptop A small personal computer, equipped with one or more batteries for 
power, designed for convenient transportation. 

laser printer A printer that works in a fashion similar to a copy machine, using 
a laser beam to generate high-quality output. 

LCD (liquid crystal display) LCD is the display technology used in laptop 
computers and some high-priced computer displays. The most common types of 
LCD displays are active matrix and passive matrix. 

LED (light-emitting diode) LEDs are employed for display purposes in some 
electronic products. 

link See hyperlink. 

list box Typically found in a dialog box, offers a listing of items, such as files 
and folders, that you can select. 

Local Talk The network hardware that, until recently, was built into all 
Macintosh computers. It uses the AppleTalk protocol to offer network services. 
Current Apple computers only support Ethernet as a network standard. 

M 
MacBinary The file format used for transferring Macintosh files between 
different computer platforms. It places the data and resource folks of a Mac file in 
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the datafork, so it can be easily transferred over the Internet and to other 
computing platforms. MacBinary files are usually saved in BinHex format. 

Macintosh HD The common name of a Mac's hard drive when it leaves 
the factory. 

Mac OS The popular abbreviation and Apple' s official trademark for the 
Macintosh operating system, for example, Mac OS 9. Contrast to the former use of 
the word System to identify operating system version, such as System 7. 

macro An automated sequence of functions designed for simple repetition of 
complex tasks. The Microsoft Office program suite offers macro functions, as do 
other programs. Some programs, such as Adobe Photoshop, refer to macros as 
"actions." 

math coprocessor See FPU. 

maximize When you click on a window's grow box to its largest size, you 've 
maximized it. 

Mb See megabyte. 

Mbps (megabits per second) 1,048,576 bits per second. Speed at which data is 
transferred. Hopefully, as modems and serial transmissions become faster, Mbps 
wiJI be used to discuss their speed. 

media Typically, the name for items that carry data, such as floppy disks, hard 
drives, CD-ROMs, hard disks, removable drives, and tape drives. It can also refer 
to items that carry data for network transfer, such as cables and wireless 
technology. 

megabyte 1,024 kilobytes of computer data. 

MegaFLOPS Short for a MilHon Floating Point Operations Per Second, 
representing computer power. 

memory The temporary storage area for computer data. Memory products 
include RAM and ROM. Sometimes hard drives and other storage mediums are 
referred to incorrectly as memory. 

memory protection The ability of a computer operating system to allocate a 
dedicated portion of memory to a program, which is designed to enhance stability. 
Mac OS X, for example, is designed to offer protected memory. 
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menu In a graphical operating system, such as the Mac OS, a small screen in 
which a series of commands are available for the user to select. 

menu bar A single-line horizontal bar, which appears at the top of the screen on 
a Mac, containing menus. 

MHz (megahertz) Each hertz being one cycle, the speed at which a computer's 
CPU runs. Since many factors govern CPU performance, the MHz rating isn't the 
only factor to use in comparing speeds of different CPU families. 

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) A protocol that allows for 
communication between musical instruments and computers. 

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension) A method in which binary 
files (such as images, sound, and word processing documents) can be transferred 
via email. 

MIPS (millions of instructions per second) The speed at which a computer 
handles data. Supercomputers are said to handle billions of instructions per 
second, which is why the G4 CPU was promoted by Apple Computer as a 
"supercomputer on a chip," because if its capability of achieving such levels of 
performance. 

modem A device used to convert a computer's digital language to analog signals 
to allow for data to be exchanged, typically over a telephone line. 

monitor See display. 

monochrome A type of computer display (no longer being made) that is capable 
of displaying just a single color. 

motherboard Also known as a logic board, the printed circuit board that stores 
the main components of a computer. 

mouse Invented in the 1960s, a smaJI pointing device with a ball on the bottom, 
and one or more switches at the top. As you move the mouse, the cursor on a 
computer's screen moves as well. A so-called upside-down mouse, with the ball at 
the top, is known as a trackball. 

MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group) The standard for compressed audio 
and video. It is "lossy," meaning that data is lost as part of the compression 
process, but it is designed so the lost data has minimal impact on what you see 
and hear. 
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MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk Operating System) A text-based computer operating 
system, also known as DOS. 

multimedia A combination of various components of a computer experience, 
such as animation, audio, graphics, text, and video. 

multiprocessor A computer that has more than one CPU runrting at the same 
time for faster processing speeds. 

multisync A type of display that can run at different scan rates, providing a 
selection of different resolutions. All current displays are multisync. 

multitasking A technique that allows a computer to perform more than one task 
at a time. On a Mac, multitasking is cooperative, meaning the programs 
themselves do the task management, as opposed to preemptive, a part of Mac OS 
X, in which the operating system does the task management. 

multithreading The capability of a program to perform more than a single 
function at the same time. Compare to multitasking. 

N 
Netscape The company who made the original commercial Web browser for the 
Macintosh, Windows, and UNIX operating systems, now part of AOL. Although 
the program is known by the name of the company, its full name is either Netscape 
Navigator or Netscape Communicator. 

network The process of linking two or more computers and other devices, such 
as printers, so they can exchange data. 

newsgroup An Internet-based discussion group, also known as Usenet. 

notebook See laptop. 

0 
object-oriented graphics Graphic objects that are represented by mathematical 
shapes rather than pixels. This allows for the objects to be scaled to any size 
without loss of quality. 

open An operation in which you display the contents of a fi le, folder, or disk, 
or launch an application. 
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Open Transport Apple' s networking technology, used for local networking and 
Internet networking. 

Open Transport/PPP Apple' s software for dialing up an ISP, now known 
simply as Remote Access. 

operating system The software that provides the core functionality of a 
computer, also known as system software. Operating systems include the Mac OS, 
MS-DOS, Windows in its variations, UNIX, and others. 

p 
passive matrix display A type of LCD display used on laptop computers. The 
display is accomplished with parallel wires running horizontally and vertically 
across the screen, which power the screen pixels. Current products do not use this 
type of display. Compare to active matrix. 

password A combination of letters, numbers, or both used to control access to a 
computer, the contents of a computer's drive, or a network or Internet service. 

PC (personal computer) Although the name usually applies to sma11 IBM and 
compatible desktop and portable computers, Apple's computers are also, strictly 
speaking, personal computers. 

PClOO A high-speed RAM module that's used on a number of new Apple 
computers. It supports IOOMHz logic board speeds. 

PCI (peripheral component interconnect) An expansion bus standard used on 
both Macs and PCs. It allows for installation of printed circuit boards (cards) that 
provide enhanced graphic display, faster networking, faster SCSI, video capture, 
and other capabilities. 

PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card International Association) 
A standard for hardware expansion cards, about the size of credit cards, used 
mostly on laptop computers. Commonly known as a PC card. 

PDF (portable document format) A standard for creating and viewing 
electronic documents, created by Adobe Systems. 

peripheral A device, added to a computer, that provides enhanced functions, 
such as a display, printer, or removable drive. 

pixel A single dot, the smallest graphic unit of display . 
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plug-and-play Various hardware standards designed to allow you to easily hook 
up a device without having to go through special configuration steps. The ideal 
method of plug-and-play allows you to hook up a device without needing to turn 
off the device or the computer to which it's connected or having to do a special 
configuration to recognize the device (other than, perhaps, installation of a 
soft\vare driver). Both Fire Wire and USB are plug-and-play standards. Also 
known as PoP. 

plug-in An add-on program that will enhance an application's capabilities. 
For a Web browser, plug-ins are typically added to provide multimedia features 
(such as QuickTime and ReaiAudio). Some program plug-ins are also referred to 
as XTensions (for QuarkXPress add-ons) and XTras (used in some Macromedia 
products). 

point The act of placing the mouse cursor over a specific object on your screen. 

pointing device The name of an input device used to point to objects on a 
screen. A mouse and trackball are both common pointing devices. 

POP (Post Office Protocol) The standard that allows a user to receive email 
from a mail server. It's used by most ISPs. 

pop-up window A window that will pop up on your screen when selected. 

port A jack into which you plug a cable from a device to make it work with 
your Mac. 

post The act of placing a message on a message board, either a newsgroup or a 
message board on an online service. 

PostScript Developed by Adobe Systems, a page description language that uses 
mathematics to describe the contents of a page. It is device-independent, meaning 
that output devices, such as laser printers, can reproduce the page at their 
maximum possible resolution. 

PostScript fonts A scalable font technology based on PostScript, which allows 
a font to be used in all available sizes with maximum quality. PostScript fonts are 
considered industry standards in the publishing and printing industries. Compare 
with TrueType, another scalable font format. 

Power PC The generic name of a family of CPU chips designed by Apple, IBM, 
and Motorola. The current crop of PowerPC chips are the G3 and G4. 
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PPD (PostScript printer description) Usually consists of a text file that 
provides information to a printer about the device's unique features, such as extra 
paper trays or special paper size handling capabilities. 

PPP (Point to Point Protocol) A TCP/IP standard that allows a modem to 
access the Internet or an online service. 

PRAM (parameter RAM) A small amount of RAM on a Macintosh used to 
store basic system settings, such as display, networking, serial port, and startup 
disk. Zapping the PRAM is the act of clearing this portion of RAM to eliminate 
erratic system problems. 

preview software A version of software designed to promote interest in a new 
product. The software is usually in beta form, meaning it probably has bugs that 
may cause performance anomalies or system crashes. 

printer driver A program that works with a computer and printer, allowing the 
two devices to communicate with each other. 

printer fonts Sometimes called outl ine fonts, the PostScript fonts thai are 
downloaded to a printer and used to output your actual text. Sometimes also 
known as soft fonts. Compare with bitmap fonts . 

print queue A list of files sent to the printer that are waiting to be printed. 

print server A device, computer, or software designed to host and manage 
a print queue. 

program See application. 

proportional font A font in which each character has a different space or width 
value, with a Jetter such as " i" having a narrow width and the letter "m" having a 
much wider width. Contrast with fixed-width or monospaced font. 

pull-down menu When you click on a menu bar, the pull-down menu provides 
the list of available commands. On the Windows platform, it's referred to as a 
drop-down menu. 

Q 
queue A list of files destined for printing or processing of some sort. 

QuickDraw 3D Apple's technology for creation and display of three
dimensional objects. 
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QuickTime A multimedia technology from Apple Computer that provides 
support for dozens of audio and video standards. QuickTime technology is used 
for video editing, and to create online audio and video presentations. The software 
is available in both Mac and Windows versions. 

QuickTime TV A standard from Apple Computer designed to compete with 
RealAudio and ReaiVideo. It lets you view streaming audio and video productions 
on the Internet. Apple has entered the competition with big guns, by making the 
source code freely available and not charging a license fee for use of its server 
software (the software that sends the streaming productions). 

R 
radio button A small circular button that appears in a dialog box. Clicking on it 
will activate a specific function. 

RAM (random access memory) The memory used as a temporary storage 
location for computer data. 

RAM disk A portion of RAM set aside to emulate the functions of a hard disk. 

read-only file The name for a fi le that you can read but cannot change, either 
because it' s password protected or it's on a storage medium you cannot write to 
(such as a CD-ROM). 

RealAudio The most popular protocol for streaming audio and video 
productions. RealAudio and its companion program, RealVideo, are available free, 
but users of the streaming software pay a license fee for its use. 

reset switch A button on a Mac that forces the computer to restart, used to get 
the Mac working again when it crashes. 

resolution A measurement of the number of pixels in a document or display 
screen. 

RISC (reduced instruction set computer) A type of CPU, such as the 
PowerPC chip, which uses a smaller set of instructions to perform. The speed with 
which the instructions are processed accounts for the high performance of 
RJSC-based CPUs. 

ROM (read-only memory) A computer chip onto which data is written that 
cannot be changed and does not disappear when the computer is switched off. A 
special type of ROM, called Flash ROM, allows for the data to be changed with a 
special software program. Compare with RAM. 
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router Software or a hardware device that directs data to different segments of a 
computer network. 

s 
scalable font A font designed to work in all sizes available to an application. 
Scalable fonts usually are provided in PostScript and TrueType formats. 

screen fonts See bitmap fonts. 

screen saver A program that darkens the screen or provides a moving picture 
when your computer is idle for a specified period of time. With CRT-based 
monitors, it is designed to prevent a so-called "bum-i n" effect, in which areas 
displayed for long periods of time are permanently etched onto the display. The 
jury is out about whether screen savers really work or not with modem computer 
displays, and they do nothing for an LCD display. 

scroll The act of moving through a display or document window. 

scroll arrow The arrow located at each end of a scrollbar that' s used to navigate 
through the contents of a window or list box. 

scrollbar The little bar that appears at the right and bottom of a window or list 
box when it's too small to show all of its contents. 

SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface) A standard used for storage 
devices. SCSI capabi lity has been removed from Apple computers, in favor of 
Fire Wire and USB. 

SDRAM A type of memory used on first-generation iMacs and some Apple 
laptop computers. 

select The act of marking or choosing an item so you can perform an action on 
it. With a mouse or other pointing dev ice, you select the item by clicking on it. 

serial port A port provided on older Macs for use by modems and non-network 
printers. See also USB. 

shareware Software that is freely distributed, for which the author or publisher 
requests payment if you like using it after a brief trial. 

SIMM (single inline memory module) A type of computer memory module, 
mostly used on older model Macs and other personal computers. 
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SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) A counterpart to POP, used for 
sending email. SMTP transfers email to server computers across the Internet, 
using TCP/lP. 

software A file that contains instructions that tell a computer how to perform 
specific tasks. These include the Mac OS, the applications you run, device drivers, 
and so forth. 

source code A text file that contains the information from which a computer 
program is compiled. Apple has released source code for some elements of Mac 
OS X and its QuickTime streaming software. 

spool The act of transfen·ing data to a device, usually a printer. A spool fi le is a 
file that contains the instructions needed to perform an action, such as printing a 
document. See also print queue. 

spring-loaded folders A feature of the Mac OS (beginning with Mac OS 8) in 
which a folder expands to reveal its contents when you click and drag your input 
device over the folder. 

startup disk The disk used to start your Mac, containing a usable System 
Folder. Startup disk settings can be made with the Startup Disk Control Panel. 

Stuftlt The industry-standard compression program for the Mac. Stuffit uses a 
special algorithm to make files smaller by using pointers to redundant data. Sn1ffit 
archives (a file containing files compressed with Stufflt) are routinely transferred 
via disk, networks, or the Internet. This is the Mac counterpart of the Zip format, 
which dominates the DOS and Windows computing platforms. See also 
compression, Zip. 

submenu A secondary menu that displays when you click a pointing device and 
hold it over the main menu's name. Also known as a hierarchical menu. 

Super Disk A removable disk standard that supports I .4MB floppies and a 
special floppy-like high-capacity format. It' s become popular since Apple 
removed floppy drives as standard issue on their computers. SuperDisk media can 
hold up to 120MB of data. 

SuperDrive A floppy disk drive installed on many older Macintosh computers, 
which supports 400K, 800K, and 1.4MB floppies. With proper translation 
software, such as File Exchange, a SuperDrive can al so read MS-DOS floppies. 

surf The act of exploring the Internet, typically the World Wide Web. 
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surge suppressor A device des igned to provide protection of e lectronics from 
power surges from a power line or due to a lightning strike. Surge suppressors 
typically have several outputs for connection of computer equipment and other 
electronic components (such as a TV or VCR). 

swap file Used with virtual memory, a portion of your hard disk set aside to 
handle data that doesn' t fit within the available amount of RAM. 

system The basic file that provides core functionality of the Mac OS, also 
known as a system file. It can also refer to the operating system itself, such as 
System 7, an older generation of the Mac OS. 

system disk See startup disk. 

system software See operating system. 

T 
TCPIIP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) The networking 
standard used for Internet networking and connections. 

text box An enclosure on a document, icon, or dialog box window in which you 
insert text. 

title bar The top area of a window in which its name is displayed. 

toolbar A row of buttons in an application that you click on to activate a specific 
function. 

trackball A pointing device that resembles an upside-down mouse, in which you 
move the ball rather than the device itself to point to objects on your computer's 
screen. 

tracking speed An adjustment in the Mouse or Trackpad Control Panel that sets 
how fast a mouse pointer moves across the screen. 

trackpad Used on laptop computers, a pointing device consisting of a little 
square or rectangular pad on which you use your finger to move the cursor across 
the screen. 

TrueType fonts A scalable technology fU'St released in 1990 by Apple 
Computer, in part as a way to avoid paying the tl1en-high licensing fees for 
PostScript fonts. Beginning with Mac OS System 7, built-in support was provided 
for display of True Type fonts. Both Mac and Windows computers come with a 
small selection of True Type fonts. 
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twisted-pair cable The type of wiring used for both telephone and network 
connections. Twisted-pair cable is made up of two pairs of wires. One pair is used 
for receiving data, the other for transmitting. 

type style An attribute of a type face, such as regular (or normal), bold, italic, 
shadow, strikeout, or underline. 

typeface A collection of characters, numbers, and symbols in a distinct form 
or design. 

u 
UNIX A popular operating system frrst developed by AT&T in 1972. It provides 
all the features considered critical to a modern operating system, such as 
preemptive multitasking and protected memory. There are many UNIX-based 
systems, including Linux and Mac OS X. 

UPS (uninterruptible power supply) A device that provides backup power 
in the event of a power failure. UPS devices available for personal computers 
commonly have a large battery that's used to provide power for a brief period to 
give the user time to shut down the computer safely without risk to the files or 
disk drives. 

URL (uniform resource locator) The address of a specific site on the Internet. 

USB (universal serial bus) A high-speed serial port standard used on current 
Apple computers, beginning with the iMac. It is used for input devices, digital 
cameras, storage devices, and other products. 

Usenet See newsgroup. 

user interface See interface. 

utility A program designed to help a computer function better. A utility may 
include a hard disk diagnostic program or something that enhances computer 
performance, such as Adobe Type Manager, which offers clear rendering of 
PostScript fonts. 

v 
virtual memory A method of extending available memory on a computer by 
setting aside a portion of the hard drive to store and swap data that exceeds the size 
of available RAM. 
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w 
Web See World Wide Web. 

Web browser See browser. 

window The rectangular screen in which the contents of a disk, folder, 
or document are displayed. 

Windows 95 and 98 The consumer versions of Microsoft 's 32-bit graphical 
operating system, which offers preemptive multitasking, so long as the application 
is also 32-bit. 

Windows NT and 2000 The so-called high-end versions of Windows, used for 
content creation and for networked servers. 

word processor A program that allows you to create, edit, and format text. 
Examples of word processors include one of the components of Apple Works and 
Microsoft Word. Such programs also offer graphic editing capabilities of one sort 
or another. 

World Wide Web (WWW) A collection oflnternet sites that offer a variety of 
content, ranging from text to pictures to animation and sound. You view a Web 
site with a browser, software designed to interpret Web documents, which are 
coded in HTML. See also browser, HTML. 

WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) Pronounced "wizzywig," 
describes the ability to display a close representation of the look and feel of a 
document on your Mac's display. 

z 
Zip The DOS, Windows, and Unix counterpart to Stufflt. It's a protocol that 
uses a special algorithm to reduce file size by using pointers for redundant data. 
Files compressed with Zip (which are said to be "zipped") are commonly used for 
file transfers. There are also Mac versions of Zip, used to provide cross-platform 
compatibility, and all current versions of Stufflt also can expand Zip files. See also 
compression, Stufflt. 

Zip drive A storage device developed by Iomega Corporation, using a small 
disk, resembling a thick floppy. Zip drives store either 100MB or 250MB of data. 

zoom box A box at the right of a window that is used to expand or reduce the 
window's size. 
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limits of, 198-199 
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Combo keyboards, 171 
Composite memory, 62 
Config PPP, 437-438 
Conflict Catcher (Casady & Greene), 400-405, 

514-515 
"Clean-System Install Merge" 

feature of, 34-37 
features of, 400-401 
rebuilding desl..'lops with, 391 
testing for conflicts with, 401-405 

Connections 
improving connection performance, 464 
Mac instalJations and, 10 
problems and, 450-452 

networking and, 368-369 
TCP/IP settings and, 451-452 
user authentication failure 

and,452 
Connectix Speed Doubler, 296-298 
Connectix Surf Express Deluxe, 480 
Conneclix Virtual PC, 232-233 
Contrast, display adjustments, 192 
Convergence, display adjustments, 192 
CPU accelerator cards 

comparing cache upgrades with, 53 
comparing new Mac with, 49 
connection performance and, 464 
cuda switches and, 48-49 
installing software first and, 47-48 
jumper switches and, 48 
SCSI chain devices and, 48 
types of, 49-50 

cache slot upgrades, 49-50 
CPU cards, 49-50 
PDS cards, 49-50 
ZIF slots, 49-50 

unsupponed upgrades and, 49 
Cross-platform viruses, 246-247 
CRT screens 

display terminology and, 185 
weight of, 186 

Cuda switches, 48-49 

D 
Dark screen, RAM upgrades and, 73-74 
DAT (Digital Audio State), backups and, 302 
DAVE, networking Macs and PCs with, 

226-228 
DDS (Digital Data Storage), backups and, 302 
Dealer repairs/replacements, 11-12 
Degaussing displays, 197 
Desktop 

blotchy, blurry desktop pictures, 383 
desktop decoration programs and, 

384-386 
rebuilding, 390-391 

DiamondSoft Font Reserve, 123, 516 
Digital Audio State (DA T), backups and, 302 
Digital Data Storage (DDS), backups and, 302 
Digital signal processing (DSP) chips, 

modems, 438 
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), 466-467 
DIMMs (Dual Inline Memory Module), 61 
Directories, hard drives, 264 
Disk cache, Internet access speeds and, 464 
Disk Doctor (Norton), 278-281 
Disk First Aid 

checldng hard drive with, 33 
clean installations and, 27 
hard drive directory problems and, 

277-278 
Disk repair programs, 33 
DiskWarrior (Alsoft) 

hard drive directory problems and, 280 
rebuilding desl..'lops and, 391 

Display, 184-216 
adjustments, before maldng, 190-191 
adjustments, maldng, 194-197 

iMac and Apple Vision, 
194-196 

other displays, 196-197 
adjustments, problems with, 197-198 
adjustments, types of, 187-194 

brightness, 192 
color depth, 191 
contrast, 192 
convergence, 192 
geometry, 193-194 



moire, 194 
resolution, 191- 192 
sharpness, I 94 
size and position, 192 

cleaning PowerBook's display, 83 
color calibrating with ColorSync, 

198-206 
installation of, 186-187 
multiple displays and, 206-207 
problems and, 207- 216 

black on black lettering, 2 14 
bouncing picture, wavy 

patterns, 213 
color changes and color 

artifacts, 2 10 
faint lines on screen, 208- 209 
fuzzy/ blotchy picture, 2 12 
graphic and video cards 

conflict, 209 
missing colors, discolored 

picture, 213- 2 14 
no picture, 215-2 16 
old display on new Mac, 

207- 208 
picture too large, 210--211 
screen blinks out momentarily, 

2 10--21 1 
shrinking picture, 210 
slow screen redrawing, 

2 11- 212 
unavailable color depth 

settings, 210--2 11 
unstable/rapid scrolling, 2 12 

selection features, 184-1 86 
terminology of, 184-186 
using TVs as displays, 207 

DNS. See Domain Name Service (DNS) 
Domain Name Service (DNS) 

DOS 

updating, 229 
Web site access and, 470 

accessing on Macs, 218-220 
viruses and, 247 

Dot pitch, display terminology, 185 
DragStrip (Aladdin), 5 14 
Drive cache, 5 I 

Drivers 
Ethernet drivers and, 366 
Mac installations and, 10--11 
printers and, 147-148 
troubleshooting, 283-286 
USB problems and, 180 
USB scanners and, 343 

Index 

DropS tuff (Aladdin), 514 
DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), 466-467 
DSP (Digital signal processing) chips, 438 
Duallnline Memory Module (DlMMs), 6 1 
Duplexing, printer perfonnance and, 163 
DVD-RAM, backups and, 301 - 302 

E 
E-mail 

blocking features and, 498-500 
doesn' t reach destination and, 488-489 
forwarding services for, 497 
handling attachments and, 490 
junk mail and 

AOL, 497-500 
Claris Emailer, 500--502 
complaint process for, 508-509 
Eudora Pro, 502 
Netscape Communicator, 

502-504 
Outlook Express, 505- 508 

problems and 
AOL, 493-496 
other ISPs, 496 

viruses and, 491-492 
EDO RAM, RAM upgrades and, 6 1 
Eleclrical interference, video problems and, 213 
Encryption, 378 
Envelopes, printing, 165 
Ergonomic keyboards, 171 
Error messages 

list of messages and defmition, 14-17 
printer problems and, 154 

ESP (.esp) files, 131 
Ethernet, 369-373 

add ing Ethernet cards, 43 
AppleTalk Ethernet drivers and, 366 
fast method for, 372 
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history of, 369- 370 
Loca!Talk-to-Ethemet adapters, 360 
regular method fo r, 372-373 
speed of, 370-371 
standards for, 370 

Eudora Pro, junk mail and, 502 
Expansion cards. See Peripheral cards 
Extended Data Output (EDO), RAM upgrades 

and, 6 1 
Extensions Manager, 393-400 

crashes and, 397-400 
forcing restarts, 394 
rebuilding desktops and, 39 1 
system profile and, 394--396 

Ex tens is Suitcase 8.1 , 5 16--5 J 7 
Extents Tree, 265 

F 
Fast/Wide SCSI-2, 329 
Fax software, limitations of, 430-43 1 
File attachments 

e-mail and, 490 
size restrictions on, 488 

File Exchange, 218-220 
changing file mapping in, 222- 224 
PC file mapping and, 218-219 
problems and, 220-222 

CD is unreadable, 222 
disk is unreadable, 222 
document ftles with strange 

characters or garbled, 221 
fi le doesn' t opened by 

double-clicking, 220-221 
files aren' t visible on disk, 222 

reading PC disks, 2 19 
translating files, 220 

File Manager, 264 
File mapping, changing, 222-224 
File organization systems, 266--269 

HFS, 266--267 
HFS+, 267-269 

File sharing, 352-359 
access privileges and, 357-359 
Mac installations and, 5 
preferences and, 367 
problems and, 366--368 
steps in, 352-357 

File Synchronization, backup software, 298 
Files servers, networking security and, 379 
Final Cut Pro, 423-425 
Fire Wire 

connecting old camcorders to Fire Wire 
ports, 415 

hard drives and, 281-282 
limitations of, 335 
overview of, 42 
SCSI chains and, 334--335 

Flag Virus, 250 
Flat screen, display terminology, 185 
Floppy disks, backups and, 300 
Font cache, 5 1-52 
Font management utili ties, L 13 
Font Manager 

font organization with, 123- 126 
overview of, 122-123 

Font menu 
fonts missing from, I 18 
system enhancement programs for, 387 

Font Reserve (DiamondSoft), 123, 516 
Fonts, 106--127 

anti-aliasing problems, 382-383 
finding and fix ing damaged fonts, 

112-113 
organization of, 120-127 

FontManager and, 122-126 
Font Reserve and, 123 
Mac font folder limits and, 

120-121 
problems and 

bitmap printing, 117 
bitmapped PostScript font 

screen display, 116 
can' t delete font in fonts folder, 

11 9-120 
font conflicts, 113-115, I 17 
fonts missing characters or 

square boxes, 1 I 9 

types of 

fonts missing from font 
menu, 11 8 

Multiple Master Fonts, 
111- JI 2 

OpenType fonts, I 09 
PostScript fonts, 106--107 
QuickDraw GX fonts, 109-11 1 
TrueType fonts, 108-109 



Force quit, 394 
Formatting, hard drives, 261-262 
FreePPP, 436-438 
Full backup, 305 

G 
Gateways, 230 
Geometry, display adjustments, 193- 194 
GeoPort, serial port for modems, 441 
GIF (.gil) files, 131 
Gigabit Ethernet, 371- 372 
Global Village moderns, scripts of, 435 
Graphic cards 

conflict with video cards, 209 
loose connection of, 2 15 
overview of, 42 

Graphic files, 130-138 
format types listed, 130-133 
preparing Mac graphics for Windows 

environment, 136-138 
problems and, 135-136 

application not found 
message, 135 

Open dialog box and, 135 
wrong application opens, 135 

viewing Mac graphic files in Windows 
environment 

file formats overview, 136 
when format is correct, 137 
when format is wrong, 

137- 138 
viewing PC graphics on a Mac, 133- 135 

Adobe Photo Deluxe and, 133 
Adobe Photoshop and, 133 
GraphicConverter and, 133-134 
Picture Viewer and, 134 
QuickTime Player and, 134 
steps in, 134-135 
Web browser and, 134 

Graphic tablets, 170 
GraphicConverter, 133- 134 
Gray screen, RAM upgrades and, 73 
Groups privileges, setting, 357 
GURU (NewerRAM), 5 17 

Index 

H 
Hard drives 

backups and, 300 
bad blocks and, 273 
corrupted drivers and, 283-286 
dangers of leaving damaged hard drive 

unfixed, 286 
diagnostic failures and, 283 
directory problems and, 277- 282,291 

Alsoft's DiskWarrior, 280 
Disk First Aid and, 277- 278 
Norton Utilities and, 278- 279 
TechTool Pro and, 279 

fi le protection on, 27 1 
hardware failure and, 286-287 
optimizing, 274-276, 421 

programs for, 274-275 
tips for, 275-276 

partitioning, 271- 273 
primer on, 260-269 

directories and, 264 
File Manager and, 264 
fi le organization systems and, 

266-269 
fom1atting and, 261- 262 
Master Directory Block 

and, 264 
partitioning and, 262-263 
sectors and, 261 
trees and, 265-266 
Volume Bit Map and, 264-265 

protecting drives with shut down 
COOlnland,270-271 

refom1atting, 34 
SCSI, ATA, and FireWire, 28 1-282 
video capture and, 42 1 

Hardware failure, AppleTalk, 365 
Hardware locking switches, 340 
Hardware registries, laptops, 95 
Hardware-related problems 

battery doesn't recharge (PowerBook 
or i Book), 20 

date or network settings change, 19-20 
front bezel separates (PowerBook 

190/5300 series), 20 
hard drives and, 286-287 
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picture distorted or t11ere is a color 
shift, 19 

Sad Mac messages and, 73 
screen remains dark and Mac refuses 

to start, 19 
weird tones at startup, 19 

HFS, 266-267 
HFS+ 

iBooks 

iMac 

converting to, 269 
future of, 268 
pros and cons of, 267-268 

battery doesn't recharge, 20 
extended warranties and, 20 
RAM upgrade process for, 70-7 1 
resetting, 92 
trackpad failure and, 177 

adjusting display and, 194-196 
RAM upgrade process for, 68-69 

iMovie, 417,418-419, 423 
Important Information file, 26-27 
Incremental backup, 305 
INIT 17 Virus, 250 
INIT 29 Virus, 250 
INIT 1984 Virus, 250 
INIT 9403 Virus, 250 
INIT-M Virus, 250 
Ink cartridges, 141-143 
Inkjet printers 

lettering breaks up, 154-155 
losing network connection and, 

155-156 
portable models, I 0 I 
text out of alignment, 155 
using PostScript witJ1, 146-147 

Input devices, 168- 181 
ADB chain limits and, 174-175 
ADB port failure and, 17 1- 172 
installation of, 172-173 

ADB device installation 
guidelines, 172 

USB device insta.llation 
guidelines, 172-173 

problems and, 175-178 
defective cable or ADB port, 

176-177 
keyboard dead, 175 
mouse motion erratic, 176 
nonfunctional keys, 176 
nonfunctional mouse 

button, 176 
nonfunctional numeric 

keypad, 177 
Power Book or iBook track pad 

fails, 177 
software conflicts, 177 
spilled liquid on keyboard, 

177- 178 
testing the keyboard and, 174 
types of, 168- 171 
USB connection and, 178-181 

Installation 
adding new Mac to home or home 

office, 2-4 
adding accessories, 4 
choosing an ISP, 4 
learning Mac fundamentals, 3 
testing system components, 3 

adding new Mac to office or Mac 
network, 7- 9 

Internet access and, 8 
networking and, 7-8 
serial printers and, 8 
software licenses and, 7 
software updates and, 9 

adding replacement or additional Mac 
to home or home office, 4-7 

checking for new versions, 6 
reinstalling applications, 5- 6 
sharing Internet access, 6 
System Folder and, 5 
using fi le sharing and, 5 

adding replacement or additional Macs 
to office or Mac network, 9-10 

application software and, 9-10 
checking for updates, 10 
System Folder and, 9 

problems and, I 0-12 
checking cables, II 



dealer repairs/replacements 
and, 11- 12 

isolating and testing 
peripherals, L I 

peripheral drivers and, 10-1 1 
rechecking connections, I 0 

Installation, clean. See Clean installation 
Insurance policies, laptops, 92- 93, 97 
Intelligent caching, 480 
Interleaving, 62 
International Telecommunications Union 

(ITU), 466 
Internet access, 450-467 

broadband access and, 465-467 
cable modems and, 465-466 
DSL and, 466-467 

connection problems, 450-452 
TCP/IP settings and, 451-452 
user authentication failed, 452 

improving connection performance, 
464-465 

broadband lSP, 464 
faster Mac or accelerator 

card, 464 
faster modem, 464 
RAM upgrades, 464 

increasing access speed, 463-464 
checking disk cache setting, 464 
faster access numbers, 463 
not logging on during 

primetime, 463 
updating software, 463 

Internet Config appHcation and, 
452-454 

Internet Control Panel and, 454-460 
advanced settings and, 458-460 
features of, 454 
set up for, 455-457 

Mac installations and, 8 
software problems and, 460-463 

bugsin,46 1-462 
corrupted preference files, 461 
corrupted Wed cache, 460 
not enough memory, 461 
ObjectSupportLib and, 460 
RAM allocation and, 461 
system extension conflicts, 462 

Internet backups, 295, 302 

Internet Config appl ication, 452-454 
Internet Control Panel, 454-460 

advanced settings and, 458-460 
features of, 454 
set up for, 455-457 

Internet dialer, 443 
Internet Explorer 

Index 

emptying Web caches on, 474 
increasing Web cache size on, 477 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
choosing, 4 
connection performance and, 464 
traffic problems and, 482 
Web site access and, 471 

ISPs (Internet Service Providers), 4 
ITU (International Telecommunications 

Union), 466 

J 
Jaz 2 drives, video capture and, 420 
Joysticks, L 70 
JPEG (.jpg) files, 13 1 
Jumper switches 

CPU upgrades and, 48 
SCSI chains and, 323-325 

Junk email 
AOL and, 497-500 
Claris Emailer and, 500-502 
complaint process for, 508-509 
Eudora Pro and, 502 
Netscape Communicator and, 502-504 
Outlook Express and, 505-508 

Junk Mail Filter, Outlook Express, 506 

K 
Kaleidoscope, 385-386 
Keyboards 

combo keyboards, 171 
dead keyboard and, 175 
ergonomic keyboards, 171 
liquid on, 177- 178, 180 
nonfunctional keys on, 176 
nonfunctional numeric keypad on, L 77 
replacement keyboards and, 17 1 
testing, 174 

KeyCaps program, 119 
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L 
L2,50, 52 
Laptops, 82-103 

changing iBook batteries, 89 
cleaning PowerBook's display, 83 
extended warranties and, 20, 82-83 
extending battery life, 83-87 
insurance policies and, 92-93, 97 
problems of 

automatic sleep mode doesn't 
work, 88 

battery won' t charge, 88 
crashes when awaking from 

sleep mode, 88 
"memory effect" problems, 89 
PC cards and, 90 
PowerBook 5300/190 and, 90 
too hot for lap use, 9 1 
trackpad doesn' t track 

properly, 88 
resetting Power Manager on 

iBook and, 92 
older PowerBooks and, 92 
PowerBook G3 and, 91 

theft prevention, 92- 97 
travel guide for, 99- 103 

accessory kit and, 102 
backups and, 100, 101 
checking prior to travel, I 00 
online access and, 101- 102 
overseas phone and voltage 

issues, 99-100 
portable inkjet printers and, 101 
protective case for, 103 
separate mouse and keyboard 

for, 102- 103 
spare batteries and chargers 

and, 100 
weather protection and, I 0 I 

using PowerBook as SCSI drive, 97- 98 
X-rays and, 93 

Laser printers 
documents all black, 160 
documents faded on one s ide, 159 
documents splotched or smeared, 159 
documents too light, 160 
font substitution on, 158 

LaserWriter 8 driver 
installing network printers and, 142 
printer driver choices and, 147 

Launcher, system enhancement programs 
for, 388 

LCD screens 
adjustments on, 188 
compared with CRTs, 186 
dead pixels and, 191 
replacing, 20 
types of, 185 

Limitcheck error, printer problems, 157 
Linear video editing, 413 
Loca!Talk, 228, 360 
Logic board problems, 19 

M 
Mac OS Finder, 390 
Mac OS X Server, 379 
Mac!PC cross platforrns, 218- 242 

accessing DOS or Windows files on 
Macs, 2 18- 220 

changing file mapping, 222-224 
finding Mac software, 24 1-242 
Mac!PC comparisons 

defending Macs, 237 
speed comparisons, 240-24 1 
system stability, 238 

Mac view of Windows environment, 
238-239 

networking Mac and Windows 
computers, 224-228 

installing DAVE, 226-228 
installing Windows services for 

Macintosh, 224-226 
networking problems and, 228-231 

checking configuration 
settings, 229-230 

checking default gateways, 230 
checking networking 

protocol, 229 
checking routing table 

updates, 23 I 
checking TCP/lP control 

panel, 230 
updating DNS servers, 229 



solving file exchange problems, 
220-222 

Windows emulators and, 231-234 
evaluating performance of, 234 
hardware and software 

approaches to, 231- 232 
how they work, 232- 233 

Windows problems and, 235-237 
forcing quit and, 236 
Windows crashes at startup, 235 
Windows troubleshooters and, 

236-237 
Windows view of Mac environment, 

239-240 
Macintosh tutorial, 3 
MacMag Virus, 250 
MacPPP, 436-438 
Macro viruses, 250-251 
Mac Test Pro, I 57 
MacTicker (Aladdin), 5 14 
Magneto-optical drives, backups and, 301 
Mail Controls, AOL, 498-500 
Mail Rules, Outlook Express, 507 
Manual backup, 291 
Master Directory Block, hard drives, 264 
Maximum resolution, display terminology, I 85 
MBDFVirus, 251 
MDEF Virus, 25 I 
Melissa virus, 492 
Memory Control Panel, disk cache and, 464 
"Memory effect" problems, laptops, 89 
Memory interleaving, benefits of, 62 
Memory, Internet access software problems, 461 
Menu Options, system enhancement programs 

for, 387 
Mice 

frozen mouse, 173 
mouse motion eJTatic, 176 
nonfunctional mouse button, I 76 

MicroMat Tech Tool Pro. See Tech Tool Pro 
(MicroMat) 

MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail 
Extension), 493 

Mirroring data, backups and, 301 
Modems 

56K modems, 428-429 
cable modems, 466-467 
connection performance and, 464 
connection speeds of, 428-429 

external modems and, 431-432 
fax software and, 430-431 

Index 

Global Village modems scripts and, 435 
internal modems and, 433 
Modem Conu·ol Panel and, 432-435 
modem strings and, 444-448 
networking and, 360-364 
problems and 

bad or incorrect cable, 439 
busy signals, 442 
defective modem, 438-439 
missing ports, 439 
slow speeds, 440-44 I 
sudden disconnects, 442-443 

testing, 443-444 
using FreePPP or MacPPP with, 

436-438 
Moire, display adjustments, 194 
Monitor & Sound Control Panel 

making display adjustments with, 
194-197 

Monitor Calibration Assistant and, 
199-206 

Monitor Control Panel, I 88 
Monitors 

problems of, I 9 
Web artwork and, 486 

MOV (.mov) ftles, 131 
Multi-button mouse, 169 
Multifunction printers, 431 
Multiple displays 

mirroring and, 206-207 
moving menu bar and, 207 
using TVs as displays, 207 

Multiple Master Fonts, 11 1- 112 
Multiple Users fea ture, networking security 

and,378 
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension (MIME) 

protocol, 493 

N 
NetBIOS, file transfers, 231 
Netscape Navigator/Communicator 

emptying Web caches on, 473 
increasing Web cache size on, 477 
junk mail and, 502- 504 
Netscape Messenger and, 496 
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Network backup, Retrospect, 294 
Network Browser application, 377 
Network cru·ds, 42-43 
Network drives, backups and, 302 
Network identity information, 366-367 
Network printers 

compared with USB printers, 143- 144 
installing, 141-143 

Network socket connections, 470 
Networking, 352-380 

AirPort and, 373-375 
Apple Talk problems and, 364-366 

Ethernet drivers and, 366 
hardware failure and, 365 
serial printer issues, 365 

browser and, 377 
connection problems and, 368-369 
Ethernet and, 369-373 

activating, 373 
fast method for, 372 
overview of, 369-372 
regular method for , 372-373 

file sharing and, 352-359 
access privileges and, 357-359 
steps in, 352-357 

file sharing problems and, 366-368 
can't connect to networked 

computer, 368-369 
can't turn on file sharing, 

366-368 
Mac installations and, 7-8 
Mac/PC cross platforms and, 224-228 

installing DAVE, 226-228 
installing Windows services for 

Macimosh, 224-226 
troubleshooting, 228-231 

security and, 378-380 
system extensions and, 380 
TCPIIP and, 375-377 
without a network, 360-364 

LocalTalk-to-Ethernet adapters 
and,360 

modem-to-modem connections 
and,360-364 

Networking configuration settings, 229-230 
Networking protocol, 229 

NewerRAM GURU, 517 
Nonlinear video editing, 4 13 
Norton Anti-Virus, 253-254 
Norton Disk Doctor, 278-28 1 
Nm1on Speed Disk, 274 
Norton Utilities 

finding and fixing damaged fonts, 113 
rebuilding desktops and, 391 

NuBus, peripheral cards and, 44 
Numeric keypads, 177 
n Vir Virus, 251 

0 
ObjectSupportLib, 460 
OCR (Optical character recognition), 347-350 
Onlineaccess, laptops, 101- 102 
Online graphics, improving, 483 
Online service, modem disconnects and, 442 
Open and Save dialog boxes, enhancing, 

386-387 
OpenType fonts, 109 
Optical character recognition (OCR), 347-350 
Orange Micro, 232-233 
Outlook Express, junk mail and, 505-508 

p 
Paper jams and feed problems, 164-165 
Partitioning, hard drives, 262-263, 27 1-273 
Passwords, 369, 378 
PC 100 DIM.Ms, 6 1-62 
PC cards, 90 
PC disks, reading, 219 
PC display support, 208 
PC Exchru1ge. See File Exchange 
PC file mapping, 218-219 
PC graphics, on Macs 

Adobe Photo Deluxe and, 133 
Adobe Photoshop and, 133 
GraphicConverter and, 133-134 
Picture Viewer and, 134 
QuickTime Player and, 134 
Web browser and, 134 

PC/Mac cross platforms. See Mac/PC cross 
platforms 



PCI bus, 44 
PCI card problems, 19 
PCX (.pcx) files, 132 
PDS (Processor direct s lot), 44, 49-50 
Peripheral cards 

bus types and, 44 
installation steps for, 44-47 
size of, 43 
types of 

Fire Wire cards, 42 
graphic cards, 42 
network cards, 42-43 
SCSI accelerators, 43 
serial port cards, 43 
USB adapter cards, 43 
video capture boards, 43 

upgrade problems and, 46-47 
Peripherals, testing, I I 
Personal Backup (ASD), 296 
Personal Filing Cabinet, AOL, 494-496 
Phone lines 

connection quality and, 441 
overseas, 99-1 00 

Photo Deluxe (Adobe), 133 
Photoshop (Adobe), 133 
PICT (.pet) tiles, 132 
PictureViewer, 134 
PlusOptimizier, 274 
PNG (.png) fi les, 132 
Point of presence (POP) servers, 452-454 
Pointing devices. See Mice; Trackballs; 

Trackpads 
POP (Point of presence) servers, 452-454 
PopChar Pro, missing characters and, 11 9 
Ports, modem problems and, 439 
PostScript, 144-147. See also Raster Image 

Processor (RIP) 
clones and, 145- 146 
fonts of, 106-107 
pros and cons of, 144-145 
using with Inkjet printers, 146-147 

PostScript Printer Description (PPD), 148-153 
installing, 150-153 
overview of, 148 

Power Manager, resetting, 20 
Power outage, backups and, 291 

Index 561 

Power Books 
cleaning display of, 83 
problems of 

ADB port limitations and, 175 
battery doesn't recharge, 20 
extended warranties and, 20 
front bezel separates, 20 
PowerBook 53001190 and, 90 
trackpad fai ls, 177 

RAM upgrade process for, 70-7 1 
resetting older PowerBooks, 92 
resetting PowerBook G3, 91 
using as SCSI drive, 97-98 

Power On software, 517-5 18 
PPD. See PostScript Printer Description (PPD) 
PRAM battery problems, 19-20 
Preference files 

corruption of, 461 
merging system folders and, 37-38 

Premiere (Adobe), 4 16, 425-426 
Print resolution, 162 
Printerfonts, 11 6-11 7 
Printers 

comparing USB and network printers, 
143-144 

considering used printers, 143 
drivers for, 147-148 
installing network printers, 141-143 
installing personal printers, 140-141 

deactivating AppleTalk and, 
140-14 1 

ink cartridges and, 141 
software for, 140 

performance enhancement for, 160-164 
duplexing, 163 
extra trays, 163 
optional hard drive, 163- 164 
RAM upgrade, 163 
simpli fy ing documents, 162 
turning off background 

printing, 162 
using lower print 

resolution, 162 
PostScript and, 144-147 
PPD files and, 148-153 
problems and, 154-160 
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-8 133 error, 156 
banding and moire effects, 157 
bitmapped font display. 156 
bitmapped graphics, 156 
edges don't print, 158 
error messages and, 154 
fon t substitution on laser 

printers, 158 
Inkjet printer lettering breaks 

up, 154-155 
inkjet printer loses network 

connection, 155-156 
inkjet printer text out of 

alignment, 155 
laser printer documents 

all black, 160 
laser printer documents faded 

on one side, 1.59 
laser printer documents 

splotched or smeared, 159 
laser printer documents too 

light, 160 
limitcheck error and, 157 
Mac crashes when 

printing, 157 
paper jams and feed problems 

and, 164-165 
printer can't be located, 160 
printer resets while processing 

documents, 157 
Undefined Offending 

Command error, 158 
Vmerror and, 156-157 

Processor direct slot (PDS), 44, 49-50 

Q 
Quadra Macs, Ethernet ports on, 37 1 
QuarkXPress, application backup, 306-309 
QuickDraw GX fonts 

ATM and, 107 
limitations of, 109- 111 

QuickTime Player, 134 

R 
RAJD. See redundant array of inexpensive 

disks (RAID) 
RAM allocation, 461 
RAM defects, 19 
RAM disk, 51, 478-480 
RAM testing, 75-80 

extended RAM test, 159-162 
fast RAM test, 158-159 

RAM upgrades, 58-80 
avoiding damage during, 58-59 
connection performance and, 464 
cost of, 63- 64 
iBooks and PowerBooks and, 70-7 1 
iMac and, 68-69 
knowing which type of RAM to use, 

62-{)3 
printer performance and, 163 
problems and, 73-80 

chimes signifying RAM test 
fai lure, 73 

dark screen, 73-74 
gray screen, 73 
Sad Mac messages and, 73 

product warranty and, 58 
RAM types and, 60-Q3 

DIMMs,61 
EDORAM, 61 
PC 100 DIMMs, 6 l-Q2 
SDRAM,6 1 
SIMMs, 60-Q l 
SO-DIMMs, 61 

regular desktop Macs and 
overview of, 64-{)5 
steps in, 65-68 

startup fai lure solutions and, 74 
testing installation, 71-72 
testing RAM and, 75-80 

Raster Image Processor (RIP), 146-147. 
See also PostScript 

Redundant array of inexpensive disks (RAID) 
AT A hard drives and, 281 
backups and, 301 
SCSI accelerator cards and, 329-330 
video capture and, 420 



Removable drives, backups and, 301 
Replacement keyboards, 171 
RescueTXT (Abbot Systems), 313 
Resolution, display adjustments, 191- 192 
Restore disk, 34 
Restoring Iiles, 309-3 10 
Retrospect, backup features of, 294-296 
Retrospect, Storage Set tools and, 310-313 
RIP (Raster Image Processor), 146-147. See 

also PostScript 
Routing table updates, 231 

s 
Sad Mac messages, 73 
Scanners, 338- 350 

bundled software and, 350 
hardware locking switches and, 

339- 340 
improving quality of, 346-347 
installing, 338-339 
OCR technology and, 347- 350 
SCSI problems and, 341 
SCSI settings and, 339-340 
steps in using, 344-346 
TWAIN vs. plug-in, 349 
USB problems and, 341-343 

Scores Virus, 25 1 
Screen. See Display 
Screen fonts , 106. See also Bitmap fonts 
Screen images, capturing, 388 
Screen redrawing, slow, 384 
Screen size, display terminology, 185 
SCSI-1 /SCSI-2, 329 
SCSI-2 Fast, 329 
SCSI accelerator cards 

overview of, 43 
single vs. dual channel, 328 
speeds of, 328-329 
types of, 329 

Fast/Wide SCSI-2, 329 
SCSI-1/SCSI-2, 329 
SCSI-2Fast, 329 
Ultra-2 SCSI, 329 
Ultra SCSI, 329 

Index 

SCSI chains, 316-335 
adding accelerator cards, 328- 330 
adding SCSI accelerator cards 

single vs. dual channel, 328 
speeds of, 328-329 
types of, 329 

AT API and, 332- 334 
backups and, 313- 314 
cables and, 321 
CPU upgrades and, 48 
determining drive mechanism type, 

325-326 
Fire Wire and, 334-335 
guide to set up of, 329-330 
installing, 326-328 
internal vs. external, 321- 323 
jumper settings and, 323-325 
leaving on, 318 
lifetime of, 320 
organization of, 316-318 
problems and, 330-332 

Finder 41 Crash, 330 
Mac freezes when copying 

large files, 331 
Mac freezes with gray screen, 

33 1- 332 
SCSI hard drives, 281-282 
SCSI ID numbers, 3 17,320, 324-325 
SCSI Probe, 325- 326 
SCSI scanners 

installing, 339 
making them work on SCSI-less 

Macs, 342 
problems of, 341 
settings of, 339- 340 

SDRAM (Synchronous Dynamic Random 
Access Memory), 61 

Sectors, hard drives, 261 
Security, networking and, 378-380 

dedicated file servers and, 379 
encryption and, 378 
Multiple Users feature and, 378 
passwords and, 378 
software for, 378 
users and groups privileges and, 378 
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Serial ports, 43 
Serial printers 

AppleTalk and, 365 
Mac installations and, 8 

Services for Macintosh, 224-226 
SevenDust Virus, 25 1 
SGI (.sgi) files, 132 
Shadow mask, display terminology, 185 
Shared volumes, 356 
Sharpness, display adjustments, 194 
Single In line Memory Modules (SIMMs), 60-61 
Size and position, display adjustments, 192 
Sleep mode, laptops, 88 
Small Outline Duallnline Memory Module 

(SO-DIMMs), 61 
Software 

for Macs, 241-242 
for networking security, 378 
system crashes and, 14 
for viruses, 252- 256 

Norton Anti-Virus, 253-254 
Virex, 254-255 

Software components, clean installations 
and, 28 

Software confl icts 
backups and, 290-292 
input device problems and, 177 

Software licenses, 7 
Software updates 

Apple resources for, 407-409 
Internet resources for, 406-407 

SoftWindows (PWB), 232 
Spam. See Junk emai l 
Speed Disk (Norton), drive optimizing and, 274 
Speed Doubler (Connectix), backup software, 

296-298 
Spell Catcher 8 (Casady & Greene), 5 15 
Standard mouse, 169 
Startup Disk Control Panel, 24, 29 
Static electricity, 58 
Storage Set tools, Retrospect and, 310-3 13 
Stripe pitch, display terminology, 186 
StuffiT Expander (Aladdin), 5 13-514 
Suitcase 8. 1 (Extensis), 5 16-5 17 
Surf Express Deluxe (Connectix), 480 
Sync on green displays, 208 

Synchronous Dynamic Random Access 
Memory (SDRAM), 61 

System conflicts. See System crashes 
System crashes 

Conflict Catcher and, 400-405 
features of, 400-40 I 
testing for conflicts with, 

401--405 
error messages and, 14-18 
Extensions Manager and, 393-400 

forc ing a restart, 394 
Mac crashes after startup, 

398-399 
Mac crashes at startup, 397-398 
system profi le and, 394-396 

hardware or software related, 19-20 
overview of, 14-15 

computer viruses and, 15 
deciding whether to repair or 

replace, 15 
frequent crashes and, 14 
hardware and, 14 

System enhancement programs 
for capturing screen images, 388 
for font menus, 387 
guide to using, 389-390 
for Launcher, 388 
for Menu Options, 387 
for Open and Save dialog boxes, 

386-387 
System extension conflicts, 462 
System Folder 

contents of, 21 
Mac installations and, 5, 9 
merging after clean installation, 29-32 

System Folder, Previous 
merging with new System Folder, 

29-32 
preference files and, 37-38 
reverting to, 32-34 

System installations. See Clean installation; 
Upgrade installation 

System Profiler 
clean installations and, 22-23 
installing cache cards and, 53 
merging system folders and, 29-32 
system crashes and, 394-396 



T 
T4 Virus, 252 
Tape drives, backups and, 302 
Targa (. tga) flies, 132 
TCPIIP. See Transmission Control 

Protocolllntemet Protocol (TCPIIP) 
TechTool Pro (MicroMat), 75-80 

drive optimizing and, 274 
extended RAM test and, 159-162 
fast RAM test and, 158-159 
finding and fixing damaged fonts, I 13 
hard drive directory problems and, 

279,28 1 
rebuilding desl1ops, 391 
version 1.19 of, 5 17 

Television sets, using as displays, 207 
Termination, SCSI chains and, 3 17,3 19, 

323-324 
TIFF (.tif) tiles, 132-133 
Toner cartridges 

installing, 142 
quality of, 141 , 143 

Trackballs, 170 
Trackpads, 170, 177 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

(TCPIIP) 
control panel for, 230 
networking and, 375-377 
settings for, 45 1-452 

Travel guide, laptops, 99- 103 
accessory kit in, 102 
backups and, 100-101 
checking prior to u·avel, 100 
online access and, 101-102 
overseas phone and voltage and, 99-100 
portable inkjet printers and, 101 
protective case for, I 03 
separate mouse and keyboard and, 

102-103 
spare batteries and chargers and, I 00 
weather protection and, I 0 I 

Trees, hard drives 
Catalog Tree, 265-266 
Extents Tree, 265 

TrueType fonts, 108- 109 
TWAIN, scanner software and, 349 

u 
Ultra SCSI, 329 
Ultra-2 SCSI, 329 

Index 

Undefined Offending Command error, 158 
Upgrade installation, 42-56 

cache cards and, 50-55 
pros and cons of, 52- 53 
testing, 55 
types of, 50-52 

CPU accelerator cards and, 47-50 
pros and cons of, 47-49 
types of, 49-50 

overview of, 21 
peripheral cards and 

problems with, 46-47 
types of, 42-43 

URLs, Web site access and, 470 
USB adapter cards, 43 
USB connections, 178-18 1 

imitations of, I 79 
overview of, 178 
problems and, 179- 181 

lack of power, 179- 180 
liquid on keyboard, 180 
no driver found, 180 
USB device not recognized, 180 

USB devices, installation guideline, 172- 173 
USB mouse extension, 169 
USB ports, video capture and, 416 
USB printers, 143- 144 
USB scanners 

installing, 338 
problems and, 341-343 

driver conflicts and, 343 
scanner not recognized, 343 
slower than SCSI, 343 

User authentication failed, 452 
User names, 369 
Users privileges, setting, 357, 367, 378 
Utilities, 382-409 

Appearance Control Panel and 
blotchy, blurry desktop 

pictures, 383 
font anti-aliasing problems, 

382-383 
slow screen redrawing, 384 
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v 

checking for system conflicts with, 
392--405 

desktop decoration programs and, 
384-386 

desktop rebuilding with, 390-391 
software updates and, 406--409 

Apple resources for, 407--409 
Internet resources for, 406--407 

system enhancement with, 386-390 
for capturing screen 

images, 388 
for font menus, 387 
guide to using, 389-390 
for Launcher, 388 
for Menu Options, 387 
for Open and Save dialog 

boxes, 386-387 
too hot for lap use, 382-384 

V.90 56K standard, modems, 429 
Versions, 6 
Video cable, checking, 2 12, 215 
Video capture, 4 12--426 

Adobe Premiere problems and, 425--426 
audio and video not in sync, 425 
can' t drag audio or video 

clips, 426 
file not in Import dialog 

box,425 
low image quality, 425 
only ftrst frame imported, 425 
playback flickering, 426 
playback slow, 426 
tracks not in sync, 426 
video preview errors, 426 

camcorders, 4 14--4 15 
capturing live video from cameras, 422 
Final Cut Pro problems and, 423--425 

camcorder doesn't function, 425 
camcorder not recognized, 423 
dropped frames on NTSC 

display, 424 
no audio from speakers or 

headphones, 424 

no sound from camcorder or 
deck, 424 

no video on display, 424 
no video on NTSC display, 424 
poor video quality, 424 

iMovie problems and 
device too slow, 423 
missing audio, 423 
no video, 423 

preparing workstation for, 421--422 
software for, 416--419 
storage for, 419--420 
video capture cards and, 415--416 
video editing hardware and software 

and, 4 13--414 
video editing techniques and, 4 13 

Video capture boards, 43, 415--416 
Video capture software, 416--419, 423--426 

Adobe Premiere and, 416, 425--426 
Final Cut Pro and, 417, 423--425 
iMovie and, 418--419, 423 

Video cards, 209 
Video drivers, 211- 212 
Video Mirroring Control Strip, 207 
Video RAM, 211 
Viewable image, display terminology, 186 
VIR virus, 245 
Virex, 254-255 
Virtual memory, video capture and, 421--422 
Virtual PC (Connectix), 232-233 
Virus software 

Norton Anti-Virus, 253-254 
problems and, 256 
Virex, 254-255 

Viruses, 244-257 
backupsand, 290-291 
cross platform viruses and, 246-247 
distinguishing viruses and software 

problems, 247-248 
email and, 491--492 
Mac types of, 248-252 
Mac vulnerability to, 244 
software for, 252-256 
system crashes and, 15 

Vmerror, 156-157 
Volume Bit Map, hard drives, 264-265 



w 
Warranties 

extending, 20-21 
laptops and, 82-83 
RAM upgrades and, 58 

WDEF Virus, 252 
Web artwork, improving, 485--486 
Web browser cache, 5 1- 52 
Web browsers, 470-486 

deleting Web cache and, 475--476 
emptying Web caches and, 473--475 

AOL4.0,475 
Internet Explorer, 474 
Netscape, 473 

improving online graphics and, 483 
increasing Web cache size and, 476-478 

AOL4.0, 478 
Internet Explorer, 477 
Netscape, 477 

intelligent caching and, 480 
Internet software crashes and, 482--483 
site access nnd, 470--472 
using RAM disk to improve 

performance of, 478--480 
viewing PC graphics on a Mac, 134 
Web artwork and, 485--486 
Web slow downs and, 480 

Web caches 
corrupted Wed cache, 460, 483 
deleting, 475--476, 485 
emptying, 473--475 

AOL4.0, 475 
Internet Explorer, 474 
Netscape, 473 

increasing size of, 476-478 
AOL4.0, 478 
Internet Explorer, 477 
Netscape, 477 

Index 

intelligent caching and, 480 
Web traffic, 482 
Windows computers 

viewing Mac graphic files on 
file formats overview, 136 
when format is correct, 137 
when format is wrong, 137-138 

Windows view of Mac environment, 
239-240 

Windows emulators, 23 1-234 
evaluating performance of, 234 
hardware and software approaches to, 

231 - 232 
how they work, 232- 233 
viruses and, 247 

Windows files, accessing on Macs, 218-220 
Windows problems, 235-237 

forcing quit and, 236 
Windows crashes at startup, 235 
Windows troubleshooters and, 236-237 

Windows Services for Macintosh, 224-226 
WMF (.wmf) files, 133 
Word, AutoSave application backup, 305-306 
Wrist and mouse pads, 171 
Wrist straps, 59, 65 

z 
Zero insertion force (ZIF} slots, 50 
ZUC Virus, 252 
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